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FIRST NINE CHAPTERS

ST. MATTHEW'S

GOSPEL.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1. The book of the generation Abraham,
of Jesus Christ, tlie son of David, the son of
As the bounty of God appears in the furniture and comforts of our
natural Ufe, in that he hath not only provided for simple necessity, but
enriched it with plentiful variety ; thus He hath done likewise towards
the spiritual life in the provision of the Holy Scriptures, having in
them so rich diversity of the kind of writings, prophecies and histories,
poesies and epistles, and of the kind, and expressly on the same subject, four books written by the hands of four several men, but all led by
the hand of the same Spirit, and all of them so harmoniously according
together, as makes up one song ; the four with a dehghtful variety of
notes,
no considered,
mistuning, ordo jarring
thosebutthatthere
seem istostill
be
so,
beingbutduly
not onlyditi'erence:
well agree,
some instructive advantage in the diversity ; each recording something,
some of them divers things that are not in the other ; and what one
hath more briefly, is more enlarged in some other : they are not so
different as to be discordant, nor so the same as to be superfluous.
Their order in the time of their writing, is, with good reason, conceived
to be the same with that of their placing as we have them. This of
St. Matthew was written first, and very likely in Hebrew, as more particularly for the use of his own nation, though in His purpose who set
him on to work (as all the other scriptures) intended for the good of
the Church in all succeeding ages. And he begins with the great
mysterious point on which hangs our happiness, that which is our grand
comfort, as St. Austin speaks, the 7nanhood of God. The chapter hath
these two, his genealogy, and hin nativity, each particularly intituled ;
for the first words are the inscription, not of the whole book, nor of the
• First
printedof which
from thethis original
MSS. inreprint.
Dr. Jermcnt's edition of the Works, pubin1808,
is a corrected
Vol.lishedII,
B
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LECTURES ON THE FIRST NINE CHAPTERS
[Chap. I.
whole chapter, but only of the first part of it. The book, that is (as the
Hebrew
descent ofword
Jesussignifies,)
Christ. the roll, or list of the generation, that is, the
The account by ascending, as St. Luke does, or by descending, as
this Evangelist, is altogether indifferent ; neither need we, with the
ancients, seek subtle and mysterious reasons of it, which are too airy to
have either certain truth, or profitable use in them. The reckoning of
the one only down from Abraham, and the other up to Adam, may
have some more solid reason ; the one having regard to the particular
promise made to Abraham, and the other to the general interest of
mankind, and that according to the promise made to our first parents
in the garden. And this beginning in Abraham here, relishes somewhat of that we spake, of penning this gospel in Hebrew, vArith particular respect to the Jews for informing them first : as, indeed, the gospel
was first to be preached to them, so might they have somewhat of the
same prinlege in the writing of it. He of whom it treats being bom
among them, and of them. And before entering to branch the lineage,
the
Evangelistpromises
particularly
and Abraham,
the particular
made mentions
to them Da\-id
of the Messiah
to comebecause
of theirof
seed.
Tlie great diversity of the names from David to Joseph, (of them
all, indeed, save two,) has drawn several persons to take the one for the
line of Joseph, the other for the line of Mary. But the diversity of
names ariseth not so much from the custom of that nation, of one person having divers names, (which commonly is answered in this,) though
somewhat of that may be in it ; but it is much rather from that, it
seems, St. Matthew does deduce the legal succession in government
(by Solomon), St. Luke the natural in birth (by Nathan.) St. Matthew, to make up the number of his three fom'teens, even omits some
immediate parents, which alters nothing at all of the true deduction,
and nephews are fiequently called, and truly are, the sons of their
grandfathers, though not immediate. Now, though it is possible that
it might be otherwise, yet, the Evangelists take it as a thing then manifest and known when they wrote, that Joseph, according to the appointment and ordinary practice of his nation, did many within his tribe and
family. So that his extraction, who was but the supposed and nominal
father, doth give account of Mary the real mother of Jesus Christ.
Other scruples, though it may be to some needfid to clear them, yet I
name not, as being useless to acquaint those with who find them not.
And some there be altogether needless and curious, which may pass
among
vain unprofitable questions of genealogists that the Apostle
advises the
to avoid.
Ver.espoused
18. Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise : when as his mother Mar)- was
Ghost. to Joseph, before they came together, she was found with child by the Holy
St. Luke is more large in the histoiy of the conception, but (which
the
have not) Wethishave,
Evangelist
us withthoughts
Joseph'swithin
behaviour
in therestbusiness.
1st. Hisacquaints
first doubtfid
himself; 2nd. His right information, and directions from God; 3d. His
answerable acquiescence and obedience.

OP ST. MATTHEW S GOSPEL.
Ver. 20-22.]
Perceivings Mary, who was espoused to him, to be with child before
they came topfether, and not knowins^ how this came to pass, it would
certainly perplex him much ; yet goes he not in a sudden passion, or
rage is,of not
jealousy,
take theas extremest
course,
a ^ms^for ma«,
that
strict andto severe,
taking justice
in abutstrict6e«/;g'sense,
so it
would seem contrary to the present intendment; — yet, some have taken
it so, though he was a just man ;— but it is indeed rendered as the
cause
his purpose
of themildlaw's
rigour,
so, just
is hereas
a good ofman,
a man ofmitigating
a moderate,
spirit,
averseandfrom
rigours,
good
temper,herso,modesty
no doubt,and Mary's
carriage,mendidusually
incline are.
him toAndthisaswayhis ;ownobserving
piety,
which undoubtedly was singular, and would appear in her whole
deportment ; but further than that spake for her, it doth not appear
that she spake all this while anything lor herself : she offered not to
declare the admirable way of her conception, which would have seemed
feigned and incredible from her mouth, but quietly refers the matter to
Him who had done it. Thus silent innocency rests satisfied in itself,
where it may be inconvenient or fruitless to plead for itself, and loses
nothing by doing so, for it is always in due season vindicated and
cleared by a better hand. And thus it was here ; she is silent, and
God speaks for her.
Verse 20. — Whilr. he thought on these things, &c.] The whole
matter is opened to him by the angel of God in a dream. This blessed
child is owned by his glorious Father ; the conception declared to be
pure and supernatural by the Holy Ghost ; his birth and name, and the
reasons of it, are ibretold ; and upon these, Joseph is ascertained, not
only of the spotless innocency, but of the matchless dignity, of his
espoused Mary in this conception, and the true quality of her Divine Son,
and so is furnished with sufficient ground of receiving her as his wife,
which accordingly he forthwith did.
The last words of the chapter are added for the future clearness concerning the purity of his birth. But denying for the time before, which
was to the present purpose, affirms nothing at all for the time after, as
is evident by abundant instances of this manner of speech, where
until goes no further than the named term any way, yea, does rather
import the perpetuity of what it speaks; as Gen. xxviii. 15, Until I
have done that, &c., and Is. xxii. 14, Till ye rfie,— which yet hath not
been alleged, for anything I know, for a purgatory after death.
Ver. 22. — In the narration, the Apostle inserts (as is his custom)
the ])arallel of the thing with a projjhecy foretelling all this, of the
accommodating of which I will not now insist. It is evident that it
looks beyond anything that those times, or that any time, before this
fulness
of time,
did afford.
this person
singular soVirgin's
conception
was
altogether
agreeable
to the And
singular
conceived
and born,
both as to the purity of his human, and the dignity of his Divine,
nature ; that he might be known to be not only a holy, sinless man,
but more than a simple man, God-man, God with v.s, as his name is.
Observation. The book of the generation of Jesus Christ. Many
great volumes of history have been written of states and kingdoms of
the earth, and Hves of particular famous men, and the reading of them
may delight and inform the mind ; but what are they all, B2how empty
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and comfortless stuff in respect of this history ! The hook of the generation ofJesus Christ. This is the o-ospel, the alone good tidings to all
nations and all ages ; still fresh, and equally good news from one generation to another. Had not the Virgin borne this Son, we must say
all of us. Good for us we had not been born.
Now, that so many ages were run by, before His coming. His will
who chose that point of time, is sufficient reason. But, 1st, We may
perceive by this, that the faith of the Church and people of God was
exercisedshould
in thebe expectance
nations
blessed. of this promised seed, in whom all the
2dly. And the esteem of this rich gift raised (and well did he deserve
to be) the desire and hope of the nations. Thus the Lord hath been
pleased in other great favours, to use this way to reveal them in the
promise long time before the performance : so, a son to Abraham, and
the deliverance from Egypt, and that other from Babylon long before
the captivity.
equally infromall those
the beginning,
his asFather's
for
the3dly.
interestHe ofwasbelievers,
preceding inages,
if he hadview,
already
lived and died and rose again, A Lamb slain from the foundation of
the icorld ; for He sees through all generations and successions of
times, and all things in them are always alike present to His eye. But
in the mean time, while the Church was held in prefiguring shadows,
this was their grand desire, that he might appear in the flesh ; still
looking and waiting when the day should break, and the shadows flee
away. And thus in the Song of Solomon may we take that wish,
(Ch. viii. ver. 1,) Oh! that thou wast as my brother! And though
the time seemed long, yet the vision was for the set time, and then it
spake, and lied not ; and he was coming forward in the succession of
time, /lastening as a roe on the mountains, skipping from one age, from
one hill to another: as here we have it, Abraham begat Isaac,
Isaac begat Jacob, &c. And this is now the great wish of his spouse,
the Chin ch, and of each particular soul espoused to him, that he would
come again as he hath promised ; and he will do so. What a sweet
echo there, (Rev. xxii. 17,) of Come! The Spirit says Come, and the
Bride says Come; and He says, (ver. 20,) Beliold I come quickly ; and
they resound again. Amen, even so, come. Lord Jesus!
21. Butthe thou
shallspirits
call ofhis humbled
name Jesus.']
the sweetname
thatVer.refi'eshes
fainting
sinners,Thatthatisthe
smelling balm, that the ointment poured out, that draws the virgins to
love him ; sweet in the mouth and in the ear, and life in the heart. A
Saviour, for he shall save his j)eople from their sins. The Jews were
his people once in a particular way ; but all Jews and Gentiles that run
unto his name as their refuge, are his people, and he hath engaged
himself to be their Saviour, whatsoever kind of people they be, and
whatsoever kind of guiltiness of sins they bring with them. And for
that reason, as is observed, are named in this his genealogy, persons
grossly stained, and the woman too, (ver. 3.) is specified, all under the
same blot ; and one a stranger, not of the seed of the Jews ; signifying
him to be a Saviour of all nations, and even of the vilest sinners. But
we know not his riches and our ov/n poverty ; therefore we run not to
him. We perceive not that we are lost and perishing ; therefore a
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Ver. 1, 2.]
Saviour is a word of little relish. Oh, were we convinced of the huge
mass of g'uilt that lies upon us, and the wrath that for it hangs over us,
ready to fall on us and sink us, this would be our continual thought,
till we were resolved in it. Is this Saviour mine? And to the end we
tomight
him. find him so, we should tread upon all that lies in our way to run
CHAPTER II.
Ver.king,1. behold
Now when
Judea, in the days of Herod the
there Jesus
came was
wise born
men infromBethlehem
the east toof Jerusalem.
2. Saying, where is he that is born king of the Jews ? for we have seen his star in
the east, and are come to worship him.
The blessed Son now born, hath for part of his name, in the prophet
foretelling, or rather telling his birth, (Isa. ix. 6,) Wonderful. He is
so in his birth ; that we have seen in the former chapter. He is so in
his life and death, particularly in that part of his life which is ordinarily
scarce at all remarkable, his infancy. The history of that we have in
this chapter. So, as in that place of the prophet, wonderful is the
beginning of his name, he is wonderful in the beginning of his life.
That wonder that goes along throughout all his life and death, is in
the passages here recorded, very legible, a strong contemperature of
majesty and meanness; yea, these two, so far distant in notion, yet
meet in him, the meanness of Man and the majesty of God. So obscurely born and so poorly lodged, yet, that birth marked, and that
lodging pointed out, by a star that seems to have no other work nor
motion, but to tell of him, and lead to him; and by it wise men are led
from far, to offer rich presents to a poor babe, and to do homage to
him as a king, and to worship him !
Then, afterwards, he is put to flee for his life in his swaddling clothes.
He who came to give life to dead man, is in hazard of a cruel death at
the entry of his life, and escapes it by the obscure and hasty flight of
his parents with him ; yet, even in that flight tliere is a track of
majesty, that they flee, stay, and return with him, all upon Divine
warnings, lliiis was this ^un of Righleoxisness veiled and clouded in
human flesh, and a low kind of human life, and yet some rays of
Deity are still breaking through and telling. Here dwells the Godhead
bodily.
In this chapter, these two things of him are remarkable. First, He
is marvellously witnessed and worshipped. Secondly, persecuted and
preserved.
He is witnessed, 1st, By a star stirring up strangers from far, to seek
him, and leading them to find him.
2dly, By those strangers coming and declaring this to be their errand,
and inquiring after the place of his birth.
3dly, By the chief priests and scribes, from a clear prophecy, resolving them.
Of these, and other like points in the following history, what ques-
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tions are moved more curious than useful, I shall either pass wholly in
silence, or only name tliem to pass them, to put them out of our way,
that they may not stop us in what may be useful. And textual diflficulties that call for clearing, I shall endeavour to open with as much
briefiiess as may well consist with clearness, and to serve for that end
of clearing them. For this star, what shall we see the better into the
end and person whom it served, by deciding, if we could, much less
by debating what we cannot decide, whether it was a star or a comet ?
Called a star for its resemblance, as the Scripture often gives things
the vulgar names, it seems to have been temporary, and made for this
singular service only. However, it was a star that led to the sun.
After men have pleased themselves in the employ of all their reading
and wit, to find what the Magi were, further than the text comes, they
can assuredly inform us nothing. They were Magi, (wise men,) and
of the east ; but whether from Chaldea, or Persia, or Arabia, neither
that name they bear, nor the presents they biing, can certainly conclude. It cannot be denied, that all these nations called their astrologers, and generally their philosophers, by that name ; and they might
bring the same presents from any of those, and from divers other eastern
countries: ornorofishisthereschool,
any more
that theyof were
posterity,
thoughevidence
the prophecy
a starBalaam's
arising
in Jacob, seems to suit somewhat well with this kind of notice given
them by a star, and with their observing it, and following it. And
truly, besides the uncertainty, the inutility of this may save us a labour ;
for what shall we be really the wiser, to know particularly what
these wise men were, or whence they were ? Sure I am, to make them
three to fit their number to their presents, and to make kings of them,
and give them names, and then to wrangle about their burial-place, is
to play the fool about the wise men.
If you ask, how the star could speak this, that there was a great king
born, and born in Judea, and speak it so as to persuade them to come
and see?
I conceive,
all their
in astronomy,
Balaam'sand prophecy of the
star in Jacob,
and skill
the tradition
of the and
Messiah,
his
star,
and
Sibyl's
prophesying
of
them,
could
not
make
the
language
this star thus clear and intelligible to them. There was, no doubt, anof
extraordinary darting in of a higher light into their minds, clearer than
that of the star, to make its meaning clear to them, and to draw them
forth to this joui-ney. The star appeared to them in the east, but it
does not appear that it led them all the way, though commonly it be .so
conceived : on the contrary, after their setting forth, it seems not to
have appeared to them till they came from Jerusalem, whither they
went as likeliest either to find him they sought, or notice of him at
least. And this likewise was by a Divine hand ordered, that both there
they might give testimony of Christ, and likewise receive their further
testimony of him and address to him, and be confirmed in their persuasion concerning
and lead
them. him, and then seasonably the star appears to establish
Ver. 3. When Herod the king had heard these things, he was troubled.'\ The wise men's question occasions Herod's fear, and that, the
meeting of the priests and scribes to resolve it. They do it fi-om the
prophet Micah, ch. v. 2. The difference in the cited words is
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Ver. 7-23.]
really none, Bethlehem Ephraia, and Bethlehem Judah, being all one.
And the prophet's words, read interrogatively, (as well they may,) are
clearlyof the
Howeverby this
the
least
all insameitself,thing
yet, with
it wasthenotEvangelist's
the least, narrative.
but the greatest,
great
And birth
so, David
Son andKing's
Lord,being
for heborn
was inofit.
obscure
in thisbears
same the
city.type of his
Ver. 7 — 12. Then Herod, when he had privily called the wise
men
to Bethlehem.']
men, thusof answered
led, camesentto them
Bethlehem,
and are The
now wise
so confirmed
the royaltyandof
this child, that they are not removed from that persuasion, nor at all
staggered in it, by the sight of so much outward meamiess as they
found : a poor babe in a common inn ; whether still in the manger or
no, is not certain, so it may be ; however, doubtless in a very low condition, far from royal grandeur, but yet so high in his own dignity and
in their thoughts, that they fell down and worshipped, and offered their
present, which they did not to Herod in all his pomp. This many
ancient and modern are pleased to subtilize into mysteries, which,
though I dare not contidently deny all, yet dare I aver nothing. He
that brought them forth, directed them directly home, having no more
business at Jerusalem. When they had foimd the King they came to
seek, they left king Herod to seek his intelligence from others.
Ver. 13 — 23. But these were strange news to Herod — a born king
of the Jews. The common fears that are of the ill genius of tyrants,
and that are the fell revenge of the many fears they cause to so many
others, are now raised, and rage within him upon this report. And
for all his craft, and the growth of it for cruelties upon long practice,
yet is he, as it were, so thimderstruck with this fear, that lie cannot
resolve on any sure way for this end, but inquires the age of the child,
and, it seems, defers a good time, and smothers the intended massacre^
(for that answers best the doubt about the age of two years,) and then
sends and kills all the children of or under that age : that was the
sacrifice which in his inquiry he meant to offer, instead of worshipping
the child born. His Royal Father could have preserved him otherways than by the care and flight of his supposed father with him ; but
thus He pleased, even in this, to carry on His Divine Son under the
covert of such human and humble ways of preservation, to make him
in all things like us, (sin excepted,) and to sweeten those things to us,
when we are called to be like him in them, in being persecuted, and by
persecution forced to flee.
That text, ver. 15, Out of Egypt have I called my Son, suits most
fitly, the words having (as other such adapted places) their prophetical
aspect to Jesus Christ, without any prejudice of their first proper sense,
inHispersons
or things
Israel9. is called the Lord's soil, and
j^rs^ born,
Exod. typifying
iv. 22 ; him.
Jer. xxxi.
The other text. He shall be called a Nazarite, I rather think, signifies his singular holiness, which the name imports, and all the prophets
foretold of him, and the legal Nazarites prefigured, than that it relates
to any particular prophecy. Besides, it is in the text, the prophets, in
general : Which was spoken by the prophets. Ver. 23.
Observe 1. The fi-eedom of God's calling and drawing men unto His
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Son ; that it follows not the track of hnman appearances and external
eng-agements. Strangers are brought from far to worship Christ, and
are glad at his birth. His own, amongst whom, and those particularly for whom, he was born, were not rejoiced, yea, were troubled at
it; so far were they from receiving him as their king, and worshipping
him.
resolved
question,
theyas allto
sit still,Andfor strange,
anytliingthatwe having
find, and
not the
one Magi's
is so taken
with it,
take share of the small latter end of their long journey, and to go some
miles off, to see so great and matchless a wonder! Thus, many who
are far off in their ways, are humbled and brought to Christ, and those
who in external profession seemed always near to him, are still far off:
nearest the church, (as ye siLj,) farthest from God. My brethren, rest
not on your outward relations, your interest in the ordinances and profes ion of religion, but see how your hearts stand affected towards
Jesus Christ. If you receive him as king, then shall ye partake of the
sweet fruits of his kingdom.
Obs. 2. There was some appearance of reason (though, indeed,
reasonless,) that Herod should be stirred with the news of a new-born
king
; forjealousy
though ofChrist's
just power
yet, the
it will office
never never
be outwrongs
of theirtheminds,
while oftheykings,
are
not acquainted with him : they will still think that his kingdom
encroaches upon theirs ; and this is the ground of their almost general
enmity against him. But why were the Jews troubled, Avho could not
but apprehend, according to the very notion of the Messiah, that if this
was he, he was come for their deliverance and release from the tyranny
of foreign power? Yet, they with Herod are troubled. The reason
seems to be, they feared that trouble and war would arise by this
appearing, and they might possibly foresee much in the way to the
change, and therefore would rather have chosen to lie still under the
burden of the Roman power. There is a natural prejudice in all
against the kingdom of Christ, that it brings disturbance and disquiet
with it, and therefore men would rather sleep in their chains than hear
of a deliverance by him. Thus, the Jews in Egypt appear to have
been prejudiced against the message of their going forth, which Moses
brought them. Thus, a carnal heart would comply with its bondage,
rather than be at any pains in the remove from it.
Obs. 3. Was the birth of Christ subject to accompanying trouble?
Thus it is in (he soul, a tumult, as it were, of Herod and the Jews.
They that are without, viz., carnal friends, all in a rage at it : " What !
turn a melancholy,
&c.areAndclamouring
within, for
liketheir
the
tumultuous
mvdtitude,precise
all thefool,lustsgoof mad,"
the heart
interest, noising to it, that it will suffer much in this change, that all
"wonted delights will be cut off, that there will arise much war and
trouble by this new kingdom ; besides many other doubts and fears
that arise in this matter.
Think it not strange to find it thus, that the soul is tossed with disquiet at the birth of Christ in it ; but rather let it rejoice in this trouble,
as a sign of that blessed birth, and that spiritual kingdom of Christ
within it, which, however it occasion some present stir, shall sweetly
compensate that, and compose the soul, and make it happy : for the
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Ver. 7-23.]
Child horn is the Prince of Peace, (Isa. ix. 6,) and the proper nature
of His kingdom, that whereof it is made up, is, righteo^isness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost. Rom. xiv. 17.
4. Herod's
news,the gathers
the priests
andObs.
scribes
together,fearto and
give anger
clear against
testimonythisfrom
Scriptures
of that
very birth which was so hateful to him, and to verify it by the true
the place.
His stirrings
enemies' against
practicesHisstillkingdom
prove>
indesignment
the issue, ofof service
to HimThus: allalltheir
and glory, make for it. When all is reckoned, it is found in etiect that
they undo themselves, and advance His end whom they oppose.
Obs. 5. Bring me word, that I may come and worship him. Ver. 8.
This is an old piece of king-craft, we see, older than Machiavel, to
serve themselves of the shadow and mask of religion, in order to walk
unseen in their atheism. The most of them in their w^ars and confederacies pretending religion, and intending the subversion of it, would
seem to come to worship, and come indeed to worry. Cultum pretendit, ciiltrum intendit.
Obs. 6. Though Herod and the priests were both enemies, yet they
concur to this testimony, and furnish it to the inquiring strangers, but
went not with them, nor so much as sent any. Thus many testify,
yea, teach the truth of Christ in the general, yet go not to him, as signs
in the way direct others, and stir not themselves. But, my brethren,
think it not enough to give a general assent to divine truths, for unless
the heart be warmed with them, and the soul stirred up to seek an
interest in them, they save not, yea, they more deeply condemn.
Obs. 7. Divers readings of the Evangelists and prophets, agreeing
in one sense, are very useful. Bethlehem the least, yet, not the least;
the least of thyself, but the greatest by the birth of the great King born
in thee. Thus all are raised and ennobled by Christ. The poorest
persons, and things in themselves most despicable, yet, through him,
become most excellent. The simplicity of the ordinances, the word
and sacraments, so far below the pomp of the world, and gaudy, false
worship, in outward visage, yet are much further above them in inward
dignity. Thus, the soul of a poor, simple, unlettered believer, that is
the meanest and least in itself, far below the greatest persons and great
wits of the world in naturals, yet, Jesus Christ being born in it, is not
the least, but in spiritual excellency truly great, and far beyond all
others void of Christ.
Obs. 8. Christ newly born, is hotly persecuted, put to flight, &c.
This is a presage of his after condition and entertainment in the world
in his own person, and still in his body, his Church, the saints. No
sooner is Christ born in thee, than the wicked Avill be upon thee, seekleast.ing to kill him with persecuting malice, with scoffs and taunts at the
Obs. 9. All his motions are by divine direction. Thus, his saints in
all times, particularly in times of straits and troubles, must still be
depending
on His pointing out of every step, and are safe in following
that.
Further, we may observe, that they whom the Father intends to
bring to the Son, shall not want means of their calling and leading to
Ijim. He will create a light in them, and cause it to arise in their
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hearts to stir them up to inquire after him. And when they need
direction, and seek it, lie will furnish it even where it would be least
expected. If they be driven to attend it at their hands who s:;o not to
Christ themselves, even under a ministry that hath little life in it,— that
is formal and spiritless in itself, yet, if God hath cast thy lot there, even
there, I say, shall a soul seeking after Jesus Christ find direction and
confirmation, and the word shall be made lively to it by a higher Hand;
and though they go not to Christ, yet shall they give thee His true
address, and direct thee right to Him, as here the scribes and priests
did these inquirers.
Again, observe how God takes hold of men by suitable ways. His
call does not lie wholly in the congruity of the means, but He makes it
effectual ; yet. He carries that efficacy so sweetly, that there is not any
violence at all. Often in the means, that sweetness consists in the
particular aptness of them. These were star-gazers, and he gives them
notice according to their faculty by a star. Thus, some are taken with
some accessory qualification of a minister, baited by this to give ear
and take liking to his doctrine. Thus, St. Augustine confesses he was
caught in hearing St. Ambrose, through delight in his eloquence ; for
though he looked no further, yet, together with the words he loved, the
things that he loved not did likewise slide in and gain upon him.
Again, they undertake a long and hard journey, and resolve to go on,
and, missing him at Jerusalem, they inquire there concerning him, and
will not leave off till they find him. A soul that hath once seen a light
pointing out Christ to it, and stirring it up to seek after him, will not
be driven back, nor called off from going to him, by any discouragements and difficulties ; yea, they sharpen it, and set an edge on it, and
make them so much the more earnest. Others can speak of him, and
lie still, and not stir to go to him, as here the priests ; but such a soul
must have him, and will not take rest without him ; will still inquire
where he is, where and how I may find my Christ. A man may possibly meet with some formal minister, that knows little of Christ, and
loves him less, who yet can tell such an inquirer, that by believing he
shall find him, and instruct him somewhat about the notion of faith,
and inseparable repentance, and leaving off sin, which things he himself, who directs, makes no use of, hath no experience of at all ;
yet may his information be useful to the soul seeking Christ, and in
following them it may find him. And as it is in the first inquiry and
journey to Christ, so, in after seeking, upon his withdrawmeuts : as
Cant. iii. and v. Though the watchmen that should direct thee deride
and mock thee, yea, though they smite and wound thee, yet, if once
thou hast found the sweetness of his love, or but heard his voice s])eaking to thy heart, and desiring it to open to him, thou wilt not leave off
thy searcli day nor night, till thou hast found him, in how mean a condition and outward appearance soever: thou wilt see through that, and
behold him thy king, thy beloved Lord, and see him beautiful, all
beauty and loveliness, and wilt be forced to declare him so, that he outvies al creature loves, as not worthy to be compared : yea, that their
enjoyments have not near so much sweetness as the very seekings and
mournings after Jesus Christ.
Ver. 11. Fell down and worshipped him.} When a soul is busy
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asking after Jesus Christ, if it be inquired what would you do with him,
Wliy this is my purpose, will it say, I would worship him. I would
not only be saved by him, but I would fall down and adore him, and
acknowledge him my king ; and if I had any thing better than another,
I would offer it him. But what hast thou? Hast thou rich presents
for him ? Alas ! no. These are called wise men, and were, it seems,
rich ; had rich gifts. I am a foolish and a poor creature, and I have
nothing to offer. — Nothing. Hast thou a heart ? Yes : a heart I
have ; but, alas ! there can be nothing more unfit for him, and unworthy of him : it is dark, and foul, and hard, all disorder and filthiness.
Yet, wilt thou give it him as it is, and be willing that he use and dispose of it as it pleases him? Oh, that he would accept of it, that he
would take it upon any terms ! Here it is : if it would fly out from
this offer, I would he would lay hold of it. Oh ! that it were once
received by him, that it were in his hand ; and then let him do with it
what seems him good. Sayest thou so ? Then it is done. Give it
really and freely, and he will take, and make it better at its worst, than
all the they
gold, abound,
and fi-ankincense,
and rectify,
myrrh ofandallmake
those it rich
where
and will purify,
quitecountries
another
thing than it is. And it shall never repent thee to have made a gift of
it to him. He shall frame it to his own likeness, and in return will
give thee himself, and be thine for ever.
CHAPTER III.
Although the enemies of Jesus Christ, and, for a time, even his friends
and followers, mistook the nature of his kingdom, yet he is a king.
This being questioned, he himself avowed it before the Roman judge ;
and even in his low estate on earth, yet were there intermixed signs
and characters of royalty. To instance here no more, the former chapter hath the history of one of them, and this of another. In that was
the homage done to him a little after his entering into the world by
birth. In this, we have his harbinger preparing his way a little before
his coming forth into the world, to manifest himself in his words and
works.
This chapter, you see, contains the history of John Baptist — 1st. The
nature of his office ; 2dly. The exercise of his office ; and that both
generally to the multitude of the Jews that resorted to his baptism,
and particularly, to some of more eminent note amongst them, the Pharisees and Sadducees, and singularly on the person of Jesus Christ.
Ver. 1. Ill those days came John the Baptist, preaching in the Wildernes ofJudea-I This relates not to the history that goes before,
but to that which follows to be recorded, as the usual style of the Hebrew
bears. It is clear that many years fell betwixt even the greatest part
both
of toChrist's
life, and
in both which,
the birth
the coming
forth ofto John
preach,Baptist's;
all the intervening
time is from
past
over in silence, not only here, but in all the other evangelists, saving
one act of Christ's appearing in public about the age of twelve years.
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recorded by St. Luke, which was but a glance of this jewel, that lay
locked up a long time after.
John the Baptist, an extraordinary person in his birth and calling,
holy from the womb, a prophet, and more than a prophet ; and Jesus
Christ himself far more than he, his Lord and Master, the Prince of
Prophets ; and yet, neither of them came abroad in his ministry till
about the age of tliirty years, the time specified in the law for the service of the house of God. But our ignorance makes us bold and foolhardy : we rush forward not knowing ourselves nor this calhng, its
excellency and holiness, and our meanness and unholiness. This I
say, not that I think measure doth punctually and literally tie us,
especially the necessity of some times and the scarcity of faithful
labourers being considered, upon which some may lawfully, yea, ought
to be drawn forth, if unwilling and yet able.
But surely, the consideration of these examples should give a due
check and curb to our usual precipitate hearts, which in these times
had need of some restraint, even in some who possibly have some
competency both of abilities and true piety. Good fniit may be plucked
too green, which, let alone awhile to ripen, would prove much more
pleasant and profitable.
In these two, their long lying hid is so much the more remarkable,
inasmuch as besides their singular fitness for appearing much sooner,
they had so short a time allotted for their course ; the Forerunner but
about one year, and our Lord Jesus Christ himself but about three
years dom,
andwhicha half
But sufficient
this was the
assigned
in thetoDivine
was found
for the
work time
committed
them ; wisand
what needs more ? Let not any grudge for themselves, or for any
other, their speedy removal, upon this conceit, that they might, in
nature's course, continue much longer, and, in appearance, through
their labour be still more seniceable. Let all rather study for themselves, and wish unto others, that they may be diligent in their work
while their day lasts, be it short or long, faithful and fruitful in their
generation, and the shorter their day is like to be, work the faster ; for
certainly the good of life is not in the length of it, but in the use of it.
There are betwixt our Savioiu- and this his messenger or forerunner,
divers notable agreements : their being near of kindred ; their births
taking place in one year, and both foretold by an angel ; and as Christ
was the son of a virgin, John the son of aged parents, and a mother so
long barren ; little odds in the time of both their appearing to the
world, and abiding in it ; both sealing their doctrine with their blood.
But as in these, in all, the Lord hath the pre-eminence beyond his
servant, so this faithful servant did always most willingly acknowledge
it, yea, his very business was to abase himself and exalt his master;
and this he did, as we find throughout his history. And those of the
servants of Christ that are most honoured to be nearest him, are always
the greatest abasers of themselves, the most desirous to have him
honoured.
office,Baptist,
we havea minister
briefly expressed
in theandfirstpartly
verse,in the
partlywordin
hisJohn's
name John
of baptism,
joined with it, preaching. Preaching of the word was joined with baptism :John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness.
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I will not here speak oi the nature of baptism, the combinenient of
preaching with it ; their aspect each to the other, and concurrence to
one excellent end ; the word unfolding the sacrament, and the sacrament sealino- the word ; the word, as a light, informing and clearing
the sense of the seal, and it again, as a seal, confirming and ratifying
the truth of the word : as you see some significant seals or signets
engraven, have a word about them expressing their sense.
But truly, the word is a light, and the sacraments have in them of
the same light illuminating them ; and this of Baptism, the ancients
do particularly express by light. Yet are they both nothing but darknes to us, till the same light shine in our hearts : for till then, we are
nothing but darkness ourselves, and therefore the most luminous things
are so to us : noonday is as midnight to a blind man. And we use
these ordinances, the word and the sacrament, without profit and comfort for the most part, because we have not of that Divine light within
us ; and we have it not, because we ask it not, are not often there
where it is to be had, nor earnest suitors for it : for we have His word
that cannot fail, that our Heavenly Father will give even this choice
gilt, this light, (for that is it,) His Holy Spirit to them that ask it.
Then would word and sacrament be sweet to us, which now are so lifeless and unsavoury.
Ver. 2. We have in the following words the sum of his doctrine :
Repent ye, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand. In the point of
time and the way of his ministry, he was indeed singular; yet, the
substance of his doctrine is the same with those that went before, and
those that came after him. All the prophets preached repentance, and
joined in the prediction of this kingdom of God ; and our Saviour himself, and his disciples, as you vv'ill after find, preached not only this
same doctrine, but even in the same words : only this he had particular,
that he stood betwixt the two, as it were, the link of law and g ospel, as
one calls him, and was the first that said. The kingdoyii of God is at
hand, and pointed it out as come while he was speaking.
This byis allthe whom
main hepurport
and eiul
of Gocl's
messagessaid,)to
manRepent.']
in all times,
hath sent,
(as has
been already
prophets, apostles, Jesus Christ and his forerunner; and still, all His
ministers under the gospel, have no other in effect to say, than to call
men to repentance, to bring them home to God. Man is naturally
turned away from God, and is still further running away and hastening
to the pit; and God is calling after him. Do not destroy yourselves, I
will receive and pardon you ; Oh ! return, why will ye die ? And yet,
men will not hearken, but run to their ruin. This word is daily
preached ; and yet, who almost is persuaded so much as to stop his
course a little and consider what is propounded to him, much less to
break off his course and return? Oh, the bountifulness and graciousness of God, who thus entreats, and still entreats base worms, whom
He might tread on and crush in a moment! Oh, the wretchedness
and madness of man who refiises, and still refuses those gracious
entreaties ! You have been called to in these terms, and where are
they that return ? Where are hearts breaking for their iniquities ; and
breaking away from them, mourning after the Lord, and longing for a
look of His countenance, and desiring nothing else ? Oh ! that som^
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soul might now be stirred up, and set but upon thoughts of repenting,
serious, real thoughts that would not die ! The Lord will reach forth
his hand and draw it to himself, though it find it cannot stir ; yea, in
that very desire of returning to him, he hath prevented it and touched it,
and will not lose it, will not suffer it, and his begun work in it, to perish.
of Heaven.']
is the attractive,
which
putsForlifetheandkingdom
hope into
the soul. Ay,
JesusthisChrist,
peace and that
reconcilement in him to God, — this is the kingdom of Henven. And here it
was at hand, and it came, and was published through the world. And
throughout all ages of it, the gospel is at hand, in the gracious offers
of it to all that hear the word ; and it is brought into the souls that
believingly receive the word, and Jesus Christ revealed in it. This
gives both hope to the sinner, and stirs up desires. Were there not a
way of receiving him, it were in vain to call men to return ; but seeing
there is a ransom found — seeing the way is opened up — who is there
that have eyes opened to behold that mercy, that will delay any longer?
that will not hasten into it, and lay hold upon it ?
The Gospel is not a doctrine of licentiousness, but the pure and sweet
word of that new life which is in Christ. And though in the notion of
"repentance,
thereandis anworking
aspect ato,sense
and ofusemisery
of theandLaw,
sin and death,
sorrowconvincing
from thatof
sense, yet all this it works most sweetly and kindly, contempered with,
and adapted by, the doctrine of the Gospel ; for in this they mix and
agree, and throughout all the Scriptures of both Testaments, run combined, as they do in the words of this sermon here. For this is the
sum of the Law and the Gospel as they now stand to us-ward ; Repent
ye, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand. Nothing is so powerfiil as
the doctrine of free grace to convert a soul, not excluding convincements
of sin by the Law, but so including them that that deadly, killing sentence, thus prepared, becomes excellently medicinal ; (as the treats that
are madenowof dead,
viper'sandfleshnot;) only
the Law,
regard
of condemning
being
dead,in but
so qualified
by the power,
cordial
promises of the Gospel, that it does not really condemn, but only shews
condemnation out of Christ, and so causes the soul to close with Christ,
and find salvation and life with him : as the dead viper's flesh, so compounded, hath a secret virtue to advance the working of those ingredients that are in the composition against poison.
For the kingdom, &c.] This is the logic and rhetoric of the Scripture, to persuade holiness and repentance by the grace and pardon
revealed in the Gospel. Those beams of love and free mercy are most
powerful to melt the heart. Now, says he, the great Messias is at
hand.mayHecomeis come
whatsoever
have been
men'snotways
they
home : unto
God in him.
And will
they,before,
seeingnowhe
is come from heaven to save ? Will they not come from the way of
hell, from sin, to be saved by him ?— And thus the Lord Jesus is daily
set before us, and, in him, free forgiveness of all that is past ; and if
men will perish in multitudes, they must perish ; but you that have a
mind to live, come to him.
3. For
this isexpressed
he that was
of byby thea prophecy
prophet Esaias.'\
HisVer.calling
is further
and spoken
confirmed
of him,
designating him by the nature of a voice. The voice of one crying in the
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wilderness; and his cry is. Prepare ye the way of the Lord, &c., which
suits well with the foregoing; sum of his preaching, is in effect the same
with it. Repent is, prejmre the way of the Lord, and make his paths
straight. Repentance levels tlie heart to God, makes it a plain for
Clirist to walk in, casts down the mountains of pride, and raises the
soul from base, low, earthly ways and affections, smooths the rugged
passions, and straights the crooked deceit of the heart, makes it sincere
and straight both towards God and man. And then the reason. The
kingdom of God is at hand, is implied in that. Prepare his way ; that
says, He is coming, is upon his way, and therefore sends his harbinger
to make it fit for him. And this is our business, to be dealing with
our hearts, levelling, smoothing, and straightening them for our Lord,
that hewithmayhis take
delight
dwell andthe walk
and isrefi-esh
them
presence
; and,to certainly,
more inholythem,
diligence
used
in suiting the heart to his holy will, the more of his sweet presence shall
we enjoy.
Ver. 4. described
And the from
same hisJohnhabithadandhiscourse
raimentof life,
of camels'
He
is further
suiting hair.l
the nature
of his calling, and the strain of his preaching. A preacher of repentance, not willingly resorting to courts and cities, but keeping in the
wilderness ; that was, not a place altogether uninhabited, but a less
peopled, mountainous soil, the very place of his birth ; who had his
habit and diet like the place, and like the employment. Though his
solitude and rough garments are a slender hold for the hermetical way
magnified in the Romish church, when that of Zechariah fits better,
and their clothes are sooner shaped to that pattern, where he speaks of
those false tongues that wear a rongh garment to deceive, Zech. xiii. 4 ;
— yet, certainly, besides somewhat extraordinary and singular in him
and his calling, to which this was consonant, there is this for the
example of all the messengers of God, to live as much as may be in
their condition and station, disengaged from the world, not following
the vain delights and ways of it ; not bathing in the solaces and pleasures of earth, and entangling themselves in the cares of it, but, sober,
and modest, and mortified in their way of living; making it their main
business not to please the flesh, but to do service to their Lord, to walk
in his ways, and prepare his way for him in the hearts of his people.
Further, this was implied in this mean way of life, that the less of
human grandeur, the more of Divine power, and of the majesty of God,
might appear in his ministry.
Ver. 5. Then went out to him Jerusalem, and all Jiidea, and all the
region round about Jordan.^ That is, great multitudes flocked to him,
to hear him, and be baptized. For though Baptism, in the way he
used it, was not usual, yet their accustomed use of legal worship made
it the less strange, and the more acceptable to them. And being
accompanied with the doctrine of repentance, remission of sins, and the
news of the kingdom of heaven approaching, it could not choose but
find some reverence and attention. But certainly, of multitudes that
will run to the word, and, possibly, particulai'ly flock after the ministry
of some for a time, there may be many, as doubtless were there, that
are but light stuff, carried with the stream as corks and straws
are. Men should examine well even such things as seem to speak
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some love to reliction in them, whetlier tliey be real or not. This,
John does not spare to tell home to the seeming-ly best of those
that came to him, that esteemed themselves, and were esteemed by
others,
the multitude.
Spiritthatof came
God
directed more
him torelig-ious
deal morethansharply
with them thanYea,withtheothers
to him ; theyteousnesbeingof
all
others
commonly
most
confident
of
self-righ, and therefore fiulhest from the true work of repentance,
which humbles the soul to the dust, and lays it low in its own eyes :
these sects being, beyond the multitude, swelled with conceit of their
own estate, he spares the rest, and pricks them sharply, that the tumour
may fall. It may seem somewhat strange that he entertains so roughly
those that came respectfully to him, and with others were willing and
desirous to hear his doctrine, and partake of his baptism. Was not
this the way to beat them back, and make them distaste both?
There is, indeed, much prudence required in the ministers of the
word, to know to attemper their admonitions and reproofs, that by too
much
not they
weak should
beginners
after therigour
ways they
of Goddiscourag-e
; but withal
be nowholess are
waryinquiring'
that by
too much credulity and lenity they sooth not any in their formality and
carnal confidence. And the most we have to deal withal, commonly
are in most hazard upon this hand ; there is too little heart-humbling.
And many are ready to take up some piece of reformation of their ways,
and the externals of religion, and deem themselves presently good
Christians. Oh ! the deceit and slothfulness of our hearts ! How
ready are we to lay hold upon an easy guise of our own, and think
■what some further press, is but melancholy and needless preciseness !
8. Bring
forthcoming-,
thereforeandfrnits
repentance.']
he Ver.
Avonders
at their
fairlymeettellsforthem
so, yet heThough
rejects
them not, despairs not of them ; he g-ives them sound advice, which
implies
always
some
hopes
of
prevailing-.
Give
none
up
for
desperate
catch hold of what they do, to drive them to what further they ought to;
do. You proiess to flee from the wrath to come ; bring forth fn/ils
then. You say you are Christians and believers : Oh ! let your ways
and lives say so. Let Christ dwell in your hearts, and be shewn in
your lives.
Ver. heart
9. Think
to say. toWethishavefancyAbraham
to ourrelations
Father."]
foolish
is stillvotleaning
of external
and The
privileges. Beware ; rest not on these,- — the reformed reli^on, pure ordinances, or a place of esteem possibly amongst the strictest sort of
reformed professors. And do not think you put an obligation on relig-ion, and that it is indebted to you ; but pray take heed. God can
ieave you, and deliver you up to these vain thoughts, and provide Himself without you. He can draw the remotest and unlikeliest to Himself, and let you g;o.
Ver. 10. And this is a sifting, trying time. He comes, who will
unmask your hypocrisies, and search you to the bottom ; tcho luill lay
his axe to the root of the trees, and cut uj) the f ruitless. Where the
Gospel comes in greatest i)ower, there is the certainest and saddest
weight of judgment on the unbelieving and impenitent, the formal and
fruitless.
Ver. 11. I indeed baptize you with water.] The true badge of a
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messennjer of Jesus Christ is, to abase himself and to map;Tiify liis master. Bciptisjn with Uic Holy Ghost, and with fire, may, possibly, have
some aspect to the sing-ular seiidina; of the Holy Ghost in fiery tongues.
Tiiat purifyino- virtue, that flame of love, Oh that we found it!
Ver. 12. And only they, the. wheat, are for the garner, they that are
pure and spiritual : the chaff, light and vain hearts, are fuel for the
fire. inNothis.middle class : we must be either baptized in that fire, or
burnt
Ver. 13 — 15. In the baptism of Christ, observe the exemplary humility both of the master and of the servant: of the master, in subjecting
himself to this ordinance ; of the servant in administering it, first, in
his modest question and declining it, and secondly, in his quiet yielding
and obedience. He that was so pure and spotless, had no need of
that, or any other washing ; He, the Lamb of God, that takes away
the sin of the world, as this John testified; He, the fountain opened
for .li/i and iniquity, and therefore, well says he, I have need of thy
baptism. Yet here he humbles himself to be baptized. Oh ! that we
who are baptized had more of his likeness in this humble reverence for
Divine ordinances, looking on them as his in every warranted hand.
What though he that teaches be less knowing and less spiritual than
thou that hearest, one that might rather learn of thee, yet the appointment of God obliges thee to attend as humbly and regardfully to his
ministry as if he were an angel.
John recoils a little. Thus truly, as he in regard to the person, so
will every humbled, self-knowing minister, even in reference to the
ordinances themselves, wonder often, and be sometimes at the point of
forbearing. Oh ! who am I, to handle such holy things, to stand in so
high a service, to convey life, I that am dead ; to administer so high,
so pure and purifying ordinances, myself so impure ! But again, being
commanded
of God's
and
silences ; and and
in theengaged
continuing
in theownworkhand,
uponthatthatovercomes
consideration,
there is no less, yea, the greater humility, than in the other thoughts of
unfitness ; a submissive resignation of a man to his Lord. However
the matter seem to me, and truly I deem myself unworthy of the lowest
employment without thee, yet, Thou apjiointing, I have no more to
.say : good reason Thy will stand, and not mine.
Ver. 16, 17. Now, in the Bai)tism, the humility of both is richly
rewarded with so glorious a vision and voice. The thing is mean and
low in the common ibrm of it ; baptized in the common river. Oh !
what transcendent glory in such a manifestation of that blessed Trinity
on earth, that is the perpetual wonder and happiness of Heaven. Oh,
tliat we had eyes to see it, and that our hearts were more taken with
this glance here, and the hopes of full vision ere long ! Like a dove.
Oh ! that that Spirit were more abundant in us, flowing from our
Head, on whose head it here rested.
My beloved Son, in who?n I am well pleased.] In this word lies all
the comfort of a Christian. No pleasingness, nor acceptance, indeed,
out of him ; but in him, all acceptance of all who are in him. Nothing
delights the Father but in this view. All the world is as nothing in
his eye, and all men hateful and abominable by sin. Thou, with all
thyVougood-nature,
and good breeding, and good-carriage, art C vile and
II.
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detestable out of Christ. But if thou s^et under the robe of Jesus,
thou and all thy guiltiness and vileness, then art thou lovely in the
Father's
eye.yetOhshrouded
! that weundercouldhim absolutely
up inbelieving
him, whatsoever we are,
! Constant,takefixed
is all.
Let not the Father then see us but in the Son, and all is well.

CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1. Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit
devil.into the wilderness, to be tempted of the
The Apostle doth fitly style our Lord Jesus, the captain, or leader, of
our salvation. He marches, leads all the way, puts us on nothing that
he hath not first encountered. And in his going before, there is that
decorum there marked, Heb. xii. 10: It was meet he should be made
perfect by sufferings. So particularly by this kind, that is the sharpest
sensation, by these he was entered into his calhng ; initiated or consecrated, as the word there is. Let none, therefore, of his followers
think to go free. If you mean to follow Christ, reckon for temptations,
to meet them even at first, and so in all the way. We readily misreckon, though warned ; we count as we would have it ; write up such
ease and joys, Sfc, and think not on afflictions without, and temptations within, which yet are much our portion here. Unwise to put to
sea and expect no storms, nothing but fair weather ! Let this be our
warning, that we be not secure ; we shall meet temptations. But let
this be our comfort, that we be not dismayed, that in this we do follow
him. He went beff)re us in this conflict, and overcame before us, and
for us ; and we likewise, in his strength, shall overcome.
Then. — When? Look backward. Then — presently after he was
baptized, and not simply by the water of Jordan, but by the Spirit from
Heaven, and was singularly replenished,///// of the Holy Ghost, as St.
Luke hath it, Luke iv. 1 . Thus shalt thou be sure to be assaulted
when thou hast received the greatest enlargements from Heaven, either
at the sacrament or in prayer, or in any other way ; then look for an
onset. This arch-pirate lets the empty ships pass, but lays wait for
them when they return richest laden.
Then. — Again, look forward. Then — when he was to enter on his
work, his public ministry. Thus look to be assailed, when thou art to
engage in any special service. Each according to his place will find
this : when he is upon some pui-pose of honouring God in any particular undertaking or course, and is nearest the pertbrmance, then shall
the strength of hell be mustered up against him. Now, knowing it to
be thus, this ought rather to embolden than discourage us in any such
way. This expert enemy knows his interest well, and does not thus
bestir himself lightly, but feels that his kingdom is in danger, and that
he shall certainly be a loser.
Now, as this is incident to every Christian, and particularly, accordhig to the eminency of their service, to ministers of Jesus Christ, as
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here to him when towards entering; on liis own ministry, so, in this,
they should reinforce themselves in him ; should follow him on, and
apply and emjiloy him for the victory.
This [Temptation] was one of Luther's sclioolmasters, and so it is
to all the servants of Christ ; and so arc all the three. Prayer, Meditation, and Temptation. And this is very needfiil, that both with the
more skill, and with the more compassion, they may be helpful to them
that are tempted. Certainly, in all things, experience gives the deepest sense and the readiest faculties. He who was here tempted, could
know more by speculation than ever any man ; yet was it found meet,
that even He should be trained by the experience of these things, as in
that cited place, Heb. ii. 10, — perfected as captain, made a complete
commander by hard services, sufferings, and temptations. So Heb.
iv. 15, and v. 2 — 8. Men expert in war, laugh at the learnedest discourse of pedants, as is reported of Hannibal.
Oh ! heart feeling is a main thing in this. It is going to the wrong
hand, for a troubled or tempted Christian to go to an untroubled, untempted minister, who never knew what that meant. Their errand
takes not : they find little ease in com])laining of their grief to him that
never felt such a thing ; as Nazianzen observes, that they who are
stung with a serpent, cannot endure to bemoan themselves to any but
some that have felt the pain. To have fomid such trouble, and then an
issue, such and such comfort, — Oh, it enables much in that case. See
2 Cor. i. 4, 6.
Led by chap,
the Spirit.']
down noton forhimthisin
baptism,
iii., hereThat
leadssame
him Spirit
forth tothathiscame
conflict,
alone, to seek it, but leads for such exercise there, wherein it was
desig-ned and appointed to meet him. The Si)irit in us doth not carry
us wilfully seeking of temptations; yea, we pray by His direction who
was thus led, that we may not be led into temptations ; that is, that we
may be so led into them as not be left to them and foiled in them ; but
he leads us into those places and employments, when we follow his
leading,
meetandwith
temptations.
And to bewherein,
thus ledby anyGod's
way disposal,
whatsoever,we isdosafe,
the issue
happy,
as here it was. That is sweet in all things, to be carried ; not to go
of ourselves any way, but that of each step it may be said, Led by the
Spirit. Led to be tempted, on purpose that he might return with the
glory of the victory.
the wilderness.']
This is thepitfield
betwixtof
theInto
roaring
lion of the bottomless
and chosen
the royalforlinethisof duel
the tribe
Judah. This serpent tempted the first Adam in the garden, and the
second Adam in the wilderness, with different success indeed; and
ever since doth still tempt the posterity of both, in all variety of places
and conditions, in several ways suitable. Company and conversation
have their temptations ; and solitude, even the wilderness, hath its own
too. No place or estate on earth is privileged ; no business, not
lawful labouring, eating and drinking, yea, not fasting and praying ;
yea, in these are readily the most assaults, but in them hkewise the
sweetest victory : as here.
Ver. 2. And when he had fasted forty days.] ThoughC 2this was a
miraculous and extraordinary fast, as a mark of his extraordinary
per-
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son and calling,
the ministry
of the Moses
Gospel'sandharmoniously
aceordinp;
with theandLawof and
the Prophets,
Elias, yet,
surely a holy fast it was, wherein our Saviour (as those his forerunners,
no doubt) fed upon ])rayer and Divine contemplation.
He hungered.'] So all along, as in this last, so, with his following
hunger.
sinless. Divine power combined with human weakness, such as was
Ver. 3. If thou be the Son of God.] Doubtless the Tempter was in
some doubt himself about this ; though he saw many concurrent proofs
of it, yet thought possibly it might be otherwise, and therefore tries.
And as he expresses his own doubt, so he suggests the doubt to our
Saviour. It is vain to specify these three temptations by three particular sins, for they are each complicated and made up of variety, as
usually all sins are. In this I would not exclude something of working on appetite, stirring to an impatient, intemperate haste in satisfying
that ; and the exception is weak, that it is not delicacies, but bread
that is propounded, for that is as strong a temptation in extreme
hunger as delicacies ; but the main is unbelief, and so making haste.
So, in the first temptation of our first parents, the matter of pleasing
appetite made some ingredient, but the chief thing was unbelief : Yea,
hath God said? Gen. iii. 6. And so here, Iftliou he the Son of God.
And as that was joined to pride, stirring them to a proud desire to be
gods, so, in this case, Satan aims at drawing a needless show of it,
that Christ was God. And our Saviou/s answer meets all these suggestions that
: of his pressing hunger, finding another answer for it
than bread ; that is not the only thing for it ; that of doubting or unbelief, (as it was the main evil, so the main of the answer stands opposed
to it,) trusting in the word ot God, that is, in His power and effectual
support. I need not myself try conclusions to see whether I be the
Son of God, nor (which answers the bent of it) need I at this time give
a trial that I am the Son of God. So he diverts the satisfying him
in that point of his Godhead, and answers only for a man : Man shall
not live upon bread alone, &c.
The second and third temptations, whether they were by change of
place, or representation of species, as I think it cannot be forcibly either
concluded or refiited either way, so it is not of much benefit or
importance that it should be. The notion of throwing him down
headlong, (though it is not thus in-ged by any that 1 remember,)
seems to me with the strongest appearance to incline to a real standing upon the place ; for if not, then it was necessary that both the
place and the steepness should not only be represented to oin- Saviour'sthe
imagination,
but thatofhecasting
should himself
really believe
was th.ere
otherwise,
temptation
down that
fromhe thence
Avere;
altogether null, and could have no place. Nor, though it may be
granted that he might suffer a false representation, (somewhat of which
must likely be allowed, to make up the third temptation, with the advantage ofa high motuitain,) yet, whether we may fairly admit in our
Saviour an apprehension of such a false representation as true, should
be considered.
But leaving that, we find the second temptation to be, clearly, to a
presumptuous tempting of God, and the third, to the horridest apostasy
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from God, even to worshipping of the devil, and that baited with an offer
of the world ; first to commit idolatry to it, and then next, to himself for
it. He is clearly beat offin all ; it could not be otherwise. But truly this
may seem strange, that Satan durst sug-gest such horrid, foul notions,
to so holy, so singularly holy a man, for that at least he knew him to
be,
had strong suspicions that he was more than a man, even the
Son and
of God.
And this I thiiik the sovereign satisfaction of a soul, in the matter of
blasphemous injections, which many, even holy persons, are troubled
with : much is said to it by many ; but surely there is nothing like the
view of this instance. That he uses thee so, what wonder ? He had
the hardiness even to use thy Lord so, who was so high above all stain of
sin, as in all things, so in these. True, indeed, we cannot well avoid
all soil, but some guilt sticks to us ; as from the throwing of a dirty
ball against the wall, though it is presently beat back, yet it leaves a
spot behind ; our nature being so easily receptive of sinful defilement.
But he was altogether undeiilable in all assaults ; yet this is our grand
comfort, that he was tempted, and even that with such vile things. So
then, if finding any such thing, cry to him for help, as one who can
feel it, and entreat him to see how grating these thoughts are to thee,
and to pity thee, and repel Satan ; and he will do it, and will account
those
at all, but his ; and, if anything stick, will wash it
off withnothisthyownsin blood.
Observe. The Devil can cite scripture. Receive not, then, everything at first, that comes with an it is written ; and as not everj thing
of men'sthee,opinions
thus backed,
doubts How
that often
are raised
within
and managed
against so,theenotinthose
this way.
does
Satan make a poor believer at a stand by some scripture objection !
But take this course ; follow thy Captain in this. Satan is a liar, and
cuts and pares when he cites ; as he here left out, thy ways, to make
room for Cast thyself headlong., which was not the way. Now oiur
Saviour does not contest with him about this, takes no notice of that
sleight, but, in a plain, full counter-blow, beats him out of it, gives him
another it is written, that carries clear how he abused his. And there
is admirable wisdom in this, much more than if he had disputed about
the word which all observe here, was cunningly left out ; for in this,
our Saviour teaches us our better way in this case, either with perverse
men, in the avouching of their errors, or with Satan, in his thus
assaulting us with misalleged scripture, not so much to subtilize about
the very place or words abused. It may be so cunningly done sometimes, that we cannot well find it out ; but this downright, sure way
beats off the sophister with another place, clearly and plainly carrying
that truth which he opposes and we adhere to. So, though thou canst
not clear the sense of an obscure scripture, thou shalt always find a
sufficient guard in another that is clearer.
Our Saviour was pleased thus to bear many assaults, and Urns
to fence and beat off the Tempter by the word, both for our instruction
and comfort, who otherwise, for himself, could immediately have
repelled him, and sent him back at first. But indeed he pleased not
himself in anything; had an eye to us in all he did and suffered, and
did all in reference to ,our advantage. Oh, how should we love him !
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And let not any abuse of the scripture, by Satan or by men, abate
our esteem, or lead iis to abandon our use of it ; but let us study it
still, labour to be well acquainted with it, make it our magazine, have
ready our defences from thence in all kinds of assault. Oh ' let this
word dwell richly in us, for it is our life. A stone out of this brook
smites Goliath. And observing these evils here, labour to be fortified
against them. Surely they were main ones, that were brought forth in
this combat. Ready we are either to distrust our God, or, in abused
confidence, to presume upon unwarranted ways. And for the third
temptation, how strong is it, though not to gain that gross point of disclaiming God for love of the world, yet, how many hearts are secretly
and insensibly inveigled and stolen away from Him by it, drawn to
neglect His worship, or to cold remissness in it, and to follow the ways
of the honour, gain, or pleasures of this world, that Satan suggests,
and so to worship him and it altogether, instead of the Lord our God,
whom alone we are to adore and serve, and whose due is all our
heart !
Ver. 10.andGetdraw
thee off
hence,
'\ Thus,
moveswithto
debauch
the Satan.
heart from
God, when
it is to anything
be beat away
indignation.
And
thus
in
all
conflicts,
continue
fighting
in
thy
strength : give not over, resist still, and the enemy shall flee, as Lord's
here.
Ver. 11. Then the devil leaveth him.] Retires indeed, but it was
for a season, as St. Luke hath it there; ch. iv. ver. 15. So we should
still make for new onsets, and not promise ourselves, upon a cessation,
perpetual quiet, but rather fortify in those times of breathing. But
this know, that our Lord is tender of us, and will inlay our painful
conflicts with sweet comforts. Let us remember to call our Lord to
take him off, and he will not see us surcharged or tempted above what
we are able, or he enables us, to bear ; and he will refresh us with
consolations, strong consolations as we need. And these in a high
degree usually follow hard conflicts patiently and stoutly sustained.
Our Lord had a cordial draught both before and after this conflict:
before, in the last verse of chap, iii., he was confirmed in the very
point he was assaulted in ; This is my beloved So/i. And as he was
confirmed before, so was he comforted after ; The angels came and
ministered to him. Oh ! the sweet issue our Lord gives to many a
sad battle of weak Christians, wherein they possibly thought once, that
was lost, and that they should never hold out, and come through
But never think so : we shall come through all, and the day shall
ours.
Ver. 12. Now when Jesus had heard that John was cast into prison,
he departed into Galilee.] We need not fear. God uses men, but
needs them not : when they are restrained or removed, he can provide
more. When John is shut up, Jesus comes forth.
Ver. 13. So,Andcommonness
leaving Nazareth.']
Not being
his with
own
country.
of things makes
them honoured
cheap andin low
us, how excellent soever. This disease of lightness and novelty, so
natural to us, we have need to watch against.
Ver. 14 — 16. That it might be fulfilled, &c.] Now the prophecy is
raised to its higher sense. The relief which the prophet speaks of, in
relation to a temporal sense, was but a shadow. This is light indeed.
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Jesus
coming'is into
coasts of; those
the Sunnations
of righteousness
Oh,
how pitiful
the their
condition
that still are arising.
in darkness,
destitute of his light ! How should we pity them ! But how much
more pitiahle their condition, who, in the midst of this light, are still
in darkness ; it shining in their land, but not in their hearts ! These
still are under the shadow of death. Oh ! fear and tremble, you that
in the clear Gospel light, are sitting still in your natural darkness of
mind and hardness of heart, and still loving that darkness, and refusing
this Divine light. Oh ! let it in, that you may live, and not pass from
darkness to darkness, from inward darkness to utter darkness, where is
nothing but weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth.
Ver. 17. From that time Jesus began to preach.] So gave he forth
light by preaching, showing the way of salvation. And He was eminently the light, — He that very way of salvation. He, the Prince and
Saviour exalted to give repentance, and remission of sins, and the kingdom, yet humbles himself to be the Herald, to proclaim his own gift
and pardon. And in humbling himself to this work of preaching, he
hath highly exalted it. Shall ever that be accounted low, and fit only
for mean persons, which the Lord of Glory made his calling and work
in the world?
And to say. Repent, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand.} This
was said before to be the sermon of his Forerunner ; not only the same
sense, but the very same words. He who needed to borrow from none,
but gives all to all, yet disdains not to preach this over after John Baptist. There is certainly a pride and vanity in the minds of men, in that
extreme atfectiug still either to speak or hear new things. Oh, were
you called together often, and this said as from God, Repent ye, for the
kingdom of Heaven is at hand, and found obedient, now one heart
yielding, and then another, though it might seem poor to vain heads,
yet
what would
excellent
it ! God's
more regarded
and oh,
owned,
makepreaching
that sweetwerewhich
we oftenvoice
despise.
Repent, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand. Oh, sweet invitation, the offer of a pardon to a repenting sinner ! but how much more
that of a kingdom. He might say. Repent, for the prison of Hell is at
hand, if ye do not ; but rather he this way draws, by the happiness
and glory attending our return.
Repent, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand. And at hand to
you, if ye repent, to be yours ; grace and all the rich promises of it,
and, within a while, full glory. And no more ado ; it is at hand.
Let go your hold of the one, and straight catch hold of the other ; it
is at hand. But who believes this ? If we do, what madness is it
not to accept it !
The ing;chapter
first, ouradministration
Saviour's preparation
his three
publicparts,
callsecondly, hath,
His begun
of it in allto the
preaching of the Gospel, calling disciples, and working miracles.
the seaof ofbrethren,
Galilee, both
saw twoof brethren.']
HereVer.we18.haveAndtheJesus
callingwalking
of twobypairs
the same
calling, fishers, to a higher calling of the same nam^, fishers still, but,
of men : that is the excellency and dignity of it. Not now to follow
out the resemblance, there is much art in this divine fishing of human
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souls,vateboth
converse.in casting the net in public preaching, and angling in priVer. 19. And they straightway left their nets, and followed him.]
This hearts
was asonceElijah's
touchvoice,
to Elisha,
Whatnothaveentangle
I done usto; thee?
Did
our
hear his
net would
nor cables
bind us ; no friends, nor parents, nor business would hold us : we
should break from all, yea, if it might be otherwise, would run from
all, to follow him.
Ver. 23. Ajid Jesjis went about all Galilee.^ Here observe his
Divine power and goodness shining forth in the miraculous cure of all
diseases. But these bodily cures were but preludes of the main work ;
but signs hung out to show where the physician of souls dwelt. And
whatsoever be thy spiritual maladies, though never so many and
so desperate, yet come. Never any came to him and went away
uncured.
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1. And .seeing the multitudes, he went up into a mountain. And when he was
sat, his disciples came unto hini.
Ver. 2. And he opened his mouth, and taught them, saying, Blessed are the poor, &c.
Others may grow stale, but this sermon, never so often read over, is
always new. Oh, how lull of Divine doctrine ! How plain, and yet
how high and excellent, delighting the soul as a bright day, clear light
all along ! We need not strain for the clearness of it upon that word,
He opened his mouth; for every word here spoken, speaks for itself;
carries, as light does, its own evidence. He begins with that great
point which all are concerned in, and all naturally someway desirous to
know, the doctrine of blessedness, in short aphorisms ; and the rest of
his discourse follows out the same argument, directing the way to happines in those graces, purity, meekness, mercy, &c. For although all
grace is radically one, and he that hath one, hath all, yet they are thus
specified : 1st. For the weakness of our apprehensions, which take not
full views so easily, they are spelled out to us, but only so, that taking them the easier severally, as letters of one word, we may set them
together again, as all being one blessedness. 2dly. Though every true
Christian hath all graces, yet all are not alike eminent in all. We may
confidently say, that there is no one who equally excels in every grace ;
but in several persons, several particular graces do most act and
evidence themselves, shooting up above the rest ; yea, in one and the
same person, one grace will, at some times, be more evident and sensible than at others. 3dly. They are thus parcelled out to us, that we may
apply ourselves the more particularly sometimes to the study of one,
sometimes to the study of another, the neglect whereof is a great cause
of our great deficiency in them all. We hear them and like them, may
be, and think, these are good, but we do not set to the attainment of
them : we applaud, and leave them there ; approve all, and neglect
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all. If at any time we have any desires after them, they are general
and confiised : we grasp at all, and catch nothing.
This I would recommend, to be more particular in our purposes ;
sometimes to set ourselves to some one grace, not secluding nor turning
away the rest, for that cannot be, but yet, more particularly Jjlying that
one, were it humility, poverty of spirit, meekness, or any other ; and
for some time to make that one our main task, were it for some weeks
or monthslarly. Buttogether,
and examine
day'smany
practice
that rove
particulike unsettled
studentsevery
among
books,in we
and
reel, and make offers at every grace, and still lag behind, and make no
considerable purchase nor progression in any.
Now, for blessedness, what is the common voice, at least, of men's
minds and practices, though they speak it not out ? Blessed are the
rich, the honourable, the well-landed or well-befriended, and they that
can grow great enough in the world. But if we believe this Teacher,
it is not these ; no such matter. But if blessedness be in things spiritual and inward, then men would imagine readily of those things
which sound highest, that have some grandeur, and somewhat heroic
in them, — in great knowledge of faculty, and zeal for high services, or
in raptures, and ecstasies, and singular divine experiences. But here
there is nothing of these neither, but the meanest, most despised things ;
yea, those that (some of them) seem to sound as miserable and sad :
The poor in spirit — they that moiirn — the meek, &c. Oh ! sweet, lowly
graces, poverty of spirit, meekness, that grow low, and are of dark hue,
as the violets, but of a fragrant smell ; as one says, chief in garlands :
these are prime in the garlands of a Christian. Oh ! study these ;
seek to have them growing within you. Suffering remarkable martyrdom may seem to have some lustre in it ; but how take you it, to be
reviled and
and taunted,
by Christians in name,
because
thouscofl'ed
desirestat, toandbe hated,
one indeed
?
Each of these beatitudes, for all the low sound at first, ends high,
and makes good the title. Blessed are the poor in spirit; ay, they are
the oidy rich, heirs to a kingdom, and such a kingdom : theirs is the
kingdom of God. Lofty, vain minds are truly base, poverty in
spirit is meant, I conceive, not only a sense of spiritual want, (though
commonly it is so taken,) but, more comprehensively, a lowly frame of
heart, not swelled either with desires, or delight, or conceit, of any
worldly advantage, or self-excellency, either outward or inward. Thus
may a man be, amidst very many such advantages and riches, jjoor,
and that is his blessing. Yet here is connoted, I conceive, the condition of outward poverty as more suiting, and usually more connected
with that temper of spirit. In St. Luke it is, Blessed are the poor,
opposed to the rich. And he that is poor in spirit, if outwardly poor,
is truly rich in the midst of poverty. So, they that mourn shall be
comforted, and the meek shall inherit the earth. Not that this is their
all, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven, also. But this word from the
Psalm carries a fit promise, that meekness, seeming to be that which
makes a man a prey to every one, and easily wronged and thrust out
by all, yet shall be provided and protected, and he shall enjoy so much
even of this earth as is fit for him, with more quiet and sweetness, than
the proud and boisterous, who are ever, almost, in contentions.
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The pure in heart, abridging themselves of sights and enjoyments
that the world seeks after — sensual delights, the lust of the Jlesh, the
b/st of the eyes, and the pride of life, — shall have a better sight, and
purer joy, suiting them ; svv^eetest communion with God here, and ere
long full vision ; for they shall see God. So in the rest, it is clear.
are theyandwhich
Look off from
yourBlessed
sufferings,
eacharewaypersecuted
you will find Rejoice.']
matter of encouragement
and joy. Look back to the prophets that were before you, and look
forward to the reward in heaven that is before you. The firm belief
of that kingdom, that glory above, that vision, what will not make easy
to forego or undergo, to do or suffer ? It is the want of that belief
that keeps the low things of this earth so high in our esteem.
Ver. 13, 14. Ye are the salt of the earth — ye are the light of the
world.']the This
next point
particularly
concerns
the disciples,
after
them,
ministers
of Christ.
In these
resemblances
he theiranddignity
and their duty ; and the former is used for urging the latter ; and that
is the best view of it. Let men look as much as they can upon the
excellency of this their high calling, so that it raise their spirits to high
endeavours of acting suitably to it. What a simple thing, to feed selfconceit by this ! Alas, poor man ! He is light indeed in another sense,
who grows vain upon it that he is called light, and does not rather
tremble that he is so unlike it in this. Salt — What were all table
provisions without this ? Light — What were the world without this ?
Christ communicates his own name to them. The light of the world.
All the children of God are children of light, but his messengers more
eminently so. Men that think ministers a needless commodity in the
world, if they give any belief to the Gospel, may see what they are :
and if you
could live well without salt, and without light, so might ye
without
ministers.
But, alas ! how much unsavoury salt, how many dark lights are
amongst us ! And if the salt lose its savour, it can do good to nothing,
and nothing can do good to it. The most unprofitable piece of the
world, is either a profane, a carnal, or a formal, dead minister ; he is
good for nothing, — unsavoury salt, of all things the most unsavoury.
And if the light within thee be darkness, (as our Saviour says aherw&rds,) how great is that darkness I Oh, that Christ shined more in
our labours, in our conversation, and in companies where we come ;
that we were more savoury and seasoning others ; not in jestings, or in
sports, (these salts are unsavoury in ministers,) but in words of edification, ministering grace to the hearers ! And this, though it specially
applies'
yet extends somebody,
to all Christians.
shine, notto ministers,
to make yourselves
but for Let
the your
glory light
of theso
Father ff lights, whence you have that light, your Heavenly Father.
Oh, that this were predominant in all ! Happy that heart that is filled
with constant desires of this, and that aims at the glory of God, minding self in nothing, but God in all !
Ver. 17. Think not that I am come to destroy the lazv or the prophets.] He lays hold of this, takes occasion upon clearing a mistake
that had arisen respecting him, to pass on to such doctrines as he
knew were necessary for the clearing of the Law of God, wronged by
false glosses ; and he thus vindicates both himself and that Law
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Ver. 21.]
whereof he was the lord and author. Some, possibly, to obstruct his
way,
prejudiceandhiman enemy
in men'sof opinions,
teacher
of newanddoctrine,
the Law :spake
otliers,ofithim
may asbe,a hearing
of a doctrine tiuit sounded new, would willingly have had it so, would
have been free, and enjoy libertinism. Now, to dispel both misapprehensions, our Saviour owns his purpose to be Tiothing such. On the
contrary, I come not to destroy, but to fnlfil. This did he in all
thinjrs, in doctrine and in practice ; and he declares it a thinej impos ible for any to annul the Law ; that if any should offer at it, in his
actions or doctrine, he should undo himself, but not the least tittle of
the Law. Yet, further, these men that cry up the Law, and would
charo^e me with the dissolvinj^ of it, for all their noise, I declare to
you, that except you take heed, and observe that Law better than
they do, ye cannot enter into Heaven. How many deceive themselves,
as these self-pleasing, vain men did ! But be warned. Except your
righteovmess, your religion, go beyond the civil neighbour, the good
church-keeper, the formal, painted professor, ye shall fall short of that
which both you and they reckon upon. How many, who think themselves fair for Heaven, shall find themselves wofully mistaken, when it
isindeed
past help
! Oh ! examine
due saddest
time, andmistake
see whether
you are
for Heaven
or not. well
It isin the
ever man
fell
into, to dream on of Heaven, till he find himself in Hell.
Ver, 2L Ye have heard, Sfc] Now he clears the Law, and
teaches the true spiritual sense of it, in divers points of it, wherein it
was grossly abused ; shews that it binds not only the hand and the
tongue, but even the heart. Men aiming at self-righteousness by the
Law, and desirous of that as cheap as might be, with the least pains,
not being willing or able to rise to its perfection, drew it down and
shaped it to their imperfection ; cut it to the measure of external obedience, and that of the easiest size. Thus men readily do ; they
rather fancy the word and rules of Christianity to their humours, than
purge and correct those humours by the word. This exposition of the
sixth commandment, condemns not only gross murder, but rash anger
and reviling speech, as a breach of it, and condemnable : Avhich is
expressed in allusion to the civil judicatures among the Jews, and
thence, in case of any such thing, he presses speedy and undclayed
reconcilement, as a thing most acceptable to God, and without which
no other homages or religious performances would be acceptable to
him. Now it is not only anger without cause that is condemned, but
vain, undue anger, exceeding cause and measure. Were there the
consciousness and constant regard of this ; were every reproachful or
disdainfid word, every harsh look, every rising angry thought against
thy brother looked on as nnirder. Oh, in what order would it put thy
tongue, eye, and heart, in this respect ! This we hear, and think it
should be thus, but we have not resolved that it must be thus, do not
watch and pray that it may be so, after an unchaste look and touch of
impure desire, though not breaking out to act, yea, though not ripening within to full consent.
And by occasion of this, a man being ready to think. Oh, how
strait, how hard is this ! he adds, in verse 29, a useful advice, and a
powerful encouragement with it. Jf thine eye offmd thee — any thing
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that proves a snare, how dear soever, as a right eye, or right hand.
Men are loath to pare otf or abridge occasions of sin, where some
strong interest binds them. But thus to go whole and sound to hell !
— Oh ! better limp to heaven.
Ver. 31, Then follows, of divorce, which, upon any difference, was
worn into common use, and opinion of lawfulness. Afterwards, he
speaks of usual vain swearing, a sin which men have always aflfected,
even they
who, did
by profession,
own people
man
might
wonder,
not we findareit soGod's
lamentably
true.: atButwhich
yet. aSwear
not at all, not after the liberty you take by swearing either by heaven
or earth,
you and
spare soGod's
name ;isbutinterested.
swearing But
by them
must
havethinking
relation thus
to God,
his name
Oh !
a little reverence for the great God would make thee tremble at it.
Nothing is a stronger evidence of a graceless heart, than oaths and
profane swearing.
Lastly, at ver. 43, we have that sweet doctrine of not revenging,
but patiently bearing, and readily forgi\ing of injuries, and loving
enemies, and doing good to all. This does not bar any calm way of
self-righting, to which there is sometimes an oblig-ation ; but men
over-stretch it, and passion and self-love domineer, under this pretext.
Therefore, the words sound a little extreme, as a counter-bowing of
our crooked hearts, but it is to bring them straight. Let Julian and
other atheists laugh at it, but it is the glon,- of Christians. No doctrine or rehgion in the world, presses so much clemency and inuocency, and bounty as theirs, even to sworn enemies. This, we say, is
its glory. And whereas it seems to render men sheepish, to make
them less than men, it makes them indeed more than men, even like
God. Benignity and mercy are Divine and Godlike, chief traits of
God'sjustimage
children.
sun rises,
his rain descends
on
the
and thein his
unjust.
So, aHisdiffusive,
sweet,and bountiful
soul, is still
desiring to do good, by hand, by counsel, by any comfort within its
reach towards all, rewarding good for evA. These things, deeply
thought on and really practised, would make Christians indeed, children like their Heavenly Father.
CHAPTER VI.
Christ'sandbusiness
bring mancameto Heaven.
down,
became upon
man,earth
for was,
that topuqjose;
forth froinHeGod,cameto
bring us back to God. 1 Pet. iii. IS. As his life and death, so his
Di%"ineknowledge,
doctrine tends
to that, their
to enlighten
the minds
men with
the
right
and inflame
hearts with
the realof love
of God.
We are drowned in sense and the love of earthly things ; and in spiritual things, our hearts are sensual and earthly. Now you perceive
the
doctrine
of thisThat
chapter,
at the andraising
of men's
hearts to Heaven.
is theclearly
end ofaiming
the Gospel
all preaching,
that men may learn in all their actions, to eye God more and man less ;
to be less earnest and careful for earth, and more for Heaven. This is
the scope of the chapter.
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These two main evils in the heart of man, hypocrisy and eartliliness,
sprinjr from ig-noranee and foro-etfulness of God. Deep persuasions of
heavenlyWould
thin£rs,it bewould
set for
menmenandto earthly
low
inGodourandhearts.
possible
love thethinn-s
praisevery
of men
more than the praise of God, if they considered what He is, and what
man is ; how lii<rh and how lastin<^ a good is His liking and approbation, howatheism
poor and! hence
vanishing
a thing
in man's
good opinion
Oh,
atheism,
springs
the love
of present
things.? Both
these go under that name, present esteem, and present possessions.
The one, the love of air, (as I may say,) the other, the love of earth ;
and both spring from want of belief and love of Heaven, so high above
both.
work,to look
to call
eye seen,
from hut
this onlowthings
pro.spect, toThis
raiseisittheup great
higher,
not oft'
on thethingn
not seen. And Oh, the odds ! Things that are seen, are temporal :
things that are 7iot seen, are eternal. 2 Cor. iv. 18. At this our Saviour aims his discourse, to persuade men to singleness of heart in
their performance of religious duties, and moderation of mind in their
provision for earthly necessities.
Having spoken of doing good in the former chapter, he speaks now
of the manner and intention which is chiefly to be heeded, to exceed
the Pharisees, who did many outward actions, particularly of these
here specified, but spoiled all by the wretched desire of vain glory ; a
subtle evil preying most on best things, alms, prayer, &c. — a moth
that breeds in and corrupts the finest garments.
The duties he particularly names, are these three. Alms, Prayer,
Fasting. Alms I scruple not to call a religious duty, though of the
Secondthe Table,
James's
warrant.
27.
And
way of upon
it whichtheourapostle
SaviourSt. here
teaches,
will Jam.
make iti. religious indeed: to regard God in it, not to seek to appear to man, yea,
to seek not to appear to man ; to hide and cover it all that thou canst
from men. We are commanded, indeed, in the former chajiter, to let
our light shirie before men : this here is not contrary, yea, that is the
same withLet thisyour: this
that the
directing
to God's
glory.
lightbarring
shine, vain
but soself-glory,
shine, (like
sun that
gives
light and scarcely sutters you to look \ipon itself,) that they may see
your works, yourselves as little as may be, and may glorify, not you,
but yonr Heavenly Father. Good actions caimot well be hid, and
possibly, some even of this sort, giving of alms. Yea, sometimes it
may be necessary for examj)]e and exciting others, that they should
know of it. But take heed that vanity creep not in under this. And
further than either unavoidable necessity, or some evident further good
of thy neighbour carries it, desire to be unknown and unseen in this.
When it must be public, let thy intention be secret. Take no delight
in having the eyes of men on thee : yea, rather count it a pain, and
still eye God alone, for he eyes thee. And remember it, even in public acts of charity, and other such like. He sees in seci-et. Though the
action be no secret, the spring, the source of it is, and He sees by
what weights the wheels go, and He still looks upon tliat ; views thy
heart, the hidden bent and intention of it, which man cannot see. So
then, though in some cases thou must be seen to do, yet, in no case do
to be seen : that differs much, and where that is, even the other will
Ver. 1.]
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be as little as may be. Thou wilt desire rather, and, where it can be,
still choose to do unseen, that others should know as little of thy charity as may be, besides the party that receives it ; yea, if it mig-ht be,
that even the party might not know, — as he that stole in money under
his
sick Saviour
friend's pillow
; yea, to it,
let Ltt
thy very
self left
knowhandas little
possible,
as our
here expresses
not thy
knowas rvhat
thy
right hand doeth. An excellent word ! Reflect not on it as thy
action, with self-pleasinj? ; that is the left hand in view ; but look on
to thee,
in theanother,
receiver'swhich
room,manyand arehe
inGod'thinegoodness
; that He
makesthattheethouableart tonotrelieve
not, and being able, makes thee willing, which far fewer are. For
both, thou art to bless Him, and be the humbler, the more thou dost.
Take thy very giving to thy distressed brother, as a gift from God, a
further obligation on thee. Though he is pleased to become thy
debtor for a further reward, yet, truly, the thing itself is His gift, and a
great one, as David acknowledges excellently in their offering to the
"Temple,
1 Chron.be able
xxix. to14:offerButso who
am I,after
and this
what sortis my
people,
that we should
willingly,
? For
all
things come of Thee, and of Thine own have we given Thee. Not
only the jjower, but the will is from God, both of thine own which we
give Thee.
Oh, how far are the most from this direct looking to God, this heartenlarging love of God ! And therefore are they so close-handed to the
necessities of the poor, even of the saints, where some enforcing occasion, some eye of men, some wretched side respect or other draws it
not forth. A thousand objections are raised : either they need it not,
or will not accept of it, or have this fault or that, are proud or idle,
&c. But does not thy God see what is at the bottom of all this logic,
these
disputes
And inwhenit ! thou
dost give,
how before
much they
of self,come
and off"
howwith
littleanyof thing
God ?is there
The
left hand knows, yea, it is done with the left hand, though the bodily
rightter hand
Most men's
charity
altogether
respectsdoandit.intentions
are the
main ismovers
in it.left-handed : sinisBut how noble and happy a thing is a truly liberal heart ! Even
natural liberty hath much beauty in it, but much more that which is
spiritual and Christian. According to thy power, abounding in good
works, that is riches,' — rich in good v:orks ; and he that soweth plentifully, shall reap plentifully. And be cheerful in it, and do this for
God, out of love to Him. And for the fruit, how rich is that ! So
much debtor
as it isupon
fit toHislookword,
to reward,
God's only.
thy
ratherlookthanto present
paymentTakefromHimmen.as
Theirs is present indeed, and our carnal hearts are all for the present,
but consider, as it is present, so it passes presently, and is straightway
God'severlasting.
reward, though
is yetof certain,
when come,
isspent.
abiding,
Thus,to income,respect
all goodandactions,
and a
holy self-denying course of life, in nothing take pay of men. How
vain, what smoke is it, their breath, and how soon will it be spent !
And then, when thou shouldst come to look for a reward fi om God, to
know it is done, that you are paid already ! That well judged, is one
of thenosaddest
scripture,
He
hath
more towords
look infor all; hethewould
be seen,the andhj^iocrite's
was seen doom.
; he would
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be praised of men, and praised he was ; he is paid, and can expect no
further, but
reward which he would ghidly miss, the hypocrite's
portion,
eternalthatfire.
As to Prayer, how foolish and how wretched a thing is it, to speak
to God, and look to men ! What is there wherein the heart will be
single and abstracted from men, and commune with God alone, if not
in prayer ?
Another evil, much like to that of shew, is here corrected, an
affected, empty, babbling, length in prayer, without affection. The
want of that, makes a short prayer long and babbling ; while much of
that, makes a long prayer short: as in a speech, the quality is the measure of the quantity, a long speech may be very short. This affected
length we incline to very much in holy exercises ; many beads are
dropped, and paternosters said, &c. We lay too much stress on the
continuance and length ; think all's well, if enough be done ; whereas
God's thoughts
are far Ifother,
and ours
should
conform
enough
if well done.
the heart
is close
to him
in everto his.
so shortIt isa
prayer, there is much said in a little. We usually speak many words,
and say little. For help in this, the most excellent model given by
our Saviour, is here inserted ; the beautiful order and full comprehensive matter of which, can never be enough admired.
Then as to Fasting, which is a necessary help of Prayer ; it does
unclog and free the wings of the soul to mount to Heaven ; and in
some respects, it is a help to alms too. The same rule must here be
observed, to appear as little as may be ; for the affected discovery
spoils and loses all, yea, the needless discovery runs too much hazard,
therefore it is by all means to be avoided. Personal fasting should be
conducted secretly. Practise constant temperance. Better to let the
bridle be always short held on thy appetite, than sometimes to pull it
in extremely, and then lay the reins loose again ; that is the way to
stumble and fall in both.
Ver. our19. Saviour
Lay notenforces
itp for yourselves
treasures
upon earth.']TheIn heart
these
words
the other point
of moderation.
in Heaven, and fixed on the true treasure there, is the only way to
regulate and moderate the desires in all things on earth. For it is the
distempered love of earthly things, that causes all the distracting care
about them ; and the cause of that distempered love to earth, is ignorance of Heaven, and disaffection to it. Men may discourse of many
considerations, and sometimes think soberly, how foolishly man turmoils, and is disquieted in vain, heaping up, and not knowing who shall
possess, and knowing certainly that not he very long, that he is shortly
to leave all. But these things will not prevail ; men keep their hold.
Not only their hands, but their hearts, are still fastened to what they
have, and what they would have still more of, rather than of those
excellent things which would call them off from earthly enjoyments, to
fix them on heaven and immortality, if these were really believed.
Where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through
and steal.] Inward decay, and outward hazards ! The treasure above
is free from both. Oh, that ours were there ! But hearts that are so
little there, make it very (juestionable. Oh, for an eye single and pure,
enlightened to behold that blessed hope, and to fix upon it ! Can an
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heir of Heaven be much troubled upon earth ? Impossible. If at anyhis heartambends
that way,Is will
straig-htly
checkGentiles
himself, seek
and
think,timeWhat
I doing?
this hemy notbusiness
? The
for them, and look for no more : they must make the best of them ; but
would I be content with this for my portion ? Where lies my treasure ?
AVho is my master?
Ver. 24 — 34. No man can serve two masters. — Therefore I say unto
you,
take no ofthought
life."]as Our
Savioura here
arg-ues
against;
the service
the wfororldyour
; first,
unworthy
servant
of Christ
secondly, as impossible for him ; thirdly, as needless, and that at large.
Your heavenly Father knows your need, and cares for you. Ye need
not both care ; his care is sufficient. Further, it is fruitless : such
your
is, for that
due diligence
in one's
calling,Then,
is not itbarred
yea, perplexing
that is to care
be used,
Ave may care
the less.
avails ;
nothing. Ver. 27. IFhich of you by taking thought can add one cubit
vnto his stature ? Lay these things together. Your Father will care and
provide. He that clothes the lilies, and feeds the birds, will he allow
his children to starve and go naked ? Then think how preposterous
and absurd to distrust him in these petty things, when you trust him in
so much greater.
Ver. 33. But seek ye ^rst the kingdom of God. A kingdom! Oh,
seek that, and account, as he does, all things else but accessaries, a
parcel by the bye, to be cast in. But alas ! little see we of that great
inheritance, that kingdom, and therefore these little poor things seem
so gi-eat with us.
CHAPTER VII.
We have here continued the dro])ping of the Divine doctrine of Christ,
distilling as the dew in several brief rules, as pure pearly drops of heavenly wisdom, in divers particulars of main use and concernment.
First, there is a direction concerning judging of men, ver. 1 — 6.
Tlien, another, regarding the supplicating of God, ver. 7 — 11. After
that, the straight rule of equity given us, ver. 12. And then, the
straight way of happiness recommended, ver. 13, 14. Lastly, a double
word of caution to undeceive us, both in the discerning of others'
teaching, and our own learning, ver. 15 — 27: we are to beware that
we be not deluded by false teachers, and that we delude not ourselves,
being false learners imder the teaching of truth. These are most
weighty points ; but light vain hearts are little taken with them.
Ver. 1 — 5. Judge 7iot, that ye be not judged.'] This is a most comevil in man's
nature.
Even and
moralhates
men ithave
taken notice
of it;mon yea,
almost perverse
every man
perceives
in another,
and
yet hugs it in himself This is the evil — unequal judging; sharpsightedness in the evils of others, and blindness in our own. And this
very evil itself, of unecjual judging, we can perceive in another, and
overlook in our own bosom. What discourse fills most societies, and
consumes their time, but descant on the conditions and actions of
others !
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Lawful judgments in states, for the censuring and punishment of
crimes, are not barred ; nor, in private persons, a prudent discerning
of what is evil and sinful in others, and judging accordingly of it. But
this jjidging is, the usually taking the chair to censure all persons and
affairs about us ; the prying into the actions, yea, even the intentions
of men, either through a false glass, seeing faults where there are none,
or through a magnifying and multiplying glass, making them appear
many more than indeed they are. This is done, first, by a curious
searching into the actions of others ; secondly, by the censuring of
good and indifferent actions as evil ; thirdly, by hasty, rash censuring
of doubtful actions, though a little suspicious ; fourthly, by a true censuring ofevil actions, yet not with a good intention, — not to amend but
to defame
and, fifthly, by a desperate sentencing of the
final
estate thyevenbrother
of the ; worst.
This is here declared to be dangerous and preposterous. 1st. Dangerom, by drawing an answerably severe censure and judgment upon
ourselves, usually even from men, but, however, certainly from God.
Thou that playest the arch critic on all around thee, art thou without
fault? Hast thou flattered thyself into such a fancy, as to think that
thou art above all exception ? Is there nothing, either a true or a
.seeming blemish, for any to point at in thee? Surely there is something, some part lying open, that men may hit at thee ; and they will
surely not miss to do it, if thou provokest them. However, remember,
if thou shouldest escape all tongues, and pass free this way, yet. One unavoidable searching hand thou must come under ; //is judgment who
sees thee to the bottom, and can charge thee with the secret sins of
thy bosom. He can and will so pay thee home, all thy unjust judgments of thy brethren, with just judging of thy ways and thoughts, that
thou thyself shall confess no wrong is done to thee. For with what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged.
Then, 2dly. It is absurd and preposterous. First cast the beam out
of thine own eye. If thou wouldst, to any good purpose, take knowof thy brother's
failings,
home ; sothe clear
eye asandto
discernledge aright.
A heart
well begin
purified,at speaks
mostthine
suitable
pertinent reproofs, and they prove the most piercing and powerful.
Shall these things prevail, my brethren ? Were it love to God, a
fire of holy zeal, it would seize first on things nearest it ; but it is a
flying, infernal wildfire, running abroad and scattering itself. Is not
this the grand entertainment ? Such-a-one is a foolish person ; another, proud ; a third, covetous. And of persons professing religion,
yet will ye say. They are as contentious, and bitter, and avaricious as
others ; or, at best, if you have nothing to say against them particularly, yet. All is dissimulation ; they are but hypocrites. And while a
mind is of this vein, believe me, the most blameless track of life, and in
itandtheblurveryit best
! action, how easy is it to invent a sinister sense of it,
But oh ! my brethren, be not so foolish. Blunt the fiery edge off
your censures on yourselves, where it is so safe and advantageous to
be thorough and home. Just the opposite to this, judging others
incurs sharp judgment ; but judging thyself is the way not to be judged.
1 Cor.
xi. 31. For if we would judge ourselves, we should
Vol. II.
D not be
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judged. This is the happy and gainful severity. Learn, then, to look
upon others, and all their ways, wth the highest charity, which thinketh
no evil, is witty and inventive of good constructions upon anj'thing
that may clear them, as malice is of miscensures of the best things.
Take all candidly and mildly by the easiest side, the right handle. And
for thyself, search thy heart ; sift, try thy best actions, find out thy own
earthliness, thy pride and vanity, thy selfishness and hypocrisy, even in
good. A self-searching Christian is made up of humility and meeknes . If thou wouldst find much peace and favour ^vith God and
man, be very low in thine own eyes. Forgive thyself httle, and
others much.
6. Give
not that
is holy unto
doss.']andTheclears
former
ruleVer.abates
the sharp
eye ofwhich
rash judging
; this thequickens
the
eye of right discerning : that was for tlie moderate censuring of evil ;
this is for the prudent imparting of good. Be ready to communicate
spiritualandgood
to all,
yet so that
as, ifhigh
men esteem
do e\-idence
be asto
dogs
swine,
to have
of holythemselves
things, asto not
prostitute them to their contempt and rage, and wrong both those
excellent things and yourselves ; lest they trample them, as puddled
swine, not knowing their worth, and turn again and rend you, as
enraged dogs.
Holy things — pearls. So are they esteemed by all that know them ;
the sweet and precious promises of the word, the excellent high calling of
a Christian; and their price is inestimable. The pearl of great price is,
Jesus Christ, revealed in the Gospel. Oh, learn and seek after high
esteeming thoughts of him and of Divine things. Leam to be rich in
those, and to covet them indeed. And though imparting them to others,
it impairs them not to yourselves, and therefore, you are to be ready and
free that way ; yet, because of some manifest despisers of them, learn
this wisdom in that matter. Give not holy things to dogs.
There is an imprudent zeal, and sometimes a mixture of an irreverent commonness, in speaking of holy things indifferently m all companies. Certainly, such company wilHngly ought to be chosen, as give
most Uberal and kind entertainment to such discourse. But when not
of choice, but by some unavoidable engagement, we fall among others,
then our rule ought to be, not to partake of their ungudly ways and
communication ; but for the communicating, in another way, holy
things to them, this must be well ad\-ised on, whether it be suitable to
this rule. We are not, indeed, to give persons easily up for desperate,
as dogs or swine ; this were to fall into the former fault of rash judgbut where
e\"identlyto besuch,exposed
the respect
holy things is
to being ;presers
ed, andtheynotareunwisely
to theirof derision.
Much need is there of a spirit of wisdom in this, without which
there is no instructing by rules, so as to guide us aright in all particular occurrences and societies ; therefore we are to beg that anointing that tcachcth us all things. 1 John ii. 27. Speak willingly to
God, but still with holy fear in thyself, and it may be entertained with
holy fear to others.
Ver. 7. Jsk, and it shall be given you: seek, and ye shall Jirid :
knock,
and it shcdl
be opened
unto you.']and This
is for advantage
all.
For wisdom
to follow
the foregoing
following
rules, the togreat
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purveyor of a Christian, is prayer, and the great qualifications of
prayer, are perseverance and fervency. Ask — seek — knock ; be earnest
and importunate ; give not over. And the great support, the very
life of prayer, that which quickens and continues it, and keeps it from
giving over, is faith, a firm persuasion of audience and attainment.
This is here ascertained by our Saviour ; proved by irrefragable argument. All good is promised to be given, and that which is the top of
all, the chief to be sought, the Holy Spirit, is promised to them that
ask it, as St. Luke hath it. We say our prayers, and there is an end.
And this perfiinctorious formality creeps even upon Christians who are
unwary and slothful, and hence so little is obtained. Many that pray,
know little of this Divine art of prayer, this wrestling with Gotl, this
resolving not to let Him go until He bless them, as Jacob did.
Ver. 12. Therefore, all things whatsoever ye wcnild that men should
do to you, do ye. even so to them.] This is added, and seems connected, but it is another rule apart, and that great rule which all know
and few observe, — in equity, in charity, meekness, and all due respect. Self, self undoes all, and sets the world on fire. Though it be
a separate precept, yot it may have some aspect to the former respecting prayer, as, if you would have God condescending, and favourable,
and bountiful to you, be so to men ; and so you shall be, if you
change places and suppose yourself in their room, and they in yours.
This is the Law and the Prophets : that is, all is of this nature. Duty
to
this.others, as pressed in the Law and the Prophets, is reducible to
Ver.; yet,
13. Ejiter
at thenotstrait
gate.']so.ThisHowis undeniably
point
alas ! yewe inseem
to think
disinclined aaremain
we
to the way of eternal happiness ! The difficulty is so represented as
to add an edge to our earnestness, not to abate and weaken our endeavours. This way is strait indeed, but there is still room enough
within.easeJohn
2. Inthere,
my shall
Father's
house arecompensate
many mansions.
The
and xiv.
delight
abundantly
all the
trouble in the way. We must resolve then, if we would not perish,
that we must take this way, how strait and rugged soever, and strip
and put off all that entangles and encumbers, — that swelling pride,
those superfluous desires and lusts ; yea, to put off and leave behind
even self itself Once in at that gate, we shall find all perfectly compensated. And remember, they are few that enter ; few there are
that so much as seek it, but far fewer that find it, even of those that
make some kind of seeking after it. Many shall seek to enter, (so it
is in the other Evangelist,) and shall not be able ; therefore, strive ye.
What bustle is there made by sea and land for scraps of this earth,
and Heaven alone is so cheap in our eyes, as if it were worth no diligence, scarce even a serious thought ! Surely, either Heaven is but a
fancy, or the world is mad ?
Ver. 15. Beware of false prophets.] Not to go wrong in our way, we
must take heed not to mistake our guides, (especially as so many in
all ages give themselves out for such,) that they mislead us not, wrapmantlediscover
: yet, there
something
to a deceiver,
discerningpingeye,errorthatin truth's
will readily
them.is ever
As for
the grand
the Devil, the vulgar fable, that in all apparitions whatsoever there is
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still the shape of a cloven ibot, holds true, for there is somethiu£r in
their carriaire that, narrowly eyed, will tell what they are. Ye shall
know them by their fruits.
Ver. 21. Not every one that saith vnlo me. Lord, Lord, shall enter
into the kingdom of Heaven.] But every man is his own worst demostfalse
to prophet,
beware ol'speaking
himself.peaceWhether
teacherceiveror;therefore
learner, he
he isought
his own
where
there is no peace. Therefore, beware of yourselves. Delude not yourselves with a vain trust in an empty profession. Not every one that
says Lord, Lord — that makes much noise and sound of the name of
Christ, yea, that bears his name to others, that preaches him. Oh !
how many shall find themselves to have misreckoned in that day,
when they are not owned by Him, but connnanded away by that sad
word Depart ! Look to it, therefore, to the truth of denying yourselves, and your own will, and yielding yourselves up to God :— ljut he
that doefh the loill of rny Father which is in Heaven, says our Saviour. Oh ! take heed of founding your house in the sand. Though
ever so stately and fair l)uilt, and shewing fine, yet that foundation
will be its ruin. There is no safe building but on the rock, that Rock
of salvation who here taught this doctrine. Then come storms as
they will, there can be no fear. He that huildelh on Him shall not be
ashamed. 1 Peter ii. 6. No matter what houses or lands ye have
here, whether any or none, — He himself had none here, — provided
you build on Ilim as the foundation of eternal blessedness. Oh, that
men would think of this, and amidst all their ensuring of things still
unsure, would mind the making of this sure, which may be made so
sure for ever, as not to be moved !
Ver. 28. And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings,
the people
doctrine.']
A Divine
way ofwithteaching
Even
some were
not astonished
converted, atarehis yet
struck and
astonished
it, but!
by this eminently, He taught them as one having authority. This
not only by a powerful secret influence, on hearts which He touched
by his Divine power, but even in the way of his own teaching. And
for some measure of this. His ministers ought to seek, and to seek it
from Him, if they would find it. There is a force in things spoken
from the heart with holy and spiritual affection : even common things
thus sjioken, are far above the greatest strains and notions, that are
only an harangue or speech framed by strength of gifts and study.
Oh ! much prayer woukl put life and authority into what we speak.
To be much on the mount with God, would 7nake our faces shijic
when coming with His message to men.
CHAPTER VIII.
He dwelt among 7is, says St. John, and we saw his glo)-y, as the glory
of the only begotten Son of God, full of grace and truth. This all his
history testifies of him, both his marvellous doctrine foregoing, and his
miraculous works that here follow.
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Ver. 1-3.]
OP ST. Matthew's gospel.
Ver.,1. fF hen he. was come down from the mountain, great mitUitudes followed hm.] A thing he noways regarded, yet would not
hinder ; yea, he contiiuied teaching; and woriiinp: those things that
drew them. Mis delight was not in their flocking after him, but in
histructing and doing them good.
Ver. 2.thisAnd'
a leper
Whether
was behold,
intended there
as thecame
highest
kind and
of civilworshipped
reverence, him.'\
as to
a prophet, or Divine worship, as to God, it is not easy to aver, because itis hard to determine what kind of persuasion he, and the centurion, and others now coming to him, had ; how little, or how much,
or if any apprehension of him as the Messiah and Son of God. This
being as yet not much noised abroad, yet they might have it by special revelation from God. A high confidence, however, there was of a
Divine power being with him for the greatest works. This is clearly
expressed ; and in whatsoever notion it was, our Saviour takes it very
graciously, and grants their suits. We are commonly unsatisfied with
all that comes not up to our own height ; but our meek Redeemer
cherisheth sincerity, and accepts of what he finds, even the very least,
and extols it to the highest pitch it was capable of.
Lord, i f thou wilt, thou canst make 7ne clean.] Strong confidence
and humility are contempered in this word : confidence in asserting
full power in Christ for the work ; (the doubt of his will cannot be
challenged as injurious or unbelieving, for he had as yet no warrant
absolutely to believe that he would ;) the humility in the way of propounding it,not daring peremptorily to sue for it, but moving it thus,
as a thing in his hand to do ; the sense of his vile disease and other
unworthiness, it is likely, depressing him, and forming his desire in
this style only, as representing and reserving the matter with humble
submission, as resolved not to quarrel nor complain if he should
refuse, but to acknowledge pure compassion and goodness, if obtained:
<]. d. Lord, it becomes not such a horrid, polluted wretch to say any
fiirther than this, I believe, and crave leave to say it out, if thojc wilt,
thou canst make me clean.
Ver. 3. And Jesus put forth his hand, and touched him.] And this
humble motion is as graciously taken : he hath straightway real experience both of the power that he believed in, and of the good-will
that he durst not think himself so sure of, yet had (no doubt) some
good hope of Thou sayest, I can ? I say, I will : be than clean.
And the touch of his hand is a concurrent sign of his goodness and
condescension. That word had power enough alone, without the
touch ; yet it goes not alone, lest it should look like a disdain of
touching. He is pleased, therefore, to put his pure hand to the defiled skin of this leper, being in no hazard to receive pollution by that
touch by which the leper received a cleansing. And thus in his word
he speaks to sinners, where he hath revealed his will together with
his power ; and that we may doubt it not, we may read it in his blood
streaming forth for our cleansing. Yet, if any one, out of a deep
sense of his vileness, think, I know that he can cleanse me, but will
he look upon such a one ? Or, if he look, will he not straight turn
away ? Will he vouchsafe to touch my filthy sores, and apply his
own precious blood for my cleansing and healing ? Yes, lie will.
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Speak it not as doubting, but as humbly referring the matter, thou
mayest even in the same style, say, Lord, I am filthy as ever any that
came to thee, yet, if thou wilt, thou camt 7nake me clean. And thou
shalt find that powerful cure from a word of his mouth, and a touch
of his hand, that all thy scrubbing, and washing, and bathing in legal
self-cleansings, could never have attained ; and that not only as to the
guiltiness, but likewise as to the power and polluting filthiness of thy
sin. And this is to be laid before him in the prevailings of lusts and
sinful impurities : Lord, thou knowest how impossible it is for me,
and I know how possible, how easy it is for thee, to cleanse me.
And if thou shoiddst say no more, lie before him, and look upward
till he pity thee. If he be not changed from what he was, he will
pity thee, and thou shalt find it.
Ver. 4. And Jesus saith unto him. See that thou tell no man.'\
Tliis charge
not tonoise,
divulgewasthethatcure,he besides
our the
Lord's
humility in avoiding
might wait
fitterexemplary
time of discovering himself, and because as yet, it might rather hinder him : as
Mark i. 45. The other Evangelists tell us that the man kept not this
injunction, wherein, though he was to be blamed, yet there is some
excuse in part, from the ardent affection and overcoming joy that he
could not well conceal. Nor are we sharply to inveigh against all the
impertinences and imprudences of new converts, in their speeches and
carriage in religions things, though they are to be admonished to
study prudence. It is no wonder that so high a change does a little
transport them beyond their bounds. The skewing to the priest, and
offering of the gift, was both a respect to the Law, not as yet out of
date, and a provision for a testimony for Christ, when it should be
afterwards known that he liad done it. This may be the meaning of
that word, for a testimony to them. And it is not at all unlikely, that
the restraint from publishing it to others, was only till it should be
first shewn to the priest, and approved by him as fiill cleanness, which,
possibly,
out of and
envyfamed
to Jesus
nied, ifit otherwise,
had been known
abroadChrist,
as histheywork.might have deVer. 5 — 9. And when Jesus was entered into Capernaum, there
came unto
him.]
history He
of thedesired
centurion hathhim
mucha centurion,
of the likebeseeching
confidence
and The
lowliness.
him but to say the word, no more being needful for the thing to be
done, and no more fit to be desired of him who is addressed. / am
not worthy that thou shouldst come under my roof. They that spake
for him, as St. Luke hath it, said, He was worthy for whom Jesiis
should do this. He, of a far different mind, sends by others what is
here related as his own speech ; they speaking what he put in their
mouths, that he was not worthy of Christ's presence. His confidence
of powerblance ofinhis Christ's
word to over
do thehisdeed,
he expresses
by thebeingresemown command
soldiers.
He himself
but
one imder others, was yet so readily obeyed by those under him ; and
he believed all diseases to be much more under the word of Jesus's
command. So, indeed, they know his word, and so, also, he rebukes
soul-diseases and they are gone, as the fever in the next history.
Oh ! if we did but believe this and put him to it ! For faith doth so,
and in a manner commands him, as he doth all other things.
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Ver. 10-16.]
OF ST. Matthew's cospei,.
Ver. 10. When Je.w<i heard it, he marvelled, and said unto them
that followed. Verily, I say unto you, I have not found so great faith,
no, not ainproselyte
Israel.']; This
man Lord,
was areceiving;
stranp^er,thisandas a a soldier,
seems,
and our
kind ofyet,firstit
frnits of the Clcntiies, foretels ujion it a jjlentiful harvest of them :
Many shall come, and the children of the kinsidom he cast out. Ver.
11. This is a harsh word to the Jews ; and yet, thus often, the most
remote and unlikely, who have long lived stran<^ers to relif^ion, have
proved notable converts : and they that have lived from their childhood underthemselves
a powerfulbeenministry,
and have
mouldedandintowitha persons
form of ])rofessino;
it, yet die relig'ion,
in their
sins, and never lay hold of that salvation unto which they always
seemed to be so near. And this near miss of happiness is the greatest
misery. Children of the kingdom in outward apjjearance and church
privileges, yet, prove children of wrath, not only not entering into the
kingdom
they !had a seeming title to, but cast out into the dungeon of
utter darkness
Observe the misery of the damned, resembled by utter darkness,
void of light, and full of hideous noises and cries; weeping and
gnashing of teeth. And the happiness of glory is resembled to a banquet, where there is full light and joy ; a coronation banquet, where
all the company of kings sit down with Abrahum, Isaac, and Jacob,
in the kingdoyn of God. And this and all other resemblances in
Scripture, are but a dark shadow of that bright glory. Oh ! were the
things of eternity, the misery and the blessedness to come, indeed beHeved, how much would our thoughts be in them, and how little room
would they leave for the trifles and vanities that our hearts are taken
up with !
Ver. 14. When Jesus wa<i come into Peter's house, he saw his wife's
mother
and sick ofwhere
a fever."]
He and
takesis humble,
compassionate
notice oflaid,
all maladies
he comes,
touched with
the griefs
oftouchhis cures
own, and
so
moved
as
to
touch
and
heal
them.
all sorts of diseases : it did so while he walkedThisin aking's
low,
despised condition on earth, and it does so still by that virtual Divine
power, now that he is in heaven ; and although his glory there is
greater, his compassion is not less than when he was here ; and his
compassion always was, and is, directed much more to souls diseased,
Uian to bodies, as they are better and more valuable.
Ver. 15. And she arose and administered to them.] Oh ! thus it
should still be ; yea, thus it will be. They whom he cures, will bestow upon him the health and strength they have received by him,
and shall be serviceable to him. How can it be so fitly and duly employed? Then are all deliverances and favours, outward and inward
work, most kindly and sweetly enjoyed, when they are most c]uickly
and
returned
their spring, all improved and ofl'ered uji to
Him entirely
from whom
they tocome.
Ver. 16. When the even was come, they brought unto him many
that were possessed,] Upon the report of these works, they run to
him in great numbers. Oh, that upon the report of his all-healing
virtue published in the Gospel, sick souls were thronging about him !
The others were welcome, but these would be much more so. Many
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came to him, and we hear of none who were turned away without
help. He cast out the spirits with his word, and healed all that were
sick. Oh, come hither, all ye that have any thing that troubles you.
Is it a lethargic, a dead benumbness of spirit, or is it a fever, a boiling
of passions or lusts, yea, is it, as it were, a kind of possession of an
unclean or an unquiet spirit ? Come forward : here is help for thee.
He cured those here, with his word. Now that word of the pro])het,
here applied, (ver. 17.) had its accomplishment in part, even in these
works ; in his suffering the importunity of the multitudes coming early
and late, and suifering likewise the maladies he cm-ed, by the tender
compassion he felt in doing it. He is not a hard-hearted, insensible
physician ; no, he is matchless in love and tenderness, feeling as it
were their pains who came to him, till they were cured ; and he still
does feel the pains and groans of his own, on their sick beds. And
yet, all this, his curing all these bodily evils, was but a pledge of the
higher averring and fulfilling of the prophetical word. Our first
disease struck nearer to him by far, than those that he cured : he put
on the pain of all our transgressions, the whole weight falling at once
upon his back, as the Apostle renders it — hare our sins vpoii his own
body on the tree. Now, of that wonderful way of curing, by bearing
and transferring over upon himself our spiritual maladies and miseries,
there
not be Sickness
a fitter prelude
of heahng
diseasedcouldbodies.
is one and
of theforesign,
bitter andthanchiefthisfruits
of sin.
Next to proper spiritual evils, none are more grievous, yea, none so
much. It sits the closest, and the sense of it can least be shifted.
Other things that are without a man, are capable of more easy diversion ;fancy, or reason, may bear off much ; but paining sickness will
not
be so lightly argued out : the demonstrations are very sensible
and conclusive.
As in other things, so it is here ; Health, the chief of temporal
blessings, as much as any thing passes unesteemed and unconsidered
while we enjoy it. But Oh ! a fit of sickness makes it sweet, gives
it the highest recommendation : the groans and plaints of a sick bed
are the most powerful rhetoric to commend health. What can a man
enjoy of all the pleasures and poni]) about him, when blasted by one
sharp pain seizing upon any part of him ? Amidst all attendance and
furniture, he thinks the poorest scullion in his house, that is in health,
much happier than he for the time. Yet this we think not of, while
we eat and sleep, and have tolerable health ; consider not that continued mercy, how great it is ; think not on the difference between
that,
and
loathing
of all food, weary, restless nig-hts, and tossings to
and fro until
the morning.
Now I say, this considered, the goodness and power of Jesus
Christ were most fitly manifested in this way, as introductive to the
great deliverance from sin and death, he came to effect for us, by
bearing tliem himself, in our stead, and so taking them away. And
so, in cures afterwards, as you find in the next chapter, he began to
let out somewhat of that, as the main : Thy sins are forgiven thee.
And without this, what is health itself, though in its kind very precious, especially when so speedily and easily restored after sickness by
a word or a touch ? Yet, what had this been but a little reprieval.
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while the sentence of death, yea, eternal death, was still standino;, and
shortly to fall on ? Oh ! the lifting of that desperate sinkinsf burden,
our sins, and taking them upon himself for us ! How far do all words,
and what is larger, all thoughts, fall short of the height of that love !
Oil, boundless, immense love ! It will take up eternity to consider it.
Ver. IS. Now when Jesun saw great multitudes about him, he gave
commandment to depart unto the other side.] Other reasons may be
imagined for his withdrawing from these, but it appears that his work
now lay elsewhere, and he was to go through it. And the other
Evangelists arc express in this : / must j)reach also to other cities, for
for this came I forth. He had much work, and a short time to perform itin ; so he follows it diligently. Thus his servants ought to go
or stay, inditterently, for all places and services, as they are called,
and not to please others and themselves, but Him who sends them.
Ver. 19, 20. And a certain scribe came, and said unto him. Master^
I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest. And Jesus sailh unto him.
Foxes have holes, &c.] Strange ! Our Saviour seems to turn off the
very ready and full offer of one, and to put forward another who drew
back. He is, indeed, absolutely free in his choice, and may without
control do this, let pass high temporary fits and offers, and lay hold
on what hath far less appearance. And the truth is, he is privy to the
secret sibleactions
men's hearts,some
and false
can discern
in some
a very plauzeal and offorwarchiess,
principles
within,of whence
it is
kindled ; and in others more slow and inactive, sees under that more
sincerity at the bottom. This scribe, possibly, taken with the splendour of Christ's
and theandflocking
of multitudes
him,
perceived
not his miracles,
present poverty
meanness,
and after unto
disgraces
and sufferings. Many make lavish offers to religion at a time when
it is in request, or possibly upon some discernment of its own worth
and beauty, but do not count the cost ; consider not the enmity of the
world, the outward meanness, the reproaching and despisings that
usually attend it. It is indeed by far the best bargain with all those
who count the cost, if men would understand it right, and think it so
ere they engage in it.
Now Ave see what condition Christ, who was Lord of all, chose for
our sakes, amidst his own to live as a stranger, having no property,
not so much as the beasts and the birds. He became poor to make us
rich, 2 Cor. viii. 9 ; not rich in those things he was poor in, but in
things infinitely better. In that, he calls his followers, most commonly, to a conformity with himself : he forbids not, indeed, property
and possessions, but surely we should learn amidst all to walk, in
affection at least, like him, as strangers here, not glued to any thing,
using the world as though we used it not. And they who are really
thus as he was, Oh, what comfort have they in this ! How is it
sweetened to them, if in that condition they indeed follow him ! Hast
thou no dwelling of thy own, no possession, and little for present supply ? Look up to Him who passed through here in that very same
way, and cleave the closer to Him ; so much the more eye Him as
thy riches and portion, and thou needest not envy kings in their best
days. And whatsoever be thy estate, how soon shall it be past ! And
all that live, have much a like space of earth to he down in at last.
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But Oh, the rich inheritance above, for all that lay hold on it, and
follow our Lord Jesus Christ by the way !
Ver. 21. Lord, suffer me Jirst to go and bury my father.] Now the
other craves a delay. And a world of such excuses there are. They
that will not o;ive Christ an absolute refiisal, yet have somewhat first
to be done. This match, or barfyain, or purchase, or at least a time
ci\illy to take farewell of friends ; and thus the most shift it off. But
as to those whom he resolves to have, he will not take their refusal.
Let the dead, says he, bury their dead. There are enousjh of common persons, who have no share of life in me, they may do that ;
Follow thou me. Oh ! happy they whom he will not loose ; whom
he powerfully, yet sweetly constrains to break from all and follow
him ! Sure I am, it shall never repent them.
Ver. 23 — 27. Ayid being entered into a ship, there arose a great
tempest^ Still new occasions, and accordingly, new evidence, of the
Divine power of Jesus Christ. Upon the ship wherein He is, there
may, and usually does arise a storm ; yet, happy is it to be embarked
with Him upon all hazards ! His ship may be tost, but perish it
cannot. His counsels are dee]) and wise, and we cannot find them
out. He knows what He is about to do, when we can least understand Him. When we think that He leads out His people to be
swallowed up in the sea, or destroyed in the wilderness. He is only
raising: a mount for Himself to be seen on, and brin^ncf them into the
view of dangers, yea, of apparent ruin, to be more glorious in their
deliverance. His way is in the deep, and His footsteps are not
known. Canst thou by searching find out God ? says He in Job.
Which is not, I conceive, so much meant of His essence, as of His
operations and ways ; which are so ])rofound and initraceable. We
are at a stand often to think what he means to do ; whether he has
given up His Church and cause to the winds and waves, when His
enemies rage and roar, and He is silent, as if He cared not what became of all. The seas swell, the ship is tost, and He sleeps.
Not to speak here of Christ puttuig on our natural frailties, or of
this sleep, whether it was natural or voluntary ; it might be and likely
was both : wearied with the concourse of the multitude on the land,
he falls asleep in the ship ; yet, doubtless, he had the command of
those natural inclinations in himself, and chooses now to sleep, to
increase the appearance of the danger, and add horror to the visage
of it. So no doubt it did : not all the blustering of the winds, nor the
rising of the waves, was so frightful and sad to the disciples, as that
their Master slept so soimd in the midst of them ; so soimd as if
rocked asleep by them, and either wholly insensible, or very regardless
of their danger : as St. Luke expresses their feelings, Carest thou not
that we perish ? Now, in this man who slept, dwelt God who sleeps
not. The Watchman of Israel, who does not so much as slumber.
But they, either not so clearly understanding, or, in the fright, not so
didy remembering and considering this, were eyeing only the posture
wherein he was visible to them ; therefore, the sounder he slept, it
awaked and increased their fear the more. And as Jesus Christ here
really did, even so God seems sometimes to His own to do ; and they
express it so. Thus the Psalmist : Awake, arise, why steepest Thou,
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O Lord? This He seems to do, when the ungodly prosper, and when
His people lie trodden under foot, and He seems to take no notice of
their pressure, nor stirs for their deliverance. And this is the saddest
part of their affliction ; they have no hope nor stay, but in the favour
and protection of their God : now when that is retired, and the curtain
drawn, and He asleep, their prayers not heard, and no appearance of
His help, I say, it is a grand trial of faith, which shakes and disquiets
more than all other things, how terrible soever. No rage or noise of
the enemy is so grievous as the silence and sleeping of God. Thus,
in a soul, when lusts and temptations are swelling and raging, and
God is retired, and as asleep to it, says nothing, controls them not,
but suffers them to take their course ; this is that which breeds the
highest anguish, and brings a soul to the mouth of the pit, to the
brink of desperation. Then it is forced to cry for a word from his
mouth : Lord Jesus, speak but a word ; keep not silence to me, or I
am undone ; there is no recovery for me ; if thou keep silence, I am
dead : / shall be like them that go down to the pit ; or, as it is here.
Save, Master, or we perith.
And this is one main end for which he does sleep, to awake us, to
rouse and stir our prayers, which commonly are, in times of ease,
heavy,
drowsy,
lifelessstuff.
things,Thisas they
a man's
incoherent,
senseless
may speech
be to inGod,sleep,
who dreaming,
hearkens
heartsense.
says inButthem,by though
to man'sof aears,
words mayor
beto what
fit andthegood
the straining
sharpthe affliction,
near pressing danger, the heart is awaked and speaks itself. Such a
word seems to sound in its ears, as that of the mariners to Jonah,
Arise, thou sluggard, and call upon thy God. Men do but trifle in
fair weather, but in the storm they are more in earnest. Especially,
a soul acquainted with God, that follows and relies upon Him, will
take this course and no other : it runs straight to Him, and if He be
asleep, awakes Him. And in this they are to be approved and
commended, that, as here, their course is to Jesus Christ, as confident of his power and willingness to deliver them. This the disciples
did
believehim.
; otherwise they had not left working for themselves, to go
to awake
Yet was there with their faith, a mixture of distempered, distrustful
fear, which Jesus well knew, and which he would not otherwise have
charged them with. He doth not altogether deny that there was faith
in them, but checks the deficiency of it : O ye of little faith, why did
ye doubt ? Apprehend danger and fear, they might ; yea, if they had
not, they would not have come to Christ in that manner. Without a
living sense of distress or danger, there can be neither faith nor
prayer. These are stirred up and raised to act, by the knowledge and
feeling of our need of help. But the misery is, we scarcely in any
thing know our boinids : our passions raised, do usually overflow and
pass the banks. A little fear does but awake faith, but much fear
weakens it, and in the awakening gives it too great a blow, such a
one as astonishes it, and makes it stagger. That they were afraid,
was tolerable ; but their hearts, it seems, were not so established in
the persuasion
care ofAndthem,there
as became
them
; and thisof heChrist's
plainly,Divine
yet power
gently, andchecks.
is this
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alloy of distrust with believing;, not only in the weaker, but even in the
strong'est
and there is and
a continual
betwixt
sometimes Christian
the one is; uppermost,
sometimeswrestling
the other
; but them
faith,;
in the end, shall have the victory. See what strange difference there
was betwixt Job and Job :— Would one think it were the same person —? one while cursing; his birth, and wishing^ for death, and yet,
afterwards declaring. Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him.
And again, afterwards, complaining, JVherefore hidest Thou Thy face,
and holdest me for Thy enemy? And yet anon, again, I know that
my Redeemer liveth. This they should think of, who doubt because
they doubt, and multiply distrust upon itself, concluding that they
have no faith, because they find so much and so frequent doubting
within them. But this is a great mistake. Some doubtings there
may be, where there is even much faith ; and a little faith there may
be, where there is much doubting. But, upon this account, is doubting by any means to be entertained or favoured ? Yea, it is to be
hated and opposed with all our strength, and the strength of God
must be implored to overcome it, as the grand enemy of our peace
and His glory. By all means is faiih to be cherished, and distrust to
be checked. Our Saviour pardons it in his disciples, yet he blames it.
He refiises not his help, yet he blames their unbelief. 0 ye of little
faith I He requires, and delights in a strong, firm believing on him,
though the least and weakest he rejects not.
Having first rebuked their fear, he rebukes the storm that caused
it, and makes a calm, a great calm. No wonder that they wondered
at it : though they had seen many of his works, and were now expecting somewhat of this from him, yet it surpasses their expectation,
and strikes them into admiration, to see a man, a man subject to
weariness and sleep, and yet, that man awaking to still the wind and
seas with the word of his mouth. Oh ! the greatness of the Lord
whom we serve, the sovereign of sea and land, commanding all with a
word,
devils !desperate diseases, blasting winds, raging seas, and tormenting
And there was a great calm.- — This often happens in his Church,
after such storms as threatened shipwreck. And so in a soul, when
all within (and these are the worst storms) is full of confusion and
noises, the heart working like a troubled sea, and finding no rest,
neither from its own persuasions, nor the skilfullest speeches of others,
but, amidst all, likely to be swallowed up or split in pieces ; then,
then,
word from
Christ's mouth
presently,
the soulone calmer
and smoother
than the(juiets
stillestallwater
in the and
fairestmakes
day.
Oh, what wonder and love will possess the soul that hath found any
such thing !
Ver. 28 — 34. And when he was come to the other side, into the
country
of the history
Gergesenes,
with devils.'\
The following
hath there
many met
thingshimoftwoverypossessed
useful remark
; but
those things offer themselves to all that read it. We may see the great
malice of Satan, and the great power and goodness of Jesus Christ,
and the great baseness and brutishness of the men of this place, here
spoken
malice tombs,
appearsandin tothecommit
men possessed,
them to of.
run Satan's
wild amongst
outrage uponcarrying
them
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who passed by, and then, apprehending their dispossession thence, to
desire to go into the swine of that place, and destroying them, which
was their design upon the men, as the event proved. He who had the
power, and graciously used it, to cast them out of the possessed men,
was not tied to tlieir suit as a point of capitulation. He could have
cast them quite out of their coasts, and sent them back immediately
to their own prison ; but in Divine wisdom and justice, he grants
their suit,
knowing well what use they would make of it, and what
Avould
follow.
But Oh ! the Gadarenes themselves were the swine, viler than
those the devils entered and drowned ; yea, they were worse possessed than the swine, and drowned in a more fearful deep, by the
cralt of those devils. And that was their plot. The de%ils, knowing
how fast the hearts of the owners were linked to their swine, thought it
likely that the swine being drowned, they would follow, would drown
themselves in the rejecting of Jesus Christ. And they did so. How
many who read or hear this with indignation, yet, possibly, do little
better in their hearts, — cleaving to their herds, or other goods, gains,
or pleasures, or any thing of this earth, and in the love of these, refusing Jesus Christ ! Think it not a harsh word, but take heed ye be
not such ; for of the multitudes to whom Christ is offered, there are
very few whose hearts do really open to him, and receive him. But
Oh, happy they that do ! This was the clearest instance of perfect
misery, and yet, they were scarcely at all to be ])itied, being the
choosers and devisers of it themselves : They besovglit Jesus to depart, that is, besought life and blessedness to go from them. And
what does a sinner, when he turns out and rejects motions and inspirations ofholiness, lest his lusts and pleasures of sin should be lost,
but dismiss Jesus, lest the swine should be drowned ?
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1 . .^nd he entered into a sliip, and passed ovcPj and came into liis own city.
He who measures the waters in the hollow of His hand, and commands them, (as ch. viii. v. 26.) is ferried over in some boat or small
vessel. And was it not richly laden with this inestimable Pearl, all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, all fulness dwelling in Him ?
All
this. the rich ships from both the Indies, were not to be compared to
Ver. 2. And behold, they brought to him a man sick of the palsy.}
The other Evangelists tell with what difficulty they did so, and how
they overcame that difficulty with resolution and industry, which indeed overcome all. A strong bent towards Jesus Christ will not be
hindered. Nor is their violence in uncovering the house, or their
rudeness in interrupting his discourse, rejected or reproved, but all is
accepted for the principle, faith, which was tempered with love to the
sick, and even to Jesus Christ, as the person from whom they expected the cure.
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Aiid Jesvs, seeing their faith'] — It is needless to dispute that one
may
the influence
another's
faith. a Surely,
may bebe benefited
done by it.by Thus,
it may ofbring
and present
person, much
may
recommend, may pray for him, and may be respected in the pjrant of
mercy, not only in temporals, but in spirituals. But yet, the just
lives only by his own faith, which no doubt this poor man had. For
word, consented
theirs, excludes
includes
the sick man's,
nothe doubt
to this not,
coursebut inrather
the same
confidence.
But yet,whoit
is good to be in believing people's company. Another person, a
family, a city, a society, may fare the better for the faith of an individual. Often, one who prays in a family, averts judgments, and draws
down blessings upon the whole.
— Said unto the sick of the palsy. Son, be of good cheer, thy
si)is be forgiven thee.] This, though not appearing to be the errand,
was yet the most important part of the cure, the root of blessings and
blessedness, removing the root of all care and misery. Whether the
sick man did most of all, or did at all desire, or expect this at the
hands of Jesus Christ, we cannot tell ; but if he thought not of it,
(and we see no other,) Oh, what a surprise of love ! It is good,
coming to Jesus on any terms, on any errand. Some come, driven
by outward afflictions, and yet return delivered from sin and eternal
death. In this respect, there is great variety in this matter of declaring apardon. Some seek and knock, and wait long, and hear it
not.
Others
prevented,
scarcely
word to them are
is this.
But allwhois one
as to sought
the mainit,: but
they Christ's
who seekfirstit
with sorrow, shall be sure to find it with joy ; and they who first find
it without previous sorrow, shall yet be sure to find that sorrow for
sin, in some measure, Ukewise, after pardon, if not before. And
truly it seems sweetest and kindliest, when mercy melts the heart.
But well may He say. Be of good courage, who could add this. Thy
silts be forgiven thee. Oh! what can dismay after this ? The heart,
wholly filled with divine peace and love, bears up all, and sorrow is
turned into joy before a soul thus assured. Jesus knew well, that the
healing of his palsy, without this pardon, had been but a lame cure,
only the half, and the far less, the meaner half This was the main
business that brought him down from Heaven to be a man, and to
dwell among men, and that made him die for man ; that which nailed
him to the cross, and drew forth his heart's blood : it was for the
remission of the sins of many. These cures of bodily diseases, though
demonstrations
goodness,andwere
but
aclear
transient
appendage ofandChrist's
symbolDivine
of thatpower
mainlyandintended
highest
mercy, the forgiveness of sins.
The sentence of eternal death standing in full force above the head
of an unpardoned sinner, if it were lively apprehended, Oh ! what a paralytic trembling would it strike the soul into, causing the joints of it to
shake and smite one upon another, in the midst of its fullest health
and mirth, as the hand-writing on the wall did that drunken king Belshazzar. But we know not what sin is, though we hear and speak of
it, and sometimes confess it ; and therefore our hearts leap not at the
report of a pardon, though we hear of it, and usually entreat it. Any
of you, when complaining that you are robbed, or spoiled of your
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goods, would scarcely think it to the purpose were I to tell you. Your
sins are pardoned. But oh ! how fit a word it is to answer and drown
all f>Tiefs ; so pertinent that nothings besides it is so ! And happy that
soul that hears it from His mouth who gives it, and who alone can
ascertain it. This is the answer that will satisfy. If thou sayest, " I
am sin
diseased
;" ay, butAndthy surely,
sin is pardoned.
I am itpoor
;" ay,
thy
is pardoned.
a soul that "heeds
right,
will butbe
quieted, and will be bold, of good courage, as the word here is, and
will embrace all other burdens, and go light under them ; will say.
Lord, now let me live, or let me die, let me abound or want, let me be
healthy or sick, take away what thou wilt, or lay on what thou wilt, all
is well ; Thou hast pardoned my sin.
Ver. 3. And behold certain of the acribes said within themselves.
Thisnecessity
man hlasphcineth.']
Supposing HeJesuswas buta holy
a man,man,yet,a there
was
no
for this construction.
singular,
extraordinary man, doing unparalleled miracles ; and he said not, /
forgive thy sins, but. Thy sins are forgiven thee ; which was a word
not beyond the capacity of a prophetical power to say it declaratively.
And though there was an air of authority, might they not have thought.
This may be the Messiah, who they knew was to come, and was to be
the Son of God, and to bring remission of sins along with him ? But
that base spirit, the spirit of envy, with which they were filled, willingly
rejects all better sort of constructions, and fastens on the absolutely
worst it can invent. To an eye that looks through the dark glass of
prejudice and malice, all is discoloured. Yet they are struck with so
much awe, that they dare not speak it out. That which struck them
was, they were obscured by his brightness. They were animalia gloria;, as one calls the philosophers, and could not endure to go less in
the opinion they had gained : a sore mischief, and one much attaching
to known and venerable possession. Genus irritabile vatum.
But a spirit devoted to Him whose due all glory is, willingly resigns
it to Him, in what way He will. Let whoso will be best or chiefs so
that still He be chief of all, and glorified in all. The holy Baptist had
another spirit than these rabbies : he told it freely and gladly. He must
increase, but I must decrease. It was his end, as the morning star is
wilHngly drowned in the brightness of the rising sun.
Ver. 4. And Jesus knowing their thoughts.] This, without any
thing further, was clearly enough to denionstrate his Divine power.
Oh ! that this was ever in our thoughts, that all our thoughts are under
his eye 1 If they were so, and we knew them to be so, to some grave,
wise man, how wary, and choice should we be of them ! And shall
we have less regard to the holiest and wisest Lord, to whom they
are all naked and open ?
Wherefore think ye evil in your hearts?] There was no reason in
the thing, but the reason was, their hearts were evil, and their
emissions hke themselves. An evil heart is an incessant forge of evil
thoughts. It is a corrupt spring still issuing forth, and till it be renewed, itcannot find any other. From the heart come evil thoughts :
that is in the front of all the black train that comes forth of the heart,
as our Saviour teaches. Matt. xv. 19. These are the seeds of all the
wickedness that fills the world. Chief regard, therefoi-e, is to be had
to the heart. Au excellent advice that of Solomon, Keep thy heart
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with all diligence. To amend some evil customs, without the renewing of the heart, is but to lop the branches that will grow again, or
others in their stead ; but a holy heart meditates on holy things, is still
inmen.heaven, is all reverence towards God, and meekness and charity to
Ver. 5. WJiether is easier to say. Thy sins be forgiven thee, or to say.
Arise, and walk ?] Though the remission of sins flows originally from
the same power, and so is equal, and in its own place hath the preference, being by far the greater mercy, yet, the other of bodily cure
runs into the senses, and so both is more evident to the beholders, and
affects them more. The other word might be spoken with less control, the elRcacy or inefficacy of it not falling under the cognition of
them
this of healing the palsy, would either be
attestedthator heard
denied itin; but
the effect.
Ver. 6. But that ye may know that the Son tf man hath power on
earth to forgive sins.] Now he asserts a peculiar power of forgiving
sin. Though a man walking on the earth as the rest, yet, in testimony of the Divine power. He saith to the sick of the palsy, — this
apostrophe maketh the proof more lively, joining presently the real
experiment of that miraculous cure, — Arise, take up thy bed. That
word which gave being to the world, what is hard to it ? And in the
case of spiritual deadness, soul-palsy, no more is necessary than a
word from His mouth, and it shall be lively and strong ; it shall skip
and leap. Is. xxxv. 6. Lord, speak that word ! And indeed, wheresoever he pardons sin. He withal makes the soul able and nimble, to
run in the way of His commandments ; to carry its head, that before
carried it ; to command and wield at pleasure those low things
wherein it rested.
Ver. 8.
when theA multitude
saw itit was,
they marvelled.']
They
feared,
saysButSt. Luke.
gracious work
yet so full of wonder, that it struck them with a kind of fear. And they (jlorified God.
Thus shall he break out, and shine bright in His works, when most
opposed by evil men. Yet they knew him not well, but took him for
an extraordinary man only. But thus he was pleased to be known by
degrees, and to rise as the morning light. It is a connnon presumption, and generally that of the least knowing, to think that they have
the true and full sense of the articles of religion ; and that presumption is commonly accompanied with this precipitancy, that we would
constrain all to know and believe, at once, without delay, whatsoever
we think and believe. IVho had given such power unto men. But
had they known this honour given unto men, that this man was God,
they would have Avondered much more. And if he was so astonishingly wonderful in healing a sick man, how wonderful shall he be in
raising the dead ! And if in his lowness, his power was admired,
how much more shall all admire that power which shall then be given
him, when the ma)i, Christ, shall come in the brightness of his glory,
to judge the world !
Ver. 9. And as Jesus passed forth from thence, he saw a man
named Matthew, sitting at the receipt of custom.] lie staid no long
time upon earth, but he lost no part of that time. Every step to us
is a wonder of goodness. And here is a cure which the Evangelist
ingenuously relates as done upon himself, which was no less, if not
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more wonderful, than that performed upon the paralytic ; and done as
easily and qiiickly by the same means, a word spoken.
He saw a man named Matthew. He loves first, and spies first,
when we think on nothing less than him ; as he says to Nathanael :
Before Philip called thee, when thou wast under the fig-tree, I saw
thee. And this seeing of Matthew was no casual, but a designed
sight, proceeding from a former sight, like unto that of Nathanael ;
and is the sight of his fore-knowing and fore-choosing love. So even
this very sight of his calling and converting power did prevent
Matthew, while he thought of no such thing, and would have let Jesus
pass, being so intent upon his busy employment, as either not to have
seen him at all, or to have taken no notice of him.
Sitting at the receipt of custom. This is the common case, the
posture of called sinners. While they are thinking of no such thing,
but altogether drowned in other desires and cares, (even at the
church, their hearts are often more in their shops, or fields, or any
earthly business they are engaged in,) their very hearts being a
little custom-house, such a crowd and noise of cares and vanities, as
there is usually of people in a custom-house. He who hath their
names in His book of life, at His appointed time glances at them, by
a powerful look cast on them, and, by a word spoken to them, draws
them to Himself ; and that without minding any previous worth or
congruous disposition in them, more than in others ; yea, finding them
in a more indisposed temper and posture, possibly, than many others
who are not called, as the Evangelist here freely and humbly declares
of himself, speaking out his calling, and his busy dihgence in it, in the
very instant that he is called from it. Observe, likewise, his expressing of his common name, Matthew ; whereas the other Evangelist, in
the recital of this story, gives him that other name which was the
more honourable, Levi. Sitting at the receipt of custo7n, a profession
of great gain, but little credit among the Jews ; and though, possibly,
not utterly unlawful in the nature of it, yet, so generally corrupt in the
exercise and management of it ; like some other callings, which,
though a man cannot absolutely determine them to be unlawful, are
yet seldom or never lawfully and spotlessly discharged. Therefore,
the
Jews execrable
shunned kind
the very
societyandofdidpublicans
(tax-gatherers)
as a
wicked,
of men,
in a manner
necessitate them
to converse with the worst sort of persons, as being expelled and generally avoided by all others ; so that you find them here, ver. 10, and
usually in the Gospel, linked together, publicans and sitmers, that is,
noted, nefarious sinners, such as harlots, and other scandalously vicious persons. Yet from this stained and ill-reputed calling, is Matthew called by the holy Lord, to follow him. As he called poor
fishermen, and made them fishers of men, to catch men, to save them
by their net spread, the word of life preached, so he calls a rich publican to be a gatherer-in of his tribute and treasure in the world,
the souls of chosen sinners, by the publication of the Gospel.
No rank of men is so low, as to be below the condescension of His
choice and grace ; and none are so remote, in the reputed or real iniquity oftheir station or person, as to be without the extent and reacli
of His saving hand. And He is pleased to give instances of this in
choosing
whom He will, and making them what He will,E that 7io
Vol. II.
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feah may glory before him, but that all flesh may glorify Him, whom
no unworthiness or imfitness can ])rejudice, either in the freedom of
His grace in choosing them, or in the power of His grace in changing
the mind and fitting them for what He calls them to. He hath no
need, nor takes notice of our niles, nor judges according to our
thoughts. Not only have we here a publican, but afterwards a persecutor, made a most eminent preacher and apostle of Jesus Christ.
And His choice and calling wipes out the stain of all preceding sin,
though the persons themselves do readily acknowledge it on all occasions, as St. Paul often does, and St. Matthew does here. And inde d it is sincerity and humility for them who are converted, at a
great distance of time so to do. But for others to object to them
after their conversion, either the meanness or the sinfulness of their
former lives, were great imcharity and folly : it were to reckon up to
men that which God hath blotted out, who alone is interested in the
account.
Herein God is wonderful, who seizeth on some persons in the
midst of youthful dissipations, or violent pursuits of the world, and purifies them for Himself; makes them not only vessels of honour, but
of the first rank, to bear His name to others ; makes them eminently
holy, gives them great abilities, and, which is the top of all abilities,
ardent love, and mighty affection for His service. His spirit, that holy
fire, refines gross earth into the pureness of transparent glass, to be
the inlet of light to His people.
Now, why is this one taken from the custom-house, and so many
others left, both there and elsewhere, round about him ? This is
arcanum imperii, a state secret: no reason is to be expected but His
good pleasure. Why is such a poor creature in a cottage chosen, and
great palaces passed by ? Why are simple and unlettered persons
taught the mysteries of Heaven, and great wits left to evaporate themselves upon vain loves, and other like follies? Why in the same
house is one chosen and called, and it may be a servant, and the rest
passed by ? Nothing can be given in answer but this : Even so. Father,
becavse it j)leaseth Thee.
And he saith unto hitn. Follow me.] I am not of the mind of a
grave interpreter who thinks there were other words added to persuade him, though not related. I am somewhat confident that there
was
said atway,
all, this
our Saviour's
calling
othersno inmore
the same
and being
so powerful
a word, usual
and ofwordsuchof mighty
influence, that there was no resisting it. He arose, and followed him.
No chains so strong to hold an earthly mind, as those of gold and
silver. He was here in the midst of them, and very heavy ones they
were, no doubt ; yet, the word makes the soul break loose with a
marvellous force from all. Some apprehend, (as well they may,) there
was an attractive power in the amiable Jesus who here called him;
but surely the word had of His Divine power in it, and reached the
heart, and could not be resisted, and drew more strongly than all the
receipts, and gains, and involved business of his profession, which
could not hold him back. So Elijah but cast his mantle upon Elisha
in passing, and he followed. What have I done to thee ? said he.
Nothing to look at, yet enough to constrain him to leave all and follow
him. So it is in the conversion of any siimers ; no weights nor bolts
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can hold them : they must follow a commanding word, such as that
which, in the creation, causes that to be that it commands ; a mas;netic touch of Jesus Christ, speaking in a word to the heart, so that it
must follow him. Oh ! happy souls that have felt it !
Ver. 10 — 13. Jnd as Jesus sat at meat in the house, behold, many
publicans and sinners came, and sat down with him and his disciples.
The
tell that
it was
in Matthew's
at a
great other
feast Evangelists
which he made
; tiiis
himself
does not house,
mention.and This
feast he made both as a respectful entertainment to his new Master,
and as a civil farewell to his old friends, and fellow publicans : and
possibly he took the confidence to invite them together with Jesus
Christ, hoping that his presence and company might have likewise
some happy influence upon some of them ; and it is likely divers
of them came uninvited, out of a desire to see Jesus, having heard
of this his sudden and powerful withdrawing of one who, no doubt,
was a prime man amongst them. However, the mild and gracious
Jesus refuses neither the feast nor the company, condescending to the
most ordinary customs of life, and in these things affecting nothing of
austerity and singadarity ; and he chose this compliant way as most
suitable to his design : He became like us in all things, excepting sin.
But all along, the spirit of pharisaical envy follows him, and lies at
the catch for an advantage. Here it seemed fair for them. They
accost not himself with it, but his disciples, hoping more easily to unsettle them of their opinion of their Master: How is this? He calls
you to follow him as to some eminent way of sanctity, and leads you
unto feasting and good cheer, and that with the refuse and impurest
sort of men, jmblicans and sinners. Jesus takes on him the answer,
as alone able to give it home. Why ? What wonder you to see me in
such company ? Why, where should a man be, but where his business lies ? Were it strange to find a physician in a hospital or infirmary, or any where amongst the sick ? Here is my work and great
employment ; and you might have read a word applicable to this purpose :/ will have mercy and not sacrifice ; that is, rather than sacrifice, or any ceremonial observance, such as this you urge, of abhorring
the society of such persons, substantial goodness and duties of compassion and love. And instead of squinting on what you see, go
think on this. You have read it likely, but do not well understand
it; study better what it means. Meanwhile know this, that I am
prosecuting the great design of my coming into the world, while I am
in such company. / came to call not the righteous, but sinners to
repentance. Not the righteous ; either them that conceit themselves
such, as you do, or any that are really converted already and religious.
My present business is not so much with them, as to restore the ungodly, tocall sinners to repentance.
I will not now speak of the rules and qualifications of using or avoiding the converse of unholy persons ; but doubtless, there lies much, we
shall find, as in this instance, in the due consideration of the persons
on both sides, what hope there may be of reclaiming them, and what
safety of not being corrupted by them, lest, while we think to pull them
out of the mire, they drag us into it. Here there was none of that
danger at all, and there was the highest power for converting ; and the
persons, even by coming so willingly where he was, seem not to have
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been the inorst obstinate and incorrio-ible. But we should reflect well
on ourselves in this case, that ovir intention be suitable to this, and that
we be in some measure hopeiul to be able to accomplish, before we
attempt
a thingture muchsuchof this
kind.: otherways it will prove fool-hardiness, to advenBut this is the g'reat comfort of sinners, this word : I came to call
not the righteous, but sinners. What can a diffident heart say, that it
should not come to Jesus Christ ? Art thou a sinner, an eminent sinner? Therefore come to him, for he came to thee. It is sucli that he
comes
to
— they
grace.
He had fornothing
else to do seek
in the
worldai-ebutthe toverysaveobjects
such ;ofhehiscame
on ])urp(;se
their
sakes. His very name tells it : He shall he called Jesus, for he shall
save his people from their sins. It is so far from being- a just hinderance,
that it is the only title to his favoin-able intentions, that thou art a sinner. Were it not strange if one should say, I am sick, very sick,
therefore I will not make an address to the jjhysician ? And to say, I
am a sinner, and a great one, therefore I dare not go to the Saviour of
sinners, would be equally strange. Oh, no ; therefore I will go : he
came for me ; I am sure he is able to heal me — ought to be the language ofall such.
But though
is a great
encoui'agement
to sinners,
ragement atallthisto sin.
He came
to call sinners,
but it itis isto nocallencouthem
to repentance. This the whole gospel, and all the doctrine of grace, still
presses. If thou bring thy sins to Jesus Christ, as thy malady and misery,
to be cured of them, and delivered from them, it is well ; but to come with
them as thy beloved darlings and delight, thinking still to retain them and
receive him, thou mistakest him grossly, and miserably deludest thyself.
He came forth from God, to restore souls to God, in order to make us
partakers of his Divine nature. The great intendment of the blessed
Jesus, and the great redemption he wrought, is, to separate our hearts
and sin. We know him not, if we take it otherways. And this says
clearly, that though he hath come to us, and stretched forth his hands
long amongst us, few of us are come to him. Oh ! how few have trod
on the neck of their beloved sin, to come to Jesus Christ ! This is the
great, deplorable wretchedness of the land : not the losses and ravages
of war; not the loss of civil liberty, or any thing else that way ; this is
it— Unre]jentauce. We turn not by being smitten with the sharpest
rod : we turned not by being invited with teiidcr mercies. Lf)ok on
such as have been suffering at home, or wandering abroad; what
change has been wrought on our hearts ? What imports who do, or do
not, rule over us, while our unworthy lusts and passions still do ? If
spoiled and poor, and without Christ too, then we arc poor indeed ;
Oh, pitiful poor! Y,a, if thou escape many things that light sadly on
others, yet, if thou hast not escaped the dominion of sin, and that curse
of death that cleaves to it. Oh, wretched caitiff! Think what Jesus
came and died for, — what we live for, — and what is our great business
on this earth — that our sins should die beiore us. He came to call the
earthly to lieavenly-mindedness and heavenly conversation ;— to call
the unclean to purity ;— to call the jiassionate and furious to meekness;
— to call the proud to hxunility. Oh, answer this call. Give Him the
desire of His heart, and He will ccrtahdy give thee thine.

SERMONS.
SERMON
PREFACE.

I.

IVIaNY and g-reat are the evils that lodge within the heart of man,
and they come forth abundantly both by the tongue and by the hand,
yet the heart is not emptied of them ; yea, the more it vents them outwardly, the more they increase within. Well might He who knows
the heart so well, call it an evil trecmire. We find the prophet Ezekiel,
in his eighth chapter, led by the Lord in vision to Jerusalem, to view
the sins of the Jews who remained there in the time of the captivity :
when He had shewed him one abomination, He caused him to dig
through the wall, to enter and discover more, and so directed him several times, from one place to another, and still said, / will shew thee yet
greater abominations. Thus is it with those whom the Lord leads into
an examination of their own hearts, (for men are usually strangers to
themselves,) by the light of His word, and His Sjiirit going before
them ; He lets them see heaps of abominations in every room, and the
vilest in the most retired and darkest corners. And truly, should He
leave them there, they would despair of remedy. No; He makes this
discovery on purpose that they should sue to Him for help. Do so,
then, as many of you as have taken any notice of the evils of your own
hearts. Tell the Lord, those hearts are His own work : He formed
the heart of man within him. And they are his own choice too : My
son, give me thy heart. Entreat Him to redress all those abuses
wherewith Satan and sin have filled it, and then to take possession of
it Himself, for therein consists its happiness. This is, or should be, a
main end of our resortings to His house and service. Wrong not
yourselves so far as to turn these serious exercises of religion into an
idle divertisement. What a happiness were it, if every time you come
to His solemn worship, some of your strongest sins did receive a new
wound, and some of your weakest graces a new strength !
Jawes iii. 17.
But the wisdom that is from above, is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be
entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy.
God doth know, that in the day that ye shall eat thereof, your eyes
shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil, was
the first hissing of that old Serpent, by which he poisoned mankind in
the
Man, created,
not contented
the impression
of God's image,
whichroot.
he was
lost itwith
by catching
at a shadow.
Climbingin
higher than his station, he fell far below it : seeking to be more than
man, to become as God, he made himsell" less than man. He lodged
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not a 7iight ill honour, btit became as the beasts that perish. Ps. xlix. 12.
Ever since, nature's best wisdom is full of impvnity, turbulency, and
distemper;
nor and
can anythingbut ita wisdom
that
both
deanseth
composethrectify
the it,soul:
is Jirst from
pure,above,
and then
peaceable.
This Epistle, as some that follow, is called General, both by reason
of the dispersion of the parties to whom it is addressed, and the universality ofthe subject which it treats ; containing a great number (if
not all)
of the
and ofcomforts
Christian's
both
for the
activenecessary
and the directions
passive part
it. It ofis aevident
that life,
the
Apostle's main design is, to arm the dispersed Jews against all kinds
of temptations, — both those of affliction, in the first chapter, at the
2nd verse, and sinf ul temptations, verse 13th. And having discoursed
of two special means of strengthening them against both — speaking to
God in prayer, and hearing God speak in His word — in the two last
verses of that first chapter, he recommends, as chief duties of religion,
and sure evidences of integrity in religion, first, meekness and moderation, chiefly in their speeches, and then, charity and purity in their
actions ; insisting largely vipon the latter, in the second chapter, and
upon the former, the ruling of the tongue, in this third chapter: and
here, towards the end of it, he shews the true opposite springs of miscar iage inspeech and action, and of right ordering and regulating of
both. Evil conversation, strifes and envyings are the fruits of a base
wisdom that is earthly, sensual, and devilish, \er. 15th; hut purity,
meekness, and mercy, are the proper effects and certain signs of heavenly wisdom.
The wisdom that is from above is first pure : its gentleness can agree
•with anything except impurity. Then it is peaceable — it offends nobody, except purity offend them. It is not raging and boisterous. It
is not only pure, being void of that mire and dirt which the wicked
are said to cast out like the sea (Isa. Ivii. 20), but peaceable likewise,
not swelling, and restless like the sea, as is there said of the wicked.
Nor is it only peaceable negatively, not offending, but as the word bears
YelprjViKif] pacific, dis])osed to make and seek peace. And as it readily
offends none, so it is not easily offended. It is gentle and moderate,
[6ir(6(*:i'/«,] and if offended, {cvT:ci9ijv,'\ easily entreated to forgive. And
as it easily jjasseth by men's offences, so it doth not pass by, but looks
upon their distresses and wants, — as full of compassion as it is free
from \nn-uly and distempered passions. Nor rests it in an affecting
sympathy ; its n>crry is helpful — full of mercy and good fruits. And
it both forgives, and ])ilics, and gives, without partiality, and without
hypocrisy:
[a(,rii:i>i-o^well bear anotlicr
sense,hul noafwoKpno-i.']
less suiting The
both word
with «£/aV/>(Tos
this wisdommay andas
these its other (|uaiities ; that is, vot taking upon it a censorious discerning and judging of others. They that have most of this wisdom,
are least rigid to those that have less of it. I know no better evidence
of strength in grace, than to bear much with those that are weak in it.
And lastly, as it si)ares the infirmities of others, so it makes not false
and vain shows of its own excellencies ; it is without hypocrisy. This
denies two things, both dissimulation and ostentation. The art of
dissembling, or hypocrite-crafty is no part of this wisdom. And for
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the other, ostentation, surely the air of applause is too liglit a purchase
for solid wisdom. Tiie works of this wisdom may be seen, yea, they
should be seen, and may possibly be now and then commended ; but
they should not be done for that low end, either to be seen or to be
commended. Surely not, being* of so noble extraction. This wisdom
having descended from Heaven, will be little careful for the estimation
of those that are of the earth, and are but too often of the earth, earthly.
The due order of handling these particulars more fiilly cannot well
be missed. Doubtless, the subject, (wisdom from abovej, requires our
first consideration ; next, the excellent qualities that are attributed to
it ; and lastly, their order is to be considered, the rather because so
clearly expressed,
^j<re, then peaceable, &c.
Wisdom
from
above.']
There beto two
there though
is the
general term of wisdom, common
diversthings
sortsinofthat:
wisdom,
most eminently and truly belonging to this best wisdom ; then there is
the birth
or original
ditl'erenceWisdom,
to specifyin
and
distinguish
it fromof this
all thewisdom,
rest — serving
wisdom asfromits above.
the general, is a very plausible word among men. Who is there that
would not willingly pass for wise ? Yea, often those that are least of
all such, are most desirous to be accounted such ; and where this fails
them, they usually make up that want in their own conceit and strong
opinion. Nor do men only thus love the reputation of wisdom, but
they naturally desire to be wise, as they do to be happy : yet, through
corruptof the
nature's
blindness,
do asbeing
naturally
and more
fall short
both
one and
the otherthey; and
once mistake
wrong, the
progress they make, they are further out of the way, and pretending to
wisdom in a false way, they still befool themselves, as the Apostle
speaks, Rom. i. 22: (pdaKcvTS'i elf at ao(pol efiu^pavOrjaav. Professing
themselves to be wise, they become fools.
Our Apostle, ver. 15, speaking of that wicked wisdom that is fruitful of wrongs, strifes, and debates, and that is only abusively to be
called wisdom, shews what kind of wisdom it is, by three notable characters, earthly, natural, and devilish ; which though they be here
jointly attributed to one and the same subject, yet we may make use
of them to signify some differences of false wisdom. There is an inordevilishshifts
wisdom,
proper that
for make
contriving
cruelties
oppressionfser,naolr,subtle
and deceits
atheism
a mainandbasis
and
pillar of state policy : such as those that devise mischief upon their
beds, &c. Mic. ii. I. This is a serpentine wisdom, not joined with, but
most opposite to the dove-like simplicity. There is an earthly wisdom
that draws not so deep in impiety as that other, yet is sufficient to
keep a man out of all acquaintance with God and Divine matters, and
is drawing his eye perpetually downwards, employing him in the pursuit of such things as cannot fill the soul, except it be with anguish and
vexation. By thy great wisdom, and by thy traffic hast thou increased
thy riches, and thine heart is lifted up because of thy riches. Ezek.
xxviii. 5. That dexterity of gathering riches, where it is not attended
•with
the Christian
art offor rightly
using that
them,is from
abasesabove.
men's There
souls, isanda
indisposes
them wholly
this wisdom
natural wisdom far more plausible than the other two, more harmless,
ttian. that hellish wisdom, and more refined than that earthly wisdom.
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yet no more able to make man holy and happy than they are : Natural, ^J/vxiicrj, it is the word the Apostle St. Paul useth. 1 Cor. ii.
avOpwTTos -iyvxiKoi, naming the natural man by his better part, his
soul : intimating that the soul, even in the highest faculty of it, the understanding, and that in the highest pitch of excellency to which nature
can raise it, is blind in spiritual objects. Things that are above, cannot be known but by a wisdojji from above. Nature neither affords
this wisdom, nor can it of itself acquire it. This is to advertise us,
that we mistake not morality and common knowledge, even of Divine
things, for the wisdom that is from above. That may raise a man
high above the vulgar, as the tops of the highest mountains leave the
valleys below them ; yet is it still as far short of true supernatural
wisdom, as the highest earth is of the highest sphere. There is one
main point of the method of this wisdom that is of most hard digestion
to a natural man, and the more natural wise he be, the worse he likes
it : If any man would be wise, let him become a fool that he may become wise. 1 Cor. iii. 18. There is nothing gives nature a greater
prejudice against religion, than this initial point of self-denial. When
men of eminent learning, or the strong politicians, hear that, if they
will come to Christ, they must renounce their own wisdom to be fit
for his, many of them go away as sorrowful as the young man when
he heard of selling all his goods and giving them to the poor.
Jesus Christ is that eternal and substantial Wisdom that came from
above, to deliver men from perishing in their affected folly, as you
find it at large in Prov. viii. St. Paul, in the first chapter of his first
Epistle to the Corinthians, calls him the wisdom of God, ver. 24 ;
that shews his excellency in himself : and ver. 30, he tells us that He
is made of God our wisdom : that shews his usefulness to us. And
by Him alone is this infused wisdom from above conveyed to us. In
Him are the hid treasures of ivisdom and knowledge. Col. ii. 3 ; and
from His fulness, if at all, we all receive grace for grace ; and of all
graces, first some measures of this wisdom, without which no man can
know himself, much less can he know God.
Now this supernatural wisdom hath in it both speculation and prudence ;it is contemplative and practical : these two must not be
separated. / wisdom dwell with prudence. Prov. viii. 12. This
wisdom in its contemplative part, reads Christ much, and discovers in
him a new world of hidden excellencies unknown to this old world.
There are treasures of wisdom in Him, but they are hid, and no eye
sees them, but that which is enlightened with thy wisdom. No, it is
impossible, as one says (Sophocles), ra Qeia r^vuivai Kpvtnoinos Qeov,
to know Divine things while God concealeth them. But when the
renewed understanding of a Christian is once initiated into this study,
it both grows daily more and more apprehensive, and Christ becomes
more communicative of himself, and makes the soul more acquainted
with the amiable countenance of his Father in him reconciled. No
man hath seen God at any time ; the only begotten Son which is in
the bosoju of the Father, he hath declared Him. John i. 18. What
wonder if the unlettered and despised Christian knows more of the
mysteries of Heaven, than the naturalist, though both wise and
learned ? Christ admits the believer into his bosom, and He is in the
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bosom of the Father. But withal know, that all this knowledo-e,
thoui^h speculatively h\s;h, yet descends to practice : as it learns what
God is, so it thence teacheth man, what he should be. This wisdom
flows from Heaven, and a heavenly conversation flows from it ; as we
find it there characterized by those practical graces of purity, peace,
meekness, &c.
This wisdom represents to us, the purity of God s nature. 1 John
iii. 3. It gives the soul an eye to see the comeliness and beauty of
purity: as the philosopher said of virtue, to the end it might be
loved, he would wish no more but that it could be seen. And as it
thus morally persuades, so, by an insensible virtue, it assimilates the
soul to Christ, by frequent contemplation. It also produces all the
motives to hohness and obedience ; it begets these precious qualities
in the soul. It giveth a Christian a view of the matchless virtues that
are in Christ, and stirs him up to a diligent, though imperfect imitathem.was Itno sets
Christ'sus spotless
purity,
in whose
mouthtion ofthere
guile,before
and sous invites
to purity.
It represents
the perpetual calmness of His spirit, that no tempest could reach to
disturb it: In his mouth there was no contentious noise, his voice was
not heard in the streets; and this recommends peaceableness, and
gentleness. And so in the rest here mentioned.
Hence, I conceive, may be fitly learned for our use, that seeing
here is a due wisdom and knowledge necessary for guidance and direction inthe ways of purity and peace, it is evident that gross ignorance cannot consist with the truth of religion, much less can it be a
help and advantage to it. I shall never deny that a false, superstitious
religion stands in need of it : " Not too much scripture wisdom for the
people." The pomp of that vain religion, like court masks, shews
best by candle-light. Fond nature likes it well : the day of spiritual
wisdom would discover its imposture too clearly. But to let their foul
devotion pass, (for such it must needs be that is born of so black a
mother as ignorance,) let this wisdom at least be justified of those
that pretend to be her children.. It is lamentable that amongst
us, where knowledge is not withheld, men should, through sloth and
love of darkness, deprive themselves of it. What abundance of almost
brutish
is amongst
the commons
! and thence
arisehides
uncleanness, andignorance
all manner
of wickedness
: a darkness
that both
and
increaseth impurity. What is the reason of so much impiety and iniquity in all places, but the want of the knowledge of God? Not
knowing Jesus Christ, and 7iot obeying his gospel, are joined together.
Hosea iv. 1, 2 ; 2 Thess. i. 8. It will be found true, that where there
is no obedience, there is no right knowledge of Christ. But out of all
question, where there is not a competency of knowledge, there can be
no obedience. And as these two lodge together, so observe what
attends them both. He shall come in Jlcnning fire to render vengeance
on themChrist.
that know not God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord
Jesus
And if there be any that think to shroud unpunished amongst the
thickets of ignorance, especially amidst the means of knowledge, take
notice of this ; though it may hide the deformity of sin from your own
sight for a time, it cannot palliate it frona the piercing eye, nor cover
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it from the revenging' hand of Divine Justice. As you would escape,
then, that
to wisdom's
soever
ye bewrath
as to tothiscome,
world,comeif you
would not school,
perish and
with how
the simple
world,
learn to be wise unto salvation.
And truly, it is mainly important for this effect, that the ministers of
the Gospel be active and dexterous in imparting this wisdom to their
people. If they would have their conversation to be holy, and peaceable, and fruitftil, &c., the most expedient way is at once to principle
them well in die fundamentals of religion ; for therein is their great
defect. How can they walk evenly and regularly, so long as they are
in the dark ? One main thing is, to be often pointing at the way to
Christ, the fountain of this wisdom. Without this, you bid them be
clothed, and clothe them not.
How needful then is it, that pastors themselves be Seers indeed, as
the prophets were called of old ; not only faithful but wise dispensers,
as our Saviour speaks, Luke xii. 42, that they be SicaKTCKol, able and
apt to teach. 1 Tim. iii. 2. Laudable is the prudence that tries much
the
storehouses,
it is
not churches'
to be forgot,
that as athedueseminaries
furniture ofof learning
learning ;isbutverywithal,
requisite
for this employment, so it is not sufficient. When one is duly enriched that way, there is yet one thing wanting, that grows not in
schools ; exce])t this infused wisdom from above season and sanctify
all other endowments, they remain Koiya, common and unholy, and
therefore unfit for the sanctuary. Amongst other weak pretences to
Christ's yet
favour
the last
day, knew
this isyou.
one, Surely,
IVe havethen,
preached
thy
name;
says inChrist,
I never
they inknew
not him, and yet they preached him. Cold and lifeless (though never
so fine and well contrived) must those discourses be, that are of an
wikown Christ. Pastors are called angels, and therefore, though they
use the secondary helps of knowledge, they are mainly to bring their
message from above, from the Fountain, the Head of this pure
wisdom.
Pure.l If it come from above, it must needs be jmre originally ;
yea,
purethistoo,wisdom,
being thea main
trait of God's
image itinistheformally
soul. By
understanding
is both renewed
refined
and strengthened to entertain right conceptions of God in His nature
and works. And this is primarily necessary, that the mind be not
infected with false opinions in religion. If the spring-head be polluted,
the streams cannot be pure. This is more important than men usually
think, for a good life. But that which I suppose to be here chiefly
intended, is, that it is effectively and practically pure: it purifies the
heart, (said of Faith, Acts xv. 9, which, in some sense and acceptation, ditlers not much from this wisdom,) and consequently, the words
and actions that flow from the heart.
This purity, some render chastity : The wisdom from above is
chaste, (f/vrj. The word is indeed often so taken, and includes that
here, but it is too narrow a sense to restrict it to that only. It implies here, a universal detestation of all impurity, both of flesh and
spirit, as the AposUe speaks, 2 Cor. vii. 1. Pride, self-love, profaneness of spirit, and irreligion, though they do not so properly pollute the body as carnal uncleanness, yet they do no less defile the
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soul, and make it abominable in the sight of God. Those apostate
angels called unclean spirits, are incapable of bodily defilement,
though indeed they tempt and inveigle men to it ; their own inherent
"^pollutions
spiritual,
for they
are spirits.andIdolatnj,
Scripture, must
goes needs
often beunder
the name
of fornication
adultery in;
and indeed these sins may mutually borrow and lend their names the
one to the other ; idolatry may well be called spiritual vnchastity, and
unchaste love, carnal idolatry. Earthly-mindedness likewise is an imf the soul pollution
: in the ;Apostle's
covetousness
is idolatry,
and so, puarity ospiritual
yea, it mayphrase,
well share
with idolatry
in its
borrowed name, and be called iidultery too, for it misbestows the
soul'sliar due.prime affection upon the creature, which right is God's pecuThis purity that true wisdom works ts contrary to all pollution.
We know then in some measure what it is : it remains to inquire
where it is ; and there is the difficulty. It is far easier to describe it
in itself, than to find it among men. Who can say, I have made
my heart clean ? Prov. xx. 9. Look upon the greatest part of mankind, and you may know at first sight, that purity is not to be looked
for among them : they suffer it not to come near them, much less to
dwell with them and within them ; they hate the very semblance of it
in others, and themselves delight in intemperance and all manner of
licentiousness, like foolish children striving who shall go furthest into
the mire. These cannot say, they have made clean their hearts, for
all their words and actions will belie them. If you come to the mere
moralist,
the world's
man,; but
and believe
ask him,himit may
will aptell
you,
he hath
cleansed honest
his heart
not.be, Ithe will
pear he is not yet cleansed, because he says he has done it himself;
for (you know) there must be some other besides man at this work.
Again, he rising no higher than nature, hath none of this heavenly
wisdom in him, and therefore is without this purity too. But if you
chance to take notice of some well-skilled hypocrite, every thing you
meet with makes you almost confident, that there is purity ; yet, if he
be strictly put to it, he may make some good account of the pains he
hath taken to refine his tongue and his public actions, but lie dares
not say he hath made clean his heart: it troubles his peace to be
asked the question. He never intended to banish sin, but to retire it
to his innermost and best room, that so it might dwell unseen within
him ; and where then should it lodge but in his heart ? Yet, possibly,
because what is outward is so fair, and man cannot look deeper to
contradict him, he may embolden himself to say, he is inwardly suitable to his appearance ; but there is a day at hand that shall, to his
endless shame, at once discover both his secret impurity and his impudence indenying it.
After these, there follow a few despised and melancholy persons, (at
least as to outward appearance,) who are almost always hanging
down their heads, and complaining of abundant sinfulness. And
surely, purity cannot be expected in these who are so far from it by
their own confession ; yet the truth is, that such purity as is here
below, will either be found to lodge among these, or no where. Be
not deceived ; think not that they' who loath, and (as they can) flee
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ceit of their own holiness ; but as their perfect purity of justification
isdo byalways
Christ'sacknowledi^e,
imputed rip^hteousness,
so likewise
will know,
and
that their inherent
holinesstheyis from
above too,
from the same fountain, Jesus Christ. The wisdom from above is
pure ; this is their engagement to humility, for it excludes vaunting
and boasting ; and besides that, it is imperfect, troubled and stained
with sin, which is enough to keep them humble. Their daily sad
experience will not suffer them to be so mistaken : their many faults
of infirmity cannot but keep them from this presumptuous fault.
There is a generation, indeed, that are pure in their own eyen, but
they are such as are not ivaslied from their filth. Prov. xxx. 12.
They that are washed, are still bewailing that they again contract so
much defilement. The most purified Christians are they that are
most sensible of their impurity. Therefore I called not this a universal freedom from pollution, but a universal detestation of it. They
that are thus jiure, are daily defiled with many sins, but they cannot
be in love witli any sin at all, nor do they willingly dispense v/ith the
smallest sins, which a natural man either sees not to be sin, (though
his dim moonlight discover grosser evils,) or, if he do see them, yet
he judges it too much niceness to choose a great inconvenience rather
than a little sin. Again, they differ in another particular : a natural
man may be so far in love with virtue after his manner, as to dislike
his own faults and resolve to amend them ; but yet, he woidd think it a
great v/eakness to sit down and mourn for sin, and to afflict hin soul,
as the ; Scripture
The more
Christian's
lightly
there is aspeaks.
great deal
work inrepentance
it. There goes
is notnotonlyso
indignalioii agiunst impurity, but it proceeds to rei'ezig:^ 2 Cor. vii. 11.
The saints we read of in Scripture, were ashamed of their impurity,
but never of their tears for it. Let the world enjoy their own
thoughts, and account it folly, yet surely, the Christian who delights
in purity, seeing he cannot be free from daily sin, when he retires
himself at night, is then best contented Aviien his eyes serve him most
plentifully to wcej) out the stains of the by-past day ; yet he knows
withal,
it isisonly
Redeemer's
of them.thatThis
the his
condition
of thosebloodthatthat
are takes
truly, away
thoughthenotguilt
yet
fully, cleansed from the pollutions of the world by the Si)irit of wisdom and purity. What mean they, then, who would argue themselves
out of this number, because they find yet much dross left, and that
they are not so defecated and refined as they would wish to be ? On
the contrary, this hatred of pollution testifies strongly that the contrary of it, purify, is there ; and though its beginniiigs be small,
do\ibt
in the isendgross
be victorious.
oi' this flax
shews not,
indeedit shall
that there
matter there, Thebut smoking
it witnesseth
likewise that there is fire in it too, and though it be little, we have
Christ's
own
word
for
it,
that
it
shall
not
be
quenched;
and
if
He
favour it, no other power shall be able to quench it. You find not,
indeed, absolute holiness in your persons, nor in your best performances, yet,if you breathe and follow after it, if the pulse of the
heart beat thus, if the main current of your affections be towards
purity, if sin be in you as your disease and greatest grief, and not as
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your deligiit, then, take courage ; you are as pure as travellers can be ;
and notwithstanding; that impure spirit, Satan, and the inip'arity of
your o\v^ spirits, vex you daily with temptations, and often foil you,
yet, intiondespite
dwells. of them all, you shall arrive safe at home where perfecThe wisdom from above is pureJ] Be ashamed, then, of your extreme folly, you that take pleasure in any kind of uncleanness. Especially, seeing God hath reformed and purged His House amongst us,
you that are, or should be. His living temples, remain not unreforined.
if you do. Church reformation will be so far from profiting you, that as
a clearerandlight,
will but serve
make that
yourtheimpin-ity
both should
more
visible
more itinexcusable.
If youto mean
Holy Ghost
dwell with you, entertain Him, avoiding both spiritual and fleshly pollutions. The word here used doth more particularly signify ckaslily ;
and certainly, wherever this wisdom from above is, this comely grace is
one of her attendants. Whatever any have been in times past, let all be
persuaded henceforth to mortify all lustful and carnal affections. Know
that there is more true and lasting pleasure in the contempt of unlawful
pleasures, than in the enjoyment of them. Grieve not, then, the good
Spirit of God with actions or speeches, yea, or with thoughts that are
impure. The unholy soul, like the mystical Babylon, makes itself a
cage of unclean birds, and a habitation of filthy spirits ; and if it continues to be such, it must, when it dislodges, take up its habitation
with cursed spirits for ever in utter darkness. But as for those that
are sincerely and affectionately pure, that is, fwe in heart, our Saviour
hath pronounced their begun happiness — Blessed are they that are
pure in heart, and assured them of full happiness — for they shall see
God. This wisdom is sent from Heaven on purpose to guide the elect
thither by the way of purity. And mark hov/ well their reward is
suited to their labour : their frequent contemplating and beholding of
God's purityto beas like
they Him,
could,shall
whilebring
they them
were toon sittheir
labouring
downjourney,
in glory,andandtheirto
be lor ever the pure beholders of that purest object. They shall see
God. What this is, we cannot tell you, nor can you conceive it ; but
walk heavenwards in purity, and long to be there, where you shall
know what it means ; For you shall see Him as He is.
Now to that blesaed Trinity be praise for ever 1
SERMON II.
I'UEPACE.
I will return to my 2)lace, saith the Lord by His Prophet, till they
acknowledge their offence, and seek my face. In their affliction they
will seek me early. IIos. v. 15. The Father of Mercies hides Himself
li-om
His children,
but closer
that they
may seek
and
may learn,
having not
foundto lose
Hiin,them,
to keep
by Him
than Him,
ibrmcrly.
lie threatens them, to keep them from punishment : if His threatening
work submission, it is well ; if not. He punishes them gently, to save
them irom destruction. He seeks no more but that they acknowledge
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tlieir offence, and seek His face. Wonderful clemency ! For who can
forbear to confess multitudes of offences, who know themselves ? And
who can choose but seek Thy face, who ever saw Thy face, and who
know Thee ? In their affliction they will seek me early. He that
prays not till affliction comes and forces him to it, is very slothful ; but
he that prays not in affliction, is altogether senseless. Certainly, they
that at this time are not more than ordinarily fervent in prayer, or do
not at least desire and strive to be so, cannot well think that there is
any spiritual life within them. Surely it is high time to stir up ourselves to prayers and tears. All may bear arms in that kind of service. Weak women may be strong in prayer ; and those tears wherein
they usually abound upon other occasions, cannot be so well spent as
this way. Let them not run out in bowlings and impatience, but bring
them, by bewailing sins, private as well as public, to quench this pubHc
fire. And ye men, yea, ye men of courage, account it no disparagement thus to weep. We read often of David's tears, which were no
stain to his valour. That cloud which hangs over us, which the frevapoiu's sweet
of our showers
sins haveof made,
except isitcertainly
dissolve reserved
and fall down
again inquentthese
godly tears,
to be
the matter of a dreadful storm. Be instant, every one, in secret, for
the averting of this wrath, and let us now again unite the cries of our
hearts for this purpose to our compassionate God, in the name and
mediation of his Son, the Lord Jesus Christ.
Job xxxiv. 31, 32.
Surely
it
is
meet
to
be
said
unto
God, I have borne cliastisement, I will not offend any
more.
That which I see not, teach Thou me : if I have done iniquity, I will do no more.
The great sin, as well as the great misery of man, is, the forgetting
of God ; and the great end and use of His works and of His word, is,
to teach xis the right remembrance and consideration of Him in all
estates. These words do particularly instruct us in the application
of our thoughts towards Him in the time of affliction. The shortness
and the various signification of the words used in the original, give
occasion to some other readings and another sense of them. But this
we have in our Translation, being not only very profitable, but very
congruous, both to the words of the primitive text, and to the contexture of the discourse, I shall keep to it, without dividing your thoughts
by the mentioning of any other. Neither will I lead you so far about,
as to speak of the great dispute of this book, and the question about
it which is held. He that speaks here, though the youngest of the
company, yet, as a wise and calm-spirited man, closes all with a discourse of excellent temper, and full of grave, useful instructions,
amongst which this is one.
it is meet
God.'] Thisnorspeaking
God,Surely
though
it mayto bebe said
vocal,foryetspoken)
it is notto necessarily
chiefly so,to
but is always mainly, and may often be only, mental : without this, the
words of the mouth, how well chosen and well expressed soever they be,
are to God of no account or signification at all. But if the heart speak,
even when there is not a word in the mouth, it is that He hearkens to,
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and regards that speech, though made by a voice that none hears but
He, and in a language that none understands but He.
But it is a rare, unfrequent thing, this communing of the heart with
God, speaking its thoughts to Him concerning itself, and concerning
Him, and His dealings with it, and the purposes and intentions it hath
towards Him, — which is the speech here recommended, and is that
Divine exercise of meditation and soliloquy of the soul with itself and
with God, hearkening what the Lord God speaks to us within us, and
our hearts echoing and resounding his words, (as Psalm xxvii. 8, 9,)
and opening to Him our thoughts of them and of ourselves. Though
they stand open, and He sees them all, even when we tell Him not of
them, yet, because He loves us. He loves to hear them of our own
speaking: Let me hear tky voice, for it is sweet ; as a father delights
in the little stammering, lisping language of his beloved child. And if
the reHex affection of children be in us, we shall love also to speak with
our Father, and to tell Him all our mind, and to be often with Him
in the entertainments of our secret thoughts.
But the most of men are little within : either they wear out their
hours in vain discourse with others, or possibly vainer discourses with
themselves. Even those who are not of the worst sort, and who, possibly, have their times of secret prayer, yet do not so delight to think
of God, and to speak with Him, as they do to be conversant in other
companies, and
in whichof there
a greattodealbe
ofafl'airs,
froth and
and emptiness.
Men discourses,
think, by talking
many isthings,
refreshed ; and yet, when they have done, find that it is nothing, and
that they had much better have been alone, or have said nothing. Our
thoughts and speeches in most things, run to waste, yea, are defiled ;
as water spilt on the ground is both lost, and cannot be gathered up
again, and is polluted, mingled with dust. But no word spoken to
God, from the serious sense of a holy heart, is lost : he receives it, and
returns it into our bosom with advantage. A soid that delights to
speak to Him, will find that He also delights to speak to it. And
this communication, certainly, is the sweetest and happiest choice ; to
speak little with men, and much with God. One short word, such as
this here, spoken to God in a darted thought, eases the heart more
when it is afflicted, than the largest discourses and complainings to
the greatest and powerfullest of men, or the kindest and most friendly.
It gives not only ease, but joy, to say to God, / have sinned, yet I am
thine ; or, as here, I have borne chastisement, I will no more offend.
The time of affliction is peculiarly a time of speaking to God ; and
such speech as this is peculiarly befitting such a time. And this is
one great recommendation of affliction, that it is a time of wiser and
more sober thoughts — a time of the returning of the mind inwards and
upwards. A high place, fulness and pleasure, draw the mind more
outwards. Great light and white colours dissipate the sight of the
eye, and the very thoughts of the mind too ; and men find that the
night is a fitter season for deep thoughts. It is better, says Solomon,
to go to the house of mourning than to the house of feasting. Those
blacks made the mind more serious. It is a rare thing to find much
retirement unto God, much humility and brokenness of spirit, true
purity and spirituality of heart, in the affluence and great prosperities
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of the world. It is no easy thing; to carry a very full cup even, and to
dig-est well the fatness of a great estate and great place. They are
not to be envied who have them : even though they be of the better
sort of men, it is a thousand to one but they shall be losers by the
gains and advancements of this world, suffering proportionably great
abatements of their best advantages, by their prosperity. The generality ofmen, while they are at ease, do securely neglect God, and little
mind either to speak to Him, or to hear Him speak to them. God
complains thus of His own people : / spoke to them in their prosperity,
and they wovld not hear. The noises of coach-wheels, of their pleasures, and of their great affairs, so fill their ears, that the still voice
wherein God is, cannot be heai'd. / will bring her into the wilderness, and there I will speak to her heart, says God of His Church.
There the heart is more at quiet to hear God, and to speak to Him,
and is disposed to speak in the style here prescribed, humbly and
repentingly.
/ have signifies,
borne chastisement.']
The speaking
unto; God
affliction
tliat our alTliction
is from Histhishand
and tounder
the
acknowledgment of this truth, the very natural consciences of men do
incline them. Though trouble be the general lot of mankind, yet it
doth not come on him by an improvidential fatality : though man is
born to trouble as the sparks fly upwards, yet it comes not out of the
dust. Job V. 6, 7. It is no less true, and in itself no less clear, that
all the good we enjoy, and all the evil we suffer, come from the same
Hand; but we are naturally more sensible of evil than of good, and
therefore do more readily reflect upon the original and causes of it.
Oiu- distresses lead us to the notice of the righteous God inflicting
them, and of our own unrighteous ways procuring them, and provoking Him so to do ; and therefore it is meet to speak in this submissive, humble language to Him. It is by all means necessary to speak
to Him. He is the party we have to deal withal, or to speak to, even
in those afllit tiinis wlRicof men are the intervenient visible causes.
They are, indeed, but instrumental causes, the rod and stajf in His
hand who smites us ; therefore, our business is with Him, in whose
Supreme Hand alone the mitigations and increases, the continuance
and the ending, of our troubles lie. JVho gave Jacob to the spoil,
and Israel to the robbers? Did not the Lord, against whom we have
sinned? Isa. xlii. 24. So, Lam. i. 14, The yoke of my transgressions
is bound on by His hand. Therefore, it is altogether necessary in all
afliictions to sjjeak to Him. And as it is necessary to speak to Him,
so it is meet to speak thus to Him, I have borne chastisement, I
will no more offend. These words have in them the true composition
of real rc})entance, humble submission and holy resolution. / have
borne chastisement — that is, I have justly borne it, and do heartily
submit to it; I bear it justly, and take it well; Lord, I acquit thee,
and accuse myself. This language becomes the most iiniocent persons in the world in their suffering. Job knew it well, and did often
acknowledge it in liis preceding speeches. Though sometimes, in the
heat of" dispute,
and in heojjpositiou
the uncliaritable
and unjust
imputations ofhis friends,
seems to tooverstrain
the assertion
of his own
integrity (which Elihu here corrects), you know he cries out, I have
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sinned against Thee : what shall I do u/ito Thee, O Thov preserver of
men ? Job vii. 20. And ch. ix. ver. 30, // I wash myself with snowwater, and make my hands never so clean, yet shalt Thou plunge me
in the ditch, and mine own clothes shall abhor me.
Vain, foolish persons fret and foam at the miscarriao;e of a cause
they apprehend to be righteous ; but this is a great vanity and inconsiderate temerity in not observing the great and apparent unrighteousnes in tile persons managing it. But though both the cause and die
persons were just to the greatest height imaginable amongst men, yet
still were it meet to speak thus unto God in the lowest acknowledgments and confessions, that righteousness belongs unto Him, and unto
us shame and confusion of face. So says the Church, Lam. iii. The
Lord is righteoxis, for I have rebelled against His commandments.
Though affliction is not always designedly intended as the chastisement of some particular sin, yet, where sin is, (and that is the case
of all the sons of Adam,) affliction coming in, may safely be considered
in its natural cognation and alliance with sin, and so press forth
humble confessions of sin, and resolutions against it. And thus in
Lev. xxvi. 41, They shall accept of the punishment of their iniquity ;
shall take it humbly and penitently, and kiss the rod.
Oh, that there were such a heart in us !— that, instead of empty
words, that scatter themselves in the wind, our many vain discourses
we hold one with another, concerning our past and present sufferings,
and further fears, and disputing of many fruitless and endless questions, we were more abundantly turning our speech this way, in unto
God, and saying. We desire to give Thee glory, and to take shame to
ourselves, and to bear our chastisement, and to offend no more ; to
return each from his evil way ; and to gain this by the furnace, the
purging away of our dross, — our many and great iniquities, — our oaths
and cursings, and lying, — our deceit, and opjiressions, and pride, and
covetousness, — our base love of ourselves and hating one another, —
that we may be delivered from the tyranny of our own lusts and passions ;and, in other things, let the Lord do with 7is as seems good in
His
eyes.
Oh, 19,that20 we: Thou,
were hast
s])eaking
in Ephraini's
words,:
Jer. xxxi. 18,
chastisedto God
me, and
I was chastised
turn Thou me, and I shall be turned, &c. : Avords not unlike these
would stir His bowels, as there : as it is said, that one string perfectly
tuned to another, being touched, the other stirs of itself. When a
stubborn child leaves struggling under the rod, and turns to entreating, the father then leaves off striking ; nothing overcomes him but
that. When a man says unto God, Father, I have provoked Thee to
this ; but pardon, and through thy grace I will do so no more ; then
the rod is thrown aside, and the Father of mercies and His humbled
child fall to mutual tenderness and embraces.
I.iee not, teach
of conversion
theIVhat
disengagement
of theThouheartme.']fromThethegreat
lovearticle
of sin.
In that pos-is,
ture, as it actually forsakes whatsoever it perceives to be amiss, so it
stands in an absolute readiness to return to every duty that yet lies
hidden, upon the first discovery. That is here the genuine voice of a
repentant sinner, JVhat I see not, teach Thou me : if I have done iniquity, Iwill do no more.
Vol. II.
F
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This is a very necessary supplication, even for the most discerning
and clearest-sighted penitent, both in reference to the commandment
and rule for discovering the general nature and several kinds of sin,
and withal for the application of this general light to the examination
of a particular
man's own account
heart andof his
ways,
and
own that
sins. so he may have a more exact
The former part of the petition is for the knowledge of the law of
God, as the rule by which a man is to try and to judge himself. The
most knowing are not above the need of this request ; yea, I am persuaded, the most knowing know best how much they need it, and are
most humbled in themselves in the conscience of their ignorance and
darkness in Divine things, and are most earnest and pressing in this
daily supplication for increases of light and spiritual knowledge from
Him who is the Fountain of it : fVhat I see not, teach Thou me. On
the other side, the least knowing are often the most confident that
they know all, and swelled with a conceited sufficiency of their model
and determination of all things, both dogmatical and practical ; and
therefore are they the most imperious and magisterial in their concluand the most impatient of contradiction, or even of the most
modest sions,dissent.
The wisest and holiest persons speak always in the humblest and
most depressing style of their own knowledge, and that not with an
affectation of modesty, but under the real sense of the thing as it is,
and the sincere account they give of it, and that commonly when they
are declaring themselves most solemnly, as in the sight of God, or
speaking in supplication to Him with whom they dare least of all
dissemble. Whosoever he was that spake those words, in the thirtieth
chapter of Proverbs, surely he was a man of eminent wisdom and
piety, and yet he begins thus : Surely I am more brutish than any
mail, and have not the understanding of a man; I have neither
learned wisdom, nor have I the knowledge of the Holy. And though
he was so diligent a student, and so great a proficient in the law of
God, yet, how importunate a petitioner is he for the understanding of
it, as if he knew nothing at all ! Besides the like expressions in
other Psalms, in that one Psalm, [the cxix.] which, although of such
length, hath nothing but the breathing forth of his affection to the
word and law of God, how often doth David in it reiterate that petition, Teach me Thy statutes !— so often, that a carnal mind is tempted
to grow weary of it, as a nauseating tautology ; but he made it still
new with the freshness and vehemency of his affection : Make me to
understand the way of Thy jnecepts — Give me understanding, and I
shall keep Thy law— and Opeji Thou mine eyes, that I may see the
wonders of Thy law, — unseal mine eyes, as if they were still veiled
and dark. These are the earnest and nobly ambitious desires that
daily solicit holy hearts, and stir them up to solicit the Teacher of
hearts, to be admitted more into the secrets and recesses of Divine
knowledge ; not to those abysses that God intends should be secret
still, and from which He hath barred out our curiosity, as the forbidden tree of knowledge, those secrets that belong to Himself alone,
and concern us not to inquire after. And certainly, to be wading in
those deeps, is the way to be drowned in them. The searcher of ma-
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jesly shall be oppressed with glory. Yet, there is in man, a perverse,
preposterous desire, to pore upon such thiiipfs as are on purpose
hidden that we should not inquire after them, and to seelv after useless, empty speculations of them, which is a luxury and intemperance
unto These
that, and
that, empty,
which
atof the
first understanding-,
undid us in thelikeroot.
are springinir
times full from
of those
airy questions, and notions in which there is no clearness nor certainty to be attained, and if it were, yet it would serve to little or no
purpose, not makin|r the man who thinks he hath found them out,
one jot the better or holier man than he was before. What avails it,
says a devout author, to dispute and discourse high concerning the
Trinity, and want hnmility, and so displease that Trinity ? The
light and knowledge suited according to the intendment of this copy,
is of nature, such as purifies the heart and rectifies the life. What 1
see not, teach Thou me ; that is, of such things as may serve this end,
that if I have done iniquity, I may do it no more. This is sound and
solid knowledge, such a light as inflames the heart with the love of
God and of the beauties of holiness, and still, as it grows, makes
those
to growin likewise.
Da\id's andmultiplied
supplications
that cxix. Such
Psalm are
; notstill,to weknowsee,reserved
useless
things, but. Hide not Thy commandments from me. Thy hands have
made me and fashioned me : now, what is it that Thy creature and
workmanship begs of Thee ? What is that which will complete my
being, and make me do honour to my Maker? This is it,— Give me
understanding, that I may learn Thy commandments.
You that would be successful supplicants in this request, wean
your hearts from that vanity of desire : such knowledge is as the
cypress-tree, fair and tall, but fi-iiitless and sapless. Apply all you
know, to the purging out of sin, and intend all the further knowledge
you desire, to that same end. Seek to be acquainted with higher
rules of mortification, and self-denial, and charity, than as yet you
have either practised, or possibly so much as thought on ; that by
these, your affections and actions may be advanced to greater degrees
of purity, and conformity with the holiness of God. And for this end,
beg of him to teach you what you see not in the exactness of the law
and rule ; and withal, (which is the other thing in this word,) that,
what you see not in the application of it and search of yourself. He
would likewise shew you ; for in that, we are commonly as undisceming and dim-sighted as in the other. Even where men have
some notion of the rule and their duty, yet they perceive not their
own, even their gross recessions and declinings from it. Love is a
blinding thing, and above all love, self-love ; and every man is natural y his own flatterer : he deals not faithfully and sincerely with
himself in the search of his ow n evils. Now this we are to entreat of
God, to be led into ourselves, and to be applied to the work of selfsearching, by His own hand ; not only to have a right apprehension
of the law given us, but a true sight of ourselves. Oh ! how many
hidden, undiscerned, yea, unsuspected impurities and follies are
there in the hearts of those who are the most diligent in this inquiry,
much more in the greater part, even of such as cannot absolutely be
denied the name of good men ! Some honest intentionsF 2and good
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into this painful business of trying- and judging; themselves, and when
they set to it, many secret corners, and, in those, many latent corruptions do escape their search. Cleanse me from secret faults, says
David ; that is, not only those hidden from men, but even from myself, as is clearly his meaning", by the words preceding. Who knows
the errors of his life ? Therefore is it necessary that we should desire light of God. The spirit of a man is the candle of the Lord,
says Solomon, searching the innermost parts of the belly ; but it is a
candle unlighted, when He does not illuminate it for that search.
Oh ! what a deal of vanity and love of this world, envy and secret
pride, lurks in many of our hearts, which we do not at all perceive,
till God causeth us to see it, leading us in, as he did the prophet
Ezekiel in the vision, to see the idolatry of the Jews in His very
temple, by which they had provoked him to forsake it, and go far
from his sanctuary ; and having discovered one parcel, leads him in
further, and makes him enter through the wall, and adds often. Son of
man, hast thou seen these ? I will cause thee to see yet ?nore abominations, and yet more abominations. Thus is it within many of us who
should be His temples, but we have a multitude of images of jealousy, one lying hid behind another, till He thus discovers them to
us. Oh, what need have we to entreat Him thus, fVhat I see not,
teach Thou me !
Now, in both these, both in the knowledge of our rule and of ourselves, though there may be some useful subserviency of the ministry
of men, yet, the great Teacher of the true knowledge of His law, and
of Himself, and of ourselves, is God. Men may speak to the ear, but
His chair is in Heaven who teaches hearts : calhedram habe.t in ccelo.
Matchless Teacher ! who teacheth more in one hour than men can do
in a whole age, who can cure the invincible unteachableness of the
dullest heart, give understanding to the simple, and open the eyes of
the blind ! So then, would we be made wise, wise for eternity,
learned in real, living divinity, let us sit down at His feet, and make
this our continual request, JFhat I see not, teach Thou me !
that IThou
yet know
of,IfanyI have
hiddendonesin,iniquity.']
let me but That
once is,seeanyit, iniquity
and, I hope.
shalt not
see
it no more within me ; not willingly lodged and entertained. This
speaks an entire, total giving up of all sin, and is a proclaiming of
utter defiance and enmity against it ; casting out what is already
found out, without delay, and resolving that still in further search, as
it shall be more discovered, it shall be forthwith dislodged, without a
thought of sparing or partial indulgence to any thing that is sin, or
that is like it, or that may any way befriend it, or be an occasion and
incentive of it. This is that absolute renouncing of sin, and surrender
of the whole soul and our whole selves to God, which whosoever do
not heartily consent to and resolve on, their religion is in vain, and
(which is here the point) their affliction is in vain : whatsoever they
have suffered, they have gained nothing by all their sufferings, if their
hearts
stubborn,
unpliableandto
God. remain
And thisstill
makesself-willed,
their miseries
out untamed,
of measureandmiserable,
their sins out of measure sinful : whereas, were it thus qualified, and.
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had itGod,any affliction
operationwerethisnotwayto towards
subjectingof theiri^o hearts
unto
be calledthemisery,
but would
under
the title of a blessedness : Blessed is the man whom Thou correclest and
teachest him out of Thy law. That is suiting with this here desired,
I have borne chastisement; what I see not, teach Thou me; and if
I have done iniquity, I will do it no more. Oh ! were it thus with us,
my brethren, how might we rejoice, and insert into our praises all that
is come upon us, if it had wrought or advanced any thing of this kind
within us, this blessed compliance with the will of God ; not entertaining any thing knowingly that displeases Him ; finding a pleasure
in the denial and destruction of our own most beloved pleasures at
His appointment and for His sake. Whatsoever is in us, and dearest
to us, that would otJend us, that would draw us to otfend Him, were
it the right hand, let it be cut off; or the right eye, let it be plucked
out : or, to make shorter work, let the whole man die at once, crucified with Jesus, that we may be henceforth dead to sin, dead to the
world, dead to ourselves, and alive only to God.
SERMON III,
PREFACE.
There is no exercise so delightful to those that are truly godly, as
the solemn worship of God, if they find His. powerful and sensible
presence in it; and indeed there is nothing on earth more like to
Heaven than that is. But when He withdraws Himself, and withholds die influence and breathings of His Spirit in his service, then
.good souls find nothing more lifeless and uncomfortable. But there
is this difference, even at such a time, betwixt them and those that
have no spiritual life in them at all. that they find, and are sensible of
this difference ; whereas the others know not what it means. And for
the most part, the greatest number of those that meet together with a
profession to worship God, yet are such as do not understand this
diflference. Custom and formality draw many to the ordinary places
of public worship, and fill too much of the room ; and sometimes
novelty and curiosity, drawing lo places not ordinary, have a large
share : but how few are there that come on purpose to meet with God
in His worship, and to find His power in strengthening their weak
faith, and weakening their strong corruptions, affording them provision of spiritual strength and comfort against times of trial, and, in a
word, advancing them some steps forward in their journey towards
Heaven, where happiness and perfection dwell ! Certainly, these
sweet effects are to be found in these ordinances, if we would look
after them. Let it grieve us then, that we have so often lost our
labour in the worship of God through our own neglect, and entreat
the Lord, that at this time He would not send us away empty. For
how weak soever the means be, if He put forth His strength, the
work shall be done, in some measure, to His glory and our edification.
Now that He nuiy be pleased to do so, to leave a blessing behind
Him, let us pray, &c.
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Isaiah xxviii. 5, 6.
In thatuntodaytheshallresidue
the Lord
of
hosts
of his people. be for a crown of glory, and for a diadem of beauty
And for a spirit of judgment to him that sitteth in judgment, and for strength to them
that turn the battle to the gate.
All the works of Divine providence are full of wisrlom and justice,
even every one severally considered ; yet we observe them best to be
such, when we take notice of their order and miitual aspect one to
another, whether in the succession of times, or such passages as are
contemporary and fall in to|rether at one and the same time. As,
when the Lord brings notable judgments upon the proud workers ot
iniquity, and at the same time confers special mercies on His own
people, who is there that may not perceive justice and mercy illustrating and beautifying one another ? It is true, the full reward and
perfect rest of the godly is not here below ; they would be sorry if it
were : nor is this the place of plenary punishment for the ungodly ;
men may look for a judgment too. Yet, the Lord is pleased at some
times to give some resemblances and pledges, as it were, of that great
and last judgment in remarkable passages of justice and mercy, at
one and the same time ; and such a time it is that the Prophet foretels in this his sermon, which concerns the two sister kingdoms of
Israel and Judah. Having denounced a heavy calamity to come
upon Israel, under the name of Ephraim, he comforts those of Judah
tmder the name of t/ie residue of His people. They not being so
grossly corrupted as the others were, he stays them with this promise :
In that day, saith he, when the other shall be overwhelmed, as with a
deluge, the Lord of Hosts shall be for a crown of glory, and for a
diadem of beauty wito the residue of His people.
The promise is made up of three benefits, yet the three are but
one ; or rather, one is all the three to them : The Lord o f Hosts, it is
He that shall be their honour, wisdom, and strength ; He shall be a
crown, &c. But first, a word as to the circumstance of time, In that
day.
That sovereign Lord, who at first set up the lights of heaven to
distinguish times and seasons by their constant motion, and likewise
by His supreme providence ruling the world, hath fixed the periods of
states and kingdoms, and decreed their revolutions, their rising,
ascending, and their height, with their decline and setting, hath by a
special ])rovidence determined those clianges and vicissitudes that
befall His Clmrch. That which the Psalmist speaks, in his own particular, Psal. xxxi. 1.5, holds of each believer, and of the Church which
they make up in all ages and places : / said, ThoiL art my God, my
times are in Thy hand. A sure and steady hand indeed, and therefore he builds his confidence upon it, ver 13. They took counsel
against me, but I trusted in thee. And upon this, he prays in faith,
that the face of God may shine upon him, and the wicked may be
ashamed.
Thus, then, as many of you as are looking after a day of mercy to
the Church of God, pray and believe upon this ground, That the time
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of it is neither in the frail hands of those that favour and seek it, nor
in the hands of those that oppose it, how strong and subtle soever
they be, but in His almighty hand, who doth in heaven and earth
what pleaseth Him. If He have said. Now, and here, will I give a
day of refreshment to my people who have long groaned for it, a day
of the purity and power of religion ; if, I say, this be His purpose,
they must have somewhat more than omnipotence, who can hinder it.
When His appointed time comes, to make a day of deliverance dav. n
upon His Church, after their long night either of affliction or of defection, or both ; they who contrive against that day-spring, are as
vain as if they would sit down to plot how to hinder the sun from
rising in the morning. And they who let go their hopes of it, because ofgreat apparent difficulties that interpose betwixt their eye and
the accomplishment of that work, are as weak as if they should imagine, when mists and thick vapours appear about the horizon in the
morning, that these could hinder the rising of the sun, which is so far
out of their reach, and comes forth as a bridegroom, and rejoices as a
mighty man to run his race, says David. Those mists may indeed
hinder his clear appearance, and keep it from the eye for a time ; but
reason tells us, even then, that they cannot stop his course. And
faith assures us no less in the other case, that no difficulties can hold
backtheGod's
day and
His appointed
people. Buttimeyoube will
All
difficulty
is, toworkknowof mercy
whetherto the
nearsay.or
not. It is true, we have no particular prophecies to assure us ; but
certainly, when God awakes His children and makes them rise, tliis is
a probable sign that it is near day. I mean, when He stirs them up
to more than usual hopes, and prayers, and endeavours, it is very
likely that He intends them some special good. But yet more, when
He Himself is arisen, (as it pleaseth Him to speak,) that is, when He
is begun to appear, in a more than ordinary manner of working by
singular and wonderful footsteps of providence, this is, no doubt, a
sign that He will go on to shew remarkable mercy to Sion, and that
the time to favour her, yea, the set time is come. Psal. cii. 13.
Howsoever then, let the wonderful workings of the Lord move
those of you that have any power and opportunity, to be now (if ever)
active for the greatest good both of the present age and of posterity.
And you that can be no other way useful, yet you shall be no small
helpers if you be much in prayer ; let both your hopes and your fears,
serve to sharpen your prayers. Be not too much dejected with any
discouragement, neither be ye carnally lifted up with outward appearancesfor
; the heart of him that is lifted up, is not vpright in
him, Hab. ii. 4 ; but live, as the just do, by your faith. And if the
deferring of your hopes should sicken your hearts, as Solomon speaks,
yet, stay and comfort them with the cordial of the promises. This
you arelatter
suredays
of, you
have shall
God'sbe brought
own wordto engaged
those
Babylon
the dust,forandit,thethattruein
Church of Christ shall flourish and increase. And this vision is for
an appointed time; (as Habakkuk says of his;) at the end it shall
speak, and not lie : though it tarry, wait for it, it will surely come, it
will not tarry.
In that day.] That is, in the day of Ephraim's or Israel's cala-
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niity denounced in the former verses ; which, as most do conceive,
was when tlie Assyrian oppressed them, and in the end led them capHosea, aswasyoukinj;haveof Judah,
the history
of it,find2 Kings
xvii., tivate, in the
whichreio-ntimeof Ilezekiah
as you
in the
following- chapter : and in that notable reformation wrought by him,
with those blessings that followed upon it, is foiuid the accomplishment of this promise to Judah, In that day, &c. The parallel of
God's different dealing with these two kingdoms at the time there
specified,
{in that day,)takendoesnotice
affordof. divers
here
not impertinently
Only lessons,
this : M'hich might be
Though Judah also had its own corruptions when Hezekiah came
to the crown, yet it pleased the Lord to spare them and work a
peaceable
makingthe Israel's
punishment
their warning.
Truly,
that reformation,
nation with whom
Lord deals
thus graciously,
is vilely
ungrateful if they observe it not with much humility and thankfulness,
and with profit too. If the Lord should answer your desires and
hopes with a reformation in a peaceable way, and should yet lengthen
out your long continued peace, and should make this little past
shaking of it cause it to take root the faster ; if He should, I say, do
this, where would ye find fit praises for such a wonder of mercy ?—
especially considering, that in the meanwhile He hath made other
reformed churches fields of blood, and made, as it were, the sound of
their stripes preach repentance to us. But certainly, if the hearing the
voice of the rod ])revail not, we shall feel the smart of it, as this
people of Judah did afterwards, because they were not so wise as to
become wiser and better by Israel's folly and calamity. We are expecting greatHim
thingsare atgreat
our; Lord's
sins against
yet therehands,
is noandoneourof provocations
them all puts andus
in so much danger of disappointment, as impenitence. Were there
more repentance and personal reformation amongst us, we might take
it as anowhopeful
forerunner of that public reformation which so manyseem
to desire.
Lord ofinHosts.']
This styleof ofmercy
His, and
you judgment
know, is ;frequent
theTheProphets,
their predictions
intimatingin
both His greatness and majesty, and His supreme power for accom])lishing His word. No created power can resist Him ; yea, all must
serve Him. The most excellent creatures can have no greater honour :the greatest are not exempted, nor the meanest excluded from
serving Him. In Acts xii. 23, you find one of the noblest creatures,
and a number of the vilest, made use of at the same time in tlie same
service. Because Herod did accept of the sacrilege of the people, and
gave not back to this Lord of hosts His own glory, the an^el of the
Lord smote him, and the vermin devoured him. And in Egypt, you
know the employing of the destroying angel, and what variety of
hosts this Lord of hosts did emi)loy to plague them. What madness,
then, is it to oppose and encounter this great General !— even in
doubtful cases, to run on blindly, without examining, lest peradventure a man should be found a fighter against God. Aiul on the other
side, it is great weakness to admit any fear under His banner. If a
man could say, when he was told of the nuiltitude of the ships the
enemy had, Against how many do ye reckon mc? how much more
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justly may we reckon this Lord of hosts, aojainst multitudes of enemies, how fi^reat soever ! They are to Him as the drojj of a bucket,
and the smallest dust of the balance. It is ignorance and mean
thoughts of tliis mighty Lord that makes his enemies so confident ;
and it is the same evil, in some degree, or, at the best, forgetfulness of
His power, that causeth diffidence in His followers. J, even I, am he
that comforteth you : who art thou, that thou shouldest be afraid of a
man that shall die, and forgcttest the Lord, thy Maker. Isa. li. 12, 13.
Now this same Lord of Hosts, you know, is likewise called the God of
peace: He is indeed, ctpace et belloinsignis, splendid both in peace and
war. The blessing of peace, and the success of war, are both from
Him ; and to Him alone is due the praise of both.
Shall be for a crown of glory.] He shall dignify and adorn them
by His special presence ; to wit, in the purity of His ordinances and
religion amongst them: the profession and ilourishing of that, shall be
their special glory and beauty. For, as the other two benefits concern their civil good,y(«/ice flourishing within, and wealth and opulency
from without, so, doubtless, this first, this glory and beauty, is religion,
as the chiefest of the three, and the other two are its attendants. In
Psalm xx^^. 8, the sanctuary, the place of their solemn worship, is
called the place where God's honour dwelleth, or the tabernacle of His
honour, and. Psalm xcvi. 9, the glorious sanctuary, or the beauty of
holinets. And the ark of God, you know, was called the glory. The
glory is departed from Israel, (said the wife of Phineas,) /or the ark of
God is taken. 1 Sam. iv. 21. Pure religion and a pure worship is the
glory of God amongst His people, and, consequently, their glory. Now,
referring
the accomplishment
is evident,thisin prophecy
that work toof Hezekiah's
reformation time,
whereof
you have the full ofhis-it
tory', 2Chron. xxix. 30, Sfc.
If it be thus, that the purity of religion and worship, is the crown
and glory of a people ; and therefore, on the other side, that their
deepest stain of dishonour and vileness, is the vitiating of religion with
human devices ; then, to contend for the preservation or the reformation ofit, is noble and worthy of a Christian. It is for the crown
of Jesus Christ, which is likewise a crown of glory and a diadem of
beauty to t/iem. He being their head. It is, indeed, the true glory
both of kings and their kingdoms. Labour, then, for constancy in this
work: let no man take your crown from you. You know how busy
the emissaries of the Church of Rome have been to take it from us, or,
at least, to pick the diamonds out of it, and put in false, counterfeit
ones in their places. I mean, they stole away the power of religion,
and filled up the room with shadows and fopperies of their own devising. It is the vanity of that Church to think they adorn the worship
of God when they dress it up with splendour in her service, which,
though some magnify it so much, yet may most truly be called a'*glistering slavei-y and captivity. Then is she truly free, and wears her
crown, when the ordinances of God are conformable to His own appointment. Itis vanity in man, I say, when they dress it uj) with a
multitude of gaudy ceremonies, and make it the smallest part of itself;
whereas, indeed, its true glory consists not in pomp, but in purity and
simplicity. In the tweUlh chapter of the Apocalypse, we find the
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Church, under the name of a woman, richly attired, indeed, but her
ornaments be all heavenly ; the sini her clothing, and her crown of
twelve stars. Needs she, then, borrow sublunary glory ? No, she
treads upon it : the moon is U7ider her feet. There is another woman,
indeed, in that same book, arrayed in purple and scarlet, decked with
gold and precious stones, and having a golden cup in her hand, but
that golden cup is full of abominatiotis and Jilthiness, and she herself
the mother of abominations. Apoc. xvii. 4. The natural man judges
according to his reach ; but to a spiritual eye there is a most genuine
beauty in the service of God and the government of His house ; and
when they are nearest to the rule, the word of God, then is it that the
Lord himself is the crown and diadem of His Church.
A crown of glory.] Again : we may consider this personally, as
belonging in particular to every believer. They are all made ki)igs and
priests vnto God the Father. Apoc. i. 6. They are a chosen generation,
a royal priesthood, 1 Pet. ii. 9, how despicable soever to the world.
This is their dignity : The Lord is their crown and diadem. He subdues their lusts, and makes them kings over their own affections, and
more than conquerors over all troubles and persecutions ; whereas
carnal men are continually hurried, like slaves, unto base employments,
still kept toiling in the ignoble service of their own lusts. They think,
indeed, it is their liberty ; but that is a baseness of spirit that complies
so well with so vile and servile a condition. And whereas they judge
the godly to be the refuse and dross of the earth, and the proper
objects of contempt, this is because this their crown, though most glorious, isinvisible to the eye of nature. The Lord is a crown. If they
knew what this is, they would see enough in it to countervail their outward meanness and the reproaches the world cast on them : as the
apostle St. Peter hath it, 1 Pet. iv. 14, If ye be reproached for the
name of Christ, happy are ye ; for the Spirit of glory and of God
resteth on you. He is their crown.
And observe, how this crown is opposed to that blasted glory and
fading crown of pride, spoken of in the former verses. Wo to the
crown of pride, to the drunkards of Ephraim, whose glorious beauty
is a fading flower.
Who is there that sees not, in daily experience, the vanity and
inconstancy of worldly glory, and yet, how few are there that wean
themselves from it, and learn to disdain it ! Still men dote upon that
which is not, upon a shadow, a nothing. But would you have a glory
that fadeth not, a garland that cannot wither, make the Lord your
crown and your glory ; and if He be so, glory in Him, and in nothing
else. Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, neither let the
mighty man glory in his might ; let not the rich man glory in his
riches ; but let him that glorie.th, glory in this, that he understandeth
and knoweth me. Jer. ix. 23, 24.
You that are noble, aspire to this crown, as being so far above your
perishing honours and bounded powers. And you that are outwardly
meaner and lower, see how little cause you have to complain of your
condition, seeing you are not debarred from this best and greatest
honour. And, that you may discern it aright what it is, know that it
consists in the renovation of God's image within you, which is in
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holiness and righteousness : so the Lord becomes your crown in the
kingdom of grace. And by this you may discover, whether or no
you have attained it : if you can yet delight to wallow in the puddle
and pleasures of sin, you are far from this royal condition ; but if you
find your soul possessed with the love of holiness, and that you are
trampling upon profane delights, this may persuade you tliat God
hath enabled you, and crowned you with His grace, and will crown
you with his glory. Again, try it by this ; if the Lord is become your
crown and your glory, you will glory in Him, and in nothing else.
Though you be wise, you will not glory in your wisdom, nor in
strength, nor in riches, nor in honours, though you had them all ; but
if you glory, you will glory in the Lord. And withal, your highest
joy will be, to see the advancement of His glory, and, if you can, to be
any way serviceable to the advancing of it.
And for a spirit of judgment.] Both to those that sit in judgment, and to the people. For justice is the strongest base and
establishment of authority. And withal, the influence of it is most
sweet and comfortable to those who are under authority ; and where it
is wanting, that order and relation of superiors and inferiors, which
God hath appointed in the societies of men for their good, tends
exceedingly to the damage of both. And therefore, where God
intendeth to continue the peace and welfare of a people. He is liberal
in pouring out much of this spirit of judgment on those who sit in
judgment. On the contrary, it is for a heavy punishment, when He
withdraws His spirit from rulers, and leaves them wholly to the
corruption and vanity of their own spirits.
To him that sitteth in judgment. That is, to all that are in places
of authority and judicature, from the supreme to the lowest magistrate ;
for this concerns them all. For they be all raised in their subordination, and several places above the people, for the benefit and good of
peopleand; asbeneficial
the stars,to that
be set soworld.
high, yet are placed there to
bethe useful
the inferior
Now this spirit of judgment comprehends in it both due wisdom,
and prudence, for the trial and right judging of affairs, and for the
discerning betwixt sound and perverse counsel; and withal, a judgment
practically good, that cannot be biassed from the straight line of equity
and justice by any sinister respect.
Now, seeing the spirit of judgment is from the Lord, yea, He is
this spirit, it ought to persuade those that sit in judgment, to entreat
and pray for this, and to depend upon it, and beware of self-confidence.
Trust in the Lord, saith Solomon, and lean not to thine own understandingif: you do, it will prove but a broken reed. And as they that
sit in judgment should entreat His spirit by prayer, so, generally, all
must share with them in this duty, and make supplication for all that
are in authority over them, especially in extraordinary times. Truly
we have matter of thankfulness, that the Lord hath in some measure
inclined the royal heart of our sovereign to tiie desires of his people ;
and we ought still to pray, that the Lord would give the king His
judgments; and then, as the Psalmist adds, The 7nountains shal
bring peace to the people, and the Utile hills, by righteousness. Psal.
Jxiii. 3. And, for this end, let all who wish the public, yea, their own
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good, pray much for abundance of this spirit of judgment to be
conferred on them. Your eyes and expectations are upon them. If
you would enjoy the lamp, you must pour in oil. This spirit, indeed,
you cannot pour upon them, but if you pour out many prayers, you
may draw it from above : He will give it, who here promises to be
a spirit of judgment.
And for strength. Observe, the way to be powerful and successful
against foreign enemies, is, to have religion and justice flourishing at
iiome. And truly, if it please our God to answer the desires of His
people at this time, it may so unite the atfection and strength of the
two kingdoms, {the Lord of hosts being their strength,) as to make
them a terror to their enemies ; whereas they were become a scorn and
derision to them. For your particular, labour to make the Lord your
glory, to have Christ made imto you, as the Apostle speaks, both
wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctijication, which are the glory and
beauty of the soul, and redemption from spiritual enemies. Draw
strength from Him, to fight and prevail against them, till, after the
short combat of this life, you obtain the crown, and dwell in His
presence, where you shall fear no more assaults, neither of sin nor of
affliction, but shall be for ever happy in the blessed vision of His face.
To him be glory. Amen.
SERMON IV.
PREFACE.
External worship doth openly acknowledge a Deity, but want of
inward sense in worship secretly denieth it: the fool hath said in his
heart, there is no God. It is strange to hear so much noise of religion
in the world, and to find so little piety. To present the living God
with a carcass of lifeless worship, is to pay Him with shells of services,
and so to mock Him. And it is a more admirable long-suffering in
Him to defer the punishment of such devotion, than of all the other sins
hi the world. The Egyptian temples were rich and stately fabrics : a
stranger who had looked upon them without, would have imagined
some great deity within; but if they entered, (as Lucian says, laughing
at them,) nothing was to be seen, but only some ape, or cat, or pied
bull, or some other fine god like those. To behold our fair semblance
of religion who frequent this house, it would appear that we were all
the temples of the Holy Ghost ; but whoso could look within ns,
would find in many of our hearts lust, pride, avarice, or some such
like secret vice adored as a god. And these are they which, while our
bodies sit here, do alienate our souls from the service of the Eternal
God, so that we are either altogether senseless and dead before Him,
or, if any fit of spiritual motion rise within us, we find it here, and
here we leave it, as if it were sacrilege to take it home with us. But
did once that Spirit of Grace breathe savingly upon our souls, we
should straight renounce and abhor those base idols, and then all the
current of our affection would run more in this channd : our services
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would then be spiritual, and it would be our Heaven upon earth, to
view God in his sanctuary. And the obtaining of the change, is,
or should be, one main end of this our meeting ; and, that it may be
the happy effect of it, our recourse must be to the throne of grace by
humble prayer, in the name of our Mediator, Jesus Christ, the
righteoiis.
Isaiah Ix. 1.
. Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.
Admirable is the worth and depth of Divine providence I This,
either we know not, or at least seldom remember. While we forget
the wonders of providence, we direct our thoughts to baser objects,
and think not on it ; and while we forget the depth of providence, (if
at any time we look towards it,) we judge rashly and think amiss of
it. If this be true of that general providence whereby God rules the
World, it is more true of His special providence towards his Church.
This is both the most excellent piece of it, and therefore best worth the
reading, and also the hardest piece, and therefore it requires sobriety
in judging: above all other things,, he that suddenly judges in this,
makes haste to err. To have a right view of it, it must be taken
altogether, and not by parcels. Pieces of rarest artifice, while they are
a making, seem little worth, especially to an unskilful eye, which being
completed, command admiration. Peter Martyr says well, De operibus
Dei, antequam actum, noii est judicandam : There is no judgi/ig of
the works of God, before they are finished. There is a time when the
daugiiters of Sion embrace the dunghill, and sit desolate in the streets,
as Jeremiah hath it in his Lamentations, (iv. 5.) and at that same
time the voice of Babylon, is, I sit as a queen and shall see no sorrow.
Apoc. xviii. 7|; Isa. xlvii. 7. All is out of order here. But if we stay
awhile, we shall see Sion and Babylon appointed to change seats, by
the great Master of the world : Come down, says He, Daughter of
Babylon, and sit in the dust. Isa. xlvii. 1. And here, to Sion, Arise,
shi?ie, for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen vpon
thee. It is an entire catastrophe : both parties find a notable alteration
together. That same Hand that exalts the one, ruins the other.
When the sun rises upon the Church, her antipodes must needs be
covered with darkness : as we find it in the next verse to the text :
Darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the people ; but the
Lord shall arise upon thee, and His glory shall be seen vpon thee.
The Prophet, elevated by the Spirit of God to a view of after ages
as clear as if they were present, seems here to find His people sitting
under the dark mantle of a sad and tedious night, and having longexpected
sun'sit return
vain,andbefore
its time,foldthey
give overto
expectationthewhen
is near inthem,
desperately
themselves
lie perpetually in the dark. Now the Prophet, standing, as it were,
awake upon some mountain, perceives the day approaching, and the
golden chariots of the morning of deliverance hasting forward, and
seems to come speedily with these glad news to a captive people, and
souuds this trumpet in their ears, Jrise, shiiie, for thy light is come.
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The very manner of expression is sudden and rousing, without a
copulative ; not, Arise and shine, but. Arise, shine, &c.
The words have in them a clear stamp of relation to a low posture
and obscure condition : they suppose a peo])le lying- or sitting without
lig-ht. Deep distress is that dark foil that best sets off the lustre of
marvellous deliverances ; and among many other reasons of the
Church's vicissitudes,
be one and
? The
illustrious
in the worldwhyby may
that notdeepthiswisdom
greatLord
poweris more
that
shines when He raises and restores her from desperate afflictions,
than if He had still preserved her in constant ease. He seems sometimes careless of her condition, and regardless of her groans ; but
even then, is He waiting the most Jit time to he gracious, as our
prophet speaks. And when it is time, out of the basest estate He
brings her forth more fresh, strong, and beautiful than before. Thovgh
you have lain among the pots, yet ye shall he as the vnngs of a dove
covered with silver, and her feathers with yellow gold. Psal. Ixviii. 13.
Do with the Church what you will, she shall come through, and that
with advantage. Mergas jnofundo, pulchrior exilit, as one says of
Rome. Keep the Church seventy years captive, yet, after that, she
shall arise and shine more glorious than ever.
But surely, the strain of this evangelic prophecy rises higher than
any temporal deliverance. Therefore we must rise to some more
spiritual sense of it, not excluding the former. And that which some
call divers senses of the same scripture, is, indeed, but divers parts of
one full sense. This prophecy is, out of question, a most rich
description of the kingdom of Christ under the gospel. And in this
sense, this invitation to arise and shine is mainly addressed to the
mystical Jerusalem, yet not without some privilege to the literal
Jerusalem beyond other people. They are first invited to arise and
shine, because this sun arose first in their horizon. Christ came of
the Jews, and came first to them. The Redeemer shall come to Zion,
says our Prophet, in the former chapter. But miserable Jerusalem
knew not the day of her visitation, nor the things that concerned her
peace, and therefore are they now hid from her eyes. She delighted to deceive herself with fancies of I know not what imaginary
grandeur and outward glory, to which the promised Messiah
should exalt her, and did, in that kind particularly, abuse this very
proj)hecy ; so doting upon a sense grossly literal, she forfeited the
enjoyment of those spiritual blessings that are here described. But
undoubtedly, that people of the Jews shall once more be commanded
to arise and shine, and their return shall be the riches of the Gentiles ;
and that shall be a more glorious time than ever the Church of God
did yet behold. Nor is there any inconvenience, if we think that the
high expressions of this prophecy have some spiritual reference to that
time, since the great doctor of the Gentiles applies some words of the
former chapter to that purpose, Rom. xi. 29. They forget a main
pointJews.
of the Church's glory, who pray not daily for the conversion of
the
But to pass that, and insist on the spiritual sense of these words, as
directed to the whole Church of Christ, they contain a powerful excitement to a twofold act, enforced (as I conceive) by one reason under a
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twofold expression, neither of them superfluous, but each giving- light
to the other, and suiting very aptly with the two words of command :
Arine,
come. for the glory of the Lord is men, and shine, for thy light is
I will not now subdivide these parts again, and cut them smaller,
but will rather unite them again into this one proposition : The coming
and presence of Christ engages all to whom he comes, to arise and shine.
In this proposition may be considered, the nature of the duties, the
universality of the subject, and the force of the reason.
I. The nature of the duties — what it is to arise and shine, Arising
hath reference either to a fall, or to some contrary posture of sitting or
lying, or to one of those two conditions which are so like one another,
sleep, or death ; and to all these, spiritually understood, may it here
be referred. This is the voice of the Gospel to the sons of Adam,
Arise ; for in Him they all fell. Tiie first sin of that first man was
the great fall of mankind : it could not but undo us, it was from so
high a station. Our daily sins are our daily falls, and they are the
fruits of that great one. Thou hast fallen by thine iniquity, says the
Lord to His people, Hos. xiv. 1. As for those postures of sitting and
lying, the Scripture makes use of them both to signify the state of sin.
Says not St. John, The world lies in wickedness? 1 John v. 19. Are
not the people said to sit in darkness, mentioned Matt. iv. 16? Wliich
is directly opposite to arise and shine. In the darkness of Egypt, it is
said, the people sat still ; none arose from their places. In the gross
mist of corrupt nature, man cannot bestir himself to any spiritual
action ; but when this light is come, then he may, and should arise.
Now for sleep and death, sin is most frequently represented in holy
writ under their black vizors. To forbear citing places where they
are severally so used, we shall find them jointly in one, Ephes. v. 14:
Arise, thou that steepest, and stand vp from the dead; which place
seems to have special allusion to this very text.
The impenitent sinner is as one buried in sleej) : his soul is in darknes , fit for sleep, and loves to be so. That he may sleep the sounder,
he shuts all the passages of light, as enemies to his rest, and so, by
close windows and curtains, makes an artificial night to himself within :
not a beam appears there, though without the clear day of the Gospel
shines round about him. The senses of his soul, as we may call them,
are all bound up, and are not exercised to discern good and evil, as the
Apostle speaks, Heb. v. 14. And his leading faculty, his understanding, is surcharged with sleepy vapours, that arise incessantly from the
inferior part of his soul, his perverse affections. Nor hath his mind
any other exercise, in this sleepy condition, than the vain business of
dreaming. His most refined and wisest thoughts are but mere extrafrom man's Yet
due heend,is and
his greatest
but golden vagancies
dreams.
serious
in them, contentments
and no wondernothing
; for
who can discern the folly of his own dream till he is awake ? He that
dreams he eateth, when he awakes, finds his soul empty, and not till
then. Isa. xxix. 8. Now, while he thus sleeps, his great business lies
by ; yet spends he his hand-breadth of time as fast, while he is fast
asleep,
as iftohebidwerethisinman
continual
not needful
arise. employment. Judge, then, if it be
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Lastly, this voice may import, that man is spiritually dead. God is
the life of the soul, as it is of the body: while He dwells there, it is
both comely and active ; but once destitute of His presence, it becomes
a carcass, where, besides privation of life and motion, there is a positive filthiness, a putrefaction in the soul, unspeakably worse than that
of dead bodies. Corruptio optimi pessima. And as dead bodies are
removed from the sio-ht of men, dead souls are cast out from the favourGod, aretill appointed
Christ's saying,
them. toThe allministersableofsight
the ofword
to cry.Arise,
Arise,revives
indifferently
that
hear them ; and Christ hath reserved this privilege and liberty, to join
his effective voice when and to whom he pleases. A carnal man may
shew his teeth at this ; but w ho is he that can, by any solid reason,
charge absurdity upon this way of dispensing outward and inward vocation? Iwill not here mention their idle cavils. The Scripture is
undeniably clear in this, that man is naturally dead in sin. Tlie
gospel bids him arise, and it is Christ that is his life, and that raises
him.
Thus we see, in some measure, what it is for men to arise. Now
being risen, they must s/mie, and that two ways ; jointly and publicly,
as they make up visible churches, and likewise j)ersonally, in their particular conversation. First, then, what is the shining of the true church?
Doth not a church, then, shine, when church service is raised from
a decent and primitive simplicity, and decorated with pomjjous ceremonies, with rich furniture and gaudy vestments ? Is not the church,
then, beautiful ? Yes, indeed ; but all the question is, whether this be
the proper, genuine beauty or not ; whether this be not strange fire, as
the fire that Aaron's sons used, which became vain, and was taken as
strange fire. Methinks it cannot be better decided than to refer it to
St. John, in his book of the Revelations. We find there the descriptions of two several women, the one riding in state, arrayed in purple,
decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearl, ch. xvii. ; the other,
oh. xii., in rich attire too, but of another kind, clothed with the sun,
and a crown of twelve stars on her head. The other's decorament was
all earthly,
this woman's
is all celestial.
need haswithshethetosun,
borrow
light
and beauty
from precious
stones, whoWhat
is clothed
and
crowned with stars ? She wears no sublunary ornaments, but, which
is more noble, she treads upon them ; the moon is under her feet.
Now, if you know (as you do all, without doubt,) which of these two
is the spouse of Christ, you can easily resolve the ciuestion. The truth
is, those things seem to deck religion, but they undo it. Observe
where they are most used, and we shall find little or no substance of
devotion under them ; as we see in that apostate Church of Rome.
This
for Christ's
spouse,
besides,andit
spoils painting
her naturalis dishonourable
complexion. The
superstitious
use and
of torches
lights in the church by day, is a kind of shining, but surely not that
which is commanded here. No ; it is an affront done both to the sun
in the heaven, and to the Sun of Righteousness in the Church.
What is meant, then, when the Church is commanded to shine, or
be enlightened? These two readings give the entire sense of the word;
for, first, having no light of herself, she must receive light, and then
shew it } first, be enlightened, and then shine. She is enhghtened by
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Christ,is thetfiatSimhghtof that
Rin-hteousness,
in thegk)rysphere
This
comes to her,sliinini^
and the
of theof the
LordEjospcl.
tiiat
arises upon her. Hence slie receives her laws and forms of {government, and lier shining' is, briefly, the pure exercise of those and
conformity to them.
And the personal shining of the several members of a chnrch, is, a
comely cong^ruity with pure worship and discipline ; and it is tliat
which now is most needful to be urged. Every Christian soul is perbe enlightened,
to shine;
and we
must drawsonallyourengag-ed
lightfirstfortoourselves
from thatandsamethensource
that furnishes
the Church with her public light. There is a word in tlie civil law.
Uxor fidget radwmariti: The wife shines by the rays of her huslight. well
Now shine,
every seeing
faithfulthesoulSunis himself
espousedis their
to Christ,
and
thereforeband'smay
husband.
He adorns them with a double beauty of juftlification and sanctijication ; by that, they shine more especially to God, by this to men.
And may not these two be signified by a double character given
to the spouse in Cant. vi. 20 ? She is fair as the moon, and clear
as the sun. The lesser light is that of sanctification, fair as the
moon ; that of justification, the greater, by which she is as clear
as the sun. The sun is perfectly luminous, but the moon is but half
enlightened; so, the believer is perfectly justified, but sanctified only
in part : his one half, his flesh, is dark ; and as the partial illumination is the reason of so many changes in the moon, to which changes
the
sun
not cause
subjectof atso all,
the imperfection
of a and
Christian's
holiness, isis the
manyso waxings
and wanings,
of the
great inequality in his performances, whereas in the meanwhile his
justification remains constantly like itself This is imputed, tliat
inherent. The light of Sanctification must begin in tlie understanding,
and from thence be transfused to the affections, the inferior parts of
the soul, and from thence break forth and shine into action. This is
then the nature of the duties. Arise and shine.
II. The universality of the subject, which was the second head, is
this, that every man that knows Christ, is here engaged to s]ii)ie too.
Neither grandeur exempts from the duty of shining, nor doth meanness
exclude from the privilege of shining. Men of low condition in this
world need not despair of it, for it is a spiritual act ; great men need
not despise
it is a noble
act, toto the
shineChurch,
by Christ's
In thelo
third
verse ofit,thisfor chapter
it is said
Kings light.
shall come
the brightness of thy rising. To what end, but to partake of her light
and
shine withandherthe? white
And robes
indeed,
the regalwillattire
of Christ's
rigiiteousness,
of holiness,
exceedingly
well
become kings and princes. Give the king thy judgments, O Lord, and
thyIII.
righteovsness
to
the
ki/ig's
son.
The third and last thing propounded, was the force of fho
Christ's
presence
en^a^es
arise andis shine.
isreason;
supposedihatthat
Christ,
declared
in theto Cospel,
the lightWherein
which isit
said here to come, and the glory of the Lord which is said to be risen ;
so that now it should be more amply cleared, how Christ is light and
the glory of the Lord, and what his coming and rising is. But of
these alterwards. I shall close now with a word of exhortation.
Vol. II.
G
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Arise, then, for the glory of the Lord is risen. The day of the
Gospel is too precious that any of it should be spent in sleep, or
idleness, or worthless business. Worthless business detains many of
us. Arise, immortal souls, from turmoiliiip,- in the dust, and working
in the clay like Eg-yptian captives. Address yourselves to more noble
work. There is a Redeemer come, who will pay your ransom, and
rescue you from such vile service, for more excellent employment. It
is strange how the souls of Christians can so much forget their first
original from Heaven, and their new hopes of returning thither, and
the rich price of their redemption, and forgetting all these dwell so
low, and dote so much upon trifles. How is it that they hear not
their
beloved's thevoiceeyescrying.
my love,areviysofairenlightened,
one, arid come
away well
? Though
of trueArise,
believers
that
they shall not sleep unto death, yet their spirits are often seized with
a kind of drowsiness and slumber, and sometimes even when they
shoulddisciples,
be of most
The time
of Christ's
checkare tomildhis:
three
made activity.
it very sharp,
though
the words
What! could yon. not watch with me one hour ? Shake off, believing
souls, that heavy humour. Arise, and satiate the eye of faith with the
contemplation
Christ's beauty,
and others
follow who
after never
him till
the place of fullof enjoyment.
And you
yet yousaw attain
him,
arise, and admire his matchless excellency. The things you esteem
great, appear so but through ignorance of his greatness. His brightnes , ifyou saw it, would obscure to you the greatest splendour of the
world, as all those stars that go never down upon us, yet they are
swallowed up in the surpassing light of the sun when it arises.
Stand lip from the dead, and He shall give you light. Arise and
work while it is day, for the night shall come wherein none can work,
says our Saviour himself Happy are they who rise early in the morning of their youth ; for the day of life is very short, and the art of
Christianity long and difficult. Is it not a grevious thing, that men
never consider why they came into the world, till they be upon the
point of going out again, nor think how to live, till they be summoned
to die? But most of all unhappy, he who never wakens out of that
pleasing dream of false happiness, till he falls into eternal misery.
Arise, then, betimes, and prevent that sad awakening.
And being risen, put on your beautiful garments. Isa. lii. 1.
Draw
towards youIt with
of faith
rich mantleandofpresently
Christ's
righteousness.
is timethe tohand
awake,
says the
the Apostle,
after, Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ. Rom. xiii. 11, 14. And it is
a wonder how a sinner can rest, while he is out of this garment; for
there is no other in heaven nor on earth, can make him shine to God,
and so shelter him from the stroke of justice. Put him on then, and
so shine : being thus clothed, thou shalt shine in justification, and
likewise in sanctity. What a privilege is it, to be like God ! A
sanctified conscience, what can be said against it ? And first have an
enlightened understanding, for that is the proper seat of light. That
ignorant zeal which Rome commends, exposes religion to scorn and
contempt. Heat without light, is the character of the fire of hell. I
know, all are not tied to a like degree of knowledge, but certainly, all
are obliged to have a competency, and diligence for increase. Aspire,
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then, to be intelligent Christians, and to know well what you believe.
Let your minds be filled with knowledge, as the Apostle speaks. But
let it not stop there ; it must have influence into the will. Lux est
vehictilum caloris : True lig:ht conveys heat. Ail the knowledge that
the natural man hath of Christ, not warming- his affection to Christ, is
but ignis fatuus, a vain light, it shall never lead him to happiness.
Saving light produces love, and by that acts. Faith works by love,
says the Apostle. That breaks forth and shines in the life, in godliness, righteousness, and sobriety. Shine, then, in all these ; first, in
piety towards God, for this is the reflection of those rays of light back
toward their source, and this will command the other two. No man
that shines in godliness, will wallow in injustice and intemperance.
Guile and wrong cannot endure the light : they that are unjust cannot
shine. And let them never offer to shine among Christians, who are
not sober, but stained witli riot and uncleanness. These foul enormities lay waste the conscience, and put out the light. How can any
seeds of grace subsist undrowned, that are exposed to a daily deluge of
cups ? How can that pure Spirit that chose the likeness of a chaste
dove, dwell and give light in that soul which is a nest of impure and
filthy lusts ? No ; there can be no fellowship betwixt this celestial
light, whereby we should shine, and those infernal workings of darkness. Let profane men hold it a chief strain of wit, to scoff at purity,
but you who pretend Heaven-ward in good earnest, and mean to shine in
glory, shine here in holiness; For without holiness no man shall see God.
And do it with these qualifications : (1.) Constantly, — in every estate.
Let not this Divine light go out, neither by day in prosperity, nor by
night in adversity. In every place. Do not shine clear, and be dark
in your chamber : they that do thus, have their reward. That is a
sad word, if rightly understood. Beware of hypocrisy. (2.) Shine
progressively, gaining still more and more victory over darkness, till
you attain unmixed and perfect light. The way of the just, says
Solomon, is like a shining light, that shineth more and more unto the
perfect day. Prov. iv. 18. (3.) Shine humbly, to His glory whose light
you borrow ; not to shew forth your own excellences, but His, who
hath called you from darkness to His marvellous light. 1 Pet. ii. 9.
If we be children of light, our bi'ightness must praise the Father of
lights. Let your light so shine before men, that they seeing your good
works, (not yourselves, if you can be hid ; as the sun attbrds its light
and will scarce suffer us to look upon itself,) may glorify (not you,
but) your heavenly Father. Matt. v. 6. To conclude,
The pure light of the Church is revived, and the glory of the Lord
is risen upon you, and upon this glory there shall be a defence. If
God be your glory in the midst of you, He will be likewise a wall of
fire round about you. All the danger is, if we fall short in the duty of
shining. But. as you desire that this glory should abide and dwell
amongst you, let all estates of men provoke one another to shine bright
in holiness. You who either by birth or office are in eminent stations,
know that you were set there to be eminent and exemplary in shining,
as stars of more notable magnitude. You wiio are ministers of this
light, know that you are the light of ttie world; and if the very light
become darkness, how great will that darkness be ! You that are of a
G2
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lower order, know that you must shine too ; for it is a common
duty. There is a certain company of small stars in the firmament,
which, though they cannot be each one severally seen, yet, being
many, their united light makes a conspicuous brightness in the heavens,
■which
is called
: so, remarkable,
though the shining
every private
Christian
is not theso milky
much way
severally
yet, the ofconcourse
and
meeting
of
their
light
together,
will
make
a
bright
path
of holiness
shine in the Church.
Now to the end we may each one shine in our measure, we must
learn to turn ourselves often towards Ilim from whom our light is deConversingunknown
with Him,
more inandsecret
more prayer
like Him.
There isrived.
a secret
virtue■willformake
this uspurpose
and
meditation. Were we more in the mount v/ith God, our faces wo>ild
shine more with men. Let us then rescue from the world all the time
we can, to resort frequently thither, till such time as the soul, which is
now often pulled down again by the flesh, shall let that mantle fall
and come down no more, but shine there without spot, and be for ever
satisfied with her Maker's image.
SERMON V.
PREFACE.
Art imitates nature ; and the nearer it comes to nature in its effects,
it is the more excellent. Grace is the new nature of a Christian, and
hypocrisy that art which counterfeits it ; and the more excpiisite it is in
imitation, it is the more plausible to men, but the more abominable to
God. It may frame a spiritual man in image so to the life, that not only
others, but even the hypocrite himself may admire it, and favouring his
own artifice, may be deceived so far, as to say, and to think, it lives,
and fall in love with it; but he is no less abhorred by the Searcher of
hearts, than pleasing to himself. Surely, this mischief of hypocrisy
can never be enough inveighed against. When religion is in request,
it is the chief malady of the Church, and numbers die of it ; though,
because it is a subtile and inward evil, it be little perceived. It is to
beoutward
feared worship,
there are andmanytheysickmayof it,
well andweather,
comelyin intimes
God'sof
passv/howelllookin good
peace, but days of adversity are days of trial. The prosperous estate
of the Church makes hypocrites, and her distress discovers them.
But
escapethings
suchshall
trial,be there
one inevitable
whereinif they
all secret
made ismanifest.
Men shalldaybecoming',
turned
inside out : and amongst all sinners that shall then be brought before
that judgment-scat, the deforrnedest sight shall be an unmasked hypocrite, and the heaviest sentence shall be his portion.
Oh ! that the consideration of this would scare us out of that false
disguise in time, and set us all upon the study of sincerity! Precious
ismountains
that grace
in God's
esteem
a little ofoftheit sanctuary.
will weigh Which
down
of formal
religion,
in the: balance
of us have not now brought hypocrisy, more or less, into the house of
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God? Oh, that it were not with intention to nourisii it, but with desire
to be here cured of it ! For He alone who hates it so much, can cure
it; He alone can confer upon us that sincerity wherein He mainly
delights. If we have a mind, indeed, to be endued with it, it is no
wliere else to be had : we nnist entreat it of God by humble prayer,
in the name of His well-beloved Son, by the assistance of His Holy
Spirit,
[SECOND SERMON OP THE TEXT.]
Isaiah Ix. 1.
Arise, shine, for thy light is como, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon tliec.
Truly, light is sweet, and it is a pleasing thing to behold the sun,
says the Preacher, Eccl. xi. 7. But the interchange of night with day
adds to its beauty, and the longest night makes day the welcomest;
as that people well know, whose situation in the world gives them a
five
six when
months'theynight
all of Iheir
one piece.
It is towards
reported anofend,
someIhcyof
them,or that
conceive
night draws
put on their richest apparel, and climb up to the highest mountains,
with emulation who shall first discover the returning light ; which, so
soon as it appears, they salute with acclamations of joy, and welcome
it with solemn feasting, and ail other testimonies of exceeding gladness.
But such is the lethargy of sinful man, that he stirs not to meet his
spiritual light; and, which is worse, wlienit comes upon him, it finds him
in love with darkness. Instead of his shouts of joy lor this light, many
a cry must be sounded in his cars, to awaken him ; and it is well, too,
if at length he hear and obey this voice, Jrise, shine, for thy light is
come. It is clear that the words contain a command, and the reason
of it: ihc command to a twofold act; the /efwo/t under two expressions, proportionately different. Good reason the Church should
arise, when
the Lord's
glory is and
risenshine,
upon when
her; her
and light
it is very
congruous she should
be eidighiened
is come.
Of those two acts, or duties, somewhat was formerly spoken ; and the
reason likewise was made use of so far as relative to those duties, and
tending to their enforcement. But the meaning of the ])hrases iir
which the reason is expressed, was rather, at that time, supposed, than
either duly proved or illustrated ; so that it will be now expedient to
consider, simply in themselves, these latter words : Thy light is come,
and. The glory of the Lord is risen vpon thee.
So far as this prophecy hath respect to the restoration of the Jews
from the Babylonish captivity, that temporal deliverance, and the
ensuing ])eace and prosperity, was their light, and that Divine power
by which it was effected, was this glory of the Lord. And, indeed,
both these expressions are frequently used in such a sense in holy
writ. When I waited for light, there came darkness, says Job, ch,
XXX. ver. 26. So Isaiah Iviii. 8, and many other places. And the
glory of the Lord, is used for a singidar effect of His power, John xi.
40, Isaiah ix, 18, and elsewhere. But this literal sense is but a step
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to elevate the Pi'opliet to a sight of Christ's spiritual kingdom ; which
is usual with him, as our Saviour himself testifies of another of liis prophecies :These things said Isaiah when he saw his glory, and spake of
him. John xii. 41. It was a sight of that same glory, that makes
him say, Thy light is come.
In these words, there are three things concerning Christ, repreChurch's
excellency,Thein
that he sentised to the
called
light, view.
and theFirst,
glory His
of thebeauty
Lord.and Secondly,
Church's
propriety
and
interest
in
him,
thy
light,
and
risen
vpon clearly
thee ;
which hath a restrictive emphasis, as the very next verse doth
manifest. As he is originally the glory of the Lord, and the light of
the
lumentoo,deaslu7nine,
so he is, inconmmnicatively,
lig^ht,
and Lord,
her glory
it is expressed
the 19th verse ofthethe Church's
same chapter.
Thy God, thy glory. Thus hath she both His worth, and her own right
in Him, to consider. Thirdly, His presence, or her actual possession,
He is come, and is risen. And in tiiese, the Church and each faithful
soul may find a double spring of affection, the one of love, the other
of joy. The transcendent beauty of Christ makes him the choicest
object of love, and her property in him, or title to him, together with
possession, is the proper cause of solid joy.
First, then, this excellency is expressed by those two characters,
light and the glory of the Lord. Concerning which, it will be fit both
to demonstrate that they are the proper titles of Christ, and here to be
taken for him ; as also, to shew what they signify in him.
Indeed the Apostle, in his second epistle to the Corinthians, (ch. iii.)
insists much in extolling both the light and the glory of the Gospel,
and in the 4th verse of the next chapter, speaks of the light of the
glorious Gospel, but he immediately intimates whence it hath this
light and glory : The glorious Gospel of Christ, says he, who is the
image of God. So that it is most unnecessary to inquire whether the
Messiah, or the word that reveals him, be lather here couched under
these terms of light and the glory of the Lord. These two agree so
well together, and these words agree so well with them botli, that it
were an injury to attempt to sever them. All the difference will be
this ; Christ is that incomplex and substantial light, the Gospel that
complex light wherein he appears. But, (not to be guilty of dark
terms, especially in a discourse of light,} I take it, in this resemblance,
Christ is the sun, and the Gospel his proper sphere or heaven, wherein
he gives light to his Church. He is primarily the glory of the Lord,
and the Gospel is so by particij)ation, because it declares him : so that
much of that which shall be spoken here of Christ, will be secondarily
to be understood of the Gospel of Christ.
That Christ is Light, the Scripture speaks abundantly. His own
voice concerning himself, notwithstanding the cavil of the Pharisees, is
above all exception, for he is truth itself : I am the light of the world,
saith he ; he that follows me shall not walk in darkness. John viii. 12.
The Father who sent him, gives him the same title : I will give thee
for a light of the Gentiles, Isa. xlii. 6 ; and xlix. 6. And not to
multiply citations of the prophets and evangelists, who with one consent al magnify this Light, take the true testimony of a false prophet;
and, indeed, the favourable witness of au adversary is strongest : it is
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that of Balaam, who saw that Christ was light, thougfh, because he
saw him afar olF, (as lie says himself,) and had not his eye fortified,
like the true pro[)hets, he discerned him but :is a star : There shall come
a star out of Jacob. Numb. xxiv. 17. But what need we go so far,
to be certified what this light and glory of tlie Lord is ? The Lord of
glory himself, in the very next verse to the text, assures us of it : Upon,
thee shall the Lord arise. And in the 19th verse, The Lord shall be
thy everlasting light, and thy God thy glory.
By this time, I hope, it is clear, that the Eternal Son of God, co-essential with His Father, was He who gave accomplishment to this
prophecy, by appearing to the world wrapped up in the darkness of
human nature. He is that day-spring from on high, which hath
visited us, as old Zacharias speaks, Luke i. 78.
Among all created excellencies, none can be borrowed more fitly
representing Christ than that oi light. And is it not Christ that decks
his Church with supernatural beauty, and makes it indeed KoV/iov, a
comely world, called out of the world? But the manifold agreement of
light with Christ, doth require more ])articular consideration.
Light is (as they call it) pri7num visibile, the first object of sight.
And Jesus Christ, whom the Ajjostle styles God over all, blessed for ever,
is, primum intelligibile, the prime object of the understaiiding. What
is then become of that Divine spark, that understanding soul, which
the Father of spirits breathes into these bodies, that all our thoughts
creep here below, and leave their chief and noblest object unconsidered? Which of us may not complain, (though few of us do,) that
our souls have either no wings to elevate themselves to the contemplation
oftions,
Him engaged
from whomto thetheyworld,
issued,make
or, ifus,theylikemakea birdattempts
it, ourfoot,aft'ectied byat the
fall
presently down again into the mire? It is high time to leave hunting
shadows, and to turn our internal eye to the beholding of this Uncreated Light.
In
this
world.by Light
(as we Thus
hear)is theChrist
firstamong
thingvisible, all elementary
things are seen
it, and being
it by itself.
spiritual things, in the elect world of his Church. All things are
made manifest by the Light, says the Apostle, Ephes. v. 13, speaking
of Christ, as the following verse doth evidently testify. It is in his
word that he shines, and makes it a directing and convincing light, to
discover all things that concern his Church and himself, and to be
known by its own briglUness. How impertinent, then, is that question
so much tossed by the Romish Church, How know you the Scriptures
(say they) to be the word of God, without the testimony of the Church?
I would ask one of them again, how they can know that it is daylight, except some one light a candle to let them see it. They are
little versed in Holy Scripture, who know not that it is frequently called
light ; and they are senseless who know not that light is seen and
known by itself. If our Gospel be hid, says the Apostle, it is hid lo
them that perish, the god of this world having blinded their minds
against the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ. 2 Cor. iv. 3. No
wonder if such stand in need of a testimony. A blind man knows not
that it is light at noon-day, but by report ; but to those that have eyes,
light is seen by itself
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Again, Li2:ht makes all other things that are in themselves visible,
to become actually visible, as they speak : so, by the word of this substantial Word, Jesus Christ, all things in religion are tried and
discovered. The very authority of the Church, which they obtrude so
confidently, must be stopped and examined by these Scriptures, which
they would make stand to its courtesy. Doctrines and worship must
be tried by this light ; and what will not endure this trial, must not be
endured in the House of God. To the law and to the testimony, says
the Projihet, if they speak not according to this word, it is because there
is no light
in them.
viii. 20. Theand rays
light are displayed througli
both hisIsa.Testaments,
in themof Christ's
we see him.
But Oh, how sublime is the knowledge of him! No one is ignorant
that there is light, yet, what light is, few know; the best wits are
troubled to define it : so, all that bear the name of Christians acknowledge that Christ is, but to know what he is, is of marvellous difficulty.
In a speculative way, unsouiidable is the depth of his nature and properties. A?id his generation loho can declare ? says our Prophet, Isa. liii. 8.
I define not, whether his eternal generation be meant, or his incarnation in time. These are mysteries that shall hold the very angels busy
in admiration for ever. And as for experimental knowledge by faith,
how small is the number of those that are truly acquainted with it !
Again, Light fitly resembles Christ in purity : it visits many impure
places, and lights upon the basest parts of the earth, and yet remains
most pure and undefiled. Christ sees and takes notice of ail the enormities and sinful pollutions in the world ; as David says of the sun,
there is nothing hid from his beams ; yea, many of those foul evils he
cures, and purgeth away these pollutions; and yet, he is never stained
by them in the least degree. He is a physician not capable of infection,
and therefore while he dwelt among men, he shunned not publicans
and sinners, but sought them rather, for with such was his business
and employment. Indeed, for a frail man to be too bold in frequenting
profane and obstinate persons, though with intention to reclaim them,
is not always so safe. Metiis est ne attrahant. They may pull him
in, who would help them forth, and pollute him who would cleanse
them. But our Saviour, the light of the world, runs no such hazard :
he is stronger than the perversest sinner, yea, than the prince of darkness himself, over whom his banners are always victorious, and purer
than to be in danger of pollution. His precious blood is a fountain
oprned for sin and vnclcanness : sinners are purified by it, and it is
not defiled by them. Thousands have washed in it, yet it shall abide,
and always shall be most perfectly pure. And such a high priest was
needful for vs, who is ufjAavToi, vndejiled, and who, though conversant
with sinners, to communicate to them his goodness, was yet separate
from sinners in immunity from their evil. Heb. vii. 26.
To this agrees well that title which the prophet Malachi gives him,
chap. iv. vcr. 2, when he calls him the Sun of Righteousness ; full of
purity and righteousness, as the sun is of light; all luminous, without
spot ; subject to no eclipse in himself, his light being his own, though
our sins interposed may hide him sometimes from us, as those real
eclipses in the sun are rather ours, for we are deprived of light, but not
of the sun. Christ is in many ways most fitly called the Sun ; for
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since all created light falls infinitely short of his worth, the prince and
chief of lights, the sun, cannot but suit best, so far as may be, to set
forth his excellency.
The light of the sun is neither parted nor diminished, by being imparted to many several people and nations that behold it at one time ;
nor is the righteousness of this Sun of Righteousness either lessened
to himself, or to individual believers, by many partaking of it at once:
it is wholly conferred upon each one of them, and remains whole in
himself Hence it is, that not only Christ invites so liberally sinners
to come to him, but even justified persons would so gladly draw all
others to lay hold on this righteousness of their Redeemer ; knowing
well, that if all the world were enriched by it, they themselves would
be no wit the poorer.
Again, the sun hath a vivifying power, not only upon plants and
vegetables, but, if philosophers be right, Sol et homo gejieraiit homincm,
it hath a special influence in the generation of man. But it is both more
certainly
and ;more
true of and
thisprincipal
Sun we efficient
speak of,of init.man's
regeneration
that eminently
he is the proper
The
Evangelist calls him at once. The light and the life of men. John i. 4.
To say nothing of him as a treasure, he is the source of our spiritual
life and motion.
When the sun takes its course towards us in the season of the year,
it drives away the sharp frosts and the heavy fogs of winter, it clears
the heavens, decks the earth with variety of plants and flowers, and
awakes the birds to the pleasant strains of their natural music. When
Christ, after a kind of winter absence, returns to visit a declining
church, admirable is the change that he produces : all begins to
flourish by his sweet influence ; his house, his worship, his people, are
all clothed with a new beauty ; but it is spiritual, and therefore, none
but spiritual eyes can discern it. When he will thus return, all the
power and policy of man can no more hinder him, than it could stay
the course of the sun in its circle. In like manner, a deserted, forsaken soul, that can do nothing but languish and droop, while Christ
withdraws himself, what inexpressible vigour and alacrity finds it at
his returning ! Then those graces which, while they lurked, seemed to
have been lost and quite extinguished, bud forth anew with pleasant
colour and fragrant smell. It is the light of His countenance that
Lanisheth their false fears, that strengthens their faith, and cures their
spiritual infirmities. This Sun is indeed the sovereign physician:
XJnto you that fear my name, shall the Sun of Righteousness arise with
healing under his wings. Mai. iv. 2.
Finally, all darkness flies away before Him : it was His arising in
the world that made the day break and the shadows fly away. The
types and shadows of the Law were then abolished. It was His light
that dispelled the mists of ignorance and idolatry, and He alone delivers the soul from the night of sin and misery produced by it. All
the stars, and the moon with them, cannot make it day in the world ;
this
is thescience
sun's and
prerogative:
refined
morality, normakecan itnature's
day inhighest
the soullight,
: lorthethismostis
Christ's.
The common light of reason, every man that comes into the world
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hath from Him as His Creator ; but the special lij^ht of grace, they
alone who are born again, have from Him as llieir Saviour. Gross is
the darkness of every natural mind, till Christ enlighten it : it can
neither discern nor receive the things of God, ov Jexcrat. Ye were
darkness, says the Aijostle, bid now are ye light in the Lord. Ephes.
V. 8. The natural mind is nothing else but a mass of darkness ; and
the companion of darkness, is confusion, as it was in the mass of the
world before light was created. And what is there under heaven more
confused than a carnal mind ; the affections quite out of order, and
though all naught, yet, sometimes fighting one with another, and
continually hurrying the judgment whither they please ? Now, to
dissipate this darkness, and remedy this confusion, Christ shines
externally in his word. But too much daily experience testifies, that
this is not sufficient : therefore, to those whom he will make children
of the light, to meet with this outward light of his word, he gives
another internal light by the Spirit. The sun can make dark things
clear, but it cannot make a blind man see them : but herein is the
excellency of this Sun, that He illuminates not only the object, but the
faculty ; doth not only reveal the mysteries of his kingdom, but opens
blind eyes to behold them. And the first lineament of the renewed
image of God in man, is that light in the understanding, removing not
only that simple ignorance of Divine things, but those misconceits,
likewise, and false principles, and that wicked pertinacity, whereof
man's outmindof darkness,
is naturally
full.saving
He who
at Jirst
shine
infuseth
knowledge
andcommanded
light into thelightdarkto
soul of man. And this light (as was said) kindles love. It is vehiculum caloris, hath a powerful influence, begetting heat in the affections. Nor can this Divine light be ever again fully extinguished, but
conducts the soul that hath received it, till it be received to the land of
light and perfect happiness. Thus, in our Redeemer is the fountain,
ofxxxvi.
life, 9.as the Psalmist speaks, and in his light do we see light. Psalm
He is likewise here styled. The glory of the Lord. In 2 Sam. iv,
the ark of God is called the glory, but it enjoyeth that name as a type
of Christ, in whom now that which the ark contained is fulfilled.
The tabernacle
calledin the
xxvi.that8,
likewise
typifyingis Him,
the dwelling
tabernacleof ofGod's
whoseglory,
humanPsal.nature
glory dwells far more excellently. John i. 14. EaK7jvu}a£v tv i/fitv. He
dwelt in a tabernacle among us, and we saw his glory as the glory of
the only begotten Son of God, full of grace and truth. The author of
the Epistle to the Hebrews, calls him uTrav-iaafia, the brightness of
his Father's glory and the character of His person, lleh. i. 3. And
under
expressions
lies thatwhich
remarkable
Son's
eternal these
relation
to the Father,
is rather mystery
humbly of
to bethe adored
than
boldlyessence,
to be orexplained,
eithernotion.
by God'sIt jjerfect
His own
by any other
is true, understanding
he is called Theof
wisdom of the Father, but this wisdom is too wonderful for us. He is
called The Word, but what this word means, I think, we shall not well
know till we see him face to face, and contemplate him in the light of
glory. Meanwhile we may see him to be the glory of the Lord, \\\ n
safer way, and in a sufficient measure to guide us to tliat clear vision
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reserved above for ns. fFe saw his glory, says that sublime Evaiiirelist.
But how could this excellent g\ory be seen by sinful men, and not
astonish and strike dead the beholders? He was made fleuli and dwell
among us, says lie, and so we saw his glory. That majesty which we
could never have looked upon, he veiled with human flesh, that we
might not die, yea, live, by seeing him. There he stood behind the
wall, and sliewed himself through the lattice. In him dwelt the fulness
of the Godhead, Col. ii. 9, but it was awfiuTiKui^, bodily: for who could
havebody
endured
the been
splendour
the Godhead's
fulness, itif didthatshine
cloudthatof
his
had not
drawn ofbetwixt?
And through
grace and truth, that wisdom and power, in the work of our redemption, whereby he was clearly manifested to be the glory o f the Lord.
Surely,
"we need
ask the? OrChurch,
believing
soul,answer.
JVhai
is thy
beloved
more not
thannowanother
if we ordo,a well
may she
He is the chiefest among ten thousand, and altogether lovely ; for he is
the light of the world, and the glory of the Lord. Let not the
numerous titles of earthly potentates be once admitted into comparison
with these. If we believe David, Psal. Ixii. 9, the stateliest things
and persons in the world, being balanced with vanity itself, are found
lighter than it: and shall we offer to weigh them with Christ? If we
knew him rightly, we would not sell the least glance or beam of liiis
light of his countenance, for the highest favour of mortal man, though
it were constant and unchangeable, which it is not. It is ignorance of
Christ, that maintains the credit of those vanities we admire. The
Christian that is truly acquainted with him, enamoured with the
brightness of his beauty, can generously tramj)le upon the sniilings of
the world with the one foot, and upon her frownings witli the other.
If he be rich or honourable, or both, yet, he glories not in that, but
Christ, who is the glory of the Lord, is even then his chiefest glory ;
and the light of Christ obscures that worldly splendour in his estimation. And as the enjoyment of Christ overtops all his otlier joys, so
it overcomes his griefs. As tiiat great light drowns the light of prosperity, so it shines bright in the darkness of affliction : no dungeon so
close that it The
can world
keep out
lovelight,
from than
his beloved
prisoners.
can theno rays
more oftakeChrist's
away this
it can
give it. Unto the just ariseth light in darkness, says the Psalmist ; and
When I sit in darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me, says the
Church, Mic. vii. 8. And as this light is a comfort, so it is likewise
a defence, which suffers no more of distress to come near the godly,
than is profitable for them. Therefore we find very frequently in
Scripture, where this light and glory is mentioned, protection and
safety jointly spoken of: The Lord is my light, and withal my salvaHon: whom shall I fear? says David, Psal. xxvii. 1. The Lord is a
sun, and He is a shield loo. Psal. Ixxxiv. 21. And truly I think him
shot-proof that hath the sun for his buckler. And for glory. Upon all
the glory shall be a defence, says our Prophet, ch. iv. ver. 5. And the
prophet
wherelikewise,
he callsa the
Church's
midst of Zechariah,
her, calls him
wall Lord
of firetheround
about glory
her, inch. theii.
ver. 4. The only way, then, to be safe, is to keep this light and the
glory entire. To part with any part of this glory, is to make a breach
in that wall of fire ; and if that be a means of safety, let all men
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judge. No, l<eep it whole, and then they must come throiin-h the fire,
who will assault you. Nor is this light only defensive of the church
that embraceth it, but it is likewise destructive of all adverse powers.
See a clear testimony for this in Isa. x. 17, 18. And the tight of
Israel shall be for a fire, and his Holy One for a flame, and (speaking'
there of the Assyrians) it shall burn and devour his thorns and his
briars in one day, and shall consit7ne the glory of his forest, and of his
frnitfvl field, both sonl and body, and they shall be as ivhen a standardbearer fainteth. Let ever then the Church of God entirely observe
this light and glory of the Lord ; and she shall undoubtedly be preserved byit.
But to close in a word, first, to those who know this light, and then,
to those who are yet strangers to it.
You who know Christ, glory in him perpetually. Well may He be
your glory, v^ hen he is the glory of the Lord. There are some who
pretend love to Christ, and yet, a taunting word of some profane
miscreant will almost make them ashamed of him. How would they die
for Christ, who arc so tender as not to endure a scoff for him? Where
is that S]iirit of Moses, who accounted the very reproaches of Christ
greater riches than the treasures of Egypt ? Heb. xi. 26. Oh, learn
to glory in Christ; tiiiid<; higiily of him, and speak so too. Methinks
it is the discourse in the world that becomes Christians best, to be speaking one to another honourably of Jesus Christ. And of all men, the
preachers of his gospel should be most frequent in this subject. This
should be their great theme, to extol and commend the Lord Jesus, that
they may inflame many hearts with his love ; and best can they do this,
who are most strongly taken with this love themselves. Such will
most gladlybeabase
be magnified
and
whatsoever
their themselves,
excellencies,thattheyC'hrist
will may
still account
Christ ; their
glory. And they are richly rc])aid, for he accounts them his glory.
This
seem aofstrange
word, and
if it thewereglorynotoftheChrist.
Apostle's
arc thewould
messengers
the churches,
2 Cor.: They
viii.
2S. Delight who will, either in sloth or ignorance on the one hand,
or in vain speculations and strains of frothy wit on the other ; surely,
those preachers only shall be approved in the great day, who have
constantly endeavoured, in their measure, to speak the best and fittest
they
for sotheirever,Master's
And Christ
happy those
Christians,
of whatcouldestate
who inadvantage.
all estates make
their glory,
and
in all actions have their eye fixed upon his glory, who is their light
and the glory of the Lord !
Now to those who are strangers to him, (Would to God none that
are to be spoken to, were such!) to them, 1 say, notice is given both
of the excellency and the necessity of Christ. Though it were possible
to grope th.e way to happiness in the dark, yet, none will deny but to
be conducted thither by a constant light is both more safe and more
delightful. Eut were there any possibility of attaining that end without this light, tlie neglect of it were not altogether so strange. The
wonder of all is this, that Christ alone being both that life, and the
way to it, and the truth, or light, that guides in that way, (John xiv.
fi,) yet Christians (so called) should esteem and look after him as
little as if he were wholly needless ! What meanest thou, O besotted
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sinner? Is it so light a thing; to die in thy sins, and to die eternally
for them, that tlioii wilt not so much as open and admit the linht of
salvation ? Wiiat wilt thou pretend in that terril)le day ? Thoiigli all
other kinds of people should oiler some excuse, thou who hast heard
the Gospel, shall be speechless. For not only shall the rigour of
Justice condemn thee, but mercy itself shall plead against thee; for
thou hast despised it. That light did come and was not embraced,
shall be the main condemnation. How many thousands who make
no doubt of Heaven, yet shall then fall short of it ! It is not a superficial proi'ession,
then pass current.
It iseither
not some
sighs and
groans that
from an unsanctified
heart, which
come pv.blic
iiom
custom, or some present touch of the word, nor yet is it some sudden
risings of inward affection towards Christ, upon the report of his
worth, that shall then serve the turn. The intellective knowledge of
Christ, the distinct understanding, yea, the orthodox preaching of his
Gospel, the maintaining of his public cause, and suffering for it, shall
not then be found sufficient. Oidy that peculiar apprehension of
Christ, those constant flames of spiritual love, that even course of holy
walking in his light, shall be those characters whereby Christ shall
own his children, and admit them into the inheritance of perfect light.
One of the speakers in the book of Job, discoursing of the prosperity
of the ungodly, calls it but his candle, and tells how long it can last :
his
he put outit with
the longesthe
termcandle
of it:(says
if ithe)lastnhall
his lifetime,
shall him.
conveyAndhimthat's
no further;
goes into eternity in the dark, and therefore, as St. John says, he
knows not whither he goeth. Quo nunc abibis ? said that Emperor
[Adrian] to his soul. Is it not a sad thing, when the soul that knows
no other than worldly light, must take leave of it, and enter into eternal
darkness, there to be incessantly tormented with present anguish, and
the frightful expectation of the last judgment, when it must take again
that body which was the accomplice of its v/ickedness, to be partaker
of its punishment ; when it shall have a double misery, to behold
crov/ns of immortality distributed to the godly, after the sliort combats
of this life, and itself thrust out among the devils ? Then shall all men
be in some way sensible, what is the worth of this now contemned lii!;ht,
the Lord Jesus Christ; the greatest number too late, for they shall be
banished from it for ever. But the righteous shall then most perfectly
knov/,
for ever
enjoy and
this light
and glory
of thebe Lord.
with honour.
theandFather
of lights,
the Spirit
of grace,
eternity 2'oof whom,
praise
and
SERMON VI.
PREFACE.
What shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul? said our Saviour, who was to lay down a ransom for it, and
knew well that it would cost infinitely more than the world was worth.
Yet, the most of men value their own souls at a far lower rate than the
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whole world, losing them for broken morsels of it : yea, many times
for vain hopes that are never accomplished. And as these men make
a miserable barf^ain, so on the contrary, they that lose the world, or
any thing worldly, yea, though it were the whole, to save their souls,
make a profitable loss of it. Nature teaches men to hazard and lose
all for the life of the body rather than lose it, (although it proves many
times very uncomfortable by the loss of these outward things,) and yet,
the most part of men pass their whole life-time without one serious
thought of the excellency and importance of their souls, whose life and
happiness is of a higher nature, and neither consists in, nor depends
upon, any thing here below. Hence it is, that while they use the
helps of this present life, and the defences of it when it is in danger,
and use them v.ith so much diligence and attention, the means of that
better life of their better part, their souls, they either use not at all, or
so slightly and coldly that they never find salvation in them. You may
find it some way in yourselves : the threatenings and prej)arations of
men against you, have awakened and roused you more to think upon
means of your temporal safety ; but how few are sensible and afraid
of the wrath of God, who, as our Saviour tells us, can kill both body
and soul, and cast them into hell ! You want not frequent advertisement from the word of God, so plentifully preached, that many are
perishing, one part in gross ignorance of God, another in profane and
licentious living, and the greatest part in a formal and lifeless profession
of religion, without the power of it ; and yet, where are they who lay
it to heart, and bestir themselves to rescue their souls from destruction ? Certainly, whatsoever men profess, it is unbelief that is the cause
of impenitence.
are not ofconvinced
ptn ity ofthey
God'sapply
nature,
nor
sensible of theMenimpurity
their ownof the
; therefore
not
themselves in good earnest to the work of repentance, and to reformation, the liveliest part of it. Labour, then, for a more active and
practical knowledge of God and Divine truths, such as may humble
and renew your souls ; not only that you may be delivered from
outward troubles that threaten you, but much more, that you may
escape the wrath to come. And because neither the word ])reached,
nor judgments, nor mercies that are set before you, are sufficient to
quicken a dead soul, or soften a hard heart, without the effectual concur ence of the Spirit of God, let us have recour.se to the throne of
grace, Christ.
by humble and earnest prayer, in the name and mediation of
Jesus
Psalm xlii. 8.
Vetsongtlieshall
I>or(lhewillwithcommanti
his
loving-kindness
in theof myday-time,
me, and my prayer unto the God
life. and in the night his
Man is horn io trouble, as the sparks fiy upwards, saith Eliphaz, Job
V. 7. And as it is the corruption and sinfulness of his birth and
nature, that has exposed him to trouble, so nature usually sets him at
work, to look out for such things as may preserve and deliver him
from trouble, or, at least, mitigate and tem])er the bitterness of it.
And because there is not any one worldly thing that hath either
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certainty or sufficiency enoug'h to serve at all times, therefore, worldly
and natural men are forced to make use of variety, and are but badly
served with them all. The believing soul hath but one comfort
whereon he relies, but it is a great one, which alone weighs down all the
rest. Bread strengthens, and wine makes glad the heart of man, Psal.
civ. 15. But Godis the strength of my heart, says the Psalmist, Psal.
Ixxxiii. 26, and the gladness of it too : Thou hast put gladness in my
heart, more than they have when their corn arid wine increaseth. Psal.
vi. 7. And therefore, while the rest are seeking after some scattered
crumbs of goodness in the creatures, and saying, JVho will shew vs
any good ? He fixes his choice upon this one thing, the light of
God's countenance. And it is the constant assurance of this, that upholds him.command
Waves his
beatloving
uponkindness
him, yea,
and g-o
Lord will
to shine
uponoverhim.him; yet, the
In this Psalm we may perceive the Psalmist full of perplexed
thoughts, and that betwixt strong desires and griefs, and yet, in the
midst of them, now and then, some advantage, and intermixing strains
of hope with his sad complaints : for immediately before, we heard
nothing but the impetuous noise of many waters, deep calling vnto
deep, in the former verse ; we have here, as it were, a touch of the
sweet sound of David's harp : Yet the Lord will command Hislmingkindness in the day-time, and in the night His song shall be with me.
In the words we have David!s confidence and David's purpose : the
one suiting: Yet
very thewellLord
with will
the command
other. HisHisconfidence
in God's And
lovingkindness
loving- kindness.
his
purpose : And in the night his song shall be with me.
It is true, the latter words, hi the night His song shall be with me,
may be taken as a part of the expression of his confidence, taking the
song for the matter or subject of the song, the goodness of God : as if
he should say. Both in the day and in the night, I shall find the sweet
fruits
and loving
But that
not excluding
rather oftakeGod's
it tofavour
be intended
as kindness.
his resolution,
it should that,
be hisI
custom,
in
the
quiet
season
of
the
night,
to
look
back
upon
goodness manifested to him in the actions and occurrences ofGod's
the
day; and thus entertaining his soul with that secret discourse, he
would stir it up to the praises of his God, and withal would join prayer
for the continuance and further manifestation of it. David (as was
hinted before) intermixes strains of hope, not that faint and common
hope of possibility or ]}robability, that after stormy days it may be
better with him, but a certain hope that shall never make ashamed ;
such a hope as springs from faith, yea, in effect, is one with it. Faith
rests upon the goodness and truth of Him who hath promised, and
Hope, raising itself upon faith so established, stands up and looks out
to the future accomplishment of the promise. Therefore the Apostle
calls Faith, the substance of things hoped for, VTrooTuai^-, and the evi
dence of things not seen. Heb. xi. 1. Of all other hope it is true,
Spes est noinen boni incerti : It is the name of uncertain good. But
this can say. The Lord will command his loving kindness.
The Lord will command. What a sudden change is here ! Woidd
you think this were the same man that was even now almost overwhelmed? Thus faith always conquers, though seldom, or never,
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without a hard conflict; not only assaulted by troubles without, but,
which is worse, by incredulity within ; nor assaulted only, but many
times brought under ; yet does it not succumb and give over, knowing
that even after many foils, yet, in the end, it shall overcome.
His conjidence you may consider, first, oppositely, and then jjosiiively, or simply in itself. Oppositely both to his present trouble, and
to his complaints, wherein this trouble is expressed; and that is fitly
implied, though it be not in the original.
multitude
of Job's
afflictions
did day
forceof out
of Though
him somethebitter
words, andand weight
made him
look back
upon the
his
birth, and curse it ; yet, faith recovers him from his distemper, and
makes him look forward with joy, even as far as to the blessed day of his
resurrection : I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand
at the latter day vpoji the earth : and thov^h after my skin, worms
destroy this body, yet, in my flesh shall I see God. Job xix. 2b. The
former words of impatience he spake indeed, but he adheres to these,
and wishes that they were written with an iron pen, and engraven to
abide for ever. Therefore we hear of him again in Scripture, as a
righteous and patient man, but of these words of his impatience, not a
word. In the Ixxviith Psalm, what sad expostulations are those the
Psalmist uses. Will he be favonrable no more ? Is His mercy clean
gone for ever? Doth His promise fail for evermore? Hath God forgot en tobe gracious ? Hath he in anger shut up His tender mercies ?
But see how he corrects them, ver, 10 : Then I said, this is my infirmity, but I will remember the years of the right hand of the Most
High. Thus Jonah (ch. ii. ver. 3, 4) speaks in a strain much like
this ; but there it was literally true, that God had cast him into the
deep. And here, deep calk unto deep, yet, in the midst of those deeps,
faith is not drowned ; you see it lifts up its head above water ; Yet the
Lord will command, &c. Yea, though it takes particular notice of
God's forthand
in thewaves
affliction,
goes not yet
to another
com: it is Thy
and yet
Thyit billows,
that samehandGodforwhose
waves are like to destroy me, will ere long coimnand His lovi?igkindness to shine upon me. So Job xiii. 15. Though He slay me, yet
will I trust in Him. A wonderful expression of faith I He says not.
Though he atRict me sore, but. Though He slay me ; not Tliough evil
men or Satan should do it, but. Though He slay me, yet will I trust
in Him. What troubled mind can imagine any thing harder against
itself, than this ?
1 . Learn, then, to check those excessive doubts and fears, by some
such resolute word as this. Turn the promise, first upon thyself, and
then upon God. Consider that He hath promised life eternal to believers, and then say, Though I saw His hand as it were lifted up to
destroy me, yet from that very hand will I expect salvation ; for I have
His word engaged for it, that if I believe, I shall be saved. I do not
say, that a soul under temptation can assure itself that God is already
reconciled to it ; and herein possibly lies oftentimes the mistake; for
this reflex act of assurance, though it be our duty to seek after it, is
itself rather a gift and reward than a duty. But the direct and proper act of faith, is of perpetual use and necessity, and then most
when there is least sense of assurance. And it is no other than a
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recumbency
reliance,
a rolling'
over of is,
the that
soul weuponwovild
free mercy.
That
which orbreeds
us much
perplexity,
invert
God's
order.
If
I
knew,
say
some,
that
the
promise
belonged
me, and that Christ were a Saviour to me, I could believe. Thatto
is to say, I would first see, and then believe. But the true method is
just contrary. / had fainted, says David, unless I had believed to see the
goodness of the Lord. He believed it first, and saw it afterwards.
And in this same Psalm, labouring to still his disquieted soul by
elevating it above his troubles to look upon his God, he says to it,
Hope in Him now, and, ere it be long, thou shalt praise Him for the
help of His countenance, even while His countenance is withheld.
And thus faith ought to triumph over spiritual fears and difficulties.
2. How incongruous is it, that outward dangers or trials should
over-match it ! Will you trust God upon His word, for salvation and
eternal happiness, and be diffident for the safety and needful blessings
of this temporal life, which life, in comparison, is but for a moment,
and the best things of it but dross ? Consider that you dishonour
faith exceedingly, and degenerate from the believing saints of former
ages. Indeed, the promises of this life and that which concerns it,
though godliness hath them, yet, they are not so absolute, nor are
they so absolutely needful for you. But considering the wisdom
and love of your Heavenly Father, learn to compose your minds by it.
I will not be afraid, thouqh ten thousands of the people set themselves
against me round about, says David. Psal. iii. 6. And lest you
think him singular, in the 46th Psalm, it is the joint voice of the
whole Church of God: PFe will not fear, though the earth be removed,
and the mountains be cast into the midst of the sea : though the waters
thereof roar and be troubled ; though the mountains shake with the
swelling thereof. There ii a river, the streains whereof make glad the
city of God : the holy place of the tabernacle of the most high God is in
the midst ofmoveable inthe
her midst
; she shall
not be asmoved.
the waves.
way to beWhen
imof troubles,
a rock That
amidstis the
God is in the midst of a kingdom or city. He makes it firm as Mount
Sion, that cannot be removed. When He is in the midst of the soul,
though calamities throng about it on ail hands, and roar like the
billows of the sea, yet, there is a constant calm within, such a peace as
the world can neither give nor take away. On the other side, what is
it but want of lodging God in the soul, and that in His stead the world
is in the midst of men's hearts, that makes them shake like the leaves
of trees at every blast of danger ? What a shame is it, seeing natural
men, by the strength of nature, and by help of moral precepts,
have attained such undaunted resolution and co\irage against outward
changes, that yet they who would pass for Christians, are so soft and
fainting, and so sensible of the smallest alterations ! The advantage
that we have in this regard is infinite. What is the best ground-work
ofRocka philosopher's
sandsis, inthatcomparison
the
that we may constancy,
build uponbut? asButmoving
the truth
either we ofmake
no provision of faith for times of trial, or, if any we have, we neither
know the worth nor the use of it, but lay it by, as a dead unprofitable
thing, when we should most use and exercise it. Notwithstanding all
ourVol.frequenting
of God's house, and our plausible profession,H is it not
II.
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too true, that the most of us either do not at all furnish ourselves with
those spiritual arms that are so needful in the militant life of a Christian,
or we learn not how to handle them, and are not in readiness for service ?
As was the case of that improvident soldier, whom his commander
found mending some piece of his armour, when they were to give battle.
It were not amiss, before afflictions overtake us, to try and train the mind
Bomewhat by supposing the very worst and hardest of them ; to say.
What if the waves and billows of adversity were swelled and flowing
in upon me : could I then believe? God hath said, I will not fail
thee, nor forsake thee, with a heap of negations : In no wise, I will not.
He hath said. When thou passed through the fire and through the
water, 1 will be with thee. These I know and can discourse of them ;
but could I repose and rest upon them in the day of trial ? Put your
souls to it. Is there any thing or person that you esteem and love
exceedingly? Say, What if I should lose this ? Is there some evil that
is naturally more contrary and terrible to you than many others?
Spare not to present that to the imagination too, and labour to make
faith master of it beforehand in case it should befall you ; and if the
first thought of it scare you, look upon it the oftener, till the visage of
it become familiar to you, that you start and scare no more at it.
Nor is there any danger in these thoughts. Troubles cannot be
brought the nearer by our thus thinking on them ; but you may be
both safer and stronger by breathing and exercising of your faith in
supposed cases. But if you be so tender spirited, that you cannot
look upon calamities so much as in thought or fancy, how would you
be able for a real encounter? No, surely. But the soul that hath
made God his stay, can do both. See it in that notable resolution of
the Proj)het, Hab. iii. 17 : Although the fig-tree shall not blossom,
neither shall fruit be in the vines, the labour of the olive shall fail, and
the
fiock: shall
off' from
fold,
and fields
there shall
shall beyieldno noherdmeat,
in thethe stalls
yet I bewillcutrejoice
in thethe Lord,
I will joy in the God of my salvation. The Lord God is my strength.
And in that of David, Psai. xxiii. 4 : Yea, says he, though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for
Thou
with isme;a cork
Thy rod
and soul,
Thy keeping
staff', they
comfort
me. inYou
see howart faith
to his
it from
sinking
the
deeps of afflictions. Yea, that big word which one says of his morally
just man, is true of the believer: Si fractus illabatur orbis — Though
the very fabric of the world were falling about him, yet 'would he stand
upright and undaunted in the m idst of its ruins.
In this confidence, considered in itself, we may observe, 1. The
Object of it ; The loving kindness of the Lord. 2. The manner or way
by which he expects to enjoy it. The Lord will coinmand it. 3, The
time ; In the day.
1. The object: His loving kindness. He says not. The Lord will
command my return to the house of God, or, will accomplish my deliverance from the heavy oppression and sharp reproaches of the enemy,
which would have answered more particularly and expressly to his
present griefs, but, will command His loving kindness. And the reason
of his thus expressing himself, I conceive to be twofold. [1.] In the
assurance of this, is necessarily comprised the certainty of all other
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good things. This special favour and benignity of the Lord doth
engage His power and wisdom (both which you i<now are infinite) to
the procurement of every thing truly good for those whom He so
favours. Therefore it is, that Uavid chooses rather to name the streams
of particular mercies in this their living Source and Fountain, than to
specify them severally. Nor is it only thus more compendious, but
the expression is fuller too, which are the two great advantages of
speech. And this I take to be the other reason: [2.] A man may
enjoy great deliverances, and many positive benefits from the hand of
God, and yet have no share in His loving kindness. How frequently
doth God heap riches, and honour, and health, on those He hates, and
the common gifts of the mind too, wisdom and learning, yea, the common gifts of His own Spirit, and give a fair and long day of external
prosperity to those on whom He never vouchsafed the least glance of
His favourable countenance ! Yea, on the contrary. He gives all those
specious gifts to them with a secret curse ! As He gave a king in
wrath to His people, so He often gives kingdoms in His wrath to kings.
Therefore David looks higher than the very kingdom which God promised him and gave him, when he speaks of His loving kindness. In
a word, he resolves to solace himself with the assurance of this, though
he was stripped of all other comforts, and to quiet his soul herein, till
deliverance should come ; and when it should come, and whatsoever
mercies with it, to receive them as fruits and effects of this loving kindnes : not prizing them so much for themselves, as for the impressions
of that love which is upon them. And it is that image and superscription that both engages and moves him most to pay his tribute of praise.
And
truly, never
this isexcite
everywhere
his frequent
and wants
him so David's
much totemper
desire : any
particulardistresses
comfort
in the creature, as to entreat the presence and favour of God Himself.
His saddest times are when, to his sense, this favour is eclipsed. In
my prosperity I said, I shall not be moved. And what was his adversity that made him of anotlier mind? Thou didst hide thy face, and
I was troubled. This verifies his position in that same Psalm, In thy
favour is life. Thus, in the 63rd Psalm, at the beginning. My soul
thirsteth for Thee, in a dry land where there is no water: not for
water, where there is none, but, for Thee where there is no water.
Therefore he adds in verse 3, Thy loving kindness is better than life.
And all that be truly wise, are of this mind, and will subscribe to his
choice. Let them enjoy this loving kindness and prize it, because, whatever befalls them, their happiness and joy is above the reach ,of all calamities. Let them be derided and reproached abroad, yet still, this
inward persuasion makes them glad and contented. As a rich man
said, though the people hated and taunted him, yet, when he came
home and looked upon his chests, Egomet mihi plaudo domi ; with
how much better reason do believers bear out external injuries ! What
inward
is theirs,
they asconsider
themselves
as truly
enrichedcontentment
with the favour
of Godwhen! And
this makes
them contemn
the contempts that the world puts upon them, so, likewise, it breeds in
them a neglect and disdain of those poor trifles that the world admires.
The sum of their desires is, (as that of the Cynic's was,H2 the sunshine,) that the rays of the love of God may shine constantly upon
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them.
The
favourable
aspect
and
larg'e
proffers
of
kings
and
princes,
would be unwelcome to them, if they should stand betwixt them
and
the sight of that Sun. And truly they have reason. What are the
highest things the world affords ? What are great honours and great
estates, but great cares and griefs well dressed and coloured over with
a shew of pleasure, that promise contentment, and perform nothing
but vexation? That they are not satisfying, is evident; for the obtaining
of much of them doth but stretch the appetite, and teach men to
desire more. They are not solid, laeither. Will not the pains of a gout,
of a stranguary, or some such malady, (to say nothing of the worst,
the pains of a guilty conscience,) blast all these delights? What
relish finds a man in large revenues and stately buildings, in high
preferments and honourable titles, when either his body or his mind is
in anguish ! And besides the emptiness of all these things, you know
they want one main point, continuance. But the loving kindness of
God hath all requisites to make the soul happy. O satisfy us
early with Thy goodness (or mercy,) says Moses, that we may rejoice
and he glad all our days. Psal. xc. 14. There is fulness in that for
the vastest desires of the soul — satisfy i/s ; there is solid contentment —
that begets true joy and gladness; and there is 'permanency — all our
days. It is the only comfort of this life, and the assurance of a better.
This were a large subject to insist on, but certainly the naming His
loving kindness should beget in each heart a high esteem of it, an
ardent desire after it. And if it do so with you, then know, that it is
only to be found in the way of holiness. He is a holy God, and can
love nothing that is altogether unlike Himself. There must always be
some similitude and conformity of nature to ground kindness and
friendship ujjon, and to maintain it. That saying is true, Ide?n ville et
idem nolle, Jirma amicitia. What gross self-flattery is it, to think that
God's loving kindness can be towards you, while you are in love with
sin, which he so perfectly hates ! How can the profane swearer, or voluptuous person, or the oppressor and covetous, or the close hypocrite,
(worse than any of them,) rest upon the loving kindness of the Lord
in the day of troubles ? No, surely. But the tenor of His wrath shall
be added to all their other calamities ; and they sliall find it heavier
than all the rest. God will not pour this precious oil of gladness, this
persuasion of His love, into filthy vessels. Even His own children,
when they grieve and sadden His holy Spirit by unholiness, shall be
sadly punisiied by the withdrawing of those comforting and sensible
expressions of His love.
Labour, then, you who as yet never tasted of this love, to know
what it means. Forsake and hate that which hitherto has made you
strangers to it ; for if you obtain this, it shall comfort you when those
things cannot, but would rather prove your greatest torment. And
you who have received any testimonies of it, entertain it carefully, for
it is your best comibrt both in your best days and in your worst
days too.
You would all gladly be delivered from the many evils that threaten
you; for many they be indeed, and peace is a great blessing. But
suppose you were secured from all those fears, and He should command asudden cahn, (which truly he can do,) would you then think
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yourselves happy ? That life of yours which you so fear to lose by
fire or sword, though you had peace, would ere long fall into the hands
of some ague, or fever, or consumption, and perish by them ; or at
the longest, a few years will end it : it is a lighted candle, which
though nobody blow out, will quickly burn out of itself. But this
loving kindness is not so short-lived : it shall last as long as your
souls, and so long as it lasts, they shall be happy. Those goods that
you fear shall be pillaged and spoiled in war, how many hazards are
they subject to even in peace ! Solomon tells you, that riches oftentimes, though nobody should take them away, make themselves wings,
and jly away. And truly, many times the undue sparing of them,
is but the letting of their wings grow, which makes them readier to
fly away : and the contributing a part of them to do good, only clips
their wings a little, and makes them stay the longer with their owner.
But
this byas the
way. says,
Howsoever,
z/j the?iothing
day ofat death,'and
in the
of wrath,
Solomon
they profit
all. Prov. xi.
4. day
So
then, though you may desire that God would command deliverance
for you, yet, if you would be truly happy, your greater and more earnest
suit should be, that He would command His loving-kindness to appear
to your souls. And having once obtained this, you may possibly be
persecuted, and endure hard trials, but one thing is made sure, you
cannot be miserable. Nor shall you want temporal mercies and preservation to , so far as they are good for you. The inward assurance
of this love shall carry you strangely and sweetly through all outward vicissitudes ; and when the day shall come, that all other comforts shall look pale upon you, then shall you find the worth and happines of this more than ever before. Observe,
2. The manner in which the Psalmist expects to enjoy the object
of his confidence : TIlc Lord will command, make it appear to me.
Sometimes God is said to shut up and hide His love from His children, and that is a mournful time with them. But we read not that He
shuts 07it His love, and ceaseth altogether to have affection to those
whom once He loved. And therefore, when he shews himself again,
in the gracious manifestations of His mercy. He is not said to begin
anew to love them, but only to command His love, which erewhile He
had countermanded to appear.
3. The time : In the day. If you have a mind to take the day and
TJig'A^, figuratively, for prosperous and adverse times, it would lead you,
in thatsuchsense,
to observe
David's
praises
was
that not
only in the
day ofconstancy
deliverance,in God's
but even
in the; which
night
of distress, he resolved a song for God. And truly, many times God
gives His children in an afflicted condition, more sweetness of spirit,
more aptitude, not only to pray, but to praise, and more spiritual delight inHimself, than in times of outward peace and prosperity. He
giveth songs in the night, said Job ; and you know the sound of music
is most delightful in the night. But to take it properly, David is
confident that in the several actions and occurrences of the day he
should find the goodness and favonrable assistance of the Lord ; and
then he resolves, (which leads to the other part of the text,) in
the night lime to meditate on that goodness, and to frame a song of
praise to the Author of it.
And indeed, what is the whole thread of our life, but a checkered
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twist, black and white, of delights and dangers interwoven ? and the
happiest passing of it, is constantly to enjoy and to observe the experiences ofGod's
goodness,
and tosoldier,
praise andHim yetforwethem.
wise king,
and withal
a valiant
see he David
thoughtwasnota
this experience inconsonant with either of those two conditions. This
precious book of Psalms (a great part thereof being his) testifies
clearly, that prayer and praises were his great employment. A religious disposition of mind may not only consist with fortitude and
magnanimity, but is indeed the best principle and cause of both, contrary to the wicked and foolish opinion of profane persons. Whether
of the two, do you think, might welcome a day of battle with most
courage and resolution ; lie that had passed the preceding night in
revelling and caro\ising, or he that had spent it in prayer and obtained
.some assurance of a better life ? Tndy, if they went on with equal
forwardness, there is no man, except he were an atheist, but would
judge
valour. the one to be brutish fury and precipitation, and the other true
His sortg. In the worst estate there is ever some matter of praise
to be mixed with request; and truly, we may justly suspect that our
neglect of praises makes our prayers unacceptable.
And my prayer. In the best estate here below, praise must be accompanied with prayer. Our wants, and necessities, and straits, return
daily upon us, and require new supplies of mercy ; and prayer, if we
know how to use it right, is the way to obtain them all.
To the God of my life, or, the God that is my life. This word is
added, as the reason of all that went before. If you ask David,
why he reposeth so much upon the loving-kindness of God, what
he means, to spend so much pains in praises and prayer to God;
he answers. Because he is my life. He is the author and preserver of
my temporal life, and all the passages and accidents of it are in His
hand alone. He hath also given me, and He maintains in me a spiritual life ; yea, He is the life of my soul : it lives by union with Him,
as my body does by union with it, and He hath laid up life eternal for
me. Would Christians think thus indeed, the light of this consideration would dispel their distrustful fears. Certainly, there is atheism
at the bottom of them ; if not a denial or a misconceit of God, at least
a forgetfulness of God. See Isa. li. 1:2, 13. /, even I, am He that
com forteth you. JVho art thou, that thou shouldest be afraid of a man
that shall die, and of the son of man, which shall be made as grass,
and forgettest the Lord thy Maker, that hath stretched forth the heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth ? Consider, then, that men
have no power over our present life, but by the appointment of God.
And beside that, we have another life which is infinitely more precious than this : a life spiritual, and which is the beginning of eternal
life ; and this is altogether out of danger from them. Our life is kid
with Christ in God. Col. iii. 3. It is hid, and wicked men cannot so
much as see it : how then should they take it from us, seeing it is
hid ? And that not meanly: it is hid with Christ in God. What then
shall become of it ? Read the next verse, and read it to your comfort,
for there is abundance in it, if you look right upon it. IFhen Christ,
who is our life, shall appear, we likewise shall appear with him in
glory. They that are in God, being united to Him through Christ,
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can never by any power be separated from Him. It is an indissoluble
union. Death itself, that is the p^reat dissolver of all other unions,
civil and natural, is so far from untying- this, that it consummates it :
it conveys the soul into the nearest and fullest enjoyment of God, who
is its life, where it shall not need to desire that God would command
(or send) His loving-kindness, as it were from a distance ; it shall be
then at the spring-head, and shall be satisfied with His love for ever.
SERMON VII.
PREFACE.
Wherefore do you spend money for that which is not bread, and
your labour for that which satisfies not? says the Prophet. Isa. Iv. 2.
All men ap^ree in this, that they would willingiy meet with some satisfying g-ood ; and yet, if you look aright upon the projects and labours
of the greatest part, you shall find them flying from it, and taking
much pains to be miserable. And truly, considering the darkness that
is upon the soul of man, it is no great wonder to see those miss their
way, and continue wandering, who hear not the voice of the Gospel
to recall them, and see not its light to direct them. But this is some
what strange, that where true happiness, and the true way to it
are propounded and set before men, so few should follow it in good
earnest. If the excellency of that good did not allure them, yet, one
would think that their many disappointments in all other things,
should drive them home to it. How often do we run ourselves out of
breath after shadows ! And when we think we have overtaken them,
and would lay hold of them, we find nothing. And yet, still we love
to befool ourselves, even against our own experience, which, we say,
uses to make fools wiser. Still we choose rather to shift from one
vanity to another, than to return to that Sovereign Good, that alone
can fill the vastest desires of our souls ; rather to run from one broken
cistern to another, as the Prophet calls them, yea, and to take pains to
hew them out, than have recourse to that Fountain of living waters.
One main thing that makes men thus rove and wimder is, that they
do not reflect upon their own course, nor upon themselves, what is
the main end they aim at, and then see whether their way be suitable
to that end. If they would be happy, (as who would not?) then
surely, things that are empty, and uncertain, and certainly perishing, will not serve the turn. And truly, as the thought would be
seasonable at any time, so especially to us in these times, wherein,
besides the common uncertainty of outward things, there is an appathat men's andlivesgainand offortunes
are likelyThus.
to be The
put
to. rentWillvisibleyouhazard
make advantage
your trouble?
looser you find other things tied to you, and as it were upon a running
knot, secure that one thing, and your portion in it, wiiich is wortii all
the rest ; yea, far above them all, and that alone wliich can be secured,
and made certain. Wanting this, what though you had peace, and
health, and all imaginable prosperity, you would still be miserable,
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beingliable toto Ciirist,
tlie wrath
of God,
and eternalto God,
destruction.
But toif
once united
and in
him reconciled
and entitled
Heaven, what can fall amiss to you? You shall have joy in the midst
of sorrow and afRiction, and peace in the midst of war, yea, and life
in death. But think not to attain this assurance, while you continue
profane and God- less, not seekinc: it in the way of holiness, for there
alone it is to be found. And withal beg it of God by humble prayer.
Psalm cxix. 136.
Rivers of waters run down mine eyes : because they keep not Thy law.
Love sureis andthemotion
leading'of passion
the soulheavens
: all thearerestsaidfollow
meait, as theof lower
to be the
wheeled
about with the first.
We have here a clear instance of it in the Psalmist, who is testifylove tois each
God, ofby thehisseveral
esteemverses
and oflovethisofPsalm,
the lawbutora word
God.ing' hisWhat
severalof
breathing and vent of this love, either in itself, or in the causes, or in
the effects of it ? Where he sets forth the excellencies and utilities of
God's
havetotheknowcausesit more
of hisandlove.
His itobserving
and
studyinglaw,of there
it, hisyoudesire
observe
better, these
are the effects of his affection to it. The love itself, he often expresseth, ver. 47, 48, 113, and 140. T/iy word is pvre; therefore Thy
servant loveth it. And ver. 127 : / love thy commandments above gold,
yea, above Jine gold. But as scarcely accounting that love which can
be uttered, how much it is, ver. 97, he expresseth it most by intimating that he cannot express it: 0, how I love Thy law ! Hence are
his desires (which are love in pursuit) so earnest after it. Amongst
many, that is pathetical, ver. 20 : My sovl breaketh for the longing that
it hath vjito Thy pidgment at all times. Hence, likewise, his joy and
delight, (which are love in possession,) ver. 14; I have rejoiced in
the way of Thy testimonies as much as in all riches ; and ver. 16, I
will delight myself in Thy statutes ; I will not forget Thy word. We
have
hatred
things opposite,
antipathy,)
ver.
113, Ihishate
vainofthoughts,
but Thy (which
law do isI love's
love; ver.
163, I hate
and abhor lying, but Thy law do I love. And in the 139th verse you
shall find his zeal, (which is no other than the fire of love stirred up
or blown into a flame,) My zeal hath consxtmed me; because mine
enemies have forgotten Thy words. And (to omit the rest) in the
158th verse, his love to the law, shows its sympathy in sorrow for the
violation of the law : I beheld the transgressors and was grieved; bekept not that
Thy itword.
And here
you find this
grief Rivers
swelling'of
to suchcause theya height,
runs over
into abundant
tears.
waters rim down mine eyes ; because they keep not Thy law.
The words have briefly, these rivers in their channel and course.
They run down mine eyes ; and then, in their spring and cause, to wit,
the Psalmisfs sympathy with God's law broken by men, in the latter
clause of the \crse, because they keep not Thy law. But both together
clearly
teachungodly.
us. That godly men are aJJ'ected with deep sorrow for the
sins
of the
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More particularly consider, I. The object of this affection. II. The
nature of it. III. Tlie degree or measure of it. IV. Its subject.
I. The object is, the Transgression of the Law, or, to take it (as in
the text) in concreto. Men transgressors of the law : Tliey keep not
Thy law. It is true, the whole creation groaneth under the burden of
sin, in the effects of it, as the Apostle speaks, Rom. viii. 32 ; but sin
itselfwasis man's
beinggeneral,
that reasonable
the
law
given.enemy,
Now hein the
it is a mattercreature
of griefto towhom
a godly
mind
to
consider
the
universal
depravedness
of
man's
nature
;
that
is a transgressor from the womb ; that the carnal mind is enmityhe
against God, not subject to His law, neither, while it remains such, can
it be. Rom. viii. 6. And this grief will go the deeper, by remembering
from whence he is fallen. When he was new come forth of the hands
of his Maker, that image of God which He stamped upon Him, shined
bright in his soul : the whole frame of it was regular and comely, the
inferior faculties obeying the higher, and all of them subject unto
God. But how soon was he seduced, and then what a great change
ensued ! Quantum mutatus ab illo ! There is ever since, such a
tumult
and less
confusion
soul, that
it cannotis hear
voice of ofGod's
law, much
obey inandthe keep
it. Hence
that thecomplaint
the
Psalmist oftener than once. They are all gone out of the way, and become abominable ; there is none that doth good, no, not one. Mundus
immundus, iv udiKi'a kcitui, lies buried in it, as the word is used in the
inscription
tombs,
Look over
abroad
in theof world,
and
what
shall yeof see
but ai'fOaSe
sea ofKeljai.
wickedness
the face
the whole,
which draws from a godly, discerning eye that beholds it, these rivers
of tears ? The greatest part not knowing the true God, nor the true
religion and the true way of His worship. And for those that do, yet,
how unlike are they to it in their lives ! Tlie reformed churches
this way, how unreformed are they in a great part !
But more particularly to branch this out a little in respect to several
sorts of men, this godly grief is a very large sphere ; it will extend to
remote people, remote every way, not only in place, but in manners and
religion, even to heathens and gross idolators. Yea, the very sins of enemies, and of such as are professed enemies to God, yet move the tenderhearted Christian to sorrow and compassion. Of whom I now tell you
weeping, says St. Paul, that they are enemies to the cross of Christ. Phil,
iii. 8. Enemies, and yet he speaks of them weeping. What he writes
concerning them, he would have written in tears, if that had been
legible. Thus you see the extension of this grief. But yet, out of all
question, it will be more intense in particulars of nearer concernment.
It is theandburden
the topious
man's heart,
law regarded,
who made and
the
world
gives ofbeing
all things,
should that
be soHislittle
so much broken through all the world; but yet more especially, that
in His own Church, amongst His own people, transgression should
abound. Sins within the Church are most properly scandals. God
manifests Himself (so to speak) most sensible of those, and therefore
the godly man is so too. Whether they be the continual enormities of
licentious and profane persons, which are by external profession in
the face of the visible Church; (though indeed they be in it but as
spots and blemishes, as the Apostle speaks ; 2 Pet. ii. 13,) or whether it
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be the apostacy of hypocrites ; or (which sometimes falls out) the
£>Toss falls of true converts ; all these are the great grief of the godly.
The relations of men, either natural or civil, will add something too ;
this sorrow will in such cases be greater than ordinary in a Christian :
he will melt it in a particular tenderness for the sins of his kindred,
parents or children, husband, or wife; and most of all, ministers will
grieve for the sins of their people. How pathetically does this appear
in St. Paul ! And lest, when I come agam, my God will humble me
among you, and that I shall bewail many which have sinned already,
and have not repented of the vncleajincss, and fornication, and lasciviousness, which they have committed, 2 Cor. xii. 21. A man cannot but
be more partioilarly touched with the sins of that nation, and of that
city, and congregation, and family, whereof he is a member. So we
read of Lot, 2 Pet. ii. 8 : For that righteous man dwelling among them,
in seeing and hearing, vexed his righteous soul, from day to day, with
their unlawful deeds. The sins of more eminent persons, either in
Church or Commonwealth, will most affect a prudent Christian, because their inclinations and actions import the public much. Therefore the Apostle, when he had exhorted to supplications and prayers
for all men, particularly mentions kings, and sitch as are in authority.
I Tim. i. 2. And truly, when they are abused by misadvice and corrupt counsel, some of these tears were very well spent, if poured forth
before God in their behalf : for in His hand, as that wise king confesseth, arc their hearts, there compared to rivei-s of waters ; let their
motion be never so impetuous, yet. He turneth them whithersoever He
pleaseth. Prov. xxi. 1. And who knows but these rivers of waters,
these tears, may prevail with the Lord to reduce the violent current of
thatII.river,
wrongto bechannel
? in this affection,
Buttoa king's
proceed:heart,the from
secondthething
considered
is, the nature of it. (1.) It is not a stoical apathy, and affected carelessnes much
;
less a delightful partaking with sinful practices. (2.) Not a
proud
goodness,
the and
sin ofmocking
others,
as the setting
Phariseeoff'didof their
in theowngospel.
(3.) with
Not marking
the derision
of the folly of men, with that laughing philosopher: it comes nearer
to the temper of the other who wept always for it. It is not a bitter,
bilious anger, breaking forth into railings and reproaches, nor an upbraiding insultation. Nor is it a vindictive desire of punishment,
venting itself in cursings and imprecations, which is the rash temper
of many, but especially of the vulgar sort. The disciples' motion to
Christ vot
was offar what
diff'erentspirit
fromye that
and thought
yet he says
Icnow
are.way,They
they tohadthem.
beenYouof
Elijah's
spirit,
but
he
told
them
they
were
mistaken,
and
not
know of what spirit they were in that motion. Thus, heady zealdidoften
mistakes and flatters itself. We find not here a desire of fire to come
down from Heaven upon the breakers of the law, but such a grief as
would rather bring water to quench it, if it were falling on them.
Rivers of waters run down mine eyes.
III. The rff^ree of this sorrow: it is vehement, not a light, transient
dislike, but a deep i-esentment, such as causeth not some few sighs, or
some drops of tears, but rivers — Paige maijim. Pelagus aquarum.
It is true, the measure and degree of sorrow for sin, whether their own
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or others, are different in divers persons, who are yet true mourners ;
and they are also different in the same person, at divers times, not only
upon the difference of the cause, but even where the cause is equal,
upon the
different Him
influence
and working'
Spirit more
of God.
Sometimes itpleaseth
to warm
and meltofthethe heart
abundantly,
and so He raises these rivers, in those eyes, to a higher tide than
ordinary ; sometimes they remove again. But yet, this godly sorrow
is always serious and sincere; and that is the other quality here
remarkable in it. It is not a histrionical weeping, only in public; for
the speech is here directed to God, as a more frequent witness of these
tears than any other ; who is always the witness of the sincerity of
them, even when they cannot be hid from the eyes of men. For I
deny not but they may, and should, have vent in public, especially at
such times as are set apart for solemn mourning and humiliation.
Yet, even then, usually these streams run deepest, where they are
stillest and most quietly conveyed. But surely they should not be
fewer and less frequent, alone, than in company, for that is a little
subject to suspicion. See Jer. ix. ] : Ok, that my head were waters,
and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day and night for
the slain of the daughter of my people. And, xiii. 17 : But if ye will
not hear it, my soul shall weep in secret places for your pride, and mine
shall weep
and mn down with tears, because the Lord's Jiock
iseyescarried
away sore,
captive.
IV. The subject of this affection is, not the ungodly themselves, who
are professed transgressors of this law ; they rather make a sport of sin,
as Solomon speaks; they play and make themselves merry with it, as
the Philistines did with Samson, till it brings the house down about
their ears ; but the godly are they that are affected with this sorrow,
such as are careful observers of the law themselves, and mourn first
for their own breaches : for these are the only fit mourners for the
transgression of others.
Now to inquire a little into the cause of this, why the breaking of
God's
law abundance
should cause
such sorrow
in the
here breakcth
forth into
of tears.
We shall
find godly,
it very asreasonable
if we
consider, 1. The nature of Sin, which is the transgression, or breach,
of the law, as the Apostle defines it. 2. The nature of this sorrow and
these tears. 3. The nature of the godly.
1. Sin is the greatest evil in the world ; yea, truly, in comparison, it
alone is worth the name of evil, and therefore may justly challenge
sorrow, and the greatest sorrow. The greatest of evils it is, both
formally, in that it alone is the defilement and deformity of the soul,
znd causally, being the root from whence all other evils spring; the
fruitful womb that conceives and brings forth all those miseries that
either man feels, or hath cause to fear. Whence are all those personal
evils incident to men in their estates, or in their bodies, or minds, outward turmoils and diseases, and inward discontents, and death itself,
in ail the kinds of it; are they not all the fruits of that bitter root?
Whence arise those public miseries of nations and kingdoms, but from
the epidemic national sins of the people, as the deserving and procurcause at practices
God's hand,
and withal,
oftentimes
ambitious
and ingwicked
of some
particular
men, asfromthe the
working
and
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efFectinc: causes? So that every way, if we follow these evils home to
their
original,
shall they
find meddle
it to be sin,
breakinp;'
Ungodly
men, wethough
not orwiththepublic
affairsof God's
at all, law.
yea,
though they be faithful and honest in meddling with them, yet, by
reason of their impious lives, are traitors to their nation : they are truly
the incendiarit's of states and kingdoms. And these mourners, though
they can do no more, are the most loyal and most serviceable subjects,
bringing tears to quench the fire of wrath, river.i of waters. And
therefore sorrow and tears are not only most due to sin, as the greatest
of evils, but they are best bestowed upon it, if they can do any thing
to its redress, because that is both the surest and most compendious
way to remedy all the rest, sin being the source and spring of them all.
This is the reason why Jeremiah, ch. ix. ver. 1, when he would
weep for the slain of his people, is straightway led from that to bewail
the si/i of his people, ver. 2, 3. And in his Book of tears and lameri'
tations, he often reduces all these sad evils, to sin as causing them,
particularly ch. v. ver. 16: The crown is fallen from onr head. Wo
unto us, that we have sinned! He turns the complaint more, to the
sin than to the affliction.
2. Consider the nature of these tears. Tears spent for worldly
crosses, are all lost ; they run all to waste ; they are lachrymeB inanes,
empty, fruitless things. But tears shed for the breach of God's law,
are themaymeans
God's ofwrath.
and land.
tears ofAndsomeif
few,
avert tothequench
punishment
many, The
yea, prayers
of a whole
not so, yet are they not lost; the mourners themselves have always
benefit by them : as you have it in that known place, Ezek. ix. 4, they
that mourned for the conunon abominations were marked, and the
common desolation took not hold on them. This mourning for other
men's wickedness,
both testifies
and preserves
cence. Isay, it preserves
it, as well
as testifies the
it : godly
it keepsman's
him innofrom
the contagion of that bad air he lives in ; for without this, sin would
soon grow familiar. It is good for men to keep up and maintain in
their souls a dislike of sin ; for when once it ceasetli to be displeasing
to a man, it will, before long, begin to be pleasing to him.
3. If we consider the nature of the godly, we shall see this mourning
suit with it exceedingly, both in regard of his relation to God, and to
man. God is his Father, and therefore it cannot but grieve him much,
to see Him offended and dishonoured. Love to God, and consequently toHis law, and love to men, and desire of their good, arc the
spring
A godly
man isstriketh
tender hisof heart
God's : glory
His law of; these
every river.i.
stroke that
it receives,
and heandhathof
bowels of compassion to men, and would be glad if lliey were converted and saved. He considers every man as his brother, and therefore is sorrowful to see him run the hazard of perishing in sin. The
former sympathy, whereby the godly man tenders the glory of God, is
from his piety : this latter, whereby he pities the misery of man, is from
his charity. And from these flow the rivers thai run down his eyes.
To be too sensible of worldly crosses, and prodigal of tears upon
such slight occasions, is little better than childish or womanish; but
these tears that flow from love to God and grief for sin, have neither
uncomehncss nor excess in them. Abundance of them will beseem
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any man who is a Christian. Let proflme men judge it a weakness to
weep for sin, yet, we see David do it. Men of arms and valour need
not fear disparao-ement by weepins^ thus: it is the truest man-nanimity,
to be sensible of the point of God's honour, which is injured by sin.
An-ain, the consideration of this truth will discover the world guilty
of very much ingratitude to godly men. It hath always been tiie custom of profane persons, to seek to brand religion and godliness with
disloyalty and turbulency, and to make it pass for an enemy to the
peace and prosperity of states and kingdoms. You see clearly with
what affection religion furnishes men towards the public, causing them
to mourn for common sins, and so to prevent, as far as in them lies,
common calamities. And this is of no little consequence ; for truly, it
is not foreign power, so much as sin at home, that ruins kingdoms.
All the winds that blow without the earth, be they never so violent, stir
it not; only that which is within its own bowels, makes an earthquake.
It was a grave answer of Epaminondas, being aslced what he was
doing solitary and pensive in the time of solemn mirth and feasting :
Wliile my countrymen, said he, are so peaceably feasting, I am thinking
on the best means to preserve that peace to them, that it ?nay continue.
Which, a little altered, is applicable to the godly. They are oftentimes
mourning for the sins, and praying for the peace, of the places where
they live ; when, in the mean time, the greatest part are multiplying
sin, and so forfeiting their peace.
Rivers of waters. " This is a mournful, melancholy life that these
Precisians
lead,"hesays
worldling.
Yes, of.
truly,Butif there
in it than what
can theperceive
and judge
besideswerethe nofullmore
joy
laid up for them, and the beginnings of it here, there is even in this
mourning an unknown sweetness and delight. The philosopher says
even of common tears, that thero is some kind of pleasure in them, as
some things please the taste by their very tartness. But of these tears,
they that know them, know it to be eminently true, that they are pleasant. But be this exercise as sad as tlie profane call it, yet, why
observe they not, that they themselves are much the cause of it? As
theyButmayto pass
read byheredivers
: Because
they keep
inferences
thatnottheGod's
wordslaw.afford, let us take
notice of the duty here practised, and how much we are all obliged to
the present practice of it. Who will deny that we have too much
matter and occasions of it? Besides the sorrow of Sion, and j)articularly the bloodshedding and distress of our brethren, and our own
danger, what corner of the land, what rank or ccmdition of people is
there,
that not
abounds
not inmagistrates
gross and and
heinous
God's lawinto?
They keep
Thy law:
judgesviolations
turning ofjudgment
gall and wormwood ; ministers remiss in that great care, the care of
oouls ; people wallowing in ungodliness and uncleaimess, swearing,
and other profaneness ; the greater oppressing the less, and the less defrauding and wronging the greater ; no sensible and notable work of
conversion almost to be seen or heard of amongst us ; the Lord
absenting himself from ilis ordinances. O that He would dwell in His
house, and till it with a cloud of His glory !
What vile uncleanness and wantonness ! What shameful drunkenness and excess ! And some are so far from mourning for others'
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guiltiness of this sin, that they glory, in maldng others guilty of it, and
count it a pastime to make others drunk. And this is a far greater
sin than drunkenness itself; for these men, while they make beasts of
their companions, make devils of themselves, becoming tempters and
provokers to sin. If any such be here, either tremble at the wo that
the prophet Habakkuk (chap, ii.) denounceth, or confess that you believe not the scriptures: IFo to him that gives hin 7ieighbour drink, and
puts
to him toto thee
make: him
cup of the Lord's
hand theshallbottlebe turned
it is drunken.
full of heavyThe vengeance.
There right
is a
cup, if you like it, to pay you home the cups you give to others.
Again. Hovsr is the land filled with oaths and cursings ! How are
your streets, and almost all companies where a man can come, defiled,
partly
the devilwith! tearing the precious name of God, partly with calling on
There would be no end of reckoning up all particulars ; sabbathbreaking, fraud and covetousness, pride and malice, and envyings one
of another, and the rest. But the sum is this, a universal want of the
fear of God and His law. •
And the cause of this, is, in a great part, ignorance of God and of
His law. And truly it is wonderful, under so much light and such
plentiful preaching, to find so much dai'kness, not only in the skirts
and remote places, but even in the prime parts of this land. Multitudes there are that are strangers to the very principles and fundamentals ofthat religion which they profess ; and they that have knowledge, are found abusing it, and sinning against it, continuing in profaneness. And without this true religion, it is as impossible to have
renewed hearts and lives, as to have a house without a foundation, or,
as we say, a castle in the air. And this atheism and ignorance amongst
people, is in a great part to be imputed to the corruption and sloth of
ministers. Would to God there were not many congregations, not
altogether destitute, but such as are freezing under a cold and lifeless
ministry !
You see, then, we want not causes of mourning and humiliation, on
all hands; but our want is inward, of that due disposition for it, softness ofheart, and tliat love to God which should melt and mollify the
heart. Let us then stir up ourselves and one another, to this godly
sorrow for the sins of the land. There is need of rivers of tears for
these heapsstable
of sinof:Augeus,
as they that
tell could
of Hercules'
letting have
in a been
rivercleansed
to that
monstrous
not otherwise
in the time allotted him.
And truly, as the duty lies upon all the faithful, the ministers of the
word ought to be most eminent in it, the chief mourners, the precentors, to take up the tune of these themes. Joel ii. 17. And all
that wish the good of church and kingdom, ought to bear a part in
them, according to their measure. Have we not much need to entreat
reconcilement with God, that He prove not our enemy ? Yes, surely,
and were we reconciled with Him, we should have little need to fiear
tiie power of man.
for others'
all Now,
means,they
mustthathavewould
these betwoprofitable
conditionsmourners
I mentioned
; to be sins,
careiulby
observers of the law themselves, and to mourn iox their own failing
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and breakino- of it. Now, to tlie obscrviiif^ of the law, it is absolutely
needful, (1.) To know and understand it, and that not only in the
letter and surface, but according to the spiritual sense and meaning of
it. For without this knowledge, a man may light upon some duty by
guess, as it were in the dark, but observe the law he cannot. Tliey
are not alone reproveable, who glory in their own sins, and make sport
of the sins of others, but they mistake it much, who think it enough to
consider their own with grief, and judge the sins of others an impertinency for them to think on. As they mourn not aright for others,
who begin not at themselves, so, they mourn never aright for themselves, who end in themselves. He who here thus weeps for others,
made his bed to swim with those rivers for his own sin. Psal. vi. 6.
(2.) As a man must know this law, so he must be inwardly convinced
and
of the divinityof oftheit,majesty
that it isandGod'sauthority
law. (3.)
must
have persuaded
a deep apprehension
of theHe Lawgiver, to work reverence, and of His goodness, to beget love ; and the
due mixture of these two, will both strongly command and sweeten
obedience to His commandments. And this obedience, though it be
not anit hasabsolute
and toperfect
any onehathof it,
the (ver.
commandments,
yet,
a respect
them I'ulfiiling
all, as thisof Psalm
6.) which is
(so to speak) an imperfect kind of perfection. And from this respect
to the law, which is the observing of it, will flow that other condition, ofgrieving when we break it.
besidesto allhim,othertherethings
Christian's
own
sinAndgrevious
is onethatthingshould
cannotmakebuta move
him much,
the consideration of the sorrow and sufferings of Christ. To view the
bleedings of the Lord Jesus, cannot but pierce a believing soul, and
make it say, Did my Redeemer shed his blood for my sins, and shall
not I myself shed tears for them? I know, the natural constitution of
some, denies them tears; but if it do so to any, make up that want
with a sense of inward grief, and it is well enough. The eye of God
can discern that as well as the other. But truly, where men have tears
for lighter causes, (lor all other causes are lighter,) and none for this,
they fieel not yet the weight of sin ; except that want be through the
deepness of .sorrow, which sometimes will stop the current of tears,
though it used to run at other times : as they say, Ciira levesloqiiuntur,
ingeiiies sliipent. But this is a rare and a liappy impediment.
And to answer another doubt: If you find sometimes worldly griefs
stir you more violently, yet, let this godly sorrow atfect you more
constantly, that it may have the advantage in continuance, if it fall
short in the degree.
But as this grief must begin at home, as they say of charity, it must
not be so selfish as to rest there. And truly, where it comes in that
order, it may be some way a stronger evidence of sincerity, to mourn
ibr
thanbecause
to mourn
our inownit of; for
there seems
moreothers'
of Godsins,in it,
there for
is less
ourselves,
and ofto ourbe
own particular interest.
Now you will possibly think it but an unpleasant duty that you have
heard urged all this while ; but look forward, and consider the issue
of it. That which Christ speaks in particular to his disciples, is generally true of all Christians : Ye shall weq) and lament, but the world
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shall rejoice ; ye shall he sorrowful, hut your sorrow shall be turned (or
made) into joy. John xvi. 20. The water of those tears shall be
turned into wine of consolation. The traffic of these rivers is gainful ;
they export grief, and import joy. When these tears are called seed,
the harvest-crop
called are
ji'oj/.herePsal.
5. and
Thpytheythat aresow answered
in tears,
shall
reap in joy.is They
calledcxxvi.rivers,
with a river, tor which they shall in the end be perfectly exchanged.
Psal. Ixxxvi. 8 ; Thou shall make them drink of the rivers of Thy pleasures. And Rev. vii. 17 : The Lamb shall feed than and lead them
unto living fountains of waters. Here they run down the eyes, and
water the cheeks, and there you read that God shall wipe them away
from their eyes. Who would not be content to weep, to have God
wipe away their tears with His own hand? Be ambitious, then, to be
found amongst the mourners in Sion ; and when ye remove from this
valley of tears, God shall at once fully wipe away all the stain of sin
from your souls, and all tears for it from your eyes. And as He shall
wipe away the tears with the one hand. He will set the crown upon
your heads with the other.
SERMON VIII.
[Preached after the Administration of the Lord's Supper.]
PREFACE.
Blessed are They that dwell in Thy House, saith the Psalmist ; and
he adds this reason, They will be still praising Thee. There is indeed
always in But
God'sthehouse,
fit opportunity
and frequent
plentiful His
matterhouse,
of Hisdo
praises.
greaterbothnumber
of those who
not dwell in it ; their delight and affection is not there. Therefore they
cannot praise Him : they come in as strangers, and have no skill in
the songs of praise. Yea, and the very children of the family, who worship in spirit and in truth, find their instruments (their hearts) very
often quite out of tune for praises, and sometimes most of all when
praises are requisite. They find still such abundant cause of complaint
in themselves, weighing down their spirits, that they can hardly at all
wind them up to magnify that God whose mercy is far more abundant.
If we would take a reflex view, and look back upon our carriage this
day in the presence of our God, who is there among us, who would
not find much work for sad thoughts ? Would not one find that he had
a hard and stony heart, another, a light, inconstant, wandering heart
to complain of, a third, an unbelieving heart, and some all of these ?
And they (if such there be) who have both deeply sorrowed and been
largely comforted, will ])ossibly, for all that upon former sad experience, be full of fears and jealousies, that this sw eet temper will not
be of long continuance ; that before long, the world or some lust, will
find, or make a way to creep in, and banish those heavenly thoughts,
and trouble that peace and joy which accompanies them. Yet, notwithstanding al these causes of grie^ or fear, our causes of praise are
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both more and frreater. And it is no reason that the sense of our own
evil
prejud!j;e
; yea,to
rathersliould
it should
stir us that
up toacknowledgment
extol it so much oftheGod's
more.goodness
Cease not
bemoan the evils ofyom- own hearts; but withal forget not to magnify
the riches of His grace, who hath given Himself for you, and to you.
These two will not hinder one another, but the due intermixture of
thein will make a very good harmony. And the fruit of them will be
this, you shall have slill more cause to praise, and less to complain.
When the Lord shall find you humble acknowledgers of His grace, He
will delight to bestow more grace upon you, and will subdue those
iniquities for you, which you caimot. And though He is pleased to do
it but gradually, by little and little, yet, in the end, the conquest shall
be full ; and tben. He who is the author and the Jinisher of your faith,
though it is His own work, yet, because it is done in you. He shall
account the victory yours, as obtained by you, and give you as conquerors, the crown of glory. To him that overcometh, saith he, will I
give to sit with mc in my throne. Rev. iii. 21.
There is nothing here, but from free grace. The courage and
strength to fight in this spiritual warfare, the victory by fighting, and
the crown by victory, flow all from that fountain. In all these things,
we are more than conquerors, saith the Apostle — but how ?— through
Him that loved us. Therefore, if we desire to be such, let us humble
ourselves before the throne of grace, entreating both lor grace and
glory in the name of Christ our Mediator.
Cant. i. 3.
Because of the savour of thytherefore
good ointments,
namethee.is as oliitmeiU pourcJ forlli,
do the virginsthy love
The natural workings and desires of things arc agreeable to their
being. The beasts, according to their sensitive life, seek those things
that tend to the good and preservation of that life, and affect nothing
higher than those, and they are satisfied. Man (except such men as
are in the lowest stage, and border upon the beasts) finds nature, even
corrupt nature, raising him to higher desires and designs. And yet,
ofafterthethebestflesh,
of them,
the Apostle's
maxim
that the
are
mind the
things of the
fleshholds
; and true,
yet, hel^iey
subjoins
excellency of some men beyond the best naturalist, T/ir;?/ that are after
the Spirit, the things of the Spirit. Rom. viii. 5. They cannot be
confined to things natural, but are strongly moved towards spiritual
blessings, and towards Christ the sum of them. And having once
tasted of his sweetness, they can say. Because of the savour of thy
good ointments, thy nam e is as ointment poured forth.
They that are elevated to a supernatural being, can admit nothing
into competition with His love ; and this it is that lies under these
words. Because of the savour of thy good ointments, &c.
Numbers have promiscuously been his guests at this time, and the
greatest number think they came to good purpose. But know, that
you are so far from partaking of Christ in the sacrament, that you have
not so much as smelt his perfumes, if you be not strongly taken with
hisVol.love.
Great ure the praises, and many the duties you owe IHim for
II.
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so rich favours; and therefore, show your good will, and endeavour
some payment. But know, that none of them are current, except
they be stamped with love. If you love not, you do nothing: all your
labours and services without it, are as so many ciphers, they amount
to just nothing. And with it, the meanest of them will find acceptance.
the ofwords,
Christ's; both
loveliness
ihe Christian's
love,Youthehave
formerbriefly
the incause
the latter
couchedandunder
borrowed
terms, according to the whole strain of this allegorical song, on which
the
true
experimental
knowledge
of
this
Divine
love
is
the
best
commentary.
In all love, three things are necessary: (1.) Some goodness in the
object, either true and real, or apparent and seeming to be so ; for the
soul, be it never so evil, can affect nothing but what it takes some way
to be good. (2.) There must be a knowledge of that goodness ; for the
most excellent things, if altogether unknown, affect not. (3.) There
must be a suitableness or agreement of that good thing with the
nature of those who should affect it ; otherwise, indeed, how good
soever it is, it is not good to them.
Now all these we have clearly in this love. I. The goodness, the
excellency of Christ, expressed by precious ointments. II. The manifestation and making of it known, signified by the jwnring forth of
His name. III. His fitness and congruity with them who are here
mentioned under this denomination, virgins; such as have the senses
of their souls not stopped with the pollutions of the world, but pure
and active, and therelore, as the Apostle speaks, Heb. v. 14, exercised
to discern good and evil. These three requisites thus happily met,
must needs jjroduce love: Therefore the virgins love thee.
I. The excellency of the Object : Because of the savour of thy good
ointments. How true is the Aj)0stle's word, when he calls Christ the
believer's prehends
All Christ,
things!
radical grace; andof faith,
because it too,
aphath aAnd
kind that
of universality
it is reasonable
it alone being to the soul what all the five senses are to the body.
It is the eye, and the mouth ; a wonderful eye, it sees Him who is invisible, Heb. xi. 27 ; the mouth, it tastes that the Lord is gracious,
1 Pet. ii. S. Yea, take these two both together in one place, Psal.
xxxiv.
0 ! taste,
and seewhenthat ittheis Lord
is good.
It isantheearsoul's
ear ;
for what8, else
is meant,
said. He
that hath
to hear,
let him hear? And was it not that touch which Christ took special
notice of, and with good reason distinguished it from the common touch
of the multitude that was crowding about him? That touch alone
draws virtue from him ? Some one hath touched me, for there is virtue
gone out of me. And lastly, as it is all those other senses, and Christ
is its object in reference to them all, so here, in its smelling, it finds
the savour of his fragrant graces, and by that works love : Became of
the savour of thy precious ointments.
there know
betwixthimthenotopinion
Christ's what
Spouse,
andWhat
that .strange
of the odds
worldis who
! Theyof wonder
she
sees in him desirable : she wonders that they are not all ravished with
his excellencies. They prefer the basest vanities in the world before
him : she finds the choicest and richest things in the world too
mean to resemble the smallest part of his worth. See Ih this Song,
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how busily and skilfiilly she goes to all the creatures, and crops the
rarest pieces in nature and art to set forth her well-beloved, and seems
to find them all too poor for her purpose. One while, she extols him
above all things beautiful and pleasant to the eye ; another while, above
things delectable to the taste, as in the former verse. Thy loves are
better them wine ; and here she prefers the perfiime of his graces to
the most precious t)intments.
When ita natural
looks and
uponmean
the sacrament,
to wit, of Take
the Lord's
Supper,
finds iteyea bare
kind of ceremony.
heed
there be not many of you that come to it, and partake of it with
others, who prize it little, have but low conceits of it, and do indeed
find as little in it as you look for. But Oh, what precious consolation
and grace doth a believer meet with at this banquet! How richly is
the table furnished to his eye ! What plentiful varieties employ his
hand and taste, what abundance of rare dainties ! Yet, there is nothing
but One here ; but that One is all things to the believing soul. It
finds his love is sweeter than the richest wine to the taste, or best
odours to the smell ; and that delightful word of his. Thy sins are forgiven thee, is the only nnisic to a distressed conscience.
Thy good ointments. The holy ointment of the sanctuary, under
the
to God's
prescription.
See
Exod.I^aw,XXX.was2b.composed
And theyaccording
were straightly
forbidownto imitate
it, or make
any like it, to signify the singular holiness, the matchless worth of the
anointing oz7 q/ gladness, wherewith our high priest, the Lord Jesus,
was ointment
anointed heabove
And in Itthiswashehisis own
incomparable,
that
his
hath hisnot fellows.
from without.
Divine nature
that perfumed his manhood with these precious ointments. God and
the Spirit of the Lord, are said to have anointed him. Psal. xlv. 7 :
Thou lovest righteojisness and hatest wickedness ; therefore God, thy
God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows.
And Isa. Ixi. 1 : The Spirit of the Lord God is vpon me, because the
Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek. But
know, that that Spirit and the Father, are one in essence with the
eternal Son. In that mystical song much like to this, the xlvth Psalm,
it is said, (ver. 8) his garments smell of myrrh and aloai and cassia,
[as he conies forth] out of [his] ivory palaces. When he came down
from his glorious court above, to dwell among men, he apparelled
himself like them : he was clothed with human flesh. But yet, that
vesture was so transcendently enriched with all graces, as with costly
perfumes, that men might easily know theie was more under them
than a mere man. Yea, even in that low estate, did such beams of
his glory shine through, that all whose eyes v/cre open, did clearly
behold them, and know him to be no less than the only begotten Son
of God, by this, that he was so fill of grace and truth. John i. 14.
And
in a word, the precious ointments whose delightl'ul
smell these
is hereare,commended.
Now, to enumerate and describe these graces, what tongue of men,
yea, or of angels, were sufficient? What other is the main subject of
the whole Scriptures? What mean all the figures and ceremonies of
the Law, the costly furniture and ornaments of the Temple, the rich
vestments of the High Priest, that fine linen, that silk and gold, those
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o-cms and precious stones? Was any one of them, were they all, any
other than shadows and dim resemblances of the matchless perfections
of Jesus Christ ? It is stransye, that Christians have so low conceits
of their high Redeemer ! What is the Gospel, but a more clear and
plentiful pouring- forth of those ointments? What was the great
labour
business
the holy/ Apostles,
diffusing
of Christ's
graces and
through
the ofworld?
determinedbut totheknow
nothing
among
you, save Christ, and him crucified, says St. Paul to his Corinthians.
What are that other sacrament and this, but coverts under which
Christ conveys himself and his graces to the believing soul, while the
profane and slight-hearted receivers are sent away with empty elements ?
Thus you see how ample a subject these graces are in the general.
And truly, the consideration of any one particular of them, might be
the employment of many hours. Would you hear of the wisdom of
Christ? Look wiiat the Apostle says of it. Col. ii. 3 : In Him are hid
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. Not some drops of
wisdom, no, nor streams, but a fountain. Not one treasure, but treasures, many treasures, yea, all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge ;
yet, not obvious to every eye, but, as treasiu'es are, hid. The children
of wisdom,
are thefrom
world's
of this
his
wisdom, who
and draw
it forfools,
theirhave
own some
use; knowledge
but to sound
the
depth of it, who can be able I
No less admirable is his holiness. He is both the immaculate Lamb,
and the undefiled Sacrifice. Svch a high priest became itft. Heb. vii.
26. Became v.s ! Yes, holy, harmless and undefiled : the more we
were defiled with sin, the more stood we in need of an luidefiled and
.spotless High Priest. It was as expedient that he should be unlike
us in that, as that he should be like us in all otlicr tilings. Therefore,
as for the Legal priesthood there was a holy consecrating oil, so this
immortal High Priest was anointed with most entire and complete
holiness. And this perfect holiness of his, is set forth as myrrh, the
best ointments and spices — myrrh which is of a virtue preservative
from corruption. He was not only of excellent smell, while he lived
among men, but this myrrh did likewise preserve and exempt him from
contracting any corruption or pollution, by the bad air of sinful company ; so that he conversed with sinners, that he might convert them,
without any danger of infection.
And as he was thus extraordinarily anointed with the spirit of
wisdom
and holiness,
the spirit
He is called
The Lamb so oflikewise
God, thatwithtaketh
away oi'themeekness
sins of ;thetherefore
world.
His voice was not heard in the streets. Matt. xii. 19. And take in that
other grace which he himself mentions together with his meekness, as
being near in nature to it, InmiHHy : Learn of vie, for I am meek and
lowly in heart. Matt. xi. 29. Indeed, humility is an odoriferous grace :
it is a graci/ig grace, it adds a kind of sweetness and lustre to all
other graces ; yea, it serves singularly as a character for the trial of the
truth of all other graces. As balsam, which is the chief of precious
ointments, used to be tried ; that is the truest and best, which, put
into any liquor, goes to the bottom ; that but slight, which swims above ;
so those graces are most upright, that are accompanied with most
humility. And that this may be out of doubt, you know that Jesus
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Christ, (of whom we now speak,) as he had most grace, so was he
most exemplary in humility. And certainly, the sweet smell of this
^ood
the whole that
house,
he washed
feet ; ointment
as is said didof fill
the ointment
Marywhen
poured
upon hishisfeet,disciples'
in the
Ibregoino; chapter. John xii. 3.
Amoiin-st
many
other
of
his
f^racious
qualities
that
might
be
tioned, tliere is one we cannot but take particular notice of, his menlove;
the rather, because the fragrant smell of his graces is here said to
beget love. Now you know that one of the strongest attractives of
love,
is love.himself
"Epwi oftpuna
tiktci as: Magnes
amorisspeaks,
amor.but What
him empty
his glory,
the Apostle
becausemadehe
was full of love? What made him take on the form of a servant,
suffer heat, and cold, and hunger, and poverty, but love ? What
other was it made him digest the persecutions, revilings, and the contradiction ofsinners, but love? But the great wonder of his love is
this, he died to beciome our life. Who hath loved me, and given, himself for me, says the great Apostle St. Paul. Gal. ii. 20. And Hereby
perceive we the love of God, because he laid down his life for 7is, says
the beloved Apostle St. John. 1 John iii. 16. Was it the nails that
held him fast to the cross, when they tauntingly bade him come down ?
Nc ; it was liis love, that Avas stronger than death. But all this was
nothing to the angry countenance of his Father, nor would he ever
have ventured upon that, if infinite love had not persuaded him. No
wonder if the Apostle call it a love that passeth knowledge. That you
may know, saith he, the love of Christ which passeth knowledge. Eph.
iii. 19. Know it we may, and should, but we must know withal, that
we cannot know it fully. And this is our comfort, that it is greater
than we can comprehend ; for if it were not so, it would be less than
we stand in need of So much of his love we may understand, as
may abundantly inilame our hearts with love to him. For this ])urpose hath he revealed it, and made His name like an ointment poured
out. And that is the second thing.
II. His name. That is, the report and manifestation of his excellencies. And if you will take it properly of his name, Jews, and Christ,
or the Messiah, it is true of tliem, for they are significative of these
excellencies. Ask an afflicted conscience, if Jesus, that is, a Saviour,
be not a precious word that hatli a sovereign value, both a refreshing
smell and a healing virtue. The hammer of the Law may break a
stony heart in pieces, but it is only the blood of Jesus that can soften
it. And where it is effectually poured, either upon a wounded soul,
it heals it, or upon a hard heart, it mollifies it. For that other name,
Christ, well may it be called an ointment poured out, for it signifies his
anointing. And that the sweet savour of this name may affect, read
but that one passage, Isa. Ixi. 1. The sjyirit o f the Lord God is upon
me, because the Lord hath anointed vie to preach good tidings unto the
meek, &c. What inestimable riches of consolation are there in each of
those effects to which Christ was anointed ! And yet, we find not a
word among them all for a proud, stiff-necked sinner. Here are good
tidings, but it is to the meek ; comfortable binding up, but it is for the
broken-hearted ; liberty, but it is for captives and prisoners groaning
under their chains, and desirous to be delivered ; not for such- as
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delight in their bondage. There is oil of joy and garments of praise,
but they are provided for mourning, dejected spirits that need them ;
not for the impenitent. On the contrary, there is a terrible word interjected inthe midst of these promises. The day of vengeance of our
God ; and corrigible
thatsinners.is the portion of Christ's enemies, and such are all inThus it is, at the same banquet from which you come, one may be
filled with spiritual joy, and the very person that sits next, may be
filled with a secret curse, and return more miserable than he came.
But let the disconsolate, lamenting sinner lift up his head, and behold
Christ, the Son of God, anointed a prophet, to preach salvation and
liberty to such, a priest, to purchase it, and a king, to give it.
Now, the pouring out of his name is divers. Before the coming of
the Messiah, his name was poured out in prophecies and promises, in
types and legal ceremonies ; but more fully when the Word was made
Jlesh. Then angels, and holy men, yea, and women, spake clearly of
him. What was his Father's voice at his baptism, the Holy Ghost's
descending, what was his own preaching, and miracles, and conversation, but all the pouring forth of his precious name ? And in his sufferings and death, what think you ? Was not his name then poured
forth, yea, his blood widi it ? Yes, truly : being extended on the
cross, and his body pierced in divers places, his precious ointments
were shed abroad towards all the quarters of the world : their smell
reached both Heaven and the visible earth. God the Father, as He
was said to do in Noah's sacrifice, did much more smell in his sacrifice,
a savour of rest, appeasing his wrath ; and all believers a savour of
peace, a quieting of their consciences. And as aromatic spices, when
they are pounded out and beaten, send forth their sweet smells most
liberally, so, in these his sufferings, did the obedience, patience, and
love, and all the graces, and the name of our Saviour, most clearly
manifest themselves to the world. After he was dead, they embalmed
his body, but they knew not that his own virtue would do more than
all the ointments and spices in the world could do, not only by preserving his body from corruption, but by raising it the third day. And
truly, after his resurrection, his own disciples knew his name better
than ever before ; and yet more fully after his ascension, when the
Holy Ghost came down upon them; which was poured from Heaven
onthe them
this earth.
very end;
Christ's this
namepre-to
ends forof the
Acts that
ii. 8.theyAndmighttheypour
did forth
so, carrying
cious treasure in earthen vessels, as that elect vessel St. Paul speaks,
1 Cor. iv. 7. And ever since, God hath continued the pouring forth
of his name, by the ministry and jjreaching of the Gospel. It is true,
there are too many of those that are ehiployed in this work, who seek
themselves, and their own ends, rather than His glory whom they
preach. And they that are more upright, the very best of them are
sinful men. But how mean and unworthy soever they be, despise not
the Gospel. Let the sweet name which they pour forth, prevail for
itself, that so you may reverence and love it, if you would have salvation byit ; and there is no other name under heaven, by which that can
be obtained.
As this name is poured forth in the gospel preached, so, in the sacra-
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ments annexed to it ; and particularly in tliis, when the bread is broken,
and the wine poured out. And was not this the earnest desire of the
receivers of it this day, — it should have been, — to have our share in it,
for the refreshment and curing of our souls ? Nor shall any that came
thus, be disappointed. And if not immediately, yet, most certainly,
and that in due time, they shall find the sweet fruits of it.
You have lieard many ways how the name of Christ is poured out,
yet there is one more, without which all the rest are iuelFectual ; it is
this, the secret and powerful workina; of the Spirit of God in the soul.
The ordinances and means of salvation do indeed pour forth the name
of Christ round about a man, but till the Spirit concur with them, not
one drop falls within the soul. And is he not so much the more
miserable, who hears much of Christ, and partakes nothing- of him ?
Yes, surely. A man may have much common knowledge of Christ,
and may understand well, yea, may preach well, concerning his worth
and graces, and yet, not love Him. But there is a particular knowledge of Him by the infusion of the Spirit, and where the smallest
measure of this is, it presently wins the affection. There is a shedding
abroad of the love of God in our hearts, that the Apostle speaks of,
Rom. v. 5 ; and this draws us after Him ; for our love to God is
nothing else but the reflection of His love to us. So then, though
many hear of Christ, yet, because there are but few that have this special
knowledge of him, therefore it is, that so few do truly esteem him and
love him ; and they are such as are here called Virgins : and that is
the third thing.
III. The correspondence in tlie character of those who love Christ:
The Virgins. Similitude and conformity of nature, begets friendship :
pure affections delight in a pure object, and it makes them such. For
the truth is, Christ doth not find men naturally suitable to himself, but
as lie took on our nature, so he washeth away the sinfulness of our
nature, which he took not on, and makes us that way conformable to
his nature. And they who are so changed, though they were formerly
lovers of sin, yet, by conversion, which is called regeneration, they are
born again, and so become not only chaste, but even virgins, spiritually.
For by virgins, here, are not meant such as Romish votaries fancy
them
life. to be : no, this virginity may well consist with any lawful state of
These virgins are such as be truly holy and pure in heart and life,
who, though they are not perfectly free from all sin, yet have affection
to no sin. These are singularly delighted with the smell of Christ's
name and graces, while the voluptuous person, and the profane worldling, dislike and despise it ! Bahama sic siiibiis, sic male nardus olc.nt.
The virgins, they bestow their affection whole and entire upon Christ.
How grossly do you delude yourselves, who make your hearts dens
of pride, filthy lust, malice and envy, and thousands of vanities, and
yet think to find a corner in them to lodge Christ too! Truly, you
would both straiten him in room, and give him very bad neighbours.
No ; they that think not a whole heart too little for him, shall never
enjoy him.
love thee.'\
Grace bydestroys
the natural
passions
theThesoul,Virgins
but corrects
them only,
destroyingnot their
coi ruption,
and soof
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tliey become not merely not contrary to grace, but are made the subject
and seat oi'not,
grace.
This of it,love,recalling
which itis totheitschief
them,andwe turning
see, it
abolishelh
but rectifies
due ofobject,
it into the right channel, by w hich it may empty itself into the ocean of
goodness.
And this love may well consist with the ])urity of virgins ; yea, it is
this love that purifies and makes them such. The Virgins love — But
whom ? Thee. And it is as reasonable a love as it is pure ; Therefore
ihcy love Thee, because thou hast made them in some mcas\u-e appreliensive of thy worth, which commands the love of all that know it ;
not a cold and indifferent affection, but a superlative, ardent love, far
over-topping all their other desires. And with good reason, since
Christ doth infinitely, and beyond all comparison, surpass all other
things desirable. Ask your own hearts, if you love Christ thus : for if
not
at all.
ApostlewereSt.gain
Paul'sto love
was ofI
this thus,
size. you
Phil.loveiii.him
7, 8.not But
whatThethings
one, those
counted loss for Christ; yea, douhtless, and I count all things hut loss,
for the excellency of the knoivledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom
I have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but dung that
I may win Christ. This love will not only undergo difficulties and
sufferings for Christ without either repining or fainting, but it will even
be glad to meet with them, as opportunity is, to exercise and testify
itself. Hard things will seem most easy for his sake, and bitter things
exceeding sweet. In a word, to him that loves, scarce any thing is
impossible. Love is the leading passion of the soul : all the rest confirm themselves to it, desire, imdhope, and fear, and joy, and sorrow.
If, then, you love Christ, the desires and breathings of your soul
after him are strong and earnest. If he withdraw himself, or appear
angry, if either you see him not, or see him look discontented, your
grief will be so deep that it cannot be allayed by any Avorldly employments. Yet, upon some former tokens of his love, which is known to
be unchangeable, hope will uphold the soul, till the beams of his grace
scatter the cloud, and break through. Though our Joseph seem strange,
and speak roughly for awhile, he cannot long refrain discovering his
affection.
Again, love you him, unspeakable will be your joy when he smiles
upon you. As great will be your delight in possession, as your desire
is in pursuit ; and while you have his presence, it will be too hard a
task for any affliction to dismay you. Have you indeed heard Christ
speak comfortably to you this day at his holy table ? How will this
enable the soul, and arm it against dangers, and distracting, distrustful
fears ! Perfect love casteth out fear, saith St. John : 1 John iv. 18 : that
is, all base and servile fear ; but there is one fear that is in no heart
but where love begets it, fear to offend. You know how wary and
loth men are naturally to displease those they love ; therefore it is, that
love to Christ, and a careful observing of his commandments, are inseparable companions. Yea, love itself is the fuljilling of the law,
for it gives up the heart to God, and consequently the whole man.
Then there is no return of duty which yonr receiving of Christ calls for,
(and what doth it not call for ?) there is none, I say, but is comprised
under this one of love. Do you owe him praises ? Yes, surely. Then
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love him; that will stir you up to praise hiin. You never knew, but
wliere much love was in the heart, it made the tongue ready and
active upon all occasions to ])raise the party loved. Love will entertain
small courtesies with great thanks ; much more where the benefit so
far exceeds all possible thankfulness. Ought you to serve and obey
him? Doubtless: he hath for that purpose redeemed you with his
precious blood. And truly there is no obedience or service so full and
so cheerful, as that which flows from love. Should you study conformity toChrist, and labour to be like him ? Yes, for this is to walk
worthy of Christ. Then there is nothing assimilates so much as love.
Men delight in their society whom they love, and by their society they
do insensibly contract their customs, and become like them. These
Virgins who love Christ for his graces, they love to converse with him,
and by conversing with him, they receive of his graces, and have u
smell of his perfumes. Not only do they, by the smell of his garments, or such imposed rites, obtain the blessing, but they likewise
smell like him by the participation of sanctifying grace, of his wisdom
and holiness, in a pure and godly conversation, abstaining from the
impure
lusts and Never
pollutions
the world
; so the
likewise
his meekness
and humility.
thinkof that
one and
same oi"soul
can have
much pride and much of Christ. Ever, the more grace a man hath,
the more sense hath he likewise of his own unworthiness, and God's
free mercy, and consequently, the more humility.
If you love Christ, you cannot choose but be like him in love to
your brethren. This is expressly compared by the Psalmist, to the
precious
poured uponPsal.Aaron's
that Head
ran down
the
very skirtsointment
of his garments.
cxxxiii.head,
2. Our
and toHigh
Priest, the Lord Jesus, hath incomparably testified his love to believers whom he is pleased to call his brethren. They are far from
equalling him, either in love to him, or in love one to another, but
they do imitate him in both. This is his great commandment, that
we love one another, even as he loved ns, which is ex])ressed both as a
strong motive and a high example. It is not possible that a spirit of
malice and implacable hatred can consist with the love of Christ.
Finally, Should you be ready to suffer for Christ? Yes. Then love
is that which will enable you ; and if you were inflamed with this fire
then, though burned for him, that fire would only consume your dross,
and be soon extinguished ; but this would endure for ever.
By these and the like evidences, try whether you indeed love the
Lord Jesus Christ. And by these fruits, you who profess to love him,
testify the sincerity of your love ; and be assured, that if you be now
found amongst these Virgins that love him, you shall one day be of
the number of those Virgins that are spoken of, Rev. xiv. 3, 4, who
sing a new song before the throne of God.
If you hate the defilements of the world, and be not polluted with
inordinate affection to the creature, it shall never repent you to have
made choice of Christ. He shall fill your hearts with peace and joy in
believing. When you come to his house and table, he shall send you
home with joy and sweet consolation, such as you would not exchange
for crowns and sceptres. And after some few of these running
banquets here below, you shall enter into the great marriage-supper of
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the Lamb, where faith shall end in si^ht, and hope in possession, and
love continue in perpetual and full enjoyment; where you shall be
never weary, but for ever happy in beholding the face of the Blessed
Trinity : to whom be calory. Amen.
SERMON IX.
PREFACE.
How true is that word of our Saviour, who is truth itself, JFithout me,
ye can do nothing : — severed from me, as that branch that is not in
me. They who are altog-ether out of Christ, in spiritual exercises do
nothing' at all. 'Tis true, they may pray and hear the word, yea, and
preach have
it too,theandmatter
yet inofso good
doingactions,
they do but
nothing-,
nothing
in effect.
They
it is the
internal
fonn
gives being to things. They are but a number of empty words and a
dead service to a living God. For all our outward performances and
worship of the body are nothing but the body of worship, and therefore nothing but a carcass, except the Lord Jesus, by his Spirit,
breathe upon it the breath of life. Yea, the worshipper himself is
spiritually dead till he receive life from Jesus, and be quickened by his
Spirit. If this be true, then it will follow necessarily, that where
numbers are met together, (as here,) pretending to serve and worship
God, yet He hath very few that do so indeed, the greatest part being
out of Christ ; and such being without him, they can do nothing in his
service.
RoM. viii. 7.
Because the carnal mind is enmityneither
againstindeed
God ;canfor be.it is not subject to the law of God,
The ordinary workings and actions of creatures are suitable to their
nature, as the ascending of light things, and the moving of heav7
things downwards ; so, the vital and sensitive actions of things that
have life and sense. The reasonable creature, it is true, hath more
liberty in its actions, freely choosing one thing and rejecting another ;
yet it cannot be denied, that in the acting of that liberty, their choice
and refusal follow the sway of their nature and condition. As the
angels and glorified souls, their nature being perfectly holy, and
unalterably such, they cannot sin, they can delight in nothing but in
obeying and praising that God, in the enjoyment of whom their happiness consisteth, still ravished in beholding His face. The saints,
again, that have not yet reached that home, and are but on their
journey, they are not fnlly defecated and refined from the dross of sin :
there are in them two parties, natural corruption, and supernatural
grace ; and these keep a struggling within them. But the younger
shall supplant the elder: Grace shall in the end overcome; and in
the mean while, though it be not free from mixture, yet it is predomi-
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nant. The main bent of a renewed man, is, obedience and holiness,
and any action of that kind he rejoices in ; but the sin that escapes
him, he cannot look upon but with reg^ret and discontent. But alas !
they that be so minded, are very thin sown in the world. Even in
God's peculiar
fields,of where
the labourag;e
of the received,
gospel is, yet,
ami the
tlie
outward
profession
true religion
unanimously
number of true converts, spiritual-minded persons, is very small ;
the greatest part acting sin with delight, and taking pleasure in unrighteousnes , living in disobedience to God, as in their proper
element; and the reason is, the contrariety of their nature to our holy
Lord. The carnal mind is enmity as:aind God.
The mind, (ppovTi/j,a. Some render it the prudence, or wisdom of the
flesh. Here you have it, the carnal mind. But the word signifies,
indeed, an act of the mind, rather than either the faculty itself, or the
habit of prudence in it, so as it discovers what is the frame of both
these, the minding; as it is used, ver. 5, conformably to that of JVIoses,
Gen. vi.. EveryTheimagination
of thesignifies
thoughtsthe ofwisem an's
heart is Soonlythen,
evil
continually.
word indeed
thoughts.
take the full latitude of it thus : The carnal mind, in its best and
wisest thoughts, is direct enmity against God.
Carnalcorrupt
\yi]s nature
aapKos.']of man
What ; isand meant
the flesh
is the
whole
that weby may
know here?
by its Itopposition to the Spirit : not to the spirit or soul of a man, for so it liath no
thoughts nor minding, these being proper to the soul, but opposed to
the Spirit of God.
Now, the corruption of nature is called the flesh, not without very
good reason, not only to signify the baseness of it, the flesh being the
more ignoble and meaner part of a man, but because the greatest part
ofconcern
the sinsthe offlesh
men'sor lives,
are about
objectsofandsin things
that
the body.
It letssensitive
in temptation
to the soul
by the doors of the senses, and it gives the last perfection or accomplishment tosin, by the external acting of it. The very first sin, that
brought in death and misery with it upon mankind, the pleasures of
the eye and of the taste, were sharers in the guiltiness of it.
The carnal mind.] Man in regard of his composition, is, as it were,
the tie and band of Heaven and earth : they meet and are married in
him. A body he has taken out of the dust, but a soul is breathed into
him from Heaven, from the Father of Spirits : a house of clay, but a
guest of most noble extraction. But the pity is, it hath forgot its
original, and is so drowned in flesh, that it deserves no other than to
go under the name of flesh. It is become the slave and drudge of the
body, and like the Israelites in Egypt, made perpetually to moil in
clay. What is all your merchandise, your trades and manufactures,
your tillage and husbandry, but all for the body, in its behalf, for food
and raiment? In all these, the mind must be careful and thoughtful,
and yet properly they reach it not, for itself hath no interest in them.
It is true, the necessity of the body requires much of these things, and
superfluous custom far more ; but it is lamentable that men force their
soul to forget itself and its proper business, to attend to these things
only, and be busy in them. They spend all their time, and their
choicest pains, upon perishing things, and which is worse, engage
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(heir afleclions to tlicm. They mind earthly things, whose end is deslniction. Phi), iii. 18: — the same word is here, ^poviyixa t)}s- aapKO's.
Willing,you
seriously,notthattheir
your spiritual
souls run nature?
the hazardWhen
of" perishbecauseconsider
you consider
that
earthly tabernacle of yours shall fall to the i!,round, (and ere \o\\'y it
must,) your souls must then enter eternity, and though you had as
large a share of earthly things as your earthly hearts now would wish,
they will all lose their use in that moment. They are not a proper
good for the soul at any time, and least at that time. If you keep it,
all your life long, busy about the interest and benefit of the flesh, the
body, how poor will it be when they part, having provided nothing at
all ibr itself, but the guiltiness of a sinful life, which will sink it into
that l)ottomless pit ! Be forewarned then : For to he carnally minded
is death. Ver. 6, preceding the text.
The carnal mind. Now, as sin hath debased and degenerated the
soul of man, making it carnal, so, the Son of God, by taking on our
nature, hath sublimated it again, and made it spiritual. Tlie snuls
that receive him are spiritualized; yea, as sin made the soul carnal,
grace makes the very body to become spiritual, making it partaker and
co-worker in spiritual things together with the soul, in doing and suftering, and participant of the hopes, too, of an everlasting reward. This
is the main Christian character our Apostle gives here, that they are
spiritually minded, and that their actions suit their minds: They walk
iiot after the flesh, but after the Spirit. Whereas before, with the rest
of the world, they were eager in the pursuit of honours, and profits,
and worldly pleasures, the new stream of their desires runs in another
channel. They seek after honoiu", and are very ambitious of it ; but it
is such honoiu- the Apostle speaks of in this Epistle, ch. ii. ver. 7.
By patient continuance in well doin^ they seek for glory, and honour,
and immortality. Their mind is upon profit and gain ; but it is with
the same Apostle, Phil. iii. 8, that they may win Christ, and they
account all other things Ions in comparison. And their desires are
after pleasure too, but not carnal pleasures ; these are both base, and
of short continuance, but the pleasures they aim at, are those that are
at God's right hand, and for evermore, Psal. xvi. 11 ; and thiit path of
life which the Psalmist there speaks of, that way of holiness which
leads thither, is their delight. Spiritual exercises they go to, not as
their task only, but more as their joy and refreshment. And this
change the Spirit of God works in the soul, making it, yea, and the
body wherein it dwells, of carnal, to become spiritual: as fire, to which
the Holy Ghost is compared, refines sand and ashes, and makes of
them tiie purest glass, which is so neat and transparent.
Enmity against God-I Sin hath not only made us unlike God, by
defacing
us, not nor
onlyenemies
strang-ers,only,by but
making
wander farHisoffbeautiful
from Him,image
but inenemies;
enmityus
in the abstract ; ibr that is emphatical, The carnal mind is enmity,
nothing else but enmity.
Now, this enmity is described in the latter clause of the text, by an
antipathy, so to call it, or non-compliance with the law of God : It is
not subject to the Law of God, neither can it be, to wit, while it remains
such. There is an absolute impossibility in it, to suit with the Law of
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God, and consequently with God himself. The reason lies in their
opposite qualities. God is spiritual and lioly, and so is the Law, as
our Apostle hath it in the precedini^ chapter ; and the ojjposition he there
makes betwixt his unre^enerate part and the Law, is wholly true of the
img;enenerate man. The Law is holy, says he, ver. 12, and 14, The
Law
under issin.spiritual ; to which too he opposes, But I am carnal, sold
Where are now those who so vilify jyrace and magnify nature ? Or,
shall I rather say, nullify grace, and deify nature ? Here is the best
eulogy the Apostle will bestow upon the best of natures. Enmity
against God. Nay, all the sparldes of virtue and moral goodness in
civil men and ancient heathens are no better ; besides many other
things to be said of the virtues of those philosophers, as ignorance of
Christ, by whom alone this enmity is removed.
I should easily confess, nor, I think, can any deny it, that there is
in the very ruins of our nature, some character left of a tendency to
God as our chief and only satisfying good, which we may call a kind
of love, and when we hear Him spoken of, we find it flutter and stir ;
and hence men so abhor the imputation of hating God and being His
enemies. Yet, this is so smothered under sensuality and flesh, that
until we be made spiritual, nothing appears but practical and (as they
call it) interpretative enmity.
There is one thing which stains them enough ; they were all, as that
Father speaks, animalia gloria : they aimed not, in their study of
virtue,
at God's
glory, but at their own ; and is not that (juarrel enough,
and matter
another
? of enmity ? Says not He, My glory I will not give tiiito
But that is most useful for you, to convince you of that too good
conceit which men have of their natural condition. You would take
it hardly, the most profane of you all, if any should come to you in
particular, and tell you, you are an enemy to God ; but I answer,
there is none of you, if you believe the Scriptures, but will confess
that all men are naturally such, and therefore, except we find in ourselves anotable alteration from the condition of nature, we must take
with it, that we are enemies, yea, enmity to God. Of strangers, to
become acquainted with Him, yea, which is more, of enemies to become friends, is a greater and more remarkable change, than to be
incident to a man without any evidence aud sign of it. I know there is
very great variety in the way and manner of conversion ; and to some,
especially if it be in their tender years, grace may be instilled and dropt
in, as it were, insensibly. But this I may confidently say, that whatsoever be Uie way of working it, there will be a wide and apparent difference betwixt friendship with God, and the condition of nature, which
is enmity against Him. Do not flatter yourselves. So long as your
minds remain carnal, ardent in love to the world, and cold in love to
God,
of pleasures
more Him
than tllere
of God,is (as
the Apostle speaks)
you
are His^rer.s-enemies,
for with
no neutrality.
That which
they say, taxing it as a weakness in the sex, Aitt amat, aut odit, nihil
est tertium, is in this case necessarily true of all. And this is God's
prerogative, that He can judge infallibly of the inside. Those shadows offriendship men use one with auotlier, will not pass witU Him.
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Deceived He cannot be, but men may easily ; and alas ! too [Ser.
many IX.do
deceive themselves in this matter, to their own ruin.
We may learn hence, how deep sin goes into our nature, and consequently, that the cure and remedy of it must go as deep; that all
the parts of our bodies and all the powers of our souls are polluted
originally, our very 7m?id and conacimce, as the Apostle speaks, for it
is immersed in flesh, and enslaved to flesh, naturally, and therefore
it goes under its name. We are become all flesh ; that is the spring
of our mischiefs. We have lost our likeness to our Father, the Father
of Spirits, the purest and most spiritual Spirit, till renewed by participation ofHis Spirit in our flesh.
And it is the error, not only of natural men, but somewhat of the
godly too, that in self-reformation they set themselves against actual
sin, but they lay not the axe to the root of the tree, this root of
bitterness, this our inbred and natural enmity against God ; and till
this be done, the lopping off of some branches will do no good: while
the root is in vigour, those will grow again, and possibly faster than
before. Bewail every known act of sin, as much as you can, for the
least of them deserves it ; but withal, let the consideration of them lead
you into thoughts of this seed of rebellion, the wickedness of our nature,
that takes life with us in the womb, and springs and grows up with us,
and this will humble us exceedingly, and raise our godly sorrow to a
higher tide. We find David taketh this course in the fifty-first Psalm :
where he is lamenting his particular sin of adultery and murder, it leads
him to the sinfulness of his nature, I was shapen in iniquity, and in .lin
did my another conceive me ; [or, warm me ;] which he mentions, not
to extenuate and diminish his sin ; no, he is there very far from that
strain, but adds it as a main aggravation. Indeed, the power of
original sin in the regenerate, is laid very low, yet is it not altogether
extinct, which they find often to their grief, and this makes them cry
out with our Apostle, in the former chapter, O wretched man that I am,
who shall deliver me from this body of death ! . The converted are
already delivered (as he there adds) from the dominion of it, but not
from the molestation and trouble of it. Though it is not a quiet and
uncontrolled master, as it was before, yet it is in the house still, as an
unruly servant or slave, ever vexing and annoying them ; and this
body of death they shall have still cause to bewail, till death release
them. This leprosy hath taken so deep root in the walls of this house,
that it cannot perfectly be cleansed till it be taken down ; and it is
this, more than any other sorrows or afflictions of life, that makes the
godly man not only content to die, but desirous, longing, with our
Apostle, to be dissolved, and be with Christ, which is far belter.
As this teaches us the misery of man's nature, so it sets off and
commends
exceedingly
the riches
God's Hisgrace.
Are and
men bounty
naturallya
His enemies?
Why then
admire,of first,
patience
little, and then we will speak of His saving grace. Could not He
very easily ease Himself of His adversaries, as He says by the prophet ? Isa. i. 24. Wants He power in His right hand to find out and
cut off all His enemies ? Surely no. Not only He hath power to
destroy them all in a moment, but the very withdrawing of His hand,
that upholds their being, (though they consider it not,) would make
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them fall to nothini^. Yet is He pleased not only to spare transgTessors, but to pive them many outward blessings, rain and fruitful
seasoTis, as the Apostle speaks, Acts xiv. 17. And the earth which is
so full of man's rebellion, is yet more full of God's goodness: The
earth is full of Thy goodness, says the Psalmist. It is remarkable,
that that same reason which is given, Gen. vl. 5, of the justice of God
in drowning the world is, in chap. viii. 21, rendered as the reason of
God's resolved patience ever since : And the Lord said, I will not curse
the ground
any more
for mans sake ; for the imagination of man's
heart
is evil from
his youth.
Then consider His grace, in finding a way of reconcilement, and
not sparing His own Son, His only begotten Son, to accomplish it.
Nor did the Son spare himself. O matchless love ! to lay down his
life, not for friends, but for sti'angers ; not only so, but enemies, for
unrighteous and ungodly persons, such as be at enmity against Him.
Ilom. V. 7, 8. And having done this. He sends his word, the message
of reconciliation, to rebels, and sends His Spirit into the hearts of
those whom He hath appointed to salvation, to change their spirits,
tiiat they perish not in disobedience : He brings the7n near who were
far off, having slain this enmity by the death of His Son.
As many of you, then, as have hitherto heard this message of reconciliation invain, be persuaded at last to give ear to it. This is all
that
God'sthatambassadors
to their
instructions
Himself,
men would require,
lay downaccording
their enmity
against
Him, and from
not
bebe yeso foolish
as
wilfully
to
perish
in
it
:
IVe
pray
you
in
Christ's
stead,
reconciled to God. 2 Cor. v. 20.
Consider that this enmity is, 1st, unjust, 2dly, unhappy. (1.) Unjust it is, being against Him who is the chief object of love, who is
altogether goodness, both in Himself and towards his creatures. It is
too much not to love Him with most ardent and superlative affection ;
but to entertain enmity against Him is madness. As it was said to
one who asked.
are blind
the beautiful
lovedcause
? Itenough,
is a blind
man'sto
question;
certainlyWhywe are
if we see not
not only
desist from enmity, but to be inflamed with His love. One glance of
His amiable countenance is sufficient to cause the most rebellious
heart to yield, and lay down arms, and for ever devote itself to His
services. No, we know Him not, and therefore it is we hold out against
Him. Is He not the living spring of all our comforts ? Have we not
from Him, life, and breath, and all things? And is He not ready to
forgive iniquity, transgremon, and sin ? Let mercy melt our hearts
to Him, those sweet rays of' love. Let His loving kindness overcome
these stubborn hearts and spirits of ours. Among enemies, the weaker
usually seeks first for peace, but here it is the Mighty ; Almighty God
comes to entreat agreement with sinful clay.
(2.) But if this prevail not, then think how unhappy this enmity is.
You who are so afraid of men, and those weak men, of men like yourselves, whose breath is in their nostrils, will ye not tremble at His
power, and be afraid to continue on terms of hostility against Him
who is the Lord of Hosts, who hath power both over soul and body,
to kill both and cast them into hell ? What is the stoutest of men, but
as stubble to the flaipe of Hia wrath ? Our God w a consuming ^re.
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Heb. xii. 29. The xinnerx in Zion are. afraid, says the Propliet. IFho
shall dwell, say they, with devouring fire and everlasting burnings ? Isa.
xxxiii. 14. Then, if you would not perish, when his wrath is kindled,
take that word of Eliphaz, Job xxii. 21. Acquaint now thyself with
Him, and be at jjeace ; thereby good shall come unto thee.
And to you, so many as he hath taken into friendship with Himself,
look backward to the g-ulf you have escaped, and tbrward to the happiness you are appointed to, and let the joint-consideration of both
awaken your hearts and tongues to praises. How can your hearts
contain such a wonder of love as He hath manifested to you, and not
run over in songs and praise ?
And, as you owe Him praises, so study, being made His friends, to
become more like Him. That same idem velle et idem noUe, to love
and hate the same things with Him, will be a sure testimony of friendship. And because carnality, or fleshly and earthly mindedness, is
here made the character of enmity, mortify those affections, nail them
to that cross of Christ whereby the enmity was taken away. And
further, being once admitted into friendship, labour for a further degree
of intimacy with Him, and forbear every thing that may hinder that.
Use frequent converse with Him ; for that both entertains and increases friendship. If any thing fall out on your part (as it too often
does), that may occasion any strangeness betwixt you and your God,
rest not till it be removed. And if you walk in this way, it shall
undoubtedly, at length, bring you where you shall abide in His presence for ever, and shall no more fear any breach or interruption of
enjoying Him. To Ilijn be praise / Amen.
SERMON X.
Romans xiii. 5, G, 7, 8.
Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience* sake.
For, for thisally uponcausethis pay
tribute also: for they arc God's ministers, attending continuveryyething.
Render therefore
to all their
tom, fear to whom
fear, dues;
honour tribute
to whomto whom
honour.tribute is due, custom to whom cusOwe theno man
any
thing,
but
to
love
one
another
j for he that loveth another liath fulfilled
law.
The wisdom and goodness of God, whidi shine in tlic natm-al order
and dependence of things in the frame of the great world, appear likewise, and commend themselves to us, in the civil order He hath instituted in the societies of men, the lesser world. As out of the same
mass He made the heavens and the earth, and the other elements
betwixt them, one higher tlian another, and gave them ditlerent stations
and qualities, yet so different as to be linked and concatenated together, Concordia discordid, and all for the concern and benefit of the
whole ; thus, for the good of men, hath the Lord assigned these different stations of rule and subjection (though all are of one race. Acts
xvii. 26), raising- IVom among men some aiove the rest, and clothing
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them with such authority as hath some representment of Himself, and
accordingly cominiinicating; to them His own name : I have said, ye
are godf. And the very power that is in magistracy to curb and
punish those that despise it, the Apostle useth as a strong and hard
cord to bind on the duty of obedience, a cord of necessity. But he has
another of a higher necessity, that binds more strongly, and yet more
sweetly, that of comcieiice. Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not
onlyObserve,
for wrath,
but also
for conscience'
sake. which closes the dis1. This
is the
main consideration
course, the great cord that binds on and fastens all the rest; all the
arguments foregoing, therefore, are mainly here to be pressed. Have
a reverential and conscientious respect to the ordinance of God iu
tiie institution of Government, and to the providence of God in His
choice of those particular persons whom He calls to it. Contain thyself in thy own station, and submit to tliose set higher by the Lord, iu
obedience to Him. This, indeed, is the only true spring of all obedience, both to God, and to men for Him, and according to His ordinance. To regulate the outward carriage, without the living principle
of an enlightened and sanctified conscience within, is to build without
a foundation. This is the thing God eyes most. He looks through
the surface of men's actions to the bottom, follows them into their
source, examines from what motives and reasons they flow. He sees
not only the handle of the dial, but all the wheels and weights of the
clock that are the cause of its motion, and accordingly judges both
men and their actions to be good or evil, as the inward frame and
secret motions of the heart are. In His own worship, the outside of
it may have the same visage and plausible appearance iu a nmltitude
convened to it and concurring in it, and no human eye can trace a
ditiereuce
; and! yet.
vast difference
eye discover
amongst them
He Oh,
sees what
the multitude
of thosedothwhoGod's
are driven
to His
liouse by the power of civil and clnu-ch laws, or carried to it only with
the stream of company and custom ; (and these, I fancy, take up the
most room in our churches ;) but He sees here and there, where snch
are in any corner, who worship Him in singleness of heart, out of
conscience to His holy command, and under a sense of their many
obligations, those who dare not let pass any opportunity they can
reach, of doing service to their Lord, and who dare not slight His
word,
and His
thus word,
cominggive/o?-their
conscience'
do present
their soulsof
to receive
hearts sake,
up tothey
receive
the impression
it, put themselves under it, to be stamped by it according to that,
Rom. vi. 17 : But ye have obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine
which was delivered you. So, likewise. He sees those who bear His
name to His people, the ministers of His word. If they preach constantly, and live blamelessly, and are diligent and irreprovable in all
the external parts of their walking, this last satisfies men's questions
in their deeper.
inspectionHeandasksvisitings
; butheart
God'sall inquiry
and whether
visiting
searches
from what
this conies,
from a holy conscience of the weight and high importance of their holy
calling, and a faithful respect to the interest of their Master's glory
and
His people's
souls. ofAndjudges
thus,andHe,magistrates
as supreme; notjudge,
sits and
considers
the proceedings
onlyK whether
Voi,. II.
.
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they do that wliich is just (for often they cannot, easily or safely,
do
otherwise), but whether they do it with regard to Him or not ; that is,
whether
they judge
for conscience'
; whether
they
do consider
Him, righteously,
as sitting above
them, whensake,theyor sitnotdown
upon
the bench or seat of justice, and do indeed truly speak righteousness,
Psal. Iviii. 1, or whether in heart they work wickedness. If they have
any corrupt end, or hearts that are not straight. He sits on their heart
and judges it ; whether this be done either for base gain, or vain glory,
or by compulsion, or outward necessity, or danger of censure, or
whether it be this latter, an inward necessity of conscience, which makes
a true willingness.
Thus people, if they obey for wrath, that is, for fear of the magismoreobedience,
than /or butconscience
of the Lord's
God
accountstrate'snotsword,this
in His judgment
it goescommand,
for no better
than rebellion. It is to be feared, too many magistrates, and others,
have in this nation embraced the Reformation, not at all for conscience'
sake, but only tor wrath, from fear of laws and authority. But although we are not able to follow forth this search to the full, that
being
the
own ofprerogative,
truly,in where
it is evident
that there Lord's
is nothing
conscience, yet,
though
civil things
it may topass,us
yet, in things that are peculiarly matters of conscience in religion, men
ought to be somewhat wary, according to the utmost of due discerning ;
and we are, possibly, somewhat to blame in the promiscuous admitting
of such, whose carriage, yea, whose profession and religion speaks
aloud, that their comjjliance was wholly constrained obedience, only
for wrath, and not for conscience.
If civil authority is to be obeyed most for conscience, then, church
authority, that is more symbolical with conscience, and hath nearer
reference to it, ought to aim most at that. Conviction and conrersioji
is our work, and not constraint ; to bring people, both by the word and
by a way of discipline suiting and backing it, to a sense of sin and
spiritualfor thoughts
God forandwrath.
His holy law, that they may be subject
more
conscienceof than
And ye peojjle, labour more to find the actings of that holy fear of God
and conscience of His will in all your ways. Study to have an inward
light, a practical, sanctifying light, directing you ; and be not merely held
in as beasts, by the authority and laws of men, but learn to know and be
sensibleof the sovereign authority of the most high God and His law, and
to have respect unto all His commandments. If this were once done,
how regular a motion would it keep amongst all superiors and inferiors
of all sorts, in families and states, the one commanding, the other obeying, in God ! It would be as sweet music in the celestial choir of
their lives and affairs. Right-informing and right-moving consciences
would be as continual teachers within, directing all in obedience, and
would make it both more constant, sweet, and pleasant, as natural
motion ; whereas that is grievous and violent which is from wrath, or
outward power, and therefore lasts not : as tlie Israelites worshipped
God aright while their good judges lived, and ran after idols when they
were removed.
Again. This same obedience for conscience ennobles and sublimates men's actions even in civil things, makes them have somewhat
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Divine, turns all into sacrifice to God, when all is done for God; even
servants and children obeying- masters and parents, and subjects
magistrates,
His command's
sakein; their
still very
thinking-,
in the
course
of theirtorregular,
due carriage,
callings.
This whole
I do
for God ; my ordinary labour and works, and my just obedience to
men,
np tometal
Him.into This
stone, before
that turns
actionsI ofotterlower
gold is; the
/ setphilosopher's
the Lord always
me.
Psal. xvi. 8.
06s. 2. Kings, and other powers of the world, who are the enemies,
and sometimes the enraged persecutors of our holy religion, mistake
their quarrel, and are very wrongfully misprejudiced against it, when,
ujion that false sujjposition, they hate and oppose it, suspecting it as an
enemy to their dignity and authority; whereas there is nothing that
doth so much assert their just power as religion doth. Civil laws may
tie the hands and tongue to their obedience, but religion binds all due
subjection to them upon the yery consciences of their people. Therefore
they are both ungrateful and unwise, in using their power against religion, which it so much strengthens. Their power should strengthen
it, both by way of due return, to correspond with it in that, and even
for its own interest, receiving a new establishment to itself by establishing religion. Even that master of irreligious policy, Machiavel,
confesses that the profession of religion is a friend to authority. But
if the shadow of it do any thing that way, we see, contrary to his
profane supposition, the substance and truth of it doth it much more.
Obs.surely
3. Ifin for
conscience'
to practise
then,
nothing
is it oursakedutywe toarebe subject
againstthisthesubjection,
true rule
of conscience, and the prime object of conscience, the authority and law
of God. That is the first and highest, our perpetual, unalterable engagement toHim, binding both kings and subjects, both high and low.
And if rulers leave their station, we ought to keep ours still, in a
straight subjection to God. For the extent of friendship and all other
relations, and of all subjection and obedience, is to be ruled and
bounded, vsque ad aras. Give to Cesar the things that are Cesar's, but
nothing
God'scause
: thatpayis you
neither
oursalso.
to give,ThisnorthehisApostle
to receive.
For, forof this
tribute
gives as
a sign of that confessed right which magistrates have to the subjection
and obedience of the i)eople, that in all nations this homage and acknowledgment idue
s to them : Tribute to whom tribute is due. Which
it may be he the rather mentions, because some question might exist,
what might Christians do concerning this. However, this, according
to the constitution of several places, he takes as granted, to be not only
lawful, but due to be rendered. Here we are not to insist on the
scanning of this ; but certainly, as the power of a magistrate is not in
this, nor in any other thing, absolute and unbounded, so, the legal and
just paying of tribute and other revenues by the people, argues their
engagement to those set over them, and is to be rendered, not as
wages to a mercenary servant, but as an honorary due to their place
and calling, who are the ministers of God in civil government. So,
also, convenient yet liberal maintenance to the ministers of God's own
house is their right, yet not to enrich them ; nor yet ought it to be
given grudgingly, as undue, or superciliously, as to servants, but with
K2
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tlie cheerfulness
and respect agreeable to the Lord's servants, who
watch
for their souls.
All tribute and obedience still relate to this, and are grounded on
it,
the Lord's
power otherwise
and g-overnment
for the ofgood
men.
Though institution
it sometimesof prove
in the exercise
it, yetof
the ordinance is pure, and most wisely suited to its end ; from which
the sin and corruption of men turn it but too often to the hurt of both
the ruler himself and of the ruled. Eccl. viii. 9 : There is a time wherein
one man rideth over another to his own hi/rt; each proving a scovirge
to the other, in the just judgment of God upon both for their iniquities ;making a fire from Abimelech to devour the men of Shechan,
and the men of Shechem to deal treacherously with Abimelech. Judg.
ix. 20. Yet, still the thing itself remains good. Many skilful physicians may kill instead of curing, yet it is but a caprice to decry all
remedies, and the use of things medicinal, which the God of nature
hath furnished for that use. jNIen may, and alas ! most men do, prejudice their own health, by either intemperate or in some way irregular
diet; yet this makes nothing against the continual necessity and use
of food, nor can dissuade any from using it. Thus, the abuses of
authority infringe not this, that magistrates are a public good ; yea,
the unjust are better than none, tyranny is better than anarchy; there
is some justice done in the most unjust government.
But thus, they who are exalted to rule, ought to consider who raised
them, and for what they are raised, and so faithfully to do justice.
They are raised high, as the stars are set in their orbits, for influence
and the good of the inferior world, and like the mountains v. hich rise
above tlie valleys, not to be places of prey and ruin, but, by the streams
they send out, to refresh them. So, from magistrates, jiif/g»ie«< ovght
to run down as water, and justice as a mighty stream. They ought
to consider themselves as ministers; though called inagistrate^ with
relation to the people, yet ministers in relation to God, [XtiTK/jr^ot Gcf?]
and the people's in Him, as the \\ovA.\ct-ep'ioi imports, being constant
labourers
their togood;
even as Would
the sun they
is a look
minister,
God'sto minister
of heat andfor light
the earth.
up thus
God, it
would make them look down on their inferiors, not with the ill aspect
of pride and cruelty, but with the benign looks of good-will, fidelity,
and vigilancy for their welfare, knowing that they are appointed for
this very use in the world ; not referring to that which is nearest here,
and nearest themselves, the receiving of tribute, but the remotest good,
which is the chief end for which their tribute and themselves are appointed, the punishing of the wicked and the encouragement of the
good.
Render therefore to all their dues, tribute to whom tribute is dtie,
custom to whom custom, fear to whom fear, honour to ichom honour.
The Apostle enlarges his exhortation to the general rule of equity.
The humble, upright mind will willingly comply with this, and pay
respect to men, in obedience to God, and therefore primarily to Him,
w^hich the most neglect. Honour and fear are due to Him as to our
Father and Master, and yet where is it to be found ? If I be a father,
where is mine honour ? and if I be a master, where is my fear ? Mai.
i. 6, The tribute of praise and glory in all these respects is due, and
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ouirht not to })e purloined, nor any ])art detained ; hut liow few are
liiitliAil in tiiis ! Mucli uncustomed goods pass among- our iiands in
tlie course of our lives, many thinj^'s wherein we are not mindful to
{••ive p;\ory, entire glory to God. But He cannot be deceived : if we
go on, lie will take us in our quietest conveyance, and all will be forfeited. We shall certainly lose all, if all glory return not to Ilim.
All that we have, and are, should we daily and heartily offer up to
liim, iVoin whom we have life, and breath, and all things.
Owe no man anything, but to love one another. That which the
Aj)Ostle set before himself, as his own study and exercise, he doth, in
the latter part of this Epistle, set forth at large, as the duty of every
Christian, to keep a conscience void of offence towards God and men.
Acts. xxiv. 16. And having, in the former part of it, treated amply
and excellently of the doctrine of Christian faith and salvation, and
ascended to its highest cause, he descends from thence to give the
rules of a Christian life. And he reduces them to these two: 1. To
give the Lord His due, which is, ourselves entire : our bodies ought to
be a living sacrifice, and that they are not without the soul. And it
isfirelove
the soul,
that offers2. upTowards
this whole
thatinmakes
it ascend.
men burnt-offering
likewise, love tois God,
all. the
Of
which, in many several acts of it, he spake likewise in the former
chapter, ver. 9, &c. ; and having inserted an exhortation to subjection
to human authority as a Divine institution, he now returns to that
main, comprehensive, and imiversal duty of love, and passes fitly from
the mention of other particular dues to superiors, to this, as the general
due, or standing debt, which all men owe one to another. So I conceive this is not intended for the further pressing of that particular
duty of subjection, by reducing it (as seeming hard in itself) to the
sweet and pleasant rule or law of love, but that he passes wholly from
that particular to this common duty, so as that it is not excluded, but
comprehended here with the rest, though not specially aimed at ; a
little rivulet running awhile in its own channel, in the foregoing discourse, which falls here in again to the main current of the doctrine
of love, begun in the former chapter. And here he chooses, adapting
it to the strain of the discourse inniiediately foregoing it, to express
this under the notion of a debt: Owe nothing, but love.
1. Let other debt be removed: Owe nothing. That is. Be not
willing to continue debtors of anything to any, by undue retaining of
such things as, being paid, are not owing.
2. This is a constant debt, which you must still pay, and yet still
owe — love. And the reason added, is most enforcing, that we should
be willing to continue both payers and yet debtors of it. The dueiiess
of it appears in this, that the Law requires it, and the completeness
of it, in that it is all the Law requires : Love is the fvlfilling of the
Law. Which is amplified in the two subsecjuent verses.
This is most fully true, take love fully, as it looks on its full object,
God and Man ; and so it is the fulfilling of the whole Law which
relates to those two in its two tables. Take it particularly, as acting
towards men, (as here it is,) and so it fialfils that part of the Law,
that whole table, which respects man. The most of those commandments are expressly here set down, (ver. 9,) and the omission of one
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is fully supplied by that addition, If there he. any other. Then again,
it is cleared by the common aim and result of them all, which is to
keep our neighbour undamaged, and that, love doth most surely and
fully ; therefore it fulfils all. That negative, worketh no ill to his ncis^hbour, answers the strain of all the commandments, which is, to defend
our neighbours from our ill, being most of them such, and all of them
such that are here specified ; yet both they, and this sura of them, involving the contrary, the working of all possible good to our neighbour ;in which, still love suits it, nothing being both more averse
from wrong, and more active in good, than love : as the same Apostle
hath it, 1 Cor. xiii. Besides that it cannot do, no, nor so much as
think evil, it is naturally carried to bounty and kindness, and cannot
cease from doing good, a plant that is fruitful all the year long.
The Apostle hath very good authority for this abridgment of the
Law; our Saviour himself. Matt. xxii. 40. And he takes it out of
the books of the Law themselves, and certifies us, that it is the substance and sum both of the Law and the Prophets, Were this love
absolutely perfect, the fulfilling of the Law would be so too ; and
where it is sincere, as the Apostle requires it, there is a sincere and
evangelical obedience, or fulfilling of the Law.
In the text consider, I. The largeness of its object. 2. The largeness of its acting. 3. The height of its true original.
1. The largeness of the object. So far as thou canst acquit thyself,
owe nothing else to any ; but love, owe that to all. Not a like familiar converse necessarily to all, nor a like measure of beneficence, nor
a like degree of love, but yet love alike sincere and real to all. Not
either a false, or an empty, fair carriage, but holy Christian love, love
rooted in thy heart, and springing up in thy actions, even towards all
men, as thy opportunity and ability serves thee, and their condition
requires of thee ; not hating nor despising any for their poverty in
estate, or deformity of body, or defects of mind, nor for that which
works most on men, injuries done to thyself All they can do, cannot
give thee an acquittance, or free thee of this debt of love ; for thou art
bound to Another. This is the rule of Jesus Christ, and the badge of
Christians, to love their very enemies. But this. Oh, how rare is it !
How few attain it! Yea, how few endeavour to attain it! On the
contrary, it is by many given over as a desperate, impossible business,
they judging of it not according to that Spirit of Christ that is his, but
according to the corrupt rancour and bitterness of their own natural
perverse spirits. Yea, and too many disdain it as a ^oorae*s and sheepishness of spirit to suffer and forgive. Be it so ; yet is it such a
sheepishness as makes a man like Jesus Christ, who, as a .iheep before
the shearers is dumb, so he opened not his mouth, when his heart within
was compassionate towards them, as appeared when he opened it concerning them. Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.
This is true greatness of spirit, to partake of His spirit that is the
highest and best of spirits, and it is the spirit of meekness and hve.
How much is this above the common spirit of the world ! Truly base
and poor is that which is decomposed and put out of frame with every
touch ; whereas this is mighty, and triumphs indeed over all provocations and injuries.
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2. Let us consider the largeness of its acting: it goes througli the
Law, fulfils it all. That command, the first in the second Table,
which is not here expressed, is it not Love that makes all concerned
in it, to fulfil it, that produceth mildness and moderation in superiors,
and faithfulness and willing obedience in inferiors ; makes both authority and subjection sweet and easy, where love commands and love
obeys ?
And for the next. Thou shalt not kill, doth not love, as the sunbeams put out the fire, by its Divine heat eat out the earthly, yea, the
infernal fire of fixed malice or rash anger, that burns naturally in the
hearts of men? Such anger is called brutish, Ezek. xxi. 31 ; burning
ur brutish; and, on the contrary, the ambiguity, Prov. xvii. 27, is
happy, of an excellent or of a cool spirit; for the cool spirit is so, cool
from base p^ission, but burning truly with this love. And then this
fire is by very small, and many times merely imaginary causes, so
easily blown up, that it flames forth into gross murders, or at least
such injuries and violences, or contentions and revilings, as go in
God's account, and are writ down in His book, for murders. And He
doth not misjudge, nor misname things, but they are really what He
accounts them. Love can generously pass over those tilings about
which folly and pride makes such a noise. Oh ! can I bear this and
that ? And thou wouldest, by so saying, speak thy stout-heartedness.
Fool, is this stoutness and strength? Is it not rather the greatest
weakness to be able to bear nothing ? Have not the weakest persons
much of that kind of stoutness and strength, who are the soonest
moved and disquieted, women and children, and sick or aged persons?
But love. Christian love to thy brother, makes the mind truly strong
and composed, not easily stirred against him for every trifle, nay, not
for greater matters. Love can endure much, yea, all things, says the
Ajjostle, 1 Cor. xiii. 7 ; it hath strength to stand under them, and
stand firm ; whereas base minds, void of love, break all to pieces
under a very small weight. Love beareth all things, as the supporters
of a strong and firm building; or rather, as a house, it covers all, for
so the word signifies. It doth not blaze abroad the failings of men ;
yea, it hides raucii, covers a multitude of sins, not only from the eyes
ofandothers,
even things
from athat
man's
eyes ; him.
makes Yea,
him itnotisbehold
look onbut those
mightownprovoke
ingenious and inventive of the fairest constructions of things, to take them
by the best side, in the favourable sense; and so long as there is any
agreeable way to interpret anything favourably, will not have a hard
thought of it, thinks 710 ill, as there it is. Not only hath it no active
evil thoughts of revenge, or returning evil, but willingly it doth not
judge ill of what is done by others, and what might be so looked on
as to provoke
«' \ocji^cTai,
so high
want of
charity
moves :the
most to doth
do, itnotsetsreckon
them wrongs
low. And
as aashealthful
constitution is sweet itself, and relishes all things right, so there is
more true pleasure and content of mind, in forgiving, than ever any
man found in revenge. This is but a feverish delight which malice and
anger have wrought, working perhaps greedily, but it is indeed a distemper. This love is the very root of peace and concord, a humble
grace, that is not lifted up and insolent, as the word there is, and so
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doth not breed jars about punctilios : it esteems so well of others,
so meanly of itself, that it cannot well be crossed by any in that matter
of undervaluing'. But vain spirits are puffed up with a little approbation, and as easily kindled up with any affront or apprehended disgrace. Love is not lightly put out of temper, as, in sickly constitutions, afit of fever or ague is brought on by any blast or wrong touch
of diet: it is of a stronger digestion, and firmer health.
Then for that commandment. Thou shalt not commit adultery, all
things of that kind, though they spring from a kind of love, yet are not
from this love from above, but (as the Apostle James distinguishes
wisdom) proceed from the love that is sensual and devilish. Love is
not the true name of it, but base and brutish lust. And generally, all
profane societies, and sortings of men one with another, are most contrary to this pure love. The drunkards who are cup-friends, as they
are full of jars, and have no constancy, but are unstable as that wherein
their friendship lies, their liquor, are a vile, despicable society, not
worthy of men, much less of Christians. This sin hath affinity with
uncleanness, and is usually ranked there. Right love to a tippler, is
not to sit down and guzzle with him, but to reprove and labour to reclaim him, and where that cannot be done, to avoid him. To wicked
persons we owe, not a complacency or delight, which is most contrary
to this love, but, hating their sin, we owe them love, and the desiring,
and, as farconverse
as love cannot
can, the consist
procin-ing
theirlove,
conversion
Wicked
withof this
which isandthe salvation.
fulfilling
of the law, and not a com^Jination for the breaking of it, and the joining of their strength together for that end. Love rejoiceth not in
iniquity, hut in the truth : it makes not men rejoice together in sin.
So foul, unclean alfections, and a society in order to the gratifying
them, are most contrary to it. True love is most tender of the chastity
of others, and cannot abide an impure thought in itself.
So, as to the next precept. Thou shalt not steal, love would be loth
to enrich or advantage itself upon the damage of others in any kind.
It doth most faithfully and singly seek the profit and prosperity of our
neighbour, even as our own. And if this took place, of how much use
were it in the world ! But Oh ! it is rare. This meum and tuum is
the grand cause of the ill understanding and discords that are amongst
men, when things are not managed by this love, but by self-love.
And so, as to that, Thou shall not bear false witness, the cherishing
and preserving of the good nanie of our brethren, is a propCr and very
remarkable fruit of this love, which is so far from forging false, defaming stories, that it will rather excuse, if it may be done, or if not, will
pity the real failings of men which tend to their reproach ; and, on the
contrary, will teach men to rejoice in the good carriage and good
esteem of their brethren, as in their ov/n.
In the end, love works such a complacency in the good of others,
and such a contentation with our own estate, that it most powerfully
banishes that unruly humour oi coveting, which looks on the condition
of others with envy, and on our own with grudging and discontent.
This law of love Avritten within, doth not only rectify and order the
hands and the tongue, but the jealousies, the very stirrings of the
heart : it corrects the usual disorder of its motion, and bars those un-
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minds.
3. The original of this love, is that otlier love virhich corresponds to
the other part, the first and chief point of the Law, our duty towards
God. Love to Him is the sum and source of all obedience. When
the whole soul and mind is possessed with that, then all is acceptable
and sweet that He commands; first, what He commands as immediately referrible to Himself, and then, what is the rule of our carriage
to men, as being prescribed and commanded by Him. For so, and
no otherwise, is this love the ftdjilling of the Law, when it flows from
that Jirst love, love to God, whose law it is that commands this other
love to men. Some men may have somewhat like it, by a mildness
and ingenuousness of nature, being inoffensive and well-disposed towards al ; but then only doth it fulfil the Law, when out of regard to
the Law of God it obeys, and obeys out of love to Him whose law it
is. So, then, the love of God in the heart, is the spring of right and
holy love to our neighbour, both, (1.) Because in obedience to Him
whom we love sovereignly, we shall love otliers sincerely, because He
will have it so. That is reason enough to the soul possessed and taken
up with His love. It loves nothing, how lovely soever, but in Him
and for Him, in order and subordination to His love, and in resjject to
His will ; and it loves any thing, how unlovely soever, taking it in that
contemplation. It loves not the dearest friend but in God, and can
love the hatefullest enemy for Him : Amicum in Deo, et inimicum
propter Dcum. [Augustine.] His love can beautify the most unamiable object, and make it lovely. He saith of a worthless, undeserving man, or thy most undeserving enemy. Love him for My sake,
because it pleases Me ; and that is reason enough to one who loves
Him. (2.) There is that dilating, sweetening virtue in love to God,
that it can act in no other way to men but as becomes love. Base
self-love contracts the heart, and is the very root of all sin, the chief
wickedness in our corrupt nature ; but the love of God assimilates the
soul to Him, makes it Divine, and therefore bountiful, full of love to
all. So these two contradict not. Love the Lord with all thy heart,
and thy neighbour as thyself. If all our love must go to God, what
remains, say you, for our neighbour? Indeed, all must go upwards,
and be all placed on Him, and from thence it is resounded and regulated downwards to men, according to His will. But self-love brings
forth pride, and cruelty, and covetousness, and uncleanness, and disdain of others, and all such kind of monsters; so, it is the main breaking of the Law.
All that can be said, will not persuade men to this, till the Lord by
His love teach it and impress it on the heart. Know that this is the
badge
followers,
and you
his great
rule and
givenhetois,them;
and if ofyouChrist's
will follow
him, that
may come
to belawwhere
then
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SERMON XI.
PREFACE.
Great and various are the evils that lodg'e within the heart of man.
Hence proceed evil thotights, adulteries, murders, and many other mischiefs, as our Saviour specifies there, Matt. xv. 19 : they come forth
apace, and yet, the heart is not emptied of them. But was this heart
thus at first, when it came newly forth of the hands of its Maker?
Surely not. Man was made vpright, but he found out many inventio7is. Eccl. vii. 29. Soon did the heart find the way to corrupt
itself; but to renew itself, is as impossible as to have been the author
of its own creation. Easily could it deface the precious characters of
God's
passes
men and took
angelson tohimrestore
them.
Only theimaj^e,
Son butof itGod,
who theforartthatof purpose
our nature,
can
make
us,
according
to
the
Apostle's
phrase,
partakers
of
the
Divine
nature. It is He alone that can banish those unclean spirits, and
keep possession that they return no more. Have not they made a
happy change of guests, who have those infernal troops turned out of
doors, and the King of Glory fixing his abode within them? This is
the voice of the Gospel : Lift up your heads, ye gates, and he ye lift
up, ye everlasting doors, that the King of Glory may enter in. Psal.
xxiv. 7. But small is the number of those who open where this voice
is daily sounded. Yea, some there are, who grow worse under the
frequent preaching of the word, as if sin were emulous, and, as is said
of virtue, would grow by opposition. The truth is, too many of us
turn these serious exercises of religion into an idle divertisement.
Take heed that formality, and custom, and novelty, do not often help
to fill uj) many rooms in our church. It were indeed a breach of
charity, to entertain the fulness of your assemblies with an ill construcT
tion : no, it is to be commended. But would to God we were more
careful to show our religion in our lives, to study to know better the
deceits and impostures of our own hearts, and to gain daily more
victory over our secret and best beloved sins ! Let our intentions,
then, be to meet witli Christ here, and to admit him gladly to dwell
and rule within us. If he conquer our inward enemies, those without
shall not be able to hurt us. If he deliver us from our sinliil lusts, he
will stir our own distrustful fears. And that such may be the fruits of
our meeting, let us turn ourselves towards the throne of grace, with
humble prayer, in the name of Jesus Christ, the righteous.
Psalm Ixxvi. 10.
Surely, the wrath of man shall praise Thee: the remainder of wrath shall Thou restrain.
JVhat manner of man is this, said the passengers in the ship, that even
the winds and the sea obey him? Matt. viii. 27. Christ suddenly turns
a great tempest into a greater calm. Surely, those are no ordinary
words of command, which swelling waves and boisterous winds, in the
midst of their rage, are forced to hear, and taught to understand and
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obey. Therefore, the holding of the seas in the hollow of His hand,
the bridling of the wind, and riding upon the wings of it, we find peculiarly attributed to the Almighty. But no less, if not more wonderful,
is another of His perogatives, to wit. His sovereignty over all mankind,
over the divers and strange motions of the heart of man. Admirable
is it to govern those, both in respect of their multitude and irregularity. Consider we what millions of men dwell at once upon the face
of the earth, and again, what troops of several imaginations will pass
through the fancy of any one man, within the compass of one day ; it
is much to keep eye upon them, and to behold them all at once, but
far more to command and controul them all. Yet, if they were all
loyal and willingly obedient, were they tractable and easily curbed, it
were more easy for us to conceive how they might be governed. But
to bound and overrule the unruly hearts of men, the most of whom
continually are either plotting or acting rebellion against their Lord,
to make them all concur and meet at last in one end, cannot be done
hut by a power and a wisdom that are both infinite. That God whose
name we often mention, but seldom think on His excellency, is alone
the absolute monarch of men's hearts, and the ruler of all their motions.
He hath them limited while they seem most free, and works His own
glory out of their attempts, while they strive most to dishonour Him.
Surely,
the wrathis made
o f manup shall
Thee. sorts of thoughts ; the one
This Psalm
of twojii'aise
different
arising out of particular experience, and the other out of a general
doctrine. Those drawn from experience, are set down in the verses
preceding the text ; and in it, with those that follow, is contained the
doctrine, with
duty annexed
which twoand are
main ofsupporters. Past aexperiences
verifytotheit,doctrine,
the faith's
generality
the
doctrine serves to explain the particular experiences to all wise observers. There is not a treasure of the merits of saints in the Church,
as some dream, but there is a treasure of the precious experiences of
the saints, which every believer hath right to make use of; and these
we should be versed in, that we may have them in readiness at hand,
in time of need, and know how to use them, to draw both comfort from
them to ourselves, and arguments to use with God.
The words contain clearly two propositions, both of them concerning the wrath of man ; the former hath the event of it, Surely the
wrath of man shall praise Thee : the latter, the limitation of it. The
remainder of wrath Thou wilt restrain.
That the virtues and graces of men do praise the Lord, all men
easily understand, for they flow from Him : His image and superscription isupon them, and therefore no wonder if He has from them
a tribute of glory. Who knows not that faith praises Him ? Abraham
believed and gave glory to God. Rom. iv. 20. Good works, the
fruits of faith, praise Him too. Herein is my Father glorified, says
our Saviour, that ye bear much fruit. John xv. 8. But that the inordinate wrath of man should praise Him, may seem somewhat strange.
Were itture,)God's
wrath,Him,(sincefor wrath
is attributed
to JiimOr inwereScripthat mightownpraise
it is always
most just.
it a
due and moderate anger of man, upon just cause, that were fit for
praising Him too, in despite of the Stoics. But that wicked and dis-
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ordered wrath (which is undoubtedly here meant,) that the wrath of
men, which is botli uncomely and dishonourable for themselves, thouj^h
they think otherwise, that even such a wrath should honour God and
praise Him, argues well both that He hath good right to praises, when
every thing, even things that seem contrary to His nature as well as
to His law, do pay them to Him ; and that he hath great power and
wisdom, who obtains what is due to Him even from those persons and
things which of themselves are most unwilling and mifit to pay it.
This is the excellent skill of His wisdom, to draw that which shall go
into the making up of the precious composition of His praise, out of
this poison : for so the word here used tor lorathfid heat, doth sometimes signify. And this wrath often proves so, a deadly poison both
to those it is incensed against, and to the very breast that breeds it,
and wherein it is kindled.
But for the clearer understanding of this, I conceive it will be recpiisite to consider more distinctly, first, what this wrath of man is;
secondly,Surely
how theit can
Goc? shall
; and praise
lastly, Thee.
the infallibility of this
event,
wrath^;7-awc
of man
I. In the cxlviiith Psalm, where Uavid summons the creatures to
meet in that song of praise, to keep that full concert, he calls not only
the heavens and the inhabitants of it, angels and lights, but those of
the lower world to bear their part in it; and not only men, beasts,
cattle, creeping things, and the flying' fowl, but those creatures which
do most resemble this wrath here spoken of, fire, stormy tempest, and
dragons, Sfc. The tenor of this Psalm doth show, that by the wrath
of man is to be understood the undue rage of evil and ungodly men
against those whom God owns for His people. The word here used,
signifies a hot or inflaming wrath ; and indeed such is the feverish,
the Church's
And makes
as too them
much incaheat
isdistempered
an enemy toanger
solid ofreason,
this hot enemies.
wrath of theirs
pable of wise deliberation in themselves, and inflexible to the £rood
advice of others. It is true, they take counsel how to execute their
wrath, as we shall hear anon, but they take no counsel that may cool it.
Anger, described by its material cause, is called a boiling of the blood
about
the kindling
heart ; buta desire
this ariseth
from theNowapprehension
of something*
offensive,
of revenge.
it is a wonder
what the
powers of the world find in Christ and his harmless flock, that can
incense them. St, James says of the tongue, that it is set on fire of
hell. The same is the origin of this wrath. JVhy do Ike heathen
rage? saith the Psalmist, Psal. ii. 1. That is, not only to what purpose, intimating" that it is a fruitless rage, and void of success, in
regarding theofrageGod's
power, but and
fVhy,without
that is,cause,
vjjoninwhat
as groundless
regardoccasion,
of Christcheckand
his Churcli's innocency. The cause is only within themselves, to wit,
that
unhappy
againstmalicious
the seed enmity
of the
woman.
Thus,antipathy
this wrathof ofthemanserpent's
is, the seed
causeless,
of the wicked against the Church of God. And under the name of
this passion I take to be here comprised likewise, all the attendants of
it, all their crafty complotments and devices for the acting- of their
wrath.
As thereso,is likewise,
mention ofof the
rage against
in theof
second Psalm,
the nations'
consultations
of thoseChrist,
who are
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fjiiality fit for it : The rulers take counsel together. Further, this wrath
is not barely their inward fire, but the vent of it, when it flames into
cruel make
anil oatrag-eous
all the
they
use of. Andpractices,
of all includingthese it islikewise
true, that
God instruments
shall gain
i^lory by them. Surely, the wrath of man shall praise Thee.
The ivrath of man, says the Apostle, acco77iplisheth not the righteousnes ofGod. Jam. i. 20. How then can it accomplish His praises?
And tliis is the Ilnd thin;? propounded.
J re grapes gathered of thorns, or Jigs of thistles? Surely not. Therefore Icalled
praise, not oftheit,fruit
of man's
wrath,
but the
event this
or consequent
by theor proper
efficacy effect
of Divine
providence.
The wrath of man shall praise Thee. That is, the use wiiich Thou
wilt make of it, shall tend to Thy praise. Thou wilt produce such
effects from it, both in the Church and upon Thine enemies, when thou
sufferest Thy wrath to break forth, as shall furnish more matter of Thy
])raises than if Thou hadst altogether restrained it. To instance this
in some few particulars :—
It isthethe invincible
fury of thecourage
Church'sand enemies,
made known
the
world
2}filience that
of thehassaints.
Those toages
which have been most monstrous in persecution, have most of all graced
Christianity. Had there been no persecuting emperors, who woidd have
heard of those primitive martyrs who triumphed over the cruelty of
their torments? Were there no persecution, or peril, nor sword, against
believers, we should not have heard the Apostle say, immediately alter
the mention of those, Iji all these we are more than conquerors. They
could not have been so much as conquerors, had tliere been no conjiict.
Again, as the wratii of man praises God in the invincible patience
of the saints, so, likewise, in the immoveable stability of the Church.
Is it not wonderful how so small and weak a company as the Ciiurch
hath often been reduced to, yea, hath always been in respect of the
world, could escape the mouths of so many lions, so many em-aged
enemies that were ready to devour it? And that we may see that this
tends solely to the praise of her great Protector, look to the Church's
songbeen
peimed
by thethatroyalwasprophet
it is when
the cxxivth
Psalmvp :against
//' it had
vot
the Lord
on our ; side,
men rose
vs,
then they had swallowed us up quick. The great monarchies and
kingdoms of the world, which have risen with so much splendour,
have had their ])eriods and been buried in the dust. That goldenheaded and silver-bodied image degenerated into worse metal as it
went lower, and the brittle feet was the cause of the fall and breaking
of all the rest. But the kingdom of Jesus Christ, though despicable
in tire world, and exposed to the wrath of the world in all ages, stands
firm and cannot be removed. There is a common endjlem of the
winds blowing from all quarters, and upon the globe of the earth, being in the middle of them, in written Ir7imobilis. This fitly resembles
tiie Church. Why, it seems to be the sport of all the winds, but is
indeed so established, that all of them, yea, the very gates of hell canprevailthemselves
against it.to undo
Now, her,
the the
moremorethe doChurch's
enemies andlabour
and notmoil
their weakness
the
power ol' her Lord appear ; so that thus the wrath of man doth j^raisG
Him,
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When
was
the
Church
free
from
the
world's
wrath
?
To
say
of the Church of the Jews, did not those wicked emperors ofnothing
Rome
think to have made the Christian Church short-lived, to have drowned
her newly born, in floods of her own blood ? And in latter ages, who
knows not the cruelties that have been practised by the Turk in the
East, and the proud prelate of Rome in the West ? By which she hath
sometimes been brought to so obscure and low a point, that if you can
follow her in history, it is by the track of her blood ; and if you would
see her, it is by the light of those fires in which her martyrs have been
burnt. Yet hath she still come through and survived all that wrath,
and still shall survive, till she be made perfectly triumphant.
men's sowrath
tends itto byGod's
in this,
that God, that
givingit
wayFurther
to it,: doth
manage
His praise
sublime
providence,
often
directly
ci'osses
their
own
ends,
and
conduces
manifestly
to
His.
Pharaoh thought that his dealing more cruelly with the Jews in their
tasks and burdens, was wisdom : Let its work wisely, says he. But
whereas their ordinary servility was become familiar to them, and they
were tamed to it, that same accession of new tyranny did prepare and
dispose the Israelites for a desire of departure, and their departure
made hastening
way for Pharaoh's
Undigestible
insolency
and
rage,
to be great,destruction.
makes kingdoms
cast them
off, which
would have been far longer troubled with their wickedness, had it been
more moderate. Surely, then, the wrath of man commends the wisdom
of God, when He makes him by that contrive and afibrd the means of
his own downfall. The steps of his strength shall be straitened, and
his own counsel shall cast him down, says Bildad. Job xviii. 7. And
that is a sad fall : as that eagle that was shot with an arrow trimmed
with her own feathers.
But to close this point. It is out of all question, that the deserved
punishment
man'sHeunjust
the justice
God ; and theof more
gives wrath,
way todoth
theiralways
wrath,glorify
the more
notableof
shall be both their punishment and the justice of it. And though God
seems neglective
and ofcomes
His praise,
man's wrath
prevails,
yet the oftruthHis is,people
He never
too latewhile
to vindicate
His
care of both ; and when he defers longest, the enemy pays dear interest
for the time of forbearance. In his eternal decree. He resolved to
permit the course of man's wrath for His own glory, and when the
period
hatli fixed
come. Nor
He stops
man'sthen,wrath,
and gives
course which
unto thehe justice
of Hisis own.
is there,
any possibility
of escaping. He will right Himself, and be known by executing judgment. Surely, the wrath of man shall praise Thee.
And that is the Ilird thing propounded, the infallibility of the
event.
The Author of nature governs all His creatures, each in a suitable
way to the nature He hath given them. He maintains, in some things,
a natural necessity of working, contingency in others, and in others,
liberty ; but all of them are subject to this necessity of effecting inevitably His eternal purposes. And this necessity is no way repugnant
to the; due
man'sactwill.
the
truth
someliberty
plot, ofothers
and Some
execute,entertain
against and
it ; maintain
some please
themselves with a wise neutrality, and will appear so indifferent that
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it would seem they might be accepted of all sides for judges of controversies. And all these find no less liberty to wind and turn themthanzealif noof higher
handbuthadeventhethewinding'
them. selvesYetwhithershalltheynotplease,
only the
the godly,
wrath ofof
the enemy, and the cold discretion of the neutral, all tend to His praise
whose supreme will will have a secret, but a sure and infallible sway
in all their actions. Whilst some passengers sit, some walk one way,
some
another,
faces Pilot
towards
their back
turnedsomeuponhaveit, their
this wise
does their
mostjourney's
skilfully end,
guidesome
the
ship to arrive with them all at His own glory. Happy they who propound and intend His glory as He Himself does, for in them shall
the riches of His mercy be glorified ! They who oppose Him, lose
this happiness, but he is sure not to lose His glory for all that, to wit,
the glory of His justice. His right hand shall find out all His enemies. Surely, the wrath of man shall praise Thee.
The consideration of this truth, thus in some measure unfolded,
may serve to justify the truly wise dispensation of God against our
imaginary wisdom. Were the matter referred to our modelling, we
should assign the Church constant peace and prosperity for her portion, and not consent that the least air of trouble should come near
her ; we would have no enemies to molest her, nor stir against her, or
if they did stir, we would have them to be presently repressed ; and
these, in our judgment, would be the fairest and most glorious tokens
of His love and power whose spouse she is. But this carnal wisdom
is enmity against God, and is opposed to the glory of God, which rises
so often out of the wrath of His enemies. Had God caused Pharaoh
to yield at the very first, to the release of His people, where had been
the fame of those miraculous judgments in Egypt, and those mercies
on the Israelites, the one setting out and illustrating the other ?
Where had been that name and honour which God says He would
gain to Himself, and which he did gain out of Pharaoh's final destruction, making that stony-hearted king and his troops sink like a stone
in the waters, as Moses sings ? Observe his proud boastings immediately foregoing his ruin: I will pursue, says he, I will overtake, I
will divide the spoil ; my hist shall be satisjied on them : T will draw
my sword, and my hand shall destroy them. Soon after, the sea
quenches all this heat. Commonly, big threatenings are unhappy
presages of very ill success. That historian [Herodotus] says well of
God, Deus neminem alium, qnam seipsum, sinit de se magnifice sentire : — God suffers no other to think highly of himself, than Himself
alone. And indeed, as He abhors these boastings, so He delights in
the abasing of the lofty heart whence they flow, and it is His prerogative to gain praise to Himself out of their wrath. Hast thou an arm
like God? says the Lord to Job, then, look upon the proud and bring
them low. Job xl. 9, 12. When Seimacherib came up against Jerusalem, his blasphemies and boastings were no less vast and monstrous
than the number of his men and chariots. Good Hezekiah turned
over the matter unto God, spreading the letter of blasphemies before
Him, upon which God undertook the war, and assured Hezekiah that
the Assyrian should npt so much as shoot an arrow against the city,
but return the sanie way he came. 2 Kings xix. 33. And the de-
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liverance there promised and effected, is conceived to have been the
occasion
peimint^
whenandan those
anfrel threats
did in
one
night of"slay
185,000,.this inverytheirPsalm.
camps, Surely,
that wrath
tended exceedingly to the praise of the God of Israel. The hook that
he putagain,
in Sennacherib's
nostrils, than
(as thethe history
to pull
back
v/as more remarkable
fetters speaks,)
would have
been,himif
He had tied him at home, or hindered his march with his army.
Who Him
is he slack
then that
will be impatient
patience,
and
judge
in judgment,
while thebecause
rage ofof God's
the wicked
prevails
awhile ? Know, that He is more careful of His own glory than we
can be,ariseandtotheHimgreater
man'snot wrath
arises to, the.shine
more brighter
honour
shall
out ofheight
it. Did
His omnipotency
in the flames of that furnace into which the three children were cast,
than ifit theand king's
wrath had
cooled ? Certaiidy,
the more
both
the furnace
had been
their atheatfirstaugmented,
the more was
God
glorified. Wlio is that God, saith he blasphemously and proudly, ihat
can deliver you oid of my hands? Dan. iii. 15. A question, indeed,
highly dishonouring the Almighty, but stay till the real answer come ;
and then, not only shall that wrath praise Him, but that very same
tongue, though inured to blasphemy, shall be taught to bear a main
part in the confession of those praises. Let that apostate emperor
[Julian] go taunting the Head and tormenting the members, of that
mysticalcome, O Galilean,
body, his (meaning
closing with
''Evlicqaa^
Tu\i\aie,
overChrist,)
shall help
to verifyThouthat,hastwhether
its course be shorter or longer, man's wrath ends always in God's
praise. In like manner, the closing of the lions' mouth, spake louder
to
His praise
stop])edof them,
than if design.
He had stopped
enemies
in the who
beginning
their wicked
So hot wasDaniel's
their
rage,
that
the
king's
favourable
inclination
to
Daniel,
other cases, courtiers used to be so devout observers,) yea,(ofhiswhich,
contest-in
ing and pleading for him, did profit him nothing, but they hurried
their king to the execution of their unjust malice, though themselves
were convinced that nothing could be found against him, but only concerning thhis
e law heart
of hison God.
vi. 5. him,
It isandsaid,he ver.
14, thatto doking'it
Darius set
DanielDan.to deliver
laboured
till the going down of the sun, and then those counsellors and counsels
of darkness overcame him. But upon this black night of their prevailwrath, followed
God,ing when
the lionsimmediately
that vvcre asobright
quiet morning
company ofallpraises
night toto Daniel's
Daniel,
made so quick a breakfast of those accursed courtiers who had maliciously accused him. Even so let thine enemies perish, 0 Lord, and let
those that love Thee, be as the s7/n when he goes forth in his might!
The other proposition concerns the limiting of this wrath ; The remaindeftvraih
ro
Thou wilt restrain.
To take no notice, for the present, of divers other readings of these
words, the sense of them, as they are here very well rendered, may be
briefly this ; that whereas the wrath of man to which God gives wny,
shall praise Him, the rest shall be curbed and bound up, as the word
is ; no more of it shall break forth than shall contribute to His glory.
Here should be considered divers ways and means by which God
useth to Btop the heady course of man's wrath, and hinder its proceed-
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ing'
furtherthe ; most
but only,
for the present,
us take
it tliis
lesson.anyThat
compendious
way to belet safe
from outthe ofviolence
of men, is to be on terms of friendship with God.
It is not ail incomparable privilege, to be in the favour and under
the protection of One, whose power is so transcendent that no enemy
can so much as stir without His leave? Be persuaded then. Christians, intiiese dangers that are now so near us, every one to draw near
to Him. Remove what may provoke Him. Let no reigning sin be
found either in your cities or in your villages, for He is a holy God.
Is it a time to multiply provocations now, or is it not rather high time
to be humbled for the former ? What shameless impiety is it, to be
now licentious or intemperate, to be proud, to oppress or extort, to
profane
God's abound
day, and amongst
blasphemeus,Hisand name
AH these sins,
and
many others,
that !avowedly.
Without
abundance of repentance for these, we shall smart, and the wrath of
our enemies, though unjust in them, shall praise God in our just punishmentthough,
;
doubtless, he will own His Church, and be praised
likewise in the final punishment of their wrath who rise against it.
There
a remarkable
Psalm,them,of thovgh
God's
dealing iswith
His peopleexpression
: Thoii wastin the
a Godninety-ninth
(hat forqavest
thou iookest vengeance on their inventions. A good cause and a covenant with God, will not shelter an impenitent people from sharper
correction. It is a sad word God speaks by His prophet to His own
people : I myself will fight against you. Jer. xxi. 5. A dreadful
enemy ! and none, indeed, are truly dreadful but He. Oh ! prevent
His anger, and you are safe enough. If perverse sinners will not hear,
yet, let those who are indeed Christians, mourn in secret, not only for
their own sins, but let them bestow some tears likewise upon the sins
of others. Labour to appease the wrath of God, and He will either
appease
wrath, Let
or, howsoever,
will most
turn high
it jointly
benefitno
and
His man's
own glory.
the fear of the
God, towhoour hath
less power of the strongest of His enemies than over the meanest of
His servants ; let His fear, I say, possess all our hearts, and it will
certainly expel that ignoble and base fear of the wrath of man. See
how the Prophet opjioses them, Isa. viii. 12. Fear not their fears,
says he, nor be afraid ; hut sanctify the Lord of hosts himself, and let
Him be your fear, and let Him be your dread. Fear not, yet fear.
This holy fear begets the best courage : the breast that is most filled
with it, abounds most in true magnanimity. Fear thus, that you may
be confident, not in yourselves, though your policy and strength were
great, for cursed is the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his
arm, but confident in that God who is too wise and vigilant to be surprised, to mighty to be foiled, and too rich to be out-spent in provision who
; can suffer His enemy to come to the highest point of
apparent advantage, without any inconvenience, yea, with more renown in His conquest. And so, a Christian who is made once sure
of this, (as easily he may,) is little careful about the rest. His love to
God prevailing over all liis affections, makes him very indifferent what
becomes of himself or his dearest friends, so God may be glorified !
What though many fall in the quarrel, (which God avert !) yet, it is
sufficient that truth in the end shall be victorious. Have not the saints
Vol, II.
L
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in all ag-es been content to convey pure relig'ion to posterity, in streams
ofthattheir
not bind
ot'otliers?
Well, violent
hold fast
conclusion,
God owncan blood,
limit and
up the most
wrathby ofthisman,
so that,
though it swell, it will not break forth. The stiffest heart, as the
current of the most impetuous rivers, is in His hand, to appoint its
channels, and turn it as he pleaseth. Yea, it is He that hath shut up
the very sea with bars and doors, and said. Hitherto shalt thou come
and no farther, here shall thyproud waves he stayed. Job xxxviii. 10, 11.
T,o see the surges of a rough sea come in towards the shore, a man
would
think limits,
that they
hastening-backto into
swallow
up theThough
land ;thebutwaves
they
know their
and were
are beaten
foam.
thereof toss themselves, as angry at their restraint, yet, the small sand
is a check to the great sea, yet can they not prevail: thovgh they roar,
yet can they not pass over it. Jer. v. 22.
The sum is this : what God permits His Church's enemies to do, is
for His own further glory; and reserving- this, there is not any wrath
of man so great, but He will either sweetly calm it, or strongly restrain
it. To Him be praise and dominion for ever.
SERMON XII.
Psalm cxii. 7.
He shall not be afraid of evil tidings ; his heart is fixed, trusting in the Lord.
All the special designs of men agree in this ; they seek satisfaction
and quietness of mind, that is, happiness. This, then, is the great
question. Who is the happy man ? It is here resolved, ver. 1 : Blessed
is the man that feareth the Lord, that delighteth in his commandments.
The blessedness is unfolded, like a ricii landscape, that we may view
the well mixed colours, the story and tissue of it, through the whole
alphabet in ciqiital letters. And take all and set them together, it is
a most fulltheandrest,complete
a letter
to it *.
Amongst
that whichblessedness,
we have innotthese
words,wanting
is of a greater
magnitude and brightness than many oi the v&si, Ht shall not be afraid
of evil things.
Well may the Psalm begin with a Hallelujah, a note of praise to
Him in wiioni this blessedness lies. Oh, what a wretched creature were
man, if not provided with such a portion! Without wiiich there is
nothing but disappointment, and thence the racking torment and vextakes. ation ofa disquieted mind, still pursuing somewhat that he never overThe first words are the inscription. The blessedness of that man, &c.
So, the particulars follow; where outward blessings are so set, as that
they look and lead higher, pointing at their end, the infinite goodness
* This Psalm, in the Hebrew, consists of twenty-two short verses, each of which
begins with one of the letters of the alphabet in their order, till they are all ended. No
one
letter is here omitted, as is the case in the xxvth Psalm, where the same order is
observed.
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whence tliey flow, and whither they return and carry along with them
this liappy man.
And these promises of outward thin<i'S are often evidently accom])lished to tlie rig'hteous, and their seed after them, and that, commonly,
afler they have been brought very low. But when it is otherwise with
them, they lose nothing. It is good for many, yea, it is good for all
the godly, that they should have less of these lower things, in order to
raise their eye to look after higher, — the eye of all, both of those who
are held somewhat short, and of those that have abundance in the
world.
These temporal promises were more abounding, and more frequently
fulfilled in their very kind, in the times of the Law ; yet, still the right
is constant, and all ages do give clear examples of the truth of this
word. Where it is thus, it is a blessing created by its aspect to this
promise, and so differs from the prosperity of ungodly men ; and where
it is otherwise with the righteous and their seed, it is no shift, but a
most solid comfort, to turn their eyes to a higher compensation.
But, howsoever it go with them, this still holds. He shall not be
afraid of evil tidings. Notwithstanding the hardest news that can
come to his ears, of any thing that concerns either himself, or his chilrest ofin God's
children in his charge, in the world, his heart
is fixed,dren, or the
trusting
the Lord.
First, let us take a view of the character of this blessed man. Who
is it that is thus undaunted? The man that feareth God.
All the passions are but several ebbings and flowings of the soul,
and their motions are the signs of its temper, which way it is carried ;
that is mainly to be remarked by the beating of its pulse. If our
desires, and hopes, and fears, be in the things of this world, and the
interests of flesh, this is their distemper and disorder, the soul is in a
continual fever. But if they move Godwards, then is it composed and
calm, in a good temper and healthful state, fearing and loving Him,
desiring Him, and nothing but Him, waiting for Him, and trusting in
Him. And when any one affection is right and in a due aspect to God,
all the rest are so too ; for they are radically one. And He is the life
of that soul which is united to Him ; and so, in Him, it moves in a
peculiar spiritual manner, as all do naturally in the dependence of
their natural life on Him who is the Fountain of life.
Thus we have here this fear of God, as often elsewhere, set out
as the very substance of holiness and evidence of happiness. And that
we may know there is nothing either base or grievous in this fear, we
have joined with it, delight and trxtst: That delighteth greatly in His
commandments : which is that badge of love to Him, to observe them,
and that with delight, and with exceeding great delight. So then, this
fear is not that which love casts out, but that which love brings in.
This fear follows and flows from love. It is » fear to offend, whereof
nothing is so tender as love, and that, in respect of the greatness of
God, hath in it withal a humble reverence. There is in all love a kind
of reverence, a cautious and respective wariness towards the party
loved ; but especially in this, where not only we stand in a lower relation, as children to our Father, but the goodness which draws our love
doth infinitely transcend our measures and reach ; therefore, there is
L2
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a rejoicing with trejnbling, and an awful love, a fearing the Lord and
His goodness. Hos. iii. 5. This is both fear and trust. The heart
touched by the Spirit of God, as tlie needle touched with the loadstone,
looks straight and speedily to God, yet still with trembling, being
filled with this holy fear.
That delighteth. Oil ! this is not only to do them, but to do them
with delight: there is somewhat within that is connatural and symbolical with them. Yea, this very laAV itself is writ within, not standing as a hard taskmaster over our head, but impressed within, as a
sweet principle in our hearts, and working from thence naturally.
This makes a soul find pleasure in the purging out of sensual pleasures, and ease in doing violence to corrupt self, even undoing it for
God, having no will but His. The remainders of sin and self in our
flesh, will be often rising up, but this predominant love dispels them.
So, this fear works with delight.
And further, that we may know how serene and sweet a thing it is,
it is here likewise joined with confidence, trusting in the Lord; a
quickening confidence always accompanying it, and so, undoubtedly,
it is a blessed thing. Blessed is he that feareth. Fear sounds rather
quite contrary, hath an air of misery; but add, whom? That feareth
the Lord. That touch turns it into gold. He that so fears, fears not:
He shall not he afraid. All petty fears are swallowed up in this great
fear, as a spirit inured with great things, is not stirred nor affected at
all with small matters. And tliis great fear is as sweet and pleasing
as those little fears are anxious and vexing. Secure of other things,
he can say, If my God be pleased, no matter who is displeased. No
matter who despise me, if He account me His. Though all forsake
me, my dearest friends grow estranged, and look another way, if He
reject me not, that is my only fear, and for that I am not perplexed ;
I know He will not. As they answered Alexander, when he sent to
incjuire what they most feared, thinking possibly they would have said,
lest he shoidd invade them, but their answer was. We fear nothing hut
lest Heaven should fall upon vs ; which they did not fear neither: so, a
believer hath no fear but of the displeasure of Heaven, lest tlie anger
of God should fall upon him; he fears that; that is, accounts that
only terrible ; but yet, he doth not fear, doth not apprehend it will fall
upon him, he is better persuaded of the goodness of his God. So this
fear is still joined with trust, as here, so often elsewhere. Psal. xxxiii.
18, xl. 3, and cxlvii. 11.
There is no turbulency in this fear ; it is calm and sweet. Even that
most terrible evil, that which this fear pi-operly apprehends and flies,
.sin, yet, the fear of that goes not to a distraction. Though there is
little strength, and many and great enemies, mighty Anakims of
temptations from without, and corruptions within, and so, good reason
for a holy, humble fear and self-distrust, yea, this should not beat us
off: yet, it is most fit to ])ut us on to trust in Him who is our strength.
Courage ! the day siiall be ours. Tiiough we may be often foiled and
down, and sometimes almost at a hopeless point, yet, our Head is on high.
He hath conquered for us, and shall conquer in us. Therefore, so fear
as not to fear. fFhy should I fear in the days of evil, says the Psalmist,
whe?i the iniquity of my heels shall compass me about? Psal, xlix. 5.
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(Which I take is some fyrievous affliction, and that with a visapjc of
])imishmeiit of sin : j^uiltiness is to be read in it, yet does he not fe;ir.)
If I trusted in wealth, and boasted vnjself in. the multitude of riches,
then that bein^? in hazard, I must fear : leaning* on that, it tailing, I
might fall. But this is my confidence (ver. 15), God will redeem my
soul from the power of the grave, for he shall receive me. Wealth cannot, but He can. It buys not a man out from his hand, but He bi/ys,
from the hand of the grave; so the word is. For the visible heavens
oven in their fall, and the dissolution of nature. Mould not afiiight a
believer, Sifracius illabatur orbis, &c.
Alas ! most persons have dull or dim apprehensions and shallow
impressions of God; therefore they have little either of thisyearor of
this tr7ist. God is not in all their thoughts, but how to compass this
or that design, and if they miss one, then how to compass another:
they are cast from one wave upon another. And if at any time they
attain their purpose, they find it but a wind, a handful of nothing, far
from what they fancied it.
Oh, my brethren, my desire is, that the faces of your souls were but
once turned about, that they v/ere towards Him, looking- to Him, continually fearing Him, delighting, trusting in Him, making Him your
all.- Can any thing so elevate and ennoble the spirit of a man, as to
contemplate and converse with the pure, ever-blessed Spring and
Father of Spirits? Beg that you may know Him, that He would
reveal Himself to you; for otherwise, no teaching can make Him
known. It is to light candles to seek the sun, to think to attain to
this knowledge without His own reveahng it. If He hide His face,
who then may behold Him? Pray lor this quickening knowledge,
such a knowledge as will effectually work this happy fear and trust.
You who have attained any thing of it, desire und follow on to know
the Lord; particularly, so that your hearts may repose on Him. So
fear that you may not fenr. He would have our spirits calm and
quiet 5 for when they are in a hurry and confusion, they are then fit
for nothing: all within makes a jarring, unpleasant noise, as of an
instrument quite out of tune.
This fear of God is not, you see, a perplexing doubting and distrust
of His love : on the contrary, it is a fixed resting and trust on His love.
Many who have some truth of grace, are, through weakness, filled
with disquieting fears ; but possibly, though they perceive it not, it
may be in some, a point of wilfulness, a little latent, undiscerned
affectation of scrupling; and doubting, placing much of religion in it.
True, where the soul is really solicitous about its interest in God, that
argues some grace ; but being vexingly anxious about it, argues that
grace is low and weak. A spark tliere is, even discovered by that
smoke; but the great smoke still continuing, and nothing seen but it,
argues there is little fire, little faith, little love.
And this, as it is unpleasant to thyself, so is it to God, as smoke to
the eyes. What if one should be always questioning with his friend,
whether he loved him or not, and upon every little occasion were ready
to think he doth not, how would this disrelish their society together,
though truly loving each other I The far more excellent way, and
more pleasing both to ourselves and to God, were to resolve on
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humble trust, reverence, and confidence, being' most afi-aid to offend,
delig-htin^
walk in His
ways,love,loving
His will
and
then,
restingto persuaded
of His
thoughHimHe and
chastise
us. inAndall,even
though we offend Him, and see our offences in our chastisements, yet.
He is good, plenteous in redemption, ready to forgive ; therefore let
Israel trust and hope. Psal. cxxx. 7. Let my soul roll itself on Him,
and adventure there all its weight. He bears greater matters, upholding the frame of heaven and earth, and is not troubled nor burdened
with it.
The heart of a man is not sufficient for self-support ; therefore,
naturally, it seeks out some other thing to lean and rest itself on.
The unhappiness is, for the most part, that it seeks to things below
itself ; but these, being both so mean and so uncertain, cannot be a
firm and certain stay to it. These things are not fixed themselves :
how can they then fix the heart? Can a man have firm footing on a
quagmire, or moving sands? Therefore, men are forced in these
things, still to shift their seat, and seek about from one to another,
still rolling and unsettled. The believer only hath this advantage ; he
hath a rest high enough and sure enough, out of the reach of all
hazards. His heart is Jixed, trusting in the Lord.
The basis of this happiness is. He trusteth in the Lord. So the
heart is fi red ; and so fixed, it fears no ill tidings.
This trust is grounded on the word of God, revealing the power and
all-sufficiency of God, and withal His goodness. His offer of Himself
to be the stay of souls. His commanding us to rest on Him. People
wait on I know not what persuasions and assurances, but I know no
other to build faith on, than the word of promise, the truth and faithfulnes of God opened up. His wisdom, and power, and goodness, as
the stay of all those who, renouncing all other props, will venture on it,
and lay all upon Him. He that believes, sets to his seal that God is true,
John iii. 33, and so, he is sealed for God ; his portion and interest are
secured. If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established. Isa. vii. 9.
This is the way to have peace and assurance, which many look for
first. Thou will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on Thee,
because he trusteth in Thee. Isa. xxvi. 3. So here, the heart is fixed
by trusting.
Seek, then, clearer apprehensions of the faithfulness and goodness of
God, hearts more enlarged in the notion of free grace, and the absolute trust due to it; thus shall tliey be more established and fixed in
all the rollings and changes of the world.
His heart is fixed, or prepared, ready-dressed and in arms for all
services, resolved not to give back, able to meet all adventures, and
stand its ground. God is unchangeable, and therefore faith is invincible. That sets the heart on Him, fastens it there on the rock of
of eternity ; then, let winds blow, and storms arise, it cares not.
This firm and close cleaving unto God hath in it of the affection
which is inseparable from this trust, lore, joined with faith, and so, a
hatred of all ways and thoughts that alienate and estrange from God,
that remove and unsettle the heart. The holiest, weariest heart is
surely the most believing and fixed heart. If a believer will adventure
on any way of sin, he shall find that it will unfix him, and shake his
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confidence, more than ten thousand hazards and assaults from without.
These are so far from moving-, that they settle and tix the heart commonly more, causinc," it to cleave the closer and nearer unto God ; but
sinful liberty breeds disquiet, and disturbs all. Where sin is, there
will be a storm : the wind within the bowels of the earth, makes the
earthquake.
Would you be quiet, and have peace within in troublous times?
keep near unto God, beware of any thing that may interpose betwixt
you and your confidence. It is good for vie, says the Psalmist, to be
near God ; not only to draw near, but to keep near, to cleave to Him,
and dwell in Him : so the word imports. Oh, the sweet calm of such
a soul amidst all storms I Thus, once, trusting and fixed, then no
more fear : hesoundis not
afraid inoftheevilearstidings,
Wliatsoever
is terrible
of men,notthe ofnoiseanyofill-hearing.
war, news
of death, or even the sound of the trumpet in the last judgment, he
hears all this undisquieted. Nothing is unexpected. Being once
fixed on God, then the heart may put cases to itself, and suppose all
things imasfinable, the most terrible, and look for them ; not trouble
before trouble comes, with dark and dismal apprehensions, but satisfied in a quiet, unmoved expectation of the hardest things. Whatsoever
it is, though particularly not thought on before, yet the heart is not
afraid of the news of it, because it is fixed, trusting on the Lord.
Nothing can shake that foundation, nor dissolve that union ; theretbre,
no fear. Yea, this assurance stays the heart in all things, how strange
and unforeseen soever to it. All are foieseen to my God on whom I
trust, yea are forecontrived and ordered by Him. This is the impregnable ibrtress of a soul. All is at the disposal and command of my
God; my Father rules all : what need I fear?
Every one trusts to somewhat. As for honour, and esteem, and
popularity, they are airy, vain things; but riches seem a more solid
work and fence, yet tiiey are but a tower in conceit, not really. Prov.
xviii.
rich man's
wealth 10,)
is histhestrong
wall
is his 11.
own The
conceit.
But, (ver.
name city,
of theandLordas a ishigh
a strong
tower, indeed. This is the thing that all seek, some /(jhcp and fixing;
here it is. We call you not to vexation and turmoil, hut from it, and,
as St. Paul said, IFhom ye ignorantly worship. Him declare I unto
you. Ye blindly and fruitlessly seek after the show. The true aiming
at this fixedness of mind will secure that, though they fall short, yet,
by the way they will light on very pretty things that have some virtue
inhaththem,
as theythethat
the ofphilosopher's
believerall
the thing,
secretseekitself
tranquillity stone.
and joy, But
and the
this turns
into gold, their iron chains into a crown of gold: fVhilewe look not at
the things which are seen, but at the things which are ?iot seen. 2 Cor.
iv. 17. 18.
This is the blessed and safe estate of believers. Who can think they
have a sad, heavy life ? Oh ! it is the only lightsome, sweet, cheerful
condition in the world. The rest of men are poor, rolling, unstayed
things, every report shaking them, as the leaves of trees are shaken
with the wind ; yea, lighter than so, as the chaff that the wind drives
to aiid fro at its pleasure. Isa. vii. 2 ; Psal. i. 4. Would men but
reflect and look in upon their own hearts, it is a wonder what vain,
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childish things the most would find there, i^lad and sorry at thing-s as
light as the toys of children, at which they laugh and cry in a breath.
How easily is the heart puffed up with a thing or a word that pleaseth
us, bladder-like, swelled with a little air, and it shrinks again in discouragements and vent.
fear, upon the touch of a needle's point, which
gives that air some
What is the life of the greatest part but a continual tossing betwixt
vain hopes and fears ? All their days are spent in these. Oh ! how
vain a thing is a man even in his best estate, while he is nothing but
himself, — while his heart is not united and fixed on God, and he is
disquieted in vain. How small a thing will do it ! He needs no
other than his own heart ; it may prove disquietment enough to itself :
his thoughts are his tormentors.
I know, some men are, by a stronger understanding and by moral
principles, somewhat raised above the vulgar, and speak big of a constancy ofmind ; but these are but flourishes, an acted bravery. Somewhat there may be that will hold out in some trials, but it will fall far
short of this fixedness of faith. Troubles may so multiply, as to drive
them at length from their posture, and may come on so thick, with
such violent blows, as will smite them out of their artificial guard, disorder al their Seneca and Epictetus, and all their own calm thoughts
and high resolves. The approach of death, though they make a good
mien, and set the best face on it, or if not, yet, some kind of terror, may
seize on their spirits, which they are not able to shift off. But the
soul trusting on God, is prepared for all, not only for the calamities of
war, pestilence, famine, poverty, or death, but, when in the saddest
apprehensions of the soul, beyond hope, believes against hope ; even
in the darkest night, casts anchor in God, reposes on Him v^hen he
sees no light. Is. 1. 10. Yea, ikoi/gh He slay me, says Job, yet will
I trust oil Him, — not merely, though I die, but, though He slay me :
when I see His hand lifted up to destroy me, yet, from that same hand
will I look for salvation.
My brethren, my desire is, to stir up in your hearts an ambition
after this blessed estate of the godly who fear the Lord, and trust in
Him, and so fear no other thing. The common revolutions and
changes of the world, and those which in these late times we ourselves
have seen, and the likelihood of more and greater coming on, seem
dreadful to weak minds. But let these persuade us the more to prize
and seek this fixed, unafTrighted station: there is no fixing but here.
Oh ! that you would be persuaded to break off from the vile ways of
sin, which debase the soul and fill it full of terrors, and to disengage
them from the vanities of this world, to take up in God, to live in Him
wholly, to cleave to and depend on Him, to esteem nothing beside
Him ! Excellent was the answer of that holy man to the Emperor,
on his first essaying him with large proffers of honour and riches to
draw him from Christ: Offer these things (says he) to children, I regard them not. Then after he had tried to terrify him with threatening :Threaten (says he) yovr effeminate courtiers, I fear none of these
things.
Seek to have your hearts established on Him by the faith of eternal
life, and then it will be ashamed to distrust Him in any other thing.
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Yea, truly, yoii will not much regard, nor be careful for other things
how they be. It will be all one, the better and the worse of this
moment ; the things of it, even the greatest, being both in themselves
so little and worthless, and of so short continuance.
Well, choose you ; but all reckoned and examined, I had rather be
the poorest believer than the greatest king on earth. How small a
commotion, small in its beginning, may prove the overturning of the
greatest kingdom ! But the believer is heir to a kingdom that cannot be shaken. The mightiest and most victorious prince, who hath
not only lost nothing, but hath been gaining new conquests all his
days, is stopped by a small distemper in the middle of his course ; he returns to his dust, and then his vast designs fall to nothing. Iji that
very day his thoughts perish. But the believer, in that very day, is
sent to the possession of his crown : that is his coronation day ; all his
thoughts are accomplished.
How can you affHght him ? Bring him word, that his estate is
ruined. Yet, my inheritance is safe, says he. " Your wife, or child,
or dear friend, is dead." Yet, my Father lives. " You yourself must
die."
Wellpublic
then, Itroubles
go homeof tothemyChurch,
Father, doubtless,
and to my itinheritance.
For the
is both a pious
and a generous temper, to be more deeply affected for these than for
all our ])rivate ones ; and to be alive to the common calamities of any
people, but especially of God's own people, hatli been the character of
men near unto Him. Observe the pathetical strains of the prophet's
bewailing, when they foretell the desolation even of foreign kingmuch more
whenof foretelling
of theforLord's
chosen peopleSee;
they aredoms,still
mindful
Sion, and that
mournful
her distresses.
Jer. ix. 1, and the whole book of Lamentations. So the Psalmist : If
I forget thee, O Jerusalem, &c. Psal. cxxxvii. 5. Pious spirits are
always public-spirited, as even brave Heathens were for the commonh. So he, in that
of Horace*
: Littlein regarding
but much wealtsolicitous
forpassage
the public.
Yet even
this, withhimself,
much
compassion,
there
is
a
calm
in
a
believer's
mind.
How
none can tell but they who feel it. He finds amidst all hardthese
news,agree,
yet
still, a fixed heart, trusting, satisfied in this, that deliverance shall
come in due time, (Psal. cii. 13.) and that in those judgments that are
inflicted, man shall be humbled and God exalted, (Isa. ii. 11 ; v. 16.)
and that in all tumults, and changes and subversions of states,' still.
His throne is fixed, and with that the believer's heart likewise. So
Psal. xxix. 10 : The Lord sitteth upon the flood : yea, the Lord sitteth
king for ever. Or, sat in the flood, possibly referring to the general
deluge; yet, then, God sat quiet, and still sitteth king for ever. He
steered the ark, and still guides his Church through all. So Psalm
xlvi., throughout that whole Psalm. In all commotions, the kingdom
of Christ shall be spreading and growing, and the close of all shall be
lidl victory on his side; and that is suflicient for the believer.
Of this, a singular example is in Job, who was not daunted with so
many ill-hearings, but stood as an unmoved rock amidst the winds and
waves : Ille vclut rvpcs immota manebat.
• Invenit insonini volventem publica cuia.
Fata viium, casusque
Seeummque
sui. urbis, cunctisque timentem,
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In this condition there is so much sweetness that, if known, a man
might suspect himself to be rather selfishly taken with it, than to be
purely
loving- calmness,
God. Suchis in-joynoinother
believing',
at least,
peace,
such a serene
thing inor this
world.suchNothing
either without or within a man is to be named with this trusting on
His goodness, who is God, and on His faithfulness, who, giving His
promise for thy warrant, commands thee to rely on Him. The holy
soul still trusts under the darkest apprehensions. If it is suggested
that thou art a reprobate, yet, will the soul say, I vrill see the utmost,
and hang by the hold 1 have, till I feel myself really cast off, and will
not willingly fall olf. If I must be separated from Him, He shall do
it Himself; He shall shake me off while I would cleave to Him. Yea,
to the utmost, I will look for mercy, and will hope better : though
I found Him shaking me off, yet will I think He will not do it. It
is good to seek after all possible assurance, but not to fret at the want
of it ; for even without those assurances which some Christians hang
too much upon, there is in simple trust and reliance on God, and in a
desire to walk in His ways, such a fortress of peace, as all the assaults
in the world are not able to make a breach in. And to this add that
unspeakable delight in walking in His fear, joined with this (rust. The
noble ambition of pleasing Him, makes one careless of pleasing or displeasing al the world. Besides, the delight in His commandments, in
so pure, so just a law, holiness, victory over lusts, and temperance,
hath a sweetness in it that presently pays itself, because it is agreeable
to His will.
It is the godly man alone, who, by this fixed consideration in God,
looks the grim visage of death in the face with an unappalled mind,
which damps all the joys, and defeats all the hopes of the most prosperous, proudest, and wisest worldlings. As Archimedes said, when
shot, Avocdsti ah optima demonstrationc, so it spoils all their figures
and fine devices. Bui to the righteous, there is hope in his death. He
goes through
without
fear,glories
withoutof Caligula's
Though
riches,
honours,it and
all the
this world, Quoare vadis.
with a man,
yet
he fears ; yea, he fears the more for these, because here they must end.
But the good man looks death out of countenance, in the words of
David, Though I walk through the valley and shadow of death, yet
will I fear no evil, for thou art with me, Psal. xxiii. 4.
SERMON XIII.
Matt. xiii. 3.
And he spake many things unto them in parables,
sow. saying, Behold a sower went forth to
The rich boiuity of God hath furnished our natural life, not barely for
strict necessity, but with great abundance : many kinds of beasts, and
fowls, and fishes, and herbs, and fruits, has He provided for the use
of man. Thus our spiritual life likewise is supported with a variety :
the word, the food of it, hath not only all necessary truths once simply
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set down, but a great variety of doctrine for our more abundant instruction and consolation. Amon2;st the rest, this way of similitudes
hath a notable commixture of profit and delight.
Parables not unfolded and understood, are a veil (as here) to the
multitude, and in that view, they arc a great judgment ; (as Isa. vi. 9,
cited here ;) but when cleared and made transparent, then they are a
glass to behold Divine tilings in more commodiously and suitably to
our way. All things are big with such resemblances, but they require
the dexterous hand of an active spirit to bring them forth. This way,
besides other advantages, is much graced and commended by our
Saviour's
frequent
use ofhere,it. is fitted to the occasion : multitudes were
That which
is given
coming to hear him, and many were not a whit the better for it. He
instructs us in this point, the great ditference between the different
hearts of men, so that the same word hath very different success in
them.
In this parable we shall consider these three things: l.The nature
of the word itself. 2. The sameness and commonness of the dispensation. 3. Tlie difference of the operation and production.
The word, the .seed, hath in it a productive virtue to bring forth fruit
according to its kind, that is, the fruit of a new life ; not only a new
habitude and fashion of life without, but a new nature, a new kind
of life within, new thoughts, a new estimate of things, new delights
and actions. When the word reveals God, His greatness and holiness,
then it begets pious fear and reverence, and study of conformity to
Him. When it reveals His goodness and mercy, it works love and
confidence. When it holds up to our view Christ crucified, it crucifies
the soul to the world, and the world to it. When it represents those
rich things which are laid up for us, that blessed inheritance of the
saints, then it makes all the histre of this world vanish, shows how
poor it is, weans and calls off the heart from them, raising it to those
higher hopes, and sets it on the project of a crown. And so it is a seed
of noble thoughts and of a suitable behaviour in a Christian, as in the
exposition of this parable, it is called the word of the kingdom ; need,
an
immortal
seed, aslife.St. Peter calls it, 1 Pet. i. 23, springing up to
no less
than eternal
This teaches us, 1. Highly to esteem the great goodness of God to
those places and times which have been most blessed with it. He
showeth his word unto Jacob, his statutes and his judgments unto Israel.
He hath not dealt so with any nation ; and as for his judgments, they
have not known them. Psal. cxlvii. 19.
2. That the same dispensation is to be preached indifferently to all
where it comes, as far as the sound can reacli. And thus it was very
much extended in the first promulg-ating of the gospel ; their sound
went out through all the earth, as the Apostle allusively applies that
of the psalmist. Rom. x. 18. — Psal. xix. 4.
3. This teaches also ministers liberally to sow this seed at all times,
according to that. In. the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening
withhold not thine hand, &c., (Eccl. xi. 6.) praying earnestly to Him
who is the Lord, not only of the harvest, but of the seed time, and of
this seed, to make it fruitful. This is His peculiar work. So the Apostle
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ucknowledg'es,
I have
crease. 1Cor. iii.
6. planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the in4. Hence we also learn the success to be very different. This is
most evident in men: while one is cast into the mould and fashion of
the word, and so moulded and fashioned by it, another is no whit
changed
under it. ; while one heart is melting before it, another is still hardened
So, then, this is not all, to have the word and to hear it, as if that
would serve our turn and save us, as we commonly fancy. The temple
of the Lord, the icmjyle of the Lord are we. Multitudes under the
continual sound of the word, yet remain lifeless and fruitless, and die
in their sins. Therefore, we must inquire and examine strictly, what
becomes of it, how it works, what it brings forth ; and for this very
end, this parable declares so many are fruitless. We need not press
them, they are three to one here ; yea, that were too narrow, the odds
is far greater, for these are but the kinds of unfruitful grounds, and
under each of these are comprised huge multitudes of individuals, so
that there may be a hundred to one, and it is to be feared, that in
many congregations, it is more than so.
Whence is then the difference ? Not from the seed ; that is the
same to all. Not from the sower neither, for though these be divers,
and of different abilities, yet it hangs little or nothing on that. Inde d, he is the fittest to preach, who is himself most like his message,
and comes forth not only with a handful of this seed in his hand, but
with store of it in his heart, the word dwelling richly in him ; yet,
howsoever, the seed he sows, being this word of life, depends not on
his qualifications in any kind, either of common gifts, or special grace.
People mistake this much, and it is a carnal conceit to hang on the
advantages of the minister, or to eye that much. The sure way is, to
look up to God, and to look into thine own heart. An unchanged,
unsoftened heart, like an evil soil, disappoints the fruit. What though
sown by a weak hand, yea, possibly a foul one, yet if received into a
clean and honest heart, it will fructify much. There is in the world a
needless and prejudicial distinguishing of men, out of which people
will not come, for all we can say.
The first bad ground is a highway. Now we have a commentary
here,
we who
may not,
: it isit authentic
full. whence
It is those
hear and
the will
word not
and depart
understand
not. Ver. and
19.
Gross, brutish spirits, who perceive not what is said, are as if they
were not there, sit like blocks, one log of wood upon another ; as he
said, Lajjis svprr lapidem in theatre. This is our brutish multitude.
What pity is it to see so many, such as have not so much as a natural
appi ehension of spiritual truths ! Their hearts are the common road
of all passengers, of all kinds of foolish, brutish thoughts ; seeking
nothing but how to live, and yet they know not to what end, have no
design ; trivial, highway hearts, which all temptations pass through at
their pleasure ; profane as Esaii, which some critics draw from a word
signifying the threshold, the outer step that every foul foot treads on.
These retain nothing ; there is no hazard of that ; and yet, the
enemy of souls, to make all sure, lest peradventure some word
might take root unawares, some grain of this seed, is busy to pick it
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away ; to take tlicm off from all reflection, all serious thoughts, or the
remembrance of any tliino- spoken to tliem. And if any common
word is remembered, yet it doth no good, for that is trodden down
like the rest ; though the most is picked up, because it lies on the
road. So it is expressed, Mark iv. 4.
The second is stony ground; hard hearts, not softened and made
penetrable to receive in deeply this ingrafted word with meekness,
with humble yielding and submission to it ; the rocks. Yet, in these,
there is often some receiving of it, and a little slender moisture above
them, which the warm air may make sjjring up a little : they receive
with joy, have a little present delight in it, are moved and taken with
the sermon, possibly even to the shedding of some tears ; but the
misery is, there is a want of depth of earth, it sinks not.
No wonder if there is some present delight in these. Therefore,
the word of the kingdom, especially if skilfully and sensibly delivered
by some more able speaker, pleases. Let it be but a fancy, yet it is a
fine pleasant one ; such love as induced t!ie Son of God to die for
sinners ; such a rich purchase made as a kingdom ; such glory and
sweetness. Therefore the description of the new Jerusalem, Rev. xxi.,
suppose it to be but a dream, or one of the visions of the night, yet it
is passing fine; it must needs please a mind that heeds what is said
of it. There is a natural delight in spiritual things, and thus the
word of the Prophet, as the Lord tells him, (Ezek. xxxiii. B2,) was
as a inminstrel's
so long
whichawhile
dies
out
the air. voice,
It maya fine
be, thesongrelish
and airas ofit lasted,
it will but
remain
in the imagination, but not long ; even that wears out and is forgotten.
So here, it is heard with joy, and some is springing vp presently:
they commend it, and, it may be, repeat some passages, yea, possibly
desire to be like it, to have such and such graces as are recommended,
a\id upon that think tiiey have them, are presently good Cliristians in
their own conceit. And to appearance, some change is wrought, and
it appears to be all that it is ; but it is not deep enough. They talk,
possibly, too much, more than those whose hearts receive it more
deeply: there it lies hid longer, and little is heard of it ; others may
think it is lost, and, possibly, themselves do not perceive that it is
there ; they are exercised and humbled at it, and find no good in their
own hearts ; yet, there it is hid ; as David says. Thy word have I hid
in my heart. And as seed in a manner dies in a silent, smothering
way, yet, it is in order to the fructifying and the reviving of it, so it
will spring up in time, and he fruitful in its season — with patience, as
St. Luke hath it of the good ground ; not so suddenly, but much
more surely and solidly.
But the most are present mushroom Christians, soon ripe, soon
rotten. The seed goes never deep : it springs up indeed, but any thing
blasts and withers it. There is little root in some. If trials arise,
either the heat of persecution without, or a temjitation within, this
sudden spring-seed can stand before neither.
Oh, rocky hearts I How shallow, shallow, are the impressions of
Pivine things upon you ! Religion goes never further than the upper
surface of your hearts. You have but few deep thoughts of God, and
of Jesus Christ, and the things of the vvorid to come; all are but
slight and transient glances.
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The third is, thorny ground. This relates to the cares, and pleasures, and all the interests of this life. See Mark iv, 1 ; and Luke
viii. 5. All these together are the thorns. And these grow in hearts
which do more deeply receive the seed, and send it forth, and in which
it springs up more hopefully than in either of the other two, and yet
they choke it. Oh, the pity !
Many are thus almost at Heaven ; there is so much desire of renovation, and some endeavours after it, and yet, (he thorns prevail.
Miserable thorns, the base things of a perishing life, drawing away the
strength of affections, sucking the sap of the soul I Our other seed
and harvest, our corn and hay, our shops and ships, our tradings and
bargains, our suits and pretensions for places and employments of
gain or credit, husbiaid or wife, and children, and house, and train,
our feastings and entertainments, and other pleasures of sense, our
civilities and compliments, and a world of those in all the world, are
these thorns, and they overspread all : The lust of the eye, the lust of
the flesh, and the pride of life.
And for how long is ail the advantage and delight of these ? Alas!
that so poor things should prejudice us against the rich and blessed
increase of this Divine seed !
The last is, good ground, a good and honest heart. There is not
much fineness here, not many questions and disputes, but honest simplicity, sweet sincerity, that is all ; a humble, single desire to eye and
to do the will of God, and this from love to Himself. This makes the
soul abound in the fruits of holiness, receiving the word as the ground
of it. Different degrees there are indeed, some thirty, some sixty, and
some an htmdred fold ; yet, the lowest are aiming at the highest, not
resting satisfied, still growing more fruitful ; if thirty last year, desiring to bring forth sixty this.
This is the great point, and we ought to examine it ; for much is
sown and little brought forth. Our God hath done much for us ;
(what more could be done?) yet, when grapes were expected, wild
grapes are produced. What becomes of all ? Who grow to be more
sj)iritua!, more humble and meek, more like Christ, more self-denying,
fuller of love to God and one to another ? Some, but alas ! how few.
All the land is sown, and that plentifully, with the good seed ; but
what comes for the most part ? Cockle, and no grain. Tnfelix lolimn.
We would do all other things to purpose, and not willingly lose our
end : we would net trade and gain nothing', buy and sell, and live by
the loss ; we would not plough and sow, and reap nothing. How
sensibly do we feel one ill year ! And shall this alone be lost labour,
which, well improved, were worth all the rest ? Oh ! how much more
worth than all ! Shall we do only the greatest business to the least
purpose ? Bethink yourselves, what do we here ? Why come we
here ? If we still remain as proud and passionate, as self-willed as
before, what will all great bargains, and good years, and full barns,
avail within a while ? That word. Thou fool, this night shall they
fetch away thy soul, how terrible will it be !
We think we are wise in not losing our labour in other things ; why,
it is all lost, even where most is gained. What amounts it to, when
cast up ? Vanity and vexation of spirit, is the total sum. And in
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all our projecting and bustling-, what do we but sow ihewind, and reap
the whirlwind, sow vanity, and reap vexation ?
This seed alone, bein»- fruitful, makes rich and happy, springs up to
eternal life ! Oh ! that we were wise, that we would at length learn
to hear every sermon as on the utmost edge of time, at the very brink
of eternity ! For any thing we know for ourselves, of any of us it
may be really so. However, it is wise and safe to do as if it were so.
Will you be persuaded of this ? It were a happy Sermon, if it could
prevail for the more fruitiul hearing of all the rest henceforward. We
have lost too much of our little time; and thus, with the Apostle, I
beseech yoli, I beseech you, receive not the grace of God in vain.
Now, that you may be fruitful, examine well your own hearts ;
pluck up, weed out, for there are still thorns. Some will grow, but
he is the happiest man who hath the sharjjest eye and the busiest
hand, spying them out, and plucking them up. Take heed how you
hear
it not3. so easy a matter. Plough itj), and sow not among
thorns.; think
Jer. iv.
And above all, pray, pray before, after, and in hearing. Dart up
desires to God. He is the Lord of the harvest, whose influence doth
all. The difference of the soil makes indeed the difierence of success:
but the Lord hath the privilege of bettering the soil. He who framed
the heart, changes it when and how he will. There is a curse on all
grounds naturally, which fell on the earth for man's sake, but fell more
on
ground
of man's
him : Thorns
and briers
shall
thouthebring
forth.
Now own
it is heart
He thatwithin
denounceth
that curse,
who alone
hath power to remove it. He is both the sovereign owner of the seed,
and the changer of the soil ; He turns a wilderness into Carmel by His
Spirit ; and no ground, no heart, can be good, till He change it.
And being changed, much care must be had still in manuring; for
still that is in it, which will bring forth many weeds, is a mother to
them, and but a step-mother to this seed. Therefore,
Consider it, if you think this concerns you. He that hath an ear
to hear, as our Saviour closes, let him hear. The Lord apply your
hearts to this work ; and though discouragements should arise without,
or within, and little present fruit appear, but corruption is rather
stronger and greater, yet, watch and pray. Wait on ; it shall be better.
This fruit is to be brought forth with patience, as St. Luke hath it.
And this seed, this word, the Lord calls by that very name, the very
word of His patience. Keep it, hide it in thy heart, and in due time
it shall spring up. And this patience shall be put to it but for a little
wiiile. The day of harvest is at hand, when all who have been in any
measure fruitful in grace, shall be gathered into glory.
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SERMON XIV.
2 Cor. vii. 1.
Having therefore
promises,
dearlyperfecting
beloved, holiness
let us cleanse
from all filthiness ofthese
the flesh
and spirit,
in the ourselves
fear of God.
It is a thing both of unspeakable sweetness and usefuhiess, for a Christian often to consider the excellency of that estate to which he is called.
It cannot fail to put him upon very high resolutions, and carry him on
in the Divine ambition of behaving daily more suitably to his high
calling and hopes. Therefore, these are often set before Christians in
the Scriptures, and are pressed here by the Apostle upon a particular
occasion, the avoidance of near combinements with unbelievers. He
mentions some choice promises which God makes to His own people,
and speaks of their near relation to, and communion with. Himself ;
and upon these, he enlarges and raises the exhortation to the universal
endeavour of all holiness, and that as aiming at the very top and
highest degree of it.
In the words are, I. The thing to which he would persuade. II.
The motive.
I. The thing is, holincs.s in its full extension and intention. Purging ourselves from all Jilthiness of the flesh and spirit, and jjcrfcciing
holiness in the fear of God.
The purging out of fiUhiness, and the perfecting of holiness, express
those two parts of renewing grace, morliflcaiion and viviflcution, as
usually they are distinguished. But I conceive they are not so truly
different parts, as a different notion of the same thing, the decrease of
sin and the increase of grace, being truly one thing, as are the dispelling of darkness and the augmenting of light. So here, the one is rendered as the necessary result, yea, as the equivalent of the other, as
the same thing indeed : j)urging frojn filthiness, and, in so doing, perfecting holiness; perfecting holiness, and, in so doing, pjirging from
Jilthiness. By perfection is meant a growing, progressive advance
towards ])crfectiou.
The words, without straining, give us as it were the several dimensions of holiness. The breadth — cleansing from all fllthiness ; the
length,
composition,
along thuthrough
soul andparallel
body, — tofromman's
all fllthiness
of the running
flesh andallspirit;
height his
—
perfecting holiness ; the depth, that which is the bottom whence it rises
us, — a deep impress of the fear of God, perfecting holiness in the fear
of God.
Let vs He
cleanse
ourselves.']
It is the
sanctifier
His
people;
purges
away their
drossLordand whotin. isHethepours
clean ofwater,
according to His promises ; yet, doth He call to us to cleanse ourselves. Even, having such promises, let us cleanse ourselves. He puts
a new life into us, and causes us to act, and excites us to excite it and
call it up into act in the progress of sanctihcation. Men are strangely
inclined to a perverse construction of things. Tell them that we are
to act and work, and to give all diligence, then they would fancy a
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doing in their own strength, and be their own saviours. Ag^ain, tell
them that God worlcs all our works in us, and for us, then they would
take the ease of doinj^ nothing : if they cannot have the praise of doing*
all, they will sit still with folded hands, and use no diligence at all.
But this is the corrupt logic of the flesh, its base sophistry. The
Apostle reasons just contrary, Phil. ii. 12: It is God that worketh in
us, both to will and do ; — therefore, would a carnal heart say, we need
not work, or at least, may work very carelessly. But Ac infers. Therefore let us work out our own salvation with fear and tre7nblin^, that is,
in the more humble obedience to God, and dependence on Him ; not
obstructing the influence of His grace, and by sloth and negligence
provoking Him to withdraw or abate it. Certainly, many in whom
there is truth of grace, are kept low in the growth of it, by their own
slothfulness, sitting still, and not bestirring themselves, and exercising
the
proper actions of that spiritual life by which it is entertained and
advanced.
From all do,pithiness.']
All kinds
sinfultakepollutions.
as men
commonly
reform some
things,of and
to themselvesNot dispensations in others, at least in some o?ie peculiar sin, their mistress, their
Herodias, or their Delilah: no parting with that; yea, they rather
forego
of it. many other things, as a kind of composition for the retaining
Of flesh and spirit.] The whole man must be purified and consecrated to God ; not only refined from the gross outward acts of sin,
but from the inward affection to it, and from the secret motions of it,
that so the heart, like a weaned child, (Psal. cxxxi. 2,) go not after it,
which when restrained fi-om the outward commission of sin, it may do,
and very often does; as the Israelites lusted after the flesh pots, their
hearts remained in Egypt still, though their bodies were brought out.
This, then, is to be done ; affection to sin is to be purged out. That
we are
to cleanse
the ground;
lop oft'
the branches,
tois, dig
about,
and loosen
and plucknotup only
the toroot.
Though
still fibresbutof
it will stick, yet we ought still to be finding them out, and plucking
them up.
Further, this applies not only to the inner part of all sins, but to
some sins that are almost or wholly inward, that hang not so much on
the body, nor are acted by it ; those fllhinesses of the spirit which are
less easily discerned than those of the flesh, and, as more hardly discerned, so, when discerned, more hardly purged out : pride, self-love,
unbelief, curiosity, &c., which, though more retired and refined sins,
yet are pollutions and defilements, yea, of the worst sort, as beingmore spinluix], fUhiness of the spirit. Fleshly pollutions are things of
which the devils are not capable in themselves, though they excite
men to them, and so they are called unclean spirits. But the highest
rank of sins, are those that are properly spiritual wickednesses. These
in men are the chief strengths of Satan, the inner works of his forts,
and strong-holds. 2 Cor. x. 4. Many who are not much tempted to
the common gross sensualities, who have, possibly, though an inclination to them, yet, a kind of disdain of them, and through education,
and morality, and strength of reason, with somewhat of natural conscience, are carried above them, yet, have many of those heights the
Vol. II.
M
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Apostle speaks of, those lofty imaginations that rise against God and
the obedience of Christ, all which must be demolished.
Perfecting holiness.] Not content with low measures, with just so.
much as keeps from hell, but aspiring towards perfection ; aiming
high at self-victory, self-denial, and the love of God becoming jjurer
and hotter, like a fire, growing, and flaming up, and consuming the
earth. Though men fall short of their aim, yet, it is good to aim
high : they shall shoot so much the higher, though not full so high as
they aim. Thus we ought to be setting the state of perfection in our
eye, resolving not to rest content below that, and to come as near it
as we can, even before we come at it. Not as though I had already
attained, says the Apostle, but this one thing I do : forgetting the
things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those which are
before, I press towards the mark. Phil. iii. 11, 12. This is to act as
one
who it.hath such a hope, such a state in view, and is still advancing
towards
In the fear of God.] There is no working but on firm ground;
there are no solid endeavours in holiness where it is not founded in
a deeply-felt reverence of God, a desire to please Him and to be like
Him, which springs from love. This, most men are either wholly
strangers to, or are but slight and shallow in it, and therefore make so
little true progress in holiness.
II. Then there is the motive. Having these promises. Being called
to so fair an estate, so excellent a condition, to be the people, yea, the
sons and daughters of God, therefore they are called to the coming
forth from Babel, and the separating themselves from sin and purging
it out. Holiness is His image in His children : the more there is of it,
the more suitable are they to that blessed relation and dignity, and the
firmer are their hopes of the inheritance of glory.
Consider sin as a filthiness : bate it. Oh, how ugly and vile is lust,
liovv deformed is swelling pride 1 And all sin is an aversion from
God, a casting of the noble soul into the mire, the defacing of all its
beauty. Turning to present things, it pollutes itself witli them : he
who
clad in scarlet, embraces the dunghill, as Jeremiah in another
sense islaments.
The ])urity of things is, an unmixiure and simplicity corresponding
with their own being; and such is the purity of the soul when elevated
above the earth and sense, and united unto God, contemplating Him,
and delighting in Him. All inordinate bent to the creatures, or to
itself, (which is the first and main disorder,) doth defile and debase it.
And the more it is sublimed and freed from itself, the purer and more
Heavenly
the
more. it grows, and partakes the more of God, and resembles Him
This, then, is to be our main study; first, to search out our iniquities, the particular
defilements&c.,of our
gross filthiness,
drunkenness,
lasciviousness,
but natiu-e
our love; notof only
this earth,
or oi air,
our vanity of mind, our self-will and self-seeking. Most persons, even
most Christians, are short-sighted in respect to their own secret evils,
the filthiness of the spirit especially, and use little diligence in this
inquiry. They do not seek light from God, to go in before Him, and
to lead them into themselves, as the Prophet had in the discovery of
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idolatries at .Jerusalem. Oh! that we could once see what heaps
of abominations lie hid in us, one behind another !
Then, havinn- searched out, we must follow on to purge out : we are
not to pass over, nor to spare any, but to delight most in casting out
the best beloved sin, the choicest idol, that hath had most of our service
and sacrifices, to make room for Jesus Christ.
And never cease in this work, for still there is need of more purifying. One day's work in this, disposes for and engages to a further,
to the next ; for, as sin is purged out, light comes in, and more clear
discoveries are made of remaining pollutions. So, then, still there
must be progress, less of the world, and more of God in the heart every
day. Oh ! this is a sweet course of life. What gain, what preferment
is to be compared to it ?
And in this, it is good to have our ambition growing ; the higher we
rise, to aspire still the higher, looking further than before, even towards the perlection of holiness. It is not much we can here attain
to, but surely, it is commonly far less than we might ; we improve not
our condition and advantages as we might do. The world are busy
driving forwards their designs. Men of spirit are animated both by
better and by worse success : if any thing miscarry, it sets them on the
more eagerly to make it up, in the right management of some other
design : and when they prosper in one thing, that enables and encourages them to attempt further. Shall all other things seem worth our
pains? Are only grace and glory so cheap in our account, that the
least diligence of all goes that way? Oh, strange delusion !
Now, our cleansing is to be managed by all holy means : the word
and sacrament more wisely and spiritually used than commonly they
are with us ; and private j)rayer, which purifies and elevates the soul,
takes it up into the mount, and makes it shine ; and particularly, supplicating for the Spirit of holiness and for victory over sin, is not in
vain ;— the soul obtains its desires of God, becoming that which it is
fixedly set upon ; holy resolution ;— Christians are much wanting in
this, are faint and loose in their purposes ;— the consideration of Divine
truths, the mysteries of the kingdom, the hope of Christians, yea, rich
and great promises, that is particularly here the motive :— these are all
the means, and holy means they are, as their end is, the perfection of
holiness.
Having these promises.] Now consider whether it is better to be the
slaves of Satan, or the sons of God. Measure delight in God, with the
low, base pleasures of sense. Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall
see God : these gradually go on together, and are perfected together.
Why, then, is there such an invincible love of sin in the hearts of
men? At least, why so little love of holiness, and endeavour after it,
so mean thoughts of it, as a thing either indecent or unpleasant, when
it is the only noble and the only delightful thing in the world? The
soul by other things is drawn below itself, but by holiness it is raised
above itself, and made Divine. The pleasures of sin are for a season:
they are the pleasures of a moment exchanged for those of eternity.
But even in the mean time, in this season, the holy soul is fed with
communion with God, one hour of which is of more worth than the
longest life of the highest of the world's delights.
M2
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Psalm cxix. 32.
I will run the way of Thy commandments, when Thou shall enlarge my heart.
To desire ease and happiness, under a general representation of it, is
a thing of more easy and general persuasion ; there is somewhat in
nature to help the argument. But to find beauty in, and be taken
with, the very way of holiness that leads to it, is more rare, and
depends on a higher principle. Self-love inclines a man to desire the
rest of love, but to love and desire the labour of love, is love of a higher
and purer strain. To delight and be cheerful in obedience, argues
much love as the spring of it. That is the thing the holy Psalmist
doth so plentifully express in this Psalm, and he is still desiring more
of that sweet and lively affection that might make him yet more abundant in action. Thus here, I will run, &c. He presents his desire
and his purpose together, q. d.. The more of this grace Thou bestowest on me, the more service shall I be able to do Thee.
This is the top of his ambition, while others are seeking to enlarge
their barns, their lands or estates, or their titles ; and kings to enlarge
their territories or authority, to encroach on neighbouring kingdoms,
or be more absolute in their own ; instead of all such enlargements,
this
is David's great desire, an enlarged heart to run the way of God!s
commandments.
And these other (how big soever they sound) are poor narrow
desires : this one is larger and higher than them all, and gives evidence
of a heart already large. But as it is miserable in those desires, so it
is happy in this, that much would still have more.
Let others seek more money, or more honour. Oh I the blessed
choice of that soul that is still seeking more love to God, more affection, and more ability to do Him service ; that counts all days and
hours for lost, which are not employed to this improvement; that hears
the word in public, and reads it in private for this purpose, to kindle
this love, or to blow the spark, if any there be already in the heart, to
raise it to a clear flame, and from a little flame to make it burn yet
hotter and purer, and rise higher : but, above all means, is often presenting this in prayer to Him on whose influence all depends, in whose
hand our hearts are, much more than in our own. It follows Him
with this desire, and works on Him by His own interest. Though
there can be really no accession of gain to Him by our services, yet.
He is pleased so to account with us as if they were. Therefore we
may urge this : Lord, give more, and receive more : / will run the
way of Thy commandments, when Thou shall enlarge my heart.
We have here in the words, a required dispositioii, and a suitable
resolution. The disposition relates to the resolution, as the means of
fulfilling it ; and the resolution relates to the disposition, both as the
end of desiring it, and as the motive of obtaining it. The resolution
occurs first in the words,
I will run, &c.] The way resolved on, is, that of God's command-
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ments; not the road of the polluted world, not the crooked ways of
his own heart, but the high-way, the royal way, the straight way of the
kingdom, and that in the notion of subjectiou and obedience, the way
o f Thy commandments. This, Man naturally struggles against, and
repines at. To be limited and bounded by a law, is a restraint ; and
vain man could possibly find in his heart to do many of the same
things that are commanded, but he would not be tied, would have his
liberty, and do it of his own choice. This is the enmity of the carnal
mind against God, as the Apostle expresses it: it is not subject to the
law of God, neither can it be; it breaks these bonds, and casts away
the cords of his authority. This is sin, the transgression of the law ;
and this made the first sin so great, though in a matter one would think
small, the eating of the fruit of a tree : it was rebellion against the
majesty of God, casting off his law and authority, and aspiring to an
imagined self-deity. And this is still the treasonable pride, or independency, and wickedness of our nature, rising up against God who
formed ns of nothing.
And this is the power and substance of religion, the new impress
of God upon the heart, obedience and resignment to Him. To be
given up to Him as entirely His, to be moulded and ordered as He
will, to be subject to His laws and appointments in all things, to have
every action, and every word, under a rule and law, and the penalty to
be so high, eternal death ; all this to a carnal or haughty miud is hard.
Not only every action and every word, but even every thought too,
must be subject ; the soul is not so much as thought-free. Every
thought is brought into captivity, as the Apostle speaks, 2 Cor. x. 5 ;
and so the licentious mind accounts it. Not only the affections and
desires,
this law. but the very reasonings and imaginations are brought under
Now, to yield this as reasonable and due to God ; to own His
sovereignty, and to acknowledge the Law to be holy, just, and good ;
to approve, yea, to love it, even where it most contradicts and controls
our own corrupt will and the law of sin in our flesh ; this is true spiritual obedience ;— to study and inquire after the will of God in all
our ways, what will please Him, and having found it, to follow that
which is here called the way of His commandments ; to make this our
way, and our business in the world, and all other things but accessories and by-works, even those lawful things that may be taken in,
and used as helps in our way : as the disciples passing through
the corn, plucked the ears and did eat it passing, as a by-work, but
their business was to follow their Master. And whatsoever would
hinder us in this way, must be watched and guarded against. To
effect that, we must either remove and thrust it aside, or if we cannot
do that, yet we must go over it, and trample it under foot, were it the
thing or the person that is dearest to us in the world. Till the heart
be brought to this state and purpose, it is either wholly void of, or
very low and weak in the truth of, religion.
VVe place religion much in our accustomed performances, in
coming to church, hearing and repeating of sermons, and praying at
home,
keeping ais road
duties. The
way ofreligipu
God's
commandments
more ofin such
doing and
than such
in discourse.
In many,
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evaporates itself too much out by the tongue, while it appears too little
in their ways. Oh! but this is the main: one act of charity, meekness,
or humility,
speaks
more thanfor aa day's
the attain
means not,
we
use
in religion,
are intended
fiirtherdiscourse.
end, which Allif they
they are nothing. This end is to mortify and purify the heart, to mould
it to ;thein our
way private
of God's
commandments
in the andwhole
track ofsecret
our
lives
converse
one with another,
our retired
CQpverse with ourselves, to have God still before us, and His law our
rule, in all we do, that He may be our meditation day and night, and
that His law may be our counsellor, as this Psalm hath it ; to regulate
all our designs and the works of ovn- callings by it; to walk soberly,
and godly, and righteously, in this present world; to curb and cross
our
own andwillspride,
whereour they
cross and
God'spleasures,
; to denyto ourselves
our subown
humour
passions
have all these
dued and brought under by the power of the law of love within us ;—
this, and nothing below this, is the end of religion. Alas ! amongst
multitudes who are called Christians, some there may be who speak
and appear like it, yet how few are there who make this their business,
andHisaspire
to this,course
the way
!
intended
in thisof God's
way, thecommandments
Psalmist expresses
by ruiming.
It is good to be in this way even in the slowest motions. Love will
creep where it cannot go. But if thou art so indeed, then thou wilt
long for a swifter motion. If thou do but creep, be doing, creep on,
yet desire to be enabled to go. If thou goest, but yet halting and
lamely, desire to be strengthened to walk straight ; and if thou walkest,
let not that satisfy thee, desire to run. So here David did walk in
this way but he earnestly wishes to mend his pace ; he would willingly ruji, and for that end he desires an enlarged heart.
Some dispute and descant too much whether they go or not, and childishly tel their steps, and would know at every pace whether they advance
or not, and how much they advance, and thus amuse themselves, and
spend the time of doing and going, in questioning and doubting. Thus it
is with many Christians. But it were a more wise and comfortable way,
to be endeavouring onwards, and, if thou make little progress, at least
to be desiring to make more ; to be praying and walking, and praying that thou mayest walk faster, and that in the end thou mayest run;
not to be satisfied with any thing attained, but yet, by that unsatisfiedness, not to be so dejected as to sit down, or stand still, but rather
excited to go on. So it was with St. Paul, Philip, iii. 13. Forgetting
the things which are behind, and reaching forth 7into those things which
are before, I press forward. If any one thinks that he hath done well
and run far, and will take a pause, the great Apostle is of another
mind : Not as if I had already attained. Oh, no ! far from that, he
still sets forward, as if nothing were done : like a runner, not still
looking back to see how much he hath run, but forward to what he is
to run, stretching forth to that, inflamed with frequent looks at the
mark and end. Some are retarded by looking on what is past, as not
satisfied : they have done nothing, as they think, and so stand still
discontented. But even in that way, it is not good to look too much
to things behind : we must forget them rather, and press onwards.
Some, if they have gone on well, and possibly run for a while, yet,
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if they fall, then tliey arc ready, in a desperate malcontent, to lie still,
and think all is lost; and in this peevish fretting at their falls, some
men please themselves, and take it for repentance, whereas indeed it
is not that, but rather pride and humonr. Repentance is a more submissive, humble thinp:. But this is what troubles some men at their
new falls,
time their
of even
walking-are orbroken
running,)
they
think (especially
their projectif after
is nowalongspoiled,
thoughts
off:
they would have had somewhat to have rejoiced in, if they had still
gone asongood
to thelet end,
of that,
they think
they
had
alone,butandbeinggive disappointed
over. Oh I but
the humble
Christian
is better taught : his falls teach him indeed to abhor himself; they
discover his own weakness to him, and empty him of self-trust ; but
they do not dismay him to get up and go on, not boldly and carelessly
forgetting- his fall, but in tlie himible sense of it, walking the more
warily, yet not (he less swiftly; yea, the more swiftly too, making the
more haste to reg-ain the time lost by the fall. So then if you would
run in this way, depend on the strength of God, and on His Spirit leading thee, that so thou mayest not fall. And yet if thou dost fall, arise,
and, if thou art plunged in the mire, go to the Fountain opened for
sin and uncleanness, and wash there; bemoan thyself before thy Lord ;
and if Innt and bleeding by thy fall, yet look to Him, desire Jesus to
pity thee, and bind up and cure thy wound, washing off thy blood,
and pouring in of his own.
However it is with thee, give not over, faint not, run on. And that
thou mayest run the more easily and expeditely, make thyself as light
as may be, lay aside every weight. Heb. x. 1, 2. Clog not thyself
with unnecessary burdens of earth, and especially lay aside that which,
of all things, weighs the heaviest, and cleaves the closest, the sin that
so easily besets its, and is so hardly put off us, that folds so connaturally
to us, and we therefore think will not hinder us much. And not only
the sins that are more outward, but the inner, close-cleaving sins, the
sin that most of all sits easily to us ; not only our cloak, but our inawaysetwith
oin- Saviourstage,
saysandin another
and
run nerthecoat,race
beforethatus,too,our asappointed
that with case;
jniticnce,
under all oppositions and discouragements from the world without,
and from sin within. And to encourage thee in this, look to such a
cloud of witnesses, that compasseth us about to further us, as troubles,
temptations, and sin, do to hinder us. They encountered the like
sufferings, and were encumbered with the like sins ; and yet, they ran
on, and got home. Alexander would have run in the Olympic games
if he had had kings to run with : now, in this race, kings, and prophets, and righteous persons, run ; yea, all are indeed a kingly generation, each one heir to a crown as the jjrize of this race.
And if these encourage thee but little, then look beyond them, above
that cloud of witnesses, to the sun, the San of Itighteousness ; looking
off from all things here, that would either entangle thee or discourage
thee, taking thine eye off from them, and looking to liim who will
powerfully draw thee and animate thee. Look to Jestts, not only as
thy forerunner in this race, but also, as thy undertaker in it, the author
and finisher of our faith. His attaining the end of the race, is the
pledge of thy attaining, if thou follow him cheerfully on the same eiv-
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couragements that he looked to: Who for the joy that was set before
him, endured the cross, and despised the shame, and is now set down at
the right hand of God.
When thou shalt enlarge my heart.l In all beings, the heart is the
principle of motion, and according as it is more or less perfect in its
kind, tlio.se motions which flow from it, are more or less vigorous.
Therefore hath the Psalmist good reason, to the end his spiritual course
may be tlie steadfaster and the faster, to desire that the principle of it,
the heart, may he more enabled and disposed, which here he expres es byits being enlarged.
What
this explain
enlargement
of theSurely
heart is,it awould,
man's didownmeninward
should easily
to him.
reflectsenseon
it, and were they acquainted with their own hearts ; but the most are
not. They woidd find the carnal natural heart, a narrow, contracted,
hampered thing, bound with cords and chains of its own twisting and
forging, and so incapable of walking, much less of running, in this
wayTheof God's
be freed and
heart iscommandments,
taken generallytillinitScripture
for enlarged.
the whole soul, the
understanding and the will, in its several affections and motions ; and
the phrase being here of an enlarged heart, it seems very congruous to
take it in the mt)st ciihugcd sense.
It is said of Sdlonion, that he had a large heart, (the same word
that is here,) as the sand on the sea-shore, 1 Kings iv. 29 ; that is, a
vast comprehensive spirit, that could fathom much of nature, both its
greater and lesser things. He spake of trees, from the cedar in Lebanon, to the hyssop on the wall, and of great beasts, and small creeping
things. Thus, I conceive, the enlargement of the heart compriseth
the enlightening of the understanding. There arises a clearer light
there, to discern spiritual things in a more spiritual manner ; to see
the vast difference betwixt the vain things the world goes after, and
the true,thesolid
is inpleasures
the way ofofsin,
God'sandcommandments;
know
falsedelight
blush that
of the
what deformity tois
under that painted mask, and not be allured by it ; to have enlarged
apprehensions of God. His excellency, and greatness, and goodnes ;how worthy he is to be obeyed and served. This is the great
dignity and happiness of the soul : all other pretensions are low and
poor, in respect of this. Here then is enlargement, to see the purity
and beauty of His law, how just and reasonable, yea, how pleasant
and amiable it is ; that His commandments are not grievous ; that they
are beds of spices, the more we walk in them, still the more of their
fragrant smell and sweetness we find.
And then, consequently, upon the larger and clearer knowledge of
these things, the heart dilates itself in affection: the more it knows
of God, still the more it loves Him, and the less it loves this present
world. Love is the great enlarger of the heart, to all obedience.
Then nothing is hard, yea, the harder things become the more delightful.
All love of other things doth pinch and contract the heart, for they
are all narrower than itself It is framed to that wideness in its first
creation, caj)able of enjoying God, though not of a full comprehending
of Him. Therefore, all other things gather it in, and straiten it
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from its natural size; only the love of God stretches and dilates it. He
is large enough for it, yea, it, in its fullest enlargement, is infinitely
too narrow for Him. Do not all find it if they will ask themselves,
that in all other loves and pursuits in this world .there is still somewhat
that pinches ? The soul is not at its full size, but, as a foot in a strait
shoe, is somewhere bound and pained, and cannot go freely, much less
run : though another who looks on, cannot tell where, yet, each one
feels it. But when the soid is set free from these narrow things, and
is raised to the love of God, then is it at ease and at large, and hath
room enough ; it is both elevated and dilated. And this word signifies a
high-raised soul, and is sometimes taken for proud and lofty ; but there
is a greatness and height of spirit in the love of God and union with
Him, that doth not vainly swell and lift it up, but with the deepest humiHty, joins the highest and truest magnanimity. It sets the soul above the
snares that lie here below, in which most men creep and are entangled,
in that way of li fe, which is on high to the just, as Solomon speaks.
Good reason hath David to join these together, and to desire the
one as the spring and cause of the other ; an enlarged heart, that he
might
run thejoyswayandof consolations
God's commandments.
Sensible
in God do encourage and enlarge
the heart ; b;it these are not so general to all, nor so constant to any.
Love is the abounding, fixed spring of ready obedience, and will make
the heart cheerful in serving God, even without those felt comforts,
when He is pleased to deny or withdraw them.
In that course or race, are understood constancy, activity, and
alacrity; and all these flow from the enlargement of the heart.
1. Constancy. A narrow, inthralled heart, fettered with the love of
lower things, and cleaving to some particular sins, or but some one,
and that in secret,
foot a; while
the way
mandments, insome may
stepskeep
of them
but itinmust
give ofup God's
quickly,com-is
not able to run on to the end of the goal. But a heart that hath laid
aside every weight, and the most close-cleaving and besetting sin (as
it is in that forecited place in the Epistle to the Hebrews), hath
stripped itself of all that may falter or entangle it, it runs, and runs
on,
it inwithout
the race.fainting or wearying ; it is at large, hath nothing that pains
2. Activity. Not only holding on, but running, which is a swift,
nimble race. It stands not bargaining and disputing, but once knowGod's mind,
is noPsalm
more the
question
demur.
/ made
and ingdelayed
not, astherein this
word is,or did
not stay
upon haste
why
and wherefore : he stood not to reason the matter, but ran on. And
this love, enlarging the heart, makes it abundant in the work of the
Lord, quick and active, despatching much in a little time.
3. Alacrity. All is done with cheerfulness, so, no other constraint
is needful, where this overpowering, sweet constraint of love is. I
will run, not be hauled and drawn as by force, but skip and leap ; as
the evangelic promise is, that the lame shall leap as a hart, and the
tongue of the dumb sing; for in the wilderness shall waters break out,
and streams in the desert. Isa. xxxv. 6. The Spouse desires her Beloved tohasten as a roe and hind on the mountains of spices, and she
doth so, and each faithful soul runs towards him^ to meet him in his
way.
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It
is
a
sad
heavy
thing
to
do
any
tilingas
in
obedience
God,
while the heart is straitened, not enlarged towards Him bytoDivine
Jove; but that once taking possession and enlarging the heart, that
obedienceIndeed
makesthethesouloutward
; it
isinward
then aprinciple
natural of"
motion.
runs inobedience
the ways sweet
of God,
as the sun in his course, which finds no difficulty, being naturally fitted
and carried to that motion ; he goes forth as a bridegroom, and rejoiccth as a strong ma?i to run a race.
Tliis is the great point which our souls should be studious of, to attain
more evenness, and nimbleness, and cheerfulness, in the ways of God ;
and for this end we ought to seek above ail things this enlarged heart.
It is the want of this makes us bog, and drive heavily, and run long
upon little ground. Oh, my beloved, how shallow and narrow are our
thoughts of God ! Most even of those who are truly godly, yet, are
led on by a kind of instinct, and carried they scarcely know how, to
give and
somego attendance
on God'scourse.
worship,It and
to thethus,
avoidance
sin,
on in a blameless
is better
than toofrungrossto
excess of riot and open wickedness, with the ungodly world. But,
alas ! this is but a dull, heavy, and languid motion, where the heart is
not enlarged by the daily growing love of God. Few, few are acquainted witli that delightlul contemplation of God, wliich ventilates
and raises this flame of love. Petty things bind and contract our
spirits, so that they feel little joy in God, little ardent, active desire to
do Him service, to crucify sin, to break and undo self-love within us,
to root up our own wills to make room for His, that His alone may
be ours, that we may have no will of our own, that our daily work
may be to grow more like Him in the beauty of holiness. You think
it a hard saying, to part with your carnal lusts and delights, and the
common ways of the world, and to be tied to a strict, exact conversation all your days. But Oh ! the reason of this is, because the heart
is yet straitened and inthralled by the base love of these mean things,
and that arises from the ignorance of things higher and better. One
glance of God, a touch of His love, will free and enlarge the heart, so
that it can deny all, and part with all, and make an entire renouncing
of all, to follow Him. It sees enough in Him, and in Him alone, and
therefore, can neither quietly rest on, nor earnestly desire any thing
beside Him.
Oh ! that you would apply your hearts to consider the excellency of
this way
of God's
Our wretched
diced ;they
think itcommandments
melancholy and! sad.
Oh ! therehearts
is no are
way prejutruly
joyous but this. They shall sing in the ways of the Lord, says the
Psalmist. Psal. cxxxviii. 5. Do not men, when their eyes are opened,
see a beauty in meekness, and temperance, and humility, a present
delightl'ulness
and quietness
in them?but Whereas
and passion,
and
intemperance,
there is nothing
vexation inandpridedisquiet.
And
then, consider the end of this way, and of tliis race in it, rest and peace
for ever. It is the way of peace, both in its own nature, and in respect
of its end. Did you believe that joy and glory which are set before
you in this way, you would not any of you defer a day longer, but
forthwith you would break from all that holds you back, and enter into
this way, and run on cheerfully in it. The persuasion of those great
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things above, would enlarge and greaten the heart, and make the
greatest things here very little in your eyes.
But would you attain to this enlarged heart for this race, as you
ought to apply your thoughts to these Divine things, and stretch them
on the promises made in the world, so, above all, take David's course,
seek
this enlargement
of heartGodfromby God's
hand.
propounded
and laid before
way ofownrequest
: SeeForwhatit isishere
my
desire, I would gladly serve Thee better, and advance more in the way
of Thy commandments ; now, this I cannot do till my heart be more
enlarged, and that cannot be but by Thy hand. When Thou shalt enlarge my heart. Present this suit often: it is in His power to do it
for thee. He can stretch and expand thy straitened heart, can hoist
and spread the sails within thee, and then carry thee on swiftly ; filling
them, upon
not with
air it,of but
man'swithapplause,
readilyandrunssofta
soul
rocks theandvainsplits
the sweet which
breathings
gales of His own Spirit, which carry it straight to the desired haven.
Findest thou sin cleaving to thee and clogging thee? Cry to Him :
— Help, Lord ! set me free from my narrow heart. — I strive but in
vain without Thee ; still it continues so. — I know little of Thee ; my
affections are dead and cold towards Thee. — Lord, I desire to love
Thee, here is my heart ; and lest it fly out, lay hold on it, and take
Thine own way with it : though it should be in a painful way, yet,
draw it forth, yea, draw it that it may run after Thee. All is His own
working, and all His motive is His own free grace. Let who will
fancy themselves masters of their own hearts, and think to enlarge
them by the strength of their own stretches of speculation ; they
alone, they alone are in the sure and happy way of attaining it, who
humbly
who madesueit. and wait for this enlargement of heart from His hand
SERMON XVI.
Romans viii. 33, 34.
Who isshall
any thing to ?the Itcharge
of God's died,
elect ? Itrather,
is Godthatthatis justifielh
: Who
he thatlayat condenineth
is Christ
is even
the right hand of God,
who that
also niakethyea,intercession
for us.risen again, who
Other men may fancy and boast as they please, but there are none in
the world but the godly alone, that are furnished with sufficiently
strong supports and comforts against all possible hazards. And of
these doth the Apostle treat most freely, sweetly, and plentifully, in
this chapter. He secures believers in their Christ, touching these two
great evils, after condemnation, and present affliction, that the one
cannot befall them, and the other cannot hurt them.
For their immunity from the former, they have the clear word of the
Gospel, and the seal of the Spirit ; and that former privilege made
sure, as the far greater, doth secure the other as the less.
They are freed from condemnation, and not only so, but entitled and
to a ;kingdom.
And itwhat
do? butYea,it
itensured
doth good
yea, not only
cannothurtrobthenthemcan'ofaffliction
their crown,
carries them on towards it, is their highway to it : Jf we, suffer with
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Him, we shall aho he glorified together. Yea, all things to the children
of God do prove advantageous : severally taken in their present sense,
they may seem evil, but taken jointly in their after issue, their working
tog-ether yet,
is allcontempered
for good. and
In their
simpletheynature,
they are
poison,
prepared,
shall possibly
prove medicinal.
All these things are against me, said old Jacob, and yet he lived to see
even all these were for him. The children of God are indeed so
happy, that the harshest things in their way change their nature, and
become sweet and profitable. This much is effected hy their prayers,
which have a divine incantation in them. They breathe forth the expres ions oftheir love to God, by which they are characterized, ver. 28,
tliem that love God; and that is put on their hearts, the imprcssio7i of
His love to them, to which they are here led by the A])Ostle, as to the
spring-head of all. All their comforts and privileges flow thence, yea,
all their love and their faith, appropriating those comforts and privileges. Yea, the very treasury of all together, Jesus Christ himself, is
the free gift of this free love. He, as the greatest, ascertains all things
besides as unspeakably less.
These two are such mighty arguments, that no difficulty nor grief
can stand before them. The love of God, He is with us ; who then
can be against us ? All the world it may be, but that all is nothing.
Once it was nothing: it was that God who is our God, who loves us
and is for us, who made it something ; and if He will, it may again be
nothing. And as it is at its best, it is nothing-, being compared with
another gift which he hath bestowed on us ; and having bestowed that,
surely, if there be any thing in this world can do us any good, we shall
not want it. He that spared not his own Son, bvt gave Him to the
death for us, will he not with him give us all things ?
And to close all. He makes these two great immunities good to us
in Christ. He fixes there. There we are freed from all fear of condemnation, orof being hurt by affliction. No accusation nor guiltiness can annul the righteousness of Christ, and that is made ours.
No distress nor suffering can cut us off from the love of God ; and if it
cannot do that, we need not fear it : all other hazards are no hazard,
that being sure.
And in confidence of this, the Apostle gives the defiance, casts a
challenge to angels, to men, to all the world, upon these two points,
Who shall accuse? — Who shall separate? — Accuse to God, or separate
from Him ? Whatsoever times may come, the hardest that any can
apprehend or foretel, if these two be not sufficient furniture against
them, I know not what is.
Men are commonly busied about other events concerning them and
theirs, what shall become of this or the other, and what if this or that
fall out. But the conscience once raised to this inquiry, the soul being
awake to discern the hazard of eternal death, all other fears and questions are drowned and lost in this great question, Am I condemned or
not? Is my sin pardoned or not?
And then, a satisfying answer received concerning this, all is quiet ;
the soul reposes sweetly on God, and puts all its other concernments
into His hands. Let Him make me poor and despised, let Him smite
and chastise me. He bath forgiven niy sin ; all is well. That burden
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taken off, the soul can go light, yea, can leap and dance under all
other burdens. Oh, how it feels itself nimble, as a man eased of a
load that he was even faintins^ under ! Oh ! blessed the man whose
sin is taken off, lifted from his nhoulden, (that is the word, Psal.
xxxii. 1.) laid over upon Christ, who could hear the whole load, and
take it away, take it out of sight, which we could never have done ;
no, they would have sunk us for ever. That one word, atpet, John i. 29,
signifies both and answers to the two, Isa. liii. 4, He hath borne our
grief and carried our sorrows ; lifted them away. Oh how sweet a
burden, instead of this, is that engagement of obedience and love to
him as our Redeemer, and whicli is all he lays on us ! If we follow
him, and bear his cross, he is our strength, and bears both it and us.
So
this is theweight
greatofpoint,
the then,
condemning
sin. the heart's ease, to be delivered from
And certainly, while men do not think thus, their hearts have very
sligiit impressions of the truth of these things. I fear the most of us
scarcely believe this condemnation to come, at least very shallowly,
and so they cannot much consider the deliverance from it provided
for us in Jesus Christ. I cannot see how it is possible for a heart
persuaded of these things, to be very careful about any thing beside.
You who eat and drink, and labour and trade, and bestow all your
time either in the pains or the pleasures of this earth, what think you
of eternity ? Is it a light thing for you to perish for ever ? After a
few days vainly spent, to fall under the wrath of God for ever ? Oh,
that you would be persuaded to think on these things !
And you who have an interest in this free and blessed estate, why
are your spirits so cold, so infrequent in the thoughts of it? Why are
you not rejoicing in the Lord, gladdening yourselves in secret when
you remember this ? — Go the world as it will, my sin is forgiven me.
Mistake me, accuse me whoso will, my God hath acquitted me in His
Christ, and he loves me, and lives to intercede for me.
Methinks I hear some say, Ay, they who could say that, might be
merry indeed ; but alas ! I have no such assurance. Who can lay
any thing
God's electAm? I That
true, ?but here is the
great
point tooftheso charge
hard a ofresolution.
one ofisthese
That the Apostle doth thus specify the owners of this consolation,
by this high and hidden character of their election, is not to render it
doubtful and dark ; for his main aim, on the contrary, is, both to extend itas far as it can go, and to make it as clear as may be to all
that have interest in it: but he designates them by the primitive act of
love fixing on them, so as it is now manifested to them in the subsequent effects which flow from their election : called, and sanctified,
and conformed to Jesus Christ, both by his Spirit with them, and by
the sufferings that without arise again.st them in the world. They are
such as, being the sons of God, are led by the Spirit of God, and walk
not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.
And these things, indeed, considered as their characters, the stamp
of God on them, the impressions of their election to life, do check the
vain confidence of all carnal, ungodly professors of the name of Christ,
and tell them that their pretended title to him is a mere delusion. Certainly, whosoever lives in the love of sin, and takes the flesh for hia
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guide, that accursed, blind guide is leading him into the pit. What
gross folly and impudence is it for any man, walking in the lust of his
own heart, to fancy and aver himself to be a partner of that redemption, whereof so great a part is, to deliver us from the power of our
iniquities,
them with toHisrenew
love our
! hearts, and re-unite them to God, and possess
The great evidence of thy election is, love. Thy love to Him, gives
certain testimony of His preceding, eternal love to thee: so are they
here designated, they that love God, Thy choosing Him, is the effect
and evidence of His choosing thee. Now, this is not laborious, nor
needs to be disputed. Amidst all thy frailties, feel the pulse of thine
affection, which way it beats, and ask thy heart whether thou love Him
or not ; in this thou hast the character of thy election.
Know you not, that the redeemed of Christ and he are one ? They
live one life, Christ lives in them, and if any man hath not the Spirit
of Christ, he is none of his, as the Apostle declares in this chapter. So,
then, this we are plainly to tell you, and consider it, you that will
not
him. let go your sins and lay hold on Christ, have as yet no share in
But on the other side, the truth is, that when souls are once set upon
this search, they commonly wind the notion too high, and subtilize too
much in the dispute, and so entangle and perplex themselves, and
drive themselves further off from that comfort that they are seeking
after : such measures and marks of grace, they set to themselves for
their rule and standard ; and unless they find those without all controversy inthemselves, they will not believe that they have an interest
in Christ and this blessed and safe estate in him.
To such I would only say. Are you in a willing league with any
known sin ? Yea, would you willingly, if you might be saved in that
way, give up yourself to voluptuousness, and ungodliness, and not at
all desire to follow Jesus Christ in the way of holiness? Then truly,
I have not any thing as yet to say for your comfort ; only there is a
salvation provided, and the door is yet open, and your heart may be
changed. But, on the other side, are the desires of thy soul after
Christ, a whole Christ, to be righteousness, and withal sanctijication to
thee? Wouldst thou willingly give up thyself to be ruled by him, and
have him for thy king? Hadst thou rather choose to suffer the
greatest afiliction for his sake, to honour him, than to commit the least
sin to displease him ? Doth thy heart go out after him, when thoU
hearest him spoken of? Dost thou account him thy treasure, so that
all the world sounds but as an empty shell to thee, when he is named?
Says thy soul within thee. Oh, that he were mine ! and. Oh, that I
were his, that I could please him, and live to him ! Then, do not
toss thy spirit, and jangle and spin out thy thoughts in fruitless, endless doubtings, but close with this as thy portion, and be of good comfort thy
; sins are, or will be, forgiven thee.
I add further: if thou sayest still, that thou findest none of all this,
yet, I say, there is warrant for thee to believe and lay hold on this
righteousness
to the inendthem.
that thou
then find
those things inhei-e
thee,held
and forth,
find comfort
Thoumayest
art convinced
of ungodliness ; then believe on him vyho justifies the ungodly. Thou
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art condemned ; yet Christ is dead and risen. Flee to him as such,
us the Lamb slain, he who was dead and is alive; and then say, IFho
is he that condemneth? It is Christ that died, or rather, that is risen.
Who shall accuse? It is true, they make clamour and make a noise,
both Satan and thy conscience, but how can they fasten any accusation on thee? If tiiey dare accuse, yet they cannot condemn, when
the Jud<^e hath acquitted tliee, and declared thee free, who is greater
than all, and hath the absolute power of the sentence. All charges
and libels come too late, after he hath once pronounced a soul
righteous. And who shall condemn? It is Christ that died. If the
sentence of tlie law be brought forth, yet, here is the answer, it
ought not to be twice satisfied ; now, once it is satisfied in Christ, he
hath died, and that stands for the believer. Whosoever flees to him,
and lays hold on him lor life. He cannot die again, nor canst thou die,
for whom he died once. Or rather is risen; that raises the assurance
higher, and sets it firmer, for this evidences that in his death all was
paid. When he, being the surety, and seized on for the debt, and
once death's
])risoner,
yet, wasAndsetyetfree,
this inclears
the matter
that
there
is no more
to be paid.
further,
sign that
all is done,
he is raised to the height of honour above all principalities and
powers, is set at the right hand of the Father, and there he sits and
lives to make intercession, to sue out the fulfilling of all for believers,
the bringing of them home, lives to see all made good that he died
and covenanted for. So, now that his righteousness is thine who believest, any challenge must meet with Christ first, and if it seize not
on him, it cannot light on thee, for thou art in him, married to hiui.
And the same trium])h that he speaks, Isa. 1. 8, whence these words
are borrowed, is made thine, and thou mayest now speak it in him. I
know not what can cast him down, who hath this word to rest upon,
and to comfort himself in.
SERMON XVII.
Romans viii. 35, &c,
Wlio shall sepai'alc us tfrom
the loveor nakedness,
of Christ? orShallperil,tribulation,
distress, or persecuion, orfamine,
or sword ?or 8fc.
Is this he who so lately cried out, 0 wretched vian that I am ! who
shall deliver me? who now triumphs, O happy man! IFho shall separate us from the love of Christ?
Yes, it is the same. Pained, then, with the thoughts of that miserable conjunction with a body of death, and so crying out, who will
deliver, who will separate me from that? now, now, he hath found a
Deliverer to do that for him, to whom he is for ever united, and he
glories now in his inseparable union and unalterable love, v/hich
none can divide him from. Yea, it is through him, that presently
alter that word of complaint he praises God ; and now, in him he
triumphs. So vast a difference is there betwixt a Christian taken in
himself, and in Christ! When he views himself in himself, then he is
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nothing but a poor, miserable, polluted, perishing wretch ; but then
he looks ag-ain, and sees himself in Christ, and there he is rich, and
safe, and happy ; he triumphs, and he glories in it, above all the
painted prosperities, and against all the horrid adversities of the world ;
he lives in his Christ, content and happy, and laughs at all enemies.
And he extends his triumph ; he makes a common good of it to all
believers, speaks it in their name, Wlio shall separate iis ? and would
have them partake of the same confidence, and speak in the same style
with him. It is vain that men fancy these to be expressions of revelations, or some singularly-privileged assurances ; then, they would
not suit their end, which is clearly and undoubtedly, the encouragement of all the children of God, upon grounds that are peculiar to
them from all the rest of the world, but common to them all, in all
ages, and all varieties of condition.
It is true, all of them have not alike clear and firm apprehensions
of their happy and sure estate, and scarcely any of them are alike at
all times ; yet, they have all and always the same right to this estate,
and to the con)fort of it, and when they stand in a right light to view
it, they do see it so, and rejoice in it.
There be indeed some kinds of assurance that are more rare and
extraordinary, some immediate glances or coruscations of the love of
God upon the soul of a believer, a smile of His countenance ; and
this doth exceedingly refresh, yea, ravish the soul, and enables it
mightily for duties and sufferings. These He dispenses arbitrarily and
freely, where and when He will. Some weaker Christians sometimes
have them, while stronger are strangers to them, the Lord training
them to live more contentedly by faith till the day of vision come.
And that is the other, the less ecstatical, but the more constant and
fixed kind of assurance, the proper assurance of faith : the soul, by
believing, cleaves unto God in Christ as he offers himself in the
gospel, and thence is possessed with a sweet and calm persuasion of
his love ; that being the proper work, to appropriate him, to make
Christ, and in him, eternal life, ours. So that it is the proper result
and fruit of that its acting, especially when it acts any thing strongly,
to quiet the soul in him. Then, being jusiijied hy faith, we have peace
with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, and from that peace, joy,
yea, even glorying in tribulation, as there follows. And these springing, not from an extraordinary sense or view, but from the very innate
virtue of faith working kindly and according to its own nature.
Tiierefore many Christians do prejudice their own comfort and
darken their spirits, by not giving freedom to faith to act according to
its nature and proper principles. They will not believe till they find
some evidence, or assiu'ance, which is quite to invert the order
of the thing, and to look for fruit without setting a root for it to grow
from.
Wotild you take Christ upon the absolute word of promise, tendering him to you, and rest on him so, this would ingraft you into life
itself, for that he is, and so those fruits of the Holy Ghost would bud
and flourish in your hearts. From that very believing on him, would
arise this persuasion, yea, even to a gloriation, and an humble boasting in his love. IVho shall accuse — fFho shall condemn — ^ho shall
separate ?
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The undivided companion and undoubted helper and preserver of
this confidence of faith, is an active love to Christ, leading' to a
constant study of holiness and strife against sin, which is the grand
enemy of faith, which obstructs the very vital spirits of faith, which
makes it sickly and heavy in its actings, and causes the palsy in the
hand of faith, so that it cannot lay so fast hold. Therefore, this you
should be careful of ; yea, know that of necessity it attends faith, and
as faith grows, holiness will grow, and holiness growing will mutually
strengthen and establish faith. The comforts of the Holy Ghost are
holy, purifying comforts, and the more the soul is purified and made
holy, the more is it cleared and enlarged to receive much of these comforts. Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Unholiness is as damps and filthy mists in the soul ; it darkens it all.
Hence it is evident in what way Christians may and ought to aspire
to this assurance. It is their portion, and in this way they are to
asj)ire to it, and shall find it ; if not immediately, yet, let them wait
and go on in this way, they shall not miscarry.
Again, it appears that this assurance is no enemy to holy diligence,
nor a friend of carnal security ; on the contrary, it is the only thing
that doth eminently ennoble and embolden the soul for all adventures
and services. Base fears and doubtings, wherein some place much of
religion, (and many weak Christians seem to be in that mistake, to
think it a kind of holy, spiritual temper to be questioning and doubting,) Isay these base fears can never produce any thing truly generous,
no height of obedience : they do nothing but entangle and disable the
soul for every good work. Perfect love casts out this fear, and works
a sweet unperplexing fear, a holy weariness not to offend, which fears
nothing else. And this confidence of love is the great secret of comfort, and of ability to do God service. Nothing makes so strong and
healthful a constitution of soul, as pure love : it dares submit to God,
and resign itself to Him ; it dares venture itself in His hand, and trust
His word, and seeks no more than how to please Him. A heart thus
composed, goes readily and cheerfully unto all services, to do, to
suffer, to live, to die, at His pleasure ; and firmly stands to this, that
nothing can separate it from that which is sufficient for it, which is all
its happiness, the love of God in Christ Jesus. Ver. 39. That is,
indeed. His love to us, but it is so as it includes inseparably the inseparablencss of our love to Him. For observe the things specified as
most likely, if any thing, to separate us : Shall tribulatioji, or distress,
&c. Now these especially, being endured for His sake, cannot immediately have any likely visage of altering His love to us, but rather
confirm us in it ; but these shall not separate us, by altering our love
to Him, by driving us from Him, and carrying us into any way of
defection, or denial of His name, and so cut us off from our union with
Him, and interest in His love ; and that is the way wherein the weak
Christian will most apprehend the hazard of separation. Now, the
Apostle speaks his own sense, and would raise in his brethren the
same confidence, as to that danger. There is no fear ; not one of
these things shall be able to carry us away. These mighty waves
shall not unsettle our faith, nor quench the flame of our love. We
shall be victors, and more than victors, in all. But how? Ver. 37 :
Vol. II.
N
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Throvgh Him thai hath ioved vs. Thus His love makes sure ours.
He hath such hold of our hearts as He will not let go, nor suffer us to
let go our hold : all is fast by His strength. He will not loose us, nor
shall any be able to pluck us out of His hand.
Jesus Christ is the medivm of this love, the middle link that keeps
all safe together betwixt God and man, being so closely united in his
personal nature, and the persons of men in and by him, to the Father.
So here, it is first called the love of Christ, ver. 35, and then, in the
close, The love of God in Christ ; the soul being first carried to him as
nearest, but so carried by him into that primitive love of God that
flows in Christ, and that gave even Christ to us as before. And this
iswhich
the men
bottom-truth,
firmmust
ground
the saints'
perseverance,
not taking the
aright,
needsof question
the matter.
Yea,
we may put it out of question upon their suppositions, for if our own
purposes
and strength
were all we had to rely on, alas ! how soon
were
we shaken
!
So the love of God in Christ is not only here mentioned as the
point of happiness, from which we cannot be removed, but as the
principle of firmness that makes itself sure of us, and us of it, and will
not part with us.
Now, it is no pride in a Christian, but the truest humility, to triumph and glory in this. This is it that makes all sure ; this is the great
comfort and the victory of the saints. He that loved us and bought
us so dear, will not lightly slip from us; yea, upon no terms will he
let us go, unless some stronger than he is, meet with him, and by
force bereave him of us ; which we know is impossible. He and his
Father, who are one in themselves, and in their stiength, and one in
this love, are greater and stronger than all ; and he that once overcame for us, always overcomes in us.
Thus he lets temptation and tribulations assault us, and thus neither
disproves his love, nor endangers his right to us ; jea, it doth but
give proof and evidence of the invincible firmness of both. He suflTers
others to lie soft, and sit warm, and pamper their flesh at leisure; but he
hath nobler business for his champions, his worthies, and most of all
for the stoutest of them : he calls them forth to honourable services,
to the hardest encounters ; he sets them ^r\, one to fight with sickness,
another with poverty, another with reproaches and persecutions, with
prisons and irons, and with death itself. And all this while, loves he
them less, or they him ? Oh, no. He looks on and rejoices to see
them do valiantly ; it is the joy of his heart, no sight on earth so
sweet to him ; and it is all the while by his subduing, and in his
strength, that they hold out in the conflict, and obtain the conciuest.
And thus they are the more endeared to him by these services and
these adventures of love for him, and he still likewise is the more
endeared to them. Certainly, the more any one suffers for Christ,
the more he loves Christ: as love doth grow and engage itself by all
it does and sutlers, and burns hotter by what it encounters and overcomes, as by fuel added to it. As to Jesus Christ, by what he suflered
for
us we are the dearer to him, so he is to us by all we suffer lor
his sake.
Love grows most by opposition from others whosoever, when it is
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sure of acceptance and the correspondence of mutual love in the party
loved. Above all, this heavenly. Divine love is, strong as death, a
vehement flame, ajlameof God, indeed, as the word is, Cant. viii. 6,
and many waters cannot quench it ; not all these that here follow one
another, tribulation, distress, persecution, famine, nakedness, peril,
sword. Yea, in the midst of these, I say, it grows: the soul cleaves
closer to Christ, the more attempts are made to remove it from him,
thoupfh killed all the day long. This passag^e from the Psalms is most
fit, both to testify that persecution is not unusually the lot of the saints,
and to give instance of their firm adherence to God in all troubles, as
the Church there professeth. And if the saints in that dispensation
could reckon in such a manner, much more ought Christians, upon a
clearer discovery of the covenant of grace and their union with God in
Christ. The saints are as in a common butchery in the world ; yea,
not only as sheep for the slaughter, but sometimes as sheep for the
altar, men thinking it a sacrifice. They that kill you, says our Saviour,
shall think they do God service. Yet even this pulls not from him.
They part with life ; ay, why not? This life is but a death, and He is
our life for whom we lose it.
All these things do but increase the victories and triumphs of love,
and make it more glorious : as they tell of her multiplying labours to
that champion, they are not only conquerors, but more than conquerors,
by multiplied victories, and they gain in them all both more honour
and more strength ; they are the fitter for new adventures, and so
more than simple conquerors. We overcome, and are sure not to
lose former conquests, but to add more, and conquer on to the end ;
which other conquerors are not sure of. Oftentimes they outlive their
own successes and renown, and lose on a sudden what they have been
gaining a whole lifetime. Not so here : we are secured in the Author
of our victories. It is through Him that hath loved us ; and he cannot grow less, yea, he shall still grow greater, till all his enemies be
made his footstool.
Having given the challenge and finding none to answer, and that
all, the most apparent, are in a most rhetorical accumulation silenced,
tribulation, distress, persecution, famine, nakedness, jjeril, sword, &c.,
he goes on confidently iii the triumph, and avers his assurance of full
and final victory against all imaginable power of all the creatures :
Neither death nor life, not the fear of the most terrible death, nor the
hope or love of the most desirable life. And in the height of this coura"",
and confidence, he supposes impossible enemies. Nor angels, norpriacipolities, nor powers ;— unless you take it of the angels of darkness
only ; but if it could be possible that the others should offer at such a
thing, they would be too weak for it. No sense of any present things,
nor apprehensions of things to come ; not any thing within the vast
circle of the world above or below ; 7ior any creature, can do it.
Here sin is not specified, because he is speaking of outward oppositions and difficulties expressly, and because that is removed by the former challenge. Who shall accitse? that asserting a free and final acquittance of all sin, a pardon of the curse, which yet will never encourage
any of those to sin who live in the assurance of this love. Oh, no ;
and these general words do include it too, Nothing present, nor to come,
N 2
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&c. So it is carried clear, and is the satisfying comfort of all whom
Jesus Christ hath drawn after him, and imited in his love.
It is enough ; whatsoever they may be separated from, the things
or persons dearest in this world, it is no matter ; the jewel is safe.
None can take my Christ from me, and I am safe in him, as his purchase. None can take me from him, and being still in his love, and
throughcanhimI inwant
the ?Father's
love, hazards
that is sufficient.
What canHowI fear?
What
All other
signify nothing.
little
value are they of! And for how little a while am I in danger of them !
Methinks, all should look on a believer with an emulous eye, and wish
his Alas,
estatepoor
morecreatures
than a king's.
! rich men, great men, princes and kings, what
vain things are they that you embrace and cleave to ! Whatsoever
they be, soon must you part. Can you say of any of them, Who shall
separate us ? Storms may arise and scatter ships that sail smoothly
together in fair weather. Thou mayest be removed, by public commotions and calamities, from thy sweet dwellings, and societies, and
estates. You may even live to see and seek your parting. At last
you must part, for you must die. Then, farewell parks and palaces,
gardens and honours, and even crowns themselves. Then, dearest
friends, children and wife must be parted with. Linquenda tellus, et
domus, etplacens uxor. And what hast thou left, poor soul, who hast
not Christ, but that which thou wouldst gladly part with and canst
not, the condemning guilt of all thy sins ?
But the soul that is in Christ, when other things are piilled away,
feels little or nothing : he cleaves to Christ, and these separations pain
him not. Yea, when that great separatist, death, comes, that breaks
all other vuiions, even that of the soul and body, yet, so far is it from
separating
its beloved
on
the
contrary,theit believer's
carries it soul
into from
the nearest
unionLordwithJesus,
him, that,
and the
fullest enjoyment of him for ever.
SERMON XVIII.
Isaiah lix. 1, 2.
Behokl,tliattheit cannot
Lord's hear.
hand is not shortened, that it cannot save, neither His ear heavy,
But your iniquities have separated between you and your God, and your sins Iiave hid
iiis face from you, that He will not hear.
Our vain minds are naturally fruitful in nothing more than in mistakes
of God. For the most part we think not on Him, and when we do
it, we fancy Him according to our own affections, which are wholly
perverse and crooked.
Men commonly judge it a vain thing to spend mucii pains and time
in worship])ing Him ; and if they are convinced of this, and tied to it
by the profession of His name, then they think all religion is a shell
of external diHgences and observances, and count it strange if this be
not accepted. In the former chapter we find this, in the Prophet's
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contest with the people about their fasting:, and their opinion of it; he
cuts up their sacrifices, and lets them see what was within ; the skin
was sound and looked well, but being opened, the entrails were found
rotten. And here he enters into another contest, against the latent
atheism of their hearts, who after their manner of seeking God, not
finding Him, and not being delivered, are ready to think that He either
cannot, or will not help, and rather rest on that gross mistake, thar.
inquire into themselves for the true cause of their continuing calamities :they incline rather to think it is some indisposition in God to
help, than what it truly is, a want of reformation in themselves that
hinders it. It is not likely that they would say thus, or speak it qut
in plain terms ; no, nor possibly speak it formally and distinctly within,
not so much as in their thoughts ; and yet, they might have a confused, dark conceit of this. And much of the atheism of man's heart
isin ofconfused
this fashion
resolved propositions,
latent*,
notions: notof it,formed
scarcelyintodiscernible
by himself ; but
at least,
not
searched out and discerned in his own breast : there they are, and he
sees them not, not written assertions, but flying fiimes, filling the soul,
and hindering it to read the characters of God that are writ upon the
conscience.
The impenitency of men, in any condition, and particularly under
distress, is from the want of clear apprehensions and deep persuasions
of God, of His just anger provoked by their sin, and of His sweetness
and readiness to forgive and embrace a returning sinner ; of His
sovereign power, able to rid them out of the greatest trouble. His ear,
quick enough to hear the cries, yea, the least whispering of a humbled
heart in the lowest deep of his sorrow, and His arm, long enough to
reacli them, and strong enough to draw them forth. He that comes
viito God, must believe that he is, says the Apostle, Heb. xi. 6. So,
certainly, he who believes that, must come ; it will sweetly constrain
him : heimpressed
cannot with
but come,
who isinsoallpersuaded.
Weretheymen's
much
that belief
their troubles,
wouldhearts
eye
men less, and God more, and without delay they would fasten upon
the Church's resolution, Hos. vi. 1 : Come and let us return unto the
Lord ; for He hath torn, and He will heal us. He hath smitten, and
He will bind us vp. And this is the very thing that the Prophet
would here persuade to by his present doctrine; and having impleaded
them guilty, he sets them a copy of humble confession, ver. 12, &c.
Hence the frequent complaints in the Psalms, irhy hidest Thou, Thyself? So Psalm xxii. 2 : I cry, but Thou hearest not.
In the words of these two verses, these two things appear ; a sad
condition, and the true cause of it.
The condition, I think, I have reason to call sad : it is God hiding
His face that He will not hear. This may be either the ])ersonal estate
of His children, or the public estate of His Church. From a soul. He
hides His face, not so much in the withdrawing of sensible comforts
and sweet tastes of joy, which to many are scarcely known, and to such
as do know them, commonly do not continue very long, but it is a
suspension of that lively influence of His Divine power, for raising tlie
ipind in the contemplation of Him and communion with liini in prayer
* Ezek. viii. 7. Behind the wall.
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and meditation, which yet may be, where those rehshes and senses of
joy are not. And the returns of it appear in beating down the power
of sin, or abating and subduing it, making the heart more pure and
heavenly, making it more to live by faith in Christ, to be often at the
throne of grace, and to receive gracious answers, supplies of w^ants,
and assistances against temptations. Now, when there is a cessation
and obstruction of these and such like workings, the face of God is hid;
the soul is at a loss, seeks still and cannot find Him whom it loveth.
And in this condition it cannot take comfort in other things ; they are
too low. It is a higher and nobler desire than to be satisfied, or diverted, with the childish things that even men delight in who know
not God. It is a love- sickness, which nothing can cure but the presence and love of the party loved. Yea, nothing can so much as allay
the pain, and give an interval of ease, or recover a fainting fit, but
some
goodin word
or look,
or delights
at least some
fi'om onHim.
Set thee
a palace,
and all
about kind
thee, message,
and a crown
thy
head, yet, if His love has ceased on thy heart, these are all nothing
without Him. It was after David was advanced to his kingdom, and
is in the Psalm of the dedication of his royal house, that he said. Thou
didst hide Thy face, and I was troubled. Psal. xxx. 7. q. d. All iS
dark ; all the shining marble, and the gold, and the azure, lose their
lustre, when Thou art not here dwelling with me.
And thus for the Church ; God is the proper light, the beauty, the
life of it. Deck it with all this world's splendour, with all the dresses
of pompous worship, these are not its genuine beauty ; and they provoke Him who is its ornament, (as is Jer. ii. 32,) to depart. But give
it the native purity and beauty of holy ministers and ordinances well
regulated, yet, even that is but a dead comeliness, proportion and
feature without life, when God is absent.
And as for the matter of deliverances and working for her, which is
here the thing in hand, none can do any thing in that, not the wisest,
nor the best of men, with all their combined wit and strength, when
He retires and comes not forth, doth not show Himself on the behalf
of His people, and work their works for them. These have, it may be,
some kind of prayer possibly ; they offer at extraordinaries, and yet
obtain nothing, are not heard. The saddest note in all the Song of
Lamentations, is that at chapter iii., ver. 43, 44. Thou hast covered
with anger, and persecuted 7ts ; Thou hast slain. Thou hast not pitied.
Thou hast covered Thyself with a cloud, that our prayer should not
pass through. Still, while that door stands open, there is hope and
remedy for other evils ; but that being shut, what can a people, or a
soul expect, but growing troubles, one sorrow upon the back of another?
Yea, that is the great trouble, the hiding of His face, and His refusing
to hear. Observe Job xxxiv. 29 : JVhen He giveth peace, who then
can make trouble? Now the other in the same terms, would have
been, JVhen He makes trouble, who can give jjeace ? But instead of
this, it is, fFhen He hides His face, who then can behold Him ? No
peace but in beholding Him, and nothing but trouble, that is the grand
trouble, when He hides His face. And it is expressed in both cases,
whether it be personal or national, whether against a nation or a man
only.
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This is the thing wherein the strength of otiier troubles he, that
which gives them weight, when they impart and signify thus much,
that the face of God is hid from a soul or a people.
We ought to inquire if this be not our condition at this time. Hath
lie not hid His face from us? Are we not left in the dark, tiiat we
know not which way to turn us? Either we must sit still and do nothing,
or, if we stir, we do but rush one upon another, as in darkness, contesting each to have the way, and yet, when we have it given us, we
know not well which way to go. And we think to be cleared, but it
fails us : as in this chapter, ver. 9 : IVe wait for light, but behold obscurity, forbrightness, but we walk in darkness : we grope for the wall like
the blind, and stumble at noon-day as in the night. Our counsels are
strangely darkened, and there is no right understanding one of another.
By all our debates, little or no clearing of things is attained, but our
passions are more inflamed, and parties are further off; the light of
soimd judgment gone, and with it the heat of love, instead of which,
that miserable internal heat, heat without light, mutual hatreds and
revilings ; both sides (verbally at least) agreeing in the general terms
both of their desires and designs, and yet, falling out about modes and
fashions of them. And to say no more of parties, the enemies of religion on both hands, right and left, are in action and in power, and
only those who love that which we conceive is the way of truth, standing as a naked prey to whether of the two shall prevail. Desires and
prayers we have presented, and see as yet no appearance of an issue,
but further confusions, even fasting to strife and debate. And where
are there any that look like persons to stand in the gap, lifting up holy
hands, without wrath or doubting? Hearts are still as unhumbled,
and live as unreformed as ever ! New intestine troubles are most
likely to arise, few or none laying it to heart, and with calm, lowly
spirits mourning before God for it. Ephraim against Manassch, and
Manasseh against Ephraim, and they both against Judah ; and for all
this.
His21.anger is not turned away, hut His hand is stretched out still.
Isa. ix.
But generally, men ought to be less in descanting one on another,
and more in searching and inquiring each into himself. Even where
it may seem zeal, yet, nature and passion may more easily let in the
other ; but this self-search and self-censure is an uneasy task, the most
unpleasant of all things to our carnal self-loving hearts. But the heavy
hand of God shall never turn from us, nor His gracious face turn towards us, till there is more of this amongst us. Most say their prayers,
and as they are little worth, they look little after them, inquire not
what becomes of them. But, my brethren, would we continue to call,
and fmd favourable answers, we must be more within. The heart
nnist be made a temple to God, wherein sacrifices do ascend ; but that
they may be accepted, it must be purged of idols, nothing left in any
corner though never so secret, to stir the jealousy of our God, who
sees through
all. noOh,more
happyidolsthatareheart
is, asbut Jacob's
purged,
in wiiieh
to bethat
found,
the Holyhouse,
God
dwelling there alone as in His holy temple !
Behold, the Lord's hand is not shortened.} Much of all knowledge
lies in the knowledge of causes ; and in practical things, much of the
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right orderinj^ of them, depends on it. The true cause of a disease
found out, is half the cure. Here we have tlie miseries of an afflicted
people reduced to their real cause : that which is not the cause, is first
removed. Behold, the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it cannot
save ; but your iniquities have separated between you and your God.
We are not only to be untaught this error, that we think not so, but
are to be taught to believe and think on that truth, that God is still the
same in power and goodness, to keep up the notion of it in our hearts.
So we ingsmay
in past and
experiences
relations
formerHeworkfor Hiscallpeople,
that withandmuch
use andof God's
comfort.
who
brought forth His people out of Egypt with an outstretched arm, (as
still they are reminded of that deliverance by the prophets, and called
to look on it as the great instance and pledge of their restoration by
the same
Isa.
1. 2. Hand,) can again deliver His people when at the lowest.
And with this belief, we shall not faint in the time of deep distress,
•whether power
our own,of orourtheGodChurch's,
the unalterable,
invincible,is
infinite
; that knowing
all the strength
of all enemies
nothing,
and
less
than
nothing,
to
His
:
their
devices,
knots
sti-aw.be
What is it that is to be done for His Church, if her and His ofglory
interested in it ? There remains no question in point of difficulty ;
that hath no place with Him. Tlie more difficult, yea, if impossible
for us or any human strength, the more fit work for Him. Because it
is hard for you, shall it also be hard for Me? saith the Lord in the
prophet. And where Jeremy uses that argument in prayer, he hath
his answer returned in the same woi'ds, as the echo to the prayer, resounding from Heaven, (ch, xxxii., ver. 17, compared with ver. 27,)
and that in relation to the great restoration of the Jews from Babylon,
as is expressly promised, ver. 36, &c. And there the Prophet gives
that first great example of Divine power, the forming of the world,
ver. 17 : Behold, Thou hast made the heaven and the earth by Thy
great jjower.
Men think it is an easy, common belief, and that none doubt of the
omnipotency of God. But Oh, the undaunted confidence it would
give to the heart, being indeed firmly believed, and wisely used and
applied to particular exigencies ! Men either doubt, or (which, upon
the matter, for the use of it, is all one) they forget who the Lord is,
when their hearts misgive them because of the Church's weakness, and
the enemy's power. What is that upon the matter? Remember
whose is the Church, God's, and what His power is, and then see if
thou canst find any cause of fear. See Isa. xli. 14. Fear not, thou
worm Jacob, and ye men — few or weak men — (so the word is,) of
Israel : I will help thee, saith the Lord, and thy Redeemer, the Holy
One of Israel. So, Isa. li. 12, 13. /, even I, am he that comforteth
you. There is the strength of it. JFho art thou, that thou shouldest
be afraid of a man that shall die, and of the son of man, which shall
be made as grass ; and forgettest the Lord thy Maker, that hath
stretched forth the heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth? Do
but think aright on Him, and then see if it he possible for thee to fear.
All thy little doubts and despondencies of mind will fly and vanish
away before one clear thought of thy God. Though the world were
turning upside down, it shall go well with them who fear Him.
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And as this apprehension of God strengthens faith, so it quickens
prayer. It stirs thee up to seek to Him for help, when thou knovvest
and remeniberest that there it is. There is help in Him, power enough,
and no want of readiness and good will neither. If we apply ourselves
to seek Him aright. His hand is as strong to save, and His ear as
quick to hear, as ever. And in this, that His ear is not heavy, is signified both His speedy and certain knowledge of all requests sent up
to Him, and His gracious inclination to receive them. Now, these
persuasions do undoubtedly draw up the heart towards Him.
Again, as they strengthen faith, and quicken prayer, so, they teach
us repentance, direct us inward to self-examination, to the searching,
and finding out, and purging out of sin, when deliverance is delayed ;
for weshortness
are sureofit His
stopshand,
not upon
God's Whence
j)art, either
the
or theeither
dulnessof these
of Hison ear.
is it
then ? Certainly, it must be somewhat on our side, that works against
us, and prejudices our desires. So liere, thus you see the clear aim
ofHisit :earBehold,
Lord'sit cannot
hand is hear.
not shortened,
it cannot
save, nor?
heavy,thethat
What isthatit then
that hinders
Oh ! it is this, out of all doubt, — Yojir iniqiiitics separate, old sins
unrcpented of, and new sins still added, as all impenitent sinners do.
Now this separates between yoiL and God, for He is a holy God, a
just God : who hates iniquity. And between you and your God :
that pleads no connivance at your sins, but rather calls for nearer inspection and sharper punishment. He will be sanctified in those that
are near Him, in them especially. Their sin is aggravated much by
that relation, your God. To sin against Him so grossly, so continuedly, with so high a hand, and so impenitent hearts; not reclaimed
by all His mercies, by the remembrance of His covenant made with
you, and mercies bestowed on you, nor by the fear of His judgments
threatened, nor by the feeling of them inflicted ; no returning or relenting, not of His own people to their God — surely, you must be yet
more punished. Amos iii. 2 : You only have I known of all the families ofthe earth ; therefore will I punish you for all your iniquities,
q. d. I let others escape with many things that I cannot pass over
in you. You fast and pray, it may be, you howl and keep a noise, but
you amend nothing, forsake not one sin for all your suflerings, and for
all your moanings and cries. You would be delivered, but do not
part with one of your lusts or wicked customs, even for a deliverance;
and so the quarrel remains still. It is that which separates, is as a
huge wall betwixt us, betwixt Me and your prayers, and betwixt you
and My helping hand ; and though I do hear, and could help, yet, I
will not : till this wall be down, you shall not see Me, nor find by any
gracious
hear. sign that I hear you. — This hides His face, that He will not
This way God hath established in His ordinary methods with His
people : though sometimes He uses his own privilege, yet, usually Ue
links sin and calamity together, and repentance and deliverance together.
Sin separates and hides His face, not only from a people that profes.ses His name, but even from a soul that really bears His name
stamped upon it. Though it cannot fully, and for ever, cut olf such a
soul, yet, in part, and for a time, it may, yea, to be sure, it will separate,
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and hide the face of God from them. Their daily inevitable frailties
do not this : but either a course of careless walking, and many little
inilawftjl liberties taken to themselves, that will rise and gather as a
cloud, and hide the face of God ; or some one gross sin, especially if
often reiterated, will ])rove as a firm stone-wall, or rather as a brazenwall, built up by their own hands betwixt them and Heaven, and will
not be so easily dissolved or broken down ; and yet, till that be, the
light of His countenance, who is the life of the soul, will be eclipsed
and withheld from it.
And this considered, besides that law of love that will forbid so foul
ingratitude, yet, I say, this considered, even our own interest will
make us wary of sinning. Though we were sure not to be yet altogether separated from the love of God by it, yet, thou who hast any
persuasion of that love, darest thou venture upon any known sin?
Thou art not hazardless and free from all damage by it, if thou hast
need of that argument to restrain thee. Then, before thou run upon
it, sit down and reckon the expense ; see what it will cost thee if thou
do commit it. Thou knowcst that once it cost the heart-blood of thy
Redeemer to expiate it, and is that a light matter to thee ? And though
that paid all that score, nothing thou canst sulFer being able to do any
thing that way, yet, as an unavoidable present fruit of it, it will draw
on this damage ; thou shalt be sure for a time, it may be for a long
time, possibly most of thy time, nearly all thy days, it may darken
much that love of God to thee, which if thou dost but esteem, think
on it. It changes not in Him, but a sad change will sin bring on thee,
as to thy sight and apprehension of it. Many a sweet hour of blessed
communion with thy God shalt thou miss, and either be dead and
stupid in that want, or mourn after Him, and yet find, though sighs
and tears continue, the door shut, yea, a dead wall raised betwixt thee
and Him, and at best much straitening and pains to take it down
again ; contrary to other walls and buildings, which are far more
easily pulled down than built up, but this is a great deal easier built
up than pulled down. True, thy God could cast it down with a word,
and it is His free grace that must do it, otherwise thou couldest never
remove it: yet will He have thee feel thy own handy-work, and know
thy
be at itpains
dig- at ofit, itandfalling
may heavy
be it will
thee folly.
broken Thou
bones must
in taking
down,to pieces
and cost
sad
upon thy conscience, and crushing thee ; as David cried out at that
work, for a healing word from God, Make me to hear joy and gladness, that the bones which Thou hast broken may rejoice. Psal. li. 8.
It will force thee to say, O fool that I was, what meant I ! Oh ! it is
good, keeping near God, and raising no divisions. What are sins?
False delights, by which a man but provides his own vexation. Now,
this distance from God, and all this turmoiling, and breakmg, and
crying before He appears again, consider if any pleasure of sin can
countervail this damage. Surely, when thou art not out of thy wits,
thou wilt never make such a bargain for all the pleasure thou canst
make out of any sin, to breed thyself all this pains, and all this grief,
at once to displease thy God, and displease thyself, and make a partition between Him and thee. Oh, sweet and safe ways of holiness,
walking with God in His company and favour ! He that orders his
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conversation aright, he sees the loving-kindness of the Lord : it is shown
to him ; he lives in the sicfht of it. Psal. 1. 23.
But if any such separation is made, yet, is it thy great desire to have
it removed ? Why tlien there is hope. See to it, labour to break it
down, and pray to Him to help thee, and He will put forth His hand,
and tlien it must fall. And in all thy sense of separation, look to him
who brake down the middle wall of partition. Eph. ii. 14. There it is
spoken of as betwixt men, Jews and Gentiles, but so as it was also
between the Gentiles and God, who were separated from His people,
and from Himself See ver. 16: That he might reconcile both to God
in one body; and vcr. 18: Throvgh him we have access by one Spirit
to the Father. And then he adds, that they were no more strangers
and foreigners, dwelling on the other side of the wall, napotKoi, as the
word is, but fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household of God.
Oh, that we knew more what it were to live in this sweet society,
in undivided fellowship with God ! Alas ! how little is understood this
living in Him, separated from sin and this world, which otherwise do
separate from Him ; solacing our hearts in His love, and despising the
base muddy delights that the world admires ; hoping for that New
Jerusalem, where none of these walls of sin are, nor any one stone of
them, and for that bright day wherein there is no cloud nor mist to
hide our Sun from us.
Now, for the condition of the Church, know sin to be the great
obstructor of its peace, making Him to withdraw His hand, and hide
His face, and to turn away His ear from our prayers, and loath our
fasts: as Isa. i. 15, and Jer. xiv. 12. The quarrel stands; sin not
repented of and removed. The wall is still standing; oaths, and
sabbath-breaking, and pride, and oppression, and heart-burnings still
remaining. Oh, what a noise of religion and reformation ! All sides
are for the name of it, and how little of the thing! The Gospel itself
is despised, grown stale, as trivial doctrine. Oh, my beloved, if I
could speak many hours without intermission, all my cry would be,
Repent and pray. Let us search and try our ways, and turn unto the
Lord
our toGod.
wallsownof ;every
are setwallsto itof !public
Dig
diligently
bringOh,downwhatthine
and forone'sthosesin huge
national guiltinesses, if thou canst do nothing to them more, compass
them about as Jericho, and look up to Heaven for their downfall.
Cry, Lord, these we ourselves have reared, but without Thee who can
bring them down? Lord, throw them down for us. A touch of Thy
hand, a word of Thy mouth, will make them fall. — Were we less
busied in impertinencies, and more in this most needful work, it might
do some good. Who knows but the Lord might make His own way
dear, and return and visit us, and make His face to shine, that we
might be saved !
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SERMON XIX.
Romans xiii. 11, 12, 13, 14.
And ourtliat,salvation
knowing nearer
the time,
is high time to awake out of sleep ; for now is
than that
whennowwe itbelieved.
The night is far spent, the day is at hand ; let us therefore cast off the works of darkness,
and let us put on the armour of light.
Let us walk honestly as in the day j not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering
and wantonness, not in strife and envying.
But put
on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil the
lustsyethereof.
The highest beauty of the soul, tlie very image of God upon it, is
holiness. He that is aspiring to it himself, is upon a most excellent
design ; and if he can do any thing to excite and call up others to it,
he performs a work of the greatest charity.
This, St. Paul doth frequently and pressingly in his -OTitings. This
epistle,
it doth urge
admirably
clear theofdoctrine
ol' justification,
not
less asearnestly
the doctrine
sanctijication.
That oneit doth
sentence about the middle thereof, does excellently unite them, and so is
the summary of all that goes before, and all that follows : Ch. viii.
ver. 1 : There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.
The present words are as an alarm, or morning watch-bell, of singular use, him
not only
a Christian
his day's
but withalof
reminding
what awaking
it is. And
these twoto shall
be allwork,
our division
them. 1. Our awaking sounded. 2. Our walking directed. The
former, ver. 11, 12, tells us, it is time to rise, and calls us up to put
on our clothes, and, being soldiers, our arms. The latter, ver. 13,
directeth our behaviour and employment throughout the day. The last
verse doth shortly, and that fully and clearly, fold up both together.
We shall take the words just as they lie.
And that, knowing the time. This imports much in all actions, and
here it isthethetimeApostle's
argument.
Nowbefore,
it is now
unfit ittoissleep,
knowing
: howevergreat
it might
have been
very
unseasonable and unsuitable, that you lie snoring as at midnight. Do
you know
o'clock
it is ('} "'/)") ? It is time to rise ; it is morning, the daywhatbegins
to appear.
[Observation.] All the days of sinful nature are dark night, in
which there is no right discerning of spiritual things. Some light
there is of reason, to direct natural and civil actions, but no daylight.
Till the sun arise it is night still, for all the stars, and the moon to help
them. Notwithstanding natural speculations, that are more remote,
and all prudence and policy for aflairs, that come somewhat nearer to
action, yet we are still in the night. And you do think that a sad life,
but the truth is, we sleep on in it, and our heads are still full of new
dreams which keep us sleeping. We are constantly drunk with cares
or desires of sense, and so our sleep continues. Sometimes it is called
death — dead in sins, &c. Now sleep is brother to death ; and so, by
it not unfitly is the same state resembled. No spiritual life we have
at all, and therefore in that sense are truly dead. But because
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there is in us a natural life, and in that, a capacity of spiritual life,
therefore we are said to be asleep. As in a deep sleep, our soul is
bound up and ilrowned in flesh, through a surcharge of the vapours of
gross, sensible things that we glut ourselves withal ; and the condition
of our wisest thoughts, in relation to our highest good, are nothing but
dreams and reveries. Your projectings, and bargainings, and buildings, these be a better sort of dreams ; but your envyings, and mutual
despisings and discontents, your detracting and evil-speaking, these
are more impertinent, and to yourselves more perplexing. And your
sweetest enjoyments in this life, which you think most real, are but
shadows of delight, a more pleasant sort of dreams. All pomps and
royal solemnities, the Scripture calls (puvraaia's, phantasies. Acts xxv.
23. A man will not readily think so while he is in them. Somnium
Jiarrare vigilayitis est. We do not perceive the vanity of our dreams,
and know that they are so, till we be awaked. Sometimes in a dream
a man will have such a thought that it is but a dream, yet doth he not
thoroughly see the folly thereof, but goes on in it. The natural man
may have sometimes a glance of such thoughts, that all these things he
is either turmoiling or delighting in, are vanity and nothing to the purpose ;yet, he awakes not, but raves on still in them ; he shifts a little,
turns on his bed as a door on its hinges, but turns not off, does not rise.
But the spiritual-minded Christian, who is indeed awake, and looks
back on his former thoughts and ways. Oh how does he disdain himself, and all his former high fancies that he was most pleased with,
finding them dreams ! Oh what a fool, what a wretch was I, while
my head was full of such stuff, building castles in the air, imagining
and catching at such gains, and such preferments and pleasures, and
either they still running before me, and I could not overtake them, or,
if I thought I did, what have I now, when I see what it is, and find
that I have embraced a shadow, false hopes, and fears, and joys I He
thinks he hath eaten, and his soul is einpty. Isa. xxix. 8. And you that
will sleep on, may ; but sure I am, when you come to your deathbed,
if possibly you awake then, then shall you look back, with sad regret,
upon whatsoever you most esteemed and gloried in under the sun.
While they are coming towards you, they have some show ; but, as a
dream that is past, when these gay things are flown by, then we see
how vain they are. As that luxurious king who caused to be painted
on his tomb two fingers, as sounding one upon another, with that
word, All is not worth so much, Non tanti est. I know not how men
make a shift to satisfy themselves ; but, take a sober and awakened
Christian, and set him in the midst of the best of all things that are
here, his heart would burst with despair of satisfaction, were it not for
a hope that he hath, beyond all that this poor world either attains or
is seeking after, and that hope is, indeed, the dawning of the day that
is here spoken of.
It is time to awake, says he ; your salvation is nearer than when ye
believed. That bright day you look for, is hastening forward ; it is
nearer than when you began to believe. The night is far spent, the
gross darkness is already past, some daylight there is, and it is every
moment growing, and the perfect, full morning-light of it is very near.
[Observation.] Grace, and the Gospel that works it, compared with
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the dark night of nature, is the day, and it is often so called : the
Apostle here calls it so, Let us walk honestly as in the day. But yet,
that same light of the Gospel shining to us in the word, and within
us by the Spirit, is but the appearance or approaching of the day,
a certain pledge of it, yea, a kind of beginning of it, telling us that
it is near. It is one and the same light, and where it enters into
any soul, it makes sure that eternal full day to it, that it shall not be
disappointed of, more than the day can go back, and the sun fail to
rise
whenandthetending
dawn isto begun.
beguniv. 18.
light And
is stillat growingclearer,
the perfectAndday.thisProv.
the first
peep or appearance of it, so much it is, that the soul is called to awake
and arise, and put on day-clothes, and apply itself to the actions of the
day ; and that is the thing the Apostle here presses by it.
Oh, the blessed Gospel, revealing God in Christ, and calling up
sinners to communion with Him, dispelling that black night of ignorance and accursed darkness that otherwise had never ended, but passed
on to an endless night of eternal misery ! Says not Zacharias with
good reason in his song, that it was through the tender mercy of God
that this dayspring from on high did visit us?
Now, says the Apostle, this day appearing, it is time to awake.
And the longer it is since it began to appear, and the clearer the light
grows, the more high time is it to awake and rise, and cast off nightclothes and night-works, works of darkness, and to put on garments,
yea, armour of light. He that is a soldier, his garments are not on
till his arms be on and his sword about him ; then he is ready : especial y in a time and posture of war, and the enemy lying nigh, even
round about him ; and this is every Christian's state while he is here.
An armour of light, not only strong and useful, but comely and graceful, fit to walk abroad in, bright shining armour; as your old poets
describe
their apparelled,
champions, wedazzling
And thus
are to their
behaveenemies'
ourselveseyes.suitably, to walk
honestly as in the day, not in rioting and drunkenness. That is a
night-work, as the Apostle hath it, 1 Thess. v. 7. To stagger and reel
in the streets in daylight, to be drunk in the morning, is most shameful : so is that spirit of drunkenness as unbeseeming a Christian ; to
see them hurrying and justling one another, as drunk with love of
earthly things, and their spirits by that besotted and unfitted for spiritual things, that they find no pleasure in them.
Chambering and wantoyincss. All impure, lascivious conversation,
how vile are these, and unfit for the light ! Even Nature is ashamed
to be seen in these things, in the natural light of the day; much more
will Grace in the spiritual light of the Gospel.
Strife and envy. As shuffles and hot quarrels are most of all
unseemly in the streets in daylight, so, the c|uarrels and jarrings of
Christians are very shameful before the light wherein they walk. The
Gospel of Christ, the grand doctrine thereof, is meekness and love.
But Oh, where are they, those graces that so abound in the doctrine
of Christianity, and yet are so scarce in the lives of Christians ? Where
are they who look gladly on the good of others, and bear evils and
injuries from their neighbours patiently, and repay evil with good?
Thus it ought to be ; but, on the contrary, how ready are the most to
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part on the least occasions, to bite and snarl at each other ! There is
more still of the s])irit of the drag-on, than of the dove. My brethren,
remember and consider, that the Gospel-light shines amongst us, and
that more clearly than in former times, and more clearly than to most
people in the world in these times ; and do not outface and affront the
blessed light with the accursed works of darkness. You might have
been profane in former times, or in some other place, at a cheaper rate.
Know, that if this glorious light do not break otf your course of sin,
it will increase
yourinload
of judgment.
nations, isto live
darkness,
and to liveTheandheaviest
die in ofit, ail
in thecondemmidst
of light. Amongst all your desperate accursed wishes, this shall be
one, and a chief one, that either the Son of God had never come into
the world, or that you had never heard of him.
Much of what we aim at, were gained, if Christians could be
l)ronght to consider who they are, and to walk like themselves: it
would raise them above the base pleasures of sin, and the snares of
the world. The way of life is on high to the just : there is a holy
loftiness, a disdain of all impure sordid ways. It is said of Jehoshaphat, that his heart was lift up in the ways of the Lord. 2 Chron.
xvii. 6. As a vain, self-conceited lifting up of the heart is the great
enemy of our welfare ; (as it is written of another, even of a good
king, Hezekiah, that his heart was lift up, therefore was wrath upon
him;) so there is a happy exaltation of the heart, when it is raised in
God, to despise all communion with the unholy, and the unholy ways
of the world. This, my brethren, is that which I would were wrought
in you by the consideration of our holy calling'. We are called to
holiness, and not to vncleanness. — Ye are the children of the light and
of the day. 1 Thess. iv. 7 ; v. 5. Base night ways, such as cannot endure the light, do not become you. O that comeliness which the
saints should study, that decorum which they should keep in all their
ways, tvaxTjiiovw;, one action like another, and all like Christ, livinpj
as in the light. They that converse with the best company, such persons are obliged to more decency in apparel. We live in the light, in
the company of angels of God, and Jesus Christ; and therefore should
not act any thing that is low or mean, unbeseeming the rank we keej),
and the presence of those with whom we associate. When the king
passes through the country in progress, they who see him seldom,
being either to attend him in his way, or to receive him into their
houses, will labour to have all things in the best order they can for the
time
; but they court-like
that live at incourt,
dailycarriage,
in the king's
presence,
arc constantly
their andiiabitare and
and all
about
them. 0 followers of the Lamb, let your garments be always white;
yea,
let
Him
be
yoingarment
;
clothe
yourselves
with
Himself;
have
your robes made of his spotless fleece.
Put on the Lord Jesus. No resemblance is more usual than that
of people's customs to their clothes, their habitudes to their habits.
This the Apostle used in the tbregoing words, Put on the [furniture,
or]
armour night
of light,
havingAndcasttheoff'word,
the works
of darkness,
clothes
darkness,
clothes.
walking
decently,as has
some-of
thing of the same resemblance contained in it. And here we have the
proper beauty and ornament of Christians, even the Lord Jesus, re-
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commended to them under the same notion, Put on the Lord Jesus
Christ. Him we put on by faith, and are clothed with him as our
righteousness. We come unto our Father in our Elder Brother's perfumed g-arments, and so obtain the blessing which he, in a manner,
was stripped of for our sakes. He did undergo the curse, and was
made a curse for our sakes : so the Apostle speaks of him. Gal. iii. 13.
We put him on, as the Lord our righteous7iess, and are made the
righteousness of God in him. This investiture is first, when our persons are made acceptable, and we come into court. But there is
another putting of him on, in the conformity of holiness, which always
accompanies the former ; and that is it which is here meant. And this
I declare unto you, that whosoever does not thus put him on, shall find
themselves deceived in the other, if they imagine it belongs to them.
They who are the sons of God, and have the hope of inheriting with
Christ, do really become like Him, are even heirs in some degree now ;
and that blessed expectation they have, is to be fully like him. 1 John iii. 3.
fVhen he appears, we shall be like Him, saith the Apostle. And in the
mean while, they are endeavouring to be so, and somewhat attaining
it ; as he adds. Every one that hath this hope, purijieth himself, as He
is pure. He is the only begotten Son, and we are so restored in him
to the dignity of sons, that withal we are really changed into his likenes . He is the Image of the Father that is renewed upon us.
It is the substance of religion, to be like him whom we worship*.
Man's
end and yea,
perfection
is likeness that
to God.
But upon
Oh, theourdistance,
the unlikeness,
the contrariety,
is fallen
nature.
The carnal mind is enmity to God : the soul is, as it were, become
flesh, and so most unsuitable to the Father of Spirits ; it is become
like the beast that perishes. Now, to repair and raise us, this was the
course taken : we could not rise up to God, He came down to us, yea
into us, to raise and draw us up again to Him. He became like us,
that we might become like Him. God first put on man, that man
might put on God. Putting on the Lord Jesus, we put on man ; but
that man is God, and so, in putting on man, we put on God. Thus,
putting on Christ, we put on all grace : we do this, not only by studying him as our copy and example, but by real participation of his
Spirit ; and that, so as that daily the likeness is growing, while we
are carried by that Spirit to study his example, and enabled in some
measure to conform to it ; so that these two grow together, growing
in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
He is the armour of light before spoken of: all our ornament and safety
is in him. Some pictures of great persons you have seen, with arms
and robes on at once : thus we, when clothed with Christ, have our arms
and robes both on at once, yea, both in one, for He is both. So this
is the great study of a Christian, to eye and read Christ much, and,
by looking on him, to become more and more like him, making the
impression
beholding
him.
His Spirit indeeper
us, andbythateachloveday's
his meditation
Spirit works,andmake
the workof easy,
as sympathies do. And still the more the change is wrought, it becomes stil the more easy to work it. This is excellently described by
this Apostle, 2 Cor. iii. 18.
* Siimma religionis imilari qncm co/is
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Now we see our business : Oh tliat we had hearts to it ! It is hig-h,
it is sweet, to be g-rowinir more and more Christ-like every day. What
is the purchase or conquest of kingfdoms to this? Oh, wliat are we
doing-, vvlio mind not this more? Even they whose proper work it is,
how remiss are they in it, and what small progress do they make !
Are we less for tlie world and ourselves, and more for God, this year
than the former? — more meek and gentle, abler to bear wrongs, and
to do good for them, more holy and spiritual in our thoughts and
ways, more abundant and fervent in prayer ? I know there will be
times of deadness, and winter seasons, even in the souls of living
Christians ; but it is not always so, it v/ill come about yet ; so that, take
the wliole course of a Christian together, he is advancing, putting on
still more of Christ, and living more in Him. There is a closer union
betwixt the soul and this its spiritual clothing, than betwixt the body
and its garments : that dotli import a transformation into Christ, put
on as a new life, or a new self The Christian by faith doth this : lie
puts oir himself, old carnal self, and instead thereof, puts on Jesus
Christ, and thenceforward hath no more regard of that old self, than
of old cast clothes, but is all for Christ, joys in nothing else. This is
a mystery which cannot be understood but by partaking of it.
My bretliren, learn to have these thoughts frequent and occurrent
with you on all occasions. Think, when about any thing, how would
Christ behave himself in this? Even so let me endeavour.
You will possibly say, they that speak thus, and advise thus, do not
do thus. Oh, that that were not too true ! Yet there be some that be
sincere in it, and although it be but little that is attained, yet the very
aim is excellent, and somewhat there is that is done by it. It is
better to have such thoughts and desires, than altogether to give it
up ; and the very desire, being serious and sincere, does so much
change the habitude and usage of the soul and life, that it is not to be
despised.
Now follows. And make no provision for the. JJeah, io fulfil the liiats
thereof And it will follow necessarily. We hear much to little purpose. Oh, to have the heart touched by the Spirit with such a word
as is here ! It would untie it from all these things. These are the
words, the very reading of which wrought so with Augustine, that, of a
licentious young man, he turned a holy faithful servant of Jesus Christ.
While you were without Christ, you had no higher nor other business
to do, than to attend and serve the flesh ; but once having put Him
on, you are other men, and other manners do become you. Alia (etas
alioa mores j)ostidat.
This forbids not eating, and drinking, and clothing, and providing'
for these, nor decency and comeliness in them. The putting on of
Christ does not bar the sober use of them : yea, the moderate providing for the necessities of the flesh, while thou art tied to dwell in it,
that may be done in such a way as shall be a part of thy obedience
and service to God. But to lay in jnovisions for the lusts of it, is to
victual and furnish His enemy and thine own ; for the lusts of the flesh
do1 Pet.
strive
against God's Spirit, and war against thy soul. Gal. v. 17 ;
ii. 11.
This
was
the quarrel betwixt God and His own people inO the wilVOL. II,
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derness. Bread for their necessities. He gare them, but they required
meat for their lusts, (tvhich should rather have been starred to death
than fed,) and many of them fell in the quarrel. He gave them their
desire, but gave them a plague with it, and they died with the meat
between their teeth. Many who seem to follow God, and to have put
on Christ, yet continuing in league with their lusts, and providing for
them, they are permited awhile so to do, and are not withheld from
their desire, and seem to prosper in the business ; but, though not so
sudden and sensible as that of the Israelites, there is no less certain
a curse joined with all they purchase and proNnde for that unhallowed
use. It is certainly the posture and employment of most of us, even
who are called Christia?is, to be purveyors for the flesh, even for
the lusts o f it ; (ad supervacuum sudare ;) these lusts comprehending
al! sensual, and all worldly, fleshly, self-pleasing projects. Even some
things that seem a little more decent and refined, come under this account. What are men commonly doing but projecting and labouring,
beyond necessity, for fiiller and finer provision for back and belly, and
to feed their pride, and raise themselves and theirs somewhat abo%e
the condition of others about them ? And where men's interests meet
in the teeth, and cross each other, there arise heart-burnings and debates, and an evil eye one against another, even on fancied prejudice,
where there is nothing but crossing a humour. So the grand idol is
their own will, that must be provided for and served in all things, that
takes them up early and late, how they may be at ease, and pleased,
and esteemed, and honoured. Tliis is the making provision for the
flesh a/id its lusts, and from this are all they called who have put on
Christ; not to a hard, mean, unpleasant life, instead of that other,
but to a far more high and more truly pleasant life, that disgraces
all those their former pursuits which they thought so gay while they
knew no better. There is a transcendent sweetness in Christ, that
puts the flesh out of credit. Put on Christ, thy robe royal, and make
no jyrovision for the flesh ; surely thou wilt not then go and turmoil in the kitchen. A soul clothed with Christ, stooping to any
sinfiil delight, or an ardent pursuit of any thing earthly, though lawful, doth wonderfully
degrade the
itself.scullion,
Methinks
as a king's
his princely
apparel, playing
sittingit isdown
to tunison thein
spits. A soul living in Christ indeed, hath no vacancy for the superflesh, yea, supplies
the ven,it with fluous,
a kindluxuriousof demands
regret. Aof 7iecessitatibus
meis libera
me, necessities
Domine, saidof
one : Deliver me. Lord from my iiecessities.
Oh, raise up your spirits, you that pretend to any thing in Christ ;
delight in him, and let his love satisfy you at all times. What need
you go a begging elsewhere ? All you would add, makes you the
poorer, abates so much of your enjoyment of him ; and what can compensate that ? Put on the Lord Jesus, and then view yourselves, and
see if you be fit to be slaves to flesh and earth.
These two. Put on the Lord Jesus, and Make no provision, are
directly the representation of the Church, Apoc. xii. A woman clothed
with the sun, and ha%ing the moon under her feet, needed borrow no
beauty from it, or any thing under it. She left the scarlet and the
purple, and the gold, to the harlot after spoken of, for her dressing.
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The service of the flesh is a \vorl< the Christian cannot fold to, till
he forg'ets what clothes he has on. This is all, my brethren. Oh that
•we could be once persuaded to on Christ, and then resolve and
remember to do nothing unbeseeming that attire !
SERMON XX.
Psal. cvii, 43.
Whoso is wise, and will observe kindness
these things,
of theeven
Lord.they shall understand the lovingMost men live in a brutal sensitive life, live not so much as the life of
reason; but far fewer the Divine life of faith, which is further above
common reason than that is above sense. The spiritual light of Grace
is that which makes day in the soul : all other wisdom is but nightlight. Tlien I saw that wisdom excelleth folly , as far as light excclleth
darkness. Eccl. ii. 13. This higher sort of knowledge is that the
Prophet speaks of.
Having discoursed excellently through the Psalm, of the wisdom,
power, and goodness of God, so legible in His providence towards men,
and often called up the dull minds of men to consider these His works,
and bless Him for them, he closes with this applaudment of their happiness that truly do so, JVhoso is wise, &c.
They that spake it, knew not how true their speech is, who have
called the world a nest of fools. It is true, there is very Httle even
of natural clearness of judgment amongst men, but surely far less of
this true spiritual wisdom. So that if we read this as a question.
Whoso is wise ?— Oh, how few are there ! And yet, most imagine
they are ; few are convinced they are fools, and that is the height of
their folly. That word is most true, Job xi. 12 ; Vain man would he
wise,
thoughaiKlhe unuseful
he born as; and
the wild
ass's age,
coll.hathIn but
youth,
he runsslavish
wild,
unbroken,
in fuller
a brutish,
life, yokes in with beasts in the same kind of labour, or in little better;
turmoiling and drudging to serve his base lusts, his gain, his pleasure,
and forgets quite what high condition the soul that sparkles within him
is born to, and made capable of In a word, he knows not God.
That is both his folly and his misery. How much of life passes ere
w e consider what we live for ! And though all applied, how incapable
are a great many to know any thing I Inter homines quid homine
rarius! Among men what more rare than man, a truly rational being?
To this purpose there is a notable word. Job xi. 8, 9.
NoWj to stir up your desires and endeavours after this wisdom, consider, that it is the proper excellency of the rational nature, the true
elevation of human nature, to be wise. And they that are not such,
and know somewhat of their own defect, yet would willingly pass for
such, and had rather be accounted uncomely, yea, even dishonest, than
unwise ; (call a man any thing rather than a fool ;) but yet, if they
could, would rather have the thing than the reputation of it, and desire
1-eally to be wise if it were in their power.
02
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Now, it were good to work on this design witliin us, and [Ser.
to haveXX.it
drawn into the right channel. Would you be wise ? Then, seek true
wisdom. What most men seek and admire in themselves and others,
are but false shadows and appearances of wisdom ; the knowledge
either of base, low things, as to scrape and gather together, or else of
vain, unprofitable things, and such knowledge as is for the most part
but imaginary. For most things in state-affairs take another bias and
course, are not so much modelled by wit, as most men imagine. And
for the secrets of nature, we have little certain knowledge of them.
How short is our life to attain any knowledge ! That is an excellent
word. Job viii. 9. But the knowledge here set before us, is the best
kind of knowledge, that of the highest things, Divine things. I say,
the best kind of knowledge of them, for there are notions even of these
things, that have little in them; either curious, fruitless disputations
of such points as are most removed both from our notice and our use,
or a useless knowledge of useful things. But this is a well-regulated
and sure-footed
revealed
them. knowledge of Divine things, as God himself hath
This wisdom descends from above ; therefore, for the attainment of
it, these two things are necessary: 1st, To know that we want it,
sensibly and feelingly to know this, that we know nothing of the things
of God. MvUi ad sapientiam pervenireiit, nisi se jamjam perveidsse
arbitrarentur : Many men would have attai7ied to wisdom, if they
had not fancied or imagined that they had already attained it. I
Bpeak not now of the lowest sort, the grossly, the brutishly ignorant even
of the letter of Divine truths, but such as can give themselves or
others, if put to it, a good account of the principles of faith and
holiness, have read and heard much, and possibly learned and retained
not a little that way, yet still are but ignorants, strangers to this
heavenly wisdom. Therefore men must first know this, that they
must go anew to school again, and become as little children. Wisdom
invites no other. Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither. Pro v. ix. 4.
The strange woman, and so, all the enticements to sin, they invite the
same persons, (ver. 16.) but to a directly opposite end : she calls the
fools to befool them, to drown them in folly and wretchedness ; but
Wisdom calls them, to unbefool them, to recover them and teach them
the way of life.
2dly. Being convinced and sensible of the want of it, to use the
right way to attain it, to give all diligent attendance on the word and
ordinances of God, to desire it of Him. Desire is all : if you desire
much, you shall have much. Vent thy desire this way Heavenwards,
whence this wisdom descends. This light springs from on high.
Man cannot raise himself to it without Another. James i. b. If any
man lack wisdom, — if he is but once sensible of that, why then the
sweetest, easiest way to attain it that can be desired, is pointed out, —
let him ask it of God, who giveth liberally, and uj}braideih not ; does
neitlier harshly refuse, nor upbraidingly give it, but delights to give it
to them that ask it, even His own Holy Spirit, the spring of this
wisdom, as he hath promised.
We are all too little in this humble seeking and begging of this
Divine knowledge, and that is the cause we are so shallow and small
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proficients. If thou cry, and lift tip thy voice for understanding,
if thou, search for it as for hid treasures. Prov. ii. 3. Sit down upon
thy knees and dig for it ; that is the best posture to fall right upon the
golden vein, and go deepest to know the mind of God, in searching
the Scriptures, to be directed and regulated in His ways, to be made
skilful in ways of honouring Him and doing Him service. This,
neither men nor angels can teach him, but God alone. For the Lord
giveih wisdom. Vcr. 6.
Of this wisdom we have here the character and the privilege.
I. The character : Whoso will observe those things. That looks
back to the doctrine of the Psalmist, which is very divinely sweet. He
had been extolling the goodness of God in general, in His dealings
with men, and instancing in divers occunent and remarkable particulars, the fitness and mildness of His chastisements, the seasonablencss and sweetness of His deliverances, as correcting us for our
greater good, and relieving us in our greatest need, when we are
nearest despairing of relief This is exemplified in travellers and
prisoners, in sick men and seamen, and in the various disposal of the
state of all sorts of persons, the highest and the meanest ; and the
repeated sweet burden of the song is, 0 that men would praise the
Lord for His goodness, and for His wonderful works to the ch ildren of
men ! And in the end, he declares the result of all, ver. 42, the joy
of the godly, the shame and silencing of the wicked, who usually either
mistake, or slight, or despise the providence of God in the rule of
human affairs, who readily speak big their own thoughts, which are
vain, promising themselves continual success. In the end He shall
clear Himself, and gladden the souls of His people, and clothe His
enemies with shame. Wait a while, and thus it shall be ; they shall
change places. He pours contempt upon princes, and sets the poor on
high from affliction, and so rights Himself and them that wait on
Him. Then the righteous shall see it and rejoice, and all iniquity shall
stop her mouth. And it is a great point of true wisdom, rightly to
observe these things.
This observing hath in it, first a believing notice of these things, to
take such instances aright, when they meet our eye, to know these
things
be indeed
the Lord's
doings; theandsameso, inspection
when we ofareHisin eye,
any
jjresent tostrait,
to believe,
accordingly,
and secret conduct of His hand, to be in all. Now, it is a great point
to have the heart established in these persuasions. We are generally
much defective in this, and they most who least suspect themselves of
it. But withal, the observing or keeping of these things, (so the word
is,) this firm believing, hath in it these two following on it, and flowing
from it, serious contemplation awHi suitable action.
1. To observe these things, is often to turn our eye to the view of
these things, and to keep it on them, so as to have our hearts warmed
with them, to be deeply taken with wonder and love. But alas ! our
souls are drowned in flesh, dragged down from things that become
them, and are worthy of them, to drudge and weary themselves in
the mire and clay. IIow few are there who make it a great part of
their daily business to behold God in His works and ways with themselves and others ! Some, in respect of others, are called great spirits ;
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but Oh, what are tliey ? What a poor greatness is it to project, for a
great estate, or great places and titles, or to conceive great revenges
of little wrongs ! There is sometliing, even in nature, of greatness of
spirit, very far beyond the bastard, false character that most take of it,
and that is above most things others imagine great, and despises them.
But true greatness is this, to have a mind much taken up with the
greatness of God, admiring and adoring Him, and exciting others to
do so; grieved, and holily angry, that men regard Him so little,
breathing forth such wishes as these of the Psalmist, both to express
their own thoughts, and to awake sleeping besotted men about them,
O that men would praise the Lord for His goodness, &c. They could
wish a voice that could reach many thousands ; and if they had one
audible to all the world, would use it no otherwise than to be precentors of the praises of God, to call up and begin the song, 0 that
men wonld praise, &c.
Consider yourselves, my brethren, and trace yourselves into your
own heaits, whether often in the day your thoughts run this way,
finding the meditation of God sweet to you, or whether they do not
run out much more to vain things, and are seldom here ; either
hurried and busied in a surcharge of affairs, or, if vacant, yet spinning
themselves out in frothy, foolish fancies, that you would be ashamed
to look back upon. You might entertain Divine and heavenly
thoughts, even while about your earthly employments and refreshments ;but this is little known and little sought after. Make it your
business to learn more of this wisdom. Call in your hearts, commune
often with yourselves and with God ; be less abroad, and more within,
and more above. It is by far the sweetest life. Beg of God to wind
up your hearts, when you tind them heavy and dull, that they follow
you slowly in this, and need much pulling and hauling from your
hand : a touch from His hand will make them mount up easily and
nimbly. Oh! seek His drawing: Draic me, I will run after Thee.
And when you meet together, let this be your business, to speak of
him who alone is to be exalted, who doth and disposeth all as He
pleases. Say to friends, and kindred, and neighbours. Oh, how great
and how gracious a God have we ! Oh, that we could bless Him !
2. To keep these things, is, to walk according to the firm belief and
frequent thoughts of them ; to fear Him, and to walk humbly and
warily, because our follies draw on His rods, and to study to please
Him, and no matter who be displeased ; and when he corrects, to fall
down humbly under His hand, who hath our sickness and health, our
life and death, and all that concerns us, in His absolute power. If
any thing advance or advantage us before others, endeavour to be the
more lowly and serviceable to Him. If in a low condition, still bless
and reverence Him, for His presence will turn the meanest cottage,
yea, the darkest dungeon, into a palace.
The chief delight of the saints, is, to offer praises to God, to gather
them in from all His works, to send up to Him. And His chief delight
in all His works, is to receive these praises of them from their hands :
they articulate them, make a reasonable sacrifice of them. Psal.
cxlv. 10. All Thy works shall praise Thee, and Thy saints shall bless
Thee. We are called to this high work, yet lie beliind, and most an-
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worthily and foolishly debase ourselves in other thing^s. But they
that are wise, if there be any, will mind this, will not let the Lord's
marvellous and "Tacious doings pass without notice.
II. The privilege of this wisdom. It is a high proof of His love to us,
that He loves to be seen working by us, and stoops to take our acclamations and approbation, hath such regard to them, and rewards them
so richly, even thus ; JVhoso is wise, and will observe these things, they
shall
understand
the loving-kindness
of thefurther.
Lord. Observe,
They hath,
that
arc wise,
and observe,
shall understand
To him that
shall be given ; to him that usefully hath. That is to have, and so it is
there meant ;— to him that improves it to His advantage who gave it.
The greatest difficulty is to begin: as one said of his growing rich.
"Having
That heoncecamegot hardly
and easily
by great
a stock,byhea little
grew riches,
rich apace.
So once
taking,riches."
be it
but the first lessons of this wisdom, learning these well, shall facilitate
thy knowledge exceedingly. The wise increaseth learning. Prov. i. 5.
VVouldst thou but receive and hearken to the easiest things represented
by God, these would enlighten and enlarge thy soul to receive more ;
especially, walking by the light thou hast, be it ever so little, that invites and draws in more. Be diligent in the practice of what you
know, if you would know more. Believe it, that is the way to grow.
Whoso observes, keeps these things, acts according to the knowledge
of them, (as John vii. 17) he shall understand, shall understand it by
finding it. They shall understand it in themselves; (the word is in
the reciprocal mood, Hithpahel;) it shall be particularly and effectually shewn unto them ; they shall experience it, and so understand
it, and that is the only lively understanding of it. Men may hear,
yea, deliver large discourses of it, and yet not understand the thing.
Happy are they to whom this is given ! Solus docet qui dat, et discit
qui recipit : He alone teaches, who gives, and he learns who receives.
Loving kindness. {Heh. graciousness). All sorts of kindnesses, even
outward and common mercies, in those shall he understand His goodnes :in recoveries and deliverances from dangers, and temporal blessings, be their portion in them less or more, though the things be common, yet they come to be his own by a particular stamp of love, which
to others they have not. And the children of God know it, they can
find it out, and can read it, though the world that looks on it cannot.
And indeed, to them, the lowest things are disposed of, in order to
the highest : their daily bread is given them by that same love that
gives them Christ : all is given in Him. So the curse is taken away,
and all is sweetened with a blessing. A little that a righteous man
hath, w better than the abundance of the wicked.
But the things they chiefly prize and desire, as indeed they deserve
so to be, are of another sort : in their very being and nature, are lovetokens, effects of that peculiar free-grace that chose them to life. And
this istheycalled
the wUe,
light and
of God's
Hlf shall
everlasting
love.
Now
that are
observe countenance.
these things, they
understand
this loving-kindness. Not that they first are thus wise, before they partake of this loving-kindness ; no ; by it this wisdom was given them ;
but this promise is made to their improvement of that gift, and walking in those ways of wisdom. Not only are they loved of Go(J, but
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they shall vnderstand it. He will manifest Himself to them, and tell
them He loves them. And the more they walk in these ways, the more
clearly
them. shall they perceive and powerfully find His love manifested to
This is the highest inducement that can be to such as have any interest in it. When this love hath but once touched them, though as
yet they know it not certainly, yet it works that esteem and affection
that nothing can be admitted into com])arison with it. While carnal
men wallow in the puddle, these are the crystal streams a renewed soul
desires to bathe in, even the love of God. O ! let me find that ; no
matter what I have, or what I want. In poverty, or any distressed,
forsaken condition, one good word or good look from Him, makes me
up. I can sit down content and cheerful, and rejoice in that, though
all the world frown on me, and all things look dark and comfortless
about me, that is a piece of Heaven within the soul. Now, of this
experimental, understanding knowledge of this love, there are different
degrees ; there is a great latitude in this. To some are afforded, at
some times, little glimpses and inlets of it in a more immediate way;
but these stay not : siiavis hora, sed brcvis mora. Others are upheld
in the belief of it, and live on it by laith : though it shine not so clear,
yet,
a lightall they
not bright
out
to them
theirhave
life, toyet,walktheyby.arcThough'the
led home, sun
and shines
understand
so much
love in their way, as shall bring them to the fulness of it in the end.
Others, having passed most of the day, have a fair glimpse in the very
evening or close of it. But, howsoever, they that walk \:\ this way by
this hght, whatsoever measure they have of it, are led by it to the land
of light. The connexion here made, you see, T/iey lhat wisely observe
these thi?igs, shall understand this lovini<:-hinditcss. A wise man observways, experienced
and orderingknowledge
our own toof His
mind, is the certain
way ingtoof God's
attain much
his love.
This love is most free, and, from the beginning to the end, works of
itself ; but in the method of it, God hath thus linked things together,
made one portion of grace, in the use of it, draw on another. And
this His children should prudently consider. There is such a like
speech, Psal. 1. 2.3. l-f^hoso offereth praise, glorijicfh Me : audio him
that ordercth his conversation aright, will I sheio the salvation of God.
The conteivplation of God in His works, sets tlic soul o])en to receive the influences of this love : by looking towards Him, it draws His
eye towards it, as one look oflove draws on another. Certainly, many
tlie light their
of God's
and evidences
ofthatHishavelove,someyet, desire
in notofapplying
souls countenance,
to consider Him,
do much
injure themselves.
Heavenly thoughts do refine the soul, as fire works itself higher and
to a purer flame by stirring. To be blessing God for His goodness,
giving Him praise in the view of His works in the world, and for His
church, and particularly for ourselves, this both disposes the heart to
a more suitable temper for receiving divine comforts, and invites Him
to let them flow into it. For if He have such acknowledgments for
general goodness and common mercies, how much larger returns shall
He have upon the discoveries of special love ! Is it a sight of God as
reconciled, thou wouldst have ? Now, praise sets a man amongst the
angels, and they behold His face.
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A<?ain, action, walking in His ways humbly and carefully, and so
waiting, never wants a successful return of much love. How can He
who is goodness itself, hide and reserve Himself from a soul that yields
up itself to Him, hath no delight but to please Him, hates and avoids
what may oHend Him ? This, surely, is the way, if there is any under
Heaven, to enjoy communion with Him.
They that forget Him, and disregard their ways, and are no way
careful to order them to His liking, do but delude themselves with mistaken fancies of mercy. I beseech you, be warned. There cannot
be solid peace in the ways of sin : no peace to the wicked, mith my God,
Outward common favours you may share for a time ; but these have
a curse with them to you, and you shall quickly be at an end of these
receipts ; and then you would look towards Him for some persuasions
of His loving-kindness, but are likely to find nothing but frowns and
displeasure. O ! consider this, ye that forget God, lest He tear you in
pieces, and there be jiojie to deliver yon,.
Even they who have some title to this love of God, and are desiring
further evidence of it, yet, do often sit exceedingly in their own light,
and work against their end, still bent on that assurance they would
have, and yet neglecting the way to it, which certainly is in a manner
to neglect itself. Were they more busied in honouring God, doing
Him what service they can in their station, striving against sin,
acknowledging His goodness to the world, and even to themselves,
that they are yet in the region of hope, uot cut off in their iniquities,
thus offering praise, and ordering their conversation aright, submitting
unto Him, and giving Him glory ; their assurances and comforts, in
the measure He thinks fit, would come in due time, and sooner in this
way than in any other they could take.
Observe these things, beware of sin, and ye shall understand the
loving-kindness of the Lord. It is true, this love of God changes not,
nor hangs on thy carriage, nor on any thing without itself ; yea, all
our good hangs on it : but know, as to the knowledge and apprehension of it, it depends much on the holy frame of thy heart and the
exact regulation of thy ways. Sin obstructs and darkens all; those
are the clouds and mists ; and where any believer is adventurous on
the ways of sin, he shall smart for it. Where sin is, there will be a
storm, as Chrysostom's
word ofis faith
of Joshua*.
experience
of all
witnesseth
this. No strength
will keep The
out floods
of doubting
and troublous thoughts, where any novel sin hath opened a gap for
them to rush in by. See David, Psalm li., expressing himself as if all
were to begin again, his joy taken away, and his bones broken, and
to sense all undone : nothing will serve but a new creature. Create in
me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.
There is a congruity in the thing itself, and God hath so ordered it,
that vexation and anguish should still attend sin, and the ways of holiness be ways of peace. Say men what they will, great falls leave
wounds and smart behind them, and they must be washed with sharper
liquor before balm and oil be poured into them. And not only will
more notorious breaches disturb thy peace, but a tract of careless
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and fruitless walking;. If thou abate of thy attendance on God, and
thy fear cool towards Him, lagging and falling downwards to something you are caring for and taken with, you shall find an estrangement: itmuy be insensible at first and for a while because of thy sloth,
that thou dost not observe diligently how it is with thee ; but, after a
time, it shall be more easily known, but more hardly mended. And
there are none of us but might find much more of God in this our way
homewards, if the foolishness and wanderings of our hearts did not
prevent us.
Be persuaded, then, you whose hearts He hath wrought for Himself,
to attend better on him, and the advantage shall be yours, doubt it
not. And though for a time you find it not, yet wait on, and go on in
that way ; it shall not disappoint you. The more you let go of the
false, vain comforts of the world for His sake, the more richly you shall
be furnished with His. Oh ! we make not room for them ; that is the
great hinderance. Consider Him, behold His works, bless Him, confess Him always worthy oi praise for His goodness, and His wonderful
works to the children of men, however He deal with thee in particular;
and assuredly. He shall deal graciously with thee, and ere long thou
shalt find it, and be forced to acknowledge it. Though it may be thou
want these bright shinings of comforts thou wouldst have, yet, looking
to Him, and walking before Him, observing these things, thou shalt
have of His light to lead thee on, and a calm within; sweet peace,
not that height of joy thou desirest.
There are often calm, fair days withoiit storm, though it be not so
clear sun-shine ; and in such days a man may travel comfortably. I
would have Christians called off from a perplexed over-pressing of this
point of their particular assurance. If we were more studious to please
Him, forgetting ourselves, we should find Him remember us the more;
yet, we should not do so for this neither, but simply for Himself In
a word, this is thy wisdom ; mind thy duty, and refer to Him thy
comfort.
SERMON XXI.
PsAL, cxix. 96.
I have seen un end of all perfection ; but Thy commandment is exceeding broad.
Grace is a Divine light in the soul, and shows the true colours of
things. The Apostle overshoots not when he says. The spiritual man
jvdgeth all things. He hath undeniably the advantage : he may judge
of natural things, but the natural man cannot judge of spiritual things.
Yea, the truest judgment of natural things, in respect to our chiefest
end, springs particularly from spiritual wisdom : that makes the true
parallel of things, and gives a just account of their differences, as here,
I have seen an aid, &c.] All that have any measure of spiritual light,
are of this mind ; but certainly, they that are more eminently blessed
with it, have a more high and clearer view of both parts. David, who
is generally, and with greatest likelihood, supposed to be the author of
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this Psalm, was singularly advantaged to make this judgment of things.
He had, no doubt, a large measure of the knowledge of God and of
His law, which here he declares to be so large ; and being both a wise
and a great man, might know more than most others, even of all other
perfections — miglit trace them to their utmost, and see their e«d, as he
expresses it. Tliis same verdict we have from his son Solomon, after
much experience in all things; who, liaving the advantage of peace
and riches, did particularly set himself to this work, to a most exact
in([uiry after all things of this earth. He set nature on the rack, to
confess its utmost strength for the delighting and satisfying of man ;
with much pains and art he extracted the very spirit of all, and after
all, he gives the same judgment we have here ; his book writ on that
subject, being a paraphrase on this sentence, dilating the sense, and
confirming the truth of it. It carries its own sum in those two words
which begin and end it ; the one. Vanity of vanities, all is vanity, and
the other. Fear God and keep His commandments, for that is the whole
duty of man. And tiiese here are just the equivalent of those two ;
the former of that beginning word, I have seen an end of all perfection ;
and the latter of that concluding one, But Thy commandment is exceeding broad.
Whenriches,
meanit passes
men speak
world's greatness,
and poorto discredit
men cry
down
but forof this
a querulous,
peevish humour,
things they cannot reach, or else an ignorant contempt of things they
do not xniderstand ; or, taking it a little further, but a self-pleasing
sliift, a willingly undervaluing of those things of purpose to allay the
displeasure of the want of them ; or at the best, if something of truth
and goodness be in the opinion, yet, that the assent of such persons is,
(like the temperance of sickly bodies,) rather a virtue made of necessity,
than embraced of free choice. But to hear a wise man, in the height
of these advantages, proclaim their vanity, yea, kings from the very
thrones whereon they sit in their royal robes, give forth this sentence
upon all the glories and delights about them, is certainly above all exception. Here are two, the father and the son ; the one raised from a
mean condition
the many
crown, afflictions
instead ofand
a shepherd's
sceptre,
and that,toafter
dangers instaff,
the towaywield
to it,a
which, to some palates, gives a higher relish and sweetness to honour,
than if it had slid on them before they could feel it, in the cheap, easy
way
an undoubted
succession.
Or, if any think
David's bestin days
a littleof cloudy,
by the remains
of insurrections
and oppositions,
that
case usual ; as the jumbling of the water is not luUy quieted for a
while af\er the same is over -, then, take the son, succeeding to as fair
a day as heart can wish, both a complete calm of peace, and a bright
sunshine of riches and regal pomp, and he able to improve these to
the highest. And yet, both these are perfectly of the same mind in
this great point. The son having peace and time for it, though a king,
would make his throne a pulpit, and be a preacher of this one doctrine,
to which the father's sentence is the fittest text I have seen.
The words give an account of a double prospect ; the latter being,
as it were, the discovery of a new world after the travelling over the
old, expressed in the former clause : / have seen an end of all perfection, i.e., taken an exact view of all other things, and seen their end;
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hitt Thy commandment is of exceeding extent and perfection, and I
see but a part, and there is no end of it.
end.'] and
I liave
whatI have
this see?i
worldan affords,
the tried
rest Iandsee made
to theexperiment
uttermost ofof much
it, howof
far it reaches. The Psalmist, as standing on a vantage ground, sees
clearly round about him the furthest horizon of earthly excellencies and
advantages, and finds them not to be infinite or unmcasurable ; sees
that they are bounded, yea, what their bounds are, how far they go at
their very farthest, an end of all, even of perfection. And this is in
effect what I find, that their end stops short of satisfaction. A man
may think and desire beyond them, yea, not only way, but must : he
cannot be terminated by their bounds, will still have a stretch further,
and feels them leave him, and then finds a void. All which he says
most ponderously in these short words, giving the world the slight
thus: It is not so great a matter as men imagine it ; the best of it I
have examined, and considered it to the full, taken the whole dimension: al the profits and pleasures under the sun, their utmost goes but
a short way ; the soul is vaster than all, can look and go much farther.
I will not attempt the particulars, to reckon all, or be large in any:
the Preacher, Solomon, hath done this matchlessly, and who is he that
can come after the king? If any be sick of that poor disease, esteem
of riches, he can tell you the utmost of these, that when they increase,
they are increased that eat thejn, and what good is to the owners thereof,
save the beholding of them with their eyes? Eccl. v. 11. Yea, locking
them up, and not using them, and still gathering, and all to no use,
this is a madness : it is all one as if they were still in the mines under
the ground, and the difference none, but in turmoiling pains in gathering, and tormenting care in keeping. But take the best view of them,
supposing that they be used, that is, spent on family and retinue, why
then, what hath the owner but the sight of them for himself? Out of
all his dishes, he fills but one belly. Of all his fair houses and richlyfurnished rooms, he lodges but in one at once. And if his great rent
be needful for his great train or any other ways of expense, is it an advantage toneed much ? Or is he not rather poorer who needs five or
six thousand pounds by year, than he that needs but one hundred ?
Of all the festivities of the world and delights of sense, the result is,
laughter is mad ; and mirth, and orchards, and music, these things
pass away as a dream, and are still to begin again. And so gross and
earthly are they, that for the beasts they may be a fit good, but for the
divine, immortal soul, they cannot. A horse lying at ease in a fat pasture, may be compared with those that take delight in them.
Honour and esteem are yet vainer than those pleasures and riches
that furnish them. Though they be nothing but wind, compared to
solid soul-deliglits, yet, as to nature, there is in them somewhat more
real than in the fame of honour ; which is no more, indeed, than an
airy, imaginary thing, and hangs more on others than any thing else,
and not only on persons above them, but even those below ; especially
that kind which the vanity of man is much taken with, all popular opinion, than which there is nothing more light and poor, and that is
more despised by the elevated sort of natural spirits, a thing as unworthy as it is inconstant. No slavery like the aifecting of vulgar
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esteem ; it enthrals the mind to all sorts. Often the worthiest share
least in it. Sec Eccl. ix. 11 — 15. True worth is but sometimes honoured, but always envied. Eccl. iv. 4, Again, I considered all travail,
and every right work, that for thin a man is envied of his neighbour.
And with whomsoever it is thou seekest to be esteemed, be it with the
multitude, or more chiefly with the Vi^iser and better sort, what a narthing- isknowit atthee
larg-est
those rowwho
! ! How many nations know neither thee nor
Beyond all these thini^s is inward worth, and even that natural wisdom, such as some minds have to a far more refined height than others.
A man by it sees round about him, yea, and within himself. Tliat Solomon grants to be an excellent thing, Eccl. iv., yet, presently finds the
end of that perfection, ver. 16. That guards not from disasters and
vexations ; yea, there is in it an innate grief, amidst so many follies.
Eccl. i. 18. Ill mnch wisdom is much grief, and he that increaseth
knowledge, increaseth sorrow. Yea, give a man the confluence of all
these, which is so rare, make him at once rich, and honourable, and
healthful, and encompassed with all the delights of nature and art, and
wise to make the best improvement of all they can well afford, (and
there is much in that,) yet, there is an end of all these perfections. For
there is quickly an end of himself who hath them : he dies, and that
spoils all. Death breaks the strings, and that ends the music. And
the highest
of natural
is theor political.
soul of all In
nature's
advantages, that ends
them, wisdom,
whether which
practical
that day
are
all state projects and high thoughts laid low, if speculative. For, in
spite of all sciences and knowledge of nature, a man goes out in the
dark ; and if thou art learned in many languages, one death silences all
thy tongues at once. So says Solomon, Eccl. ii. 16, And how dielh
the wise man ? as the fool. Yea, suppose a man were not broken off,
but continued still in the top of all these perfections ; yea, imagine
much more, the cliiefest delights of sense that have ever been found
out,
more solid
and the
certain
knowledge
all moral
composure
of spirit,
highest
dominion,of nature's
not only secrets,
over men,
but a
deputed
command
nature's
of allin thethisheavens,
and the affairs
of all over
the earth,
and frame,
that hethewascourse
to abide
estate ;
yet would he see an end of this perfection, that is, it would come short
of making him happy. It is an union with a Higher Good by that
love that subjects all things to Him, that alone is the endless perfection :Thy commandinent is exceeding broad.
You may think this a beaten subject, and possibly, that some other
cases or questions were fitter for Christians. I wish it were more
needless. But Oh, the deceitfulness of our hearts ! Even such as
have shut out the vanities of this world at the fore-gate, let them in
again, or some part of them at least, at the postern. Few hearts
clearly come off untied from all, but are still lagging after somewhat;
and tiience so little delight in God, in prayer and holy things. And
though there be no fixed esteem of other things, yet that indisposition
to holy ways, argues some sickly humour latent in the soul ; and
therefore this is almost generally needfid, that men be called to consider what they seek after. Amidst all thy pursuits, stop and ask thy
soul, For what end is all^this? At what do I aim? For surely, by
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men's heatit would
in theseseemlower
their tocold
indifference
for
Heaven,
we things,
take ourandportion
be here.
But, Oh,
miserable portion at the best ! Oh, short-lived happiness I Look on
them, and learn to see this, the e?;^ of all perfections, and to have an
eye beyond them, till your hearts be well weaned from all things under
the sun. Oh ! there is httle acquaintance with the things that are
above it, little love of them, still some pretensions, some hopes that
flatter us, — "I will attain this or that ; and then" — Then what?
What if this night, thou fool, thy soul shall be required of thee ?
But Thy co7nmandmetit.'] The former part of this sentence hath
withinmaneveryaccording
man's breast
somewhat
to suitandwiththeit and
own it.
each
to his
experience
capacity
of Readily,
his soul,
hath his sense, if awake, of the unsatisfactoriness of all this world.
Give him what thou wilt, yet, still there is empty room within, and a
pain in that emptiness, and so, vexation, a tormenting windiness in
all. And men of more contemplative minds have higher and clearer
thoughts of this argument and matter, and may rise to a very high
moral contempt of the world ; and some of them have done so. But
this other part is more sublime, and peculiar to a Divine illumination.
That which we find not without, we would have within, and would
work out of ourselves what cannot be extracted from things about us.
Philosophy is much set on this, but it is upon a false scent, and so
still deluded. No, it is without us ; not within us, but above us. That
fulness is in God, and there is no communion with Him, or enjoyment
of Him, hut in the way of his commandment. Therefore, this is the discovery that answers and satisfies. Thy commandment is exceeding broad.
of all ofaswhich
one, Iheconceive,
for that
andCommandment.']
connexion of themHeall,speaks
on account
that breaks
one, tieis
guilty of all. A rule they are, and are so one, as a rule must be.
One authority runs through all : that is the golden thread they are
strung on. Break that any where, and all the pearls drop off. Psal.
exix. 6 : Tlien shall I not he ashamed, when I have respect to all Thy
commandments. Otherwise, one piece shames another, like uneven
and incongruous ways. The legs of the lame not being even, make
an unseemly going. And as it is here, so a plural word is joined with
the singular, ver. 137, and Psal. cxxxii*. And it is fitly here spoken
of as one, opposed to all varieties and multitudes of things beside.
Thy commandment, each linked to one another, and that one chain
reaches beyond all the incoherent perfections in the world, if one were
added to another, and drawn to a length. Tliis coinmandment is exceeding broad ; the very breadth immense, and tiiercfore the length
must be much more so, no end of it. Tiiat good to which it leads and
joins the soul, is enough for it : it is complete and full in its nature,
and endless in its continuance, so that there is no measuring, no end
of it any way. But all other perfections have their bounds of being,
and period of duration, so that each way an end is to be found of them.
* Dcum tradunt Hebra-i, una voce, eloquio uno, Aoc ra/, uno spititu et halitii, sine
ullii interspiratione, mora, pausa, vel distinctione, ita ut omnia verba, tanqnam verbum
uniim, et vox una, fuerant, clocutum. Atque hinc volunt dupliceni illam accentuum
rationem
in Decalogo ortam, ut altera una, ilia Dei continuata cloculio, altera honiiiiuin
tarda et distinctajudicetur.
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Now, in this, the opposition is the more admirable, that he speaks not
expressly of tlie enjoyment of God, but of the commandment of God :
he extols that above all the perfections of the world. Which is much
to be remarked, as having in it a clear character of the purest and
highest love. It had been more obvious to all, had he said, I have
seen tlie utmost of all besides Thee, but Thou, O God, the light of
Thy countenance, the blessed vision of Thy face, that alone is boundless and endless happiness. Or, to have taken it below the full perfect
enjoyment of glory, but some glances let into the soul here, a comfortable word from God, a look of love. Oh, how far surpassing all the continued caresses and delights of the world! He speaks not of that neither,
but. Thy commandment is exceeding broad. As the Apostle says. The
foolish ncKs of God is wiser than men's wisdom, 1 Cor. i. 25, so here,
that of God which seems lowest and hardest, is infinitely beyond whatsoever ishighest and sweetest in the world. The obeying of His commands. His very service, is more profitable than tlie world's rewards ;
His commands
enjoyments. To be more
subjectexcellent
to Him,thanisthetruerperfection
happinessof the
thanworld's
to command
tlie whole world. Pure love reckons thus : Though no further reward
were to follow obedience to God, the perfection of His creature and its
very iiappiness, carries its full recompense in its own bosom. Yea,
love delights most in the hardest services. It is self-love, to love the
embraces and rest of love; but it is love to Him indeed, to love the
labour of love, and the service of it, and that, not so much because it
leads to rest, and ends in it, but because it is service to Him whom we
love. Yea, that labour is in itself a rest, it is so natural and sweet to
a soul that loves. As the revolution of the heavens, which is a motion
in rest, and rest in motion, changes not place, though running still ; so,
the motion of love is truly Heavenly, and circular still in God, beginand ending in Him, and so, not ending, but still moving
withoutning in Him,
weariness.
Let us see what the commandment is, and that will clear it, for it
is nothing but love. All is in that one. Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, &c. So, the command that is here called so
broad, is love. There is no measuring that, for its object is immeasurable. We readily exceed in the love of any other thing ; but in
love noof God,
there is no danger of exceeding. Its true measure is,
totheknow
measure.
According as the love is, so is the soul : it is made like to, yea, it
is made one with, that which it loves. Si terrain amas, terra es; si
Deum ama.i, quid vis ut dicam, Deus es? [Augustine,] By loving
gross, base things, it becomes gross, and tarns to flesh, or earth ; and
so, by the love of God, it is made divine, is one with Him. So this is
the excellency of the command enjoining love. God hath a good-will
to all His creatures ; but that He should make a creature capable of
loving Him, and appoint this for His command. Oh! herein His goodness shines brightest. Now, though fallen from this, we are again
invited to it ; though degenerated and accursed in our sinful nature,
yet we are renewed in Christ, and this command is renewed in him,
and a new way of fulfilling it is pointed out.
This command is broad. There is room enough for the soul in
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God, that is hampered and pinched in all other thinn-s. Here, love
with
all thy heart,
with itallto thythesoul,
with tliere
all 'thyis enough
miiid, andfor with
alt
thy strength.
Stretch
utmost;
it liere,
while it must contract and draw itself to other things. I will walk at
liberty, says David, for I seek Thy precepts. That which perverse
nature judges thraldom, once truly known, is only freedom. This is
because the law is love, and such a love as brings fidl content to tiie
soul. Man hath not an object of love besides God, — too many he
hath that can torment and trouble him, but not one that by being loved
by him, satisfies and quiets him. Whether he loves things without
him, or himself, still he is pained and restless. All other things he
loves naturally, in reference to himself: l)\it himself is not a sufficient
object for him. It must be something that adds to, and perfects his
nature, to which he must be united in love; somewhat higher than
himself, yea, the highest of all, the Father of Spirits. That alone completes aspirit and blesses it, to love Him, the Spring of spirits.
Now this love, as including obedience to His commands, is a thing
in itself due, and expressly commanded too. This is the thing which
surpasseth all pursuits and all enjoyments under heaven, not only to
be loved of God, but to love Him. Yea, could these be severed, this
rather would be the deformity and miserv of the creature, to hate Him:
this is the hell of hell.
And to love Him, not only with complacency, a desire to enjoy Him,
but, moreover, wishing Him glory, doing Him service, desiring He
may be honoured by all His creatures, and endavouring ourselves to
honour Him, that is our work; apjilauding the praises of angels and
all creatures, and adding ours, (as Psal. ciii. 22,) sweet, willing, entire
submission to His will, ready to do, to suffer any thing for Him. Oh !
awayhigh
all base,
muddyand pleasures,
all i'alse
night-shows
of earthly
all
attempts
heroic virtues
! These
have their
measureglories,
and
their close, and jirove in tlie end but lies. This command, this love
alone, is the endless perfection and delight of souls, which begins here,
and is completed above. The happiness of glory is, the perfection of
holiness : that is the full beauty and loveliness of the Spouse, the
Lamb's wife.
Oh ! how much are the multiudes of men to be pitied, who are
hunting they know not what, still pursuing content, and it still flying
before, and they at as great a distance as when they promised themselves tolay hold on it ! It is strange what men are doing. Ej)hraim
feedtiih on the wind. Hos. xii. 1. The most serious designs of men
are more foolish than the play of children ; all the difference is, that
these are trisies inepticp, sourer and more sad trifles.
Oh, that ye would turn this way, and not still lay out your money
for that ivhi.ch is not bread t You would find the saddest part of a
spiritual course of life hath under it more true sweetness than all your
empty mirths, which sound much, and are nothing, like the crackling
of thorns vnder the pot. There is more joy in enduring a cross for
God, than in the smiles ot the world ; in a private, despised affliction,
without the name of suffering for His cause, or any thing in it like
martyrdom, but only as coming from His hand, kissing it, and bearing it patiently, yea, gladly for His sake, out of love to Him because
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it is His will so to try thee. What can come amiss to a soul thus
composed ?
I wish that even they who have renounced the vain world, and have
the face of their hearts turned Godwards, would learn more this happy
life and enjoy it more, not to han^ so much upon sensible comforts, as
to delight in obedience, and to wait for those at His pleasure, whether
He gives much or little, any or none. Learn to be still finding the
sweetness of His commands, which no outward or inward change can
disrelish, rejoicing in the actings of that Divine love within thee. Continue thy conflicts with sin, and though thou mayest at times be foiled,
yet, cry to Him for help, and getting up, redouble thy hatred of it and
attempts against it. Still stir this tlame of God. That will overcome:
Manyup waters
quench
it. ItOh!
is a tlie
renewed
pleasure,
od'ering
t.'iysclf cannot
every day
to God.
sweetest
life intothebe world,
is,
to be crossing
to follow
His. thyself, to please Him ; trampling on thy own will,
SEUMON XXII.
Habakkuk iii. 17, 18.
Althoiisli tlic fiq--troc shall nut blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vine; the labour of
the
sh:ill an.lfail,there
anrl sliall
the fiehls
meat;: the Hocks shall be cut off
Iru.iiolivithe f.,M,
be no shall
herd yield
in thenostalls
I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of my salvation.
Most
employments
certainlymen's
our industries
main and and
worthiest
business arelieschiefly
within without
us ; nor them,
is everbuta
man fit for the varieties and vicissitudes of time and affairs without, till
he have taken some pains to some good purpose within himself A distempered, discomposed mind is as a limb out of joint, which is fit for
no action, and moves both deformedly and painfully. That which we
have to do, my brethren, for which tliese our meetings are commanded
of God, and should be attended by us, and which we should follow out
when we are gone from hence, is this, the reducing of our souls to
God. Their disunion from Him is their disjointing, and they are never
right till they refix on Him ; and being there, they are so right, that
nothing can come wrong to them. As they are not readily ensnared
with ease and plenty, so, neither are they lightly astonislied with want
and trouble, but, in the ebb of all otlier comforts, they can hold the
Prophet's purpose, to joy in the Lord, and rejoice in the God of their
salvation.
Tills, we may hear and speak of, but truly, few attain it. I fear,
many of us are not so much as seeking after it and aspiring to it. A
soul really conversant witiiGod, is taken up with Him, all its affections
work and move towards Him, as the Prophet's here ; his /vr/r, his jny,
liis trust, ver. 16 — 19. This is a prayer, as it is entitled, but it is both
a prophetical and an unusual one ; a prophecy and a so/ig (as the
word added imports) of Habakkuk the prophet on Neginoth. The
strain of it is high, and full of sudden raptures and changis as that
word
; as here, having expressed much fear in the foregoing
Vol. signifies
II.
p
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words, a shivering', fremblinj^ horror, he yet adds such a height of an
invincible kind of joy, — like the needle of the compass, fixedly looking
towards Him, yet, not without a trembling- motion. Thus, we have
the temper of the Psalmist, Psal. ii. 11 : Rejoice with ircinbliiig.
Which suits well to so sublime an object ; joying in God, because He
is good, yet with joy still mixed with holy awe, because He is great.
And this especially in a time of great judgments, or in the lively
apprehensions or representations of them, whether before or after their
inflicting ; whether they be on the people of God for their iniquities,
or on the enemies of God for their oppressions and cruelties to His
people while he made them instruments for their correction. In both,
God is formidable, and greatly to be feared, even by those that are
nearest to Him. This we lind in the prophets when seeing judgments
afar off, long before their day, which they had commission to denounce.
So, this prophet here not only discovers great awe and fear at what he
saw
and foretold with
concerning
God's ownHis peoi)le,
the Jews,
but When
at the
after-reckoning
the Cb.aldeans,
and their
enemies.
God comes to do judgment on the wicked, this will make them who
stand by and suff'er not with them, yet to tremble ; yea, such as are
advantaged
as usually theThepeople
of God
their enemies'
ruin
proving bytheirit,deliverance.
majesty
and are,
greatness
of God,
and the terribleness of His march towards them and seizing on them,
as it is here highly set forth, this works an awful fear in the hearts of
His own children. They cannot see their Father angry but it makes
them quake, though it be not against them, but on their behalf And
this were our right temper, when we see or hear of the hand of God
against wicked men, who run their own courses against all warning;
— not to entertain these things with carnal rejoicings and lightness of
mind, or with boasting insults ; to applaud indeed the righteousness
of God, and to give Him His glory, but withal, to fear before Him,
though they were strangers and no way a part of ourselves, and to
have
humbleto reverence
sense of the
; (so, Psal. Hi.
6.)
and toa learn
God;Lord's
in all dealing
our waysin toit acknowledge
Him;
to beoutsure
to
take
Him
along
with
us,
and
to
undertake
nothing
withHim.
And this fear of judgments falling upon others, is the way not to
feel them on ourselves. When God sees that the sound of the rod on
others' backs will humble a soul or a people, He will spare the stroke of
it. Theythe who
of this
of God's
anger,butfallhe least
under
dint ofhaveit.most
Blessed
is heholytliatfearfeareth
always;
that
hardens his heart, shall fall into mischief. Prov. xxviii. 14. He that
fears it not, shall fall into it; he that fears and trembles at it, shall
escape. So the Prophet here trusts for himself: vcr. 16: I trembled
in myself, that I might rest in the day of trouble, and upon tliis
confidence, he rises to this high resolution. Yet I will rejoice in the
Lord.
The words, to make no other division of them, are a conjuncture of
a sad supposition, and a cheerful position, or purpose.
Although the Jig-tree shall not blos.iom.] This is a thing that may
come, and, possibly, which the Prophet did foresee would come,
amongst other judgments ; and it is of all other outward scourges the
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sorest, most smarting-, and most sweeping- ; cuts off most people, and
can least be suffered and shifted. It lieth among-st the rest in tlie storehouse of Divine judgments. He who furnished the earth, and gfave
being- by the word of His mouth to all these things, hath still the sole,
absolute power of them : they obey His word of command, and, rightly
looked upon, in our use of them, and the sweetness we find in them,
lead us to Him as the spring- of being- and g-oodness. He is invisible
in His nature ; in His works, most visible and legible. Not only the
spacious heavens and the g-lorious lights in them, but the meanest
things on earth, every plant and flower in their being and growing
yea, every pile of grass, declare God to us.
And it is a supernatural light in natural things to see and taste Him
in them. It is more pleasant than their natural relish ; it is the chief
inner sweetness, the kernel and marrow of all ; and they that take not
the pains, and have not the skill to draw it forth, lose the far better
half ofwisetheirHe enjoyments,
even ofsuchthea thing-s
earth. ToHe think,
how
is who devised
frame, ofhowthis powerful
who
made all these things, how ricli He must be who still continues to
furnish the earlh with these varieties of provisions, how sweet must
He be, whence all these things draw their sweetness ! But, alas ! we
are bruitish, and in our use of these things, we differ little or nothing
from the beast. We are called to a higher life, but we live it not.
Man is in honovr, hut he understands it not ; he is as the. beast that
perishes. Psal. xlix. 20.
Now, because we acknowledge God so little in the use of these
thing-s,
He is ])ut ofto them,
it (so which
to speak)
teach isus more
our lesson
the wanttherefore
and deprivemeut
our todulness
sensiblein
of. We know things a great deal better by wanting- them, than by
Jiaving them, and take more notice of that Hand which hath power of
them, when He withdraws, than when He bestows them.
Besides all other provocations, and particular abuses of these things
by
and luxm-y,thiswere
thantothedietveryus neglecting
of intemperance
(lod in His goodness,
callsit forno amore
famine,
into wiser
thoughts, pendand
to
remind
us
of
our
own
and
all
other
creatures'
deence on that God whom we so forget, as to serve our idols and
lusts upon His bounty. This was the case of Judah and Israel. See
Hos. ii. 8 — 13. But when more sparingly fed, and better taught, in
the wilderness, those mercies were restored again, and then, all
acknowledged the dowry of that blessed marriage with Himself, which
is so far beyond all account. Ver. 14 — 16.
How wretched ingratitude is it, not to regard and love Him in the
use of all His mercies ! But it is horrid stupidity, not to consider and
seek to Him in their withdrawment, or in the threatening of it. Few
have a right sense of His hand in any thing. They grumble and cry
out, but not to liim. As in the case of oppression, it is said, Job
XXXV. 9, 10, By reason of the mnltitvde of oppressions, they make
the oppressed to cry; they cry out by reason of the arm of the mighty ,
but none sayeth. Where is Gcd my maker ?— so, of this very judgment
of famine, tlie Prophet speaks, Hos. vii. 14 : And they have not cried
unto 7ne with their hearts, when thty howled upon thtir beds : thay
assembled themselves for corn and wine, and thty rebel against me.
P2
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They did not humbly and repentingly seek to God by prayer, but
a natural brutish sense of their wants pressed out complaints ;
they howled
a hungry
dog- orwould
do forthreatening
bread. This
the ,
most
do, in asyears
of dearth,
harvests
it. isNo allbeast
in the mountain or wilderness is so untamed as the heart of man,
in God's
judgments,nearer
lies and
as a wildin bull
inwhich,
a net.whenIt iscatched
true, they
are somewhat
sobercriesthoughts
distres ;and their grief though merely natural, yet is nearer spiritual
grief, than their mirth and laughter ; but it must have a touch of that
Spirit above, to make it spiritual, to make it change to gold, to turn
it to godly sorrow. No scourge carries a power of changing the heart
with it; that is a superadded work. Many people, and particular
persons, have been beat as in a mortar with variety of afflictions, one
coming thick upon another, and yet, are never the wiser, and yet,
have not returned unto me, saiih the Lord.
Therefore, if you be afflicted, join prayer with your correction, and
beg by it, that God would join His Spirit with it. Seek this in
earnest, else you shall be not a whit the better, but shall still endure
the smart, and not reap the fruit thereof. Yea, I believe, some are
the worse, even by falsely imagining they are better, partly presuming
it must be so, and partly, may be, feeling some present motions and
meltings in the time of afflictions, which evanish and presently cool
■when
are isoffhethewhom
fire.thouAy, correctest,
but these and
two teachest
togetheroutmakeof thy
a happy
man ; they
Blessed
law.
Psal. xciv. 12.
Although the Jig-tree shall not blossom.] This sometimes does, and
at any time may, befal a land ; but, however, it is very useful to put
such cases. It is true there is great odds betwixt real and imagined
distresses ; yet, certainly, the frequent viewing of its picture, though
it is only in the imagination, hath so much likeness as somewhat
abates
comes. the strangeness and frightfulness of its true visage when it
There is a foolish pre-apprehension of possible evils, which, whether
they come or not, does no good, but makes evils to come perplexingly
beforehand, and antedates their misery, and adds the pain of many
others that will never come. These are the fumes of a dark, distempered humour, vain tears, which vex and trouble some minds at
present, and do not waste any thing of any grief to come after. But
calmly and composedly to sit down and consider evil days coming,
any kind of trials that probably, yea, or possibly, may arrive, so as
to be ready to entertain them without astonishment : this is a wise and
useful exercise of the mind, and takes oif much of the weight of such
things, breaks them in falling on us, that they come not so sad down,
when they light first upon the apprehension. Thus, it is true, nothing
comes unawares to a wise man. He hath supposed all, or as bad as
any thing that can come, hath acquainted his mind with the horridest
shapes, and therefore, when such things appear, will not so readily
start at them.
This I would advise to be done, not only in things we can more
easily suffer, but in those we think would prove hardest aud most
indigestible, to inure thy heart to them ; not to be like some, who are
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death of a dear friend, or husband, or wife, or cliild. That is
oftener to be viewed, rather than any other event. Brin;^ thy mind to
it, as a starting-horse to that whereat it does most startle — What if I
should be bereft of such a person, such a thing? This would make it
much more tolerable when thou art put to it. What if the place where
I live, were visited with all at once in some degree, pestilence, and
sword, and famine? How should I look on them ? Could my mind
keep its own place and standing, fixed on God in sucli a case ? What
if I were turned out of my good furniture and warm house, and
stripped not only of accessory, but necessary things ; (as here he
supposes not only the failing of delicacies, the fig-trees, wine, and
olives, but of common necessary food, the fields not yielding meat,
and the flocks cut off:) thy little ones crying for bread, and thou hast
none for them ? You little know what the tenderest and dehcatest
among you may be put to. These times have given many real instances, within these kingdoms, of strange changes in the condition of
all ranks of persons. Or think, if thou abhorrest that. What if I v^'ere
smitten with blotches or loathsome sores on my flesh, or if, by any
accident, I should lose an arm, or an eye, or both eyes? What if
extreme poverty, and sickness, and forsaking of friends, come all at
once ? Could I welcome tliese, and make up all in God, — find riches,
and friends, and fulness in Him? Most men, if they would speak
truly to such cases, must declare them insufferable : — I were undone
if such a thing befel me, or such a comfort were taken from mc.
Most would cry out, as Micah did, Judg. xviii. 24, Ye have taken
away my gods ; for so are these things our hearts cleave to and principally delight in. He that worships mammon, his purse is the
sensiblest piece of him : he is broke, if fire, or ravage of war, throw
him out of his nest, and empty it. He that makes his helly his god,
(such they are the Apostle speaks of, Phil. iii. 19.) how could he
endure
this case the Prophet puts here, the failing of vines, of flocks
and herds?
It were good to add to the supposition of want, somewhat of the
reality of it; sometimes to abridge thyself of things thou desirest and
lovest, to inure thy appetite to a refusal of what it calls for ; to practise
somewhat of poverty, to learn to need few things.
It is strange, men should be so foolish as to tie themselves to tliese
things, which have neither satisfying content in them, nor certain
abode. And why shoiildst thou set thine eyes on things which are not,
says Solomon, Prov. xxiii. 5, — a nonens, a fancy? How soon may
you be parted ! He who is the true God, God alone, how soon can
He pull the false gods from you, or you from them !— as in that word.
Job xxvii. 8 : What is the hope of the hypocrite, though he hath gained,
when God talceth away his sovl? Like that case in the parable, Luke
xii. 19: SoT/l, take thine ease. A strange inference from full barns !
That were sufficient provision for a horse, a fit happiness for it ; but
for a soul, though it were to stay, how gross and base a portion ! But
it cannot stay neither: This night thy soul shall be required of thee.
The only firm position is this oi the Prophet, Yet will I rejoice in the
Lord. And such times indeed are fit to give proof of this, to tell thee
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these props bear thee up, or another, an Invisible supporter; but when
these are plucked away, and thou art destitute round about, then it vvill
appear if thy strenj^th be in God, if these other things were but flourishes about thee, and thou laidst no weig-ht on them at all. He that
leans on these, must fall when these fall, and his hope is cut off", and
his trust
upontheir
his house,
not
stand.as Joba spider's
viii. 14,web.
15. HeTheyshallthatleanclasp
hearts hut
aboutit shall
their
houses or estates, within a while they are either sadly pulled asunder,
or swept away together.
But, Oh ! the blessed, the high condition of a soul set on God, untied, independent from all things beside Him, its whole dependence
and rest placed on Him alone, sitting loose to all the world, and so
not stirred with alterations ! Yea, amid the turnings upside-down of
human things, if the frame of the heaven and earth were falling to
pieces *, the heart founded on Him who mude it, abides unmoved ;
the everlasting arms are under it, and bear it up.
Do ye believe, my brethren, that there is such a thing, that it is no
fancy ? Yea, all is but fancy beside it. Do you believe this ? Why,
then, is one day after another ])ut off, and this not attained, nor the
soul so much as entered or engaged to a serious endeavour after it,
looking on all things else, compared to this noble design, as vanity?
How often and how easily are tlieir joys damped, who rejoice in other
things, and their hopes broken ! What they expected most, soon
proves a lie, as the word spoken of the olive, here signifies ; as if the
labour of it should lie (spem mentita seges), — a fair vintage or harvest
promised, and either withered with drought, or drowned with rain :
indeed, it lies at the best ! But the soul tiiat places its joy on God, is
still fresh and green when all are withered about it. Jer. xvii. 8 : Acquaint thyself with Him betimes in ease. It is a sad case, to be
making acquaintance with Him, when thou shouldest most make use
of His friendship, and find comfort in His love.
Now, this joy in God cannot remain in an impure, unholy soul, no
more than Heaven and Hell can mix together. An impure, unholy
soul, I call not that which is stained with sin, for no other are under
the sun ; all must then quit all pretensions to that estate ; but such a
one as willingly entertains any sinful lust or way of wickedness. That
delight and this are directly opposite. And certainly, the more the
soul is refined irom all delights of sin, yea, even from sinless delights
of sense and of this present world, it hath the more capacity, the fitter
and the larger room, for this pure, heavenly delight.
No language can make a natural man understand what this thing
is, to rejoice in God. Oh ! it is a mystery. Most men mind poor
childish things, laughing and crying in a breath, at trifles; easily
puffed up, and as easily cast down. But even the children of God are
too little acquainted with this their portion. Which of you find this
power in the remembrance of God, that it doth overflow and drown all
other things, both your worldly joys and worldly sorrows, that you
* Si fractus illabatur orbis.
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find tliem not? And thus it would be, if we knew Him. Is He, then,
our Father, and yet we know Him not?
Altiioug-li
fail, inyet,Himself,
rejoice and
in Himto thewhosense
fails ofnot,thewhosoulalters
not.
He is all
stillshould
the same
that
is knit to liim, is then sweetest when the world is bitterest. When
other comforts are withdrawn, the loss of them brings this great gain,
so much the more of God and His love imparted, to make all up.
They that ever found this, could almost wish for things that others are
afraid of If we knew how to improve them. His sharpest visits would
be His sweetest: thou wouldest be glad to catch a kiss of His hand
while He is beating thee, or pulling away something from thee that
thou lovest, and bless Him while He is doing so.
Rejoice in God, although the Jig-tree blossom not, &c. Yea, rejoice
in these hardest things, as His doing. A heart rejoicing in him, delights inall His will, and is surely provided for the most firm joy in all
estates ; for if nothing can come to pass beside, or against. His will,
then cannot that soul be vexed with delights in Him, and hath no will
but His, but follows Him in all times, in all estates, not only when He
shines bright on them, but when they are clouded. That flower which
follows the sun, doth so even in cloudy days : when it doth not shine
forth, yet it follows the hidden course and motion of it. So, the soul
that moves after God, keeps that course when He hides His face ; is
content, yea, is glad at His will in all estates, or conditions, or events.
And though not only all be withered and blasted without, but the face
of the soul little better within to sense, no flourishing of graces for the
present, yet, it rejoices in Him, and in that everlasting covenant that
still holds, ordered in all things and sure, as the sweet singer of Israel
sweetly expresses it, 2 Sam. xxv. 5 : For this, says he, is all my salvation, and all my desire, although He make it not to grow. That is
a strange although, and yet is he satisfied even in that.
This joy in God, as my God, the God of my salvation, ought to
exercise the soul in the darkest and worst times ; and it ought to stick
to it, not to let go this confidence, still expecting salvation from Him,
and resting on Him for it, though not having those senses and assurances that tiiou desirest. This, weak believers are easily beaten from,
by temptation. But we are to stand to our right in Him, even when
we see it not. And when it is said to thee, as in Psalm iii., that there
is no help for thee in God, tell all that say so, they lie: He is my God,
my glory, and the lifter up o f my head ; as there he speaks.
Rejoice in Him still as thy God ; and, however, rejoice in him as
(Jou. / will rejoice in Jehovah, glad that He is God, that His enemies
cannot unsettle nor reach His throne, that He rules, and is glorious in
all things, that iJe is self- blessed, and needs nothing. This is the
]>urest and highest kind of rejoicing in Him, and is certainly most
distant
Heaven and
in it.most free from alteration, and hath, indeed, most of
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SERMON XXIII.
1 Cor. i. 30.
But of Him arc ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us, wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification, and redemption.
The great de.si£jn of the Gospel, is, to bring men to Jesus Christ ;
and, next to that, to instruct those who are brought to him, in the
clearest knowledge, and to keep them in the fresh remembrance of the
privileges and happiness they have in him. This the Apostles, writing
to new converts, much insist upon, and Paid most abundantly ; but
no where more excellently and iuUy than in these words.
As that is a great and much commended oracle, (ypwOc aeaviov
Know thyself, so, also, there can be nothing more comfortable and
profitable for a Christian than this point, to understand his new being,
to know himself as out of himself in Christ, to study what he is there.
Oh ! what joy, what humility, what holiness would it work, were we
well seen and much conversant in this subject, viewing ourselves in
this light, as here the Apostle represents a believer to himself. Of him
are ye in Chrid Jesus, &c.
If we look back a little, we see his aim is, to vindicate the doctrine
of Christ from contempt in that chief point which is the believer's
greatest
comfort
and cross,
glory, Christ
yet, liescrucified.
openest toHimthe weworld's
the
doctrine
of the
preach,misprision,
says he,
let men take it as they please : be he a stvmhliiig-block to the Jews,
and foolishness to the Gentiles, yet, to them that believe among both, he
is the power of God, and the wisdom of God.
As, in the person of Christ, glory was wrapped up in meanness, so
it was in his sufferings and death. And in the doctrine of it, and in
the way of preaching of it, they are not dressed with human wisdom,
or excellency of speech : this would be as incongruous as that rich,
gaudy attire they cover the image of the Virgin with, and her Child
lying in a stable. And that all might be suitable, so is it in the persons of those that believe on him. Brethren, yoii see your calling, hoio
that not many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many
noble, before
are called.
glory
Him. And God's purpose in this, is, that no flesh should
This is the grand disease of flesh, to swell in conceit of any httle
advantages, real or imagined, forgetting itself and Him from whom it
receives all, receives its very self, the being it hath, and all superadded
good. Now, God is pleased, in justice on some, and in great mercy
to others, so to order most things in the world, as to allay this tumour ;
often bringing down high things, and raising the low, and so attempering and levelling disparities as to take men off from self-glorying.
Proud undertakings, we see, are commonly most disgracefully broken.
Nor is there any surer presage of the speedy ruin of any affairs or perthan presumptuous
is God's
as evensons, natural
men have boasting.
observed, This
to abase
high work
things,amongst
to exaltmen,
low
things. He goes from one thing to another, pulling down the crest
and blasting the glory of all human excellency, breaking the likeliest
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projects, and effecting what is least to be expected, withdrawing man
from his jjurpose, to hide pride from his eyes, as Elihu speaks, Job
xxxiii. 17. To this purpose, see Job x. 11, 12; 1 Sam. ii. 4, 5; and
the Virgin in her song, Luke i. 51. Whatsoever men bear themselves
big upon, and begin to glory in, they call the hand of God to crush it,
raising an idol of jealousy in his sigiit. All high things have their day :
the day of the Lord shall be on all the cedars of Lebanon, and He alone
exalted. Isa. ii. 13, 17. If ever this was the case in any time, we may
see it is legible in ours, in great letters. This is the very result of
His ways, staining the pride of all glory, defeating witty counsels,
making counsellors mad, throwing down all plumes and trampling
them in the mire, that no party or persons in the kingdom can set out
for any triumph of courage, or wit, or any other excellency, but somewhat shall be clearly seen to meet and dash it in pieces, that no flesh
may glory before Him. And this, to souls that love God, is the main
hap|)iness of the times, and that wherein they will chiefly rejoice.
The particular here spoken of, is eminently suited to this end, the
choice and calling of persons to the dignity of Christians : Not many
wise, not many mighty, or noble, but the mean things, the foolish thiitgs,
and the most insignificant, things that are not, non-entia, very nothings, toannul things that seem most to be something. Thus it was
in the first times; and though afterwards, by means of these meaner
persons, greater were caught and drawn into Christ, philosophers and
kings, yet still it remains true in all times, that predominantly the
choice is of the meaner sort; God testifying how little He esteems
those things which men account great. Those endowments of wit
and eloquence which men admire in some, alas ! how poor are they to
Him ! He respecteth not any who are wise in heart: they are nothing,
and less than nothing in His eyes. He is the author of all these. IFill
He esteem thy riches? No, not gold, nor all the forces of strength.
Job xxxvi. 19. Even wise men admire how little it is that men know,
how small a matter lies under the sound of those popular wonders, a
learned man, a great scholar, a great statesman : how much more
doth the all-wise God meanly account of these 1 He often discovers,
even to the world, their meanness ; He befools them. So valour, or
birth, or worldly greatness, these He gives, and gives as things He
makes no great reckoning of, to such as shall never see His face ;
and calls to the inheritance of glory poor despised creatures, who are
looked on as the oflscourings and refuse of the world : these are
raised from the dunghill and set with princes, made the sons and
daughters
the
wonderof! God, entitled each of them to a crown that fades not. Oh
Now, they are not puffed up with this, but the more assurance they
have, and the clearer their view is of the state they are called to, the more
humble they are ; still laying these together. What was I in myself?
and. What am I in Clirist? And, in comparing these, they are swallowed up with amazement at that love which made this change ; and
for
doth the Apostle express thus their estate, Ye are of
Him thisin very
ChristendJesus.
This is a new being, a creation ; for, in relation to this being, we
are nothing in our state of nature ; and then, considering that in vela-
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tion to others, tlie meanest are often chosen and made partakers of
this ity,being",
as have nothing
naturally
great areof nobility,
or moralor highsnchintellectuals
; the most
nothings
often chosen
and
made partakers of this being, to illustrate the power of Him who
makes them exist. In kings somewhat may be observed of this in
their choice of favourites, and raising men who are not of hig-hest
deserving, as affecting to shew their freedom in choice, and their power
in making out of nothing, and so they love to have them called their
creatures. But these are but shadows: both are poor creatures, both
are easily thrown down. But God doth indeed shew, in His choice.
His freedom and power in His new creature : He draws them out of
the lowest bottom of nothing, and raises them to the most excellent
kind of being that creatures are capable of, to be the sons of God, and
so heirs, joint-heirs with Christ Jesus. Rom. viii. 17.
Ye areAllof the
Himcreatures
in ChristareJesus.']
taken ininhisanfirst
eminent
sense.
of GodThis; butmustman,be even
creation, for the dignity of his being, and the slow way of forming him,
was accounted to be of God, in a peculiar maimer ; formed to His
own likeness, and therefore called the Son of God, called His offspring.
Acts xvii. 28. But in this new being, much more are we so : we are
of Him as His children, partakers of the Divine nature, and that so
fastened, that it abideth. And the medium of this excellent and permanent being is primarily to be considered ; for in him it becomes so.
It is both high and firm, being in the essential Son, as the foundation
of it ; therefore here expressed, as bearing the whole weight of this
happy fabric.
Of Him ye are in Christ Jesus. The life which believers derive
from God is through Him. He is that eternal Word, by which all
things were made in their first creation, and do still subsist. Heb. i. ;
John i. And he is made the basis of the second creation, in a wonderful way, becoming himself a creature ; and so, the root of the new
progeny is trom Heaven, the sons of God: so it follows in both these
cited scriptures. John i. 12—14. The Word was made^Jlesh, and so,
they that receive Him are made the Sons of God. And so, Heb. ii.
10, 11, amply and excellently is that mystery unfolded. The first frame
of man, at least the excellency and beauty of it, was broken by his fall ;
therefore a new model is framed of a selected number, to he a new
world, more firm than the former, united unto God so close, as never
to be severed again. Man, though he was made holy and God-like,
continued not in that honour. Now, God himself becomes a man, to
make all sure : that is the foundation of an indissoluble union. Man
is knit to God in the person of Christ so close, that there is no possibility ofdividing them any more ; and this union of our nature in his
person is made the ground of the union of our persons with God.
We find our own flesh catch hold in Christ of a man, and in that man
may find Gocl, and are made one with liim by faith in Christ. And
this all the powers of hell cannot dissolve. Our life none can cut off
from His,moi e than a man can cut a beam from off the sun. We are
and subsist of God in Christ. This is an unknown mystery, but, were
it known, it would prove a depth of rich, inexhaustible consolation.
The world doth not know what Christians are. This is no wonder ;
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for truly they know not themselves, or but very little. How would it
elevate their spirits, but not in prirle ! Oh ! nothing: is more humblin^
than this, as the Apostle here implies. But it would raise them above
the world, and suit their desires and their actions to their condition,
havin»- all under foot that the world accounts great, walking as heirs
of Heaven, led and moved by the Spirit of Christ in them; thinking-,
when solicited to any base way, How doth this become the sons of
God ? Shall one who lives jn Christ, degrade Him so much, as to
borrow comfort or pleasure from any sin, for the killing and destruction whereof He laid down His precious life?
Oh, my brethren, that this Divine ambition were kindled in your
breasts, to partake of this high and happy being, and leave all your
jmrsuits to follow this, restless till you be in Christ ! For solid, abiding rest, sure I am, out of him there is none. And then, being in
him, remember where you are, and what you are. JValk in Christ,
and live like him, as one with him indeed : let his thoughts and desires be yours. What was his work, yea, what his refreshment, his
meat and drink? To do his Father's will. Oh ! when shall we find
ourselves
minded,
that was insoChrist
? as the Apostle's word is, the same mind in us
Who of God is made unto us wisdom.] Known unto God are all His
works from the beginning. It was not an accidental after-device in
God, (for in Him there can be no such thing,) but was his great forethought project,
of thefromruinstheofvery
man'sfoundation.
first estate, And
to raise
a fairer
and firmer
fabric,outnew
in the
new
foundation lies the model, and excellency, and stability of the whole
structure. Tliis is the choicest of all His works, wherein He chiefly
glories ; His master-piece, which great angels admire ; and this is it,
fVho of God is made unto tis, wisdom. And this is one letter of His
name. He is called IVonderful, who is here spoken of; so all is
wonderful in this work : wonderful, first, that He should be made any
thing, the JMaker of all things Himself made something which before
He was not ; then made to us — that He should be made any thing to
our interest and advantage, who are a company of traitors ; and made
unto us of God, the God against whom we rebelled and continued
naturally
bred in us
the and
Father's
to give outenemies
His Son,! The
from purpose
thence was
to recover
bringownus breast,
back.
Oh, astonishing depth of love ! Then, made unto us what? Rather,
whatnot? We are made up in Him for ever rich and happy; lie
being made all unto us, all we need, or can desire, wisdom, righteousness, sanctijication, and redemption. Without Him, we are undone,
forlorn caitiffs, masses of misery, as you say, having nothing either
\is or on us, nothing but poverty and wretchedness, blindness and nakedness, altogether ignorant of the way to happiness, yea, ignorant of our
very misery, a nest of fools, natural fools, children of folly, (as they who
are renewed by, and provided with, this wisdom, are called children of
wisdom,) guilty, filthy, condemned slaves.
This is the goodly posture we are in, out of Christ ; yet, who is sensible of it ? How few can be brought to serious thoughts about it !
Nay, are not the most in the midst of this misery, yet full of high
conceits of their worth, wit, freedom, &c.? As frantic bedlamites,
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lying naked and filthy in their chains, yet dream they are E^reat and
wise
persons,
commanding
abouta sceptre,
them ; fancying,
possibly,
that they
are kings, and
a stickorderingin theirallhands
and their
iron chains of gold. This is a pleasing madness for the time ; yet,
who does not pity it that looks on?
Methinks I see one of this sort, when I see one evidently destitute
of Christ, bearing himself big upon the fancy of his parts, and birth,
and riches, or stoutness; see such, upon any cross word, swelling
against others, threatening high, and protesting they will be slaves to
none ; not knowing that, even while they speak thus, they are wretched
caitiffs, under the hardest and basest kind of slavery. Inquire, my
brethren, if ever you had a right and clear view of yom- natural misery ;
otherwise you are, it is likely, still in it, and though you profess to
believe in Christ, are not yet gone out of yourselves to him, and not
knowing your great need of him, do certainly make little esteem and
little use of him. You are full, and reign without him ; all is well and
inandquiet
; but youit iscaptives
owing toas thequietstrong
the out,
house,or
keeping
as heman's
can, yet
tliatpossessing
you look not
cry for a deliverer. He is afraid of Him, to be dispossessed and turned
out by Him who is stronger, the mighty Redeemer that came out of
Zion. Oh, that many amongst you were crying to Him, and waiting
for Him, to come unto you for your rescue !
wisdom,
sancUJlcation,
redemption.']
To Made
supplyuntoandvshelp
all. Herighteousness,
is our magazine
whither and
to have
recourse
to : for this end. He is replenished with all the fulness of God, the
\ery fulness of the Godhead dwelling in Him, the Spirit being not
givfhi to Him by measure. He is tit to be made our wisdom, who is
the wisdom of the Father ; as here in this place, the Apostle lately
C7i\\e:(i.\\\m, the wisdom o f God. In him are hid all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge. Col. ii. 3. They that find him, and come unto
him, find it so ; but the most look but on the surface ; they hear his
name, and know not what is under it.
Made unto us righteousness. By fulfilling the whole law, and all
righteousness. Matt. iii. 15, and yet, sulfering the rigour of it, as if he
had transgressed it. No guile, no spot was (bund on him : he was
holy,
undejiled,Theseparate
and iniquity
yet, the ofgi'eatest
sinnerharmless,
by imputation:
Lord from
laid onsinners,
Him the
us all,
Isa. liii. 6. And so, Psalm xl. 12, which is prophesied of him : Mine
iniquities have taken hold of me. He owns them as his, though not
his. He endured all that jnstice could require, entered and paid the
debt, and is acquitted and set free again, and exalted at the right hand
of God. So it is evident that he is righteoiis, even in that representative and sponsional person he put on.
Sanctijication.
is a living
spring
of that';Theanointed
above dehis
fellows. In him isChrist
no mixture
of any
iniquity.
Holy Ghost
scended on the Apostle" in the shajjc of fire ; there was somewhat to
be purged in them ; they were to be quickened and enabled by it for
their calling. But on him, it descended as a dove : there was no need
of cleansing or purging out any thing. That was a symbol of the spothim. less purity of his nature, and of the fulness of the Spirit dwelling in
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And redemption. Christ is miglity to save, and having a right to
save ;ners,aso,kimmaii,
And as he ofhathit, boug'it
Ibr sinhe will puta brother.
them in possession
will effectfreedom
and complete
it. All that are in him, are really delivered from the power of sin and
death, and shall, ere long, be perfectly and fully so : they shall be
lifted np above them, no longer to be molested with any remainders of
either, or with the fear of them, or so much as any grief for them.
And that day is called the day of redemption, to which we are beforehand made sure and scaled by the Spirit. Ejihes. iv. 30.
We cannot then doubt of his fitness and fulness to be these, and
these for us ; but withal, we must know that he is designed so to be
made unto us, and that he came, and did, and suffered all for this purj)Ose, and having done, returned, and now lives, to be these to us. It
is his place and office, and so, his delight ; he loves to be put upon
the performance of this, to be their wisdom and righteousness. Made
of God to us. It is agreed betwixt the Father and him, that he should
be so. He is the wisdom of God, and ?nade of God our wisdom.
Wonderful ! that the same which is His own wisdom, and no less. He
would make ours. And now, under a sense of all our ignorances and
follies, it becomes us to go to him, to apply ourselves to him, and apply
him to us. He is called our Head, and called so most fitly, for it is
the place of all our wisdom ; that lies in our head. And so, as to all
the rest, righteousness, sanctijication, and redemption. If he be righteousnes in himself, and holy, and victor over his enemies, and set
free from wrath and death, then are we so too, in him ; for he is ours,
and so ours, that W2 become what he is, are inrighted to all hejtath,
and endowed with all his goods ; though poor and base in oursewes,
yet married to him : that is the title. We are made rich, and noble,
and free, we are righteous and holy, because he is. Uxor fulget radiis
mariti. The wife shines with the rays of her husband. All debts and
pleas are taken off, he stands betwixt us and all hazard, and in him
we stand acquitted and justified before God.
That which makes up the match, and ties the knot of this union, is
faith. He is ?nade of God unto us wisdom, righteousness, &c. He is
tendered and held out as all these, in the promise of the Gospel ; not
only declared to be really furnished and fit so to be, but offered to be
so, and we warranted, yea, invited and entreated, to receive him as
such. But he is effectually jnade to be this to us, to me, by believing, the promise being brought home and applied of God, and faith
wrought
in thetheheartbargain,
to entertain
and unite
him. Now,
'H tt/uti?
laoTrocei
Faith closes
and makes
him toours.
in that,
he is:
jnade unto us, not of ourselves, but God, ibr that is His gift and work:
we cannot believe, any more than we can fulfil the whole law. And
though men think it a common and easy thing, to accept of so sweet
an offer at so cheap a rate, nothing being required but to receive him,
yet, this is a thing that naturally all refuse. No man cometh, says he,
except the Father draw him. John vi. 44. Though men be beseeched
to come, yet, the most will not come unto him, that they may have
life. To as many as received him, he gave the privilege to become the
sons of God, John i. 1:2 ; and yet, for all that, many did not receive
him ; yea, as there it is expressed, He came to his own, but his own
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received him not. They who were nearest to him in natural relation
and interest, yet refiised him, for tlie most part, and attained not this
blessed spiritual interest in him imto life.
It should be considered, my brethren, Christ is daily held out, and
none are excluded or excepted, all are invited, be they what they will,
who have need of him and use for him ; and yet, who is persuaded ?
Oh, who hath believed our rejoort ? One hath his farm, another his
oxen, each some engagement or another. Men are not at leisure for
Christ. Why? You think, may be, you have received him. If it be
so, you are happy. Be not deluded. Have you received him ? Do
you find him then livini;: and rulinjj within you? Are your eyes upon
him ? Do you wait on him, early and late, to see what his will is? Is
your soul glad in him ? Can you, in distress, sickness, or poverty,
clasp to him, and find him sweet, and allay all with this thought.
However things go with me, yet, Christ is in me? Doth your heart
cleave to him ? Certainly, if he be in you, it will be thus ; or, at least,
your most earnest desire will be, that it may be thus.
Men will not believe how hard a matter it is, to believe the fulness
and sufficiency of Jesus Christ, till they be put to it in earnest to make
use of him, and then they find it : when sin and death are set before
their view, and discovered in their native colours unto the soul, when
a man is driven to that. What shall I do to be saved ? then, then is the
time to know what notion he hath of Christ. And as the difficulty
lies in this, in the first awakening of the conscience from sin, so, in
after-times of temptation and apprehension of wrath, when, upon some
new-added guiltiness, or a new sight of the old, in a frightful manner,
sin revives and (he soul dies, it is struck dead with the terrors of the
law, — then to keep thy hold, and find another life in Christ, the law
and justice satisfied, and so the conscience quieted iu him ; this is
indeed to believe.
It is a thing of huge difficulty, to bring men to a sense of their natural misery, to see that they have need of a saviour, and to look out
for one : but then, being brought to that, it is no less, if not more
difficult, to persuade them that Christ is he ; that, as they have need
of him, so they need no more, he being able and sufficient for them.
All the waverings and fears of misbelieving minds, do spring from dark
and narrow apprehensions of Jesus Christ. All the doubt is, not of
their interest, as they imagine: they who say so, and think it so, do
not perceive the bottom and root of their own malady. They say,
they do no whit doubt but that he is able enough, and his righteousness large enough, but that all the doubt is, if he belong to me. Now,
I say, this doubt arises from a defect and doubt of the former, wherein
you suspect it not. Why doubtest thou that he belongs to thee? Dost
thou flee to him, as lost and undone in thyself? Dost thou renounce
all thafcan be called thine, and seek thy life in him? Tlien he is
ihine. He came to seek and to save that which was lost. Oh, but I
find so much, not only former, but still daily renewed and increasing
guiltiness. Why, is he a sufficient Saviour, or is he not ? If thou dost
say, he is not, tlien it is manifest that here lies the defect and mistake.
If thou sayest, he is, then hast thou answered all thy objections of that
kind : much guiltiness, much or little, old or new, neither helps nor
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hinders, as to Uiy interest in him and salvation by him. And for disthese mists,
be more effectual
than theandlettingofpellinc;
thoseof(Jospel
beams,nothings
the clearcanexpressions
of his riches
fulnessin
in the Scrijitures, and eminently this, Made of God, wisdom, righlcousnenn, saiictijicatiou, and redefnption.
fVisdo7n. Both objectively and effectively. Objectively, I mean, onr
wisdom, as all our wisdom lies in the right knowledge and apprehension of him. And this suits to the Apostle's present discourse. The
Jews would
have So,a sig7i,
wisdomto know
; but iiotking,
ff^e, says save
he,
preach
Christ.
ch. ii.,andver. the2 : Gentiles,
/ determined
Christ crucified. He was learnedly bred, and knew many things beside,
much of nature, and much of the law ; but all this was, to him, obsolete,
useless stuff: it was as if he never had heard of or known any thingelse butis Jesus
Christ.to Weknowmayhim,
knowandother
but this,
and this
alone,
our wisdom,
him thing's,
crucified.
Particularly,
we may have knowledge of the law, and by it the knowledge of sin ;
I)ut in relation to our standing before God, and so, our happiness^
which is the greatest point of wisdom, Jesus Christ is alone, and is all.
And the more firmly a soul eyes Christ, and loses all other knowledge
and itself in contemplating him, the more truly wise and heavenly it is.
And effectively he is our wisdom. All our right knowledge of him
and belief in him, flow from himself, are derived from him, and sent
into our souls. His Spirit is conveyed into ours; a beam of himself,
as of the sun. This Sun of righteousness is not seen but by his own
light ; so that every soul that is made wise unto salvation, that is
brought to apprehend Christ, to cleave to him, and repose on him, it
is by an emission of Divine light from himself, that shows him, and
leads unto him. And so we know God in him. There is no right
knowledge of the Father but in the Son. God dwelling in the man,
Christ, will be found or known no where else ; and they that consider
and worship God out of Christ, do not know or worship the true God,
but a false notion and fancy of their own.
The Shechinah, the habitation of the Majesty, is Jesus Christ: there
He dwells as between the cherubims over the mercy-seat. To apprehend God so as to love Him and trust in Him all our life, to hope to
find favour and bliss with Him, this is the only wise knowledge of
Him. Now, this alone is in Christ, and from him. lie contains this
representation of God, and gives his own light to see it. So that a
Christian's desire should be, in relation to Jesus Christ, that of David
in reference to the Temple, as a figure of him, One thing have I desired
of Him, and that will I seek after, that I may dwell in the house of the
Lord; that I may get in to Christ, to know God there, to behold the
beauty of the Lord. There we see beauty indeed, the Father's glory,
and so, as And
our Father
reconciled
we seeso,Him
gracious.
as we should
desireto tous,behold,
still, mercij'ul
to inquireandin
His Temple, to advance in the knowledge of God, studying Uirn in
Christ : we are to admire what we see, and to seek still to see more.
And know, that this knowledge of God, as we have it in Christ, so it
is from him. He reveals the Father: he came from His bosom f<)r
that purpose. We cannot believe on him, cannot come near God
through him, but as he lets forth of his light, to conduct and lead us
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in, yea, powerfully to draw in, for his Ijo-ht does so. Now, knowinfj
and apprehending- him by his own light, his Spirit, the Apostle clears
it, that this is our wisdom, by those rich titles added, accordinn^ to which
we lind him to us, when we receive from him that wisdom by which we
apprehend him aright and lay hold on him, then made unto ics righteousnesx, sanctificaLion, and redemption.
This doubtless
is meant
the righteousness'by
we Righteousness.
are justified before
God. And
he isofmade
this to us: appliedwhichby
faith, His righteousness becomes ours. That exchange made, our sins
are laid over upon him, and his obedience put upon us. This is the
great glad tidings, that we are made righteous by Christ. It is not a
righteousness wrought by us, but given to us, and put upon us. This
carnal reason cannot comprehend, and being proud, therefore rejects
and argues against it ; says, How can this thing be ? But faith closes
with it, and rejoices in it. Without either doing or suffering, the sinner is acquitted and justified, and stands as guiltless of breacii, yea, as
,having fulfilled the whole law. And happy they who thus fasten upon
this righteousness ! They may lift up their faces with gladness and
boldness before God; whereas the most industrious, self-saving justiciary, though
in other men's
present,
he makes
a glittering
show, eyes
yet, and
whenhis heown,shallpossibly,
come tofor betheexamined
of God, and tried according to the Law, he shall be covered with
shame, and confounded in his folly and guiltiness. But faith triumphs
over self-unworthiness, and sin, and deatli, and the Law, shrouding
the soul under the mantle of Jesus Christ; and there it is safe. All
accusations
fall ofl",
having
no where into which
fasten, faith
unlesshathsome
could be found
in that
righteousness
wraptblemish
itself.
This is the very spring of solid peace, and fills the soul with peace and
joy. But still men would have something within themselves to make
out the matter, as if this robe needed any such jneceing ; and not finding what they desire, thence disquiet and unsettlement of mind arise.
True it is, that this faith purifies the heart, and works holiness, and
all graces flow from it; but in this work of justifying the sinner, it is
alone, and cannot admit of any mixture. As Luther's resemblance is,
" Faith is as the bride v^ith Christ in the bed-cliamber alone ; but
when she conieth forth, hath the attendance and train of other graces
with her." This well imderstood, the soul that believes on Jesus
Christ, will not let go for all deficiency in itself; and yet, so resting
on him, will not be slothful nor regardless of any duty of holiness.
Yea, this is the way to abound in all the fruits of the Spirit, first to
have that wisdom from him, rightly to apprehend and apply him as
our righteousness, and then shall we find all furniture of grace in him;
he will likewise be sa notification. Say not. Unless I find some
measure of sanctijication, what right have I to apply him as my
righteousness ? This inverts the order, and disappoints thee of both.
Thou must first, without finding, yea, or seeking any thing in thyself
but misery and guiltiness, lay hold on him as ihy righteousness ; or
else thou shall never find sanctijication by any other endeavour or
pursuit.
He it is that is made sanctijication to us, and out of him we seek it
in vain. Now, first he must be thy righteousness, before thou find him
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thy mnctificalion. Simply, as a guilty sinner, thou must flee to him
for shelter ; and then, being come in, thou shalt be furnished out of
his fulness, with grace for grace. As a poor man pursued by the
justiciary, fleeing to a strong castle for safety, and being in it, finds it
q rich palace, and all his wants supplied there.
This misunderstanding of that method, is the cause of that darkness
and discomfort, and withal of that deadness and defect of graces, that
many persons go drooping under, who will not take this way, the only
straight and sure way of life and comfort. Now,
Sanctification he is to us, not only as a perfect pattern, but as a
powerful principle. It is really the spirit of Christ in a believer, that
crucifies the world, and purges out sin, and forms the soul to his
likeness. It is impossible to be holy, not being in him ; and being
truly in him, it is as impossible not to be holy. Our pothering and
turmoiliug without him, makes us lose our labour; and in this point,
indeed, little wit makes much labour.
Redetnption. Sin is often prevailing even in believers, and therewithal discomforts and doubts arising, as it cknnot otherwise choose.
Oh, how do they groan and sigh as captives still to the law of sin and
death? Well there is in our Lord Jesus help for that too. He is
redemption; that is the complement and fulness of deliverance. The
price he paid once for all : now he goes on to work that deliverance
by conquest, which he bought by ransom. It is going on even when
we feel it not, and within a little while, it shall be perfected, and we
shall see all the host of our enemies who pursued us, as Israel saw the
Egyptians, lie dead upon the shore. Courage ! that day is coming.
And all this is. That he that glories, may glory in the Lord. Is it
reasonable? No self-glorying: the more faith, the less will there be
still
that.treasurer
A believerwho,is nothing
in himself:
is Christ's,
Christthatis out
his
all. ofThat
being called
to an allaccount,
because
of nothing he had enriched himself suddenly, many thought he would
have been ]juzzled with it ; but he, without being much moved, next
morning came before the king in an old suit that he wore before he
got that office, and said, " Sir, this suit on my back is mine, but all
the
is thine."
is ours,
all thethatrestascends
Christ's,to
and rest
he allows
it well.So,Andourin old
the suit
full and
pure glory
God in this work, are we to rejoice more than in the work itself as our
salvation. There is an humble kind of boasting that becomes a Christian. My soul shall glory (or make her boast) in God, says David
all the day long. What was I before I met with Christ, thinks a
believer, and now what am I ? And, upon that thought, he wonders
and loves. But most of the wonder is yet to come ; for he conceives
but little what we shall be.
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SERMON XXIV.
Jeremiah x. 23, 24.
O Lord,
I
know
that
the
way
of man is not in himself : it is not in man that w-alketb, to
direct iiis steps.
0 Lord,
correct
me,
but
with
judgment; not in thine anger, lest Thou bring me to
nothing.
It cannot be expressed, what an advantage a heart acquainted with
God hath, in all the revolutions and c1iang-es of the world, when it
turns unto Him, and gives vent to its griefs and desires into His
bosom, and so finds ease. This the Prophet does here : after the denouncing of a heavy judgment, he turns towards him from whom he
brought that message, to entreat for them to wlioni he brought it.
After a very sad close of his sermon, he adds this siiort but very sweet
prayer ; presents himself, and speaks in that style, as representing the
whole people ; Correct me, O Lord : he makes their calamity, as it
were, all his own ; bears their person, and presents his petition for
them in his own name. The proj^hets, though they could not but
applaud and approve thejtistice of God who sent them, in the harshest
news they brought, yet, withal, could not be insensible to the miseries of
His people ; and so we find them mixing pathetical complaints and
prayers for them, with the predictions of judgments against them.
Observe. And thus are all His faithful ministers affected towards His
Church. The Lord himself is pleased to express a kind of regret,
ometimes, in the punishing of them ; as the tender-hearted father feels
the lashes he lays on, though highly deserved by the stubbornness of
His children. How shall I give thee vp, Ephraim ? How shall I
deliver thee, Israel? How shall I make thee as Admah? How shall
1 make thee as Zehoim ? Mine heart i% turned within me, my repentings are kindled together. Hos. xi. S. So it well becomes His
servants to be thus affected when they deliver sad news to His people,
to return praying for them ; thus going as angels betwixt Heaven and
Earth, beseeching the people to return unto God, and beseeching God
to return to His people, and spare them.
The Prophet, in this prayer, first premises a position suiting his
purpose, and then, upon that, presents his siijyplication. The position
he lays, to make a double benefit of it in order to his petition. It is
both a sure ground for himself to stand on, and a fit argument to move
God by. Thus it is, and thus he intends and uses it, at once to support his own faith, and to work on the goodness of God by it. Besides the fitness of the truth itself for both these ends, we find some
print of botii in the very way of expressing it, O Lord, I know that the
way of man is not in himself; so expressing both his own persuasion
of the truth of it, I knoic, and representing it to God as a fit truth to
urge his suit by, 0 Lord, I know.
Observe. A great part of the strength and art of prayer, lies in this :
first, to have the mind furnished with fit conceptions of God, and
established in the firm persuasions of them ; in that is much of the
strength of prayer: then, fitly to call up and use these conceptions
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and
persuasions
for
our
own
supporting
and
prevailino;
with
God
; in
that lies the art of it.
We jiossihly think that we do sufficiently believe both the goodness
and power of (Jod, especially His power, none suspecting himself of
the least doubt of it ; yet our perplexing doubts and fears, our feeble
staggerings in faith and prayer, upon particular pressing difficulties,
discover evidently a defect here, though still we will not own it. And
alas ! how little faculty have we in the most needful times, to rest on
His strength, and to stir up ourselves to stir Him up by prayer, to do
for us, liolding firm to that great point of His absolute sovereignty
and power over all things, and holding it up to Him, entreating Him
by it to a|)pear and work lor us. Lord, it is in Thy hand ; that I
know, and that is enough to me : thy good-will I dare trust. (For
there is implied a secret confidence of that.) This contents me, that
Tliou hast full power of the business. That is the thing which here
the Prophet fixes on. 0 Lord, I know that the way of man is not in
himaelf. cj. d. As there is in us no power to turn off the judgment
determined, all our wit and strength can do nothing to that, so we
are sure there is no power in our enemies to do any thing either
beyond or beside Thy appointment, in tiie execution of it. And upon
tiiis. Lord, we come to supplicate Thee for mitigation. With men it
often falls out, cither in just punishments, or unjust oppressions, that
the ministers and under-officers do exceed their commission, and
overdo their business ; yea, sometimes add little less of their own,
than all that comes to which is appointed to them. But with Thee,
O Lord, it is not so. As our enemies cannot stir of themselves
without order from Thee, and as Thy commissions are always all
just, so Thou seest to the performance, art present at it, whicli often
men
cannot be ; and so nothing is, or can be, done beside Thy notice
and allowance.
J. His position is this. The way of man is not in himself, and repeated more plainly. It is not in man that walketh, to direct his steps;
thus, by a double negation, putting it altogether out of his power.
And under this, the positive truth is couched, that the ahsobite disposal
of all the ways of men is wholly in the supreme hand of God ; accordthat, understand
Prov. xx. 24,his Man's
goings? areHe ofdoth
the not
Lordcertainly
; how can
man,ing tothen,
own way
knowa
any thing of his own doings. Even he who seems to know most, to
advise and deliberate upon all he does, yet hath no power of his
contrivements, knows not which way they will turn, till the event
doth clear it, and even then, on looking back, is often amazed at the
strange course of things, so far different from, and possibly contrary
to all his witty projectings and models. He often does not attain his
own,
but hearenever
even when
his
intentions
leastfails
fromto it,accomplish
yea, when God's
they arepin-pose
most against
it. Let
ns build a tower, said they, lest we be scattered abroad. Gen. xi. ; and
that was the very thing which caused their scattering. Joseph was
sold by his brethren, that they might not bow before him, as he had
dreamed; and this brought it to pass. Pharaoh says. Let vs deal
wisely ; and that way of oppressing them, lest they should go away,
both stirred up God to deliver them, and disposed them to depart.
Q 2
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And not to multiply instances, trenerally in all the ways of men, they
have
their
designstheirs
at most
limes eccentric
to God's, but His design
holds
always,
further
ourselves
seen andinstances
ofno this
? than they are His. Have we not
Man consults and determines freely, yet even those inward actinias
of the mind and will, are ordered and framed by the hand of God ; and
it cannot otherwise be. It is a most vain fancy, to imagine that any
thing in this is inconsistent with the natural liberty of the will, or that
any such liberty can be in any creature, as consists not with His. But
becanse, in these inward actings, man finds himself more at his choice,
though
is secretly
overruled,
in the these
event two
of things,
God's
sovereignalldisposal
is more
legible and
; therefore,
are expressed
with some kind of difference, Prov. xvi. 9 : A maiis heart demseth his
way, but the Lord directs his steps. That is, when he hath devised,
that does not carry it: he may devise and fancy things twenty ways,
and think he is taking freely his own course, but he shall find in the
issue Another Hand than his own. It is not in man that walks, as
the word is here : he walketh, and yet the direction of his steps is in
Another Hand. But in the devisings too, the Lord so acts upon man,
that he is turned which way it pleaseth him. Even the heart, and that
uncontrolled,
torrent,
the king's heart
isof intheHismosthand,
as the riverstheof most
waters:impetuous
He tvrneth
it whithersoever
He
will, Prov. xxi. 1. When men either determine themselves, or follow
unallowed ways for determination (as those, Ezek. xxi. 21), yet are
they ordered of God. This He does infallibly and uncontrollably, yet
in such a way as there is nothing distorted or violented. Forliter et
suaviter, — all is so done. Things are in their own course, and men
are in their voluntary choices ; yet, all subserving the great Lord, and
His ends, and His glory, who made them all for himself: as the lower
orbs have each their motion, but are all wheeled about with the first.
Men know not what He is doing by them, and what in the end He will
do with them. With the rod of Assyria He scourges His children,
and then throws the rod in the fire. Isa. x. 5, and 16. The horseleech draws the blood to fill itself, but the physician intends the
patient's
are and
drawnfuriously,
on by temporal
prosperings
and
successes health.
to drive Men
proudly
till they drive
themselves
over the edge of the precipice appointed for their ruin ; and all His
exalting them for a season, is, in the end, to exalt Himself in their
greater and more remarkable destruction. I will get Me a name upon
Pharaoh, and all his host. Men are busy, consulting or acting with
or against one another, and He sits and laughs at their wisest plots :
He alone is in all affairs, doing all His own will in Heaven and in
earth.
Oh ! the folly and blindness of men, who think to carry all to their
minds, and walk as masters of their own designs, and never have any
serious thought of Him in whose hands both they and all their business,
and all the affairs of states and kingdoms of this world, are as a piece
of wax, to frame them to what He pleases, — He who destroys the counsels ofthe wise, and 7nakes the diviners mad, who jmirs contempt iijion
princes, leads counsellors away spoiled, andmaketh the judges fools; He
who hath set limits to all things, to the raging of the sea, making the
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small sand jyive check to the g:reat ocean : when it brake, out of the
womb, lie had a cradle provided for it, and swaddling bands, Job
xxxviii.,
there, though
cannotnot g-et
out.
Oh ! it isandignorance
of Godit rolls
makesto and
men fro,
rushyeton,it and
inquire
whether He be with them or no. Moses was wise and stout, and
leader of a numerous people, yet he would not stir on other terms : If
Thou go not with us, let vs not go up hence. Well, if men will on their
peril, be it ; let us reverence God. For even this is for Him, and He
will gain His glory out of it. The way of man is not in himself. If
we see their folly, let us learn to be wiser, to keep close to Him, and
desire His gracious direction to our ways ; for it is not in our hands,
even when we intend best. And for public affairs, let us rest satisfied
in His part. Amidst all disorders, He is ordering all wisely and
justly, and to them who love Him, graciously ; therefore we ought not
to be dismayed. Let us calm our thoughts with this, remember who
it is that rules all, and disposes of peace and war, and all affairs, and
we cannot wish them in a better hand. I am persuaded, that in all the
commotions of the world, when a believer thinks on this, it cannot but
calm and compose his spirit exceedingly : My Father rules all. Let
this so <]uiet our fears, as that withal it quicken our prayers, and stir
us up to the work of this day, — repentant, humble seeking unto God ;
seeing all is in His hands, our peace, our liberties, and our enemies,
that threaten to bereave us of both. Oh ! that the effect of all our
troubles and dangers v/ere to drive us more to God, to make us throng
more about the throne of grace, to draw forth our King for our help !
Oh, our impenitence and unreformedness ! That turns Him to be our
enemy, and that only. Men are nothing. And now, in so great
straits, yet, so little calling on Him ! Oh, my brethren what are we
doing? Oh I pray, pray. It is our God that commands all, and we
may say it upon His own warrant, it is prayer that commands Him.
II. The ])etition: Correct me, &c. When the hand of God is
stretched out against a people or a person, certainly there is no
running from Him. The only wise and safe course is, to run unto
him. This the Prophet does in behalf of his people, and by his example teaches them so to do. As the Prophet utters his own sense
and desires in this prayer, so he sets it as a copy to the people of God
in time of judgment to pray by ; shews them the way, which is, not
vainly to offer to flee from Him, or proudly to stand out against Him,
to their undoing, but to humble themselves under His mighty hand,
supplicating Ilim, yielding themselves, and begging quarter. Correct
me, 0 Lord, with judgment, not in anger, lest Thou bring me to nothing.
That I should, suffer for my rebellion, there is good reason ; yet, Lord,
do not utterly destroy me, which will be, if the weight of Thine anger
fall upon me. And for that, though indeed we have deserved it, yet
there is another vent for it, and, pardon us to say so, fitter matter for
it : Powr out Thy wrath upon the Heathen : ver. 25 : let it go out that
way. — So we see the supplication hath these two particulars in it, an
aversion, and a diversion; an aversion of the anger of God upon His
own people under correction, and a diversion of it upon His and their
enemies ; Lord, turn from us, and pour it out there. The aversion is
presented, qualified with a humble submission, declaring expressly
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they decline not that correction of God, but only deprecate His conanger. asCorrect
me, O Lord,andbutlove
with ofjudgment,
is, withon
measure suming'
; such
the discretion
a father that
resolves
towards
his
child,
Thus
much
will
I
correct
him
for
his
good,
and no
further.
Not in Thine anger. God is pleased to express His displeasure
against sin, by wrath and anger, even towards His own children.
But the ang'er which here the Prophet entreats exception from, for the
Church, is anger opposed to judgment, unbounded, destroying anger,
that knows no limits nor stop, but the devouring of those against whom
it is kindled. This is spoken in our language, but it is to be understo d in a way suiting the purity of God. In Him truly is no passion
at all, much less any that is not ordered by wisdom and judgment.
He is not carried in heat beyond His purposed measure, but knows
well how far He intends to go with any, and goes no farther. But as
His anger means His just punishing of sin, so His unlimited anger
signifies no other than His just proceeding in punishment, to the utter
destruction of inflexible sinners ; and to this is opposed here. His correcting with judgment, that is, in a fatherly, gracious moderation, such
as does not utterly ruin and cut off, but indeed reclaims and converts
sinners unto Him.
This submission and yieldance to a measured correction, is a thing
most reasonable : they that know any thing aright of themselves and
God, will not refuse it.
First, reflecting on their own sinfulness, which, when truly discovered, even where there is least, yet is there enough of it to justify
even utter destruction. Therefore have we good reason unrepiningly
to receive such moderate correction from the hand of God as He thinks
fit, and to wonder that it is no more. It is one true character of
repentance under the rod, to accept the punishjnent of our iniquity, to
have our untamed spirits bro\ight lovv, to stoop to God, to acknowledge our punishment to be far less than our iniquity, and that it is of
His goodness that we are not consumed, as the Church confesses, Lam.
iii. 22. Though we feel it heavy, and the measure hard, yet selfknowledge and conscience of sin will lay the soul low, and make it
quiet, so that it will say nothing, or if any thing, it will be confession
of its own guiltiness and the righteousness of God ; still clearing Him
in all, as it is, Psal. li. 4, and using that other, Psal. cxix. 137 ; whatsoever is so inflicted. Righteous art Thou, 0 Lord, and just are Thy
judgments. Wiiich words a good king used, being put in prison, and
hardly dealt with. So the Psalmist, Psal. xxxviii. 3: There is no
soundness in myjlesh, because of Thine anger; neither is there any rest
in my Thus
bones,Daniel
becausemakes
of my confession
sin. He justifies
his very
own
sin.
for this God's
people,anger
luiderby the
captivity here threatened, when it had lasted out the full term. See
Dan. ix.
And knowing our sin, ought we not to allow God the clearing of
His own justice. His purity and hatred of sin, in punishing it? And,
possibly. He will punish sin most exemplarily here, in those who are
nearest Him, His own people and children ; He can least endure it
there. This, especially, when we consider His sovereignty and great-
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ness, that He is tied to no account of his actinc^s ; and though we did
not
so clearin reason
our suffering's
in our deservings,
there usis
reasonseeenough
His will.for And
this, well considered,
would bring
to much humble subnii.ssion in all. / was dumb, says David, I opened
not my mouth, because Thou didst it. Psal. xxxix. 9. The bishop of
Troyes meeting Attila marching towards the city, asked who he was.
/ am, said he, the scourge of God. Upon this, he set ojien the gates
to him ; but God marvellously restrained the soldiers in that city.
Rut yet further,
our compliance
own guiltiness,
righteousness
and
greatness,
plead foras this
withandHisGod's
chastisements,
so even
His goodness, and our own profit in them. There is in His chastising
of His own people very much mercy, that they may not be condemned
with the world. 1 Cor. xi. 32. Their afflictions have a secret stamp of
love on them ; By this is the iniquity of Jacob purged, &c. He purifies a people in His furnace, that they may be holy unto Him ; gives
His own many sweet experiences of secret support and comfort in
affliction, and seasonable delivery out of it, and brings them forth with
advantage. The peaceable fruits of righteousness. Heb. xii. 11. He
humbles and purges a people, or a person, by His rods, and prepares
them for greater mercies, to enjoy them both more sweetly and useful y ;renews His covenant and the mutual endearments of love betwixt Himself and His people, according to the gracious promises
made to Ills people, in relation to this very judgment here threatened,
and after inflicted on them. See Isa. liv. ; Ezek. xxxvi.
We, possibly, think it strange that our pressures and troubles still
continue, and rather grow upon us than abate ; but we judge not
wisely concerning this, the most part cursing anil repining, others falling into a dead, hopeless stupidness, not caring what becomes of
things. But our best course were, to turn to Him who smites us, to
acknowledge our rebellions and His justice, to eye men less and God
more, in our sufferings, and to confess that our provocations exceed
all that is come upon us ; to fall down humbly before God, and take
submissively His chastisements, saying. Correct me, 0 Lord, but with
judgment ; and with the Church, 1 will bear the indignation of the
Lord, because I have sinned against Him. Mic. vii. 9.
Tlius, likewise, in private personal correctings, let us learn to behave
ourselves meekly and humbly, as the children of so great and good a
Father ; whatsoever He inflicts, not to murmur, nor entertain a fretful
thought of it. Besides the undutifulness, and unseemliness of it, how
vain is it ! What gain we by struggling and casting up our hand to
cast off the rod, but the more lashes ? Our only way is, to kneel and
fold under His hands, and kiss His rod, and, even while He is smiting
us, to be blessing Him, sending up confessions of His righteousness,
and goodness, and faithfulness, only entreating for the turning away
of his wrath, though it should be with the continuing of our affliction.
That
here theAnd,
style according
of the Prophet's
Correctwhere
me, troubles
0 Lard, but
7iot inisanger.
to thisprayer.
suit, even
are
chastisements for sin, yet a child of God may find much sweetness,
reading much of God's love in so dealing with him, in not suffering
him to grow wanton and forget Him, as, in much ease, even His own
children sometimes do. And as they may find much of God's love to
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them in sharp corrections, they may raise and act much of their love
to Him in often-repeated resignments and snbmissions of themselves,
and ready consentinj^ to, yea, rejoicing in Ilis good pleasure, even in
those thing-s which to their flesh and sense are most unpleasant.
Now, to the j)dition, the averting of His anger. That is the great
request of them who know and fear Him; and there is high reason for
it. The heaviest sufferings are light without it, but the least ingredient of that adds inexpressible weight to the smallest aflliction. Thi.s
was the thing, it is likely, which made the visage of death so sad
to holy men in Scripture, David, Hezekiah, dfc, that in those times it
had
character ofof displeasure.
God's anger against
it ; came
them some
as a messenger
So a thing,themsmalluponin itself,
may beto
a great curse. To be cast out unburied is no great matter. Natural
men slight it : Ccclo tcgitur, qui 71011 habet vrnam. There is little difference, to lie eaten of beasts above ground, or of worms beneath. Yet,
when foretold to a man as a judgment denounced from God, as against
that king, Jer. xxii. 19, it hath its own weight, carrying some stamp of
God'she despising
him. And
a man feels
it not aswhenthreatened
it is done,of
yet
feels it, looking
on itthough
beforehand,
especially
God; sees himself, as it were, dragged about and torn.
Now, ifsoanyheavy,
little how
particular
cross, ismarked
with God's
present wrath,
anger,
becomes
much more
His abiding,
prolonged
the thing here spoken of — anger, to which no bound is set ! That, says
he, in the name of his people, wovld bring me ionovght. There is no
standing before it ; it will make the stoutest and proudest to shake,
yea, shakes them to pieces. If the wrath of a king be to meaner men
as the roaring of a lion, (Prov. xix. 12,) how much more terrible, even
to kings themselves, is the wrath of God! This great King, whose
voice shakes the mountains, and makes the earth to tremble, armies
of terrors and deaths are nothing to a look of His angry countenance.
Jf He withdraw not His anger, the provd }ielj)ers stooj) vndcr Him.
Job ix. 13. The helpers of pride, the great Atlases of the world,
who are thought to bear up all, those who, for their wit and power,
are thought the supporters of the kingdoms, how soon are they crushed
to pieces by a touch of this anger of God, and perish at the rebuke of
His countenance ! 0 Lord, says that holy man, Psal. xc. 11, considering the frailty of poor man, and the power of God, who knows the
power o f Thine anger ? Even according to Thy fear, so is Thy wrath ;
full as much, yea, far more terrible than we can apprehend it.
They who dare go on in ways wherein it may be but suspected that
He is against them, Oh ! they know Him not. Let us consider, and
fear before Him ; and, for the land, still entreat the turning away of
His wrath, rather than deliverances from any pressures : Lord, while
Thou thinkest good further to afflict us, so as to draw us nearer to
Thee, we are content, yea, we will bless Thee ; but whatsoever Thou
do with
us, sull'er Sonot this
Thy ishotalldispleasure
to arise
for then
we
are undone.
a soul under
His against
hand, inus, affliction,
ought to say, Correct me, but not in wrath, lest thou bring me to 710thing: Thou kuowest I cannot stand before that. He is pleased to look
to this, and to express it as that which moderates His anger, even when
justly incensed ; Isa. Ivii. 16: I wilt 7iot contend for ever, neither will
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/ be always wroth ; for the spirit should fail before me, and the sovls
which I have made. Lord, if Thou wilt, how quickly and how easily
couldst
Thouof it,break
into entire
pieces,frame
or sink
into whole
nothing',
not only
little atom
but the
of this
world;
and, me,
there-a
fore, strive not with me. This Job often represents, and God is
pleased to move Himself to restrain His wrath, and draw forth His
mercy by it. His great compassion lays hold on such considerations.
See Psal. Ixxviii. 38, 39, and Psal. ciii. 14. And this may furnish
great confidence to souls under a sense of wrath, that do but fall dov/n
and entreat for mercy. He who so often prevents us, when we seek
it not, will he cast any one away who seeks and sues for it?
The diversion of this anger, briefly relates to the heathen, the professed and obdurate enemies of God and His Church : q. d. Thy
wrath, O Lord, may have its course, and yet spare Thy people. There
is matter enough tor it round about, that is good for nothing else ; and
good reason for it, besides all other wickedness, their spite and cruelty
against Thy people : For they have eaten vj) Jacob.
Note the character of the ungodly, who are fit fuel for this fire. That
know not, and call not on Thy name ; that profess not, pretend not
to be Thine. Tremble, you who are too like these, though reputed
amongst the people of God. Seek the knowledge of God, and worship Him, families and persons, lest this curse come upon you.
Now, this is a prophetical foretelling of the utter destruction of the
Church's enemies, whereas the Church is corrected in measure, and
not destroyed. She is first punished ; but they that come last, the
enemies, the heaviest wrath falls down there, and smothers them, ends
on them, and makes a fill end of them. Jer. xxx. IL The belief
ofWhen
this may
in the isChurch's
greatest distresses.
at theuphold
lowest,thethenfaithful
the wrath
nearest changing
jolace and
removing to her enemies.
And this is to be so desired and prayed for, in reference to the implacable enemies of God, that we should beware we mix nothing of our
own interest or passion with it. As wrath in God is without any disturbance, cEsiuas et tranquillus es, so somewhat like is the desire of it in
the godly, a calm, undistempered love of the name of God. And so
shall the saints rejoice in the final victory and triumph of Christ over
all his enemies, and their final ruin in that day when they shall be
made his footstool. Then they shall have a pure complacency and
delight in his justice; that shall make all even. And why are we disquieted, ifwe hope for that day ?
SERMON XXV.
[SAIAII XXX. 15 — 18.
For tluis saith tlie Lord God, the holy One of Israel, In returning and rest shall ye be
savcil, in quietness and in confidence shall be your strength; and ye would not.
But ye said. No, for we will flee upon horses, therefore shall ye flee: And we will ride
upon the swift, therefore shall they that pursue you be swift.
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One betliousand
at fliethei-eliuke
: at the andrebuke
five shallon yean flee,
left as ashall
beaconflee upon
top ofofa onemountaitij
as anof ensign
hill. till ye
And therefore will the Lord wait, that he may be gracious unto you, and therefore will
he be meexalted,
may that
have wait
mercyfor upon
nt ;blessed that
are allhe they
him. you: for the Lord is a God of judgIn theonsentence
that universal
greatest deluge,
and big-gest
that ever
yet
came
the world,of the
as wejudo;ment
have it Gen.
vi., that
word doth most lively express the reason of it, My Spirit shall not
always utrive with man. For thus it is, while He spares even His
own people, He is at a continual strife with them by gracious entreaties and mercies, by advices, and warnings, and threatenings, still contesting that
; is the way He uses in the contest, on His part, against
refusals, and revolts, and rebellions on their part. Thus here.
The question betwixt Him and His people here, is about the help of
Egypt : this God often declares to be wholly against His mind and
their own good ; yet they on all occasions had so strong a mind to it
that they could not be diverted. The Prophet here hath his message
concerning this point, to preach it, and to write it, to remain ad pcrpetvam rei memoriam, as they speak, that it may be for the time to
come, for ever and ever ; ver. 8 ; shews them plainly, that thiscourse was
wholly without the counsel and consent of God, yea, directly against
it, and that it should succeed accordingly : The strength of Pharaoh
shall be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion ;it shall prove to you according to its name, a land of distress
and trouble, instead of help. And if you would know what would suit
that other name of Egypt better, that were humble yieldance to God,
and confidence in Him: your Rahab, your best Egypt, your truest
strength were, to sit still. Ver. 7. This is here again represented to
them, so gladly would he reclaim them.
For tothusHissaith
the LordJ]
words have,
1st. ofGod's
express
advice
people.
2dly, TheirTheperemptory
refusal
it. Sdly,
His
just sentence passed upon their obstinacy. The advice is prefaced with
the usual words of the prophets. Thus saith the Lord; for in that lies
the dignity and authority of the message. His advices, doubtless are
the choicest and the safest ; yea, His counsels are all commands, requiring duly the most absolute obedience.
The Lord Jehovah.] Were but His word known to be His, and
taken so, how would our souls melt, and yield to the impressions of it,
when we read or hear! Oh! learn to hear liim, to take every word
of His as from His own mouth, every time the law is read, as if thou
heard it bom Mount Sinai. So think. Now God commands me to
i'ear
as if opinion
you heardof men,
Him speaking
level liim,
more our
and make from
less heaven.
difference That
of his would
messengers.
Another word of His style is here added. The holy One of Israel.
This is much to be considered by His people, the holiness of His
nature, and withal, the nearness of His relation to them, and so, the
reverence and ol)edience we owe Him, our deep engagement to holines , as His people. His children. This is His image in us, if we are
truly such. All His sons and daughters are like Him, holy as He is
holy. The blind, base world thinks it a word of disgrace, but the
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great God owns it as a chief point of His glory, a diamotul of His
crown, and frequently expresses it as one of the titles He most delights
to be l<nown by, Holy, Holy, Holy. And as this is beheld, the heart
cannot but be rilled with reverence, and holy fear, and self-abasement;
as this Prophet here, in seeing- the vision, and hearing that voice. Then
mid I, PFo is me, for I am undone. Isa. vi. 5.
This is here used fitly to scare His people from rebellion, the unlioly way on wiiich they were so bent ; and the rather because they
were grown weary of it, and desired not to hear this word. Ver. 9.
Therefore it is the more repeated ; Because ye despise this word, ye
shall hear it the more. Ver. 12. The ])rophet will neither be mocked
nor threatened out of it ; he will both deliver iiis message, and give
the King who sent him His own title. And Oh, that we knew Him
according to it, and understood what this means, The holy One of
Israel .' He was a holy man, and knew something, who yet confesses
his own ignorance in that point : (there must be some knowledge of
it, to discover ignorance of it :) / neither learned wisdom, nor have the
knowledge of the Holy. Prov. xxx. 3.
In returning and rest.] In leaving off the pains ye take in messages
and journeys to Egypt, in humbly and quietly composing yourselves to
wait on Me, and trust in Me ; submitting- to My iiand, in what I bring
upon you, and from the same hand, Mine alone, expecting deliverance
in due time. — This does not bar the \ise of all lawful means, but as it
shuts out perplexing cares and turmoil even in those good means, so
it expressly forbids all intermeddling with all unwarranted ways, such
as God doth not direct us to, but rather dissuades us from.
And if this be the safest way, surely it is the sweetest, easiest way.
There cannot be any thing easier than to be quiet and sit still, to rest
and trust, and so be safe and strong. And as it is in this particular, so
generally, it is in all the ways of God ; they are the only easy, peaceable, sweet ways, with the least pains, and the surest advantage. And
the ways of disobedience, besides what comes after, are, even for the
present, more turbulent, laborious, perplexed ways. What a hurry
and ])other are men put in, to serve their lusts, or their ambition,
when, if they attain their object, it does not quit the cost and the
l)ains ; besides that of their hopes mock them, and after long pursuit,
they embrace a shadow. Thus men woo their own vexation, and take
a great deal more pains to be miserable, than they would be put to, to
make them happy. What a pity to pay so dear for nothing, to give
their riches and treasures, and to be at pains too to carry them to a
people that shall not pro/it them (e< oleum et operain), both their expense and travel laid out to no purpose! The voluptuous, or covetous, or ambitious, how do they project, and drudge, and serve their
wretched lusts, who, when they have done one piece of service, are still
to begin another I And what is the profit of all, but shame and sorrow at last? The humble, sober-minded Christian saves all that
pains, and hath his heart's desire in quietness and confidence*. His
great desire and delight is, God; and, by desiring and delighting, he
hath Him. Psal. xxxvii. 4 : Delight thou in the Lord, and He shall
Vacat tempeianlia, Sed noii habebunt requiem, qui bestiam aclorant. Seneca.
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give
desire commit
— hi5I5elfto Him,
; and and
then,He surely,
thou shall
have thee
all. thy
Any heart's
other thing
shall bring
it to
pass.
Strang-ethey! men
might have
easierwillrate
the fountain
poorest
vanities
are hunting
after,Godand atyetan they
not:thana full
of living waters is ready provided, yet they will be at pains to hew
out little cisterns, which, after all their pains, are but broken cisterns,
and can hold ?w water.
I know not what men are doing, still at work, when they might
better sit still, troubling themselves and all about them, and cannot
well tell for what. Oh, the sweet peace of believing and obeying
God I They truly conquer, sitting still : Sedendo vincebant. In all
times, they are sale under the shadow of the Almighty ; are strong in
the Lord, and in the power o f His might.
j4nd ye would 7wt, bvt said, IVo.] Thus men sometimes flatly reject
His counsels, and when they are not so gross as plainly to speak it
out, yet say so in doing so, and for good manners' sake will blanch it
with reproaching the messengers ; will have it to be not God's mind,
but
a false
; willFirst,
own they
nothing
for truth
but
whatmen's
suits own
theirfancy,
humour
and vision
design.
resolve
on their
course without acquainting God, ask not His advice ; then, when He
is pleased to give it by His messengers, they reject it, not under that
name, as God's advice, but will not have it pass for this, because it
crosses their already-determined course. If it favoured that, then, no
question, it were welcome enough as His word. That is meant by
those words, ver. 10 : JVhich say to the prophets. Prophecy not vnto
us right things ; speak unto us smooth things, prophecy deceits. And
so they used Jeremiah long after, in this very point. Jer. xlii. 2. And
.so they go on to take their own course : No, but we will fiee upon
horses.
And this is the nature of carnal hearts ; they are generally inclined
to rebel, and take a way of their own, casting away the counsels
of God, as not suiting with the State, or with wit, or points of
honour. They find more feeling and real substance in sensual things
than in the promises of God: these seem airy, unsure things to them;
therefore, they would still see apparent means, and where these fail,
think it but a fancy to rest on God. They dare not trust Him so but
as withal to do for themselves, although nothing can be done but what
He forbids, which therefore cannot be done v ithout giving up with
Him, and departing from their trust on Him. All this cleaves to us,
and much cause have we to suspect ourselves, when it is but doubtful
there appears
little orclear
no evidence
counsel and
or good-will
tothata business,
but rather
charactersof ofGod's
His dislike,
much of
our own will, a stotit, uncontrollable bent to it ; when we are conscious
to ourselves of this, that either we have not asked advice of God
at all, or very slightly, not being much upon our knees with it ; or,
possibly, in asking His advice, have brought our answer with us, in
our own breasts, the lying oracle that making answer, and we consentinn- to delude ourselves, not hearkening to any thing that does not
clink and sound to our purpose.
Our hearts are exceedingly deceitful, and particularly in this point
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of witlulrawini!: our trust from God, aiul leaviii!? off to follow Ilim in
His vvays, to trust on the arm of flesh, on ])olicy and strength, and
self-resolved undcrtakinfrs, rather than on Him without these. Evil
men thiidv that tiiose who advise them to trust on God are silly fellows,
who know not what belongs to policy and reasons of state. A fancied
wisdom
is, that men
are enamoured
and Isa.
look xxxi.
not to2.a hig^her
wisdom, itconsider
not God,
that He alsowith,
is wise.
There
is, I think, in that word a tart scorn of the folly of their seemini^ wisdom. Be it that you are wits, yet you will not deny some wisdom to
God: Yet He also is wise. So they think not on His power neither;
therefore He puts them in mind, (ver. 3,) that ihe Egypiians are men.
Well, if you be resolved on that course, says God, then, know mine
too, that I am resolved upon : Therefore ye shall flee, shall have fleeingenough : and if you be swift, they that pursue you shall be swifter,
and one shall serve to chase a thousand, the rebuke the very terror of
one. This is the condition of the mightiest people and the best appointed armies, when forsaken of God. There is no strength nor
courage, nor any thing of worth in any of the creatures, but as it is
derived from God : it is dependent on Him in the continuance and use
of it. IVhy are thy valiant men swept away ? They stood not, because
the Lord did drive them. Jer. xlvi. 15. We have seen this, and
the turn of it on both sides, how men become a prey to any party,
when the terror from God is Ujjon them.
Therefore, learn we to fear Him, to beware of all ways wherein we
may justly apprehend Him to be against us. Cleave to Him and to
His truth, when it is lowest, and when no human means of help appear,
then tionthink
you hear Him saying' to you. Stand still, and see the salvaofthe Lord.
Ver. 18. Therefore will the Lord wait.] There is no lan^age of
men norments andoftheangels
fit to express
God's punishthreatenings
of them;the asgraciousness
if they wereofviolently
drawn
and forced from Him, but mercy, and the sweet promises thereof,
naturally llowing from Ilim. Thus here. He is forced to give up His
people to their own counsels, because they will not ibilovv His advices.
He entreats them to be c|uiet, and let Him do for them; but seeing
they will not sit still, and be safe at His direction, they must run their
own course, and fall in it. But it cannot pass so, they must not be
quite given over ; the Lord hath an interest in them which he will
not lose. They must, indeed, for a time eat the ii-uit of their own
ways, and that is not a season to shew them favour ; but the Lord
will wait a better hope. He is resolved to shew them mercy, and will
find His own time for it : Therefore will He wait, that He may be
gracious.
And this is He moved to, according to His gracious nature, by the
greatness of their distress and desolation. Though procured by them.selves, by their great, their inflexible stubbornness, yet He pities to
see them so left as a beacon on the top of a mountain, and as an
ensign on a hill. And therefore will the Lord wait. Thus we
have the proper arguings of free mercy, which otherwise, to our
narrow tlioughts, may seem strange and somewhat inconsequent.
Such a Therefore as this, so unexpectedly changing; the strain, doth
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genuinely and sweetly follow upon the premises, when free love is the
medium : that intervening- in the midst, makes the sweet turn. Your
iniquities prevail to bring you low, and lengthen out your calamities ;
therefore, I will let that have its course, and will stay till my fit time
come to do you good. Meanwhile I will lie hid, and be as sitting still ;
but when that time comes, I will get up and shew myself. He will be
exalted, that He may have mercy on. you ; for the Lord is a God of
jttdgment. He is wise, and just, and good, and knows His measures
of afflicting His people, His times and ways of delivering them, and
of bringing destruction on his enemies, and will not slip this season ;
and
it being so, this certainly follows, that they are blessed that wait
on him.
Observe, 1. The strong inclination of God to shew mercy. He
would. willingly have his people to find nothing but ease; He delights in the prosperity of His servants, would have them constantly
have a sweet, peaceful, yea, cheerful life, by constant walking in His
ways; but they are often tlie enemies of their own peace, grieve His
Spirit, and turn Him to be their own enemy. But He cannot persist
in that to His own ; He longs to be at His way of mercy and loving
kindness again. He retains not His anger for ever, because mercy
pleases Him. He inflicts judgment for sin, but what He delights in
is mercy. Therefore, says the prophet. Lam. iii. 32, 33, Thovgh He
cavse grief, yet He will have compassion according to the mnltitvde of
His mercies : For He doth not willingly afflict the children of meii.
Though He doth grieve them, yet, not willingly ; they themselves procure and draw on that, by grieving His Spirit. But He willingly
shews mercy, for that abounds : there is such multitude and plenty of
it, that, as to full breasts, it is a pleasure to Him to let it forth. The
two words, gracious and mercifil, which stand first in the name of
God, Exod. xxxiv. 6, the one signifies free grace, the other, tender
bowels of mercy. This is no emboldment to continue in sin, yea, it is
of all tilings the most fit encouragement and inducement to a sinner
to return from sin ; and so it is used and urged throughout the Scriptures. See Isa. xxxi. .5, 6, and Iv. 7 ; Jer. iii. 12. In public calamities,
where a people are charging the cause thereof ujion themselves,
searching their hearts and their w ays, and turning imto God, humbly
acknowledging their iniquity, and entreating pardon. Oh ! this is
the thing He would not despise. Yea, it is what He looks and
longs for, and upon that would readily forget all past disloyalties. See
Jer. iii. 1. Yea, at the sound of their repentings. His bowels would
resound with compassion by a secret sympathy and harmony, as one
string, well tuned to another, stirs when it is touched. Thus, Jer. xxxi.
18—20.
This a sinner shall find in his returning unto God, more than we
can express or promise in His nam.e. Oh, He waits to be graciovx,
meets thee graciously. Yea, He hath first touched thy heart secretly,
hath first drawn it towards Himself, before it stirred, or had a thought
that way. Now no moi e upbraidings or l emcmbrance of all thy wanderings: an act of perfect oblivion is past. For I will forgive their
iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more. Jer. xxxi. 34. Is thy
heart any little softened, and relents it towards Him ? TheiH the con-
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troversy is ended, and His thoujyhts are now, how to comfort thee.
Art thou busy indictinc; accusations against thyself ? Then makes He
it His i)art to wipe away and blot out. Comest thou home with a
heart full of holy shame and grief, and thy mouth fidl of humble confes ions of thy disobedience? Then know, it is thy tender-hearted
Father meets
to forgiveand thee,
interrupt thy confes ions inthethee,
middlemostwithready
embraces
kissesyea,of tolove.
But, alas ! we preclude ourselves from the sweet experiences of
these tender mercies, by the hardness of our hearts, and by the lightness and vanity of them. Oh that indignity, our God still waiting to
be gracious, to heap up more of His love to us, but we are busied in
other things, and not at leisure to wait on Him ! Oh ! what are they,
these things that take us up ? Great matters ? Alas ! sorry trifles, all
day long. And when we are at leisme, yet we are not at leisure ; for
then we must take our ease, must go to sleep, and so still He is put
off and forced to retire, after he has stayed till His head be Jilled willi
dew, and His looks with the drops of the night. Cant. v. 2.
Observation 2. The Lord doth most exactly and wisely measure
both
degreethem
and u]iou
the time
of His people's
afl^ictions.
they
have thebrought
themselves,
and justly
He mightThough
leave them
so, this He will not do : He is a God of judgment. This is largely and
sweetly expressed, in a resemblance of husbandry, Isa. xxviii. 24 — 29.
He knows how much and how long outward or inward trouble is fit
for every one, and where the less will serve, will not use the more.
He knows what need some spirits have to be bruised and broken beyond others, either under disgrace or poverty, or the proper pressures
of the spirit within, apprehensions of wrath, or withdrawments, at least,
of comforts ; and hath set His days for deliverance of His church, and
of every believer under affliction. So, the style of the projjhet. In
that day, speaking as of a certain prefixed day, and that, no power or
wit of man can disappoint. And it is so chosen, as it shall be evident
to be the fittest, that it could not so well either have been sooner or
later ; all things concurring to make it most seasonable to His people,
and honourable to his own name. Hab. ii. 3, The vision is for the
appointed time : though it tarry, wait for it ; it shall come, and shall
not tarry. That is strange. Though it tarry, it shall not tarry. But
in the original, there are two words, the one importing an undue slownes , or constrained retardment : that cannot be so, it shall not tarry,
thongh it tarry ; that is, though it stay itself, and come not till the
appointed lime: so the other word signifies. Thus, Psal. cii. 13,
Thou shall arise, and have mercy vpon Zion ; for the set time is come^
Now, for this the Lord waits. It is not through, want of love, but
from abundance of wisdom, that He delivers not sooner. He hath
chosen the fittest time, in His all-discerning wisdom ; yet, there is in
His love, an earnest kind of longing that the time were come. Thus
here. He waits to be graciovs, and He will be exalted, will cheerfully
and gladly raise up Himself, and appear to shew mercy to His ])eopie,
and bring His enemies low ; coming forth, as it were, to judgment,
and sitting down on His throne. In which posture He was not seen
while they prevailed and triumphed, and His Church were under their
oppression ; but when the time of their restoring and consolation
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comes, He then is to sit on Ilis tlirone, and so is exalted ttr shew them
mercy. Hence the Psalmist so often desires that the Lord would arise,
and utters predictions, assuring that He will arise, and exciting liis
people to rejoice in that. Psal. ix. 7, 8, and Psal. xcvi., xcvii., and
xcviii.
Thus, the Church, in her saddest condition, ought hopefully to
remember and rest on it, that the day is determined, and cannot fail.
Our salvation is in God. He laughs at His enemies, when they are
at the top of prosperity and pride ; sees that their day is coming.
Now, certainly, the lirm persuasion of this would much stay our
minds ; but either we do not believe, or we do not improve and use
these truths, and draw that comfort from them which abounds in them.
Onr God loses no time : He is waiting till His appointed time. And
if He wait, it becomes us so to do. That is our duty here, to wait on
Him. This faith does, and so, makes not haste; neither goes out to
any undue means, nor frets impatiently within at the deferring of deliverance, but quietly rests on God, and waits for Him. This, as it is our
duty, is also our happiness ; and thus it is here expressed. Upon
consideration that the Lord waits to be gracions, and will be exalted
to shew mercy, the prophet is carried to this acclamation, in respect to
the hapijiness of believers, 0 ! blessed are they that wait for Him !
Their thoughts fall in and meet with His ; for He is waiting for the
same day they wait for, and if he be not disappointed, they shall
not. We are naturally irregular in our affections and notions, and the
only right ordering of them, is, by reducing them to conformity with
the ways and thoughts of God, which keep an unalterable, fixed course,
as the heavens: the way, I say, to rectify our thoughts is, to set them
by His, as clocks and watches, which so readily go wrong, too slow or
too fast, are ordered by the sun, which keeps its course. Oh ! that we
were more careful to set and keep our liearts in attendance on God,
winding them up in meditation upon Him, and conforming them in
their motions and desires to His disposal in all ; for all that concerns
us, and for the times of all, being quiet, yea, glad in this, which the
Psalmist makes his joy. My times are in Thy hand, 0 Lord. Psal.
xxxi. 15. And surely, that is the best. Were I to clioose, they should
be in no other hands, neither mine own, nor any others. Alas ! what
silly, poor creatures are we! How little do we know what is fit for us
in any kind, and still less what time is fit for any mercy to be bestowed
upon us ! When He withholds mercies or comforts for a season, it is
but till the due season ; it is but to ripen them for us, which we in
childish haste would pluck green, when they would be neither so sweet
nor so wholesome. Therefore it is our wisdom and our peace, to
resign all things into His hands, to have no will nor desires, but only
this, that we may still wait for Him. All shall be well enough, if we
but get rid of the vain hopes and expectations of this world. None
who indulge them are so well but they are still waiting for somewhat
further. Now, amidst all that, our soul may say with David, and
speak it to God as known to Him, that it is so indeed : And now.
Lord, what wait I for ? My hope is in Thee. My exjyectatioji or waiting, (the same word that is here,) is all placed vpon Thee. Is it so,
brethren ? Are our hearts gathered in from other things, to this
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attendance, "while the most about us are gaping for tlie wind ? Have
we laid all up in God, to desire and wait for Him, and pretend to
nothing beside Him ?
I would do so, may a soul think, but can I hope that He will look on
me, and bestow Himself on such a one as I am ? To that I say nothing but, look on His word. If thou thinkest that warrant good
enough, here it is for thee, that they are certainly blessed that wait for
Him. This is assurance enough. Never was any one who waited for
Him, miserable with disappointment. Whosoever thou art that dost
indeed desire Him, and desirest to wait for Him, surely thou resolvest
to do it in His ways, wherein He is to be found, and wilt not willingly
depart from these ; that were foolishly to disappoint thyself, and not
to be true to thine own end. Therefore look to that ; do not keep
company with any sin. It may surprise thee sometimes as an enemy,
but let it not lodge with thee as a friend.
And mind this other thing, prescribe nothing to God. If thou hast
begun to wait, faint not, give not up, wait on still. It were good
reason, were it but upon little hope at length to find Him : but since
it is upon the unfailing assurance, that in the end thou shalt obtain,
what folly were it, to lose all for want of waiting a little longer ! See
Psal. xl. 1. Ill waiting I waited — waited, and better waited — but all
was over paid: He did hear me. So Psal. cxxx., I wait and wait
mitil the morning. These two joined are all, and may well go together, earnest desire, and patient attendance.
These words, as others of the prophet, which we call consolations, I
conceive, look beyond the deliverances from outward troubles, to the
great promise of the Messiah. Sure I am, the strain of something
following is too high for that, and cannot but have an aspect to the
days of the Gospel, as that ver. 26. Now, the Lord had set His time,
th-d.t fulness of time for the coming of the blessed Son in the flesh ; and
till that time came, the Lord was waiting to be gracious, to open up
His treasures more fully than ever before ; which when He did, then
was He exalted to shew mercy, and exalted in shewing mercy. Christ
himself was lifted up on the cross, there to shew that rich mercy that is
for ever to be admired : lifted up to shew his bowels, as the word is here.
Did he not let us see into his heart, there to read that love that can
no otherwise be uttered ? And in that, the Lord was most eminently
manifested a God o/yi/rfg-mewi, wisdom, and justice, and mercy, all
shining brightest in that contrivance. There he was lift up, and then,
after that, lift up into glory, who is the Desire of the nations, tlie salvation and joy of all ages, both before and after. Before he came, they
were from one age to another waiting ; and more particularly at the
time of his coming, God stirred up the expectation of believers to welcome him, being so near. See Luke ii. 25, 38. And in all times,
before and after that, he is the happiness of souls, and they only are
blessed that wait for Him. Whether you do, or do not, believe it now,
the day is coming, when all the world shall know it to be so.
Vol. II.
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SERMON XXVI.
Jeremiah xiv. 7 — 9.
O Lord, though our inquities testify against us, do Thou it for Thy name's sake: for
GUI- backsliding-s are many, we have sinned against Thee.
O the Hope of Israel, the Saviour thereof in time of trouble, why shouldst Thou be
asnight.
a stranger in the land, and as a way-faring man, that turneth aside to tarry for a
Why shouldest Thou be as a man astonished, as a mighty man that cannot save^ yet
Thou, O Lord, art in the midst of us, and we are called by Thy name ; leave us not.
If we look backwards and forwards in this chapter, we find the three
great
God's this
anger
on the world foretold, as having
receivedexecutioners
commission ofagainst
people.
In all troubles, felt or feared, this is still the great resource of them
who are acquainted with it, and can use it, Prayer. And their labour
in it is not altogether lost, even where judgment is determined and
unalterable, as here it was; for some mitigations of time and measure
are desirable, and by prayer attainable ; and whatsoever there is of
that kind, the prayers that have been made long before, have had a
concurrence and influence in it. And always, at the least. Prayer
carries the personal good of them that present it : if it return unto
their bosom, as David speaks, without effect for others, it returns not
thither empty, it brings peace and safety thither with it ; they save
their
own from
souls.theThecity,mourners,
they tui'nonenotsentawayalong
the with
destroyers'
weapons
yet, theyifprocure
them,
with an ink-horn for their own marking and sparing, Ezek. ix. 3. And
were there nothing in this, nor any following effect. Prayer hath within
itself its own reward. Did we know it, we should think so. The
very dignity and delight of so near access to God, to speak with Him
so freely, this in itself is the most blessed and honourable privilege
that the creature is capable of; it is a pledge of heaven, something of
it beforehand, a standing in pretension to the life of angels : Angelorum candidati, as Tertullian speaks : it is to be but a little lower, as
the
word is,of Psal.
sweetness
it. viii. 5. Many practise a form ; few know the vital
Oh, my brethren, be aspiring to more heavenliness, and a higher
bent of the soul in it than as yet you know, and use it more that way ;
use it for yourselves and others, this whole land, these kingdoms, the
Church of God through the whole earth. No times that we have
seen, wherein it hath been more needful, and none wherein less plentiful. Tiierc is no one that stirs vj) himself to lay hold on God.
Some, no doubt, there are in these times ; yet, so few, so general a
decay and negligence in the zeal and frequency of prayer, that, to
speak of, there is none. And is it not so now with us ? Many discourse one to another, and yet, most to little or no purpose: but
little is spoken where nothing would be lost, in humble supplication
to God. And this is the saddest sign of that long lasting trouble.
Oh ! pity the kingdom and yourselves, and learn to pray.
This prayer of the I'rophetis made up of the two usual ingredients,
confessiQii and petition.
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O Lord, Jehovah.] A chief point of prayer is, the presenting of the
soul before God, remembering to whom we speak, that it is to the
great King, the holy God; wiiich this expresses, where it is indeed,
when we say, O Lord, or should remind us of, when we forget it, to
have such apprehensions as we can reach of His glorious majesty.
Consider, if we find our hearts filled with Him when we are before
Him. Oh ! how seldom think we that He is God, even while we
speak to Him, and how quickly do we ibrget it, and let slip that
thought! When we have any thing of it, how soon are we out of it,
and multiplying vain words ! For such are all those we utter to Him
without this. Oh ! pray to be taught this point of prayer, and watch
over your hearts in prayer, to set them thus when you enter to Him,
and to call them in when they wander, and pluck them up when they
slumber, to think where they are, and what they are doing.
Our iniqvities testify against us.] Confession fitly begins. All the
difference betwixt God and us lies in this, our iniquities. Now,
humble confession is one great article of pacification ; it is a thing
judgment certainly aims at, a thing mercy is mainly moved with. See
Hos. v. 15. Psal. xxxii. 5. Jer. xxxi. 18.
When we are to encounter any enemy or difficulty, it is sin weakens
us. Now, confession weakens it, takes away the power of accusations, anticipates the great Accuser, leaves him nothing to say, takes
oft" thefess all,stroke
of sinsthantestifying
and more
you can against
say. us, says, You need not, I conFor
this,
a
right
knowledge
of
is requisite,
diligent use of it ; laying it to our God's
ways, aslawa straight
rule toandshewthenoura
unevenness, which, without it, we discern not. Set that glass before
you, but withal beg light from Heaven to see by ; otherwise our applications tothis work of searching our hearts, and comparing them with
the law, is but poring in the dark, where nothing is to be seen of our
spots though we set the glass before us, and open the leaves of it.
spiritHeof lights
a man it,is and
the candle
the Lord
Prov.himself,
xx. 27 to; but
so7"liewhen
directs ofa man
by it;into
see ittheis
secret corners and pollutions that lie hid within him. Sin discovered
by
this light,andappears
in its native vileness, and that makes lively
resentments
confessions.
Their confession of sin is varied here in three several expressions,
and no one of them is empty ; the adding (>ne to another, testifying a
deep sense, and each of them having much under it, when issuing
from an awakened, sensible mind.
Our iniquities testify against vs.] This expresses a deep and clear
conviction. Onr iniquities are undeniable; they stand up and give in
witness against us, and we cannot except against them, nor deny the
charge they lay.
And thus it shall be with all transgressors in their day, and with
each of us. It is not far off, our particular day, it is coming, when the
most ignorant and impudent shall be forced to know, and the most
obstinate and impudent shall be forced to acknowledge their iniquities.
Such as now will not be warned and convinced, who hide their sin as
men, like Adam, who shew themselves in that his children, they (as
he was) shall be called for, and forced to come out of the thickets,
U 2
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and convicted of their disobedience. This men find sometimes in a
day of distress, when some outward or inward pressure seizes on them,
lays on the arrest, and brings them to stand and hear what these
witnesses have to say against them. However, there is a day coming'
for this at the long-run, a day of particular judgment for each one,
and that great solemn day for altogether : the light of that fiery day
shall let them see to read the bill they would not look on sooner. If
men would consider this, when sin is speaking them fair and enticing
them, in how different a style it will afterwards speak, it would spoil
the charm of it. As Solomon speaks of the strange woman, that her
end is bitter as wormwood, (Prov. v. 4.) so are all the ways of sin.
Those same sins which looked so pleasing and friendly, and entreat
thee, shall appear again in another tune, and with other language, to
witness against thee, and cry for vengeance. Men think sin evanishes
as it is acted, and forget it as if they were to hear no more of it, and
know not that it shall be forthcoming again, even thoughts, words,
and actions. All is kept for a court-day, iniquities scaled vp in a bag,
as Job speaks, as writs to be produced in the process against thee.
Oh, how little
know testifying
you what against
the amazement
surrounding him, and
him, thatis heof isa man's
a rebelsins
against
God, and to be condemned ! And no scarcity, such multitudes of
them, one company succeeding another, as that word. Job x. 17:
Thou renewest Thy witnesses against me ; not by twos or threes, but
by thousands, armies of them. Tliis is more affrightful than to be
encompassed with drawn swords, or to see a whole army march up
upon a man, it were nothing to these bands mustered up. So, Psal.
1. 21 : I will reprove thee, and set them in order before thine eyes.
There is no way to escape but by prevention, taking a day beforehand to judge thyself, and call these witnesses, and hear them, and
pass sentence. This would save the labour. God is desirous to have
the matter thus anticipated, and turns it over to thee, to judge thyself,
that He may not judge. Why defer we? It is not worth the while
and the pains? And then for that day, when it would seem so terril)le
to have these witnesses stand up, thy safety is, having judged and
condemned thyself, to take sanctuary in Christ, and make him thy
advocate to answer all for thee. He can and will do it to the full ;
yea, he hath already answered all that thy sins, were they many more,
can say. Oh, happy the man that takes this course I Sin not upon
this account : none surely will do that. These things I write unto you,
saith the Apostle, thatye sin not; but then, if any man not so minded,
do sin, here is that comfort, we have an advocate with the Father,
Jesus Christ the righteous. 1 John ii. 1.
Our they
backslidings
many.transgressions,
This is the double
dye of His people's
sins;
are notaresimple
but treacheries,
revolts,
breaches of promises, of covenant and vow, turnings back, goings out
from God, adultery, prostituting their hearts to idols, to base lusts ; a
heart professed to be married to its Maker, running a gadding after
strange vanities. And who of us hath not this sadly to say against
himself? — How often have I vowed myself Thine, and with some
kind of hopes and purpose to have been true to it ; but how soon hath
all evanished! Oh ! the unspeakable unfaithfulness, not only of com-
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Jer. xiv. 7 — 9.]
mon formal professors, but of real believers ! And these provoke God
hif!;'hly,
most to His
to be and
siig-hted
by Hisof own,
to whom he
hath so goparticularly
shewnheart,Himself
imparted
His love.
And we have sinned againul Thee.] This that comes last seems to
sound least ; but I take it as meanin£f most : as if they would have
ottered at particular confession, and then seeing such a huge multitude,
and no end, were forced to retire, and shut up all in this general word.
We might and would speak of many things, but they are too many,
we are overwhelmed. What shall we say ? fFe have sijined against
Thee. Thus Job, I have sinned against Thee ; what shall I do unto
Thee?
David'sThee,
confession,
Against
Thee, This
Thee
only haveAs I insinned;
the great,Psal.the li.holy4 :God,
our God.
were our business, instead of much discourse and debate of things, to
fall down and confess unto God; to begin at ourselves, our own
breaches and backslidings, and then to add the public national guiltiness. Oh ! we are a sinful people, and few lay it to heart. All ranks
are highly guilty ; and where are they who retire and mourn for their
abominations ? Those continued and multiplied, are the continuers
and multipliers of our plagues, sword, and pestilence, and threatenings
of famine. If you have a mind to do any thing for the land, and for
yourselves, your families and little ones. Oh ! apply to this work, to
confess and bewail our iniquities. It may be, yea, I dare say, it shall
be, the Lord will return and have mercy on us.
0 Lord, though our iniquities testify against «s.] In all our approaches unto God, it is a prime thing to take Him up according to
His name. This is the very ground of access and confidence of
sinners, and there is no coming near Him without it. We have heard
it, that He is the Lord, merciful and gracions, &c. Not so much as
confessions can be made without this, much less petitions presented.
Instead of coming to fall down before Him, to acknowledge sin, the
soul will run quite away, and, though that were in vain, would seek to
hide itself,andthatreadiness
it mightto notforgive,
at allthisappear.
apprehendingHis
goodness
draws But
the heart
to Him, and
being drawn in, this makes it melt before Him. — In this some Christians mistake much, when they hold off from the apprehensions of
God's
the end
morewhich
humblewarms,
and
deeply graciousness,
adected with totheir
sins.thatNo,theynomay: thisbe isthe that
and softens, and makes the soul pliable, fit to receive any form from
His hand. Therefore the people of God, and the prophets in their
name, still lay hold on that, and interweave it both with their confes ions and their petitions, as the main ground of their confidence, in
presenting both.
The petition is in these two words, which begin and close — Do for
us— Leave vs not. The rest is argument, backing and pressing the
petition with familiar and pathetic expostulations ; and in them, the
whole strength of the argument hes in a mutual interest, that they
are His people, and He is their God. But take the words as they lie.
sake.]toIt Him
is notwho
expressed
how,
andDoit Thou
is bestforso Thy
: thatname's
is referred
knows what
what oris best,
which we do not. It is an act of grace in general that is sued for,
but for the way and time, all is put in His hand. True it is, that
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Rometimcs prayer is, and must be, somewliat more particular upon
particular Warrant, or upon account of tlie common liberty that God
f^ives His children, to present freely the particular thoughts and desires of their hearts to Him. But it is good always to close thus, or
that it be understood so when not expressed, that we resign that
matter to Him, to make His own choice of things, and use His own
way. Only, wc entreat His favour, and His owning of us and our
condition, that He be for us, and do for us. And this is safe and
sweet, to let Him choose. We often perplex ourselves about that
which lies not in our v/ay, and is not our part to be busied in, what
things shall be done. This he undertakes for, and will be careful of.
Be not afraid. Psal. xxxvii. 5. Commit thy way, roll thy way upon
the Lord, trust on the Lord, and He will do it ; there is no more. In
the Hebrew it is. Turn it over to Him, and be quiet, and let Him
alone. He will do well enough. Besides that there is all reason for it,
if men knew what peace of spirit there is in this resignation, they
would choose it before any way that can be thought on, and it never
yet repented any one who chose it.
For Thy
name's and
sake.l
is thetheunfailing
argument,
abidesis
always
the same,
hathThis
always
same force.
Whenwhich
nothing
to be said for ourselves but guiltiness, yet, this name we may plead by.
Thovgh our iniquities testify against us, though they return us harsh
answers as from Thee, speaking nothing but just refusals of our suits
and rejecting of ourselves ; yet. Lord, remember Thy own name, and
from thence we look for a better answer. Do according to that, and
for Thy name^s sake, in regard of strangers and enemies, who will
reproach Thy name in the ruin of thy people; and ybr Thy ?iame's
sake, inin regard
Thy people's
knowledge
of it,from
and Thee.
confidence
who,
all theirof straits,
do expect
their help
Thy inpro-it,
mises made to them, and Thy covenant made with them, in these is
Thy name, and they do cast themselves, and rely on it. Now see
whether it may be for thy glory to cast them ofl". Whatsoever we are,
lookIn totheThine
interest,
and doparticularly,
for that; Do,a for
name'snamesake.is
next own
clause,
and more
jjart Thy
of His
expressed,
The
Hojye
oj'
Israel.
That
is
a
piece
of
His
royal
which He is known in the world. And in this appeareth the style,
wonder-by
ful condescension and bounty of God to His creatures, to choose a
number of persons, that He will pass His word to engage Himself to
be theirs ; not only to forgive us who are His debtors by our sins, but
to become Himself a debtor to us by His promises. And He loves to
be challenged on them, and pressed with them. It is a maxim of
court-flattery, that mean persons ought not to urge a king upon his
word ; but this greatest King takes nothing better from the meanest
of his subjects. Lord, Thou hast undertaken the protection of us Thy
people, and now it lies upon Thee, in point of honour and truth, to
save us.
All people,
man, choose
have something
theyTherelyHopeon ofandIsrael.']
make their
hope ; aiul
and every
they often
the most
broken, rotten hopes, which fail while they lean upon them, and not
only fail, but hurt them, as Egypt proved to Israel. Therefore it
proved aa a broken reed, which not only flew in pieces in their hand.
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but the splinter ran up into llieir hand and hurt them. How often
have we loiuid it thus, been disajjpointed, yea, wounded by our vain
Jiopes, pierced tlirough with many sorrows, as the Apostle speaks of
those who love and trust in riches ! Therefore Job disclaims this,
that he never made gold his god : If I made gold my hope. Ch. xxxi.
ver. 24. There is a word of one of his friends speaking', chap. xxii.
ver. 25, rendered in our translation, The Abnighly shall be thy defence: the word is in the original. The Almighty shall he thy gold.
To those who account and make Him so, He is botli ; for they are rich
enough in Him in the greatest scarcity, and safe enough in Him in
the greatest danger.
But you who would look to it, inquire each of you well, what is thy
hope, what thy heart readiest turns to, and cleaves to, to comfort itself
in any distress. Yea, in the times of the greatest ease, what are thy
thoughts most biassed and turned to, with oftenest and deepest delight?
Canst thou say, It is to God? — that thy heart hath got that retreat,
and is inured to that, is fretjuently there throughout the day, turns by,
or passes over husband or wife, or children, or riches, or delights, or
any thing that would stand in thy way, and stays not till it be at Him,
and there rejoices in His love, sits down under His shadow content
and happy, willing that others should rule and share the world as they
please? that thou dost not envy them, yea, canst even pity them, with
all their gay hopes and great projects? yea, though thou do not find
at all times, yea, possibly, scarcely at any time, that sensible presence
of God, and shining of His clear-discovered love upon thee, yet that
still He is thy hope, that thou art at a point with all the world, hast
given up all to wait on Him, and hope for Him, and dost account thyself richer in thy simple hope, than the richest man on earth is in his
l)ossessions ? Then art thou truly so, for the hope of God is Heaven
begun, and Heaven complete is the possessing of Him.
The Saviour thereof] Not exempting them from trouble, but saving
ijL lime
of trouble.
trouble: butlayyet,
in their
own
sin
and security,
and The
their reason
abuse offoreaseIsrael's
and peace
they were
not left to perish in trouble, but had a Saviour in time of trouble, who
was
then most eyed and considered, and found to be so. In the I'urnace,
tried. both the faith of His people, and the truth of His promises, are
The children of God are much beholden to their troubles for clear
experiences of themselves and of God. And in this, indeed, is the
virtue of faith, to apprehend God as a Saviour in time of trouble,
before He come forth and manifest Himself to be so.
Wicked men have their times of trouble too, even here, but have no
title to this Saviour. Sua fortunce fabri — if themselves, or friends,
or means can help them, it is well ; but they can go no further. But
the Church, the Israel of God, when all help fails on all hands, has
one great resource that cannot fail, the strong God, her Hope and
Saviour in time of trouble, or straitncss. When there is no way out.
He can cut out a way through the sea, can divide their enemies, or
whatsoever is their greatest difficulty, and make a way through the
middle of it. Well might Moses say, Happy art thou, O Israel ! IVho
is nice unto Lhec, O people saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help ?
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Devit. xxxiii. 29. Men are imder-saviours in outward deliverances
so it is said, Neh. ix. 27 : Thou gavest them saviours; But He is
THE Saviour. All others have their commissions from Him. AH
their strength and all their success;, is from Him. Without Him, no
strength, nor wit, nor courage, avail : all falls to pieces when He withdraws His hand. Give us kelp from trouble, for, says the Church,
vain is the help o f man. We have found this, if any people ever did,
real lectures
to teach
to cease
man;to for
wherein
isandhe have
to he had
accoujited
of? Yet,
still weus are
readyfi-om
to look
multitudes,
or to the quality of men who undertake for us. But if we do so, yet
shall that prove our shame and disapj)ointment : and it shall never go
well with us, till our dependence and confidence come clear off from
all creatures, and we fix it entirely upon Him who is our shield and
our strength.
Thus should a soul in particular distress, especially in inward
trouble, wherein the help lies most incommunicably and immediately
inclearGod's
hand, aslearn
to trustyet,Him.
not
in thyowninterest
a believer,
pleadAndthy though
interest thou
as a art
sinner,
which thou art sure of. God in our flesh hath enlarged the nation of
Israel ; all that will but look to him. He is their Saviour: Look unto
me, a7id he saved, all the ends of the earth. Now, He hath styled himself the Saviour of sinners ; press Him by that : Lord, I do look to thee,
do for me, O Saviour ! Help, I am in trouble. So, in any particular
temptation, either to sin, or to distrust because of sin, say, Now, Lord,
here is an opportunity for Thy power and Thy grace to glorify itself.
And
drown.though thou find thyself sinking, yet believe, and thou shalt not
JVhy shouldest Thou be as a stranger in the land ?] The main thing
desired was. His constant abode with them. Some passing deliverances he had wrought ; but that was not enough. He came as a
stranger, to stay a night, refreshed them with a transient visit, and away
again. Thus we may say, He hath still done for us. When we were
in desperate straits. He came and helped; but then we were left to
such counsels as bred us new troubles. He hath not so evidently yet
taken up His residence, though he hath built Him a house amongst
us, we trust, with that intention, to dwell with us. This we are to sue
and entreat for.
Why art thou as one astonished?] Why art thou looking on our
miseries as an amazed stranger, as not concerned in our affairs or
condition, and not caring what becomes of us ; as a traveller, but passing through, and having no further interest nor regard ; or, as a mighty
man that cannot save, as Samson after his hair was cut, either as
"wearied
bound,
though strong
enough.
Now, orLord,
lookor notsomewhat
on. Ownhindered,
our suHerings,
and bestir
Thyself.
Make it appear that Thou faintest not, neither art weary, nor that any
thing can stand before Thee and be Thy hinderance. Break through
our sins, the greatest hinderance of all ; let not these stop Thy way,
nor bind Thy hands. For Tho7i art in the midst of vs : though we see
Thee not so in Thy work as we desire, yet, here we know Thou art in
Thy special good-will and power, as Thou art in our profession and
homage done to Thee as our king amongst us. That testifies Thy
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presence. Thoii canst not so hide Tliyself, but there are still some
characters of Thy presence. A7id we are called by Thy name. Thy
people. If wc perish. Thy name being upon us, what becomes then of
it? Therefore leave us not. Though Thou strike us, yet stay with
us, and we shall live in hope of favour and deliverance : if Thou go
not away, our cries and prayers, at least our miseries, will move Thee.
These things make up our plea. We are a most unworthy people,
yet, we are called by His name, are in covenant with Him ; so. His
glory is interested. We must not let go this. And what advantage
so great as to have our interest wrapped up in His? His glory and
our safety are in one bottom, to sink and swim together ; then, there
is no hazard. Therefore, keep close to His interest and His covenant,
and beg His staying with us, and arising for us, and lay hold on Him
for this end. It is a pleasant violence ; and were there many to use
it towards Him, our deliverance were not far off.
SERMON XXVII.
Luke xiii. 1— 9.
There were present nt that season some that told hun of the Galileans, whose blood Pilate
had mingled with their sacrifices.
And Jesus
unto they
them,suffered
Supposesuchye that
these Galileans were sinners above
all theanswerinf,',
Galileans, said
because
things?
I tell you, nay ; but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.
Or those eighteen, upon whom the tower in Siloam fell, and slew them, think ye that
they were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem ?
I tell you, nay ; but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.
He spake
parablefruit; Athereon,
certain andman found
had anone.
fig-tree planted in his vineyard, and
he camealsoandthissought
Then said he unto the dresser of the vineyard. Behold, these three years I come seeking
fruit on this fig-tree, and find none ; cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ground f
And it,he andanswering,
dung it;said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig about
And if it bear fruit, well ; and if not, then after that thou shall cut it down.
It is notion.easy
common
to give
God's pass
waysunobserved,
a right construcFor theormost
part thing,
we either
let them
or unframe our observations, looking through those principles and passions
of our own, which give things another shape or colour than what is
truly theirs. This was here the case. This sad accident should have
been observed by them who heard it, and might have been spoken of
by them to very good purpose ; but our Saviour knew well what they
meant by reporting the story, and what thoughts they had of it and of
themselves,
and by his answer, it would seem, all was not right with
them.
The fact here related, we have not any further account of in sacred
history, nor any thing that we can clearly and certainly call it in any
human writer. It is commonly conceived to have been done at Jerusalem, where Pilate abode, and that his power was exercised and done
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upon the followers of that Judas of Galilee spoken of, Acts. v. 37,
being such as denied it to be lawful to give obedience to the Roman
empire, or to offer sacrifice for the interest and good of it. Wlien they,
it is likely, were coming- together to offer at Jerusalem, and to maintain and to spread their opinion, Pilate comes upon them, and, while
they were at the solemnity, makes a sacrifice of them to that authority
they refused to sacrifice for: whether justly or not, we cannot determine; our Saviour does not; but if it was just, surely it was very
tragical and severe, suitable to that character Philo gives of his disit. ['A/iet'X-t/cTov.]
justice, commonlyposition
breakswhoitacted
: a little
of the other side,Theis, strainingof the two,of doubtless,
the
safer extreme.
However, this stroke and all others, as they come from the Supreme
Hand, are righteous. Whatsoever be the temper or intent of the lower
actor, and whatsoever be the nature of the action, as from him, the
sovereign hand of God is in them, and chief in them. Amos. iii. 6 :
Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it ? And yet
all evils, as He doth them, are both good and well done. Actions,
whether voluntary or casual, as these two here, yet do powerfully issue
from the First Being and Worker, and, as from Him, are both unalterably certain and unquestionably just. Thus they who here report
it seem to have judged of this passage, that it was a just punishment
of sin. And our Saviour contests not about that, but rather seems to
agree to them so far, and draws that warning- out of it : he only corrects the misconceit it seems they were in, in thrusting it too far olF
from themselves, and throwing it too heavy upon those who sacrificed.
Think ye that they were sinners ?] Though it were an error to think
that all temporal evils are intended of God as punishments of some
l)articular guiltiness, and so to be taken as infallibly concluding against
cither persons or causes as evil, yet, certainly, tiie hand of God, either
upon ourselves or others, is wisely to be considered, and it will very
often be found a punishment pointing to the sin. And it is certainly
an argument of very great stiffness and pride of heart, not to observe
and acknowledge it, and a sure presage either of utter ruin, or, at least,
of a heavier stroke. Any one who is set against tlie Lord, and will
not be hundiled, whether by what he sees on others, or what he feels on
himself, shall find he hath an overmatch to deal with, that will either
bow him or break him. Isa. xxvi. 11: Lord, when thy hand is lifted
up, they will not see ; but they shall see and be ashamed for their envy
at the peojHe ; yea, the fire of Thine enemies shall devour them.
Think ye that they were sinners above all men that dwelt at Jerusalem Our Saviour goes not to search into the quarrel, and to condemn or justify either the one party or the other; that was not for
his
His aim
the mistake
spoke for
to,
and purpose.
to draw forth
fromwastheirto i-ectify
own relation
what ofwasthose
mosthe proper
their use. Much of our hearing and telling of news, hath little of this
in it ; and with most persons it doth not relish, to wind things that
way. Some, even good persons, do accustom themselves, and take
too much liberty, to an empty, fruitless way of entertainment in this
kind. And if we make any remark, it commonly keeps abroad, comes
not home to ourselves, lie it a judgment, be the persons great siu-

Luke xiij. 1 — 9.] cautiously iNXERPnETED.
ners in a sinful course, yet, they are not always the greatest of all because they sutler and others escape, as we readily think, and the Jews
here concluded concerning; these Galileans.
God is to be adored and reverenced, who useth His own freedom in
this; Jle does injustice to none, yet chooses them on whom He will
do exemplary justice, and whom He will let pass, and gives no account
of this to any. Some less wicked have been ensamples to them who
were much more wicked than they.
Do not flatter yourselves in the conceit of exemption from some
stroke which others in the same way with you have fallen under, or
even from some coui-se which others have run and smarted in, and
bear foreyourselves
upon the
God's people.
tremble
bethe Lord, andbig-search
your name
own ofhearts.
And let usButtliink,
though
we may not be guilty of such public scandalous evils as others fall
into, and are punished for, yet how full are we of secret malice, pride,
and lust, &c., and let us wonder at the patience of God to ourselves,
while multitudes have been swept away round about us. Think you
that they who have died by sword or pestilence of late, were greater
siimers than we who are left behind ? Oh, no ! but except wc repent,
wearsenal,
shall and
all likewise
Enough
are stilldeath,
in God's
though perish.
He use not
these ofto these
us, yetarrows
remember,
and
judgment, and eternity are before us, and they call for wise and speedy
consideration and repentance.
Oh ! you that go on in your transgressions after all that is come
upon us, who were drunkards and swearers, and are so yet, what think
you?
BecauseHave
the you
heat made
of public
judgments
abated,
tlicre andno
more fear?
a covenant
withis'hell
and isdeatli,
{gained quarter of them tiiat tiiey will not seize on you? Oh ! that
will never hold: they will not, they cannot keep to you. And if you
hold on your course when the clay of visitation shall come, how much
heavier shall it be by all this forbearance ! You shall wish you had
been cut off with the first. The day is at hand, when it shall be easier
tor them than for you. Only, the advantage is, that there is an exception yet sounding in your ears ; Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise
perish.
I beseech you, my brethren, eater into your own hearts, and be not
always out of yourselves, and so out of your wits. Consider the
Lord's
ways anandexample
your own,
and wonder
goodness.
am
not I made
to others,
as well atas soHismany
have beenWhymade
examples to me ? Now let me fall down at His feet, and beg of Him,
that as He hath not made me an example of justice all this while.
He maylooknowon make
shall
me. me an example of mercy and free grace to all tliat
Our Saviour, to their reported instance adds another himself, which
was no doubt late and recent with them, to the same purpose, and in
the same strain : Think ye that they were sinners above all men that
dwelt in Jerusalem ? I tell you nay ; but except ye rejjent, ye shall all
likewise perish. Not just after the same particular manner, but the
likeness is in perishing, — You shall as certainly perish as they are
l)erished. And this, to many impenitent sinners, is verified in their
being cut oil) even by some temporal judgment, after long-abused
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forbearance, and often very like those they have seen instances
of and would not be warned by. Thus, it was fulfilled to many
of the Jews, in the death of many thousands of them, and the
destruction of their city by the Romans, in wliich there was much
likeness with the two explanatory judgments here mentioned. But
the imiversal and far more dismal perishing of unrepentinp; sinners, is
that death which lies unseen on the other side of that death we see
and are so afraid to look on. Oh ! saw we the other, this would appear nothing: it would be the only terrible of all terribles indeed.
And how terrible soever, it is the unfailing attendant of impenitence.
These God hath linked together, and no creature can sever them, continuance insin and perishing, repentance and life. It is faith, indeed,
that lays hold on our pardon and life in Christ, and by that we are
justified and saved ; yet, so as this is still true, so that the other no
wise crosses it, that there is no life without repentance. And this
wrongs not the Gospel at all, to preach and profess repentance ; yea,
it is a prime point of preaching the Gospel. And here we find the
Great Preacher of the Gospel, who is himself the great substance and
subject of the Gospel, this is his doctrine. Except ye repent, ye shall
all likewise perish. There is no right preaching of the Gospel, but
the doctrine of repentance must be in it : the drawing and turning of
the soul to God, from whom it is gone out by sin, this the Gospel aims
at. And there is no right preaching of repentance, without the Gospel.
The Law indeed discovers sin, but that is not enough to work repentance :for that, there must be a door of hope opened to a sinner, at
which he may come in, hoping to be pardoned and accepted upon returning and submitting. This the Gospel alone does. And whensoever the prophets preached repentance, there was somewhat that
always expressed or imported the notion of the Gospel, God declaring
Himself reconciled, ready to forgive and receive him.
Now, not to speak of the nature of repentance, which here were
pertinent, I shall only desire you to seek to know the nature of it, by
feeling the power of it within you*. Oh ! happy they that do I Were
the sweetness of it known, we might persuade most by that ; but that
cannot be known, till we be persuaded and brought to repentance, —
the delight there is in those tears, the pleasure in crucifying sin, even
the most pleasant sins. The soul, then in its right motion when turning towards God, finds itself moved sweetly ; but it is thrown, and
distorted, and disappointed in turning from Him and following sinful
lusts. But here, necessity is the argument, the highest necessity. If
it may be necessary for you not to perish, then it is necessary for you
to repent. Had any of you an ulcer, though painful to be lanced, yet,
if told it must be, else you would die, that would make a man call for
it and entreat it. Lord, what is the madness of the minds of men !
Do we believe that there is such a thing after all that is here, as
perishing and being saved, eternal death and eternal life, and can we
think on any thing else, so as to forget these, or to be negligent and
unresolved concerning them, and yet, eat and please the flesh, and
seek to make other things sure, and leave these to their hazard ? The
God who made your hearts, persuade them ! For who else can ?
* Malo sentire compunctionem, quant scire ejus dejinitionem, I would rather fee»
compunction, than know its defmitivn, [Thomas a Kempis.]
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The parable that follows, teaches the same doctrine of repentance,
and that upon the motive of patience iind forbearance. He spake also
this parable : A certain man had a Jig-tree planted in his vineyard.
Particidars should not be overstrained and squeezed for morality.
The Church.
main is, God's dispensation, and His expectation in His orchard,
the
Our Saviour is much in this way of teaching'. He calls in natural
thina^s to serve spiritual ends ; and so all are fit to do, had we the
faculty to extract it. A spiritual mind draws that which is symbolical
with it, out of all. Such may fruitfully walk in gardens and orchards,
and feed on the best, though they stir nothing. The great Lord is
Himself the planter of His vineyard ; His own hand sets each tree.
And the soil is fruitful, there is sap and moisture. This is to be
imderstood of His visible Church and ordinances ; for the planting
here signifies that. Christians are often compared to things living',
growing, and fruitful ; as to the vine and fig-tree, Isa. v., &c. There
is high engagement to be so, and real Christians are truly so.
And he sought fruit thereon.] Good reason had he so to do, having
so planted it. Those trees which are left wild in the barren wilderness, no fruit is to be expected on them ; at least, no garden-fruit,
such as grows in the garden of God. Some natures have some kind
of fruit, and some, sweeter than others, but they are but wild figs.
God's delight
to comeNatural
into Hismengarden,
and there
His pleasant
fruits.
Cant. iv.is 16.
may, after
their eat
fashion,
be temperate, and patient, and charitable ; but to believe on God, and love
Him above themselves, and from such principles to do all they do,
this is not to be expected.
Now, all that are planted in the Church of God, are, in name, such
trees as should have their sap in them, that is, faith and love, and
bear answerable fruits: they are called trees of righteousness, and
planting of the Lord, that He may be glorified. Isa. Ixi. 3. He himself knows who are indeed such, and knows that the rest can bear no
such fruit ; yet, in regard of outward dispensations and their own
profession, He speaks after the manner of men ; he comes and seeks fruit.
Men who think they may live in the face of the Church, and make
use of her ordinances, and yet be as excusably barren of all the fruits
of holiness, as if they grew upon a common heath, it is strange they
should not conceive their own folly, and know that God reckons otherwise, and according to the ground that he hath set them in, and the
manuring He bestows on them, looks for some suitable fruit.
But the most are thus. They consider not what they are ; think it
a kind of impertinent importunity, to press them to holiness, to meeknes , tobearing wrongs, to heavenly-mindedness, to spiritual activity,
and usefulness to others. Why, it is strange. What think ye, my
brethren, are we Christians, or are we not? We have a name that we
are active, aud are dead. Congregations are filled with such ; and
when the Lord comes and seeks fruit, in the greatest part He finds
none. If lies, oaths, and cursings were the fruits, there are enough
of these ; but zeal for God, love to our brethren, self-denial, humility,
if these be they, alas ! where are they ? So much preaching, sabbaths,
fasts, and covenants ; and where is fruit, the fruits of the Spirit ? Oh I
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there are empty leaves, and some promisingj greenness, but the most
belie the hope they give. And we of this land, who are eng-aged so
high, what could have been done more for us ? Though lying far
north, yet have we much of the Gospel sunshine, and are bound by our
own promise, and covenant, and solemn oath to God, to be more
fruitful. Yet this is still broke. Who tliat had seen our first meltings
into
fair buds? of stirring zeal, could have imagined we should
have tears,
been soor barren
he unto theabout
dresserit, ofthough
his vineyard."]
withThenthe said
vine-dresser
that is muchNowforthethe conference
fulness of
the parable,
yet may
implyfaithful
God's ministers.
imparting ofSuchHis arethoughts
ing His Church,
to His
includedconcernunder
that name here. For He blames not the vine-dresser as negligent,
but complains of the barrenness of the tree. In the cutting down,
there may be some pointing at chorch censure, but I conceive, it is
rather
to express
God's purpose
give order
or command
about it.concerning
Doubtless,thethebarren
Lord tree,
wouldthanhaveto
His vine-dressers sensible of the fruitlessness of His trees, though it
be not by any notable neglect on their part.
These three years.} Tliis expresses the great patience of God, that
spares so long, and speaks not of cutting down at the very first. Thus,
of long time hath He waited on many of us, many more years than to
the strict number here named ; on how many of us a great part of our
lifetime ! Whence is it that we are not afraid of this word here sounding, as it were, in our ears ?— Cut it down : why troubles it the ground ?
As if He should say. It takes up room, and does no good, yea, hinders
and prejudices others, as all ungodly, fruitless persons in the Church
of God do.
The vine-dresser entreats and obtains one year more. This, the
faithful labourers of God will not fail to do : to preaching to His people, they will join much prayer for them, that they may be made fruitful,
and meantime, be spared and not perish in their unfruitfulness. They
will double their endeavours in the sense of that danger ; to all other
pains will add this, the watering of them with tears. God is gracious,
and easy to be entreated, and forbears yet, and waits. Oh ! it is not
too late. Any of you that at length are stirred up to any real desires
of fruitfulness to Him, I dare give you warrant to be confident, not
only of His forbearing upon such a desire, but of His favourable acceptance ofit as a good sign, yea, as already a beginning of fruit.
Indeed,
in
case of; and
people's
remaining
after all,person
the end amongst
will be
to be cut down
to every
fruitlessbarren
and godless
you, it is not long to that day ; it will be upon you before you are
aware. As John preached, The axe is laid unto the root of the trees;
therefore, every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit, is hewn down
and cast into the fire. Matt. iii. 10. God is taking His axe, as it
were, and fetching His stroke at you, and you know not how soon it
may light, and you be cut down, and cut off from all hopes for ever,
never
to seeintoa the
day fire
of grace
more,andnorthathearnever
a sermon
more, Oh— cut
and cast
to burn,
to end.
for down
some
soul to be rescued, were it even now ! Oh ! To-day, To-day, if you
I/dHI hear His voice, harden not your hearts.

John xxl. 22.]
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Real Christians, thoun-li not altog-ether barren, — that is impossible,
yet, are not so plentifully friiilful ; tliere is little of the increase of God,
such as He may be invited to His garden for, such as the vine-dressers
may I'ejoice
himself.
The gardens,
Lord maketh
a kindhaveof
boast
of ns, in,as yea,
men the
will Master
do of trees
in their
that they
mucli iiuit, though possibly a meaner appearance and show than
most of tiie rest. Oh, what a joy and glory were it to oin- God, to
have unobserved,
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Christians
in sweet spiritiial
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still
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for
it;
referring
all
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living
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doingall for Him ! But alas ! we are empty vines, bringing forth fruit to
ourselves, serving our own wills and humours, and barren to Him.
But for this end are we planted in the house of God, and ingrafted into
the Son of God, that blessed, living Root, to be fruitful to His praise.
It is His credit: Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much
fniit ; so shall ye be 7ny disciples, John xv. 8.
Now, for this are requisite, 1st, Much prayer. For though here He
speaks as an ordinary master, yet it is His secret influence which does
all. Hos. xiv. 8: From Me is thy fruit foimd ; and prayer draws
down that. 2dly, Much faith in Christ, living to him, and drawing sap
from him. Such as do all in his strength, and are much in application
and attraction, shall be found the most abundant in all choice and
sweet fruits ; they who abide in him, that is, who, in the very actings
of faith, are more in him than many others who yet are in him. But,
alas! this is a thing of wliich men speak much, and know little.
SERMON XXVIII.
rRKACIIKD BEFORI'- MY LORD
COMMISSIONER
14th NOVEMBER,
IGCO. AND THK PARLIAMENT,
John xxi. 22.
What is that to thee ? Follow thou Mc.
Of all that ever lived on earth, the most blessed was this handful and
small company our Lord chose for his constant attendants, to see his
divine miracles, enjoy his sweetest company, and to hear his divine
doctrine. What a holy flame of love must have burned in their hearts,
who were always so near the Sun of Righteousness ! It was indeed a
sad hour, wherein that was eclipsed, and the Lord of life lay dead in
the grave. And what a deluge of joy was in their hearts when he rose
again ! And what a transport was it when they saw him ascend, and
a shining cloud kissing his feet, and parting him from them ! In the
interval, as he had risen himself, so, he is raising them from their nnbelicf. St. Peter, not content witli a bare forsaking of his Lord, had
also denied him. But he falls not a ciuarrclling, but speaks of love to
him, and blows up these sparks of love with this threefold (juestion,
Lovest thou me? St. Peter answers fervently, but most modestly,
whereupon his Lord gives him a service suitable to his love. Feed my
shcej); for which none are qualified but they that love him. But when
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lie grows bold to ask a question, he gets a grave check, and a holy
command, What is that to thee ? Follow thou me. This was a transient stumbling in one who, but lately recovered of a great disease, did
not walk firmly. But it is the common track of most, to wear out
their days with impertinent inquiries. There is a natural desire in men
to know the things of others, and to neglect their own, and to be more
concerned about things to come, than about things present. And this
is the great subject of conversation. Even the weakest minds must
descant upon all things ; as if the weakest capacities could judge of the
greatest matters, by a strange levelling of understandings, more absurd
and irrational than that of fortunes ! Most men are beside themselves,
never at home, but always roving. It is true, a man may live in solitude to little purpose, as Domitian catching flies in his closet. Many
noisome thoughts break in upon one when alone ; so that when one
converseth with himself, it had need be said, Vide 7it sit cum bono viro.
A man alone shall be in worse company than are in all the world,
if he bring not into him better company than himself or all the world,
which is, the fellowship of God and the Holy Spirit. Yet, the matters
of the Church seem to concern all, and so indeed they do ; but every
sober man must say, all truths are not alike clear, alike necessary, nor
of alike concernment to every one. Christians should keep within
their line. Whether it be the will of our Great Master, that the order
that hath been so long in the Church continue in it, or not. What is
that to thee ? It is certainly a great error, to let our zeal run out from
the excellent things of religion, to matters which have little or no connexion with them. A man, though he err, if he do it calmly and meekly,
may be a better man than he who is stormy and furiously orthodox.
Our business is to follow Jesus, and to trace his life upon earth, and
to wait his return iu the clouds. Had I a strong voice, as it is the
weakest alive, yea, could I lift it up as a trumpet, I would sound a
retreat from our unnatural contentions and irreligious strivings for
religion. Oh ! what are the things we fight for, compared to the great
things of God ? There must be a great abatement of the inwards of
religion, when it runs wholly to a scurf. God forbid any should think,
that except all be according to our mind, we must break the bond of
peace. If we have no kindness to our brethren, yet, let us have pity
on our mother, and not tear her bowels. And, indeed, next to the
grave and the silent shades of death, a cottage in some wilderness is to
be wished for, to mourn for the pride and passion of mankind. How
do the profane wretches take advantage from our breaches ! But, if
there be such here, because of the weakness, folly, and passions of
some men, is it folly to follow Jesus ? Are some ridiculous, and for
that, will you turn religion into ridicule? If you do, it will at least
turn to a Sardonic laughter. Because we contend for ajittle, is the
whole an invention? Will the pillars be brangled, because of the
swarms of files that are about them ?
There is an Eternal Mind that made all things, that stretched out
the heavens, and formed the spirit of man within him. Let us tremble
before Him, and love the Lord Jesus. Our souls have indelible characters oftheir own excellency in them and deep apprehensions of another state, wherein we shall receive according to what we have done
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upon earth. Was not Jesus, the Son of God, declared to he such hy
his miracles, but chiefly by his resurrection from the dead? Hath
there not been received and transmitted to us, through all ag-es, many
martyrs
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his glory?
And shall
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weakest, and most distempered person upon eartli, with the true fear
of God, than the greatest wit and highest mind in the world, if profane, or, though not such, if void of any just or deep sense of the fear
of God, For a living dog is better than a dead lion. Some religious
persons are, perhaps, weak persons, yet, in all ages, there have been
noblestribe
and ofmore
generous
souls truly religious; than ever were
in{greater
the whole
atheists
and libertines.
Let us, therefore follow the holy Jesus. Our own concernments
concern us not, compared to this. What is that to thee? may be said
of all things besides this. All the world is one great impertinency to
him who contemplates God and his Son Jesus. Great things, coaches,
furniture, or houses, concern the outward pomp or state of the world,
but not the necessities of life ; neither can they give ease to him that
is pinched with any one trouble. He that hath tv/enty houses, lies but
in one at once. He that hath twenty dishes on his table, hath but one
belly to fill. So it is, ad svpervacua sudatur. All are uncertain :
sudden storms fall on, and riches fly away as a bird to heaven, and
leave those who look after them, sinking to hell in sorrow.
A Christian is solicitous about nothing. If he be raised higher,
it is that he desires not : if he tail down again, he is where he was. A
well-fixed mind, though the world should crack about him, shall be in
quiet. But when we come to be stretched on our death-bed, things
will have another visage. It will pull the rich from his treasure, strip
the great of his robes and glory, and snatch the amorous gallant from
his fair, beloved mistress, and from all we either have or grasp at.
Only sin will stick fast and follow us. Those black troops will clap
fatal arrests on us, and deliver us over to the jailor. Are these contrivances, orthe dark dreams of melancholy? All the sublimities of
holiness may be arrived at, by the deep and profound belief of these
things. Let us, therefore, ask, Have we walked thus, and dressed
our souls by this pattern ?
But this hath a nearer aspect to pastors, who should be copies of
the fair original, and second patterns, who follow nearer Christ. They
should be imitating him in humility, meekness, and contempt of the
world, and particularly, in aiiection to souls, feeding the flock of
God. Should we spare labour when he spared not his own blood?
How precious must the sheep be, who were bought at so high a rate
as the blood of God ! Oh, for more of this divine and evangelic heat,
instead of our distempered heat. This is the substance of religion, to
imitate Him whom we worship. Can there be a higher or nobler
design in the world, than to be God-like, and like Jesus Christ ? He
became like us, that we might be more like him. He took our nature
upon him, that he might transfuse his into us. His life was a track of
doing good, and suffering ill. He spent the days in preaching and
healing, and often the nights in prayers. He was holy, harmless, and
undejiled, and separate from sinners. How then can heirs of wrath
Vol., II.
a
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follow the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sins of the world?
Humility, meekness, and charity were the darling ■virtues of Christ.
He came to expiate and to extirpate our pride ; and when that Majesty did so humble himself, shall a worm swell ? No grace can be
where the mind is so swelled with this airy tumour. He was meek,
and reviled not again ; nor did he vent his anger, though he met with
the greatest injuries. The rack of his cross could make him confess
no anger against those who were draining him of his life and blood :
all he did was to pray for them. Charity was so dear to him, that he
recommended it as the characteristic by which all might know his
disciples, if they loved one another. But alas ! by tiiis may all
know we are not his disciples, because we hate one another. But
that we may imitate him in his life, we must run the back-trade,
and begin with his death, and must die without him. Love is a
death. He that loves, is gone and lost in God, and can esteem or
take pleasure in nothing besides Him. When the bitter cup of the
Father's wrath was presented to our Lord, one drop of this elixir of
love and union to the Father's will, sweetened it so, that he drank it
over without more complaining. This death of Jesus mystically acted
in us, must strike down all things else, and he must become our all.
Oh, that we would resolve to live to him that died, and to be only hisj
and humbly to follow the crucified Jesus ! All else will be quickly
gone. How soon will the shadows that now amuse us, and please our
eyes, fly away !
SERMON XXIX.
Matthew xxii. 37, 39.
Jesus said unto liim, Thou shall love the Lord tliy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind ; and thy neighbour as thyself.
The wisdom and meekness of our Saviour is the more remarkable,
and shines the brighter, by the malice of his adversaries ; and their
cavils was
and ittempting
Thus
here. questions, occasion our benefit and instruction.
We see, the words are the sum of the whole Law, and they are
taken out of the book of the Law. Tliey are called two commandments :the former is the sum of the first, the latter, of the second
table. Thoii shalt love the Lord thy God. That is, says our Saviour,
the first and great commandment. Our first obligation is to God, and
then, through Him and for His sake, to men.
The second is like unto it-l Seems it not rather contrary than like
to the former ? Whereas in the former, the whole stream of love is
directed in one undivided current towards God, this other commandment seems to cut out a new channel for it, and to turn a great part
of it to men : Thy neighhovr as thyself. No, they are not contrary if
■we
riglit ;ouryea,love,
they but
do not
inseparable.
Theytakedo them
not divide
tlieyonly
set itagree,
in its but
rightarecourse
; first,
wholly to God, as the sovereign good, and only for himself worthy to
be loved ; and then, back from Him, it is, according to His own will,
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derived downwards to our neighbour. For then only we love both
ourselves and others arig-ht, when we make our love to Him the reason
and the rule of both*. So then, our love is not to be immediately
divided betwixt Him and our neighbour, or any creature, but is, first,
all to be bestowed on Him, and then He diffuses, by way of reflection,
so much of it upon others as He thinks fit. Being all in His hands, it
is at His disposal; and that which He disposes elsewhere, (as here,
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,) it is not taken otf from Him,
but abiding still in Him, as in its natural place, (as light doth in the
sun,) tlows forth from Him by such an emanation as divides it not ;
as beams flow forth from the sun and enhghten the air, and yet, are
not cut otf from it.
So tlien, the second is hke unto the first, because it springs from it,
and depends on it. It commands the same affection ; love, in the
former, placed on God, and in this, extended from Him to our neighbour. And it is like unto it in this too ; that, as the former is the
sum of the first Table, and so, the first and great commandment, so
this is the sum of the second Table, and therefore next unto it in
greatness and importance.
All the precepts that can be found in the Law and the Prophets, are
reducible to these, and all obedience depends upon this love. 1. Consider this, how these are the sum of this Law. 2. Consider them
particularly in themselves.
Not only because it is love that facilitates all obedience, and is the
true principle of it, that makes it both easy to us, and acceptable to
God ; but besides this, that love disposes the soul for all kinds of
obedience, this very act of love is in effect all that is commanded in
the Law. For the first, laid to the first Table, it is so much one with
the first commandment, that it expresses most fitly the positive of it,
opposite to that which is there forbidden : Thou shalt have no other
gods before Me — but shalt have Me alone for thy God, or bestow all
divine affection, and all worship that is the sign and expression of it,
upon Me only. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and, if thou lovest Me alone, thou wilt not decline to any kind of false
worship. That were to vitiate thy affection, and to break that conjugal love and fidelity to which thou art bound by covenant, being
My people as by a sjjiritual marriage. Therefore is idolatry so frequently called, in the plirase of the prophets, adultery and uncleanness.
And, in the letter of that second commandment, the Lord uses that
word which in its usual sense is conjugal, and relates to marriage,
/ am a jealous God ; and, in the close of that precept, expresseth
particularly this affection of love, as particularly interested in it,
tliough
to all the rest, / shew mercy to thousands of them
that love extended
me.
Is it not a genuine property of love, to honour and respect the name
of those whom we love? And therefore, it is altogether inconsistent
with the love of God, to vilify and abuse iiis name.
They that understand tiie true use of that holy rest of the sabbathday, do know that it frees the soul, and makes it vacant from earthly
S 2 homo
* Minus
te amat,
te amat, [Augustini;.]
et non propter tc. Incipiat
imarc
Deum,enimet non
amabitquiinaliquid
hominepra-ter
nisi Deum.
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things for this pur]5ose, that it may fully apply itself to the worship
and contemplation of God, and converse with Him at greater length.
Then, certainly, where there is this entire love to God, this will not
weigh heavy, will be no grievous task to it: it will eaibrace and gladly
obey this fourth commandment, not only as its duty, but as its great
delight. For there is nothing that love rejoices in more, than in the
converse and society of those on whom it is placed : it would willingly
bestow most of its time that way, and thinks all hours too short that
are spent in that society. Therefore not only they who profanely
break, but they who keep it heavily and wearily, who find it rather a
burden than a delight, may justly suspect that the love of God is not
in them ; but he that keeps His day cheerfully, and loves it, because
on it he may more liberally solace and refresh himself in God, may
safely take it as an evidence of his love to God.
Now, that, after the same manner, the love of our neighbour is the
sum of the second Table, the Apostle St. Paul proves it for us clearly
and briefly, Rom. xiii. 9, 10. All the commandments touching our
neighbour, are for the guarding of him from evil and injury. Now,
Love worlceth no ill to his neighbour ; therefore. Love is the fulfilling of
the Law. He that truly loves his neighbour as himself, will be as
loth to wrong him, as to wrong himself, either in that honour and
respect that is due to him, or in his life, or chastity, or goods, or good
name, or to lodge so much as an unjust desire or thought, because that
is the beginning and conception of real injury. In a word, the great
disorder and crookedness of the corrupt heart of man, consists in selflove : it is the very root of all sin both against God and man, for no
man commits any offence, but it is in some way to profit or please
himself It was a high enormity of self-love, that brought forth the
very first sin of mankind. That was the bait which took more than
either the colour or the taste of the apple, that it was desirable for
knowledge : it was in that, that the main strength of the temptation
lay, Yc shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. And was it not deep
self-love to affect that? And it is still thus: though we feel the
miserable fruits of that tree, the same self-love possesses us still ; so
that, to please our own humours and lusts, our pride, or covetousness,
or voluptuousness, we break the law of God, the law of piety, and of
equity and charity to men. Therefore the Apostle, foretelling the
iniquities and impieties of the last times, that men should be covetous,
boasters, &c., and lovers of jjleasures, more than lovers of God, — sets
that on the front, as the chief, leading evil, and the source of all the
rest — lovers of their ownselves : Men shall be lovers of themselves,
therefore, covetous ; and lovers of jjleasures more than lovers of God,
because lovers of their ownselves. 2 Tim. iii. 2. Therefore, this is
the sum of that which God requires in His holy Law, the reforming of
our love, which is the commanding passion of the soul, and wheels all
the rest about with it in good or evil.
And its reformation consists in this, in recalling it from ourselves
unto God, and reflecting it from God to our brethren. Loving ourselves sovereignly by corrupt nature, we are enemies to God, and
haters of Him, and cannot love our neighbours but only in reference to
ourselves, and so far as it profits or pleaseth us to do so, and not ia
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as theof substance ofall : first, that all our love ascend to God, and then, that what
is due to men dC/Scend from thence, and so, passini^ that way, it is
purified and refined, and is subordinated and conformed to our love of
Ilim above all, which is tlie Jirst and great coinmandment.
Here we have the supreme object of love to whom it is due — The
Lord thy God, and the measure of it, which is indeed to know no
measure* — With all thy heart, all thy soul, and all thy mind. For
which, in Deut. vi. 5, we have all thy strength. Luke hath both. The
(lilference is none, for all mean that the soul, and all the powers of it,
should unite and combine themselves in their most intense and highest
strength, to the love of God, and that all the workings of the soul and
actions of the whole man, be no other than the acting and exercise
of this love.
He accounts not nor accepts of any thing we can offer Him, if we
give not the heart with it ; and He will have none of that neither, unless He have it all. And it is a poor all, when we have given it, for
the great God to accept of. If one of us had the affection of a hundred, yea, of all the men in the world, yet could he not love God in
a measure answerable to His full worth and goodness. All the glorified spirits, angels, and men, that are or shall be, in their perfections,
loving Him with the utmost extent of their souls, do not altogether
make up so much love as He deserves. Yet He is pleased to require
our heart, and the love we have to bestow on Him ; and though it is
infinitely due of debt, yet He will take it as a gift: My son give me
thy heart. Prov. xxiii. 26.
Therefore, the soul that begins to offer itself to Him, although
overwhelmed with the sense of its own unworthiness and the meanness of its love, yet may say. Lord, I am ashamed of this gift I bring
Thee, yet, because Thou callest for it, such as it is, here it is ; the
heart and all the love I have, I offer unto Thee, and had I ten thousand times more, it should all be Thine. As much as I can, I love
Thee, and I desire to be able to love Thee more. Although I am unworthy to be admitted to love, yet, thou art most worthy to be loved
by me, and besides. Thou dost allow, yea, commandest me to love
Thee. My loving of Thee adds nothing to Thee, but it makes me
happy ; and though it be true, the love and the heart I oflier Thee is
infinitely
for it. too little fljr Thee, yet there is nothing besides Thee, enough
The Lord, or Jehovah, thy God.] There lie the two great reasons of
]o\e, 70 a^iaTrrjTou and to loiop — Jehovah, the Spring of being and goodness, infinitely lovely ; all the beauty and excellencies of the creatures,
are but a drop of that ocean :— and. Thy God, to all of us the Author
of our life, and of all that we enjoy; wlio spread forth those heavens
that roll about us and comfort us with their light, and mgtions, and
influences, and established this earth that sustains us ; who furnisheth
us with food and raiment, and in a word, (and it is the Apostle's, Acts
xvii.
25,)things
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and breath,by
and all
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* Modus est ncscire modutn, subtilius ista dislinguere facile est raagis quim solidum.
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redemption and peculiar covenant. But our misery is, tlie most of us
do not study and consider Him, what He is in Himself and what to
us; and therefore we do not love Him, because we know Him not.
And thy how
neighbovr
If wein the
will former,
not confess
suspect
ourselves,
much weas thyself.']
are wanting'
yet ournor manifest
defect in this latter will discover it. Therefore, the Apostle, Rom.
xiii. 10, speaks of this as all, because, though inferior to the other, yet
connected with it, and the surest sign of it. For these live and die
together. The Apostle St. John is express in it, and gives those
hypocrites the lie plainly : If any man say, I love God, and hatcth his
brother, he is a liar. 1 John iv. 20. We have no real way of expressing our love to God, but in our converse with men and in the works of
love towards them.
Certainly, that sweet affection of love to God, cannot consist with
malice and bitterness of spirit against our brethren. No, it sweetens
and calms the soul, and makes it all love every way.
As thyself] As truly both wishing and, to thy power, procuring his
good, as thy own. Consider how much unwilling thou art to be injured or defamed, and have the same thoughts for thy brother ; be as
tender for Him. But how few of us aspire to this degree of charity !
Thy very enemies are not here excluded. If self-love be still perdominant in thee, instead of the love of God, then thou wilt make
thine own interest the rule of thy love; so when thou art, or conceivest thou art wronged by any one, the reason of thy love ceaseth.
But if thou love for God, that reason abides still*. God hath commanded me to love my enemies, and He gives me His example ; He
does good to the wicked who offend Him.
And this is indeed a trial of our love to God. One hath marred
thee ; that gives thee to thiuk that thou hast no cause to love him foi
thyself ; be it so, self-love forbids thee, but the love of God commands
thee to love him. God says. If thou lovest Me, love him for my sake.
And if thy love to God be sincere, thou wilt be glad of the occasion
to give so good a testimony of it, and find a pleasure in that which
others account so diflicult and painful.
SERMON XXX.
Hebrews viii. 10.
For tliis is the covenant tliat I will make with tlie house of Israel after lliose days, saith
the Ijord: 1 will put my laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts; and
I will bo to them a God, and they shall be to me a people.
The two great evils that perplex sensible minds, are, the guiltiness
of sin, and the power of it. Therefore, this new covenant hath in it
two promises opposite to these two evils ; free pardon to remove the
guilt of sin, and the subduing of its power by the law of God written
in the heart. Of this latter only for the present. Having spoken
somewhat of the sense of the Law in the Ten Commandments, and of
the sum of it in Two, this remains to be considered as altogether ne-^
* Amicus diligendus in Deo, et iuimicus propter Deum. [Auoustinb.]
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cessary for obedience, and without which, all hearing* and speaking',
and all the kuowledg-e of it, will be fruitless. Though it be made
very clear and legible without, we shall only read it, and not at all
keep it, unless it be likewise written within.
Oi)serve, in the first place, the agreement of the Law with the Gospel. The Gospel bears the complete fulfilling of the Law, and the
satisfying of its highest exactness, in our surety Jesus Christ, so that,
in that way, nothing is abated ; but besides, in reference to ourselves,
though
it takeit doth
off thenotrig-our
it from
by anotherit,
for
us, yet
abolishof the
rule us,of because
the Law,answered
but establisheth
Rom. iii. 3L It is so far from tearing or blotting out the outward
copies of it, that it writes it anew, where it was not before, even witM?iy
sets it upon the heart in sure and deep characters. We see this kind
of writing of the Law, is a promise for the days of the Gospel cited
out of the prophet Jeremiah, ch. xxxi. 33.
There is indeed no such writing of the law in us, or keeping of it
by ufe, as will hold good for our justification in the sight of God;
therefore, that other promise runs combined with it, the free forgiveness
of iniquity. But again, there is no such forgiveness as sets a man
free totrary,licentiousness
contempt
of God's; therefore,
Law, but,toonthatthesweet
conbinds him more and
strongly
to obedience
promise of the pardon of sin, is inseparably joined this other of the
inward writing of the Law. The heart is not washed from the guiltiness of sin in the blood of Christ, that it may wallow and defile itself
again in the same puddle, but it is therefore washed, that the tables or
it mayis beto clean,
for receiving
ofleaves
God ofwhich
be written
on it. the pure characters of that Law
Concerning this writing, there are three things you may mark.
I. What it is. 2. What is its necessity. 3. Who is its writer.
L What it is. The writing of the Law in the heart, is briefly no
other than the renewing and sanctifying of the heart by the infusion of
grace, which is a heavenly light that gives the soul to know God
aright. And that is added here, as the same with the writing of the
law in the heart, and an illustration of it. They shall all know me,
from the leant of them to the greatest. And this light bringeth heat
That and
rightloveknowledge
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itwitliloveit*.
to Him,
is the same
with being
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wholein
Law. It takes up the whole soul : I will put it their mind, and write
it in their hearts. If we will distinguish these, then it is, that they
shall both know it and love it. It shall not be written anew in their
heads, and go no deeper, but be written in their hearts. But we may
well take both expressions for the whole soul ; for this kind of knowledge and love are inseparable, and where the one is, the other cannot be wanting.
So, then, a supernatural, sanctified knowledge of God, is the Law
of God written in the heart. When it comes and entertains Him as
holy within it, then it hath not a dead letter of the law written in it,
but
vo'^ov ontf/.i/'i^x"".
the Lawgiver
are
engraven
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on everyHimself:
part of His
it. name
All thatandtheywillknow
* Lux est vehiculum caloris.
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of God, shall not be by mere report, and by the voice of others, but
they shall inwardly read and know llim within themselves. Which
(by the by) makes not the public teaching and work of the ministry
superfluous to any, even to those who know most of God, but sjnnifies
only this ; that all they that do indeed receive and believe the Gospel,
are inwardly enlijyhtened by the Spirit of God to understand the
thing'sinstruct
of God,them,
and without
have notanytheir
knowledge
on bareandtrustlightof within,
others
who
particular
persuasion
but what they hear of spiritual things, they shall understand and know
after a spiritual manner. And the universality of the promise signifies,
that this kind of knowledge should be more frequently and more largely
bestowed in the days of the Gospel, than it was before.
2. The necessity of writing the Law on the heart. Although there
be in the natural conscience of man, some dim characters of the Law,
convincing him of grosser wickednesses, and leaving him inexcusable,
of which the Apostle speaks, Rom. ii. 15; yet, he is so far, naturally,
from the right knowledge of God and the love of His whole Law,
that, instead of that knowledge, his mind is full of darkness, and, contrary to that love, his heart is possessed with a natural enmity and
antipathy against the Law of God. Eph. iv. 18; Rom. viii. 7. There
is a law within him directly opposite, which the Apostle calls the law
of sin. Rom. vii. 23 ; sin ruling and commanding the heart and whole
man, making laws at its pleasure*, and obtaining full obedience.
Therefore, of necessity, before a man can be brought to obey the holy
Law of God, the inward frame of his heart must be changed, the
corrupt law of sin must be abrogated, and the soul must renounce
obedience to it, and give itself up wholly, [ei? -rvrrcp,] to receive the
stamp and impression of the law of God ; and then, having it written
within upon his heart, his actions will bear the resemblance, and be
conformable unto it.
In this promise which God makes to His people. He hath regard to
the nature of that obedience which He requires. Because He will
have it sincere and cordial, therefore He puts a living principle of it
within, writes His law in the heart, and then it is, in the words and
actions, derived from thence, and is more in the heart than in them.
The first copy is in the heart, and all the other powers and parts of
a man follow that, and so, by that means, as it is sincere, so it is
universal. The heart is that which commands all the rest ; and, as
the vital spirits flow from it to the whole body, thus, the Law of God,
being written in it, is diffused through the whole man. It might be in
the memory, or in the tongue, and not in the rest ; but put it in the
heart, and then it is undoubtedly in all.
Its being written in the heart, makes the obedience likewise universal in the object, as they speak, in respect to the whole law of God.
"When
it is written
withoutchoose
a man,to heconform
may read
one partpartandof pass
over another,
may only
possibly
to some
the
Law, and leave the rest ; but when the full copy of it is written in his
heart, then it is all one Law. And as in itself it is inseparable, as
St. James teacheth us, Jam. ii. 10, so, it is likewise in his esteem and
* Tolerabis iniquas interiuS leges.
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aflfection and endeavour of obedience : he hath rej^ard unto all the comniiindments as one. Because of his love to the Law of God, he hates,
not only some, but every fabe way, as David speaks, Psal. cxix. 104.
He tliat looks on the Law without him, will possibly forbear to break
it while others look upon him ; his obedience lies much in the beholder's eye ;itbutas hemuch
that hath
the Law
within,
cannot his
choose
but regard
in secret
as inwritten
public.
Although
sin
might be hid from the knowledge and censure of men, yet still it were
violence done to that pure Law that is within his breast, and therefore
he luites it alike as if it were public. This is the constant enemy of
all sin, this law within him. Psal. cxix. 11: I have hid Thy law in my
heart, says, David, that I might not sin against Thee. It makes a man
abate nothing of his course of obedience and holiness because unseen,
but like the sun that keeps on its motion when it is clouded from our
eyes, as well as when we see it.
In a word, this writing of the Law in the heart, makes obedience a
natural motion, I mean, by a new nature: it springs not from outward
constraints and respects, but from an inward principle, and therefore,
not only is it universal and constant, but cheerful and easy. The Law,
only written in tables of stone, is hard and grievous ; but make once
the heart tlie table of it, and then there is nothing more pleasing. This
Law of God makes service delightful, even the painfullest of it. Psal.
xl. 8 : / delight to do Thy will, 0 my God ; yea, Thy law is within
my heart. The sun, which moves with such wonderful swiftness, that
to the ignorant it would seem incredible to hear how many thousands
of miles it goes each hour, yet, because it is naturally fitted for that
course, it comes, as the Psalmist speaks, like a bridegrooin forth of
his chamber, and rejoices, as a strong man, to run a race. Psal.
xix. 5. If the natural man be convinced of the goodness and equity
of the Law of God, yet, because it is not written within, but only commands without, it is a violent motion to him to obey it, and therefljre
he finds it a painful yoke. But hear David, in whose heart it was,
speak of it: how often doth he call it his delight and his joy.'
If any profane persons object to a godly man his exact life, that it
is too precise, as if he wrote each action before he did it, he may answer, as Demosthenes did to him that objected he wrote his orations
before he spake them. That he was not at all ashamed of that, although
they were not only written, but engraven beforehand. Certainly, tlie
godly man lives by this Law which is written and engraven on his
heart, and he needs not be ashamed of it.
It is true, the renewed man, even he that hath this Law deepest
written in his heart, yet, while he lives here, is still molested with that
inbred Antinomian, that law of sin that yet dwells in his flesh : though
the force and power of it is broken, and its law repealed in his conversion, and this new pure Law placed in its stead, yet, because that part
which is flesh in him, still entertains and harbours it there, it creates
and breeds a Christian daily vexation. Because sin hath lost dominion, itis still practising rebellion against that spiritual kingdom and
law that is established in the regenerate mind : as a man that hath
once been in possession of rule, though usurped, yet, being subdued,
he is still working in that kingdom to turbulent practices. i3ut though
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by this, (as the Apostle was, Rom. vii. 4) every godly man is often
driven to sad perplexities and complaints, yet in this is his comfort ;
that law of his God written there, hath his heart and affection. Sin is
dethroned and thrust out of his heart, and hath only an usurped
abode within him against his will. He sides with the Law of God,
and fights with all his power for it against the other. That holy Law
is his delight, and this law of sin liis greatest grief
3. Tlie Writer : / will write. The Lord promises Himself to do
this, and it is indeed His prerogative. He wrote it at first on tables
of stone, and this spiritual engraving of it on the heart, is much more
peculiarly his. Other men might afterwards engrave it on stone, but no
man can at all write it on the heart, not upon his own, much less upon
another's. with
Upon thathis contrary
own he law
cannot,
for it(asis wenaturally
taken upandandis
possessed
of sin,
said before,)
willingly subject to it, loves that law, and therefore, in that posture,
it neither can nor will work this change upon itself to dispossess that
law which it loves, and bring in that which it hates. No man can
write this law on the heart of another, for it is inaccessible: his hand
cannot reach it, he cannot come at it ; how then shall he write any
thing on it? Men, in tiie ministry of the word, can but stand and call
without: they cannot speak to within, far less, write any thing within.
Though they speak never so excellently and spiritually, and express
nothing but what is written on their own hearts, (and certainly, that is
the most powerful way of speaking, and the likeliest for making an impres ion on the heart of another,) yet, unless the hand of God's own
Spirit carry it into the hearer's heart, and set on the stamp of it there,
it will perish as a sound in the air, and effect nothing*. Let this ever
be acknowledged to His glory. The voice of men may beat the ear,
but only he who made the heart, can work upon it, and change and
mould it as it pleaseth Him. This is His own promise, and He alone
makes it good. He writes His Law, on the hearts of His children,
and by this work of His grace prepares them for glory. They who
have this Law written in their hearts, their names are certainly written
in the Book of Life.
SERMON XXXI.
HOSEA V. 15.
I will go and return to my place till tliey acknowledge their offence, and seek my face :
in their affliction they will seek me early.
There is nothing we more hardly learn, and whereof we have more
need to be taught, than to judge aright concerning our own dealing
with
God, andandGod's
with ways,
us ; toandknow
and acknowledge
the
perverseness
folly dealing
of our own
the wisdom
and goodness
of His ways. Therefore, the sermons of the prophets insist much on
* Sonus
percutit,
magister possumiis
intus. Nolite
putare quenquain
hominemvcrborum
aliquid nostrorum
discere ab aurcs
alio homine
: admonere
per strepitum
vocis
npstraBj si non est intus qui doceat, inanis strepitus est noster, [Aubustine.]
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this, to convince tlie people of God, to whom they were sent, of both
these ; and by this to persuade them to repentance. Tliis is evidently
here the prophet's aim. The whole chapter with the following, contains a pathetic
remonstrance
of God'sandjustlenity,
quarreland with
people,
af^gravated
by much
long-snffering
manyHiswarnings,
verbal and real, on His part, and much stubbornness, impenitence, and
multiplied provocation on theirs ; He using- all means to reclaim and
save them,selves. and
using- allbothmeans
to despise ofHimIsraelandandruinJudah.
themThe ])leatheyis against
the kingdoms
In these words we have the Lord, after much reasoning and trial of
milder ways, which prevailed not with them, concluding upon a severe
course, as being found necessary, and such as would be more effectual
for their conversion. The words contain these three things : I. The
procuring- cause of God's afflicting His people. II. His way of afflicting-them. III. The end of it.
I. The procuring cause is made up of these two, sin and impenitence. /will go till they acknowledge their offences. So that, if they
had not committed those provoking sins, or, having committed them,
had humbly acknowledged or repented of them, this labour of afflicting them had been saved ; but these sins once committed and often
repeated, and their being not so much as once acknowledged, and
all
this by God's own peculiar people, cannot but draw on heavy
afflictions.
1st. We may see how vmwUling God is to afflict His people. Judgments are termed His strange work, but mercy is His darling- attribute.
Wiien God exercises punitive acts against His people, the Scripture
represents,
it were,
and strugglingHos. xi. 8. as How
shalla kind
I smiteof reluctance
thee, 0 Ephraim
? and howin His
shallbowels.
I give
thee up O Manasseh ? My repentings are begun already. He delights
in their prosperity, and hath given them a rule, by which if they walk,
peace shall be upon them. He hath made them laws, the observance
of which will bring heaps of blessings upon them ; as we find what a
multitude of favours attended it, Levit. xxvi. 4 — 12. / will give you
rain in due season ; and a little after, / will give you peace in the land,
and ye shall lie down, and none shall make you afraid. I will walk
among you, J will be your God, and ye shall be My people. So, also
Deut. xxvii. 1 — 12. But those laws not being observed, then it is
said, ver. 24, &c.. The Lord shall make the rain of thy land powder
and dust ; the Lord shall cause thee to be smitten before thine enemies,
&c. But what is all that when opposed to the affliction here threated, of God's
withdrawing their
Himself?
go and
my
place, entill
they acknowledge
offence.I will
He will
not return
leave tothem,
unless they drive Him away ; yea, and He is even then loth to leave
them, and grieved that they are such enemies to themselves, and will
not be persuaded to be better advised.
2dly. We see where the true blame of the many sufferings and
miseries of the Church is to be found. The abounding of sin, and the
want of repentance, these make her troubles to abound. If God's own
people would take His counsel, it would be well for them ; either His
first counsel of obedience, or His after counsel of repentance. When
they are running from Him, He calls afler them. Return, return, 0
backsliding Israel, fVhy will ye die? Thou hast destroyed thyself, says
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the Lord by the same prophet, hut in Me is thy help to be found.
Hos. xiii. 9. His counsel and ways would be peace, but their afflictions and sharp punishments are the fruit of their own ways ; bitter
fruit and wormwood, a root of bitterness. Prov. v. 4; Jer. ii. 19.
Doth not the preaching of the word, and particularly the doctrine of
repentance, sufficiently witness for God, and against His people, when
their rebellion brings calamities upon them ? The often repeated
warnings and entreaties, even to those who have often slighted and
despised them, shew how unwillingly He afflicts us. He does not
surprise them, without warnings multiplied one upon another. Before
He would proceed to treat them as enemies, to hew and slay them
with the sword. He uses His messengers of peace to deal first with the
word, sharply indeed, but graciously ;— that sword of the Spirit which
kills to make alive, to spare, if it might be, the destroying sword of
the enemy. / have hewn them by My prophets, (Hos. vi. 5) and if
that would have served their turn, the other hewing and slaying should
not have followed. A wise enemy who is resolved to be avenged,
conceals his rage till it be accomplished, and does not threaten before
he strikes, but makes the execution of his purpose the first revealing of
it. Therefore, we may know that God, who doth all things most
wisely intends favour in threatening ; denounces indignation that He
may be interrupted. Not to inflict it, that is His desire. He would
gladly have us stay His hand. A humble penitent acknowledgment will
dothreatens
it, " that
Minaiur
ne cadat,
caditandnc occidat
He
He may
not strike,
strikes ;"thatsaysHe Chrysostom.
may not destroy.
If speaking either mildly or sharply, will prevail with His children. He
will not stir the rod to them : and when the rod is in His hand, if shewing or shaking it will serve the turn. He will not strike with it. But
this is our folly, that usually we abuse all this goodness, and will not
part with our sins, till we smart for them, and be beaten from them.
We pullcallethfor
punishment
out Prov.
of God's
says. The
mouth
strokes.
xviii.hand;
6. Whenas Solomon
these indulgent
waysfool's
that
the Lord uses, avail nothing, then, as a physician wearied in striving
with lenitives and gentle medicines in a fixed, stubborn disease that
yields not to them, it is no wonder that he betake himself to sharper
remedies,
burn, if ofneedthebe,viith
that chapter
He may cure.
Lord's
complaint,andin cutthe andbeginning
of this Theprophecy,
sounds this way. When I would have healed Ephraim. If it be thus,
then, with the Church of God, that it is often found guilty of great
sins, and withal, great insensibleness and impenitence, it is no wonder that it is often found under great and many afflictions. There being
in the Church, in such societies as profess God's name, peculiar sins,
such as are found no where else, by reason of God's peculiar covenant
with them, and ordinances among them ; viz., contempt of the ordinances, and breach of the covenant ; and by the same leason too,
peculiar aggravations of the common sins, and ingredients of such
things as make the same sins that other people commit, to be of a deeper
dye among
God's people;
their special
Him, and
means
and mercies
they receive
from relation
Him, byto which
theythearespecial
both
more instructed and more obliged to obedience ; these things make
the disobedience more heinous in itself, and more offensive to God.
He cannot but take it very ill to be disregarded by his own Kai av
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TCKvov. — Thus tlie Lord makes a great and loud compltiint that all
may hear, Isa. i. 2 ; calls heaven and earth to hear it, that He had
nourished and broxtght up children, and they had rebelled against Him.
What do we deserve for our sins ? Do not our oaths and cursing-, our
pride and deceit, our wonderfnl ignorance and profaneness, our formality, hypocrisy, and, al)ove all, our deep security, threaten us with
some heavy judgment? Which cannot be avoided but by godly sorrow
and earnest prayer, by the most humble way of acknowledgment and
real amendment. This is our work this day; and unless we set about
it for ourselves, and pray for it to the whole kingdom, we know not
what we are doing. We cannot do any thing to purpose on behalf of
the Church of God, nor be fit supplicants for its deliverance, whilst we
remain ungodly ourselves.
II. God's
way that
of afflicting
people:
go andthereturn
to myas
place.
The way
He will Hisafflict
them, I iswillindeed
heaviest,
conveyed in this expression ; as if He should say, I will withdraw
myself from them, and will not appear to them at all for a time, yea, a
long time. Well may it be rendered by affliction in the other clause,
for they shall be truly so when the Lord is gone from them. Upon
the withdrawing of His gracious presence, as necessarily follows affliction, as mist upon the setting of the sun. This was heavier than all
His corrections. So long as they could but hear and see Him amongst
them, although it were chiding, yea, scourging them, yet, still there
was this comfort, that they might speak to Him as being near them,
and so, considering- His merciful nature, might have hope, by their
complaints and cries in His presence, to move Him to compassionate
and spare them, and be reconciled. But when He was out of sight
and quite gone from them, and so could neither hear nor see them in
their misery, this was indeed the chief misery, worse than all that they
could suffer in other punishments. In the preceding verses. He
threatens to be as a moth to them, consuming them, though more
slowly and insensibly ; which was by lesser judgments that befel these
kingdoms, as the history of them shows : then, as a lion, devouring
more suddenly : but the gradation rises to the highest in this last,
though to an ignorant creature it sounds least ; I will return to my
place. I will retire my favourable presence from them, and shut up
all the influences and evidences of my grace. Which, in a public
national sense, (as here it is to be taken,) imports, not only longer and
more grievous troubles than any which before had befallen them, (as
indeed
they aswere,)
them inpresence.
those troubles,
and
not giving,
before,but anyGod's
sign leaving
of His ofmerciful
As if God
should say, I will give them up to those miseries that are to come upon
them, and leave them to themselves and to their cruel enemies, and
will take no notice of them, until they know what a grievous thing the
want of my presence is, and how hateful their sins are, that have deprived them of it, and so be stirred up to seek my face; — they would
not regard me, either in my word or in my works, whether of mercy or
of judgment, so long as I stayed with them, was present a;nongst
them: — that so I may teach them to know what is the good of my
presence, by the evil of my absence, which is a heavier judgment than
all I have yet inflicted on them.
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And as it is thus in relation to the public condition of the Church,so is it, in a personal and more spiritual sense, to a child of God. No
evil he fears
or feels so ; heavy,
God'sanyabsenting
drawingsoHimselfmuch,
in displeasure
nor is asthere
good thatandhewithwill
admit
to
be
compared
with
the
light
of
God's
countenance.
Let
others
seek any good, let them have any good they can, but, says David, for
himself and all the godly, the good we seek is this and no other, Lord,
lift vpon us the light of Thy countenance. Psalm iv. 6. He can hear
of any distress with courage and resolution, but this he cannot endure
to hear of, but deprecates it, Hide not Thy face from Thy servant. A
godly man may, in tlie most prosperous condition, have much concern
if the face of God be hid from him. That is his great affliction, as it is
here called. There needs nothing else to damp all his prosperity.
Thou didst hide Thy face, and I was troubled. Psal. xxx. 7. Even in
prosperity, riches and power, and other such poor things, do not answer
the desires of a soul acquainted with God : all these are nothing
without His favour shining on them : no, nor the graces which are
within them, which are far more precious than all outward things. The
displeased
countenance,
sad night amid
all these ; withdrawing
as, when the ofsunGod's
is absent,
it is nightmakes
still,anotwithstanding
all the stars. Although God lay outward affliction on them, yet, if He
enlighten them, though in a dungeon, they can rejoice. Yea, when
they are inwardly troubled for sin, and God is rebuking them that way,
yet, that is not so bad as when He leaves them and returns to His
place. This is more grievous than when He chides and rebukes them,
which he may do, and yet, not in hot displeasure, as David teaches us
to distinguish it, Psal. vi. ]. It is a more comfortable condition, that
He stay with them, and that He reprove them when they sin, (yea,
that is a mercy,) than that He leave them, and speak not to them, nor
sutFer them to speak to Him. They would then desire rather to find
Him present though correcting; for then, by speaking to Him, they
may express their repentance and requests to Him for pardon. They
would say to God, Slrilcc me, hut hear me, rather than be struck out
from all intercourse with Him, and He hold them as His enemies.
And thus God may sometimes deal with His own, and particularly for
.some notable offence, until they be duly humbled and brought to a
lowly acknowledgment, and so, to seek His face again ; to see if they
will be loth to grieve iiim again.
Though we ail profess to know God, yet, the greatest part of us are
so far from duly esteeming Him, that wc do not at all know what the
spiritual, gracious presence of God is ; how sweet the enjoyment, and
how bitter and sad the deprivement. Oh, be desirous to understand
and know this highest good, and, above all things, seek to enjoy it.
And without doubt, the experience of it will persuade you to prize it
and entertain it carefully ; never willingly to grieve and drive away so
great and so good a guest, who brings true happiness along with Him
to those with whom He dwells. There is solid peace, and there only,
where He is. And for the Church of God, what other thing can we,
yea, what need we desire but this, as the assured help of all her distresses and sorrows, that God would return His gracious presence to
her again ? Then shall her enemies be turned backward, and she shall
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sing and rejoice in the God of her salvation. You see, this is the
Church's
Psal.andIxxx.we 3;shallshehe desires
no more
Cause Thyownfaceprayer,
to shine;
safe. That
is thetlian
only this.
sun
which chases away the mist of her griefs and troubles. So then, the
ending"
of these
labouring
under,andis obtained.
wrapped
up
in this;
that confusions
the presencewe ofareourlying
God and
be both
entreated
This would make a sweet union of hearts, and make all attempts prosperous, and strike a terror into the Church's enemies. But if their
Rock forsake them, were they never so surely supported with other
advantages,
sink and
He g'o
His place,
and
shut up His yet
powershallandtheywisdom
fromfall.
their Ifhelp,
andioleave
them with
themselves, this shall suffice to undo them, without any enemy. It
was sad news, not only to Moses, but to the whole people, Exod.
xxxiii. 3 ; notwithstanding they were bent to provoke Him to do so,
it was very grievous for them to hear, that He had refused them His
own guidance and would withdraw himself from them, although it was
with the promise of an angel to lead them ; for little can any possible
supply be made by any creature to make up that loss. It was indeed
high time for them to put oif their ornaments, and be humbled, when
their great Ornament and their great Strength, was gone from them ia
displeasure. Then they put off their garbs of war, and appeared in
tlie penitential dress of sackcloth and ashes.
III.twoThe things
end ofto God's
His clearly
people.expressed
And we : have
these
considerthusin afliicting
it, both here
1st,
God's
intention
in
the
means
;
•2dly,
The
power
of
these
means
effecting it. / will go till they acknowledge their offences and seek myfor
face, and, in the time of my absence, which will certainly be the time
of their heaviest affliction, they will seek me early.
is God'sfor end
scourgingand His
people ; it confession
is only to bring
them1. This
to a sorrow
their inoffences,
an ingenuous
of it.
And if He withdraw Himself, it is not to leave them forever and look
at them no more. On the contrary, it is, that they may learn whether
it is better to enjoy Him, or their sins; and that, finding themselves
miserable without Him, they may leave those sins with which He will
not dwell, and may come and entreat His return to them ; which He
is willing, being entreated, to grant them. And this He removes from
them, that, on their return to Him, and their earnest and humble seeking of His return to them, they may hnd Him, and enjoy more of His
presence than before, and learn to keep it better. He throws His
people into the furnace, and goes away, and leaves them there ; yet, it
is not to let them lie still there, but He is skilful in this work, and
knows the time needful for their refining, and then returns and takes
them out. His purpose is, to purge away the dross, but He will not
lose the gold. Isa. xxvii. 9. liy this shall the iniquity of Jacob be
purged, and this will serve to take away his sin. As that sin was the
meriting
cause Heof declares
the affliction,
it clears God's
justice to; the
He
aims at, when
His graciousness
and mercy
His end
peoi)le,
being no other th.an this, to destroy the meriting cause of the afHiction,
by their trouble ; to take away tliat sin which procured it, and tlicu to
give them peace. That is His design. He takes no pleasure in their
aPliction for itself, more than they themselves do. Indeed, in punishing
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His enemies, there is pure justice : their punishments are not for a
better end, so far as concerns them, but are appointed to torment them.
But to His own people, His purpose is, by afflicting them, only
to draw from them their sins, which drive Him away from them.
And as we see in this the bounty of God, so it instructs us, for our
own practice, in the just way both of preventing trouble to ourselves
that it come not, and of removing it if it be come upon us. Is this
the thing God seeks in punishing us, a sense and acknowledgment of
sin committed? Then, if we give Him his end, He will not at all
needlessly make use of the means. If, therefore, we either carefully
shun sinful provocations, or, being guilty, speedily return and humble
ourselves before Hi/n, He will not enter into displeasure against us ;
He will be appeased towards us. And on our seeing that which is
His intent in punishing, before He begins to punish, He is very well
pleased to be thus prevented. So then, if either we follow the advice
of the Psalmist, Psal. iv. 4, Stand in awe and sin not, or that other
which follows, that we examine our hearts concerning sin, before
the decree of punishment go forth, or be put in execution on our
guiltiness, pronouncing ourselves guilty, (as the word is here in the
text,) which is indeed acknowledging our offences, this is the way to
prevent it ; and if it be begun upon us, this is the ready way to remove
it, for this is the end of it. When the Lord sees His children grieved
for their offences and entreating pardon. He is a tender-hearted father,
the very Father of mercies. Those confessions and prayers that His
children utter, enter His paternal ears, the rod falls out of His hand,
and He turns his stripes into embraces, and His frowns into smiling.
There may be, indeed, a confused cry from the sense of the smart,
without repentance, that moves Him not. As He directs parents in
correcting a ]ieevish child. Thou shall not spare for his crying, (Prov.
xix. 18,) so He Himself doth not spare nor leave off for that kind of
crying. It is confession and submission that He seeks, not the howling
and complaining which nature draws from any under sharp affliction.
This, the Lord complains of in His people, by the same prophet, Hos.
vii. 14 : They did not cry vnto me with their hearts : they only howled
upon their beds. A man that is upon the rack for extorting confession, he
will cry and roar when he confesses nothing ; but it is not that which is
sought of him, pain forces him to that ; it is confession, and when he
begins the least word of that, they presently stay and release him.
Thus it was with David, and he tells it us, and distinguishes these
two hand
expressly.
Psalmbut xxxii.
He tells
of his
the
of God,
that did3 — no5. good
: he usfound
no roaring
ease but under
that,
so long as he kept silence from this confession. But as soon as he
began, or did but offer at acknowledgment, one word of confession,
yea, ingthecouldpromise
of it, /brought
the long,
releasebut that
not obtain.
roared him
all day
Thoua whole
helpedstday'sme roarnot ;
still Thine hand continued heavy vjmi me. But I acknowledged my
siji ; I said I would confess my transgression, and Thou forgavest the
iniquity of my sin.
Now, to the end we might confess aright, there must be a
searching of our hearts for our sins, and for some particular one or
more which God's afflictions aim at. And, First, if we cannot easily
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find it out, consider the nature of the affliction. Secondly, seek the
knowledge of it from God, who will readily, when He corrects His
children, tell them what fault it is. Thirdly, however, findinj^ so
many, be sure to spare none of them, and then ye cannot but fall on
the main one which breedeth you trouble.
2. The other thing- here concerning- the end of affliction is, the
efficacy of the means for reaching it. Tn their ciffliclioii they will seek
me early. It had been early, in a wiser sense, to have sought to Him
for a reconcilement before the affliction ; but here it expresses a most
diligent seeking, according to the original word : for things that men
are earnest u|)on, they will be early stirring to set about. For
besides that it is a certain prophecy of what was to come to pass in
this people, it hath in it this general truth, with which it agrees ; to
wit, the moral fitness of great afHiclion to work this diligent seeking
of God, before neglected, and acknowledgment of sin before unfelt ;
.which is expressed in the former clause. Together with seeking His
face, there must be the sense and acknowledgment of sin. There is no
returi\ing to Him, but from it. In following sin, we depart from God,
and by forsaking it, we return to Him. These are inseparable ; they
are but one motion. It was their sin made Him leave them, and go to
His place ; and therefore it were in vain to seek Him, retaining it, for
that would drive Him further from them.
Now affliction is apt to bring men to this ; such, I mean, as have
any knowledge of God. Although they be not converted, yet, it works
them to a temporary fit of returning and seeking God, such as they
are capable of. And those make up the greatest part in the public
humblings of a nation, or any multitude of people, having most of
them no more heat of devotion and desire of God, than the tit of
present affliction works ; and therefore, when that ceases, they have
done likewise with their repentance and regard of God. IJeing stirred
only by that outward principle, they act no longer that way, than while
they are acted by it. Water will be very hot, yea, boil and make
awhile,
noise,to when
it is upon
the fireThus
; butit setwas itoften
off", andwithit the
returns
its natural
coldness.
same within
people.a
See Psalm Ixxviii. And there are still daily too many instances
of it. Yet the Lord, to shew how much regard He hath to repentance, lets not the very semblance of it go to loss. He is pleased, for
the repressing of sin, and the purging of His Church of gross and scandalous profaneness, to make use of public afflictions to work in many
even this kind of repentance, and to answer this repentance with the
removal of the affliction that wrought it. With God's own children,
this method holds in a way peculiar to them. They may, indeed, as
well as others, sometimes stand in need of the rod for their bettering,
and it may work it, but there is this difference ; their grief for sin
and seeking after God, do not wholly depend on the lash ; they are
constant in these things, as having a living principle within them ;
whence they shew in all estates, that sin is to them the greatest grief,
and the favour of God the greatest good. Again, when they are surprised with sin, and possibly fall into a fit of security, and must be
awaked
by some affliction, and it is sent for that purpose, thatT renewVoL. II.
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ing which it works in them, is not, as in others, a mere present violent
motion only, from the impulse of the affliction, but it is real and inward from tlie grace which is in them, awaked and only set on work
by the correction ; and therefore it is more abiding than the other.
There is in them a special love to God, working their repentings and
returning
underwhich
the others
sense ofshare
His not
hand.
And Heit isstirs
fromthem
God'sup special
love to them,
in, that
to renew repentance, and upon their repentance takes off affliction, and
shews Himself graciously reconciled to them. To some, likewise, it
may be, that God may use some particular cross, as a partial and concurring means to the work of their repentance and conversion to God.
But however, there is in that some peculiar love of God, and that
effectual working of His word and Spirit to beget grace in them, by
which afflictions are sanctioned and made useful to excite and awaken
grace where it is.
Now, in all these different ways, affliction is apt for this effect ;
1st. Because it sets men in upon themselves, calls in their thoughts,
which, in a fair season, more readily dissipate and scatter themselves
abroad. As they observe, that much light disqualifies the sight of the
mind,
of the; body,
in the dark,
men's thoughts
are moreas well
unitedas that
and deep
thus inand thethat,darkness
of affliction,
we feel
readily more inwards, and that acquaints us better with ourselves and
our sins, and so, tends to the first of these two, the acknowledging of
our
oflences.
the particular
betwixt
the kindBesides,
of affliction
and our ownrespect
sins. we speak of, is often
2d]y. When a man is driven by force from the comforts of the world,
which he used to hinge upon, especially by some great affliction which
breaks
him begin
off" fromto them
any thoughts
God, those
work all,
withthen,
him.if heHe have
bethinks
himself forconcerning
no other
way of help, but thinks. Could I obtain the Lord to befriend me, and
shew me His favour, that were enough. He could deliver me out of this
distress, and in the mean time support me under it. True, I have
provoked Him, and, which is heavier than all my other troubles, I
have made Him mine enemy; yet, I know He is very compassionate
and gracious, therefore I will go to Him, and confess my offence, and
I trust He will pardon me. This is the other thing, the seeking of
His face. So affliction hath something in it suitable to the work of
both. As we see the lost son by his distress came to himself, and
then resolved to return to his father. Indeed, when a man is straitened on all hands by a crowd of troubles, and finds no way out, then
he finds his only way is upward. We know not what to do, but our
eyes are towards Thee. The Israelites went before to other helpers ;
they are reproved for it, ver. 13 ; but when once convinced of that
folly, no more of any such way, but, as follows in the next words containing adescription of their purpioses, Come, let ws return to the Lord
our God, they acknowledge Him as the just inflicter of these calamities:
He hath torn, and He hath smitten. Not a word of Salmanazer or
Nebuchadnezzar, but their offended God is their smiter, and so no
recourse to other powers for this deliverance, but. Let us return to
Him ; He will heal lis. Oh then, let us all be persuaded to repentance. And certainly all they who do truly mind the honour of God,
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and the good of Ilis Church, will not be negligent at such a time as
this. I trust that God who heareth prayer, will have regard to their
prayers and His own glory. Amen.
SERMON XXXII.
Isaiah viii. 17.
And I will wait upon the Lord, thatwillhideth
face from the house of Jacob, and I
look forhis Him.
Besides the personal trials and sorrows that are the lot of the godly
in this life, every one of them hath a share in the calamities and
troubles of the Church ; not only when some part of these troubles
reaches them, for so they are personal and private, but, in the remotest
and most exempted condition, there is a living sympathy which this
cannotone divest.
for their
both own
theirsouls
ownfromandfainting
Zion's under
griefs,thetheyburden
have
but
support And
to stay
of them, but it is a great one, and strong enough to bear all the
weight that can be laid upon it. And it is this the Prophet here resolves on. / will wait upon the Lord, and I will look for Him.
Amongst the many sins that the prophets had to contend with in
the people, one, and a main one, was, their unbelief, which indeed is
the root of all disobedience and perverseness. The very natural motion of the heart possessed with it, being, as the Apostle speaks, to
depart from the living God, and to turn it aside to dead, helpless
helpers, makes it run to and confide in any thing rather than in Him,
besides whom there is nothing at all to be confided in. To this folly,
the Prophet
here 11.
opposes
and tohisme,ownandresolution
trary to it: ver.
For God's
the Lordcommand
spake thus
this was conthe
echo of His voice, resounding from my heart, / will wait. And this
he speaks not only for himself, but in the name of all that will adhere
to it, and subscribe to his purpose ; and he intends it as a leading
resolution to the godly both in his own and after-times. And it is
here upon record for us, as the truest character of faith, and the only
establishment of the mind in the days of trouble.
And this is the most powerful way of teaching, when the messengers
of God teach, by their own example, those duties they recommend to
others. The Lord spake thus to me, with a strong hand : not only
with the words of His mouth, but with the strength of His hand. He
makes the impression of it deep upon their hearts, that the expression
of it may come from that inward impression and persuasion of the
truth. And that will indeed bind a man strongly (as the word signifies) to the discharge of that high calling, notwithstanding all his
discouragements from within and from without, which are so many,
that they who have most sense of the nature of it, would possibly undo
themselves,
were toit it.not the strong hand of God upon their consciences,
that
binds them
In the words we have to consider, 1st, The trial of faith. 2dly,
T2
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The
strengfth
of
it.
The
trial
of
it
is
in
the
hidinf^
of
God's
face fromof
the house of Jacob. The strength of it, is in that fixed purpose
waiting for Him, even in that time of hiding His face.
JVlio hideih His face.] To a natural ear, tliis soundeth not so much
as fire, and sword, and pestilence and captivity ; but, being rightly
understood, it is the heaviest word, and very far weighs down all other
expressions of distress whatsoever. It is a very large, comprehensive
word. All the good that we enjoy in any kind, is but a beam of the
face of God ; and therefore, the hiding of His face, is a high expression of a dark, afflicted state. The countenance of God shining on
them in His universal providence and goodness, is that which upholds
the world and all the creatures in their being : the least of them subsists byHim, and the greatest cannot subsist without Him. So that
the schools say truly, " There is in the lowest, aliquid Dei, and in the
highest,
aliquid which
jiihili.''
He shines
in that forsense,
preserving
them in being,
otherwise
woulduponnot allcontinue
a moment
; as
it is excellently expressed. Psalm civ. 29, and particularly concerning
man. Psalm xc. 3; Job xxxiv. 13 — 15.
But the Church of God, which we have here under the name of the
house of Jacob, doth after an especial manner depend upon a special
aspect of His countenance for her being and well-being. Her outward peace and ])rosperity, with all the blessings that she enjoys, are
fruits of a more than ordinary providence. And there are blessings in
their nature not ordinary, but peculiar to the Church, which have more
of the face of God in them than all outward splendour of prosperity
hath, and therefore are the special love-tokens He bestows upon His
spouse, the Church, and by which He testifies His marriage with her.
And that is the being of a church, the oracles and ordinances wherein
God manifests Himself to His church, makes Himself known there as
by His face, which is hid from the rest of the world. And though,
in comparison of the vision of glory, the clearest, even extraordinary
manifestations of God, are but a glance of His back parts, (as that of
Moses, which was singular,) yet, in such a sense as suits our present
condition, we are said to appear before, the Lord, and to staiid in His
presence, and to see His face, and the beauty of it in His house and
ordinances. Psal. xlii. 2; xxvii. 4, Sfc.
It is true, that the outward distresses of the Church and people of
God are sometimes expressed by tlie hiding of His face from them,
and so it is a part of what he means here ; but it is not all the sense
of it any where, but it is a word of their affliction, carrying a reflection
upon their sin that provoked the Lord to afflict them, and so, implies
His just anger kindled by these provocations. And it hath usually the
ingredients of spiritual judgments under it, cither the depriving them
of God's ordinances in their use, or of the power and efficacy of them,
(as
at this oftime,
the Prophet's
possibly, ofa
greatwasmeasure
that weheavysee,judgment
upon complaint,)
the people, and
of bhndness
mind and hardness of heart, a stupid senselessness under their calamities, which is one of the most certain and the saddest signs of their
continuance. And this is the Prophet's meaning in this place. For
without these, or something like them, a church may be in real affliction, and yet, not under the eclipse of God's face for all that. Yea,
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possibly it may shine clearer on the Church in a time of outward
trouble, than in the midst of peaceable and prosperous days : as the
moon, when it is dark towards the earth, then the half that is towards
heaven is all luminous, and, on the contrary, when it is the full to our
view, it is dark heavenward. We see it in the common instance of
the primitive times, how the gold shined in the furnace, how holiness
and purity of religion flourished and spread in the midst of persecutions, and zeal for God burnt brighter than the fires that were kindled
against it, and triumphed over them ; and soon after they were put
out, how it began to cool and abate, and the purity of religion insensibly died into numbers of superstitious and gaudy devices ; and the
Church grew downwards, outwardly more pompous, but lost as much
for that of integrity of doctrine and worship. And therefore, in the
twelfth chapter of Revelations, there is a woman clothed with the sun,
and the. moon tinder her feet, as full of heavenly ornaments as she is
destitute of, and withal despises, those of the earth. And look, again,
to the eighteenth chapter, and see a woman clothed in purple, and
decked with gold and precious stones, and a golden cup in her hand,
but herself, under all these dressings, a harlot, and her golden cup full
offaceabominable
fiithiness.
So, then, beyond
doubtless,
the hiding
of God's
from His Church,
is something
her outward
lowness
and
affliction, and greater and heavier than that ; the withdrawing of His
presence, and His not appearing for their deliverance out of trouble,
and their spiritual comfort and benefit under it.
1st. Now, as that is put for the top of all distresses, we should esteem
it so. But in reference to ourselves, and to the Church of God, I am
afraid a great part of us do not know what it is to have this light. If
we did, there needed no more urging it : itself would persuade us
enough to prize it, and to fear the loss of it. The soul that knows the
sweetness of His presence and His face shining on it, will account no
place nor condition hard, providing it may be refreshed with that : as
the saints have been in caves and dungeons enjoying more of that light
in those times, when other comforts have been abridged. Then they
have had a beam from Heaven into their souls in their darkest
dungeon, far more worth than the light of the sun and all the advantages the world can afford. That Rabbin who lived twelve years in a
dungeon
in Francis's
a bookmosthe intellectual
wrote. The light
Polarwhen
Splen-he
dour;implying
that hetime,
had called
then seen
had seen least sensible light. And thus it is with many Christians, in
the darkness of distress ; if they seek after this light, they may blame
themselves and their own neglect if they find not somewhat of this
truth.
the and
otherdistress
hand, the
to apleasantest
spiritual mind,
this condition
hiding of which
God's
face willOndamp
outward
can
be
allotted
him.
It
was
in
the
midst
of
David's
pi-osperity,
enough
to
Psal.unseason
XXX. 7. all : Thou didst hide Thy face, and I was troubled.
Now, if we would have the Lord, to whom believing sOuIs are
married in truth and righteousness, to look pleasantly on us, our great
ambition should be, to walk in all well pleasing unto Him, and to
seek of Himself those ornaments and that spiritual beauty which may
make us lovely in His eyes; as a faithful wife deckctli herself only for
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her husband. For all these inferior thinsrs are but figures of that mysterious life of grace which the soul hatli from God, and by which it
lives in Him. There are some singular largesses and outlets of
spiritual joy which God gives not to every Christian, nor to any at all
times. These we speak not of But if we would enjoy more abiding
influences of His love, and find Him accepting of our services at our
hands, and measuring His graces to us, coming to us, and giving us
access to come to Him, putting a life and blessing into His ordinances,
though with different degrees at divers times ; then our care should
be, to entertain this friendship and correspondence diligently, to watch
over our hearts and ways, that we admit of nothing that may disturb or
interrupt it, and to be jealous of the least abatement ; to search and find
out the cause of it without delay. And if we do thus, we shall undoubtedly find the Lord willing to converse and dwell with us ; and though
He give us lower measures of comfort and graces than others get, they
shall be so much as will enable us to go on in our journey. Above all,
study humility. The High Lord loves to give Himself and His society
most to the lowly heart. Trust not at all to thyself, nor to any thing
below Him. Lay all thy confidence upon His power and goodness.
Ye see here, that it was the multitude of sins that eclipsed His face
from His own people, tlie. house of Jacob ; as He tells them by this
Prophet, chap. lix. I. It was particularly their distrust of God, and
running to other helps beside Him. Ever, the more he is in thy
esteem, the more thou shalt have of Him ; and the more thou believest
His all-sufficiency, the more thou shalt find it and know it in thine
own experience. Yea, it may be that when His face is hid from the
Church, in respect of public distress and desertion, yet, it may even
then shine bright upon a soul that secretly cleavelh to Him and delights in Him. So here, the Prophet says not that He hides His face
from2dly.me, Asbut,y/-07?i
the Houselearn
of Jacob.
for the Church,
by the Prophet and other penmen of
the
Holynotice
Scriptures,
eye and
to take
how Heto deals
withconsider
it when theHe estate
shinesof onGod's
it andChurch
when ;
He hides His face, and be deeply affected with it. Let thine eye be
looking out, and let thine eye affect thine heart, as it is. Lament, iii.
h\. Far be it from thee, to judge it any impertinence, and think it
concerns thee not. Truly most of us have both eyes, and if we had
twenty more, we should have them all, poring upon our private condition. Providing we might have ease and good days, we should feel
little for the afflictions of Joseph. It were not excusable, if even our
secret devotions took us up so as to forget the Church ; how much
less excusable, to have our hearts ingrossed wholly by our earthly
concerns! And we see here what it is we have to do on the Church s
behalf; to bewail her sins, begging pardon for those evils for which
God hath hid His face from her ; and what to desire, only to commence her own suit anew, as troubles arise. Cause Thy face to shine,
and we shall be saved; — as the returning of the spring makes all
things to flourish, and again puts a new visage upon nature. Mark
the harmony
resound
returning oftheirandhopes
and theof the
sweetLord's
effectsreturning
of it, Hos.to Israel
xiv. 1,; 5.the All
those heavy indignations that are on, or might trouble, the Church
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and themselves, arise from security, impenitence, and the fruitlessiiess
of the word amonf^st them, wliich makes the Lord hide His face from
them. Our part is, tlierefore, to return to Him. Oh, had we hearts
to put tlie Lord to it. He could and would do yet greater things for us.
And this we ought earnestly to desire, and with all patience to wait
forThe
it ; two
whichwheels
is theofProphet's
way, desire
/ will and
wait.hope. Difficulty sets an
the soul are,
edge upon desire ; and the appearance of obtaining upholds hope.
And both these are in the words the prophet here uses for his waiting
and expecting ; for they import an earnest desire, and yet a patient
attending upon the issue. Look to that of David, Psal. cxxx. 6 : I
wait for Thee, more than they that wait for the morning, — that watch
until the morning, as some render it ; in the cold night that watch. —
The thing the pilot waits for, is not a private good to himself, for that
could not stand a counterbalance to the evil he is sensible of. The
Lord's
His face
from thewas house
of Jacob,
that ofwhich
troubled hiding
him, and
his waiting
answerable,
for thewasreturn
that
light to the house of Jacob. Grieved that the Lord should absent
Himselfand from
His people,
he looks
back byuponsuchGod's
ings
shewing
of His face
to Jacob,
visionsfrequent
as gaveappearlustre
and glory to the place. See Hosea xii. 9. IVe found Him in Bethel,
there He spake with us, — even us who have interest in these gracious
appearances. And there it is urged for a ground of hope and waiting
and calling on God. Now, for the face of God to be hid from those
who
were thetoposterity
of Jacob
peculiar
sad thought
the prophet,
who and
staysGod's
himselfown with
this, people,
that the was
Lorda
God had made known to him His purpose of returning and restoring
the house of Jacob, and upon this he resolves to believe, and to rely
uponHoping,
God's waiting,
word forandit : believing,
I will wait.are taken indifferently in the Scriptures, and all the difference is only in relation to time. Faith believes
the present word, and hope looks out for the after-accomplishment ;
and the patient waiting for it, results from both. So they are but the
actings of the same faith in a different notion, and they are indeed the
test of faith. Our hearts are naturally of another temper than to take
the
word andcome
reposein upon
it, and,
is deferred,
yea, and
and
crossLord's
appearances
betwixt,
yet, when
still itfirmly
to believe
patiently to wait for the accomplishment. We are of a childish
humour. That which we laugh at in children, in little things, such as
their minds are set on, we may be sorry for in ourselves as a greater
folly, being in greater affairs. We are all in haste, and would have
things come as fast as our fancying; and upon the delay of these mercies we look for, are almost ready to give over. That which brake
forth
wickedworse
king's and
mouth,
all our
when from
thingsthatappear
worsethe: seed
This ofevilit isis infrom
the hearts,
Lord ;
why should I wait for him any longer? 2 Kings vi. 23. It is strange,
in court suits and other business of a like nature, how long a man will
wait upon another, and think all is well if he speed at last ; and yet,
how briskly we deal with God if He answers not at the first !
But faith teaches us (so to speak) sjuritual civility, good manners
towards God ; it lets the soul see His greatnos.s, and goodness, and
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truth, and persuades us to wait on Him, and not to weary in waiting ;
io wait patiently, as it is Psal. xl. 1. Faith composes the mind, cures
that light, fickle hastiness which is naturally in us. He that bdieveth
s/tall not jnakc haste, says the same Prophet, Isa. xxviii. 16. And is
it not good reason that we wait for Him? Is He not wise enough to
choose the fittest times for His own purposes ? Well may we wait till
He be gracious to us, for He waitu to be gracious to us. Isa. xxx. 18.
He is not slack, but is staying only for the due season; His love is
waiting for the time that His wisdom hath appointed. And, to express
His affection in our terms. He is longing for that time, as well as we
are. For the same word is there used for His wailing, that both here
and in that verse is used for ours, and it signifies an earnest waiting or
breathing for that thing we wait for; and, therefore, since He waits
and longs, our waiting is in a happy conformity to Him. And thus,
with good reason it is concluded. They are blessed that wait for Him.
Thus there is a word very answerable, Hab. ii. 3 : The vision is for
an appointed time, — we read, Jt the end it shall speak, but it may be
rendered, — It breatheth towards the end ; runs, as it were, so fast that
it panteth. The same word is used, Cant, ii., for the rising of the
morning.
By fretting impatience, there is nothing gained but needless desire. It advances not our business, but perplexes us to no purpose.
And, on the other hand, patient waiting loses not a moment, but
attains its end in the very due time determined ; and hath this advantage in the mean time, that it puts the mind into a temper of peace
and contentedness, which a man may act and profess to others, but
cannot truly have within himself without faith. Isa. xxvi. 3 : Thou
wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on Thee, because
he trusteth in Thee. This waiting is always answered ; never marked
with disappointment, as is the ordinary custom of other hopes. Therefore, that which the Prophet hath, He that believeth shall not make
haste, the Apostle Peter renders, shall not be ashamed, ] Pet. ii. 6.
Though lie hasten not, but wait, and wait long, yet, his wailing shall
not shame him ; none shall have matter to laugh at him for it, for his
waiting shall be repaid with success, his hope shall be accomplished.
Whereas, any other expectations make men ridiculous, and expose
them to scorn, in that they look often for most contentment in those
things that deceive them. The brooks that grow dry in summer, are
an emblem of worldly hopes. Thus, Job vi. 19 : The troops of Tema
looked, the companies of Sheba waited for them. They were confounded because they had hoped; they came thither and were ashamed.
But this waiting on the Lord, never yet deluded any. / waited
patiently for the Lord, says the Psalmist, and He inclined to me, and
heard my cry. Psal. xl. 1. Then he makes his experience a common
good ; draws it to a general conclusion, v. 4 : Blessed is the man that
maketh the Lord his trust. Thus he confirms that general truth by his
particular experience, and, as the Apostle says of them who believe,
sets to his seal that God is true. Thus ought every one, upon his
experience of the Lord's goodness in his deliverance, speak to the
advantage
of the and
Lord's
He isI called
dant in goodness
truth,faithfulness,
so I have and
foundsay.Him,As and
would abunhave
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otliers to rely upon Ilim: if my testimony could do any good to that,
or persuade them, tlicy shall be sure to have it wheresoever I come.
Thus
Prophet
smother
Lord'sheard
goodness
which Psalm
he hathxxxiv.,
found:theThis
poor will
man notcried,
and thethe Lord
him.
And verse 8, he invites all to taste and see that the Lord is good:
blessed are they who trust in Him. He will advise others to this upon
his own experience. Surely, he will know where to seek, when
he is again put to it. As he loves the Lord for what he hath found,
so he will make use of Him always in all his straits. Psalm cxvi. 1 :
/ love the Lord ; and seeing He hath inclined His ear to me, 1 am
resolved upon this course, I will call upon Him as long as I live.
The difficulties
which theof Prophet's
faith two
here: encounters,
and whichof
commended
the strength
it, are these
Is^, The multitude
unbelievers round about, as a mighty torrent which he was to come
against ; that so few would rely on the Lord. But he resolves against
it, as Joshua did for obedience. Choose you whom you will serve, so
here, for faith ; Let others take their course, each one run his own
way, my choice is this, / will wait on the Lord. And this is no small
matter, to maintain the preciousness of faith against the profaneness
and atheism of the world. And considering the disregard of God that
there is in the society and converse of the greatest part, it is much if
a godly mind do not sometimes suffer something by it ; and we have
need to beware of it.
2dly. The other difficulty is in the thing itself, which looks so dark
and unlikely, that many of His people are giving over trusting on
Him, and He seems to give over helping them. He hides His face,
yet I will wait on Him alone, says the Prophet. Though all other
hearts fail, yet I will wait on Thee. Though Thou withdraw Thyself,
and hide Thy face, yet I will look to no other, I will stay by Thee, and
wait on Thee. And although not only my days may pass, but ages,
before the things be accomplished I look tor, yet I will believe they
shall come to pass. I will look on them in this notion, though I
cannot live to see them. And,, indeed, besides that the great temporal
deliverances which the Prophet foresaw and here looks into, came long
after his days, it is likely that he looks beyond these too, to the coming
of the Messiah, of whom he speaks so clearly both in this chapter and
the former, and also in the following. Notwithstanding all the sins of
this people, and all tlie heavy judgments their sins call for and have
brought, or shall bring on them, yet he believed the Lord would send
them that great Deliverer and Saviour, His only Son, whom He had
promised. Thus the eye of faith looks over the head of many difficulties and of many ages betwixt it, to the thing it expects, and sees it
beyond them all (so the word here, / will look for Him, is to stand
upright as a line and look out, answering to that word, 'AvroKapacoKia,
Horn, viii.) ; desiring and confidently expecting good from Him to His
Church. In these kingdoms, though the outward face of affairs look
(juite contrary, and the Lord for a time suffer our troubles to increase,
and hide His face as not regarding us, suffering things, by the perverseness of men on all hands, to turn to a universal confusion and
disorder, yet still, you that know the Lord and His dealing, pray, and
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believe, and wait, and be assured your prayer shall be answered in
due time.
Thus for your personal condition. You that desire the light of
God'stacecountenance
abovea time,
all things,
He seem
deny not,
and for
hideif
His
from you for
yet waitthough
on Him,
leave toHim
ye do, you are sure to perish ; but if ye wait on Him, ye may say. It
may be He will be gracious, but if He will not, I know no other to go
to;
I willHe still
ye ofI Job's
Thovgh
slay wait
me, and
yet ItrywillHim.
trust inWhat
Him think
: though
saw Himpurpose?
ready
to throw me into hell, yet I will look for mercy. Faith cannot be
nonplussed. There is in it a pious obstinacy that will not yield to the
greatest opposition, nor give over so long as there is any possibility of
prevailing. I said, says Jonah, I am cast out from Thy presence, yet
for all that, I cannot give the matter up for desperate ; I must have
leave to look towards thee : Yet, I will look towards Thy holy Temple.
Jon. ii. 4. Invincible faith, as here, / will wait — I will look. His
doubling the word is meant to express his resolvedness, in the beginning of the verse, and in the end of it. And so, faith conquers the
difficulty that makes against it. And this is the purest acting of faith,
when there is nothing of sense to support it, and yet it holds out, and,
as Abraham did, against hope believes in hope. When the soul is at
the hardest pinch, faith will say, I will lie at the footstool of the Throne
of grace until I be thrown from it. I will not away from it. I will
wait on till the last moment.
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Now then, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us ; we
pray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled unto God.
It is appointed unto all men 07ice to die, and after that to come to
judgment, saith the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Two sad
necessities
to sinfulit man.
This deep
last, innature's
lig-ht discovers
but
the other, though
be seldom
our thoughts,
is almostnot;always
before our eyes ; and though few seriously remember it, yet none can
be ignorant of it. Against this known and universal evil, the chief of
heathen moralists, the stoics, have much endeavoured to arm themselves. And others have bent the strength of their wits to master the
fear of death, and have made themselves, and some of their hearers,
conquerors in imagination : but when the king of terrors really appeared, he dashed their stout resolutions, and turned all their big words
and looks into appalment.
And the truth is, there are no reasonings in the world able to argue
a man into a willingness to part with a present being, without some
hopes, at least, of one more happy ; nor will any contentedly dislodge,
though
the better.they dwell never so meanly, except upon terms of changing for
The Christian, then, (not the nominal Christian, but he who is trvdy
such,) is the only man that can look death immediately in the face ; for
he knows assuredly that he shall remove to a house not made with
hands, eternal in the heavens.
The discourse beginning this chapter, occasioned by the end of the
former, continues to the 12th verse, where the Apostle subjoins an
apology for his high and confident manner of speaking ; which apology
serves likewise for a very pertinent re-entry to the main discourse of
the former chapter, concerning the worth and work of the ministry. But
because
of thedivers
Apostle's
seasonable
proleptic
and cxegetic,
may frequent,
model theyetanalysis
after digressions,
divers manners.
To take, then, the discourse as it lies here together, abstract from
precedent and consequent, I think, (with submission,) it may be
divided
two and
headsmanner
: First,ofThelife.Apostle's
death.its
Secondly,intoHisthese
course
Each isresolution
supportedforwith
proper grounds or reasons : the Ibrmer to verse 9, the other to the end
of tile chapter.
The resolution is so strong, that he expresses it by the words of
earnest desiring and groaning. And this resolution for death, sjiriiigs
from his assurance of life after death : fVe know that if our earthly
house o f this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God not
made with hands, eternal in the heavens, lie speaks in his own and his
colleague's names. And the whole matter of both is set Ibrth by an
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ele£!:ant continued metaphor. Both the desire and the assurance
causing it, are illustrated, First, by their chief cause, verse 5. Now he
that hath wrought us for the selfsame thing is God ; who ako hath
given unto us the earnest of the Spirit. Both in his gracious purpose
lor tills, hath He made us, and in a pledge of performance He hath
given us earnest, even His Spirit. Then they are illustrated by their
subordinate cause, faith, verse 7. For we wall: by faith, not by sight.
His course and purpose, — for he both signifieth what he doih, and
how lie intends to continue to do, — His course and purpose of life is,
in general, to walk acceptably in this absence from tlie Lord, (ver. 9).
And in particular, walking diligently and faithfully in the ministry.
Ver. 11, 18.
One reason of this course and purpose, is implied in that illative,
[A(6] which knits this part with the former. And indeed, a good frame
of life hatha most necessary connexion with a strong resolution for
death, and assurance of life eternal ; and they mutually cause one
another. That a pious life gives strength against death, and hope of
eternal life, none will deny ; nor is it less true, that the assurance
animates and stirs up to obedience : so far is it from causing sloth,
that it is the only spur to acceptable walking, ff^e are confident, saith
he, (ver. 8,) wherefore, we labour to be accepted, ver. 9.
This purpose is further backed with a double reason, viz., of two
pious affections; the one of fear, ver. 11, the other of love, ver. 14:
that of fear, arising from the consideration of the judgment-seat of
Christ; that of love, from the thoughts of his death. Ver. 14. For
that love of God constrained us, because we thus judge, that if one died
for all, then were all dead. And he died for all, that they which live
should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him who died for
them, and rose again. These are the reasons that stir up this eminent Apostle to a study of acceptable walking in all things, particularly in his especial calling, the ministry of his reconciliation :— approving himself therein to his God, and as much as may be to the
consciences of the people ; saying and doing all things with intention
of His glory, and their good ; free from vain glory ; not speaking for
himself, nor living to himself, but to Him who died for him, and rose
again; not possessed with carnal respects touching himself or others;
no, nor entertaining carnal considerations of Christ himself, as being
ascended, and therefore to be considered and conversed with after a
new manner (spiritually) by all those that are new creatures in him,
and reconciled to God by him, through the ministry of the word of
reconciliation. Which reconciliation God himself hath thus effected;
(ver. 21,) He hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin ; that
we might be made the righteousness of God in him. Who knew no sin
practically, knew none ; was altogether free from sin, not only from
commission and consent, but from the very first and least motions of
sin. And indeed no one was thus fit to be made si7i, but one who
knew none, an immaculate Lamb. Made him to be sin, not by constraint, not beside his knowledge and consent. The heathens observed,
that their sacrifices were successless and unhappy, when the beasts
came unwillingly to the altar. We need not fear this point : our
blessed Sacrifice, who was also Priest and Altar, offered himself up
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cheerfully: Then saith he, Lo, I come to do Thy will, Heb. x. 7.
And I lay down my life for the sheep, saith the good Shepherd, John
X. 15. To be sin; not only to take the similitude of sinful flesh, but
man speaks,
for man'sIsa.sake,
to be tonumbered
asbecomingthe prophet
liii. and
12, and
bear the with
sin oftransgressors,
many, but
the imputed guilt and inflicted punishment of sin. And these sins of
many made him imputatively an exceedingly great sinner, and therefore
he is said to have been made sin, by reason of this imputation ; whereupon followed his suffering as a sacrifice. And I conceive, that the
reason why the word which in the first language signifies sin, is sometimes taken for the sacrifice, is because the confessed sins were, in a
manner, transferred and laid upon the heads of the legal sacrifices.
And
so saith
Isa. liii.
6. the prophet, He hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.
He was then made si7i primarily, by imputation of, and consequently,
by suffering for, our sins, as our expiatory sacrifice. He made hiin sin
for lis, in our stead, and for our good; to wit, our redemption; as folwe —might
become \^iivtl]fievoL,'\
righteou7iesss
of God lows.in Thathim;
hut hebe made,
it madeor [Xii/wfieOa],
it is no theotherwise
than
Christ was made sin imputatively ; and if this inference need help,
each word that follows will confirm it. Righteousness, not righteous ;
to shew the perfection of it, not to urge its unity. Righteousness, not
righteousnesses ; as intimating that it is but one righteousness, whereby
we are all justified of God. Not our own, but in him, not in ourselves. Al which makes it clear, as it were written with the sunbeams, that, by the most gracious exchange, as he took our sins, so
he hath given us his righteousness. It is true, this is always accompanied with holiness inherent, but imperfect. By that imputed righteousnes , the Spouse of Christ is clear as the sun, all luminous ; but,
in regard of infused righteousness, she is only fair as the moon, but
the one half light and that appearing unequally too, waxing and
waning, and having spots at its fulness here below. She is holy in
this regard, but righteousness in the other righteousness of God ; His
by appointing, His by gift and application, and His by acceptance.
Of God in him; that is, its being in him who is called the Lord onr
righteousness; in him in whom the Father acquiesceth, and is well
pleased. Blessed are they that trust in him.
But to the former, ver. 20. Now then we are ambassadors for
Christ,beasyethough
God unto
did beseech
stead,
reconciled
God. you by us ; we pray you in Christ's
Here we have all the parties requisite in the treaty of reconciliation.
God, though offended, seeking peace with men. His creatures, and by
sin become rebels : As though God beseeched you. Christ the only procurer, and hkewise the chief ambassador, of this peace. And then,
lastly, have we the sub-delegated messengers of this peace : fFe, as
ambassadors for Christ. We, the Apostles, and all the ministers of
the Gospel. For as in their peculiarities, they had no successors, for
that is repugnant, so, in those things wherein they have successors, all
true ministers of the word are such. The Apostle himself calls this
embassy, the ministry of reconciliation, ver. IS.
Ambassadors for Christ, that is, in his stead. In this verse, we
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have the office of the ministry, under the name of ambassadors ; and
their message, the dehvery whereof is the execution of their office, the
entreaty of men, to be reconciled to God. Both the office and the
message
are webacl<ed
with due authority
or warrant.
rant is, that
are ambassadors
for Christ,
or in hisThesteadoffice's
; thatwar-is,
subordinate to him by his own ordination : the warrant of the messGod's own will who sent them, for it is His mind to beseech
you bysage ius.
But to resume the first division, whereof each of its two parts will
afford
proposition
and upon these two propositions I shall insist,
in whatitsremains
to be; said.
The first proposition is this : from their office, ministers of the
Gospel are true ambassadors, binder Christ, from God to man. As
soon ness
as man
divested
himself
of God'snorimage,
made himhad run
into the
thickets;
could hisheshameful
ever sincenakedthen
look his Maker directly in the face, nor endure to hear His immediate
voice. Therefore, when God himself would come and dwell among
men, He vailed His deity with human flesh : there He stood behind
the wall, and shewed Himself through the lattices. Let us not hear
again the voice, nor let us see this great fire any more, that we die not,
said the people at Horeb ; and the Lord who knew their mould, saith.
They have said well. Deut. v. 28. I will raise tliem up a prophet,
said God, from among their brethren ; like unto thee ! and He did so.
As
for man'sfor good,
so, forhe, thethatsame
away7.
againHe : Itcameis expedient
you, saith
I go end,
away.wentJohnHe xvi.
And since tliat time he hath continued to send men, men yet liker
themselves than He was, men subject to like infirmities, sin not excepted. Eveii as my Father sent me, so send I you, saith He, John
XX. 21. But the loss in this change were intolerable, did He not allay
it somewhat by sending His Spirit upon those men whom he sends to
men : If I depart I will send him unto you, saith he, John xvi, 7, He
is gone indeed, as was necessary, but, being ascended, he caused gifts
to descend upon men : Some lie gave to be apostles, some prophets, and
some evangelists, and pastors, and some teachers ; all for the work of the
ministry, and that /or the perfecting of the saints, and the edifying of
his body, Eph. iv. 11, 12,
Thus, then, God treats with man in a human way. He draws not
His own to Him by immediate revelations, nor rejects He the rest by
express words from heaven; but, while He sends His ambassadors indif erently toboth. He works dilferenlly in them. And the admirable
variety of etfects of the same message, after the same manner, and at
the same time delivered, do not a little set forth and commend that
same [toXi^tto/k^Xos crof/xd lov 0cod,] manifold wisdom of God (Eph.
iii, 10) ; that his word should sweetly melt the hearts of some, and,
as it were, more violently break the hearts of others ; that it should
harden and blind some, mollify and enlighten others ; that it should
convince those whom yet it converts not, and that by its majesty,
though in the moutlis of simple men, it should bridle and restrain
many of all ranks, whom it renews not ; moulding and framing them
to an external conformity and square carriage, whereby the world,
and the church of God in it especially, are much advantaged.
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And tlie lustre of all these effects, is exceedingly set off by the quality
of
the world'sto eye
contemptible
men.
Butthehadmessengers,
it not beenbeing
moreto congruous
the but
grandeur
of this great
King, to have sent angels, His ministering spirits, to be the ministers
of the word ? Had He not better have used those precious vessels for
His chief treasure, than to have concredited it to vessels of earth, not
to say, to discredit it by so doing ? No, His thoughts are not as ours :
yea, they are furthest above ours when they seem to be furthest below
them. And if we look again, we shall find it more glorious to have
conquered so many kingdoms, and brought them to our King, the Lord
Jesus, by the preaching of a few fishermen, and such like, than if He
had done it by those active spirits. The meanness of the means,
raises
of theofSovereign's
Thusexceedingly
we see howthetheglory
sending
men in thiscause.
embassy, was requisite for the frailty of man, and how well it suits with the glory of God.
Hence may be deduced some necessary things for all in general,
something in particular for these ambassadors, and something for those
to whom they are sent.
First, it may persuade all to entertain more respectful thoughts of
this function than most men do. Some speak out their disrespect ;
others, though not expressing it in words, have it lurking in their
breasts, and appearing in their practices. To instance in one error or
two, which many labour under, springing evidently from a low esteem
of this calling.
1. Are there not divers pretenders to it, who being, and possibly
finding themselves, insufficient for all other employments, have their
recourse to this, making no doubt of their sufficiency for it ? Yea,
such there are, too many ; their worldly friends being guilty either of
begetting in them, or of fomenting this presumption. On the other
side, be there not others, who, having some advantage of outward rank,
or inward endowments, would think themselves, and be thought by
those who have interest in them, to be exceedingly disparaged if this
calling were mentioned to them, and who would count it a great abasing, yea, a losing of themselves to embrace it ? Against these two
gross mistakes, may very appositely be opposed this. We are ambassadors for Christ. From which expression it is most evident, that the
ministry both requires the best and ablest, and deserves them ; that
the refuse and abjects of men cannot be worthy of it, nor it unworthy
of the choicest. It requires able men, because they are to be amhas'
sudors ; and this will follow of itself. Again, consider, whose ambassadors, and in what business. The ambassadors of the King of kings,
in the weighty matter of treating peace betwixt Him and mankind.
Shall it be said of his ambassadors, as Cato said to those who were
sent by the Romans to Bythinia counting that three wants were
amongst them, viz., that they had neither feet, nor head, nor heart?
It is true God may, and sometimes, especially in extraordinary times,
does make use of unlettered and low-qualified men; but then He inlays
their defects by a singular supply : therefore, that is no rule for us in
the ordinary
vocation.disadvantage.
It is a piece ofAnyGod's
to use un-in
likely means without
thingprerogative,
is a fit instrument
his hands ; but we are to choose the fittest and best means, both in our
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own affairs, and in His service ; and if in any, this eminent service of
embassy, requires a special choice. If bodily integrity was requisite
in the servers at tlie altar under the Law, shall we think that the
mentally blind and lame are good enough for the ministration under
the Gospel, which exceeds in worth and glory? ff^ho is sufficient for
these things ? saith the great doctor of the Gentiles. Our practices
seem to answer, Any body : And it is observable, that carelessness in
this kind, is usually the companion of false worship, and too much
care of decking, trimming, and making gay the externals of it. It is
said of Jeroboam, that he made high places, but priests of the lowest of
the people, 1 Kings xii. 31. As it was said, that the church had. As
he
said which
of "golden
priests,"are sowellwe looked
may sayto,ofneatly
that
church
values cups
themandso wooden
much. They
adorned, but their priests grossly ignorant.
This function requires able men, being a weighty charge, and is
worthy of them, being highly honourable. And doubtless, there is
egregious profaneness in the contrary thoughts. The heathen can style
those stones more happy than common ones, which are chosen for the
building of temples, and amongst these, the altar-stones the happiest.
And shall we not account truly happy, those living stones, which are
hewnmessengers
out for God's
building,
and chiefly,
(so tohonourable
speak) the than
altar-stones,
the
of peace
? What
can be more
to serve
the highest Lord in the chiefest functions of His house? How ought
we to account of an ambassador's place, when King David esteemed
so highly a door-keeper's office in this King's court I
2. ff^e
are ambassadors.
This that
may entertain
correct another
errorpiece
in theof
world,
though
accounted by those
it, a choice
policy for God. It is this : the ministry being so mean a thing in the
"world's
eye, brought
and so into
obnoxious
is expedient
that ithighbe
raised and
credit toby contempt,
annexed itexcessive
dignities,
titles of honour, and suitable revenues. It is true, that penury and
want sure,
of 'argues
competency
in temporals,
thoseunworthy
who bringof well-constituted
an eternal treabase ingratitude,
and isinmost
churches. But where the remedy exceeds too far, it becomes worse
than the disease, being compounded of carnal prudence and ambition,
both of which are enmity to God. And this I take to have been one
of Germany's honours,
provokingto speak
sins, and
For these
incongruous
it in Rome's
a word, predominant
raising some sin.
from contempt,
teach them to contemn and insult over their brethren ; to say nothing
of their affronting of higher quality, yea, of princes and kings themselves, while they pretend to be the only supporters of their crowns.
And if this their insolency in advancement, devolve them back again
in contempt, and their honour become their shame, they may thank
themselves. Their Master taught them another method of attaining
due esteem. He hath given honour enough to those whom he hath
made his ambassadors ; and if men contemn this, he takes the indignity as done to himself, and he is able enough to vindicate his own
honour. Let men esteem of us, as the ministers of Christ, 1 Cor, iv. 1.
Here is all the esteem St. Paul requires ; and they are unworthy of
this who are not content with it. Their best way, whom God employs,
ishim.to study His glory, and He will not fail to honour those that honour
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And this leads me fitly on from the conviction of these common
errors, to a word of particular exhortation to those ambassadors, irom
the nature of their calling- so expressed. And it binds upon them
chiefly these four duties : i. Piety. 2. Prudence. 3. Fidelity. 4. Magnanimity.
Piety, in two steps or degrees : first, to look they be friends with
God ; secondly, to labour to be inward with Him.
[1.] They are to look that they be friends with God. For it no way
suits that they be ambassadors for reconciliation, who are not themselves reconciled : it is certain, such will move both coldly and successlessly in the work. What He can do extraordinarily who doth always
what He wills in heaven and earth, we question not. He can convey
grace by those to whom He gives none. He can cause them to carry
this treasure, and have no share in it; carry the letter and not know what
is in it ; and make them, so to speak, equivocal causes of conversion.
But, usually, He converts those whom He makes the happy strengtheners of their brethren, Luke xxii. 32. We think, that they who
savingly know not Christ, should not be fit to make other men acquainted with him. He who can tell men what God hath done for his
soul, is the likeliest to bring their souls to God. Hardly can he speak
to the heart, who speaks not from it. Si vis me fiere, &c. Before the
cock crows to others, he claps his wings, and rouses up himself How
can a with
frozen-hearted
hearers'thehearts,
enkindle
them
the love ofcreature
God? warm
But heliis whom
love ofandChrist
constrains, his lively recommendations of Christ, and speeches of love,
shall sweetly constrain others to love him. Above all loves, it is most
true of this, that none can speak sensibly of it, but they that have felt
it. Our most requisite pulpit-orators, yea, speak they with the tongues
of men and angels, without the experience of this love, are no fit ambas adors for Christ, for his embassy is a love-treaty. Such men are
but sounding brass, and tinkling cymbals. The sublimest and best
contrived of their discourses, glow-worm like, or as those foolish fires,
may have some light with them, heat they have none. When a man
speaks of reconciliation and happiness, as if he had some interest
therein himself, when his words are animated with affection, as he is
like to beget some affection where there is none, so, a pious hearer that
is already gained to Christ, finds the embassy drawing him effectually
nearer Heaven: blowing that Divine fire that is within him, and
causing it to mount upwards. As in water, face answcrelh to face, so
doth the heart of man to man, saith the wise man, Prov. xxvii. 19.
'Ihere
is a certain
peculiar
and sweet
souls that
lodge the
same sympathy
spirit. Those
that correspondence
are united to thebetwixt
same
Head, Christ, by reconciliation, find their hearts agreed, and they
relish the discourses one of another. Thus important is it every way,
both for the begetting and for the strengthening of grace, that the ambassador thereof be a reconciled person.
[2.] As he must look that he be friends with God, so, secondly, he
must labour also to be inward with God. For though the embassy be
the
in greatof mysterious
part, in the particulars
mouths of contained
all God's inambassadors,
"yet,
theresame,
is a world
it, and they meet
withVOL. many
intricate pieces in their particular treaties vvith men's
II.
U con-
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sciences. And in these, know they the will of the King, their master,
more or less clearly, according as they are more or less intimate with
Him.
How knew
much converse
with divine
Him? Moses so much of the Lord's will, but by
These ambassadors, to the end that they may do so, must labour for
integrity, liis secret is with the righteous. For humility. He is
familiar indeed with the lowly ; He takes up house with them : IVith
such
will For
I dwell,
saith the
Lord. God'sHechoice
are
humblea onemen.
the spirit
of meekness.
whom acquaintance
we named was
eminent in this, and so, in familiarity with God. Christ singularly
loves the meek and lowly, they are so like himself. One thing they
must mainly take heed of, if they aspire to a holy familiarity with God;
earthly-mindedness. If no servant of the god of mammon can serve
this God in point of common service, how much less can he be fit for
an eminent employment, as an embassy, and enjoy the intimacy requisite for that employment? These messengers should come near
the life of angels, always beholding the face of the Father of lights.
But if their affections be engaged to the world, their faces will still be
that way. Fly high they may, sometimes, in some speculations of their
own ; but, like the eagle, for all their soaring, their eye will still be
upon some prey, some carrion here below. Upright, meek, humble,
and
minds,Histhen,
must mounting
the ambassadors
of this
Kinghave,heavenly
and so obtain
intimacy,
upon those
wingsgreat
of prayer
and meditation, and having the eye of faith upwards. Thus shall they
learn more of His choice mysteries in one hour, than by many days
poring upon casuists and schoolmen, and such like. This ought to
be done, 1 confess ; but above all, the other must not be omitted.
Their chief study should be, that of their commission, the holy scriptures. The way to speak skilfully from God, is often to hear Him
speak. The Lord, God hath given Die the tongue of the learned, saith
the evangelic prophet, (chiefly intending Christ,) to speak a word in
season to the weary. Ay, that is the learnedest tongue when all
iswakeneth
done. mine
But ear
how to?—hearHe aswakeneth
me Isa.
morning
the learned.
I. 4. by morning ; He
Thus we see how these ambassadors have need to be Iriends, and
intimate
Lord.willFor
il' theybrightness
be much inwith
the mount,friends
their with
returnstheirto men
be with
theirGodfaces,in
and the law in their hand ; their lives and their doctrines shall be
heavenly.
2. The second requisite of these ambassadors is. Prudence, or dexterity to manage
their Master'sabove
business.
princes
and states,havein
choosing
their ambassadors,
all otherWisekinds
of learning,
respect to practical abilities ; and they that can best read the several
geniuses and dispositions of several nations and particular men, and
accordingly know how to treat with every one according to their temper,
to speak to them in their own language, are judged the fittest men for
that employment. Great is the diversity of humours among men :
some are timorous, some rash, some avaricious, some ambitious, some
slow and leaden, others precipitant and mercurial, and many other
varieties. Now, to know how to deal with each of these in their own
kind, for the advancement of his master's business, is a special discre-
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tion in an ambassador. And those ambassadors we speak of, had as
much need of it as any: they have men of all, both outward and inward differences, to deal with, and the same men so different from
themselves at divers times, that they arc hardly the same ; some ignorant, others learned, some weak, others strong, some secure with false
presumptions, others tormented with false fears. And much prudent
consideration of those differences, and accommodating themselves
thereunto in the matter and manner of their discourses, is very expedient in their treaties. Of some have compassion, phickirig them out
of
the fire,all making
xxii. winWhatsome.other
Paul's
becoming
things toa alldifference.
men, thatJude
he might
? 1 isCor.St. ix.
22.
And this policy is far different from temporising, and compliance with
evil, which in no case can be tolerated in these ambassadors, for that
is disadvantageous to their business: it may be the way of their own
promotion,
it isbenotthe thesquare
way ofto alladvance
their Master'sandkingdom,
which end but
should
their contrivances,
with it
nothing will suit but what is upright. A kind of guile they may use,
but itthemustministers
carry their
King'sGospel
impressnot ; only
it mustmay,be buta holy
; and
such,
of the
oughtguileto study.
Fishers of men they are, and why may they not use certain baits, and
diversity of them ? But as their catching is not destructive, but saving,
so must all their baits be. They must quarter dove-like simplicity and
serpentine wisdom together, as he commanded them, who sent them
on this embassy.
3. Their third duty is Fidelity; and that both in the matter of their
embassy, and in the manner of delivering it. In the matter, they must
look to their commission, and declare the whole counsel of God, not
adding nor abating any thing. We know how heinously kings take
the presumption of their ambassadors in this kind ; though reason be
pretended, and perhaps justly, yet, even they account obedience better
than sacrifice : yea, some of them have been so precise and tender of
their prerogative, that they have preferred a damageable affront to their
commands, before a profitable breach of them. And above all kings,
this King who is above them all, hath good reason to be punctual in
this
; for prejudicial
princes' instructions
may be butimperfect,
things may
fall out,
to their purpose,
His are and
most ascomplete,
and
always so suitable to His end, that they cannot be bettered. The
matter, then, of this embassy is unalterable : in that, these ambassadors
must be faithful. Faithful, also, in the manner of delivering it ; with
singleness and diligence. [1.] With si/;g-Ze?;ess, free from by-respects,
not
seeking where
their own
but their Master's
; abasing
themselves
need honour
is, that orHeadvantage,
may be magnified
; never hazarding
the least part of His rights for the greatest benefit that could accrue to
themselves. The treachery of an ambassador is nf all the most intolerable—; tothink
deceive
under trust.
If anydeceive
who bear
the name
God's
legates,
to deceive
Him, they
themselves
; Heof cannot
be mocked. They must all appear before His judgment-seat, and be
unveiled before men and angels. Knowing, therefore, the terrors of the
Lord, let them go about His work with candour and singleness of
heart. And [2.] with diligence. He that is diligent in his work, shall
Uand before princes, saith the wise prince. Prov. xxii. 29. U2The great
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[2 Cor. V. 20Prince of Peace shall admit those to stand eminently before him. who
are diligent in his embassy of peace. Such are they who make it their
meat and their drink, as Christ himself did, who accept all occasions,
yea, seek and make occasions, to treat with men for God. That oraclelike preaching of one sermon or two in a year, is far from this sedulity
and
treating-,hath
whichmoreare industrious
requisite inagents
God's than
ambassadors.
The instancy
prince of indarkness
so : they
compass sea and land to make a proselyte ; they hold to it, and are
content to lose many a labour, that some one may prosper.
And this may meet with the discontent that some ministers take at
their great pains and little success. We see, Satan's ministers can
comport
this. Sinceand it refer
is no the
justissue
exception
still be inwith
thy business,
to thyagainst
Master.God'sJVaitwork,on
God, and do good, saith the royal Psalmist. Psalm xxxvii. 3. Sow thy
seed in the morning, and in the evening withhold not thy hand ; for thou
knowest not which will prosper, saith the wise son. Eccl. xi. 6. As the
moralist speaks of benefits, a man must lose many words among the
people, that some one may not be lost. / am all things to all, saith
our Apostle, that I may gain some. 1 Cor. ix. 20. And though in
continuing diligent, thy diligence should still continue fruitless to
others, to thee it shall not be so. Thy God is a discreet Lord : as He
hath not put events into thy hand. He will not exact them at thy
hands. Thou art to be accountable for planting and watering, but not
for the increase. Be not Avanting in thy task, and thou shalt not want
thy recompense. Shouldest thou be forced to say with the Prophet,
/ have laboured in vain, and spent my strength for nought, in regard
of success, yet, if thou hast laboured, so laboured as to s])cnd thy
strength in that service, thou must add with him, Yet surely my judgment iswith the Lord, and my work with my God. Isa. xlix. 4.
4. The last duty recommendable to these ambassadors, is Magnanimity, which is no less needful than the preceding. Many a difficulty
and discouragement is to be encountered in this service, and, which is
worse, some temptations of prosperity and advancement. If you persist to plead freely for your Master, you shall be the very mark of the
world's
enmity.
AVhatat mischief
is there,Forthat
Christ
hatli not foretold
his disciples
to expect
their hands?
Christ
circumvents
no man
to his service ; he tells them what they shall meet with : They shall
prosecute you through their courts, ecclesiastical and civil ; deliver you
lip to councils, and scourge you in their synagogues, and accuse before
governors and kings (Matt. x. 17) ; yea, they shall think they do God
good service when they kill you. His own ambassadors. Many mountains are to be climbed in going this embassy, and the rage of many a
tempest to be endured. His animis opus est, et pectore jirmo. Courage, then, ambassadors of the Most High ! See if yoii can rise above
the world, and tread upon her frownings with the one foot, and her
deceitful smilings with the other. Slight her proffers, and contemn
likewise her contempts. There is honour enough in the employment,
to cause you to answer all oppositions with disdain. Let it be as impos ible to turn you aside from your integrity, as the sun from its
course. For that message which you carry, shall be glorious in the
end : it shall conquer ail opposite powers. When you seem exposed
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in your voyan^e to the fury of winds and waves, remember what you
carry. Cfenarcm vvhh, ct forbtnam ejus, as he said ; it cannot suffer
shipwreck. Let no sufferings dismay you. For a generous ambassador will always account it far more honourable to suffer the worst
things for doing the best service he can to his master, than to enjoy
the
world's
rewards
for the least
ever
INIaster
was best
worthy
the suffering
for, point
yours ofis.disloyalty.
Happy areAndyou ifwhen
they persecute you for his sake, as himself hath told. Matt. v. 10.
Tliere are honourable examples to look back to — So persecuted they the
prophets ; and a precious recompense to look forward to — Great is
your reward iji heaven. Our blessed Redeemer refused no hardships
for the working out of this peace, which is your embassy. He knew
what entertainment did abide him in the world, what contempts would
be p\it upon him by mankind which he came to redeem ; he knew of
tlie
full cup arising
of his Father's
that over
he wasall tothese
drinkmountains,
for them ; and
yet,
resolution
from love,wrath,
climbed
happily conquering all these difficulties, attained the desired end.
Worthy ambassadors, follow this generous Leader in promulgating
the peace he hath purchased. Tread his steps who endured the cross
and despised
the shame,
and your
end shallHeb.
be suitable
his
who
is set down
at the right
handjourney's
of the Father.
xii. 2. toWell
did St. Paul study this copy when he said, I know that bonds abide me
everywhere; hut I care for none of these things, so that I may finish
my course with joy . Acts xx. 24. The looking over to that great end,
is the great means of surmounting the hardest things that intervene.
The eyeing of that much, will make an undaunted ambassador. And
that this lesson of courage is very pertinent for them, will appear by
Christ'shereownbelowurging
upon saith
the he,
firstthem
legates
when &c.he
dwelt
: Fearit not,
that liecansent
kill out,
the body,
Matt.
X.
28
;
whei-e,
methinks,
he
propounds,
as
the
chief
incentive
courage to these ambassadors, the joint consideration of those toof
whom they are sent, and of Him who sends them. For, seriously
considered, it must needs be found most incongruous, that ambassadors of God should be afraid to speak to men. Fear not them ; the
utmost they can do, reacheth no further than the tabernacles of clay.
Nor can they touch that without permission : not a hair of their head
falls without notice of their Master. But suppose the highest, let
them kill the body ; thither goes their rage and no further. But fear
Him who can kill both body and soul. Fear not, but fear. As this
fear hath better cause, so it is the only expelling cause of the other
fear. Nothing begets so generous and undaunted spirits as the fear
of God : no other fear, none of those base ones that torment worldly
men, dare claim room where that fear lodgeth. The only cause of
these legates'himfears
inconsideration
of theirspirits
Master.
Would they
remember
much,is the
it would
ennoble their
to encounter
the
hardest evils of life, and death itself, courageously in his service.
Their reward is preserved for them, and they for it ; yea, it alone puts
them into full possession. For their Master, beyond all kings, liath
this privilege: he can not only restore life lost in his service, but, for a
life subject to death, yea, a dying life, can give immortality, and, for
their suflerings, light and momentary, an eternal weight of glory. Let
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them be impoverished in his service, it is the best bargain in the world
to lose all for him. Let them be scourged and stigmatized for the
ignominy of these sufferings, the spirit of glory shall rest upon them.
If that Persian prince could so prize his Zopyrus, who was mangled
for his service, how much more will this Lord esteem those who suffer
so for him ! He is the tenderest King over his servants in the world.
Those who touch them, touch the apple of his eye. Let his messengers, then, despise the worst the world can do against them ; yea, let
them say of death, as he said of it to his adversaries, Anytus and Melitus, Kill me they may, but they cannot hurt me.
The lessons to those to whom these ambassadors are sent, are:
1st, Do not dishonour them. Remember David and the king of
Ammon. No king resents this so much as God : He that despiseth
you, desjmeth me.
2diy. Slight not their message : know whence it comes. This not
discerniug of holy things, is the pest of Christians. The Apostle specifieth itHein condescends,
the Lord's body.
xi. 29 creatures,
; it is so toin explain
the Lord's
word.
in using1 Cor.
earthen
the
choicest of heavenly mysteries, and earthen vessels to convey these
treasures. And if that which He intended for their advantage, the
wretched sons of men make it a stumbling-block, and if they contemn
the grace, for the meanness of the persons that are made conveyors
and instruments of it, what may they expect?
3dly. Respect even the ambassadors for His sake whom they represent, counting them worthy of double honour. For this is the will of
your Lord and their Lord, your King and their King. And to this
King immortal, be all honour, and glory, and praise, by all the
churches, world without end. Amen.

EXPOSITION

AN
OF THE CREED.

1 Tim. iii. 9.
Holding the mystery of faith in a pure conscience.
That22, which
was the duty
Apostle's
as heofexpresses
1 Cor.;
ix.
is the standing
of all practice,
the ministers
the same it,Gospel
To the weak to become as weak, to gain the weak, and all things to all
men, that if by any means they may save some. And truly, one main
part of the observance of that rule, is, in descendincf to the instruction
of the most ignorant in the principles of the Christian religion. What
I aim at, at this time, is, a very brief and plain exposition of the
Articles of our Faith as we have them in that summary Confession ; not
staying you at all on the antiquity and authority of it, both of which
are confessed. Whether it was penned by the Apostles, or by others
in their time, or soon after it, it doth very clearly and briefly contain
the main of their Divine doctrine.
But though it be altogether consonant with the Scriptures, yet, not
being a part of the canon of them, I choose these words as pertinent to
our intended explication of it. They are, indeed, here, as they stand
in the context, a rule for deacons ; but without question, taken in
general, they express the great duty of all who are Christians, to keep
the mystery of faith, in a pure conscience.
You see clearly in them a rich jewel, and a precious cabinet fit for
it ; the mystery of faith laid up and kept in a pure conscience. And
these two are not only suitable, but inseparable, as we see in the first
chapter of this Epistle, ver. 10 : they are preserved and lost together,
they suffer the same shipwreck ; the casting away of the one, is the
shipwreck of the other : if the one perish, the other cannot escape.
Every believer is the temple of God ; and as the tables of the Law
were kept in the Ark, this pure conscience is the Ark that holds the
mystery of faith. You think you are believers, you do not question
that, and would take it ill that others should. It is very hard to convince men of unbelief, directly and in itself. But if you do believe this
truth, that the only receptacle of saving faith, is, a purified conscience,
then, I beseech you, question yourselves concerning that: being truly
answered in it, it will resolve you touching your faith, which you are
So loth to question in itself. Are your consciences pure? Have you a
living hatred and antipathy against all impurity? Then, surely, faith is
there ; for it is the peculiar virtue of faith to purify the heart, (Acts
XV. 9,) and the heart so purified, is the proper residence of faith, where
it dwells and rests as in its natural place. But have you consciences
that can lodge pride, and lust, and malice, and covetousness, and such
like pollutions? Then, be no more so impudent as to say, you believe,
nor deceive yourselves so far as to think you do. The blood of Christ
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never speaks peace to any conscience but the same that it purifies from
cl^ad works to serve t/ie living; God. Heb. ix. 13, 14. As that blood
is a sacrifice to appease God's wrath, so, it is a laver to wash our
souls ; and, to serve both ends, it is as was the blood of leg-al sacrifices, both offered up to God and sprinkled upon us, as both are exin the Apostle's
wordsa there.
Do not think
that Godfullwillof
throw thispres edjewel
of faith into
sty or kennel,
a conscience
defilement and uncleanness. Tiiercfore, if you have any mind to these
comforts
and the
peace tothatdwell,
I'aithinbrings
with it,Notwithstandbe careful to
lodge
it where
it delights
a pure along
conscience.
ing the unbelieving world mocks the name of purity, yet, study you,
above all, that purity and holiness which may make your souls a fit
abode for faith, and for that peace which it worketh, and for that Holy
Spirit who works both in you.
Faith is either the doctrine which we believe, or that grace by which
we believe that doctrine. Here, I conceive, it is both, met and united
in the soul. As they say of the understanding in the schools, Intelligendo fit illnd quod intclligit, so, faith, apprehending its proper object,
is made one with it. Faith is kept in a pure conscience ; that is, both
that pure doctrine of the Gospel which faith receives, and that faith
which receives it, are togellier fitly placed and preserved, when they
are laid up in a pure conscience. The doctrine of faith cannot be
received into, nor laid up in the soul, but by that faith which believes
it ; and that faith hath no being, without believing that doctrine. And
both are fitly called the mystery of faith. The doctrine is mysterious,
and it is a mysterious work, to beget faith in tlie heart to receive it.
For the things we must believe, are very high and heavenly, and our
hearts are earthly and base till the Spirit renew them. In our Confes ion offaith we have both expressed. The first word is, a profession of faith, which receives the doctrine as true, / believe; and the
articles themselves contain the sum of the doctrine believed. And if
■^^'e who profess this faith, have within us 7;7/i-c consciences, wherein
the viystery of faith — the doctrine of faith believed, and the grace of
faith believing it, both together as one, — may reside, dwell, and be preserved, then is the text completely answered in the present suhject.
Remember, then, since we profess this faith, which is the proper
seat of faith. Not our books, our tongues only, or memories, or judgment, but our conscience ; and not our natural conscience defiled and
stuffed with sin, but renewed and sanctified by grace. Holding the
mystery of faith in a jnire conscience.
INotbelieve
'in Godherethe on
Father.]
to insist
the nature of faith, taking it as comprehensively as we can, it is no other than a supernatural belief of God,
and confidence in Him. Whether ^\c call God, or the word of God,
the object
of faith, bythere
no material
difi'erer.ce
God Veritas
in the
word,
as revealed
the isword,
that is that
object.; forGodit isis that
inccmplexa (as they speak) which faith embraces; and the word, the
Veritas comjilexa which contains what we are to conceive of God, and to
believe concerning Him. As in the Gospel, the peculiar object of that
faith which saves fallen man, it is all one whether we say it is Christ or
the promises ; for it is Christ revealed and held forth in the promises,
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tliat faith lays hold on. Jn Him are all the promises of God, Yea, and
in him. Amen. 2 Cor. i. 20. So that it is all one act of faith that
lays hold on Christ, and on the promises, for they are all one : he is in
them, and therefore faith rests on them, because they include Christ
who is our rest and our peace ; as a man at once receives a rin<^ and
the precious stone that is set in it. This once rig-htly understood, any
furtlier dispute about placing faith in the understanding- or in the will,
is, possibly, in itself not at all needful : sure I am, it is no way useful
for you. Take heed of carnal, profane presumption, for that will undo
you; and labour to be sure of such a faith as dwells in a pure conscience, and it will be sure not to deceive you.
That confidence which this expression bears, believing in God, supposes certainly, (as all agree,) a right belief concerning God, both that
He is, and what He is, according as the word reveals Him : especially
what He is relating to us. These three we have together, Heb. xi. 6.
He that cometh to God must believe that God is, and that He is a
rewarder o f them that diligently seek Him. 1. That He is. 2. To
trust His word, believing that He is true to His promises, a rewarder
of them that seek Him, 3. Upon these follows coming to Him, which
is this believing in that God which the Apostle speaks of, that reliance
and resting of the soul upon Him, which results from that right belief
concerning Him, and trusting the testimony of His word, as it reveals
Him.
We have discoursed of the attributes of God elsewhere, as also of
the Trinity, which is here expressed in these words : / believe in God
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. That sublime mystery is to
be cautiously treated of, and rather humbly to be admired, than curiously dived into. The day will come, (truly, a day, for here we are
beset with the gloomy nightly shades of ignorance^) wherein we shall
see Him as He is. 1 John iii. 2. In the mean time, let us devoutly
worship Him, as He has revealed Himself to us; for this is the true
way to that Heavenly country where we shall see Him face to face.
And it is our interest here to believe the Trinity of persons in the Unity
of the Godhead, and to trust in Them as such : for this is the spring
of ail our hope, that the Middle of the Three became our Mediator,
and the Holy Spirit our guide and teacher, and the Father reconciles
us to Himself by the Son, and renews us by the .Spirit.
The Father.] First, the Father of His only begotten Son, Christ,
and through him, our Father by the grace of adoption. And so Christ
does clearly insinuate the order of our filiation: J ascend to my Father
and your Father, my God and your God. He says not, to our Father,
but, to my Father and your Father; first, mine, and then, yours
through me.
Almighty.] This also belongs to the attributes of God; so we shall
be but short on it here. Almighty, able in Himself to do all things,
and the source of all power in others, all the power in the creature
being derived from Him ; so that it cannot altogether equal His, nor
resist Him, no, nor at all be without Him. Whosoever tliey be who
boast in their own strength in any kind, and swell highest in conceit
of it,only
they break
are yetit tobutpieces
as'a brittle
in theof his
handhand,
of God:
not
by the glass
strength
but ifHeHe cando
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but withdraw His hand from supporting it, it will fall and break of
itself.
Maker of heaven and earth.] The Son and the Spirit were, with
the Father, authors of the Creation : but it is ascribed to the Father,
particularly, in regard of the order and manner of Their working.
Whether natural reason may evince the creation of the world, we will
not dispute ; we know that he who had very much of that, and who is
the great master of it in the schools, could not see it by that light. Yet
there is enough in reason to answer all the false cavils of profane men,
and very much to justify the truth of this we believe. However, we
must endeavour to believe it by Divine faith, according to that of the
Apostle, Ileb. xi. 3. By faith we believe that the worlds were framed
by the word of God. And this is the first article we meet withal in
the Scriptures, and our faith is put to it in a very high point in the
very entrance. Gen. i. 1. In the beginning God made the heaven and
the earth : — speaking like Himself; it is not proved by demonstrations, or any kind of arguments, but is asserted by the authority of
God. And with that which begins the Books of the Law, John begins
his gospel ; that upon his word who, by His word, made the world,
we may believe that He did so.
This is fitly added to the title of Almighty, as a work of almighty
power, and therefore, a clear testimony of it ; and both together well
suit with our profession of believing in Him. For this is a main support of our faith, to be persuaded of His power on whom we trust.
Our God is able to deliver us, said they, Dan. iii. 17. And Abraham,
the Apostle says, offered vp his so7i, accounting (or reasoning with
himself, or laying his reckoning) that God was able to raise him from
the dead. Heb. xi. 19.
We make more bold to speak out our own questioning of the love
and good-will of God, because we think we have some reason in that
from our own unworthiness ; but if we would sound our own hearts,
we should
find 19.
in ourCandistrust
some secret
of God's
power,
Psal.often
Ixxviii.
God prepare
a tabledoublings
in the wilderness?
said they; though accustomed to miracles, yet still unbelieving. We
think we are strongly enough persuaded of this, but our hearts deceive
us. QucB scimus cicm necesse /ion est, ea in necessitate nescimus, says
Bernard : The things which we seem to know when it is not necessary
for us to know them, we find, when necessary, that we know not. The
heart is deceitfid. Jer. xvii. 9 — where he is speaking of trusting. It
is not for nothing, that God by His prophets so often inculcates this
doctrine of His power, and this great instance of it, the Creation, when
He promises great deliverances to His Church, and the destruction of
their enemies. See Isa. xlv. 12, and li. 12. What can be too hard
for Him, who found it not too hard to make a world of nothing ? If
thou look on the public, the enemies of the Church are strong : if on
thyself, thou hast indeed strong corruptions within, and strong temptations without : yet, none of these are almighty, as thy God is. What
is it thou wouldst have done, that He cannot do if He think fit? And
if He think it not fit, if thou art one of His children, thou wilt think
with Him ; thou wilt reverence His wisdom, and rest satisfied with
His will. This is believing indeed ; the roUing all our desires and
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burdens over upon an almighty God. And where this is, it cannot
choose but establish the heart in the midst of troubles, and give it a
calm within in the midst of the greatest storms.
And try what other confidences you will, they shall prove vain and
lying m the day of trouble. He that thinks to quiet his mind and
find rest by worldly comfort, is, as Solomon compares his drunkard,
like one that lies clown in the midst of the sea, or, that shrpeth on the
top of a mast: Prov. xxiii. 34, he can have but unsettled rest and
repose, that lies there. But he that trusteth in the Lord, is as Mount
Sion that cannot be removed. Psal. cxxv. 1. When we lean upon
other props besides God, they prove broken reeds that not only fail,
but pierce the hand that leans on them. Jer. xvii. 7.
There is yet another thing in this Article, which serves further to
uphold our faitli. That of necessity. He who made the world by His
power, ftoth hkevvise rule it by His providence. It is so great a fabric
as cannot be upheld and governed by any less power than that which
made it. He did not frame this world, as the carpenter his ship, to
put it into other hands and look no more after it ; but as He made it,
so He is the continual pilot of it, sits still at the helm, and guides it ;
yea. He commands the winds and seas, and they obey Him. And
this
on it.serves much for the comfort of the godly, but I cannot here insist
And in Jems Christ.]
The two great works of God, by which He is known to us, are,
Creation and Redemption, which is a new or second creation. The
Son of God, as God, was with the Father, as the worker of the former;
but as God-man, He is the author of the latter. St. Jolm begins his
gospel with the first, and from that passes on to the second. In the
beginning was The TFord — by Him were all things made. But at ver.
14, the other is expressed: The Word was made flesh, and he dwelt
among us, had a tent like ours, and made of the same materials. He
adds. He was full of grace and truth ; and for this end (as there follows,) that we might all receive of his fulness, grace for grace. And
this is that great work of new creation. Therefore the prophet Isaiah,
foretelling
greatli.work
Lord'splant
own themouth,
of itthein
these terms,thisChaj).
16. from
That theI may
heavensspeaks
and lay
foundation of the earth, and say unto Sion, Thou art my people.
That making of a new people to Himself in Christ, is as the framing of
heaven and earth. Now this restoration by Jesus Christ, supposes the
ruin and misery of man by his fall, that sin and death under which he
is born. This we all seem to know, and acknowledge, and well we
may, for we daily feel the woful fruits of that bitter root : but the truth
is, the greatest part of us are not fully convinced, and therefore, do not
consider this gulf of wretchedness into which we are fallen. If we
were, there would be more cries amongst us for help to be drawn out
and delivered from it : this great Deliverer, this Saviour would be of
more use, and of more esteem with us. But I cannot now insist on
that point.
Only consider, that this makes the necessity of a Mediator. The
disunion and distance which sin hath made betwixt God and man,
cannot be made up but by a Mediator, one to come betwixt ; so that
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there is now no bclievins^ in God the Father, but by this believiiip^ in
Jesus his Son ; no ap]ie;irin{T without horror, yea, witlinut perdition,
before
a Judsre able
hi£^-hly
offended,
by theHim.
intervention
powerfulso ajust
Reconciler,
to satisfy
and but
appease
And He oftellsso
it us plainly and cjraciously, that we mistake not our way, No mail
comdh unto the Father hut by me. John xiv. (5.
Few are our thoughts concerning' God and returning to Him ; but if
we have any, this is our unhappiness, that naturally we are subject to
leave out Christ in them. We think there is something to be done :
we talk of repentance, of iirayer, and of amendment, though we have
not these neither. But if we had these, there is yet one thing necessary
above all these, which we forget ; there is absolute need of a Mediator
to make our peace, and restore us into favour with God, One who
must for that end do and suffer for us what we can neither do nor
suffer. Though we could shed rivers of tears, they cannot wash out
the stain of any one sin ; yea, there is some pollution in our very
tears, so that they themselves have need to be washed in the blood of
Jesus Christ.
JesuaHigh-priest,
Christ.'] Ourand anointed
Saviour,andanointed
to be our
great
our Prophet,
in all these,
our King,
Saviourour:
our prophet to teach us tiie way of salvation, our priest to purchase it
for us, and our Icina; to lead and protect us in the way, and to bring us
safe to the end of it. Thus is his name full of sweetness and comfort,
mel in ore, in. aurc melos, in corde medicina, as Bernard speaks:
Honey in the mouth, music to the ear, a cordial to the heart. It is a
rich ointment, and, in the preaching of the Gospel, an ointment poured
forth, (Cant. i. 3.) diffusing its fragrant smell, for which the virgins,
the chaste, purified souls of believers, love him ; such as have their
senses exercised, as the Apostle speaks (Heb. v. 14.), their spiritual
smelling not obstructed with the pollutions of the world, but quick
and open
to receive and be refreshed with the smell of this precious
name
of Jesus.
only S'o?;.]
OtherHis sons
hath, angels
creation,
andHisadoption,
but this
only Hebegotten
Son, asandGod,men,by byeternal
and
ineffable generation, and as man, peculiarly the Son of God, both in
regard of his singular unexampled conception by the Holy Ghost, and
by that personal union with the Deity which accompanied that conception, and by that fulness of all grace which tlowed from that union.
The unfolding of these would require a long time, and, after all, more
would remain unsaid and unconceived by us ; for, his generation who
can declare ? Isa. liii. 8.
Let us remember this, that our sonship is the product of His. He
is the only begotten Son. of God, and yet, 3o as many as receive Him,
He gave this privilege, to be the Sons of God. John i. 12 and 14.
Our Lord.] Both by our loyal subjection to him, and our peculiar
interest in him: these go together. Willing subjection and obedience
to his laws, is an inseparable companion, and therefore a certain evidence, ofour interest in his grace.
Conceived
the Holy
Ghost."]
This is thatby great
mystery
of godliness, God manifested in the flesh ;
the King of Glory after a manner divesting himself of his royal robes,
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and truly putting on the form of a servant, the Holy Ghost framing
him
in the virgin's
womb. inNotthethatordinary
it was way,
impossible
to have
madea body
his human
nature sinless
(though
the
schools usually give that reason,) but that by that miraculous and
peculiar manner of birth, he might be declared to be more than man,
as being a way more congruous both to the greatness of his person
and the purity of his human nature.
Born of the Virgin Mary.]
He was not only of the same nature with man, which he might have
been by a new created humanity, but of the same stock, and so, a fit
Saviour, a near kinsman, as the word which in Hebrew is a Redeemer,
doth signify ; bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh. We see, then,
the person of our Mediator is very fit ior tiiat his office, having both
the natures of the parties at variance which he was to reconcile. And
this happy meeting of God and man in the person of Christ, to look uo
further, was a very great step to the agreement, and a strong pledge
of its accomplishment. To sec the nature of man who was an enemy,
received into so close embraces with the Deity, as within the compass
of one person, promised infallibly a reconcilement of the persons of
men unto God. Tliere the treaty of peace began, and was exceedingly
promoted by that very beginning, so, that in it, there was a sure presage of the success : it was indeed, as tliey say of a good beginning,
dimidium facli, half done. Had God and man treated any where but
in the person of Christ, a peace had never been concluded, yea, it had
broken up first ; but being in him, it could not fail, for in him they
were already one, one person, so there they could not but agree. God
was in Christ reconciling the world to himself 2 Cor. iv. 19.
Considering the work to be done in this agreement, as well as the
persons to be agreed, it was altogether needful that the Undertaker
should be God and man, Humana Divinitas et Divi/ia hinnauilas.
The mediation was not a bare matter of word, but there v. as such a
wrong done as required a satisfaction should be made. We spealv not
of what God might absolutely have done, but what was to be done
suitable fhat
to God's
was for
glory of justice
and
mercy,
inercy end,
and which
iruLk might
meet,theandjoint
righteousness
and peace
kiss each other. And because the party oRending was not able for
it, he that would effectually sue for him, must likewise satisfy for him.
And this Jesus Christ did, as here folhiws. Now, that he might do
this, it was necessary that he should be God able to save, and man fit
to save man ; man that he might suffer, and God that his sufferings
might be satisfying : man that he might die, and God thai his death
might have value to jjurchase life to us.
The Son was fit to be incarnate for this work, the Middle Person in
the Godhead to be man's mediator with God. — That which we had
lost, was, the dignity of the sons of God, and therefore. His only Son
alone was fit to restore us to it. The beauty defaced in us, was, the
image of God ; therefore, the repairing and re-imparting of it, was a
fit work for his purest and most per-fect image, His Son, the character
of His person, lieh. i. 3.
Now, this iiicarnation of the Word, the Son of God, is the foundation of all our hopes; the sense of that great promise, 2Vte seed of the
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woman shall bruise the serpenVs head, and of many others of the same
substance in the Prophets ; the g;reat salvation so often foretold, and
so long expected by the Jews. When this was fulfilled, that a virgin
did conceive by the Holy Ghost, then did the heavens droj) down
righteousness from above, and the earth bring forth salvation. Isa.
xlv. 8. This seems to be that which the Church did so earnestly wish.
Oh, that thoii wert as my brother ! Cant. viii. 1.
Hvffered under Pontivs Pilate.]
Though all his life was one continual act of suffering, from his living
in the cratch to his hanging on the cross, yet, because of the shortness
of this Confession, as likewise because this last act was the greatest,
and most remarkable of his sufferings, and the Scripture itself doth, as
such, mention it most frequently, therefore it is here immediately subjoined to the article of his birth.
It is not for nothing that we have the name of the Roman judge
here expressed, under whom he suffered : though it is nothing to his
credit, yet, it is to the credit of Divine wisdom, even this ; considering
the
nat\ueof and
end though
of Christ's
a pronounced
sentence
justice,
for death,
others, itit being
was a toverysatisfy
agreeable
circumstance, that he should not be suddenly or tumultuarily murdered, but
be judicially, though unjustly, condemned.
Cnicijied.] Besides, it made his suffering more public and solemn;
and the Divine providence ordered this, that he should suffer under a
Roman judge, and so fall under this Roman kind of punishment, being
in itself a very shameful and painful kind of death, and, by the sentence
of the Law, accursed, that we might have the more evidence of our
deliverance
from' that
that Prophet,
were dueandto us.by
The chastisement
of oiirshame,
peace and
was pain,
upon and
him, curse,
says the
his stripes we are healed. Isa. liii. 5.
Suffered.] That he died, and what kind of death, you see, is expres ed. But as many particular sufferings of his body are not here
mentioned, so none of those of his soul, but all are comprehended in
this general word. He suffered. Those were too great to be duly
expressed in so short a form, and therefore, are better expressed by
supposing them, and including them only in this. He suffered. As he
that drew the father, among others, beholding the sacrificing of his
own daughter, signified the grief of the rest in their gestures, and
visages, and tears, but drew the father vailed ; so here, the crucifying
and death of our Saviour are expressed, but the unspeakable conflicts
of his soul are vailed under the general term of suffering. But surely,
that
came from
was far ;more
bitterinvisible
than the cupgallwhich
and vinegar
fromhistheFather's
hand ofhand,
his enemies
the
piercing of his soul, far sharper than the nails and thorns. He could
answer these sweetly with Father, forgive thtm,for they know not what
they do. But those other pangs drew from him another kind of word,
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?
Died.] No less would serve, and therefore he was ohedierit even vnto
the death, as the sentence against us did bear, and the sacrifices of the
Law did prefigure. When the sacrifices drew back and went unwillingly to the place, the heathens accounted it an ill presage. Never
was sacrifice more willing than Christ. / lay down my life for my
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nheep, says he, and no man taketh it fro?n me. John x. 15, 18. A<i a
sheep
beforeto the
dumb,liii.so7.he For
openedthisnothour
his mouth.
He gave
his back
the shearers
smiters. isIsa.
came I into
the
world. John xviii. 37. And this his death is our life : though by it
we are not freed from this temporal death, yet, which is infinitely
more, we are delivered from eternal death, and which is yet more,
entitled to eternal life ; and therefore, do no more suffer this temporal
death as a curse, but enjoy it as a blessing, and may look upon it now,
(such as are in Christ, none other,) not only as a day of deliverance,
but of coronation, the exchange of our present rags for long white
robes, and a crown that fadeth not away.
Buried.^ For the further assurance of his death, and glory of his
resurrection ; as likewise, to commend the grave to us, as now a very
sweet resting-place : he hath warmed the cold bed of the grave to a
Christian, that he needs not fear to lie down in it, nor doubt that he
shall rise again, as we know, and are after to hear that He did.
Descended into Hell.] The more noise there hath been about this
clause, I shall make the less. The conceit of the descent of Christ's
soul into the place of the danmed, to say no more nor harder of it,
can never be made the necessary sense of these words ; nor is there
any other ground in Scripture, or any due end of such a descent,
either agreed on, or at all allegeable, to persuade the choosing of it as
the best sense of them. Not to contest other interpretations, I conceive, withword
submission,
that it differs
not the
much,author
possibly
nothing-,of from
the plain
of his burial.
Not that
or authors
this
so brief a Confession, would express one thing by divers words, but
that, it may be, in the more ancient copies, only the one of them hath
been
in the into
text,it and
copies, inButtranscribers'
other
hath crept
out ofin after
the margin.
retaining hands,
it by allthe means
astheit grave
is, it may
signify
the
abode
and
continuance
of
Christ's
body
; in which time he seems to have been swallowed up inof
death, and that the pit had shut her mouth on him ; but it appeared
quickly otherwise, for, The third day he arose from the dead.
Reli. 1. These are great things indeed which are spoken concerning
Jesus Christ, his birth and sufferings ; but the greater our unhappiness, if we have no portion in them. To hear of them only, and to
enjoy nothing of them, is most miserable ; and thus it is through our
unbelief. Were it as common to believe in him, as to repeat these
words, or to come to church and hear this gospel preached, then you
would all make pretty good plea on it. But believe it, it is another
kind of thing to believe than all that, or than any thing that the most
of us yet know. My brethren, do not deceive yourselves. That common highway faith will not serve ; you are, for all that, still unbelie\
in Christ's
so, forhim.
all theIt riches
comfortthatthathe
are ers
in him,
you canaccount
receive; and
none iffrom
is a sadof word
says. Because ye believe not in me, ye shall die in your sins. John
viii. 21. As if he should say. Though I died for sins, not mine own
but others, yet, you remaining in ungodliness and unbelief, that shall
do you no good; ye shall die in your sins for all that. It is such a
faith as endears Christ to the soul, unites it to him, makes Christ and
it one, that makes all that is his to become ours. Then, we shall con-
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elude aright, Christ hath suffered, therefore I shall not. As he said to
them who came to take him, Is it I you seek? Then let these go free; so,
to the Law and tlie justice of God, he says, seeing you have sought
and laid hold on me, and made me suffer, let these go free who lay
hold on me hy faith : if you have any thing to say to them, I am to
answer for them, yea, I have done it already.
2. You tliat believe and live by this death, be often in reviewing it
and meditating on it, that your souls may be ravished with the admiration ofsuch love, and warmed with a reflex love to him. Mira Dei
dignitas, mira indignitas nostra. Other wonders, as you say, last for
a while, but this is a lasting wonder ; not to the ignorant, — the cause
of wonder at other things is ignorance indeed, but this is an everlasting wonder to those who know it best, viz., to the very angels. Let
that loved Jesus be fixed in your hearts, who was for you nailed to the
cross : Donee totus Jixus in corde, qui totus Jixus in cruce. St. Bernard wonders that men should think on any thing else : QvantcE insanfe post tanti Regis adventum aliis negotiis ! Surely it is great folly,
to think and esteem much of any thing here, after his appearing: the
sun arising drowns all the stars. And withal, be daily crucifying sin
in yourselves, be avenged on it for his sake, and kill it because it
killed him.
3. Will you think any thing hard to do or suffer for him, who
undertook and performed to the full so much for you ? If you had
rather be your own than Christ's, much good do it you with yourknow ofthathimif toyoubeareyours.
not Christ's,
your own,
look forselves;but
as little
If ye bebut your
own, you
you must
must
bear all your own sins, and all tlie wrath that is due to them. But
if youwhat
like have
not that,
to be no tomoreembrace,
your own,
Christ's,to
then
you and
to doresolve
but cheerfully
yea, but
earnestly
seek all opportunities to do him service?
of Christ's
humiliation
; lookSurely,
on them,
so 4.as These
to studyaretothebe steps
like him
particularly
in that.
the then,
soul
that hath most of Christ, hath most humility. It is the lessen he
peculiarly recommends to us from his own example, which is the
shortest and most effectual way of teaching : Learn of me, for I am,
meek and lowly of heart. Matt. xi. 29. He says well, Eru.be.icat homo
superbus esse, propter qnem humilis factus est Deus : Let man be
ashamed to be any longer proud, for whom God himself humbled
himself so low. Intolerabilis est impudentia, vt ubi se cxinanivit
majestas, vermiculus injletur et intumescat. He became humble to
expiate our pride, and yet we will not banish that pride which undid
us, and follow that way of salvation which is humility. Jesus Christ
isheart.
indeed the lily of the valleys ; he grows no where but in the humble
Rose again the third day.]
When humbled to the lowest, then nearest his exaltation, as Joseph
in the prison. He could die, for he was a man, and a man for that
purpose, that he might die; but he could not be overcome by
death, for he was God : yea, by dying', he overcame death, and so
shewed himself truly the Lord of life. He strangled that lion in his
own den. The whale swallowed Jonah, but it could not digest hira ;
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it was forced to cast him up again at the appointed time, the same
with the time here specified, wherein the prophet was a figure of this
great Prophet, Jesus Ciirist. The grave hath a terrible appetite ; it
devours all, and still cries, give, give, and never hath enough, as Agur
says ; yet, for all its appetite, Christ was too great a morsel for it to
digest, too strong a prisoner for all its bars and iron gates to keep
him in. It was impossible he should be holden of it, says St. Peter.
Acts ii. 24.
He hath made a breach through death, opened up a passage on the
other side of it into life, though otherwise, indeed, vestigia nulla retrorsum. They who believe, who lay hold on him by faith, they come
through with him, follow him out at the same breach, pass through
death into heaven. But the rest find not the passage out ; it is as the
Red Sea, passable only to the Israelites ; therefore, they must of necessity sink quite downwards through the grave into hell, through
the first death into the second, and that is the most terrible of all.
That death is indeed what one called the other, the most terrible of all
terribles, — the king of terrors, as it is in Job.
Now, the only assurance of that happy second resurrection to the
life of glory hereafter is, the first resurrection here to the life of grace.
Blessed are they that are partakers of the first resurrection, for on such
the second death hath no power. Rev. xx. 6. For the restuTCction of
Jesus Christ is, to the believer, the evidence of his redemption completed, that all was paid by Christ, as our surety, and so, he set at
liberty : which the Apostle teaches us, when he says, He arose for our
righteousness ; and again. It is God that justifies : who shall condemn?
It is Christ that died, or rather that iti risen again. Rom. viii. 33.
only the cause
patternbothand ofpledge
believer's resurrection,
itNoris istheit efficient
that oflasta resurrection
of his body butto
glory, and of the first, of his soul to grace.
The life of a believer is derived and flows forth from Christ as his
head, and is mystically one life with his, and therefore, as himself expresseth it. Because I live, ye shall live also. John xiv. 19. Therefore
isiraaiv
he called
the first
the indead
and from
the him
beginning,
wpwTevw.
Col. i.begotten
18. Hefrom
is first
all, and
spring 'Ev
all
those streams that make glad the city of God. Therefore the Apostle,
in his thanksgiving for our new life and lively hopes, 1 Pet. i. 3, leaves
not out that. Blessed be God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; that
is the conduit of all. And he expresses it in the same place, that we
are begotten again to a lively hope, by the resurrection of Jesus from
the dead. But, alas ! we prejudge ourselves of all that rich comfort
that is wrapt up in this, by living to ourselves and our lusts, and to
the world, having not our consciences purified from dead works.
How few of us are there who set that ambition of Paul before us, desiring above all things to know him, and the power of his resurrection,
to be made conformable unto his death! Phil. iii. 10. That is the
knowledge, as he there expresses it, a lively experienced knowledge of
that power.
This rightly considered, will answer all our doubts and fears in the
Church's
hardest times.
nothingto
but impossibilities,
when When
so lowin its
thatdeliverance
its enemiesthereareappears
persuaded
Vol. II.
X
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conclude that it slmll never rise ai!,ain, and its friends are oppressed
with fearinowho brought
up his
from
the dead,so canmuch,and yet,
willHerestore
His Church,
for own
whichSonHe Jesus
cave
His only beprotten Son to the death. S071 of man, says he, can these
dry bones liverance,
live ?whichEzek.
Thus sense.
often looks
the Church's
deis therexxxii.the 3.proper
The prophet
answered
most wisely, Lord, thou knowest, q. d. It is a work only for Thee to
know and to do ; and by His Spirit they were revived. And so here,
it looked hopeless as the disciples thought ; they were at the point of
givingit over,
almost have
their delivered
former credulity
: IFebesides
thought
this should
have andbeenblaming
he that should
Israel ; and
all
this to-day is the third day. True, the third day was come, but it was
not yet ended ; yea, he rose in the beginning of it, though they as yet
knew it not, nor him to be present to whom they spake ; but toward
the end of it, they likewise knew that he was risen, when he was
pleased to discover himself to them. Thus, though the enemies of the
Church prevail so far against it, that it seems buried, and a stone laid
to theappointed
grave's time,
mouth,as yet,
it shall
the Church
very fittest,
the
Christ
the rise
thirdagain,
day. andThusat the
expres es her confidence, Hos. vi. 2 : In the third day he will raise us
up. Whatsoever it suffers, it shall gain by it, and be more beautiful
and glorious in its restorement. Mergas profunda, pulchrior exilit.
ascended
He rose
again, notfromto remain
as Hebefore,
but to into
returnHeaven.']
to his throne
of majesty,
whence onhis earth
love
drew him, according to his prayer, John xvii., which was a certain prediction of it. He had now accomplished the great work he came for,
and was therefore, by the covenant and transaction betwixt his Father
and him, to be exalted to his former glory ; the same person as before,
but with the accession of another nature, which he had not before, and
of a new relative dignity, being to sit as King of his Church, which he
had purchased with his blood. And to express this, it is added.
And sitteth at the right hand of God the Father.] See Psal. ex. 1 ;
Ephes. i. 20, 21. By which, according to his allusive sense, is expres ed, not only his matchless glory, but his dominion and rule as
Prince of Peace, the alone King of his Church, her supreme lawgiver
and mighty protector, and conqueror of all his enemies ; ruling his
holy hill of Zion, with the golden sceptre of his word, and breaking
his enemies, the strongest of them, in pieces, with the iron rod of his
justice as we have it in the second Psalm. They attempt in vain to
unsettle His throne ; it is very far out of their reach, as high as the
right hand of God. For ever, O God, thy throne is established in
Heaven. What way is there for the worms of this earth to do any
thing against it?
As in these is the glory of Christ, so, they contain much comfort to
a Christian. In that very elevation of our nature to such dignity, is,
indeed, as the ancients speak, mira dignatio ; that our flesh is exalted
above all the glorious spirits, the angels. And they adore the nature
of man, in the
person Christ
of man'sdothglorified
Saviour,
the Sonon oftheGod.
exaltation
of Jesus
so reflect
a dignity
natureThisof
mankind. But the right and possession of it, is not universal, but is
contracted and appropriate to^them that believe on him. He took not
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on him the nature of angels, says the Apostle, hut the nature of the seed
ofis so,
Abraham
He saysnotnot,so themuchnature
oi' man,
but, of.theHeb.seedii.of16.
Abraham;
because
of histhough
descentit
from that particular stock after the flesh, as in the spiritual sense of
Abraham's
as itdignity
is at large
Rom. arise
ix. toThetheirrestnature
of man-in
kind forfeitseed,
all that
and cleared,
benefit that
Christ, by their distance and disunion from him through unbelief But
the believer hath not only naturally one kind of being with the humanity of Christ, but is mystically one with the person of Christ, with
whole Christ, God-man. And by virtue of that mysterious union, they
who partake of it, partake of the very present happiness and glory of
Christ : they have a real interest in whatsoever he is and hath, in all
his dignities and power ; and in that sense, they who are justified, are
glorified. Rom. viii. 30. In that Christ is exalted, they are so too in
him. Where a part, and the chief part of themselves, is, and is in
honour, there they may account themselves to be. Ubi portio mea
regnat, ibi me regnare credo. A man is said to be crowned, when the
crown is set upon his head ; now, our Head, Christ, is already crowned.
In sum, believers have, in this ascending and enthroning of Christ,
unspeakable comfort through their interest in Christ, both in consideration of his present affection to them, and his effectual intercession for
them, and in the assured hope which this gives them of their own after
happiness and glory with him.
First, In all his glory he forgets them not. He puts not off his
bowels with his low condition here, but hath carried it along to his
throne. Bene conveniunt, et in una sede morantur, majestas et amor.
His majesty and love suit very well, and both in their highest degree.
As all the waters of his sufferings did not quench his love, nor left he
it behind him buried in the grave, but it arose with him, being stronger
than death ; so, he let it not fall to the earth when he ascended on high,
but it ascended with him, nnd he still retains it in his glory. And that
our flesh which he assumed on earth, he took up into Heaven, as a
token of indissoluble love betwixt him and those whom he redeemed,
and sends down from thence as the rich token of his love, his Spirit
into their hearts ; so that these are mutual remembrances. Can he
forget his own on earth, having their flesh so closely united to him ?
You see he does not ; he feels what they suffer. Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me ? And can they forget him whose Spirit dwells in
them, and records lively to their hearts the passages of his love, and
brings all those things to their remembrance, (as himself tells us, that
Spirit would do,) and so proves indeed the Comforter, by representing unto us that his love, the spring of our comforts ? And when we
send up our requests, we know of a friend before us there, a most true
and a most faithful friend, who fails not to speak for us what we say,
and much more. He liveth, says the Apostle, to make intercession for
us. Heb. vii. 25. This is the ground of a Christian's boldness at the
throne
: yea,thetherefore
Fatiier's Jesus
throneChrist,
the throne
grace toofus,grace
because
throne ofisourtheMediator,
is besideof
it: he sits at His right hand, otherwise it could be nothing to us but a
throne of justice, and so, in regard of our guiltiness, a throneX 2of terror
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and afTrig-htment, which we would rather flee from, than draw near
unto.
Lastly, as we have the comfort of such a friend, to prepare access to
our prayers there, which are the messeng:ers of our souls, so, of this,
that our souls themselves, when they remove from these houses of clay,
shall find admission there through him. And this he tells his disciples
again and again, and in them all his own, that their interest was so
much in his ascending to his glory : I go to prepare a place for you,
that where I am, there ye may be also. John xiv. 3.
It will not be hard to persuade them who believe these things, and
are portioners in them, to set their hearts on them, and, for that end,
to take them off from all other things as unworthy of them : yea, it
will be impossible for them to live without the frequent and sweet
thoughts of that place where the Lord Jesus is. Yet, it is often needful to remind them that this cannot be enough done, and, by representing these things to them, to draw them more upwards. And it is best
done
wordshe :sits,
If ye&c.be Col.
riseniii.with
things inthattheareApostle's
above, where
1. Christ,
If ye bemind
risen those
with
him, follow him on, let your hearts be where He is. They that are one
with him, the blessed Seed of the woman, do find that unity drawing
them Heaven-wards. But, alas ! the most of us are like the accursed
seed of the serpent, basely grovelling on this earth, and licking the
dust. The conversation of the believer is in Heaven, where he hath a
Saviour, and from whence he looks for him. Truly, there is little of a
true Christian here ; (and that argues that there is little of the truth of
Christianity among us, who are altogether here ;) his head in Heaven,
and his heart there, and these are the two principles of Life. Let us
then
Apostle'sbeing
advice,
enjoyknow,
the comfort
subjoins,
that bysuitourtheaffections
above,andweso may
that ourhe life
is hid
with Christ in God, and therefore, that when He, who is our life, shall
appear, we likewise shall appear with Him in glory.
Fromin thence
shall come1. toThat
judgetherethe isquicka universal
and the dead."]
We
have
this toHeconsider,
judgment.
2. That Christ is the Judge. 3. Something to be added of the quality
of the judgment. All the three we have together. Acts xvii. 31. Because He hath ajjpointed a day in the which He will judge the world in
righteousness, by that man whom He hath ordained; — whereof He hath
given assurance unto all ?nen, in that He hath raised him from the dead.
1. That there is a universal judgment, we know to be the frequent
doctrine of the Scriptures, and it hath been ever the belief of the godly
from the beginning, as we may perceive by that ancient prophecy of
Enoch, recorded by St. Jude ; and we are so to believe it as a Divine
truth. And yet, there is so much just reason for it, that natural men,
by the few sparkles of light in their consciences, have had some dark
notions and conjectures of it, as is evident in Plato and the Platonics,
and not only the philosophers, but the poets : it may be, too, that they
have been helped by some scattered glimmerings of light concerning
this, borrowed from the Jews, and traditionally passed from hand to
hand
among the heathen, and therefore disguised and altered afler
their fashion.
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If we be persuaded that there is a Supreme Ruler of the world, who
is most wise, and just, and g^ood, this will persuade us, not only that
there is some other estate and being than that we see here, appointed
for man, the most excellent, the reasonable part of this visible world ;
but that tiierc shall be a solemn judicial proceeding, in entering and
instating him in that after-being. The many miseries of this present
life, and that the best of men are usually deepest sharers in them, though
it hath a little staggered, not only wise heathens, but sometimes some
of the prime saints of God, yet, it hath never prevailed with any but
brutal and debauched spirits, to conclude against Divine providence,
but rather to resolve upon this, that of necessity there must be another
kind of issue, a final catastrophe, reducing all the present confusions
into order, and making odds even, as you say. Cum res hominum
tanta caligine vohn. [Claudian.] It is true, that sometimes here, the
Lord'smentright
finds out
knownside.
by the
which Hehandexecutes
on His
them enemies,
; and, onandtheis other
He judggives
some instances of His gracious providence to His Church, and to particular godly men, even before the sons of men ; but these are but some
few preludes and pledges of that great Judgment. Some He gives,
that we forget not His justice and goodness ; but much is reserved,
that we expect not all, nor the most, here, but hereafter. And it is
certainly most congruous, that this be done, not only in each particular
apart, but most conspicuously in all together, that the justice and
mercy of God may not only be accomplished, but acknowledged and
magnified, and that, not only severally in the several persons of men
and angels, but universally, jointly, and manifestly in the view of all,
as upon one theatre, angels and men being- at once, some of them the
objects of that justice, others of mercy, but all of them spectators of
both. Each ungodly man shall not only read, whether he will or no,
the justice of God in himself and his own condemnation, which most
of them
in their
particular
judgment ;
but
they shall
shall do
then before
see thethatsametimejustice
in allsoul's
the rest
of the condemned
world, and the rest, in them ; and, to the great increase of their anguish,
they shall see likewise the glory of that mercy which shall then shine
so bright in all the elect of God, from which they themselves are justly
shut out, and delivered up to eternal misery. And, on the other side,
the godly shall with unspeakable joy behold, not only apart, as before,
but the whole sphere both of the justice and mercy of their God, and
shall with one voice admire and applaud Him in both.
cannotverybe large
full atafterthe
endBesides,
of their the
life, process
as it shallof bemany
at thatmen's
day actions,
: many have
reckonings to come upon them for those sins of others to which they
are accessory, though committed after their death ; as the sins of illeducated children to be laid to the charge of their parents, the sins of
such as any have corrupted, either by their counsels, or opinions, or
evil examples, &c.
2. He, the Lord Jesus, shall be Judge in that great day. The Father,
and Spirit, and His authority, are all one, for they are all one God and
one Judge; but it shall be particularly exercised and pronounced by
our Saviour, God-man, Jesus Christ. That eternal Word by whom all
things were made, by Him all shall be judged ; and so, he shall be
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THE Word in that last act of time, as in the first. He shall judicially
pronounce that great and final sentence which shall stand unalterable
in eternity ; and not only as the eternal Son of God, but withal as the
Son of Man, and so shall he sit as king, and invested with all power
in Heaven and earth. By that man whom He hath appointed to judge
the quick and the dead. — The same Jems shall so come, in like manner
as ye have seen him go into heaven. Acts xvii. 31 ; i. 11. The powers
of the world and of hell are combined against his throne ; therefore,
they shall be his footstool sitting on that throne. And the crown
which he hath purchased for believers, he shall set it on their heads
with his own hand. Tills shall be exceeding joy and comfort to all
that have believed on him, that their Redeemer shall be their Judge.
He who was judged for them, shall judge them, and pass sentence
according to that covenant of grace which holds in him, pronouncing
them free from the wrath which he himself endured for them, and heirs
of that life whicli he bought with his dearest blood.
And that gives no less accession to the misery of the wicked, that
the same Jesus whom they opposed and despised, so many of them as
heard any thing of him, He shall sit upon their final judgment, and
pronounce sentence against them, not partially avenging his own
quarrel on them, — no word of that, — but most justly returning them
the reward of their ungodliness and unbelief That great Shepherd
shall thus make that great separation of his sheep from the goats.
3. Of the manner, we have thus much here, that He shall come
from heaven as the Scriptures teach us. He shall visibly appear in the
air; He shall come in the clouds of heaven with power and great
glory. Matt. xxiv. 30, attended with innumerable companies of glorious angels who shall serve him, both in the congregating of his elect,
and in separating of them from the reprobate ; but Himself, in the
brightness of his own majesty, infinitely surpassing them all. 2 Thess.
1. 7 : In flaming fire. His first coming was mean and obscure, suiting
his errand, for then he came to be judged ; but that last coming shall
be glorious, for he comes to judge, and his judgment shall be in righteousnes . Acts xvii. 31. Juste judicahit qui injuste judicatus est.
[Augustine.] There shall be no mis-alleging, cv mis-proving, or
mis-judging there. All the judgments of men, whether private or
judicial, shall be re-judged there according to truth, by such a Judge
before whom all things are naked. And not only shall He know and
judge allvinced aright,
they allwhowillare see
judged,
shall are
themselves
be conthat it is but
so. allThen
that none
condemned
but
most
the Lord's
justiceprejudice
is pure toandhisspotless
them deservedly,
who perish, andas that
his grace
is without
justice, init
being satisfied in Christ for them who are saved. The Books shall be
opened, those which men so willingly, the most of them, keep shut
and clasped up, and are so unwilling to look into, their own accusing
consciences ; the Lord will proceed formally against the wicked according to the Books : no wrong shall be done them, they shall have fair
justice, and they shall see what they would not look upon before, when
by
seeing,
might And
havethatbeentheblotted
written in itsthatstead.
believerout,
shallandreada infreehis acquittance
conscience
at that day, which through the dimness of faith, and the dark, troubled
estate of his soul, he many times could not read here below.
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We are j^apin^ still after new notions, but a few things wisely and
jjractically known, drawn down from the head into the heart, are better
than all that variety of knowing that men are so taken up with. Paucis
Uteris opus est ad mentem bonum. This and such like common truths,
we think we both know and believe well enough ; but truly, if this
great point,' touching the great and last judgment, were indeed known
and believed by us, it would draw our minds to more frequent and
more deep thoughts of it ; and were we often and serious in those
thoughts, they would have such influence into all our other thoughts,
and the whole course of our lives, as would much alter the frame of
them from what they are. Did we think of this Gospel which we
preach and hear, that we must then be judged by it, we should be now
more ruled by it. But the truth is, we are willingly forgetful of these
things ; they are melancholy pensive thoughts, and we are content
that the noise of affairs or any vanities fill the ears of our minds, that
we hear them not. If we be forced at some times to hear of this
last Judgment to come, it possibly casts our conscience into some little
trembling fit for the time, as it did Felix ; but he was not, nor are
we, so happy as to be shaken out of the custom and love of sin by
it. We promise it fair, as he did, some other time ; but if that time
never come, this day will come, and they who shun to hear or think
of it, shall then see it, and the sight of it will be as terrible and
amazing, as the timely thoughts of it would have been profitable.
It is, no doubt, an unpleasing subject to all ungodly, earthly minds ;
but surely, it were our wisdom to be of that mind now, that then we
shall be forced to be of: we shall then read, by the light of that fire
which shall burn the world, the vanity of all those things whereon we
now dote so foolishly. Let us therefore be persuaded to think so
now, and disengage our hearts, and fix them on him who shall then
Judge us. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry and ye perish from the way,
when His wrath is kindled but a little. They only are happy who
trust in Him. That which is the affrightment of others, is their great
joy
: theytheirloveownand full
longhappiness
for that day,
theirlove
Saviour's
gloryand indesire
it, and
; andboththatfortheir
to his
appearing, is to them a certain pledge of the crown they are to receive
at his appearing. 2 Tim. iv, 8 :— at that day, says the Apostle. This
day he esteems more of than all his days ; therefore, he name.s it
no otherwise, than that day. How may we know what day it was
he meant? His coronation-day. But of all men, surely, the hypocrite
likes least the mention and remembrance of that day : there is no room
for disguises there, all masks must off, and all things a.ppear just as
they are, and that is the worst news to him that can be.
/ believe in the Holy Ghost.] God is both a Spirit and Holy ; but
this name personally taken, is peculiarly that of tlie Third Person proceeding from the Father and the Son, by a way that can neither be
nor inconceived.
Holy in himself, and the author and cause
ofexpressed
all holiness
us.
It is neither useful nor safe for us to entangle our thoughts in disputes concerning this mystery, but it is necessary that we know, and
acknowledge and believe in this Holy Spirit. It is He in whom, and
by whom we believe. We cannot know God, nor the things of God,
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but by the Spirit of God, I Cor. ii. 1 ; nor say that Jesus is God, but
by the same Spirit, 1 Cor. xii. 3. We know that this Holy Trinity cooperates inthe woriv of our salvation : the Father hath given us His
Son, and the Son hath sent us His Spirit, and the Spirit ghes us faith,
which unites us to the Son, and through him to the Father. The
Father ordained our redemption, the Son wrought it, the Holy Spirit
reveals and applies it.
remaining
haveflesh,
the
fruitIn ofthethatHolygreatCatholic
work, Church.']
the sendingTheof the
Son of Articles
God in the
his suffering, and dying, Sfc. — what it is, and to whom it belongs ; the
result
of Christ's
and great
death, work,
cui ctthat
ciijasof gratia.
Yea, the
great design
of Godincarnation
in the other
the first creation,
was this second: He made the world that out of it he might make this
elect world, which is called His Church. The Son fell on sleep, on
a dead sleep, indeed the sleep of death on the cross, that out of his side
might be framed his Spovise, which is his Church. The Holy Spirit
moving upon the souls of men in their conversion, aims at this same
end, the gathering and completing of his Church : He is the breath of
life that breathed on these new creatures who make up this society.
So then, this is as much as to say, I verily believe that God had such
a purpose in making the world, and in sending His Son into it, and
they both in sending the Spirit, and the Spirit in His working to make
a holy Church, a number that should serve God here, and enjoy Him
in eternity; and I believe, that God cannot fall short of His end, that
blessed Trinity doth not project and work in vain; I believe, therefore,
there is such a company, there is a holy tmiversal church. Universal
— diffused through the several ages, and places, and nations of the
world. Holy — washed in the blood of Christ, and sanctified by His
Spirit. That it is, which it hath in all ages continued from the begin ing, and shall continue to the end of the world, increasing still
and growing to its appointed perfection, amidst all the enmities and
oppositions that it encounters in the world. / send you forth, says
Christ, as sheep among wolves. Matt. x. 16. The preservation of the
Church islions,
a continuing
miracle from
: it resembles
safety among
the
hungry
but prolonged
one age Daniel's
to another.
The ship
wherein Christ is, may be weather beaten, but it shall not perish.
So then, you see that this Confession is altogether no other than
your acknowledgment of God in Himself, Three in One, and One in
Three ; and His works of the creation of the world, and redemption
of man by his Son, made man for that purpose, and appropriate to
them for whom it was designed by his Holy Spirit ; and with this
acknowledgment our reliance on this God as the author of our being
and well-being.
The communion of saints.] This springs immediately from the
former : if they make one Church, then they have a very near communion together. They are one body united to that glorious Head that
is above ; they have all one spiritual life flowing from him. And this
communion holds not only on earth and in heaven apart, but even betwixt heaven and earth : the saints on earth make up the same body
with those already in glory ; they are born to the same inheritance by
new birth, though the others are entered in possession before them.
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This their common title to spiritual blessings, and eternal blessings prejudges none of them : their inheritance is such as is not lessened by the
multitude of heirs ; it is entire to each one. And that grace and salvation that flows from Christ, the Sun of Righteousness, is as the light of
the sun where it shines ; none hath the less because of others partaking
of it. The happiness of the saints is called an inheritance in light, which
all may enjoy without abatement to any. They have each one their
crown: they need not, they do not envy one another, nor, Ottoman-Wke,
one brother to kill another to reign alone. Yea, they rejoice in the happiness and salvation of one another ; they are glad at the graces which
God bestows on their brethren ; for they know that they all belong to
the same first owner, and return to His glory, and that whatsoever
diversity is in them, they all agree and concentre in that service and
good of the Church ; and so, what each one hath of gifts and graces,
belongs to all by virtue of this communion. Thus ought each of them
to think, and every one of them humbly and charitably so to use what
he hath himself, and ingenuously to rejoice in that which others have,
as the Apostle reasons at large, 1 Cor. xii.
holy Catholic
communionhowofmuch
saints.']
may seein
theA worth
and the Church
necessity— the
of holiness,
it is We
regarded
the whole work. For this very thing did Christ give himself for his
Church, that he might sanctify it, and cleanse it — that he might present
it to himself a glorious church — holy. Eph. v. 26. So it is the end
of our redemption. And if we look as far forward as salvation, there
it will be perfect holiness : nothing unclean shall enter that holy city,
and without holiness no man shall see God. And look again as far
back as our election: Eph. i. 4. According as He hath chosen us in
him — that we shoidd be holy. And those who are not partakers of
this, do but delude themselves, in dreaming of an interest in the rest.
There is no washing in the blood of Christ to remission, but withal by
the Spirit to sanctijication ; no comfort to the unholy in their resurrection, because no hope of that to follow on it, which follows here,
eternal life. No, without shall be dogs. Rev. xxii. 15. In the base
and foolish opinion of the world, holiness is a reproach, or at the best,
but a mean poor commendation, as you speak of it disdainfully, a
good, silly, holy body ; and men are more pleased with any other title :
they had a great deal rather be called learned, or wise, or stout, or
comely, than holy. Malunuis audire, 0 virum doctum, quam Ovirum
borum. [Seneca.] But God esteems otherwise of it, whose esteem
is the true rule of worth. That fore-cited place, A glorious church :
How ? Holy and without blemish. That is indeed the true beauty of
the soul, makes it like God, and that is its comeliness. We see the
Lord himself delights to be known much by this style, and to be glorified byit, Holy, Holy, Holy. So Exod. xv. 11-: Glorious in holiness.
And the Spirit of God is still called, T/te Holy Spirit. How much,
then, are they mistaken concerning Heaven, who think to find the way
to it out of the path of holiness, which is indeed via regni, the only
way that leads unto it ! Reprove yo7i of unholiness, you say ; you are
not saints. No ? So much the worse, for they who mean to share
in the pardon of sin and eternal life, must be such. If you be content still not to be saints, go on : but know, that they who are not
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in some measure saints in grace here, shall never be saints in glory
hereafter.
Forgiveness of sins.] Notwithstanding forgiveness of sins, there is a
necessity of holiness, though not as meriting it, yet, as leading unto
happiness. But on the other side, notwithstanding the highest point
of holiness we can attain, there is a necessity of this forgiveness of
sins. Though believers make up a holy Church and company of
saints, yet, there is a debt upon them that their holiness pays not ;
yea, they are so far from having a surplus for a standing treasure after
all is paid, that all the holiness of the saints together will not pay the
least farthing of that debt they owe. As for me, I will walk in mine
integrity, says David, Psal. xxvi. 11. How then ? Adds he, This shall
justify me sufhciently ? No, but Redeem Thou me, and he mercifid to
me. So, I John i. 6: If we say, that we have fellowship with Him,
and walk in darkness, we lie. And yet, in the next verse, though we
do walk in the light, yet is there need of the blood of Jesus Christ to
cleanse us from all sin ; and so throughout the Scriptures. All the
integrity of the godly under the Law, did not exempt them from offering sacrifice, which was the expiation of sin in the figure, looking
forward to that great and spotless Sacrifice that was to be slain for the
sins of the world. And those who believe the Gospel, the application
of that justifying blood that streams forth in the doctrine of the Gospel,
is not only needful to wash in for their cleansing in their first conversion, but is to be re-applied to the soul, for taking off the daily
contracted guiltiness of new sins. It is afoiintaiti opened and standing open for sin and for uncleanness, as that sea of brass before the
sanctuary. They that are clean have still need of washing, at least,
their feet, as Christ speaks to St. Peter, John xiii. 10.
The consideration of that precious blood shed for our sins, is the
strongest persuasive to holiness, and to the avoiding and hating of
sin. So far is the doctrine of justification, rightly understood, from
animating men to sin. But because of the woful continuance of sin in
the godly, while they continue in this region of sin and death, therefore
is there a continual necessity of new recourse to this great expiation.
Thus St. John joins these two, 1 Eph. ii. 1, 2: These things write I
unto you, that ye sin not. A nd if any man sin, we have an advocate
with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteom ; and he is the propitiation
for our sins.
You think it an easy matter, and a thing that for your own ease you
willingly believe, the forgiveness of sins. It is easy indeed, after
our fashion ; .easy to imagine that we believe such a thing when we
hear it, because we let it pass and question it not ; we think it may
be true, and think no further on it, while we neither know truly what
sin is, nor feel the weight of our own sins. But where a soul is convinced of the nature of sin, and its own guiltiness, there to believe
forgiveness is not so easy a task.
In believing this forgiveness of sins, and so, the other privileges
that attend it, there be these three things gradually leading one to
the other. 1. To believe that there is such a thing, and that it is
purchased by the death of Christ, and so attainable by coming unto
him for it. 2. By this, the soul finding itself ready to sink under the
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burden of its own sins, is persuaded to go to him, and lay over that
load on him ; and itself withal resolves to rest on him for this forgivenes . This is to believe in him who is the Lord our 7-ighteousness.
3. Upon this believing on him for forgiveness, follows a reflex believing of that forgiveness ; not continually and inseparably, especially
if we take the degree of assurance somewhat high, but yet, in itself,
it is apt
and often,
gracious
dispensation,
doth and
follow uponto follow,
that former
act ofin God's
believing,
through
the cleiirness
strength of faith in the soul, and sometimes withal, is backed with an
express,
peculiarin testimony
own Spirit.
To believe,
and tois
grow stronger
believing, ofandGod's
to aspire
to the assurance
of faith,
our constant duty ; but that immediate testimony of the Spirit, is an
arbitrary beam that God reserves in His own hand, yet, such a gift as we
may not only lawfully seek, but do foolishly prejudice ourselves and slight
it, if we neglect to seek it, and want so rich a blessing for want of
asking, and withal, labouring to keep our hearts in a due disposition
and frame for entertaining it. The keeping of our consciences pure,
as much as may be, doth not only keep the comfortable evidence of
pardon clearest and least interrupted within us, but is the likeliest
to receive those pure joys which flow immediately into the soul from
the Spirit of God. The testimony of our conscience is, if we damp it
not ourselves, our continual feast ; but that testimony of the Spirit is
superadded
taste ofin higher
comfort
God's own cheers
hand, asit withal,
it were
aa piece
of Heaven
the soul,
whichoutHeof sometimes
where He hath first given much love and ardent desires after Himself :
they are short of that light, in the fulness whereof we hope to dwell
hereafter. But besides that God is most free in that particular, and
knows what is fittest for us, the greatest part even of true Christians
yet
not so walk, nor attend to that spiritualness that is capable of
such dovisits.
The resurrection
of theevils
body.]
these privileges,
opposed
to those grand
that weThefeelcomfort
or fear of: sanctification,
to theispower of sin ; justification or forgiveness, to the guilt of sin ; the
resurrection,
eternal death. to temporal death ; and life eternal, to the second or
This is the raising of the self-same body that is laid in the dust;
otherwise, the giving of a body to the soul again, must have some
other name, for resurrection it cannot be called.
That God can do this, notwithstanding all imaginable difficulties in
it, have we not proof enough in what He hath done? Surely, that
which He did not in the beginning of time, the framing of the whole
beworlddoneof innothing,
the end isofmore
time.han a sufficient pledge of this which is to
That he will do it, we have His own word for it, and the pledge of
it in raising His Son Jesus; therefore called, The first begotten from
the dead. Col. i. 18, this as relating to believers, who are one with him.
The resurrection of the dead in general, is an act of power: but, to
the godly, it is an act of grace, to the wicked of justice. Both shall
rise by the power of Christ, but, to the one, as a Judge, and a Judge
who shall condemn them ; to the other, as their head, and their Saviour. Joseph's two fellow-prisoners were both taken out of the prison,
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and at the
same ittime
but resurrection.
the one to theJohn
court,v. 29.
the other to the gallows. So shall
be in; the
The confession of faith being of such things as belong to believers
and are their happiness, therefore their resurrection is particularly here
intended, as we see eternal life and glory is subjoined to it.
Our bodies are raised, which were companions and partakers of our
good and evil in our abode upon earth, that they may in eternity be
companions and ])artakers of our reward. Those of the ungodly, to
suit their condemned souls, shall be filled with shame, and vileness,
and misery ; and those that were, in their lower estate here, temples
of the Holy Ghost, shall be filled with that fulness of joy that shall
run over from the soul unto them : they shall be conformable to the
happy and glorious souls to which they shall be united, yea, to the
glorious body of our Lord Jesus Christ. There shall then be nothing
but beauty, and glory, and immortality, in them which are now frail
and mortal, and being dead, do putrefy and turn to dust. He shall
change our vile bodies, and make them like vnto his most glorious body.
Phil. iii. 21. But, as St. Bernard says well. If we would be sure of
this, that our bodies shall be conformed to his in the glory to come,
let us see that our souls be here conformed to his, in that humility
which he so much manifested whilst he dwelt among men : if we would
that then our vile body be made like his glorious body, let our proud
heart now be made like his humble heart.
eternal.']
Confession
of faithor ends
is the end
of Life
our faith,
our Our
everlasting
salvation,
eternalin that
life.which
Of which,
all
that we can say is but stammering, and all our knowledge and conceiting of it but ignorance, in regard of what it is : yet, so much we
know, or may know of it, as, if we knew aright, would certainly draw
us more into the desires and pursuit of it. The very name of life is
sweet, but then especially as it is here meant, in the purest and sweetest
sense, for a truly happy life. Non est vivere, sed valere, vita. For a
life full of misery is scarcely worth the name of life, and the longer it
were, tlie worse ; therefore, the miserable estate of damned souls,
though immortal in it, is called death. So then, by this life, true and
full blessedness being meant, and then, that added, that it is eternal
life, what can be imagined more to make it desirable? So happy,
that there shall not be the smallest drop of any evil or bitterness in it,
pure unmixed bliss ; nothing present in it that is displeasing, nor any
thing wanting that is delightful ; and everlasting, that when millions
of years (if there were any such reckoning there) are rolled about, it
shall be as fae from ending as at the first.
A very little knowledge of this blessed life, would make us clean out
of love with the lite that now we make such account of. What can it
be that ties us here ? The known shortness of this life, where it more
happy than it is to any, might make it of less esteem with us. But
then withal, being so full of miseries and sins, so stuffed with sorrows
round about us, and within ourselves, that if the longest of it can be
called long, it is only the multitude of miseries in it, than can challenge that name for it. Such a world of bodily diseases, here one's
head paining him, another his stomach — Quam male nobis convenit,
nunc de veiiirc, nunc de capite, S^c, hoc contingere solet in alieno habi-
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tantibus [Seneca] : some complaining of this part, some of that, and
the same party sometimes of one malady, sometimes of another;
what disappointments, and disgraces, and cross encounters of affairs ;
what personal and what public calamities ; and then, sin, the worst
of all ! And yet, all cannot wean us ! We cannot endure to hear nor
to think of removing ; and the true reason is, unbelief of this eternal
life, and the neglect of those ways that lead to it. Be persuaded at
length to call in your heart from the foolish chase of vanity, and consider this glorious life that is set before you. Do you think the proviyou makeand forgivethiseternal
wretched
present halflife,a thought
worth soin many
hours'
daily sionpains,
life scarcely
many hours,
possibly not a fixed, serious thought in many days ? Surely, if you
believe there is such a thing, you cannot but be convinced that it is a
most preposterous, unwise course you take, in the expense of your time
and pains upon any thing else more than on life eternal. Think what
a sad thing it will be, when your soul must remove out of that little
cottage wherein it now dwells, not to be bettered by the removal, but
thrust out into utter darkness. Whereas, if ye would give up with sin,
and embrace Jesus Christ as your joy and your life, in him you would
presently be put into a sure, unfailing right to this eternal life. It is
a pure life, and purity of life here, is the only way to it. Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God.
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Matt. vi. 9.
After this manner, therefore, pray ye.
The malice and craft of Satan in reference to good actions, works first
in attempting wholly to divert us from them ; but, if that take not, the
next is to pervert their use, and corrupt them so in doing-, that they lose
their acceptance with God, and we consequently lose the fruit and comfort of them. And as there is no religious exercise that he hath more
quarrel at, and owes greater enmity to, than Prayer, being the most
constant crosser of his designs, there is none from which he more endeavours to estrange men, either wholly to lay it down, or to frequent
cessations ; or, if that cannot be, but the light of conscience still calls
for somewhat at least that may pass with a man for Prayer, yet, if
Satan can get it turned to hypocrisy and formality, he knows he needs
not fear it, for so it wants the life of prayer, and remains nothing but
a dead carcass, and therefore can neitlier please the living God, nor
hurt him who is its enemy.
Therefore, our Savioin- here warns his disciples to avoid, in praying,
these two evils, the vain ostentation of hypocrites, and the vain repetition ofthe Heathen ; not to think it Prayer, to tumble out a multitude of
empty words ; and upon that, takes occasion to set this matchless copy
of prayer, the way of example being the shortest and liveliest way of
teaching. These words, which are but the entry, are not to be passed
over: there is in them, I. The duty of Prayer supposed. II. The
prescribing of this form. First, Pray. Secondly, A fter this man7ier.
I. Tlic use and necessity of Prayer is taken for confessed, as before,
ver. 7 : When ye pray, and when thou prayest. And the consideration of this exercise, and of this pattern of it, is with good reason
accounted among the most necessary principles of religion. Without
it, indeed, all religion withers and languishes. The Law of God is so
pure and exact a rule, that we cannot come near the perfection of it,
and therefore fall under its curse. When we understand it so, that
drives us to the Gospel, to seek salvation there. And the articles of
the Gospel, of our Christian faith, are so high and mysterious, that
nature cannot aright understand or believe them ; and therefore, both
Law and Gospel drive us to prayer, to seek of God renewing grace to
conform our hearts in some measures to the holy Law of God, and
faith to lay hold on Jesus Christ and salvation, in him held forth to us
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in the Gospel. Prayer is not taken in its strict grammatical sense, in
which the words used for it signify only petition or request ; but as
comprehending, together with petition, confession and thanksgiving.
It may be called briefly and plainly, a pious invocation of God ; and,
as we are not speaking abstractly of prayer, but according to the estate
of fallen men, it is very fit to add the express mention of the Mediator,
that it is an invocation of God in the name o f Christ ; for it never
ascends to God as pleasing incense, but when it passeth through that
golden censer, and is perfumed with the sweet odours of his merits
and intercession. His entrance into Heaven hath opened up the way
for our prayers to come in, and there is no access to the throne of
grace, but by that new and living way, as the Apostle speaks, Heb.
X. 20. But how much better is the frequent practice, than much discourse and business in defining it ! Whatsoever is said aright in this,
is for the other as its end, as one hath it out of an ancient philosopher,
Inquirimus quid sit virtus, non ut sciamus, sed tit boni efficiamur : We
inquire what virtues are, not to know them, hut to have them. And
indeed, to do otherwise, is but answerable employment to studying
the nature of riches, and talking of them, and remaining poor, possessing none.
It is not needful to stay upon distinguishing Prayer by the different
matter of petitions, or things to be requested, which, possibly, some
of the different names of prayer in Scripture do signify. This may
suffice, that it ought to be of such things as are conformable to the
will and promises of God, and desired with a suitable disposition of
mind; and therefore I call it a jnous invocation. It is the highest
impudence, to present God with unjust or frivolous desires. Qum scire
homines nohint, Deo narrant, as Seneca speaks ; They tell God what
they would not have men to know. We ought to reverence the majesty
of God, and regard that in our requests. There is a difference betwixt
solemn prayer and sudden ejaculations, but it is not a difference in
their nature, but only in continuance. The former is here meant.
Only this of the other, it is to be wished that it were more known, and
more in use with Christians ; for it is, no doubt, a very happy means
of preserving the heart in a holy temper and constant regard of God
inword,
all aPray
man'scontinually.
actions, and When
is a main
point of and
answering
Apostle's
in company,
apart, the
a man
useth
secret, short motions of the soul to God, that may be very frequent in
the
and at nightallow
; whereas
callings
and natural
and day,
employments,
them men's
but some
certain
parcel ofnecessities
both for
solemn prayer. And these frequent looks of the heart to Heaven,
exceedingly sweeten and sanctify our other employments, and diffuse
somewhat of Heaven through all our actions. Solemn prayer, at fit
times, is a visiting of God ; but this were a constant walking with
Him all the day long, a lodging with Him in the night. When I
awake, says David, I am still with Thee. Psai. cxx\ix. 18. And these
sudden darlings of the soul Heavenwards, may sometimes have more
swiftness and force than larger supplications, having much spirit, as it
were, contracted into them ; and they would, no doubt, it used, be
answered with frequent beams of God's countenance returned to the
soul, as it were in exchange. For though wliole lifetimes of prayer
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are not worthy the least of those, yet, it pleases God thus to keep intercourse with those souls that love Him, and for the ejaculations of
their desires to Him, looks back on them, and so they interchange as
it were sudden glances of love that answer one another. The Lord is
pleased to sjjeak thus Himself, and the souls that know this love understand it,JViou hast ravished my heart, my sister, my spouse, with
one of thine eyes. Cant. iv. 9. But though such looks and ejaculations will refresh a soul inflamed with the love of God, yet it suffices
not: they must have times of larger and more secret converse with
their beloved, and particularly in the exercise of solemn, continued
prayer ; and, if cut short of it at any time, they will miss it as much
as a healthful body its accustomed repast.
But it would seem, that, though there may be some reason for confession and thanksgiving-, yet, that which hath most peculiarly the
name of Prayer — petition, is superfluous: He who knows our wants
better than ourselves, and what is fittest to bestow upon us, and forgets not all, what need we put Him in mind, and follow Him with so
many suits ?
indeed, tois bea strong'
against
babblingsand inmultitude
prayer,
andThis,
imagining
heard reason
merely for
long vain
continuance
of words ; and our Saviour himself doth here use it so, ver. 8 ; but
withal he shews us clearly, that it makes nothing against the exercise
of prayer, in that he adds immediately upon these words. After this
manner, there fore, pray ye.
Although the Lord knows well our wants, and doth according to
His own good pleasure, yet, there is for Prayer, \. Duty. 2. Dignity.
3. Utility.
1. Duty. We owe this homage to God, not only to worship Him,
but particularly to oflier up our supplications, and to acknowledge Him
our king and ruler of the whole world, and to testify our dependence
upon Him, as the giver of every good gift. It is not because He is
unwilling and loth to give, for He gives liberally, and upbraids 'none ;
yet, says the Apostle there. If any man lack wisdom, let him ask it.
Jam. i. 5. So, of all wants, that which thanksgiving doth acknowledge after receipt, supplication doth beforehand ; [His power, and
truth, and goodness, &c. This is His name still. The God who
heareth prayer, and therefore, this homage is due to Him, To Him
shall all flesh come. Psal. Ixv. 2.
2. Dignity. This is the honour of the saints, that they are admitted
to so near and frequent converse with the great God, that they do not
only expect from Him, but may so frequently speak to Him, of their
desires and wants, and may pour out their complaints into His bosom.
Abraham is sensible of the greatness of this privilege, by reflecting
upon the greatness of his distance. Gen. xviii. 27. Behold, I have
taken ujwn ine to speak xinto the Lord, who am but dust and ashes. It
is an unspeakable honour for dust and ashes to be received into such
familiarity with the Lord of heaven and earth.
3. Utility. [1.] It quiets and eases the heart when it is troubled,
to vent itself to God. As there is some natural ease in sighs and
tears, (for otherwise nature should not have been furnished with them,
nor teach us to use them,) they discharge some part of grief, though
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addressed no whither, but only let out ; but more when it is in the
presence of some entire friend ; so, they must be most of all easing,
when they are directed to God in prayer. Cor secrejiat et purgat
cratio, capacimqne cfficit ad cxcipienda divina mnnera : Prayer, says
Augustine, calms and purifies the heart, and renders it more capable
of the Divine benefits. Mine eye povreth forth tears unto God, says
Job, Job xvi. 20 ; and David, My sighing is not hid from Thee. Psal.
xxxviii. 9. Cast thy burden on the Lord, says the Psalmist. Psal.
Iv. '22. The Lord calls for our burdens, would not have us wrestle
with them ourselves, but roll them over on Him. Now, the desires
that are breathed forth in prayer, are, as it were, the very unloading
of the heart : each request that goes forth, carries out somewhat of the
burden with it, and lays it on God. Phil. iv. 6. Be careful in
nothing, says the Apostle : tliat were a pleasant life indeed, if it might
be; but how shall that be attained? Why, this is the only way, says
he. In all things make your requests lcnow?i unto God. Tell Him
what are your desires, and leave them there with Him, and so you are
sure to be rid of all further disquieting care of them. Try as many
ways as you will, there is no other will free you, in difficulties, of all
perplexing thoughts, but this, and this will do it.
[2.] In it the graces of the Spirit are exercised, and they gain by
that, as all habits do ; they are strengthened and increased by acting.
Faith, in believing the promises ; and that is the very basis of Prayer:
it cannot subsist without the support of faith. And hope is raised up
and set on tiptoe, airoKapaiioKeiv, to look out for accomplishment.
And love, it is that which delights it, to impart its mind to Him on
whom it is set, and thus to entertain converse and conference with
Him, and all hours seem short to it that are thus spent ; and by this
it still rises to a higher flame, it is blown and stirred by Prayer.
The more the soul converses with God, doubtless the more it loves
Him.
And this speaking your desires to God in prayer, makes the heart
still more holy, invites it to entertain new desires, but such as it may
confidently acquaint God withal.
[3.] In relation to the particular things desired, it not only fits and
disposes the heart for receiving them as blessings, but withal, it is a
of obtainment,
by reason
of God's
appointment,
and
ofrealHismeans
promise.
He hath bound
Himself
by Hisownpromises
not to disregard the prayers of His people. His ear is open to their cry, says
the Psalmist, Psal. xxxiv. 15. And the many instances in Scripture,
and the experience of the Church in all ages, bear witness to the truth
of these pi'omises. Imminent judgments have been averted, great
armies conquered*, and the very course of nature countermanded, the
sun arrested,
the Amalekites
power of Prayer.
Moses's
handsswords
only held
heaven,
routedby the
more than
all the
that upwereto
drawn against them.
The goodness of God is expressed in his promises ; and these promises encourage prayer ; and prayer is answered with performance ;
* In Aiirelius's
thundering
legion. time, the legion of the Christians was called Ki^auvsiiXo;, the
Vol. ir.
Y
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and thanlcs^ivliig- returns the performance in praise to God. Psal.
1. l.'j. So, all ends where it began, in Him who is the Alpha and the
Omega, the Beg'inning and the End of all things.
If you would be rich in all grace, be much in prayer. Conversing
with God assimilates the soul to Him, beautifies it with the beams of
as Moses's
whenfromhe returned
mount.
ItHisis holiness,
prayer, that
brings allfaceourshined
supplies
Heaven; from
as thethe virtuous
woman is said, Prov. xxxi. 14, to be like the merchant's ships, she
hringethandhersubdues
food from
Prayer ofdraws
more grace
out of God's
hand,
sin andafar.
the powers
darkness;
it entertains
and
augments our friendship with God, raiseth the soul from earth, and
purifies it wonderfully. Their experience, who have any of this kind,
teacheth them, that, as they abate in jjrayer, all their graces do sensibly
weaken. Therefore, when the Apostle hath suited a Christian with his
whole Armour, he adds this to all. Praying always with all prayer
and svpplication in the Spirit. Eph. vi. 18. For this arms man and
his armour both, with the strength and protection of God : Armatura
armatxtra oratio.
II. The form prescribed : After this manner.
They who know any thing of their own wants and poverty, and of
the bounty and fulness of God, cannot doubt of the continual usefulness
of pr.iyer; and they who are sensible of their own unskilfnlness, will
acknowledge, that, as prayer is necessary, so there is necessity of a
direction how to perform it. The disciples found this in themselves,
Avhen they said. Lord teach its to pray, as St. Luke hath jit, where
he records this prayer. And our Saviour here marks the errors of
hypocrisy hisanddisciples.
babbling'After
in prayer,
which are
so incident
teacheth
this manner,
therefore,
j)ray ye.to men, and
As for prescribing forms of prayer in general, to be bound to their
continual use in private or in public, is no where practised. Nor is
there, I conceive, on the other side, any thing in the word of God, or
any solid reason drawn from the word, to condemn their use.
There is, indeed, th;it inconvenience observable in their much use,
and
on them,
that oftheythis,easily
coldness and
and leaningyet, to speak
the truth
it is turn
ratherto imputable
to ourftn-mality
dulness ;
and want of affection in spiritual things, than to the forms of prayer
that are used. For whereas some may account it much spiritualness,
to despise what they have heard before, and to desire continual variety
in prayer, it seems rather to be want of spiritualness that makes that
needful, for that we find not our affections lively in that holy exercise,
miless they be awaked and stirred by new expressions : whereas the
soul that is earnest on the thing itself for itself, panting after the grace
of God and the pardon of sin, regards not iu what terms it be uttered,
whether new or old; yea, though it be in those words it hath heard
and uttered a hundred times, yet, still it is new to a spiritual mind.
And surely, the desires that do move in that constant way, have more
evidence of sincerity and true vigour in them, than those that depend
upon new notions and words to move them, and cannot stir without
them. It may be, it is no other than a false flash of temporary devotion that arises in a man's heart, which comes by the power of some
moving strain of prayer that is new. But when confessions of sin,
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and requests of pardon, tliough in never so low and accustomed terms,
carry liis heart along with them Heavenwards, it is then more sure,
that the Spirit of God dwellinj^ in him, and the sense of the things
themselves, the esteem of the blood of Christ and the favour of God,
do move the heart, and there is no novelty of words to help it. So
then, though the Lord bestows rich gifts upon some of His servants,
for His own glory and the good of His Church, yet we should beware,
that in fancying continual variety in prayer, there be not more of the
flesh than of the spirit, and the head working more than the heart. It
is remarkable, that, as they that search those things observe, the words
of this prayer are (divers of tliem) such as come near the words of
such petitions as were usual among the Jews, though He in whom
was all fulness and wisdom, was not scarce of matter and words; so
little was novelty and variety considerable in prayer, in his esteem.
Mistake it not; the Spirit of prayer hath not his seat in the invention,
but in the affection. In this, many deceive themselves, in that they
think the work of this Spirit of prayer to be mainly in furnishing new
supplies of thoughts and words : no, it is mainly in exciting the heart
anew at times of prayer, to break forth itself in ardent desires to God,
whatsoever the words be, whether new or old, yea, possibly without
words ; and then most powerful when it words it least, but vents in
sighs and groans that cannot be expressed. Our Lord understands
the language of these perfectly, and likes it best : He knows and approves the meaning of His own Spirit, and looks not to the outward
appearance, the shell of words, as men do. Rom. viii. 26, 27.
B)it, to speak particularly of this form that is above all exception, it
is given us as the pattern and model of all our prayers, and the closer
they keep to it, the nearer they resemble it, they are the more approveable. It is a wonder, then, how any can scruple the use of this prayer
itself. For, if other prayers are to be squared by it, what forbids to
use that which is the square, and therefore perfectest? If they be good
by conformity to it, itself must be better. The mumbling of it over
without understanding and affection, is indeed no other than a gross
abuse of it, and taking of the name of God in vain, as all other lifeless
prayer is. And this is not only the Popish abuse of it, btit too much
our own ; for when we do not both understand and attentively mind
what we say, it is all one to us, though in our own tongue, as if, with
them, we said it in an unknown language. It is a foolish, superstitious conceit, to imagine that the rattling over these words is sufficient
for prayer ; but it is, on the other side, a weak, groundless scruple, to
doubt
that the use of it, with spiritual affection, is both lawful and
commendable.
OiiTttJs.] It is a particle both for the mailer and the manner of prayer.
1. The mailer. This may be our rule, that whatsoever we cannot
reduce to some part of this prayer, as contained under it, should be no
part of ours. If we take not heed to this, we may abuse the throne of
God with undue and unworthy suits, and ask those things that it were
a punishment to give us. Therefore, Plato chose well that word. Give
vs what is good for us, whether we ask it or not ; and what is evil, give
us not, though we should desire it. Not to speak now particularly, we
see in the matter of this prayer in general, that spiritual things are to
Y ii
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be the main of all our prayers ; and, in things temporal, not to lodg'e
superfluous, inordinate desires, but in a moderate use to seek things
necessary.
2. For the manner. Observe, [1.] The order of this prayer, that
the soul put itself in the sight of God, and Him in its own sight, begin ing, as here, with due thoughts of the majesty of God, to whom
we pray. And this is of very great consequence : but more of this
hereafter.
[2.] That the glory of God is wholly preferred to all our own contentment ofwhat kind soever : that is to be the first-born and strength
of all our desires ; and all that we seek for ourselves, must be in relation to that His glory, directed to it as our highest scope. And because we are naturally full of self-love, and our hearts are carried by it
towards our own interest, and will be ready to start aside like deceitful
bows, and slip us in our aiming at that mark ; therefore, there be three
several petitions, all of that strain, to make them steady and fixed towards it,to desire in all things, and above all things, that our God
may be glorified.
[3.] Brevity ; opposed to that babbling which our Saviour reproves
and particularly corrects by this form. Tiie fault he lays on the
Heathen, not upon the Jews, for they blamed it too, and their doctors
spake against it, alleging that ])lace that is very pertinent, Eccl. v. 2,
where he argues from our exceeding distance and the greatness of God,
because men use not to entertain great persons with long, empty discourses. Know then, belbre whom thou art in prayer, and have so
much respect to the majesty of God, as not to multiply idle repetitions,
sucli as wise men cannot well endure; bow much less the all- wise God!
BftTToXo'/m and ToXrXo^m arc here put as one, because the one is the
consequent of the other: where there is much speaking, there will be
vain speaking and empty repetitions *. In mvUihidc of words there
wanteth not sin, says Solomon, Prov. x. 19. And we see it, that they
who lay a necessity upon themselves of a long continuance and many
words in prayer, as if it were otherwise no prayer at all, they fall into
this inconvenience of idle repeating ; and this is most unbeseeming
our access to the majesty of God, as if there were some defect either
in His knowledge, or in His attention or affection to those that seek
Him. Therefore, though this was the common fault of the Heathen,
yet some even of them had so much discerning as to condemn this
lolly, and inveigh against it, acknowledging both the wisdom of God,
and
He understands
"what is
fit forHisus, love
than towemankind,
ourselves,andandthattherefore
was not tofarbebetter
dishonoured
with idle tediousness in prayerf.
But is, then, all length and much continuance in prayer, and all redoubling of the same request, reprovable? Surely not. Were there
nothing
else
persuade usthisof rule,
this, and
our yet
Saviour's
own topractice
were
sufficient, who to jjrescribed
is found
have spent
whole nights in prayer, and to have iterated the same request ; and
doubtless, (which can be said of no other,) his example is as perfect a
rule as his doctrine.
y.u^is TOverbis
•r'h'rmrem^iXXu.
T'l xai^tu. SoPIIOCLES.
t* Faucis
divincmxui facito.
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This, then, briefly, is the fault here : when the long; continuance and
much repetition in prayer, is affected as a thing- of itself available ;
when heaping on words, and beating often over the same words,
thoug-h
hetM't bear them
not company,
to bethen
prayeris prayer
; and
generally,the whensoever
the tongue
outruns isthejudged
affection,
turned into babbling. Yea, though a man use this very short form
here prescribed, yet he may commit this very fault against which it
was provided, he may babble in saying it ; and it is to be feared, the
greatest part do so. Men judge, and that rightly, a speech to be longer short, not so much by the quantity of words, as by the sense ; so
that a very short speech that is empty of sense, may be called long,
and a long one that is full, and hath nothing impertinent, is truly short*:
thus,
men judge
of speech,
tion ofasprayer,
which byis the
the sense
true sense
of it; God
so, thejudgeth
qualityby isthetheafl'ecrule
of the quantity with Him. There is no prayer too long to Him, provided itbe all enlivened with affection : no idle repetition, where the
heart says every word over again as often, and more often than the
tongue. Therefore, those repetitions in the Psalms, Lord, hear. Lord,
incline Thine ear. Lord attend, &c., were not idle on this account ;
God'scame
own from
Spiritthedidheart
dictateof them,
therepenmen,
was notfullonefrauglit
of themwith
empty,
but
the holy
the
vehemency of their aflections. And it is reported of St. Augustine,
that he prayed over for a whole night, Noverim te, Domine, noverim
me: because his heart still followed the suit, all of it was prayer. So
that in truth, "where the matter is new, and the words still diverse and
very rich in sense, yet, with God, it may be idle multiplying of words,
because the heart stays behind ; and where the same words are repeated, so that a man seems poor and mean in the gift of prayer to
others, yet, if it be not defect of affection, but the abundance of it, as
it may be, that moves often the same request, it is not empty, but full
of that sense that the Searcher of hearts alone can read. I had rather
share with that ;;?/6/<c«?t in his own words, and say it often over, as if
I had nothing else to say, God be merciful to me a sinner, saying it
with
such half.
a heart, than the most excellent prayer where the outside is
the better
So, then, this is the mistake of men, to think to make words pass for
prayer with God, and to make up what is wanting inwardly, with multitude of words and long continuance : a foolisli compensation, that
will no way satisfy Him who says, Above all, my son, give tne thy heart;
and no length nor words can supply the want of that with Him. Yet,
many do thus ; they give large measure of that which is altogether
worth nothing. As the orator said of those that make a poor speccii
pass for something, by crying it out with a loud voice, that they were
like to those cripples who got a horseback to hide their halting ; it is
thus here. And the Church of Rome hath it for their common shift ;
they have shut out the heart out of this employment, where it hath
most interest, by praying in an unknown tongue ; and this defect they
make up with long continuance, and repetition oi' jJCiter-nosters, with a
* Absil ut multiloquium dcpiitcm, quando necessaria dicuntur, quantdlihet sermonum
multiludinc
inesl a/teni. ac prolixitale dicanlur. Brevitas est eliam in iQnt/issimi oratiortej cui nihil
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devotion .is' cold and dead as the beads they drop. And so they with
their breviaries, notwithstanding- their name, fall directly into this
foolish, heathenish vanity of idle length and repetitions.
Thus do we too, though we speak our own known language, when
either in secret or in public we suffer our hearts to rove in prayer, and
hear not
God
shouldourselves
hear uswhat
? we are praying : how then can we expect that
If the affection can be brought to continue in it, prayer in secret
cannot be too long. But let us not think it virtue enough that it is
long' ; let it rather be brief with strong bent of mind, than long- without
it *; as a small body strong- and full of spirits, is much better than the
greatest bulk that is dull and spiritless. And when we pray in com'men cannot
the temper
of otherof men's
usuallypany,a because
convenient
mediumknowbetwixt
the extremes
briefnesshearts,
and
length, seems most suitable.
But, alas ! how few be there who keep constant watch over their
affections in prayer, and endeavour to keep the heart bent to it throughnot! out ! Oh, how much sin is committed by us this way that we observe
This is a great lesson, and requires still our diligence, even all our
lifetime, to learn it better and better, how to pray.
We have here indeed a complete copy, but we cannot follow it. He
who set it us, must put His Spirit within us, to lead our hand and
heart that we may follow it, as he here shows how we should pray.
We are not born with this heart : jimv^ oralores. And I may add the
other word, true of us, in regard of our vanity of mind and the devices
that arise in it : nascimur poetts. Omnis Jictio cordis. Every fiction
of the heart, &c.. Gen. vi. 5. We must have that Spirit of His, the
Spirit of prayer, to teach us effectually, and make us learn this Divine
art of prayer, according to His rules. Although we are thus externally
taught
by weourareSaviour's
we be taught
the Spirit,
never thedoctrine,
nearer; yet,
we unless
know neither
what towithin
ask, norby
how to ask. But that is a happy supply, and they may rejoice in it
who have it, the Spirit of God heljniig their infirmities, and making
intercession for them. Rom. viii. 26. How should they but speed in
their suits with God, who hath both His own Spirit interceding, by
framing and inditing their petitions, and His own Son interceding at
His right hand by his merits !
He that follows me, says our Saviour, shall not walk in darkness.
Jolni viii. \2. It is safest, in all our ways to be led by him, particularly in our access to the Father by prayer. He leads us in by his inwe have
lion. Eph. ii.tercession.
18.ThroughHehim takes
us by[fc't<rct7W7)}v,]
the hand toaccess,
bring orus rather,
to the adduc'
throne
of grace, gives us his Spirit to frame our minds, and teach us with
what disposition to pray. Here he leads us, by putting words in our
mouths, and furnishing us what to say. Consider,
I. The preface, or compellation. II. The petitions. III. The
conclusion.
* Nonaliudest diuturnm
(ut quidamaffectus.
ptitant) Absit
orare inmulto
multiloquio,
aliud estprecalio.
sermo
multtis
loquutio,siseddiutius
non oreltir,
desit muUa
AuiiUSTllSE.
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By the preface, we are in general tauglit this, ere we consider particularly the words of it: 1. To endeavour to have right thoughts and
apprehensions of God, on whom we call. 2. At our entry or beginning to pray, to set ourselves before Him, and Him before our owa
sight ; to have the eye of our mind set on that Deity we worship.
This w ould do much to the curing of that common disease of our
prayers, the wandering and roving of our minds; an evil that they
cannot but be sensible of, and often bewail, who take any notice of
their own inward carriage with God, who trace their own hearts, and
ask account of their behaviour in prayer*. Oh, light inconstant hearts!
may they say : as the Latin reads that, Psal. xl. 12, Cor meiim dereliquit me. How many regard them not at all ! But they who do,
find it their ordinary trick to give them the slip. And this is one great
cause of our wanderings, that we do not, at our entrance to prayer,
compose ourselves to due thoughts of God, and set ourselves in His
presence : this would do much to awe us, and ballast our minds, that
they tumble not to and fro, as is their custom. There be not many
that do, but it would prove no doubt much help, would we task ourselves to this, never to open our mouths to God, till the eye of our
soul were fixed upon Him, and taken up with the considering of His
presence. But of this more when we come to those words, Who art
ill Heaven.
Fatherto beget
which inartus intheHeaven.']
God
is Our
in this,
confidence Ourof Father
faith ; —in the
the mercy
other, ofIVhich
art in Heaven, the majesty of God to work us to reverence : though
there is somewhat in the word Father, likewise, to persuade reverence,
and something in the other that confirms faith ; (but more of this hereafter ;)yet, if we take that which appears most, and is predominant,
the former mainly supports faith, and the latter begets humility.
The frame of it is extensive ; not. My Father, but Our Father, and
so throughout. Besides that it was a pattern both for public and private prayer, and so it was fittest to run in the larger and public style,
it doth, no doubt, as all have taken it, teach the charitable extension of
our prayers, where they are most private, to take in with our own the
good of others, and when we are busiest and most particularly dealing
for ourselves, yet, not to shut out our brethren. Let the place and
performance of secret prayer be as private as may be, but the strain
and supplications public, as well as personal. The most private
prayer of the godly is a public good, and he loses nothing by that;
for, besides that his particular interest is not hindered by taking in
others, he hath this gain, that by the same reason he likewise hath a
share in all the prayers of others. And this (though little considered
by the most) is one point, and not a small one, but a very profitable
and comfortable point of that article our faith. The communion of
saints, that every believer hath a share in all the prayers of all the rest :
he is partner in every ship of that kind that sets to sea, and hath a
portion of all their gainful voyages.
But he that in prayer minds none but himself, doubtless he is not
right in minding himself. Howsoever, this he may be sure of, that in
keeping out others fi-om his prayers, he bars himself from the benefit
* Nihil est ia nobis corde fugacius. Gregory.
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of
all others*
likewise.
pro alone
le solo prayest
eras, profortethyself,
solus oras
If thou
prayestprayers
for thyself
alone,Sithou
says:
St. Ambrose. So that self-love itself may here plead for love to our
brethren. Forget not the Church of God, and to seek the good of
Zion, it is not only your duty, but your benefit. Are you not all concerned in it, if indeed you be parts of that mystical body ? And it
hinders
not atHeall,sees
but your
ratherloveadvances
personal
hands, when
to your your
brethren,
and suits
desiresat forGod's
the
Church's
good.
Let
not,
therefore,
any
estate,
no
private
or distress, nor very sorrow for sin, take you so up, as to perplexity
be all for
yourselves : let others, but especially the public condition of the Church
of God, find room with you. We find it thus with David ; when he
was lamenting his own case, Psal. li. 18, and Psal. xxv. ult., and elsewhere, yet, he forgets not the Church : Iti Thy good pleasure do good
to Zion, and build vp the walls of Jerusalem. So then, let this be the
constant tenor of your prayers, even in secret. When thou prayest
alone, shut thy door, says our Saviour here, shut out as much as thou
canst the sight and notice of others, but shut not out the interest and
good
YlaTep. of others ; say. Our Father : as the heathen call their God, Zed
Father.} He is indeed our Father (Ta r^ap kcI r/evos cV/tev. Acts
xvii. 28,) as the author of our being, beyond all the visible creatures.
He breathed upon man the breath of life. But the privilege of this
our natural relation, the sin of our nature hath made fruitless and comfortles to us, till we be restored by grace, and made partakers of a
new sonship : we are indeed the workmanship of God, but, being
defaced by sin, and considered in that estate, our true name is, children
of wrath.
But the sonship that emboldens us to draw near unto God as our
Father, is derived from His only begotten Son. He became the son
of man, to make us anew the sons of God. Being thus restored, we
may indeed look back upon our creation, and draw out of it, to use in
prayer with God, that we are His creatures, the workmanship of His
hands, and He in that sense our Father. But, by reason of our rebel ion, this argument is not strong enough alone, but must be supported with this other, as the main ground of our comfort, that wherein
the strength of our confidence lies, that He is ojir Father in His son,
Christ ; that by faith we are invested into a new sonship, and by virtue
of that may call Him Father, and move Him by that name to help
and answer us. John i. 12. To as many as received him, he gave
2)ower to become the sons of God. Our adoption holds in Jesus Christ
as the head of this fraternity ; therefore he says, / go to my Father
and your Father, to my God and your God. John xx. 17. He says
not. To our Father and our God, but severally, mine and yours ; teaching us the order of the new covenant, that the sonship of Jesus Christ
is not only more eminent in nature, but in order, is the spring and
cause of ours, as St. Cyril well observes. So then, he that here puts
this word in our mouths, to call God, Father, he it is by whom we have
this dignity and comfort that we call him so.
But this adoption is accompanied (that we think it not a naked, external name) with a real change, aud so great a change, that it bears
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the name of that which is the real ground of sonship ; it is called regeneralion. And these are inseparable. There be no sons of God, by
adoption, but such as are withal his sons by regeneration and new birth.
There is a new life breathed into them from God. He is not only the
Father of Spirits, by their first infusion into the body, and enlivening
it by them, but by this new infusion of grace into the souls of men, (as
it seems to signify there, Heb. xii. 9, where he is speaking of spiritual
sons,) and enlivening them by it, which were dead without it, as the
body is without them. And the Spirit of God renewing them, is the
Spirit of adoption, by which they cry, Abba Father. Rom. viii. 15.
He gives them a supernatural life by this Spirit sent into their liearts;
and the Spirit, by that regeneration which he worlds, ascertains them
of that adoption which is in Christ Jesus ; and in the persuasion of
botli, they call upon God as their Father.
So then, you who would have this confidence in approaching to God,
to call Him Father, lay hold on Jesus Christ, as the fountain of sonship. Otter
to come norunto
but through
A/'m,some
and evidence
rest not
satisfied
with not
yourselves,
yourGod,
prayers,
till you find
that you are in him. And know, that there is no evidence of your
portion in the Son, but by the Spirit; therefore called the Spirit of the
Son, by which we call God Father. Gal. iv. 6. See whether the Spirit
of God dwells and rules in your hearts. For they that have not the
Spirit of God, are Jione of his, says the Apostle ; but, in the same
chapter, he assures you, that As many as are led by the Spirit of God,
they arc undoubtedly the sons of God, Rom. viii. 9, 14. If you tlieu
call on the name of God, and particularly by this name. Our Father,
depart from iniquity. Be ashamed to pretend to be His sons, and yet
be so unlike Him, wallowing in sin : it cannot be, that the sons of so
holy a God can be altogether unholy, and delight to be so: no, though
they cannot be perfectly free from impurity, yet, they who are indeed
his children, do certainly hate impurity, because he hates it.
Do you draw near unto God in His Son Christ? Do you give
yourselves up to be led by His Spirit ? Then you may account and
call Him your Father. And if you may use this word, there is abundance of sweetness in it: it is a spring of comfort that cannot run dry.
And it hath influence into all the petitions ; as likewise the other word,
JVhich art in Heaven ; Thou who art so great and so good. Whose
name and whose kingdom should we desire to be advanced so much as
our earth
own Father's,
Heavenly
And wewhose
be obeyed
on
as it is in our
heaven
? Of Father?
whom should
seek will
our todaily
bread,
but of our Father ? And especially, so rich a Father, possessor of
heaven and earth 1 And forgiveness we may ask of our gracious Father,
and conduct, and protection. In the hardest condition that can befall
you, ye may come to your Father : all the world cannot bar your access.
And there is no child may go to his father with any suit, with more
confidence than you may to your Father ; and if there be mercy and
power enough in God, thou canst not miss of help. He hath the
bowels of a Father. Psal. ciii. 13. Yea, says our Saviour, Can you
that are evil give your children good things ? How mvch more will
your Heavenly Father give good things to them who ask Him ! Matt,
vii. 11. The love of parents to their children, they have from Him :
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He hath given it to nature, so, it is but a drop to the ocean of fatherly
love that is in himself. Aide pelilionem mctgnvm accepimns, iit possimus dicere, pater : quid cnirn jam non de.t jiliis petentibiis jmter, qui
jam
hocipmmscaredtditHisut children.
essent Jilii?Parents
[Augustine.]
not, then,
worthiness
love theirLetchildren,
and un-do
them f^ood, not because they see they are more worthy than others, for
it may be far otherwise, but because they are their own.
Yea, though we have run astray Irom Him, and forgotten very far
the duty of children, yet He cannot forget the love of a Father; and
our best is, to return to Him. It cannot be well with us, so long as
we go any whither else. The prodigal found it so, and therefore,
though he was convinced of that, that he was unworthy to be called his
son, yet he resolves to return, I will go to my father. Yea, though to
thy sense He should seem to reject thee, yet, let not go this hold. If
thou hast but a desire to believe in Him and love Him, though thou
canst find no more, and even while thou doubtcst whether He is thy
Father or no, yet, press Him with the name, call Him Father, speak
to him as thy Father ; Jesus, His Son, in whom he is well pleased,
doth warrant thee. Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him, says
Job : so resolve thou, though thou sawest His hand, as it were, ready
to throw thee into hell, yet, cry to Him still, and use this very name.
Father, reject me not. Never any perished with such a purpose.
fVho art in Heaven.]
Serve the Lord with fear and rejoice with trembling, Psal. ii. 11.
This compeliation taken together, and rightly understood, works that
due temper of prayer, the mixture of these two, joy and fear, confidence imd reverence. Tiiere was some such thing spoken of Augustus,
but it is most true of tlie Divine Majesty, that they who dare speak
rashly to Him, know not His greatness, and they who dare not speak
to Him, provided it be with due reverence and respect, know not His
goodness.
That we all invoke one Father, teaches that new law of love to one
another, which our Saviour, the author of this prayer, so often recommends, and makes the very badge of his disciples. It serves to comTort the meanest, and to abate the loftiness of the greatest who pray
thus, as St. Augustine well observes, that they all meet and agree in
this : the greatest kings, and their meanest subjects, all must speak to
God as their Father, not only all alike having their being from Him
as the Father of the spirits of all flesh, but the same adoption belonging imto all, high and low, that are believers. All the pomp and command and pleasures of princes cannot make them happy without this
grace of adoption ; and no outward baseness prejudges any, but they
may be hapjiy by partaking of it. In this, likewise, is very clear our
lesson of love to God, because our Father. For though (as they
say) love doth descend much more than it ascends, and it is here most
of all verified, yet it doth ascend from the children to their parents by
way of reflection, especially from the sons of God to Him as a Father,
who is Love itself. And as this name draws the soul to the throne of
grace with assured expectation of mercy, so it commands withal, (as
we said,) honour and reverence ; especially, being accompanied with
this other word that mainly enforces that [6 tv lots lipavois,] In, the
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heavens ; answering? the Hebrew word, which is plural, and sig^nifying
that the g-lorious God is above all the visible heavens. And thus the
profane authors speak of God likewise, vTrepjaia cwfiaja valwu.
We know, although we are g-uilty of much forgetting' it, that the
Lord is every where present, neither excluded nor included any where ;
that he fills all places, not as contained in them, but as containing
them, and upholding them, and all things in them. But He is in
Heaven after a special manner, in the brightest manifestation of Himself, and as the purest service is performed to Him there. They cannot
contain Him, as Solomon expresses it, 1 Kings viii. 27; yet. His
throne is there, there He dwells, as in His principal palace, in greatest
majesty, as David teacheth us, Psal. xi. 4, and often elsewhere. But
that he is not shut up there, and regardless of things below, we learn
in that same place ; for he adds, His eyes behold, and His eye-lids try
the children o f men.
This is added, first, for distinction. As the Apostle differencing
Him from the fiithers of our flesh, Heb. xii. 9, calls him. The Father
of Spirits, so here to distinguish Him from earthly fathers. He is
styled, Our Heavenly Father.
Observe. We cannot here know God according to what He is in
Himself, and therefore He is described to our capacity, and to our profit, so as we are able, and as it most concerns us to know Him here ,
by His gracious relation to us as our Father, and by the excellency of
His
as a signtoofhisHisessence.
greatness,Butthatthus
He iswein may
Heaven;
whichdwelling',
are extrinsical
learn both
thus
much, to worship and love Him, as the best and the greatest, infinitely
exceeding all that we can conceive of Him.
As it is for distinction, so, it is such a word of difference as is of
excellent use.
1. To make the soul humble and reverend in approaching to God,
in prayer. If we consider it, shall we not be wary how we behave
ourselves in the presence of so great a King ? It is very strange, that
our souls should not be possessed with the deepest lowliness and selfabasement in the sight of God ; worms in the dust before the Majesty
that dwells in Heaven. This Solomon expresses: He is in heaven, aiid
thou on earth, therefore let thy words be few. What is this we find in
ourselves, that makes us so drunk with self-conceit, not only in converse one with another, but with God ? Surely, we know Him not ;
at least, we consider not who He is, and where He dwells, and who
we are, and where we dwell. Surely, it would lay us low, if when we
come before God, we would consider Him as the most glorious King,
sitting on His throne, and compassed with glorious spirits, who oHer
Him spotless praises, and we ourselves coming before Him, as base
frogs creeping out of our pond, where we dwell amidst the mire of
sinful pollutions.
Thus, indeed. His highness should humble us in coming, but it
should not affright us from coming before Him ; for though He is in
Heaven and we on earth, yet. He is o?/r Father. Thus ought we to
join these two, and to behold them jointly, that we may have that
right
boldness.posture of mind by them which suits with prayer — humble
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There may be undue distrust, but there cannot be too much humihty of spirit, in prayer. The more humble, the fitter to come to God ;
and He the more willing^ to come into the soul, and dwell in it. For
that is the other house that He hath chosen. They seem very ill suited
together
if thethehighest
dwelling,
it wouldor
seem fit :that
other heavens
should bebe thetheLord's
richestonepalaces
on earth,
stately-built temples. No, the other is such a one as we most despise, but God prefers before all other, even the most sumptuous building. Isa. Ivii. 15. Thus miih the high and lofty One that inhahiteth
eternity, whose name is Holy ; I dwell in the high and holy place ; with
him also, (A strange also /) that is of a broken ajid humble sinrit. The
highest heavens are the habitation of His glory, and the humble heart
hath the next honour, to be the habitation of His grace.
As thewhere
word God
humbles
so it elevates
to 2.heaven
dwells,theandsoulfixesin itGod's
theresight,
in prayer.
And thisit
elevation is not contrary to humility : the soul that is laid lowest in
itself, is most sublime in converse with God, Sublimiter humilis et
humilitcr sublimis. [Cyprian.] And thus ought our hearts to ascend
in prayer, which, alas, we usually sutfer to lag and draw the wing
heavily on the earth. Unto thee, 0 Lord, says the Psalmist, do I lift
vp my soul. Psal. xxv. 1. That is the right and natural motion of
prayer. But there is another lifting up that our souls are better acquainted with, which is spoken of in the Psalm immediately foregoing,
the
vp ofGod.
the soul
vanityof :ourand hearts
the more
the
furtherlifting
off from
O theunto
vainness
! Andso lifthowup,hard
is it to establish them on Him who dwells on high I Even while we
are speaking to Him, we suffer them to break loose and rove, and to
entertain foolish thoughts. We would not use a king or great person
so, nor any man whom we respect, when we are speaking to him seriously, to intermix impertinences, and forget what we are a saying.
But we dare offer gross nonsense to the all-wise God : though the
words go on in good sense, yet the prayer is so to Him, when the
heart intermixes vain thoughts — Polum terra; miscet, confuses and
spoils all. And this is the great task as we have said, to bring the
heart before God, to set it on His holy mountain in Heaven, while we
pray,
be so certainly,) and leave servile, earthly thoughts at
the foot(itofshould
the mount.
3. It gives confidence. [1.] Of the power of God His rich ability
to grant all our requests. He, that Lord of all, and as greatest possessor, hath his throne in the highest heavens, and doth what pleaseth
Him in heaven and in earth ; this, with the other completes our comfort :good-will, and j)ower — (Jur Father in heaven. And this we may
apply to all our wants, for assurance of supply, and to all our enemies,
and the
Church's enemies,
thatinourHeaven
prayeraiidshalllaughs.
be heardPsal.forii.Iheir
foil
and
disappointment.
He sits
4. They
rage, and tumult, and consult; a great bustle and noise they keep ;
and He sits and laughs at them. He scorns all their proud attempts,
for that with ease He can scatter them in a moment: one word of His
mouth overturns them and all their contrivances.
[2.] It is a confirmation of our portion in Heaven. If He who is
in Heaven be our Father, then, our inheritance lies there, in that land
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of peace where it cannot be lost or impaired, and He will bring His
children to the possession of it. To be the sons of God, is not a style
without an estate, an empty title. No, He who makes us sons, makes
us heirs likewise : sows, we are, in Christ, and co-heirs with Christ.
Rom. viii. 17. He came down to earth for this purpose, to make a
new purchase of heaven for us; and he is returned thither to prepare
itbe for
us. John
I go xiv.
to prepare
a place for you, that where J am, ye may
also.
2.
Hallowed
The
sense beof Thy
many name.']
wants and necessities, drives a Christian daily to
God in prayer ; yet, certainly, that which draws him most strongly to
it, is of a higher nature, the sense of his duty to God, and the delight
he hath to do that homage and honour to Him. And therefore, in
prayer, the main current of his heart runs that way, and so agrees
with this pattern given us by our Saviour; wherein we see clearly,
that our prime desires are to be bestowed on the glory of God. And
that is placed first, not only as it is to be preferred before all other
suits, but as it is to be regarded still in all the rest, and they all
referred to it. And to make the impression of this desire the deeper
on our hearts, and to give the fuller vent of it in expression to them
who have it, there are, you see, three of these six petitions spent on it.
Tills is the first of them. Hallowed he Thy name. This suits well with
the style here given to God Our Father. If I be a Father, where is
my honour? says the Lord by His prophet, Mai. i. 6. And here.
His children are taught to join these two together: Thou art our
Father, and so glorious a Father dwelliiig in Heaven ; therefore, our
desire is, that Thou mayest have honour, that Thy name may he hallowed, and Thy kingdom come. We will inquire,
1, What is meant by His name. 2. What is the hallowing or sanctifying ofit. 3. What the petition itself is.
1. Briefly, His name is. Himself, as He is made known to us, and
conceivable by us, and differenced from all other beings, as men
are by their names one from another. For to this purpose are all
these several names and attributes given Him, which we find in Scripture, that we may so conceive of Himself as here we are capable.
2. To sanctify his Name, we know, cannot be to infuse holiness
into it, or effectually to make it holy ; for neither can we so make any
thing holy, nor can the name of God be so made hoi)', for it is most holy
of itself, yea, He is holiness itself, and the fountain of all holiness. But
according to the double sense of the word blessing as mutual betwixt
God and man, so is this of sanctifying. Blessed, says the Apostle, be
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with
all spiritual blessings. Eph. i. 3. His benedicere, is benefaccre. He
blesseth us really, as the giver of all blessings and of blessedness itself ;
and our blessing Him is no other than tiie acknowledging of this, that
it is He who blesseth us, and praising Him for it. Thujj He sanctifies us, makes us holy, purifies us by His Spirit from our natural unholiness and filthiness according to His promise, (Ezek. xxxvi. 25) and
according
to (our
Saviour's
the Lord and
his name,
(as prayer
here, and(John
Isaiahxvii.viii.17);
13,)andwhenwe wesanctify
know
and acknowledge that He is holy, and use His name holily. And
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thus, they only sanctify, who affectionately pray thus, that His name
may
holy. be sanctified, whose hearts he hath first sanctified and made them
More particularly and distinctly, the sanctifyinj^ of God's name
hath in it these thing's. [I.] To have right thoughts of the holiness and
majesty of God. [2.] That, upon so conceiving of Him, our hearts be
reverently affected towards Him. [3.] Not only to have that due
apprehension and reverence of His holiness in the habit, and so let it
lie dead within us, but often to stir up ourselves to the remembrance
and consideration of it, to call in our thoughts to act about it : so,
this will increase our knowledge and reverence, (as all habits grow by
acting,) and will excite the soul to praise Him, as the Psalmist speaks.
Give thanks at the remembrance of His holiness. [4.] The declaring and
extolling of His holiness, speaking, upon all seasonable occasions,
honourably of his name. [5.] The humble sense and acknowledgment
of our own unholiness in his presence: and therefore, all those lowly
confessions of sins and of their own unworthiness, that we find in the
prayers of the prophets, are so many hallowings of the name of God,
givingownthe pollutions.
g-lory of holiness
Him ix.alone,
and taking
their
Thus, toDan.
Isa. Ixiv.
^T. Asthesomeshame
of theof
Americans have a custom, when they appear before their king, to put
on their worst apjjarel, that all the nuignificence may rest upon him
alone, and appear the better ; thus, though the majesty of God, in
itself being infinite, needs nothing else to commend it, yet, to our
apprehension of it, it may be thus, and the saints in desire of His
intendconfessions
this, to setof off'their
the own
lustrevileness
of His purity
and 0excellency,
inglory
the may
humble
: To thee,
Lord, belongeth righteousness, but to jis confusion of face. Dan. ix. 7. [6.] The
hallowing
of God's first,
name,in isheart,
an earnest
endeavour
conformityseatwithof
Him in holiness;
that must
be the ofprincipal
it, and then, holiness in all our words and actions, and the whole
course of our lives. This is that which the Lord continually presses
upon His people. Be ye holy, for I am holy. Levit. xix. 2; xx. 7 ;
xxi. 8, &c. And this is the most effectual sanctifying of His name by
way of declaring it holy, when His peojjle walk in holiness. Though
you tell the world that He is holy, they know Him not : they can neither see Him nor His holiness ; but when they sec that there are men,
taken out of the same lump of polluted natiue with themselves, and
yet so renewed and changed, that they hate the defilements of the
world, and do indeed live holily in the midst of a perverse generation ;
this
therethese
is a drops
brighterare,springof holiness,
wheremayit isconvince
in fulness,them
fromthat
whence
that they
perceive
in men ; for seeing it is not in nature, there must be anotlier principle of it, and that can be no other than this holy God. Thus is
His name hallowed, and He known to be holy, by the holiness of His
people.
So then, the petition takes in all, and in it we desire the sanctifying
and magnifying
every and
possible
By ourselves, that we ofmayGod's
mindnameHis inglory,
by Hisway.
grace 1st,
sanctify
His
name. 2dly, By others, that our Lord may be more known and
honoured in the world. They would gladly have many hearts and
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many tongues brought in to confess the Lord, and His holiness and
greatness. Thus the Psalmist stirs up the angels to bless the Lord,
Psal. ciii. 20 ; not that they need exciting, but to shew his own affection to God's
praises.in3dly,
because ofthere
still here
some below,
alloy andall
mixture
of unholiness
all theAndhallowing
His isname
our services being stained, therefore, as the godly do, in this request,
wish
all the exalting
sanctifyingthey
of God's
men those
that
is attainable
here, so,andI conceive,
do as name
it wereamong
applaud
purer services and praises that are given Him above ; and sensible
how far they fall short themselves, they are glad to think that there be
such multitudes of angels and glorified spirits hallowing and praising
His name better and more constantly, not ceasing day nor night to cry
Holy, holy, holy. Lord God Almighty. And here they follow as they
can, and give their acclamation, though in a lower key, yet as loud as
they are able. Even so. Lord, hallowed be Thy name. Now, the cause
and source of their great desire of exalting and hallowing the name of
God, is their love to Him, which the sight that He hath given them of
His excellency, hath kindled in their hearts.
After that, their chief delight is to think of Him, and speak of His
name. Gladly would they have Him highly esteemed by all ; and
this is their grief, that they can find so few to bear them company and
help them in this, in hallowing and extolling His name, which is so
deeply engraven on their hearts. See how pathetically the Psalmist
repeats that again and again, Psalm evil. Oh that men would praise
the LordAndfor when
His- goodness,
His any
wonderful
works toto thethe children
men!
they hearandor see
thing tending
dishonourof
of His name, this woimds them, and pierces them through as a sword,
as the Psalmist speaks, Psal. xlii. 10. They are far from envy, or an
evil eye : yea, they rejoice in the gifts and graces which God bestows
upon others, although it be beyond what they have themselves ; for
still it serves their desires, and answers what they are most earnest in :
it tends to the hallowing and glorifying of the name of God. And
wliat they have themselves, they are not in danger to grow vain upon
it : rather, they wonder at the free grace of God, and extol that, and
think with themselves, What am I, that He should have had compassion on me, and plucked me out of the crowd of the lost world, and
given me any desire to hallow His name, while others are blaspheming
it, and delighting to dishonour it ! But ever the more they receive from
God, they are the more humble, the more desirous of His praise, and
regardless of their own. Any holiness that is in them, they know well,
is from Him, and therefore, all the glory of holiness must return
thither, from whence holiness originally comes ; and the very end for
which they desire increase of holiness in themselves, is to the end that
they may the more hallow His name from whom they have it, and
that, by the increase of their stock, there may be an increase of the
tribute of praise to God.
But alas ! how far are we from this mind ! What hypocrisy is it, for
the same mouth to utter this request, that dares profane the name of
God by vain swearing! That which is holy, as the Hebrew word
imports, is separated from common use, (although it was not holy before,) and ought not to be profaned ; least of all, this name, which is
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not made holy by such a separation, but is primitively holy in itself ;
and they who use it rashly and unliolily, are deeply guilty of despising
the majesty of God. It is not possible that any one who is truly sensible of His greatness and holiness, can customarily abuse His name,
that blessed name which he hopes to bless for ever. You say. It is
your custom. It is a wonder to hear men speak thus as an excuse ;
it is the deepest accusation. Are not men known by their customs ?
Do not these discover what they are? It is your custom, — what gain
you by that ? You must confess that it is such a one as is the custom
of the children
of Satan,
the professed
God's ofname
; as the
delight
and custom
of hallowing
His name,enemy
is theof badge
His children.
It is your custom ! Then know, it is His custom not to acquit them,
but to make them feel the weight of his punishing hand, who dare
make it a custom to dishonour his name.
Again, they who profane His holy day, they who sanctify not His
name by calling on it daily in private, and generally, all who by an
unsanctified life do blot the profession of Christians, what do they
mean to lie so grossly, not unto men, but unto God, to His face, in
praying thus, as if they desired the hallowing of His name by all, and
yet, do nothing but unhallow it themselves? Think it not sufficient to
the hallowing of His name, that His house and worship is purged of
abuses : though they be holy, yet, unless we ourselves be holy too, we
pollute all in our use of them ; the worships, and sabbaths, and the
name of God, our filthy hands defile all. Let us not thus provoke
God, lest in just wrath and punishment, He sanctify His own name
upon us, which we profane, as He threatens against the Jews by His
prophets. Ezek. xxxvi. 23.
First, then, be not satisfied to think slightly and superficially of
God. Take time to consider Him, and know who He is ; and then
you will reverence Him in your thoughts. It deserves and requires
all the whole heart to keep up with it ; and alas ! what is a lieart, a
narrow
as Solomon's,
as large
ihe
sand thing,
of thethough
sea, totheanlargest
infiniteof hearts,
God ! We
can find time
for ouras
earthly thoughts, and for vain, foolish thoughts, which are good for
nothing ; and shall we shut out God, or think any sudden passing
look enough for Him I
Secondly, Behave yourselves with regard of Him in His worship :
ur^iaThirdly,
(tr/t'wi, let
holy things
be done
Honour
it in your
lives holily.
; esjiecially, such as do know His
name, grow daily more respective and tender of it, and be more circumspect inyour actions, and, as He who liath called you is holy, so
be ye holy in all manner of conversation. 1 Pet. i. 15.
Thy kingdom come.] He who is the beginning of all things, must
likewise of necessity be the end of them all ; and then are our intentions Tightest and purest, when we are most possessed with the desire
of that highest end, the glory of God, and look straightest unto it.
And if this purpose ought to diffiise itself through all our actions,
certainly, in prayer, it should be most lively and active, because prayer
is so direct and express a turning of the face of the soul unto God,
and setting of its eye upon Him. Therefore, this petition follows forth
the same desire with the former, wishing honour to God. He is a'
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most holy God, and the former request was for His glory in that, in
the sanctifijiii^ of His name. He is a king, a great king, the greatest
of all, and this wishes His glory in tliat sense, that His kingdom may
be advanced: Thy kingdom come. 1. We shall inquire what His
kingdom is. 9.. What is the coming of it. And, 3. Shall speak of
the petition itself.
1. This kingdom is not His universal supremacy over all the world
and all the creatures in it, as being their Maker and their Preserver,
and so having the highest and justest title, and the most absolute
kind of dominion over all things ; but His peculiar royalty over His
Church. By the former. He is called King of Nationa ; Jer. x. 7 ;
and by the latter His style is King of Saints, Rev. xv. 3. Of the
former the Psalmist speaks. Psalm xxiv. 1, but that which he adds,
ver. 3, concerns the latter, and so on, in the Psalm, and ver. 7. Lift
up your heads, 0 ye gates, that the King of Glory may come in.
This kingdom is gathered and selected out of the other, and though
the
less in The
quantity,
far more
the rest.
Churchyet,is intheGod's
jewel account,
in the ring
of tlieprecious
world: than
in it Heall
hath His peculiar residence and chief delight ; as kings choose one of
their palaces, and, if they have more, one of their kingdoms, to dwell
in more than another. Those things that are hidden from the rest of
the world concerning this King, are made known to His subjects of this
His select kingdom ; and it is in it that He opens up, displays after a
special manner more than in all the world besides, both the glory of His
majesty, and the riches of His bounty, here, in part, and fully hereafter.
And according to that difference, it is distinguished into the kingdom
of grace, and that of glory.
The kingdom of grace is to be considered. First, In the external
means and administration of it; Secondly, In its inward being and
power. In the former sense, it is of a larger extent ; but in the latter,
of a more unilbrm nature in itself, and more conformed to its Head.
The former, the kingdom of grace in its outward administration, is
plainly the whole visible Church ; but the inward power of the kingdom of grace is only in the hearts of those who are truly sanctified,
and members of the invisible Church.
Jesus Christ is ordained and anointed the king and head of both,
political ; but of tiie one, natural, and therefore altogether indissoluble, not only in regard of the wliole, but of each part and member
of it.
The visible Church is but a little parcel, a kingdom chosen out of
the world ; but the truly godly, who are alone the subjects of the
inward kingdom of grace, are but a small part of that part, a choice
part of the visible Church, as it is a choice part of the visible world.
Now these three, the kingdom of glory, and those two kinds of the
kingdom of grace, stand in this subordination : the inward kingdom of
grace is the way and preparation for that of glory, and the outward
kingdom of grace in the visible Church, is the means and way of introducing, and establishing, and increasing the inward : so that both of
them
look forwardand toendthe inkingdom
of glory, as their utmost end, and
shall terminate
it.
The first of these, the external or political kingdom of Christ in the
Vol. II.
Z
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visible Cimrcli, consists in his absolute and supreme authority to
appoint the laws of his Church, and rulers by these laws. And the
use of the word, and sacraments, and discipline, according to his
own
Church.appointment, is the acknowledgment of him as King of his
The other, the inward kingdom of grace, is then received into the
heart, when the Spirit of God moves it to a willing subjection to Jesus
Christ, and the whole soul submits itself to be governed by him. He
enters indeed by conquest, and yet, is most gladly received. It is
both a lawfid and a favourable conquest, because he frees the soul,
which is his by so many rights, from the tyranny of a most cruel usurper,
the Prince of darkness, and brings in a kingdom full of sweetness and
happiness : there is no worse in it than these, righteousness, and peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost. Rom. xiv. 17.
This is the folly of an unbelieving mind, that it entertains most false
prejudices against the kingdom of Christ ; thinks that, if it let him
in, it shall be controlled and curbed, and therefore resolves against it,
and studies how to hold him out; consults (as it is in the second
Psalm) against the Lord and His anointed. But this is a lamentable
madness, to dream of liberty in the midst of chains, and to be afraid
of a deliverer. There is no soul that opens to this King of glory,
but can testify that it never knew what true liberty was, till it admitted
this kingdom of God, till there was a throne for Christ erected within it.
The third, the kingdom of glory — would you hear wherein that
consists ? It is such as we cannot hear nor speak of as it is. And
this indeed says more of it than all we can say, that the excellency of
it is unspeakable, yea, unconceivable. This we are sure of, to speak
comparatively of it, (which is our help in things we understand not
in themselves,) that all the kingdoms of the world unite all their glory
together, are base and poor in respect of it, but splendida in serico;
and that all the delights we have here, not only of nature, but even of
grace, are less to it than the smallest sparkle is to the sun in its brightness. All that is done here by our king, Christ, in the ruling of his
Church, and the power of his ordinances, and the bestowing of graces
on his own, are but preludes and preparations for that; and when that
Cometh, this way of ruling his Church and people shall cease, as having attained its end. Christ shall deliver vp the kingdom to the
Father ; word and sacraments, and discipline, shall be at an end ; and
then God shall be all in all. 1 Cor. xv. 24 — 28.
2. The coming of the kingdom of God, in the former two, is, the
extending and spreading of them to those places and persons that
have not yet received them, and the increase of their power where
they are entertained ; for they come gradually. And that kingdom of
glory, as it is concerned in the other, comes forward in them so far,
and hastens towards its perfection ; but in itself, as their consummation, itshall come at once altogether in the end of time.
3. So then, in the petition, all these are included, and in their largest
extent ; for it is to take it too narrow and too low, to restrain it only
to our own interest in this kingdom, either of grace or glory, or both.
Thus David, Psal. ciii. excites all to praise the Lord, but most his own
soul ; begins with that, and ends with it. Although they who desire
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it aright, do desire that they may partake of it, (for, if they desire that
God may be g-iorified, they cannot but, even out of love to that glory,
besides their own happiness, desire that they themselves may be
among those who may honour God as the subjects of His kingdom,)
yet they stay not there, but dilate their hearts to wish the advancement
and accomplishment of His kingdom in all the elect, and in all those
■ways that tend to it ; and their love may rise to that high strain, as
without considering their own interest at all ; yea, supposing that they
■were to be shut out of His kingdom themselves, yet still to wish. Thy
kingdom come : Let others enjoy and bless Thee, Lord, for ever, even
though I should be excluded : let Thine elect be gathered, though I
were none of them. Be thou great, O Lord, whatsoever become of
me.
[I.] Considering what a height of glory will arise to God out of the
final subduing of His enemies, and the full deliverance of His Church,
and the bringing home of all His children after all their sufferings and
sorrows, to sit down together to that great marriage-supper of the
Lamb ; they cannot but thus breathe forth their longings and wishes,
that that
time may bewherehastened,
of their Lord's kingdom accomplished,
it shall and
abidetheforfulness
all eternity.
[2.] Both in relation to that end, and likewise in respect of the
present glory that redounds to God in it, they earnestly desire the
advancement and enlargement of Christ's kingdom here on earth.
For, besides that thus it is rising to its perfection, it is no small present glory to our king, Christ, as a testimony of his invincible power,
that he rules in the very midst of his enemies, and in despite of them
all, Psal. ex. 2 ; not only sits sure and keeps his own, thrust at him
who will, but, when he pleases, gains upon them, and enlarges his
territories, and grows greater by their resistances and oppositions. He
is here, as David was, often assaulted, and put to defend his kingdom
often in war, but always a conqueror ; but after this militant kingdom,
he shall be as Solomon, who likewise typified him, reigning in perfect
peace.
Now, because the enemies of his kingdom are not yet, as they shall
be, all under his feet, but round about him, and incessantly plotting
and working against him, and Satan hath his kingdom and his throne
in the world opposite to Christ, therefore, this is one chief point of
this request; That all adverse power may be brought low, that all his
enemies may lick the dust, and melt before him as wax before the fire.
And for us, especially, in these times. That that kingdom of Antichrist,
the Son of perdition, may, answerably to that his name, be brought
to perdition ; That God would remember his promise ; (for the faithful are called His remembrancers ; though He forgets not, and hath
His set time for judgment, yet He loves to be stirred up by the cries of
His children ;) That He would make good at length those words He
hath spoken of Babel's ruin and the flourishing estate of His Church
in these latter times ; That the power of the word, and purity of religion, maugre all the policy and power of men opposing it, may spread
and extend itself, and make irresistible progress, as the sun in his
course; That Jesus Christ may be daily taking further possession of
the nations, even to the ends of the earth, according to the patent of
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his itFather's
donation.
certainty
its endurance
and growth
till
be complete,
shouldAndnotthe abate,
but ofincrease
the vigour
of our
prayers for it. And the nearer things are to their accomplishment,
the more, usually, the Lord excites the hopes and prayers of His
people about them, and they pray the more earnestly, (see Dan. ix.)
moving naturally in it, and therefore, fastest when nearest their place.
Again, w^e pray in this. That where Christ doth reign in his outward
ordinances, there he would bring in his spiritual kingdom into the
souls of men, that sinners may be converted unto him. The love of
the glory of Jesus Christ will desire this earnestly, that many hearts
may be brought in to submit to him ; for the glory of a King is in the
multitude of his subjects. Further, That they who are his people,
may grow more conformable to his laws ; that his dominion may be
more powerful in their hearts and lives, and particularly that we ourselves may find it so.
You who will not receive the kingdom of God within yourselves,
to what purpose do you speak this, as if you desired it to be enlarged
and flourish abroad ? 1. You can have no comfort in it, remaining
slaves to sin, and so enemies indeed to it. Neither the kingdom of
Christ in the government of the Church on the one side, nor on the
other, the coming of his kingdom of glory, can do you any benefit,
while the third is wanting, the inward kingdom of his grace, which is
the true end of the former, and the means to partake of the happiness
of the latter. Why wish you the day of the Lord? Amos v. 18. As
the Prophet says of that day he there speaks of, mistake it not :
though that day of his kingdom shall be all glory in itself, it shall be
to you, remaining still impenitent, darkness and not light, full of horror
and amazement. 2. As you can have no comfort in his kingdom, so
you cannot really wish its advancement. You wish it well elsewhere,
as if you were content it should be any where, rather than within yourselves. But would you indeed have his kingdom to be embraced and
advanced, then do, for one, let him be thy king: first, give him thine
own heart, and then wish him many more ; for then thou wilt wish it
heartily and truly.
You who have received this kingdom, yet have need still, even in
that sense, to wish the coming of it in further degrees and fuller efficacy. Find you not many rebels yet nnsubdued? No doubt, they
who search and know their own hearts, will, and often do, complain
of them to their king : Oh, such swarms of lusts, and unruly, irregular
desires! When shall they all be brought into subjection? And so
they lift up their wish, from this to the other, the full and glorious
kingdom, and say again and again. Thy kingdom come. This is the
noble desire that takes up the hearts of the godly. While others are
desiring and pursuing low, base things, their minds, and their endeavour, to their power, are chiefly set upon this, the advancement of the
kingdom of God. They seek not themselves and their own things,
with the world, to the prejudice of this kingdom ; no, they desire to
lose anything, to sutler contempts and abasements themselves, so that
this kingdom may flourish. St. Paul cares not what he be accounted,
modo magnijicetur Christus, so that now also Christ may he magnijied,
Phil. i. 20. As faithful ministers of state, (and wise princes choose
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such,)butwhoalways
are not
making hisup honour
themselves
to their
master's
tas^e,
preferring;
to their
private
benefit,disadvanfeeling
his losses and g-ains more than their own; (as was said of St. Augustine,
Do?ninicis
semper
lucris
gaudens,
et
dainnis
mcercns
,-)
this
right temper of the servants and ministers of Jesus Christ, to beis the
all
for their Master, willing that their name, and estates, and lives, and
all, may make a part of his footstool to step up to his throne ; not
forced as his enemies to be so, but willingly laying themselves low for
his glory. And this comfort they have, that when his kingdom shall
come in its fulness, and all his enemies shall be trodden down for ever,
then they shall be glorified with him, and shall see his glory with exceeding joy. Therefore do they so often desire his coming, and are
so weary of all they see here ; and when he says himself, for their
assurance and comfort. Surely, I come quickly, their earnest desire
makes them echo. Even so come, Lord Jesus. Rev. xxii. 20.
There is some loss to the flesh, if we will hear it, in this desire, in
each kind.
erectingpomp
of Christ's
kingdom in that
puritynaturally
in his Church,
thrusts
out theTheoutward
and magnificence
we like
so well. His kingdom of grace cannot be in the soul, without the
forsaking of all our accustomed aud pleasing ways of sin. But they
who know the excellency of his kingdom, are well content to forego
all that suits not with it. Thus, that his kingdom of glory may come,
the world nmst be burnt up ; and, that we particularly may come to
it, we must pass through death. But it is worth all.
in Earth,
as it says
is in David,
Heaven.']Psal. v. 3. The word
IThywillwill
directbe done
my prayer
to Thee,
is, I will set in order, or, orderly address it. Which implies not the
curious contriving either of the words or method, (for there may be
most of that, where there is least of this right directing it to God,)
but the due ordering of the frame and desires of the heart. And certainly, one main point of that is taught us, as we have said, in the
order of this Prayer, in this particular ; that it not only prefers the
honour of God to all our own interest, setting the heart first upon that,
but keeps it to it, causes it to dwell upon that in three several petitions,
varying the expression of that one desire, as often as there be several
requests following, of our own coiicernment ; teaching us, that that
doth, in its own worth, and therefore should likewise in our affection,
itself alone being but one, weigh down all the different things besides
that we can desire. And thus withal, it is accommodate to our dulness, for that our hearts would not readily, with one word, be either
duly stirred up or stretched forth in the heavenly desire ; so that, both
to excite and to dilate them the more, it is thus iterated without vain
tautology. This so short and complete a form, given us by so wise
a master, is far from that ; yea, it was particularly intended in opposition to that abuse. And not only doth the dignity of the thing itself,
and our indisposedness, require this adding of one request to another
concerning it, but there is in the petitions themselves, a very profitable
difference, though their scope is one : they are as so many several
arrows aimed at the same mark. The first, in general, wishes all
manner of honour to the name of God ; and because His name is
especially honoured in the advancement, and in the completing of
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His spiritual kingdom, the second is particular in that. And because
until that kingdom be completed and brought all together, it lies in
two several countries, — there is one part of it already above, which is
the appointed place for the perfection and perpetuity of this kingdom ;
another part here below, but tending thither ; this third petition particularly concerns these of this lower region and condition, desiring
this, that in obedience to their king, they may be as conformed as is
possible, to those above. Thy will he done on earth as it is in heaven.
will one
; yea,
His
willThyis will.']
Himself,GodHe is ismost
pnrusperfectly
actus;one,yet,andin His
res])ect
of its
several
objects or circumstances that concern them, it is diversely distinguished
in the schools, sometimes needlessly, yea, erroneously, but some of the
distinctions are sound and useful. But here we shall not need them
much. His will is here taken, according to a very usual figure, for
that which He wills; and we desire here. That we ourselves, and others,
may be obedient to His will in every thing, even here on earth : That
He may be acknowledged and served, not only in Heaven, but here
likewise.
For this, no question, means not the equality of our obedience to
theirs, but the quality of it ; that, though it fall very far short of so
perfect a pattern, yet it may bear some resemblance to it ; as a
scholar's
writing,likeness
though asittobeshow
nothing
so goodit.as Ithisdoth
copy,no yetwrong,
may
have
so much
he follows
but helps a man much in any thing, the more perfect example he hath
before him ; although he be not able to match it, yet, the looking on
it, makes him do the better : though an archer shoot not so high as he
aims, yet the higher he takes his aim, the higher he shoots. And, that
we may not think it strange, that we have here the citizens of Heaven
set belbre us as a model for obedience, we have our Heavenly Father
Himself propounded by our Saviour in the former chapter, as our
example for perfection : Be ye perfect, as your Heavenly Father is
pei-fect.
The obedience in Heaven, is, 1. Universal, without choosing and
excepting ; and this is, because the will and command of God is the
very reason of it. The angels are said to do His commandments, hearkening to the voice of his word ; Psal. ciii. 20 : they wait but for a word
from Him, and that is enough. And in this should we desire to be like
them. Though we cannot fiilly keep any one commandment, yet
should we exclude none of them from our endeavour : yea, the rather,
because we want that perfection in the degree, should we study this
other, which is a kind of perfection in the design and purpose, to have
respect to all the commandments, as David says : to have our eye upoa
them all, as the word there is, Psal. cxix. 6. So, Psal. xvi. 8 : I have
set the Lord always before me, [(eqnaliter posjii,] in an even, constant
regard of His will. And the want of this discovers, that much of our
obedience hath not the right stamp on it, is no way heavenly.
A man may think he approves and does the will of God in some
things,ment where
it is but
the itletter
iscoincident
withbyhisaccident,
own willbecause
; and so,
is notofthethewillcommandof God,
but his own, that moves him ; therelbre, in doing that which God
commands, he does not God's will, but his own ; and therefore, when
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they
meet and
not, follows
but arehiscontrary,
it appears,
he leavestheGod's
will then,
own. Athere
covetous
father forcondemns
prodigality of his lavish son, and the son again cries out against the
avarice of his niggardly father, and thus both seem to condemn sin ;
but the truth is, neither do it : it is but two extreme sins fighting togetiier, neither of them regarding the rule that God hath set : it is but
their two idols choking each other, as the Heathen set their gods together bythe ears.
sin, because
countermand,
and loveButHistheywillwhofor therefore
itself, theirhateobedience
is moreof God's
even,
and regards the whole will of God, and at all times : for there is that
universality too in their obedience, conformable to that of Heaven. So
shall I keep Thy law, says David, continually, for ever and ever. Psal.
cxix. 44.
tempted
to some
For
whenSee thea man's
occasioncarriage
is out when
of reach,
and outor provoked
of sight, what
wondersin.if then
he forbears ? But when it offers itself, as, by company, intemperance,
or cursing or swearing by jiassion, it appears, if a man yield then, that
sin was not out before, but only lay close and (juiet within till it was
stirred, as mud in the bottom of water. Natura vexata prodit seipsam.
So, a could
man say
may,to forJonadab,
his ownComegain,andorseehismyownzeal glory,
God's will.
Jehu
for thedoLord.
2. The obedience of Heaven is cheerful. It is the very natural
motion of glorified spirits, to be acted and moved by the will of God.
They excel in strength, says the Psalmist, in that ciiid Psalm, and do
His commandjncnts : they have no other use for all their strength ;
that is the proper employment of it. Thus, the godly man, in so far as
he is renewed, (for in so far he suits with Heaven,) delights himself
inthem,the than
way profane
of God'smencommandments,
more ofpleasure
in keeping
do in all their takes
pleasures
sin, by which
they
break them. He is never well but when he is in the way of obedience;
and the ways of sin are painful and grievous to him. Then hath he
most inward gladness and contentment, when he keepeth closest to his
rule. And the reason why he finds the law of God thus pleasant, is,
because it is not to him, as to the ungodly, one without, driving him
violently, but it is within him, and therefore moves him sweetly. I
delight to do Thy will, 0 my God, Psal. xl. 8, and he adds. Thy law is
within my heart, or, in the midst of my bowels. So, Psal. Ixxxiv. 5 :
In whose heart are thy ways : not only their feet in the ways, but the
ways are in their hearts.
3. They do the will of God in Heaven, unanimously and harmoniously;there is neither an evil eye of envy among them, nor a lofty eye
of pride, whatsoever degrees there be among them in their stations and
employments. Not to be curious in that, nor to obtrude ourselves into
things we have not seen, yet, we are sure, the lesser do not envy the
greater, nor the greater despise the less ; and the reason is, because
they are all so w holly taken up and so strongly united in this joint desire
of doing the will of God. Thus ought his servants here, each one in
his place, and according to that which God hath dispensed to him, the
greatest, humbly, and the meanest, contentedly, to mind this, and nothing but this, to do His will.
Answerably to the sense of this petition, do godly men, in prayer.
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[1.]
Vent
their
and amongst
grief untomen,
God,thatthattheytheresee istheso greatest
httle regard
and obedience toreg-ret
His will
part
taking pleasure in inirighteoiisiicss, as the Apostle speaks, 2 Thes. ii. 12.
Thus David, Psal. cxix. 136 : Rivers of water run down mine eyes
because men keep not Thy law. And as they bewail ungodliness without them, so, especially, the strength of corruption within themselves:
they begin there, and express their grief, in the presence of God, that
they are so clogged and hampered with sin cleaving fast to them, and
crossing their purposes of obedience ; saying with the Apostle, / Jind
a law in my 7nembers warring against the law of my viind. Rom. vii. 23.
[2.] They declare their desire of redress, both in themselves and others;
that their great desire is, that more obedience were given unto God,
and particularly, that they had more faculty and strength to serve him.
Psal. cxix. 4, 5. [3.] They pray in this, for the effecting of this their
God would
hearts, and
their own,
todesire,
the that
obedience
of Hisincline
will ; men's
(whatsoever
vain particularly
will-worshippers
say,
they are indeed in that sense, eOeXoOprjoKot, make a deity of the will ;)
not ■ doubting that it is in His hand to do so, and that he hath more
power of our hearts than we ourselves have. Otherwise, it were in
vain to put these s>ipplications into His hand, if he have no power to
answer them, to give them the real answer of performance. Incline
my heart vnto Thy law, &c. Turn vs, 0 Lord, &c. [4.] They do, in
this request, offer up their own hearts to God, to be fashioned and
moulded to His will. And every godly man, if he had the hearts of
all the men in the world in his disposal, he would dispose them the
same way, lodge them with his own, and make one sacrifice of all.
His own he gives wholly, resigns it up to his Lord, to be as a piece
ofHe wax,
pliable
form Hedis])leases
will, to do Him,
with itandwhatto
will, intoGod's
turn hand,
out and
banishto what
whatsoever
make it to His own mind. In a word, this is the desire of a Christian,
that his own will may be annihilated, and the will of God placed in its
room ; tliat he may have no will but God's; that he may be altogether
subject
both to God's
His working
He commands,
and tocommanding
be heartily and
content
with whatwill,He todoesdo ;what
for
both these are in it.
Where He commands any thing, though our own corrupt will grumble at it, and think it hard, we must tread upon it to obey His will,
making that the rule of all we do. To this end, we must endeavour
to be acquainted with His will, and to know what it is ; otherwise we
cannot do it. But once knowing it, this is the end of knowing, to do;
otherwise, you know, that knowledge will make us the worse for it,
the more guilty.
It is a safe and comfortable thing, to walk every step by His direction. The constant regard of that, is, we see, what conforms us to
Heaven. It was observable how this will prevailed with Abraham :
he wasthere
a loving
Sarah's
motion,
while
was nofather,
more, itheappears,
could notandfinduponin his
heart private
to put Ishmael
out of doors,he who
of theto bond-woman;
command,
was was
readybutto theputsonIsaac
death, who was buttheupon
son ofGod's
the
promise. And He who taught us to pray thus, gives us his own
example in this ; he did the will of his Father indeed, as it is done in
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Heaven, and he came to the earth for (hat purpose : Then, said he, Lo,
I come to do Thy will, O my God. And, in that great and most painful part of his work. Not my will, but thine be done. For our actions,
then, let His word be our guide ; and for the events of things, and all
that concerns us, let His good ])leasure and wise disposing be our will.
Let
Him. us give up the rudder of our lile into His hand, to be steered by
For our actions, is it not better to observe His will, than to be subcorruptto dowills,
to Satan's,
at hisdealings
will?
And, jectasto our
it is own
our best,
whatandpleaseth
Him, ledso,captive
in all His
with us, to be pleased with what He does ; not to think it were better
for us to be richer or greater in the world than we are, or to murmur
and struggle under affliction. There is nothing to be gained by this.
Who hath resisted His will at any time ? In all things He doth what
He will, whether it like us or not. Our repining hinders not His
working at all, but it hinders our own comfort : our wrestling and
fretting doth but pain ourselves. If we be His, (as we profess,) then
we may be assured He loves us ; and if we believe that, and withal
believe that He is wiser than we, then we must confess, that whatsoever He doth with us, is better than our own choosing for ourselves
could be.
This is the only way of constant quietness and contentment of mind.
Who is there outwardly so jjrosperous, but meets with many things
that cross his will? Now, he who hath renounced his own will, and
is fixed upon a continual complacency with the good pleasure and
providence of God, to will what He wills, and nothing else ; every
thing
that befalls
him, God
he looks
that side
it asI God's
so is satisfied
: Doth
think upon
this good,
and ofshall
think itwill,
evil and
?
There is a difference of estates, but all coming from the same Hand,
(which
consideration,)
to embrace
and kiss
the worst
can
come, isisourJob'sduty.
It is the Lord,
said David,
let Him
do whatthatsee?ns
good in his eyes. 2 Sam. x. 12. Thus, Wilt thou have me poor or
rich, healthful or sick, esteemed or despised ? Wilt Thou that I live,
or that I die ? I am thine, Thy will be done.
Give us this day our daily bread.} Man is made up of two different
principles, a soul derived from heaven, and a body at first moulded out
of earth ; as Nazianzen expresses it, 7rvov9 kuI xouv, the breath of God,
and the dust of the earth. Ex igneo spiritu, et lerrejio corpore. And
according to his composition, so is this prayer comprised; being made
for his use, it is wisely fitted to his condition.
The greatest part of it is taken up with such desires as are spiritual,
and so most suitable to his worthier part, his soul ; such as do immediately concern God, and such as properly concern itself Yet, the
body is not wholly shut out : though the meaner part, yet, being a
part of man, and the workmanship of God, this one petition is bestowed upon its concernment.
Observe in it briefly. First, The matter, or object of the request.
Secondly, The qualification of it. The matter under the name of
bread ; not only bread for all food, as the Hebrews do, but food, so
named for all other necessaries. By bread, as the chief support and
statt" of man's life, is meant, all needful temporal blessings, food and
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raiment, and health and peace, &c., a blessing on the works of our
calling',
affairs. and the seasons of the year, and all our lawful temporal
Though a godly man looks upon the necessities of this life as a piece
of his present captivity, and is often looking beyond it to that purer
life he hopes for, yet, in the mean while, he doth, in obedience to God,
use these things, and in dependence upon God, he seeks them at
God's own hand.
In the req\iest, together with its object, as here we have it, there is,
I. Piety. II. Moderation — Godlmess and soberness.
1. Piety, in asking our bread of God, in asking it in the true
notion, by way of gift.
Our daily bread. There is a natural cry or voice of our necessity,
and that, not only ungodly men, but unreasonable creatures have, the
very beasts and fowls, as the cxlviith Psalm hath it, (ver. 9.) The
ravens ask their meat from God. But this spiritual cry of prayer is the
peculiar
to askno bread,
or needful
temporal voice
things,of God's
at the own
handschildren.
of God, isNow,
not only
way incongruous
to the piety and spiritual-mindedness of a Christian, and no wrong to
the majesty of God, but, on the contrary, it were impiety in man, and
an injury to God, not to do so. We have here the warrant of His own
command, Pray thus. And is it not most reasonable ?
1. Seeing these things are necessary for us to receive, and are in
the hand of God to bestow, why ought we not to seek them there ?
Although in His wisdom, He knows what we need, and is in bounty
most ready to furnish us, yet, this is the homage we owe to God, to
present ourselves and our necessities before Him, and seek our
supplies by prayer. In it, there is a clear acknowledgment of the
Divine providence and goodness, and of our faith and reliance on it.
And faith is not only signified in prayer, in these things, but is acted
and excited, and by that means is increased and strengthened.
2. Godliness hath both kinds of promises, those of the life to come,
and those of this life. 1 Tim. iv. 8. And as godliness hath a right
to them both, so, it teacheth to use them both ; and particularly this
way, by turning the promises into prayers, as a means appointed by
God, both to fit us lor obtainment, and to obtain the performance of
them.
3. Though a man hath his provision by him, not only of a day, but
of many years, yet hath he need still daily to ask it of God ; for it is
still in God's hand to give it him, or not to give, though it is in a
man's ownit tohandhim,in present
possession.
It is him
in God's
continue
or suddenly
to pluck [1.]
it from
out ofdisposal
his hand,to
or even out of his mouth, ut bolus ereptus e faucibus. How many
have been thus on a sudden turned out of great estates into extreme
poverty, either by the hands of men, which are moved by God, or by
some immediate accident from his own hand ; and others, by little
and little, their estates consuming and melting as snow-balls ! In the
former, the judgment of God is as a lion, and in the latter as a moth,
as the Prophet speaks. Hos. v. 12, 14. Again, [2.] If God do continue a man in his possessions, yet, there is further needful for his
cheerful use of daily bread, that calmness and content of mind, and
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healthfulness
of
body,
which
are
God's
peculiar
gifts,
witho\it
which
all
is unsavoury. Is the mind in bitterness or distemper, or the body tied
to its sick-bed, this disrelishes a man's daily bread, thousfh it be of the
richest
[3.] Having'
bread, and
it, yet,it serve
there
is furtherkind.
an influence
of blessing
froma disposition
God needfulto tousemake
its proper end ; and without this, that staff of life is but as a broken
statf in a man's hand, that cannot support him. [4.] Besides that
ordinary andblessing-,
further, and
that stamp
a godlyof man
desires,
desires there
most isofyetall,something
a secret character
the
peculiar favour of God even upon his bread, his temporal enjoyments.
And this is a proper fruit of prayer. As there is (as is already said) a
peculiar
voiceandot distinguishes
God's own children
in this
request,
knowsmen,it
particularly,
it from the
common
voiceso,ofGod
natural
and other creatures that call for supply ; and therefore. He gives that
peculiar voice of their suit, a peculiar answer: together with the daily
bread which He gives to others, and a common blessing on it, they
have something that is not given to others. This is that which particularly sweetens their bread, that they receive it after a special manner
out
of
their
as His gift. Father's own hand, having humbly asked it by prayer
That is the other thing observable in the word of the request. Give.
We are not by this forbidden, no, nor dispensed with from labour
and honest industry for it, but, after all our labour, we are still to
acknowledge all as a free gift ; both the bread we obtain by labour,
and the strength by which we labour. Just as we find it of the other
bread, the bread of life. John vi. 27. Labour for that meat which
endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of man shall give unto
you : laboured for, and yet given. The fruit of our labours may be a
just reward from men, but it is always free from God; even these
lowest benefits to the best and holiest men. / am less, says Jacob,
than the least of Thy mercies. Gen. xxxii. 10. We have no motive
for the least mercy, but His own goodness as our Father ; so that it
suits with this, as with all the other requests here. Though we deserve
nothing, yet He is our Father : it is proper for children to ask bread
of their father, as our Saviour teaches us in the next chapter ; therefore
he teaches us here to say, Father, give vs bread.
II. The moderation of the desire appears in comparison of the
number of the other petitions. All the rest are for things spiritual, and
but one for temporals : those that regard the glory of God as the chief,
are three to one with it ; and those that concern our own spiritual
good, two for one. Thus for the number. And as for the order or
place, which so many have taken quite contrary, it suits very well with
this as the least of our requests, and so to be accounted by us. It is
strange, that this right place of it should have scared men from its
right
meaning,
persuaded
themfirstto oftaketheit three.
i'or our spiritual
food,it oras
the bread
of life,andbecause
it is the
But taking
it is, for this life's necessaries, there is no need of such reasons as some
give lor its standing in this order, which are a little light and uusolid.
But. to omit even those that are more pertinent, which justify this
order, though this petition be less than the two following, it seems
truly the onlj fit place for it, for that very reason, because it is the
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least. It is known to be the ordinary course of skilful orators, to place
the meanest part of their speech in the middle; and in this, let the ear
of any understanding mind be judge, whether it sounds not much
better, that this request pass in the middle, than if the prayer should
have ended with it. Whereas now, it begins spiritually, and closes
so. And this petition, which is de impedim cutis militi(B nostrm, (for
the things of this life prove so too often,) is cast in the middle.
are there
who desires,
follow and
Christ's
in this, whoon
haveNow,the how
very few
strength
of their
most estimate
of their thoughts,
things that are spiritual, and do but in passing lend a word to the
thingstheirof purpose.
this life*! TheThisApostle
jDroportion
admit: ofit those
makes who
not
for
gives fewthiswillcharacter
perish, that they mind earthly things. Phil. iii. 19.
But to consider the words, each word designing the matter of this
request, doth clearly teach us moderation in it. Give us our daily
bread. Having food and raiment, says the Apostle, let us be content.
1 Tim. vi. 8. How few be there of us, if any, who want these; and
yet, how few that have contentment ! It is the enormity and boundles nes of our desires, that causeth this. There is no necessity of
curious food and raiment, but such food as nourishes, and such
raiment as covers.
Our daily bread. In the original, tviovaiot. Not at all to dispute
the word, its genuine sense is, such as is fit for our daily siistentation ;
therefore rendered, daily bread. And it answers well to the word in
that petition of Agur, Prov. xxx. 8, cojivenient (or proportionable)
food, and so agrees with what we said of bread — proportionable, not
to our lust, but our necessity. This was the sin of the Jews, and a
most impertinent sin, in the wilderness, They asked meat for their lust:
(Psal. Ixxviii. 18.) they were not content with bread for themselves,
but must have meat for their lust too, must have that fed likewise.
We are not to be carvers of the proportion ourselves, but leave that to
God, who knows best what is convenient for us ; therefore the word is
there, o f my set, or ordained, portion — ordained by Thee.
Our bread, ['H/iou^.] Not seeking any other than that which is our
own
by our just
industry
and God's
gift. What
but the this
base,?
immoderate
desire
of having,
thatfreestretches
a manis itbeyond
When a man lays down that conclusion with himself, that he must
have so much, then it follows, that any way tending to that he must
use ; if he can, by right, but if not, any way rather than miss ; by
violence and oppression, or by deceit, through all ways, fair and foulf.
When a man is once upon that journey there is no stopping, until
either God recal him, or he plunge himself in the pit of destruction.
Th(y that will be rich, says the Apostle, who are resolved upon that,
they fall into temptation and divers snares, which drown men in
destruction and perdition. 1 Tim. vi. 9. That is the issue.
This day. It is true, that this condemns not a due providence in
men for themselves and their families, in a just and moderate way.
But men deceive themselves in this ; fev/ stay there, but, under that
*t Quamprimum
a corpore ad animam reileundum.Horace.
Seneca.
Sipossis,rectt,sinon,quocunquemodo,REti.
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lame, harbour gross avarice and earthliness. But in this word, we
lave the true temper of a Christian mind, that, whatsoever is his own
awful providence, and whatsoever is the success of it, what he hves
uid relies on, is, the providence of God, not his own: he lives upon
;hat from one day to another, as a child in his father's house ; and for
provision
God's orhand
as if ityearly
were
n his own,forandafterwards,
thereforethinks
asks itnotis asso good
much instock,
so much
•ent, but bread for to-day. If he have much land or great revenues,
('et, he trusts no more in that, than if he had nothing ; and if he have
aread for to-day, and nothing for to-morrow, (as the Israelites had
nanna,) yet he trusts no less in God than if he had thousands. He
resolves
I am atis God's
providing,I
uid live thus
upon: Whether
that liomI have
day tomuchday.or little,
The Lord
my shepherd;
'•hall not want.
EvirelSeia avrapKeta, 1 Tim. vi. 6, — these two together, as we have
ibserved them here together, godliness and moderation : godliness in
;his particular, of casting over our care of temporal things on God by
Drayer. So, Phil. iv. b. — Let your moderation be known. But how
shall we have it ? Make your requests known unto God, and that in
ill things. That will ease you, and not trouble Him. But when we
odge such desires as are not fit indeed to be imparted to Him, this is
3ur shame, and proves our vexation. It is a wonder what men mean,
out
a folly
so rooted
men'sis happiness
hearts thatin nohaving
discourse
t upit;isthey
imagine
that inthere
much,willandpluck
will
leither believe religion, nor reason, nor experience, though all teach
;he contrary. They cannot be persuaded to make this the rule of their
iesires — daily bread, and, for to-day ; but are still projecting lor long
;ime to come, though they are not sure of a day. Men are still
beginning to live, even when their years tell them they should be
thinking how to die ; are upon new contrivances for the world, when
:hey must shortly leave it. And this is one point of this our disease,
that it grows still, and is strongest in old age, when there is least
reason lor it. Quo minus vice restat, eo plus viatici comparare.
What is tliis that riches can do ? Our Saviour tells us, if we will
believe
that Man's
consistis something
in the abundance
things hehim,
possesseth.
Lukelifexii.doth
15. notThere
necessary,of the
we
see, and truly that is not much ; and what more than serves, many
times proves but mere encumbrance. One stalf will help a man in his
way, but a bundle of staves would burden and weary him. Would
men but stop a little and ask themselves, What is this I do ? What do
I aim at in all my turmoil? it might possibly recal them. Would
they
but have
hear Solomon's
Eccl. tiiey
v, 11,use,andbuttellonlyhim,the what
good
the rich
of possessingquestion,
more than
beholding
of them with their eyes. If there be any thing more, it is more care
and trouble, et curce circum laqueata tecta volantes. He that hath a
hundred rooms, hath but one body ; he can lodge but in one at once.
He that might have sea and land ransacked for delicates of his table,
hath himself but one appetite to serve with them all.
Then, consider, that beyond the bounds of this petition, if a man
once pass, there be no bounds after ; he knows not where to stay.
Depinge ubi sistam. One thousand would have something more, to
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save it unspent ; and when that grows a little, it is best even to maln|
another thousand, and save that too, and fall a scraping for more.
And if this is always a frenzy, most of all in these times. Behold,
says God to Baruch, / will break down that which I have built, and
that which I have planted will I pluck up, even this whole land, and
seekest thou great things for thyself? Jer. xlv. 4, 5.
But is it not wisdom to be provident, and to see far before a man?
And to look no further but to the present, is it not the character
of a fool ? Trne, it is indeed ; and therefore, the truly wise man despises this providence for a base, uncertain life, and is content if alive
but from one day to another. But there is a higher design in his
head, a providence of a farther reach, that sees afar off indeed, to
make himself an estate for eternity. That takes up his thoughts and
pains ; the other is the grossest short-sightedness, to look no farther
than a moment: it is indeed, /nvoitat^eii', as St. Peter speaks. But
that life the Christian's eye is upon, is of another nature, where none
of these poor things shall have place, no marrying, nor giving in marriage, as our Saviour says ; so, no eating or drinking, no need of
bread, nor of this prayer for it; but we shall be as the angels of God.
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.] Thy loving
kindness, says David, is better than life : therefore, this request rises
above the former. In it, we sought bread for the present life ; in this,
we entreat His favour ; not corn, nor wine, nor oil, but that which
glads the heart more than them all, the light of His countenance; that
the thick cloud of our sins be dispelled by a free pardon, as He promises, Isa. xliv. 2.
In this petition we have, 1. The request. 2. The clause added.
Forgive us our debts. That which is here called debts, St. Luke
hath ,5n!.s,- and here, in the observation our Saviour adds, they are
called, vapaTTTio^ara, offences. Now sin, as it is called a debt, is taken
for the guiltiness of sin, which is no other than poenas debere, to owe
the suffering of punishment, or an obligement to the curse which the
Law hath pronounced against sin ; and because this results so immediately from sin, therefore, sin is often put for the engagement to
punishment
xv. ult., may
taken.
So then, the; sodebtthe ofApostle's
sin beingphrase,
the tieI toCor.punishment
whichbe follows
upon it, the forgiving of sin can be no other than the acquitting of a
man from that curse, setting him free from his debt, his engagement
to suffer; and therefore, to imagine a forgiveness of sin with retaining
of the punishment, is direct nonsense, and a contradiction.
To pass the words of this request through our mouths, as the rest,
is an easy and common thing, but altogether fruitless ; but to offer it
as a spiritual supplication of the heart unto God, is a thing done but
by a few ; and to as many as do offer it so, it never returns in vain,
but is certainly granted. Now, to offer it so, as a lively spiritual suit
unto God, there are necessarily supposed in the soul that presents it,
these1. Athings
clear :—conviction and deep sense of the guiltiness of sin. Both
in general, what this guiltiness is, what is that debt which sin engages
us in, that misery to which it binds us over; as, first, the deprivement
of happiness, the loss of God and His favour for ever ; a«d secondly.
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the endless endurance of His wrath and hottest indignation, and all
the anguish whicli that is able to fill the soul with to all eternity.
Unsufferable, inconceivable torment, described to us by such things as
we can understand, but going infinitely beyond them, a gnawing
worm that dies not, and afire that cannot be quenched. This is the
portion of the sinner from God, and the heritage appointed to him by
God, as Zophar speaks. Job xx. 29. Then, in particular, there must
benothing
a seeing
knowfire;
himself
else of"thanoura own
mass guiltiness.
of sin, and Aso, man
fuel must
for that
mustto seebe
himself a transgressor of the whole law of God, and therefore abundantly liable to that sentence of death.
2. Upon this apprehension will follow a very earnest desire to be
free, and such a word as that, O wretched man that I am, who shall
deliver me ! And seeing no way either to satisfy or escape, without a
free pardon, the soul tiien looks upon that as its only happiness, with
David : Blessed is the man — O the blessedness of that man !— whose
iniquity is forgiven, and whose sin is covered. Psal. xxxii. 1.
3. In this request, there is a taking of it as a thing attainable ; for
it is implied that there is no impossibility in it. And this arises from
the promises of God, and the tenor of the covenant of grace, and the
Mediator of that covenant revealed in the word, apprehended only in
their general tenor,
4. It imports a humble confession of guiltiness before the Lord ;
as it follows there, Psal. xxxii. 5 : / acknowledged my sin, and mine
iniquity have I not hid. The way to find God hiding and covering it,
he perceived, was for himself not to hide it. The way to be acquitted
at God'sHim.hand, is for the soul with humility and grief to accuse itself
before
5. Where there is this sensible knowledge and humble acknowledgment of sin and misery, and earnest desire of pardon, tiien dotli a man
truly offer this suit unto God with strong affection. Lord, this is my
request, that my sin may be forgiven ; and prays it in faith, which is a
more particular laying hold on the promises, believing that He will
forgive, and therefore waits for an answer, to hear that voice of joy and
gladness, as David speaks, Psal. li. 8, to hear the word of his pardon
from God spoken into his soul. And for this cause, (besides the need
of daily pardon for daily sins,) the most godly men have need to renew
this suit, that, together with pardon, they may obtain the comfortable
persuasion and assurance of it. And though they have some assurance,
yet, there be further degrees of it possible, and desirable, clearer evidences ofreconcilement and acceptance with God. Forgiveness itself
is, indeed, the main, and is often granted where the other, the assurance of it, is withheld for a time; but there is no question that we
may, yea, that we ought to desire it, and seek after it. He is blessed
who is pardoned, though as yet he know it not ; yet, doubtless, it
abates much of his happiness for the time that he does not know it.
Non est bcatvs, esse qui se non putet.
man thinks
rich,
andThethe philosopher
sick man, himsays.whoTheis poor
in health
: their him
own happy
wants who
makeis them
think so. Now, this forgiveness of sin is happiness indeed ; yet, a
^an must first feel the want of it, before he judge so. But here is the
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difference : when he hath obtained it, he shall think so still ; whereas
the Other, being tried, are found to fall short, and do not make any
man happy.
Seeing this is a request of so great moment, may we not wonder at
ourselves, that we are so cold and indifferent in it ? But the true reason of this is, because so few are truly sensible of this heavy debt, of
the weight of sin unpardoned. A man who feels it not, prays thus,
not much troubling his thoughts whether it be granted or no ; but he
who is indeed pressed with the burden of sin, cries in earnest. Lord,
forgive. David knew what he said, when he called him blessed whose
sill is forgiven ; tlie word is, who is unloaded of his sin. He was a king,
and a great captain, but he says not. He is a blessed man who wears
a crown, or who is successful in war, but, Blessed is he whose sin is
taken off his shoulders ; whatsoever he is otherwise, he is a happy
man. It is in vain to offer a conscience groaning under sin, any thing
else, untilit be eased of that. If you should see a man lying grovelling
under some weight that is ready to press him to death, and should
bring sweet music to him, and cover a table with delicates before him,
but let him lie still under his burden, could he, think you, take any
pleasure in those things ? Were it not rather to mock him, to use
him so ?
And though we feel it not as troubled consciences do, yet, we are
truly miserable in all enjoyments, until this forgiveness be obtained.
To what purpose daily bread, yea, what is the greatest abundance of
all outward things, but a glistering misery, if this be wanting ? But
he who is once forgiven, and received into favour with God, what can
befall him amiss ? Though he hath no more of the world than daily
bread, and of the coarsest sort, he hath a continual feast within: as he
that said, Brown bread and the Gospel, is good fare. Now, the
Gospel is the doctrine of tliis forgiveness of sin, and is therefore so
sweet to an humbled sinner. Yea, though a man have not only a
small portion of earthly comforts, but be under divers afflictions and
chastisements, yet, this makes him cheerful in all : as Luther said, Feri,
Dotnine, &c. Use me as Thou wilt, seeing Thou hast forgiven my
sin, all is well.
Lastly, As there must be earnest desire in the request, so withal,
firm belief Ask in faith. If once thou art become a humble suitor
for mercy, and that is the great desire of thy heart, that God would
take away thy sin, and be reconciled to thee ; then know, tiiat He will
not cast back thy petition in displeasure. Now, He is gracious, and
whatsoever thou hast been, consider what He is. Doth He receive
any lor any thing in themselves ? What is the cause He pardons
any?
it not for
sake?as Isa.
xliii. 25.
And it will
not thatIs reason
serveHisfor own
thee,name's
as much
for others
? Will
not
avail for many sins, as well as for few ? Hast thou multiplied sin often,
abused His mercy, but now mournest before Him for it? Then He
will multiply pardon. Isa. Iv. 7, Jer. iii. 1. Thou hast rebelled much,
but He is thy Father, and hath the bowels of a father to a repenting
child. And this style we give Him in this prayer, as fitly urging all
our suits. Father, forgive us ovr sins: therefore forgive, because Thou
art oxir Father, And then consider, that he who puts this petition,
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amonj^st the rest, in our mouths, hath satisfied for believers, paid all
their scores, and answered justice to the full, and in him we are forgiven :it is a free forgiveness to us, though he hath paid for it : and
he himself was freely given to us, to undertake and satisfy for us. Yet,
let not any thus embolden themselves to sin : this were the grossest
impudence, to come to crave pardon of sin while we delight in it, and
to desire it to be forgiven, while we have no mind to part with it and
forsake
sinners. it. For this privilege belongs only to repenting and returning
As we forgive our debtors. This is added both as a fit motive for
us to use with God, and as a suitable duty that He requires of us. The
former, we may perceive in the manner that St. Luke hath it : For we
also forgive every one that is indebted to us. Thou, Lord, requirest of
us to forgive others, and Thou workest it in some of us to do so: how
much more then may we hope. Thou wilt forgive us ? If there be any
such goodness in us, it is from Thee, and therefore is infinitely more in
Thyself, as the ocean of goodness.
Again, this is likewise a very profitable argument to move us to
this
; as we: itseeisclearly
our Saviour's
to speakbutof byit
after duty
the prayer
not onlyby bound
upon us returning
by this precept,
our prayer.
This (as,) just as before in the third petition, means not equality in
the degree, but conformity in the thing.
Now, the request running thus, they who do not forgive their
brethren, turn it into a most heavy curse to themselves, and, in effect,
pray daily. Lord, Jiever forgive me my sin. And whether they say this
or no. He will do thus, if we be such fools as not to accept of such an
agreement. He hath infinite debt upon our heads, that we shall
never be able to pray : now, though there is no proportion, yet He is
graciously pleased, without further reckoning, to forgive us all, and
discharge us fully, if we accept (as it were) of this His letter of
exchange, and for His sake forgive our brethren the few pence that at
the most they can be owing us, in lieu of the thousands of talents that
He acquits to us. And by this as our certain evidence, we may be
assured of our pardon, and rejoice in it, as our Saviour after clearly
affirms ; and therefore, on the contrary, (which he likewise tells us,)
may well take our debates, and hatreds, and desires of revenge, as a
countersign,
to us him
that with
we aresuperficial
not forgiven
at God's hands.
And think testifying
not to satisfy
forgivenesses
and reconcilements. Would we be content with such pardon from God, to
have only a present forbearance of revenge, or that He should not
quarrel with us, but no further friendship with Him ; that He should
either use strangeness with us, and not speak to us, or only for
fashion's sake? And yet, such are many of our reconcilements with
our brethren.
God's (as
wayJer.
of forgiving
forgive
and to forget
xxxi.); andis thorough
if thine beandnothearty,
so, thoubothhastto
no portion in His.
What a base, miserable humour is this same desire of revenge, this
spirit of malice that possesses men, and they think themselves brave in
it, that they forgive no injuries, can put up with no aHionts, as they
speak ! Solomon was of another mind, and he was a king, and a wise
Vol. II.
2A
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kin<^, and knew well enough what honour meant : It is the glory of a
man to pass by a transgression, said he, Prov. xix. 11. And we see,
inferior magistrates and officers may punish ; but it is a part of the
prerogative of kings to pardon: it is royal to forgive, yea, it is Divine,
it is to be like a God. Matt. v. 44 — 8. Be you perfect, as your
Heavenly Father is perfect — and the perfection is — Do good to them
that persecute you, &c., as He causeth the sun to shine on the just and
the unjust.
There is more true pleasure in forgiving, than ever any man found
in revenge.
Fr. aDesales
" Thatit whereas
hard a
thing
to forgive
wrong, said,
he found
so sweet,menthat,think
if theit socontrary
were
commanded
him, hein would
have much
obey with
it." us.
WhereIt
the law
of love written
our hearts,
it wouldado beto thus
would teach us effectually to forgive others, if we knew and found in
our experience the boundless love of God in forgiving us.
And lead vs not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.] As the doctrine ofDivine mercy, mistaken and abused by carnal minds, emboldens
them to sin ; so, being rightly apprehended and applied, there is
nothing more powerful to possess the heart with indignation against
sin, and love of holiness. So that this request agrees most fitly with the
former : where that is presented aright, the heart will be no less sincere
and earnest in this other. The guiltiness of sin, and the prevailing
power of it, are the two evils which the godly feel more than all other
pressures in the world. Deliverance from both, is jointly promised in
the new covenant, (Jer. xxxi. 33, 4.) and is here jointly entreated in
these two petitions. We shall explain,
I. What this temptation and evil is.
II. What is meant by, not leading into it, and delivering from it.
1. Temptation.'] In the original, Tleiijuafibi, a trial ; that which
gives
proof isof within
a man'shim.
strength
and ofinhismostdisposition,
draws
forth what
And thus,
things we which
meet withal
in the world, there is some tempting faculty, to try us what we are,
on the using of them. But es])ecially such things as are more eminent
in their nature, that have much power with us : as eminent place and
public charge try both the ability and integrity of men : afflictions try
the faith
mindsstir; injuries
whether
they are
truly
meek and
and stability
patient ofor men's
no ; they
the watertrythat
was possibly
clear at top, and so try whether it be not muddy at the bottom.
But by temptation here, are meant, occasions and provocations to
sin. So likewise, the word (evil) in the other clause, is not to be
taken for afflictions and crosses, but, for the evil of sin, or, for that
Evil One, as he is called, 1 John ii. 13; and that, particularly in
relation to the evil of sin, wherein he hath so frequent and so great
a hand.
There be outward things which are not in themselves evil, and yet
prove temptations to us, because they meet with a depraved, corrupt
heart in us ; as riches, and honour, and beauty, and, to intemperance,
dainty meats, or the wi7ie when it is red in the cup, as Solomon speaks ;
and upon these, men sometimes turn over the blame of their disorders^
but most foolishly.
Other temptations and tempters there be without us, which are
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themselves evil, and, by tem])tin5»', partake of our sin ; the profane
example and customs of the world ; ung-odly men by their practices,
and
counsels,
and wherein
enticements,
others to sin, putting others
into the
same mire
they aredrawingwallowing.
But the most effectual temper of all, is that which the apostle St.
James gives as the chief, and without which, indeed, none other could
])revail. Jam. i. 14. Every man is tempted of his own concupiscence.
Whosoever it is that begets it, that is the womb wherein all sin is
conceived, and that brings it forth, as he there adds : yea, this were
able of itself to be fruitful in sin, though there were not a devil to
tempt it to it, and doth no doubt often tempt us without his help.
Yet because he is so continually busied in this work, is so constant
a stickler in the greatest part of sins in the world, therefore, it is not
unlikely that this is particularly meant of him.
Howsoever, he is, out of doubt, the greatest of all inward tempters,
(and therefore it is pertinent to consider his share in them,) the most
skilful, the most active and diligent, and he that manages all other
kind of temptations against us, both such as are without us in the
world and, such as are within us : he works upon our own corruption,
stirring and blowing it up by his suggestions, and sometimes throwing
in balls of his own infernal fire, which are grievous and abominable to
the soul into which he casts them. It is his name and profession, o
Treipa^wp, that great pirate, who robs upon all seas, who is every
where catching the souls of men. And he is well seen in his trade, a
known spirit, who manifested his skill shrewdly in his first essay
againstkind ;and
man now
; thathe serpent's
first bypoison
the whole
race of manis perfected
long killed
experience
and practice,
hath
his methods, as arts after a time are drawn into method. He hath his
topics, his several sorts of temptations for several tempers, and hath
great insight into the subject he is to work upon, and so fits the one to
the other.
The profane, who will be easily drawn to the grossest sins, he is
not at the pains to find out other ways for them, but hurries them
along in that highway to destruction, using his advantage either of
their gross ignorance or hardness of heart. Others, who are resolved
to live outwardly blameless, he endeavours to take and hold fast to
himself by pride, and self-love, and malice, and covetousness, by formality in religion, unbelief; which are things, though .smaller wrought
than some others, yet, that are as strong, and hold men as fast to be
led captive at his will.
And the godly, beca\ise they are escaped and set free from his
tyranny, and he is desperate of reducing them, yet, because he can do
no more, he is sure to be a perpetual vexation and trouble to them, so
far as he is let loose : he is most unwearied in his assaults, gives them
no respite, neither when he gains upon them, nor when he is foiled
and repulsed.
II. Let us next consider what the request is,— not to be led into
temptation, and, to be delivered from evil.
Lead vs not. Not that God doth solicit a man to sin, for that is
most contrary to His most pure nature : as St. James tells us plainly.
He is neither so tempted, nor tempts He any. But His leading into
2A2
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temptation is, briefly, [1.] To permit a man to be tempted. [2.] To
withdraw His grace, and so deliver up a man into the hand or power
of temptation. Now this is what we pray. That the Lord would be
pleased
assaults loose
from upon
us, andus, suffer
not usto the
be
tempted either
; or, iftoHebearlet off"
temptation
yet, tous give
better, to order it so that it overcome us not. That which is here
meant by leading or carrying ns into temptation, is, the prevailing of
it, or leading us unto a foil, and this we pray that He would not do ;
that, if He do bring us into the conflict of a temptation, He would not
leave us there, but bring us fair off again. And thus the whole petition
runs. Lead iis not, but deliver us. And in this it is implied, that He
would furnish us with His own grace, the holy habits of grace to be
within us, as a constant garrison ; and then, that either He countermand our enemy from assaulting, or that they be such as overmatch
not the strength He hath given us, but may be below it; or, that He
send us the auxiliary strength of supervenient, assisting grace to that
we have, that howsoever, the forces that come against us may be
turned backward, and we may have the comfort, and He the glory, of
our victories.
So, then, in this we are taught, 1. To know the danger wherein we
are ; that we live in the midst of enemies, and such as are strong and
subtle; that we have the Prince of darkness plotting against us, and
the treacherous corruption of our own hearts ready to keep correspondence with him, and betray us to him ; that he hath gins and
snares laid for us in all our ways, laqueos vbique, laqneos in cibo et
poiu, as Augustine speaks — snares in our solitude and in our converse,
and in our eating and drinking, yea, snares in our spiritual exercise,
our hearing, preaching, prayer, &c., and therefore, as He here teaches
us to pray against them, we must join that, [1.] To watch against
them. [2.] To be sensible of our own weakness and insufficiency,
either for avoiding or overcoming these dangers. [3.] To know the
all-sufficient strength of God, His sovereign power over all adverse
powers, that they are all under His command, so that He can keep
them off from us, or subdue them under us, as He pleaseth ; and so
to have our recourse to this, and rest in it. The first of these considerations, ifit take with us, will stir us up to watchfulness, and the
other two will persuade to prayer : and these are the two great ])reservatives against temptation which our Saviour prescribes: IFatcIi
and pray lest you enter into iem2}tatio7i. Watch — How can we sleep
secure, and so many enemies that sleep not ? If we pray and watch
not, we tempt God, and we lead ourselves into temptation. It is our
duty, (mock the word who will,) to walk exactly or precisely aKpt^w^,
to look to every step, to beware of the least sins. For, [1.] they by
multitude make a great weight. [2.] They prove usually introductions to greater sins. Admit but some inordinate desire into your
heart, that you accoimt a small matter, and it is a hundred to one but
it shall prove a little thief got in, to open the door to a number of
greater : as the Rabbins speak, a less evil brings a man into the hands
of a greater*.
2. Avoid, not only sins, but the incentives and occasions to sin
Levins malum indacit in mamis gravmis, Dnui.
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As St. Chrysostom observes well that exhortation of our Saviour,
When they shall any, here is Christ, and there is Christ, he says not.
Believe them not, but Go not forth to see. And Solomon's instruction
for avoiding
the allurements
the strang'e
not only,
not
in, but Come
not near theof door
of her woman
house. says
The Avay
of sinGois
mottis in proclivi, down-hill: a man cannot stop where he would;
and he that will be tamperins^ with danjierous occasions, in confidence
of his resolution, shall find himself often carried beyond his purpose.
If you pray, then, watch too. But as that word commands our diligence, so this imports our weakness in ourselves, and our strength to
be in Another ; that, as we watch, we must pray ; and without this, we
shall watch in vain, and be a prey to our enemy. Truly, had we no
power beyond our own, we might give over, and be hopeless of coming
through to salvation, so many enemies and hazards in the way. Alas !
might a Christian say, looking upon the multitude of temptations without, and of corruptions within himself, and the weakness of the grace he
hath.
this heupward,
? Shall and
I everliftsattain
my journey's
But
again, How
when canhe looks
his eyes
above his end?
difficulties,
beholds the strength of God engaged for Him, directs his prayers to
him for help, and is assured to find it ; this upholds him, and answers
all. There is a roaring lion that seeks to devour, but there is a strong
rescuing lion, The Lion of the tribe of Judah, who will deliver. The
God of peace, says the Apostle, will bruise Satan under your feet
shortly. Rom. xvi. 20. He says not, we shall bruise him under our
feet, but God shall do it. Yet, he says not. He shall bruise him under
His own feet, but under yours: the victory shall be ours, though
wrought by Him. And He shall do it shortly : wait a while, and it
shall be done. And The God of peace, because He is the God of
peace. He shall subdue that grand disturber of your peace, and shall
give you a perfect victory, and, after it, endless peace : He shall free
you of his trouble and molestation. Grace is a stranger here, and
therefore hardly used, and hated by many foes ; but there is a promise
of a new heaven and a new earth where dwells righteousness : there it
shall be at home and in quiet ; no spoiling nor robbery in all that holy
mountain.
For thine is the kingdom, the 2}ower, and the glory, for ever and ever.
Amen.
This pattern, we know, is the line under which all our prayers ought
to move : all our requests are to be conformed to it, and are certainly
out of their way, when they decline and wander from it. And if we
observe it, we may clearly perceive, it is a circular line ; (as indeed the
exercise of prayeris a heavenly motion, circular as that of the heavens;)
it begins and ends in the same point, the glory of that God to whom
we pray, and who is the God that heareth prayer. In that point this
prayer begins, and here ends in it ; so that our requests which concern
ourselves are cast in the middle, that all our desires may move within
this circle :— though the things we pray for, concern ourselves, yet,
they are not to terminate in ourselves, but in Him who is Jlpha and
Omega, the Beginning and the End of all things. We are to desire,
not only the blessings of this life, but the blessedness of the life to
come, more for His glory than for our own good.
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This
is
g'enuine
to God,of Divine
in the pardon
of ourin sins
and
salvation, to rejoiceandmorepureinlove
the glory
mercy, than
our ovm
personal happiness. Thus it shall be with us, when we shall be put
in possession of it, and we ought to aspire to that measure of the same
mind which can be attained here, while we are in the desire and hope
of it.
For thine isandthe wanting
kingdom.']
Though
clause yetis itleftis out
in divers
translations,
in some
Greekthiscopies,
so agreeable
to the nature of prayer, and to the perfection of this prayer, that we
ought not to let it pass unconsidered.
There is in it an enforcement of our prayer ; but especially, it is a
return of praise. Good reason we should desire earnestly the sanctifying of Thy name, and the coming of Thy kingdom, and obedience to
Thy will, seeing these are so peculiarly due to Thee, namely, kingdom,
and power, and glory. And seeing Thou art so great and rich a king,
may we not crave with confidence at Thy hands, all needful good
things to be bestowed on us, and that all evil may be averted from us ;
that we may find Thee gracious to us, both in giving and forgiving ;
and as in forgiving us the guiltiness of sin, so, in freeing us from the
power of sin, and preserving us from the power of our spiritual enemies that would draw us into sin ? We are under Tliy royal protection, we are Thy subjects, yea, Thy children. Thou art our King and
Father ; so that Thy honour is engaged for our defence. Whatsoever
sum our debts amount to, they are not too great for such a King to
forgive; they cannot rise above Thy royal goodness, and whatsoever
be our enemies, all their force is not above Thy sceptre : though they
be strong, too strong for us, yet. Thou art much too strong for them,
for power is Thine. And this we know, that all the good Thou dost
us will bring back glory to thy Name, and it is that we most desire,
and that which is Thy due ; tlie glory is Thine.
Thus we see, all our grounds of argument for our requests, are
in God, none of them in ourselves: as we find this in the prayers
of the Prophets, For Thine own glory, and For thine own names
sake. There is nothing in ourselves to move God by, but abundance
of misery ; and that moves not, but by reason of His bounty; so still,
the cause of His hearing, and the argument of our entreating, are
in Himself alone. Were it not thus, how could we hope to prevail
with Him ? Yea, how durst we offer to come unto Him ? It is well
for us, there is enough in Himself both to encourage us to come, and
to furnish us with motives to persuade Him by, that we come not in
vain. Moses had not a word to say for the people in themselves : such
was their carriage, his mouth was stopped that way ; yet, he doth not
let gohavethis,trespassed,
What wiltyet,thou
(^o Y^'xih.
mightyThyName?
It issuffer.
true,
they
if Thou
destroy them.
name will
Lord, consider and regard That. And we know the success of it.
Thus, a Christian for himself may plead: Lord, I am most unworthy
of all those things I request of Thee, but, whatsoever I am, thou art a
liberal and mighty king, and it is Thy glory to do good freely ; therefore itis that I come unto Thee : my necessities drive me to Thee, and
Thy goodness draws me, and the poorer and wretcheder I am, the
greater will be thy glory in helping me.
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an extolling
andButso weit isarewithal,
to consider
it. and praising of the greatness of God,
Thine is the kingdom. Other kings and kingdoms there be, but
they are as nothing, they deserve not the naming, in comparison of
Thine. They are but kings of little mole-hills, to the bounds of Thy
dominion. The greatest kingdoms of the world are but small parcels
of this globe of earth, and itself altogether, to the vast circumference
of the heavens, is as nothing — loses all sensible greatness. This point
which men are so busy dividing among them with fire and sword,
what if one man had the sovereignty of it all ? He and kingdom both
were nothing to Thine ; for sea and land, earth and heaven, and all
the creatures in them all, the whole, all is Thine. Thou art Lord of
heaven and earth, and therefore, ihe kingdom is Thine. As all other
kingdoms are less than Thine, so, they hold of thine, Thine is supreme:
all the crowns and sceptres of the earth, hang at thy footstool. All
kings owe their homage to this great King, and He disposeth of their
crowns absolutely and uncontrolled as He will. He enthrones and
dethrones at His pleasure, throws down one and sets up another : as
we have a great monarch confessing it at length upon his own experience, being brought down from his throne, on purpose to learn this
lesson, and was seven years in learning it. Dan. iv. .34.
The power. The creatures have among them several degrees and
several kinds of power, but none of them, nor all of them together,
have all mitively
powerpowerful.
; thisAndis allGod's.
He isof all-powerful
prithe power
the creatures inis Himself,
derived from
Him : He is the fountain of power. So that, whatsoever power He
hath given unto men, or any other creature. He hath not given away
from Himself: it is still in Himself more than in them, and at His
pleasure He can call it back, and withdraw the influence of it, and
then they remain weak and powerless. And when He gives them
power, he useth and disposeth of both them and their power as seems
him good. Therefore, His style is The Lord of Hosts. He can command more armies than all the kings and princes of the earth : from
the most excellent, to the meanest of the creatures, all are His trained
bands; from the host of glorious spirits, to the very armies of grasshoppers and flies. And you know, that as an angel was employed
against the Egyptians, so likewise these contemptible creatures were
upon service there too, and being armed with commission and with
power from God, did perform the service upon which they were sent
so effectually, that the wisest of heathens were forced to confess. This
is the finger of God.
This is the Lord to whom we address our prayers, who cannot fail
in anyin thing
and
earth. for want of power, for He doeth what He will in heaven
The glory. In these two consists mainly the eminency of kings, in
their power and their majesty ; but they exceed not the meanest of
their subjects, so far as this King surpasseth the greatest of them in
both; Psal. xciii. 1. Clothed with both majesty and strength. They
are often resisted, and cut short of their designs for want of sufficient
power and are (the best of them) often driven to straits ; sometimes
men, sometimes money or munition, or some other necessary help is
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wanting', and so their enterprises fall behind. But this King can
challenge
defy13.all oppositions : / work, says He, and who shall
let it? Isa.andxliii.
And as their power, so, their majesty and glory is infinitely short of
His. He is the King of Glory, as the Psalmist styles him, Psal. xxiv. 10,
alone truly glorious, both in the excellency of His own nature, and the
extrinsical glory that arises to Him out of His works. Of the former,
we can know but little here, for that light wherein he dwells is to us i?iaccessible (1 Tim. vi. 16) ; but this we know, that He is infinitely above
all the praises even of those that do behold Him. Likewise, how unspeakable isthat glory which shines in His works, in the framing of
the whole world, and in the upholding and ruling of it from the beginning! In which appear the two former that are here ascribed to Him,
His kingdom and His power ; and so, this third, His glory, springs out
of both. Then if we consider the glorious attendance that is continually about His throne, as the Scriptures describe it to us, it drowns
all the pomp of earthly thrones and courts in their highest degree.
See Rev. iv.
For ever. This kingdom, and power, and glory of God, besides
their transcendent greatness, have this advantage beyond all other
kingdoms, and power, and glory, that His are for ever and ever, all
other are perishing, nothing but pageants and shows that appear for
a while, and pass along and vanish. It was a wise word of a king,
(especially at such a time,) when he was riding in a stately triumph,
and asked by one of his courtiers, thinking to please him. What is
wanting here? he answered Continvance. Where are all the magnific
kings that have reigned in former ages ? Where is their power and
their pomp ? Is it not past like a dream ? And not only are the
kings gone, but the kingdoms themselves, the greatest in the world
have fallen to nothing ; they had their time of rising, and again of
declining, and are buried in the dust. That golden-headed image had
brittle feet, and that was the ruin and break of it all. But this kingdom of the most High is an everlasting kingdom, and His glory and
power abide for ever.
Not onlysaysthing^s
on earth decay,
but 0theLord,
very artheavens
old asanda
garment,
the Psalmist,
htit Thou,
still thewaxsame,
Thy years have no end.
Refl. 1. It is a thing of very great importance, forns to have our
hearts established in the belief of these things, and to be frequent in
remembering and considering them : to know that the kingdom is the
Lord's, that theHe great
sovereignly
world :andthatall Hethings
it, and
particularly
affairs ofrulesHistheChurch
is thein mighty
God, and therefore, that there is no power, or wisdom, or counsel of
men, able to prevail against him ; and that in those things wherein
His glory seems to suffer for the present, it shall gain and be advanced
in the close.
2. Let us always, and in all things, return this to Him as His
peculiar due : Thine is the glory ; it belongs to Thee, and to none
other,
suntreverently
: To God oftheGod.
thingsOh,which
3. LetDeous quce
thinkDeimost
that arewe God's.
could attain
to esteeming thoughts of Him, to think more of His greatness and
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excellency beyond all the world I It is our great folly to admire any
thing
but God.
becauseanywe thing
are ignorant
of" Him.
he knows
not God,Thiswhois thinks
great beside
him. Certainly,
Anicit.] In tiiis word concentre all tlie requests, and are put up
together;
so be it. that
And itthere
as alloneobserve,
a profession of confidence
shall isbe inso.it withal,
It is from
root with
those
words
whichbelief;
signifyandhelieviiig
and truth.
The truth
God's promising,
persuades
it persuades
to hope
for a ofgracious
answer of
prayer. And this is the excellent advantage of the prayer of faith,
that it quiets and establishes the heart in God. Whatsoever be its
estate and desire, when once the believer hath put his petition into
God'sing thehand,
securityand andloveassurance
answerhe ;rests
referscontent
it to intheholy
wisdom
of God, concernhow and
when he will answer ; not doubting that whatsoever it be, and whensoever, itshall both be gracious and seasonable. But the reason why
so few ofthe ustruefindnature
that andsweetness
that are in prayer, is,
because
use of itandis socomfort
little known.

AN EXPOSITION
OF THE
TEN

COMMANDMENTS.
ExoD. XX. 1, 2.

And God spake all these words, saying,
I am house
the Lord
thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the
of bondage.
It is the character of the blessed man, and the way of blessedness, to
delight in the law of God. Psal. i. 2. And because the eye is often
upon that whereon the affection and delight of the heart is set, the sign
of that delight in the Law, is to have the eye of the mind much upon
it, to meditate on it day and night. And that we may know this is
not, as the study of many things are, empty speculation and fruitless
barren delight, we are further taught, that the soul that is fixed in this
delight and meditation, is a tree well planted, and answerably fruitful.
The mind that is set upon this Law, is fitly set for bearing fruit.
Planted by the rivers of water ; and is really fruitful. Bringing forth
its fruit in its season.
If this holds true of the Law in the largest sense, taken for the
whole will of God revealed in His word, it is, no doubt, particularly
verified in that which more particularly bears the name of The Law;
this sameafter
summary
of thea manner
rule of both
man'sby life,
himself,
so singular
word delivered
and writ.by the Lord
So then, the explication of it being needful for the ignorant, it will
be likewise profitably delightful for those who be most knowing and
best acquainted with it. It is a rich mine, that we can never dig to
the bottom of. He is called the blessed man, who is still digging and
seeking further into the riches of it, meditating on it day and night;
his work going forward in the night, when others cease from working.
We have in the Creed, the Object faith ; in the Law, the exercise
and trial of love : for Love is the fulfilling of the law ; and. If ye love
me, keep my commandments, saith our Saviour. And Prayer is the
breathing of hope, or, as they call it, Intcrpretatio spei. Thus, in these
three summaries, are the matter of these three prime theological virtues,
aith, hope, and charity.
The Law rightly understood, addresses us to the articles of our faith:
for seeing the disproportion of our best obedience to the exactness of
the Law, this drives us to seek salvation in the Gospel by believing;
and our natural inability to believe, drives us to Prayer, that we may
obtain faith, and perseverance in it, at His hands who is both the first
Author and the Finisher of our faith.
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The preparation enjoined upon the people, teacheth the holiness of
this Law. The fire, and thunder, and li£rhtninf?, and, upon these, the
fear of the people, testify the greatness and majesty of the Lawgiver,
and withal. His power to punish the transgressors of it, and His justice
that will punish ; that, as He showed His presence by fire seen hi
delivering this Law, so He is (as the Apostle teacheth us, alluding to
this) a consuming Jire to them who neglect and disobey it. The limits
set about the mount, that they migiit not approach it, even after all
their endeavour of sanctifying and preparing, read, [1.] humility to
us, teaching us our great distance from the holiness of our God, even
when we are most holy and exact in our preparations ; and [2.] sobriety,
\(j)pov?i\i 6(s TO auxfypovdiv] not to pry into hidden things ; to hear what
is revealed to us and commanded us, and to exercise ourselves in that.
Scrutator majestatis opprimetvr a gloria. Hidden things belong unto
God, but those which are revealed to ns and to our children, that we
may do all the words of this law. Deut. xxix. 29.
Lastly, we are taught, That the Law of itself, is the ministration of
death, and hath nothing but terror in it, till the Messiah, the Mediator
appear, and the soul, by his perfect obedience, be accounted obedient
to the Law. But we must not insist on this now.
The Preface is twofold. I. That of Moses. II. That of God
himself
I. God spake all these words. Ten words. Exod. xxxiv. 28 ; Deut.
v. 22. He added no more. Hence we may learn, (1.) The perfection of this law, that no more was needful to be added. (2.) The excel ency ofit, being so short, and yet, so perfect. For as it is the
excellency of all speech, as of coin, (as Plutarch hath it,) to contain
much in little, most value in smallest quantity ; so, especially of laws,
that they be brief and full.
That we may the better conceive of the perfection of this Law, we
must not forget those rules which divines give for the understanding
of it in its due latitude. (1.) That the prohibitions of sin contain the
commands of the contrary good ; otherwise, the number of precepts
would have been too great. And, on the contrary, (2.) Under the
name of any one sin, ail homogeneous sins, or sins of that kind, are
forbidden. (3.) All the inducements and occasions of sin, things that
come near a breach, are to be avoided : that which the Rabbins call
the hedge of the Law, is not to be broken. They who do always all
that they lawfully may, will sometimes do more. (4.) It is spiritual,
hath that prerogative above all human laws, that it reaches the heart
and all the motions of it, as well as words and actions. This Supreme
Lawgiver alone can see the behaviour of the heart, and alone is able
to punish all who offend so much as in thought. It were a vain thing,
lor men to give laws to any, more tiian what they can require account
of and correct, which is only the surface and outside of human actions.
But He who made the heart, doth not only give His law to it, but to
it principally, and examines all actions there in their source and
beginning ; and therefore, oftentimes, that which men applaud and
reward, and do well in so doing. He justly hates and punishes.
God spake. All that was spoken by His Messengers the prophets,
with warrant from Him, was His word ; they but the trumpets which
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the breath of His month, His Spirit made to sound as it pleased Him;
but this His moral Law, He privileged with His own immediate
delivery. Men may give some few rules ibr society and civil life, by
the dark light that remains in natural consciences; but such a rule as
may direct a man to answer his natural end, and lead him to God,
must come from God Himself. All the purest and wisest laws that
men have compiled, cannot reach that : they can go no higher in their
course, than they are in their spring. That which is from the earth is
earthly, saith our Saviour.
He added to this speaking, the writing of them likewise. Himself in
tables of stone, that they might abide, and be conveyed to after ages.
At
theyfirst
weretables
writtenof stone
in the fell
heartandofwere
man,broken,
by God'sso was
own ithand
but,first
as the
with;
man's
heart:
by
his
fall,
his
heart
was
broken,
and
scattered
amongst
the earthly perishing things which was before whole and entire to his
Maker; and so, the characters of that law written in it, were so shivered
and scattered, that they could not be perfectly and distinctly read in it.
Therefore, it pleased God to renew that law after this manner, by a
most solemn delivery with audible voice, and then by writing it on
tables of stone. And this is not all, but this same law He doth write
anew in the hearts of His children.
Why it pleased Him to defer this solemn promulgation of the Law
to this time, and at this time to give it to a select people only, these
are arcana imperii — state secrets, indeed, which we are not to search
into, but to magnify His goodness to us, that He hath showed us the
path of life, revealing to us both the precepts of the Law, and the grace
and promises of the Gospel.
It was the All-wise God who spake all these words ; therefore, He
knew
attain it.well His own aim and purpose in them, and doth certainly
It was not, indeed, that this Law might be the adequate and commeans of; man's
it he
might plete
be saved
for the happiness,
Law is weakthatfor bythis,perfect
not in obedience
itself, but tothrough
the flesh. Rom. vii. 3. It is altogether impossible for it alone to save
us, because impossible for us to fulfil it. But it doth profit us much
if we look aright upon it.
1. It discovers us to ourselves, and so humbles us, frees us fi-om
the pride that is so natural to us in the midst of our great poverty and
wretchedness. For when we see how pure the law is, and we, compared with it, to be all filthiness and defilement, our best righteousnes , as Isaiah says, as filthy rags ; this causeth us to abhor ourselves.
"Whereas
arising fromnaturally,
it. The wepointare ofabused
the Law,with(as self-love,
they in theandActsself-flattery
were said
to be pricked in their hearts,) pricks the heart, which is swelled and
puffed up with pride, and makes it fall low in sense of vileness.
2. As this discovery humbles us in ourselves, so it drives us out of
ourselves. This glass shewing us our pollution, sends us to the fountain opened. When we perceive that, by the sentence of the Law,
there is nothing for us but death, this makes us hearken diligently to
the news of redemption and pardon proclaimed in the Gospel, and
hastens us to the Mediator of the new covenant. As the spouse was
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then sins^ularly rejoiced to find her Beloved, when she had been beaten
and hardly
reproaching,
v. 7,) buffeted
so the soulwithis the
then terrors
gladdest to meetusedwithbyChrist,
when it(Cant.
is hardest
and threatenings of the Law. His promise of ease and refreshment
sounds sweet after the thunderings and lightnings of Mount Sinai.
A man will never go to Christ, so long as he is not convinced of
misery
him. without him, of impotency in himself, and in all others to help
the wickedness
even of ofungodly
bright'
7iess3. ofIt itrestrains
makes them
sometimes ashamed
those men.
works ofThedarkness
which otherwise they would commit without check ; and the terrors
of it affright them sometimes from that which they would otherwise
commit without shame.
4. But chiefly it serves for a rule and square of life to the godly ;
a light to their feet, as David says, and a lantern to their paths.
Either they have no rule of life, (which is impious and unreasonable
to think,) or this is it. Christ came not to dissolve it, but to accomplish and establish it ; and he did carefully free it from the injurious
glosses of the Pharisees, and taught the right sense and force of it.
See Matt. v. He obeyed it both in doing and in suffering ; both performing what it requires, and, in our stead, undergoing what it pronounces against those who per.'brm it not. It is a promise chiefly
intended for the days of the Gospel, as the Apostle applies it, I will
write My law in their hearts. It is a weak conceit arising upon the
mistake of the Scriptures, to make Christ and Moses as opposites.
No, Moses was the servant in the house, and Christ, the Son ; and
being a faithful servant, he is not contrary to the Son, but subordinate to him. Heb. iii. 5. The very abolishment of the Ceremonial
Law, was not as of a thing contrary, but as a thing accomplished in
Christ, and so was an honourable abolishment. And the removing of
the curse and rigour of the Moral Law from us, was without wrong
to it, being satisfied in a better for us, our surety, Jesus Christ.
They are happy, who look so on the Law of God, as to be made
sensible of misery by it, and by that made earnest in their desires of
Christ; and who judge themselves, the more evidence they have of
freedom from the curse of the Law, to be not the less, but so much
the more obliged to obey the Law ; who are still making progress and
going on in that way of obedience, thougli it be with continual halting, and often stumbling, and sometimes falling ; yet they shall cerdesirous.tainly attain their journey's end, that perfection whereof they are so
This were the way to lowliness, not to compare ourselves with
others, in which too many are often partial judges, but with this holy
Law. We use not to try the evenness of things with our crooked
stick, but by the straightest rule that we can find. Thus St. Paul:
2'Ae lawhe iswasspiritual,
I am carnal.
Rom.men,vii. but
14.howHe much
looks less
not spirihow
much
more spiritual
than other
tual than the Law.
II. / am the Lord thy God-I That is the truest and most constant
obedience, which flows jointly from reverence and love : these two are
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the very wheels upon which obedience moves. And these first words
of the Law, are most fit and powerfial to work these two : Jehovah
— sovereign Lord, to be feared and reverenced — thy God; and then.
Who have brought thee, out, <^c., who hath wrought such a deliverance
for estthee.
love. Therefore, in both these respects, most worthy of the highThis preface cannot stand for a commandment, as some would have
it ; for ex])ressly it commands nothing, though by inference it enforceth
all the commandments, and is indeed so intended. Though it may
be conceived to have a particular tie with the First Commandment
which ibllows it immediately, yet certainly, it is withal, a most fit preface to them all, and hath a persuasive influence into them all ; commanding attention and obedience, not in the low way of human rhetoric, but stylo imperatorio, in a kingly phrase, becoming the majesty
of the Kifig of ki7igs — I am Jehovah.
Here we have three motives to obedience: \. His universal sovereignty, Jehovah. 2. His particular relation to His own people, Thy
God. 3. The late singular mercy bestowed on them, Who have
brought thee out of the land of Egypt. Each of them sufficient, and
therefore, altogether most strongly concluding, for obedience to His
commandments.
I. Jehovah. Not to insist on the ample consideration of this name
of God, of which divines, both Jewish and Christian, have said so
much, some more cabalistically and curiously, others more soberly and
solidly ; this they agree in. That it is the incommunicable name of the
Divine Majesty, and signifies the primitiveness of His being, and His
eternity ; that His being is not derived, but is in and from Himself ;
and that all other being is from Him ; that He is from everlasting to
everlasting in Himself, without any difference of time, but, as eternity
is expressed to our conceiving. He who is, and who was, and who is
to come. Alpha and Omega.
Now, it is most reasonable, that seeing all things, mankind, and all
the creatures that serve for his good, receive their being from Him,
we should likewise receive laws from Him.
His majesty is alone absolute and independent : all the powers of
the world, the greatest princes and kings, hold their crowns of Him,
are His vassals, and owe obedience to His laws, as much as their
meanest subjects, that I say not more, in regard to the particular obligation whicti their honour and eminency given them by Him, doth lay
upon them.
Jehovah. What are the numerous styles wherein princes delight and
glory so much, but a vain noise of nothing in comparison of His
name, I am ? And in all their grandeur, they are low, petty majesties,
when mention is made of this Jehovah, who stretched forth the
heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth, and formed the spirit
of man within him. Zech. xii. L What gives a man, when he gives
all the obedience he can, and gives himself in obedience to God?
What gives he Him, but what he hath first received from Him, and
therefore owes it all, as soon as he begins to be?
This authority of the Lawgiver, is the very life of the Law. It is
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that we so readily forget, and this is the ca\ise of all disobedience, and
therefore the Lord inculcates it often, Levit. xix. I am the Lord, ver.
31 ; and again repeated, ver. 37.
This hisis conclusion.
the Apostle St.
stronglyof
proves
ThatJames's
he thatargument,
transgressethby which
in one, heis guilty
all.
He
urges
not
the
concatenation
of
virtues
in
themselves
—
there is truth and force in that : he that hath one hath all, andthough
so he
that wants any one hath none :— but the sameness of the authority is
his medium ; For he who said. Thou shall not commit adultery, said
also. Thou shall not kill. Jam. ii. The authority is the same, and
equal in all. The golden thread on which these pearls are stringed,
if it be broken in any one part, it scatters them all. This name of
God signifying His authority, keeps the whole frame of the Law together, and if that be stirred, it falls all asunder.
2. Thy God. Necessity is a strong but a hard argument, if it go
alone. The sovereignty of God ties all, either to obey His law, or to
undergo the punishment. But love is both strong and sweet. Where
there sounds love in the Command, and in the relation of the Commander, there it is received and cheerfully obeyed by love. Thus
then. Thy God, in covenant with thee, cannot but move thee.
We see, then, the Gospel interwoven with the Law, in Thy God
often repeated, which is by the New Covenant, and that by a Mediator.
God expects obedience from His peculiar people. It is their glory
and happiness, that they are His. It adds nothing to Him, but much
every way to them. He is pleased to take it as glory done to Him, to
take Him to be our God ; and doth really exalt and honour those that
do so, with the title and privileges of His people. If His own children break His law. He cannot but take that worse.
3. IFho brought thee out of the land of Egypt.] By the remembrance of their late great deliverance, He mollifies their hearts to receive the impression of this Law.
Herein was the peculiar obligation of this people. But ours, typified by this, is not less, but unspeakably greater ; deliverance from the
cruel servitude of sin, and the Prince of darkness. From these we
are delivered, not to licentiousness and libertinism, but to true liberty,
John viii. 36. If the Son make you free, you shall be free indeed.
Luke i. 74. Delivered from the power of our enemies — To what end ?
— to serve Him without fear, that terror which we should be subject
to, if we were not delivered ; and, to serve Him all the days of our
lives. And that all, if many hundred times longer than it is, yet were
too little for Him. It is not such a servitude as that of Egypt, from
which we are delivered: that ended to each one with his life; but the
misery from which we are redeemed, begins but in the fulness of it
when life ends, and endures for ever.
The Gospel sets not men free to profaneness: no, it is a doctrine of
holiness, fVe are not called to uncleanness, but to holiness, saith the
Apostle. 1 Thess. iv. 7. He hath indeed taken off the hardness, the
iron yoke, and now. His commandments arc not grievous. 1 John v. 3.
His yoke is easy, and His burden light. And they who are most sensible, and have most assurance of their deliverance, are ever the
most active and fruitful in obedience : they feel themselves light and
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nimble, havin"' the heavy chains and fetters taken off. Psal. cxvi. 16.
Lord, I am Thy servant ; Thou hast loosened my bonds. And the
comfortable persuasion of their redemption, is that oil of gladness
which
ments. supples and disposes them to run the way of Gods commandPRECEPT I.
Thou slialt have no other Gods but ME.
The first thing in religion is, to state the Object of it right, and to
acknowledge and receive it for such. This, I confess, is the intent of
this First Precept of the Law, which is therefore the basis and foundation that bears the weight of all the rest. And therefore, as we said
before, though the preface looks to them all, yet it looks first to this
which is nearest it, and is knit with it, and through it to all the rest.
The
prefacePrecept
assertedcommands
God's authority
as the strengthandof embracing
His law, andof
this First
the acknowledgment
that
His
authority,
and
His
alone,
as
God.
And
this
is
the
spring of
our obedience to all His commandments.
But before a particular explication of this, a word, first, of the division of this Law; secondly, of the style of it. L As to its division.
That they were divided, first, into two tables, and then into ten words
or commandments, none can question. We have the Lawgiver's own
testimony
clearandforthethat.
But about
of dividingthem into ten,
matching
of thesethetwoparticular
divisionsway
together,
there
hath been, and still is, some difference. But this I will not insist on.
Though Josephus, and Philo the Jew, would (to make the number
equal) have five precepts in each table, yet, the matter of them is
more to be regarded, and persuades the contrary; that those which
concern Jiiety, our duty to God, be in the first table, and those together in the second, which concern equity, or our duty to man. And
the summary which our Saviour gives of the two tables, is evidently
in favour of this. And that those precepts of piety, those of the first
table, are four, and they of the second, six, and so, that the first and
the second, as we have them, are different, and make two, and the
tenth but one, hath the voice both of antiquity and reason ; as many
divines on the decalogue do usually evince at large, which, therefore,
were as easy as it is needless to do over again. The creed of the
Romish Church to the contrary, is plainly impudent presumption and
partiality,
fest breachchoosing
of it. rather to blot out the law, than reform their mani2. What I would say of the style of the Commandments, is but in
this one particular, briefly: We see the greatest part of them are prohibitivc, or, as we usually call them, though somewhat improperly,
negative. Thou shall not &c. This, as is observed by Calvin and
others, intimates our natural bent and inclinement to sin, that it suffices
not to show us what ought to be done, but we are to be held and
bridled by countermands from the practices of ungodliness and unrighteousness.
Thou Shalt not havc^ &c.] This order here— and so in the rest:
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I. The scope. II. The sense of the words. III. What it forbids.
IV. What it commands. And these follow each upon the other ; for
out of the scope, the sense is best gathered, and from that, the breach,
and the observation.
I. The scope. As the Second Commandment concerns the solemn
form of Divine worship, that it be not such as we devise, but such as
Himself appoints ; the Third, the qualification or manner of it, not
vainly and profanely, but with holy reverence; the Fourth, the solemn
time set apart for it, the sabbath ; so, this First Precept aims at somewhat which is previous to all these.
Many distinguish this and the second, per ciiltum internum et externum, by the internal and external worship ; and a grave modern divine,
espying some defect in that, doth it, per cultum naturalem et institutuvny by natural and instituted worship. But I confess, both omit, at
least they express not, (it may be, they take it as implied,) that which
is mainly intended. The Object of worship ; that that Jehovah who
gave and Himself spake this law, be received and acknowledged for
The only True God, and so, the only object of Divine worship. And
this is that which he calls Cultus naturalis, natural worship, that primitive worship, the religious habitude of man to God, giving himself
entire, outward and inward, to His service and obedience ; for this is
no other than to own Him, and Him only, for that Deity to whom all
love, and worship, and praise are due.
It is surely not so convenient to restrain this precept to inward
■worship
only, for
each not
precept
bindsfirstthemotions
whole ofmanconcupiscence
to obedience in;
and therefore
I would
give the
general, for the sense of the Tenth Commandment, as we shall show
when we come to speak of that. Certainly, even outward worship
given to a false God, breaks this First Commandment.
The scope, then, is, briefly, That the Only True God be alone
acknowledged for what He is, and, as we are able, with all our powers
and parts, inwardly and outwardly, that He be answerably adored ;
that we neither change Him for any other, nor join any other with
Him, nor be neglective and slack in honouring and obeying Him. So
that, as we are particularly, by each several precept, instructed in, and
obliged to, the particular duties of it, by this we are generally tied to
give obedience to them all. It is no way inconvenient, but most fit in
this general notion, that this First Commandment import the observance ofitself, and of all the rest.
II. The sense of the words, Non habebis, Heb. Non erunt tibi, &c.
1. Erit tibi Deus, Thou shall have a God. Know and believe that
there is a Deity. 2. Seek to know which is The True God, that thou
mayest acknowledge Him. 3. Know me as I have revealed Myself
in My word. Know and believe that I, Jehovah, the Author and
Deliverer of this Law that I am God, and there is none else. Isa.
xliv. 8. 4. Offer not, therefore, either to forsake Me, or to join any
other with Me. Alienate no part of My due from Me, for My glory I
will not give unto another. 5. Take Me for thy God ; and give service
and honour, and thyself unto Me.
Before my face.] Set them not up in My sight, for I cannot suffer
them, nor their worshippers. If they come in my sight, they will proVoL. II.
2B
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voke Me to anger. The word here for face, sometimes signifies anger,
in Scripture ; and it seems to allude to God's clear manifestation of
Himself to His people in the delivery of the Law, and further to clear
the doctrine of p>jre and true religion shining in the Law, which is, as
it were, the light of the face of God. In which regard, the nations
who knew Him not, may be said not to have had their gods before
His face ; for though He saw them, they saw not Him.
Again, Before my face, is as if He should say, If thine idolatry be
never so secret, tiiough it were but in heart, remember that it will be
in My sight. Thou canst not steal away any of My glory to bestow
any where else, so cunningly and secretly, but I shall espy thee. If
thou canst have any other gods that I cannot know of and see not,
thou mayest ; but if thou canst have none but I shall see them, then
beware, for if I see it, I will punish it.
III. Breaches or sins, against this Commandment. We cannot particularly name all, but some main ones.
1. That inbred enmity, that habitual rebellion which is in our
natures against God ; av/x(pvri9 exOpn, that connatural enemy takes
life with us as soon as ourselves in the womb, — To <pp6vij^u rtji
ffapK09, the minding of the flesh. Rom. viii. 6. And the evidence of
that, is, ovK vTroTuacreTcii. It cannot be ordered, is ever breaking rank.
Some even of those who bestow mourning upon sin, yet, do not often
enough consider the bitter fountain, and bewail it. The wisest way to
know things, is, following them home to their causes. Thus David,
Psal. li.conceived
5. Behold
mother
me. I was shapen in wickedness, and in sin hath my
2. Atheism. Though there is in the consciences of all men an indelible conviction of a Deity, so that there have been few of those
monsters found, professed atheists ; yet, there is in us all, naturally,
this of atheism, that by nature we would willingly be rid of that light,
and quench that sparkle if we could. And all ungodly men do live
contrary to it, and fight against it.
3. The gross idolatry of the Heathens; their voXvOeoT-rj'!, making
gods of beasts, almost of every thing, and beasts of themselves. Nullvs
enim terminus in falso. The writers of the primitive Church have
mightily and learnedly confuted them : but we will not stir this dunghill. The Scripture calls idols so : Hillulim.
Witchcraft, necromancy and magical arts, which make a God of
the 4.devil.
5. soRome's
invocation
they Thus
take
never
much pains
to clearof it,saints
they doandbutangels.
wash theThough
blot more.
in the same matter, Jer. ii. 22. Though thou take the nitre and much
sope, yet, thine iniquity is marked before me, saith the Lord. All their
apologies take it not away, let them refine it never so much with pamphlets and distinctions ; all they attain by spinning it so fine, is but to
make it a part of the mystery of iniquity.
6. Erroneous opinions coricerning God, and, generally, heresies in
religion.
7. Practical or interpretative atheism, or idolatry, whether of the
two you will call it ; for it is both in the lives of the most, and the
world is full of this ; being such as declares they have no God, or that
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this God is but some base idol in His stead. Particularly, amongst
ourselves, [1.] Gross ignorance of God, and no endeavour to attain
the knowledge of Him, though in the midst of the light and means of
knowing. [2.] Universal profaneness flowing from this ignorance.
Hos. iv. 1, 2, 3. The hearts of men, which should be the temples of
God, are full of idols. Though we hide them in the closest corners,
they are before His face : He sees them, lust, and pride, and covetousness. See Ezek. viii. Consider, that which you bestow most thoughts
and service on, that which you are most affectionate and earnest in, is
not that your God ? And is there not something beside the True God,
that is thus deep in the hearts of the most of us ? Take pains to make
the comparison ; look upon the temper of your minds. To say nothing
of much more time spent upon other things than on Him, how ardent
you are in other aflairs which you think concern you near, and how
cold in serving and honouring Him ! But, though in particular undergods, in what serves their honour, they differ, all men naturally agree
in the great idol, Self. Every man is by corrupt nature his own god.
Was not this the first wickedness, which corrupted our nature, Yc shall
heandas have
gods '?
And it sticks
to it still.
please ;themselves,
themselves
somebody,
esteemedMen andwould
honoured
and would
have
all
serve
to
this
end.
Is
not
this
God's
right
and sacrifice
due they allgiveto
themselves, to be the end of all their own actions, and
their own glory ?
IV. ff^hat it commands.
Now, by these we may easily gather the contrary, what is the obedience of this Commandment *. It is so to know the True God, this
Jehovah, as to be persuaded sovereignly to love, and fear, and trust in
Him, to serve and adore Him.
He is to be feared, for He is great. IFIio would not fear Thee,
Thou King of nations ! Jer. x. 7. To be loved, for He is good. And
because both great and good, only fit to be wholly relied on and
hoped in.
But love is all ; it gives up the heart, and by that all the rest to the
party loved ; it is no more its own. Oh, that we could love Him !
Did we see Him we should. It is His uncreated beauty which holds
glorified spirits still beholding and still delighted. But we, because
we know Him not, if we have any thoughts of Him, how short are
they ! Presently down again we fall to the earth, and into the mire
ere we are aware. Therefore,
Set yourselves to know, and love, and worship this God. Labour
that there may be less of the world, and less of yourselves, and more
of God in your hearts ; more settled and fixed thoughts of Him, and
delight in Him. Think not that this is only for the learned, or only
for -some retired, contemplative spirits that have nothing else to do.
He is the Most High, and service and honour are due to Him from all
His creatures ; and, from His reasonable creatures, reasonable service ;
* Though
graces into
are duties
properlycommoii
belonging
Commandment,
fliink
fit to the
expatiate
the several
placesto ofthethem,
in explainingsomethisdivines
Commandment; yet,(with all respect to them,) 1 think it not so fit to dwell upon each of
these
herein
;
their
full
handling
rather
belonging
to
that
place
of
divinity
which
treats
of the head of Sauctification and those infused habits of which it consists. !
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and what this is, hear from the Apostle, and let his exhortation, or his
entreaty, persuade you to it. Rom. xii. 1 : I beseech you, therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of God, that yon present your bodies a living
sacrifice, (and they are not living without the soul,) holy, acceptable
unto
which is your reasonable service; and your truest obedience
to thisGod,
Commandment.
PRECEPT II.
Thou Heaven
shall notabove,
make oruntothattheeis any
or anyor likeness
thing under
that isthein
in thegravenearthimage,
beneath,
that is inoftheanywater
earth ! Thou shalt not bow down thyself to tiiem, nor serve them. For I the Lord
thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children,
unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me, and showing mercy unto
thousands of them that love me, and keep my commandments.
The First Commandment binds us to acknowledge and worship the
True God ; this, to the true worship of that God.
As God is not known but by His own teaching and revealing Himself, so He cannot be rightly worshipped but by His own prescription
and appointment. This is the aim of this Second Commandment,
toat work,
bind up
his working
fancy thatdirection
sets his forhands
and man's
to teachhands,
him and
to depend
upon Divine
the
rule of Divine worship, and to offer Him nothing in His service, but
what he hath received from Him in command. The prohibition is
general ; Non facias tibi. Thou shalt not device any thing to thyself
in the worship of God. And under that gross device of images, and
worshipping them, expressly named, are comprehended all other inventions and will-worship.
There is in the words, I. The Precept. II. The enforcement of it.
1. The Precept. 1. Thou shalt not make. Thou shalt not imagine,
nor invent, nor imitate the invention of others. Thou shalt not make,
nor cause to make. In a word, thou shalt be no way accessary to the
corrupting of Divine worship, with any resemblance, (or image,) or
human device at all : the former is a particular word, signifying the
then most usual kind of imagery ; but the other of a most large and
general sense, is put for all kinds of similitude and representation. So
that the dispute the Church of Rome drives us into for her interest
ina debate
this matter,
and e'lKwv, isimpertinent
not only a and
mere extravagant,
logomachy,
aboutabout
words,"itcwXov
but altogether
having no ground at all in the words of the Commandment ; the former
whereof is more particular than either of these two, and the latter
more general and comprehensive than either they or any one word we
have to render it by.
Of the things which are in heaven, &c.] Because the vain mind of
man had wandered up and down the world, and gone through all
these places to find objects of idolatry; in heaven, the sun, and moon,
and stars; on the earth, not only men, but beasts and creeping things,
and fishes in the water, and made images of them to worship ; the
Lord is therefore particular in His countermand.
2. The second part of the Precept is concerning their worship :
Thou shalt not bow down to ihem, nor serve them.
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The former word is more particular, specifying; one usual sign or
worship,
of thethembody.
other,norg-cneral
Thou shallthenolinclining;,
serve themor :bowing,
i. e., Give
them The
no kind
part of:
relif^ious worship at all, on whatsoever pretence.
Here ac;ain the Popish writers make a noise with that distinction
under which they think to shift the censure of idolatry. Call it what
they will, Xarpeviiv or covXeveiv, surely, it comes under the word in the
original, which signifies religious service or worship. Neither can
they ever find in all the Scriptures, that any thing of that kind should
be bestowed lower than upon the majesty of God himself.
This is then the tenor of the Commandment. [1.] That no image
or representation of God be made at all : as is expressed in many other
Scriptures, as giving the sense of this Precept. [2.] Nor that any
resemblance of any creature be made for a religious use. [3.] That
neither to any creature, nor to any resemblance or image, be given
any part of Divine worship, although it were with a pretence, yea, and
intention of worshipping the true God in and by them : which, if it
were a sufficient excuse, as the Church of Rome dreams it is, certainly, the Israelites ' golden calf, and many other the grossest idols
that
under have
it. been in the world, might come and find room to shelter
II. For I the Lord thy God am a jealous God.] This follows the
other part, as the binding on, or enforcing of the precept by threatening and promise annexed. Particularly, there be these Jive things by
which God describes Himself here, to persuade obedience to this command: 1.His relation to His people — Thy God. 2. His power both
to punish and reward — [EL] The strong God. 3. The exact regard
He hath to His own glory and zeal, or jealousy for it— A jealous God.
4. The certainty and severity of His justice, punishing the transgressors of this His law on themselves and their posterity — Visiting the
iniquities of the fathers upon the children. 5. The plenty and riches
ofthatHislovegoodness
me. to the obedient — Shewing mercy to thousands of them
This Commandment, and the Fourth are longer than the rest, and
more backed with argument, because the light of nature discerns less
in these than in the rest ; viz., the outward manner of the worship of
God,
and God's
in that, tothebe time
servedof it.not as we will, but as
He Himself
sees exactness
fit, and concerning
Of thein first
argument, Here
from God's
relation because
to His people,
before
the Preface.
it is repeated,
it suits wewithheard
the
word that follows Jealous. 1. Thy God — thy Husband by particular
covenant, and therefore jealous of thy love and fidelity to Me and
My worship. 2. El — able to right Myself upon the mightiest and
proudest offender. Do we provoke the Lord to jealousy? says the
Apostle. Are we stronger thayi He? \ Cor. x. 22 ; there joining these
two together, as here they are, His strength and Wk jealousy. 3. Jealous— He is the Lord and Husband of His people, and idolatry is
therefore spiritual adultery ; as they are often reproached with it under
that name, by the prophets, Jer. iii. 1, S(c. So that by that sin particularly. His anger is stirred up against them. The very contract of
this marriage with His people we have, Exod. xix. 5.
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Visiting — As judges and magistrates use to visit those places that
are under their jurisdiction, to make inquiry after abuses committed
in time of their absence, and to punish them. 1 Sam. vii. 16. Tims,
He who is always every where alike present, yet, because he doth
not speedily punish every sin at the first, therefore, when he doth
execute judgment in His appointed time, then is He said to visit,
and search, and Ji/id out that iniquity which, in His time of forbearance, He seemed to the ungodly, either not to see, or not to regard.
The iniquities of the fathers vpoii the children.] It is true, the
Prophet, correcting the perverse speech of the people of his time,
affirms, (Ezek. xviii. 20,) that the soji shall not bear the iniquity of the
father, &c., to wit, he repenting and returning, and being no way culpable of the like iniquity, which the people then falsely presumed of
themselves. But neither is it here said, that the godly children shall
suffer for the sin of their ungodly parents or ancestors ; but, because
this sin of idolatry, or false worship in any kind, doth as commonly
and readily descend to posterity, as any other, and there is scarcely
any plea for false religion that takes more than, It was the religion of
our forefathers, this kind of threatening may possibly for that cause
be here particularly suitable.
But surely that is not all that is here intended, that if the children
do contimie in the sin of the parents, they shall be punished ; but,
that for so high a transgression as this. He may justly, and often doth
in judgment, give the children over to the sins of their parents.
His grace being free, and so, not being bound to His creature to furnish grace but where He will, they go on in the sin of their fathers,
and bring upon themselves further punishment, not only temporal, but
spiritual and eternal. It is not necessary for its verifying, that it be
always so ; for God, we know, hath converted many children of ungodly, yea, particularly, of idolatrous parents, and shewed them mercy;
but in that He justly may do thus, it is a just threatening, and in that
He often doth thus, it is a tme threatening, although in mercy He
deal otherwise where it pleaseth Him.
I this andis sowicked,
harsh nota word,
that nobody
will
ownThat
it ; hate
not theme.'\
mostWhat
dissolute
the grossest
idolaters.
Yet, generally, the love of sin witnesses against men possessed with it,
that they are, Qcoarvr/eis, haters of God. And particularly the love
of idols and false worship, alienates the soul from God, and turnsit to
enmity against Him. Men seem, possibly, to themselves, in false worship, humble and devout (Col. ii. 18) ; but it is to hate and dishonour
the Divine majesty, to bring to Him, and force upon Him, as it were,
in His own presence, in His immediate service, that which is most
hateful to Him.
Shewing mercy to thousands.] Blessing them and their posterity,
being their God, and the God of their seed. Of them that love me and
keep my commandments. Who therefore obey me, because they love
me, and testify they love me, by obeying me. This is a general truth,
in regard of all the Commandments, though more particularly to be
applied to this to which it is annexed.
This Commandment forbids, 1. The making of any image or resemblance ofGod at all. Deut. iv. 15. Ye saw no manner of similitude^
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says Moses, on the day that the Lord spake unto you in Horeb. So,
Isa. xl. 25. To whom will ye liken Me ?
2. The orgiving'
any kind of religious
honour
worship
any
creature
createdof resemblance.
Job xxxi.
27. andPsalm
cxv.to The
reason why men are so prone to both these, is, because they are so
much addicted to sense, and their minds are so blinded, that they cannot conceive of the spiritual nature of God. Therefore, being driven
by conscience to some kind of worship and religion, they incline to
have some visible object of it : the soul having lost its sight, leans
upon the body, would make it up, and supply it by the eye of sense.
3. All superstition and will-worship, all self-pleasing ceremonies
and inventions in the service of God. How pompous, and plausible,
and devout soever they seem to be, instead of decoring, they do indeed deface the native beauty of Divine worship ; and, as Popish
pictures on glass windows, they may seem rich and gay, but they
darken the house ; they keep out the light of saving truth, and obscure
the spiritual part of the service of God.
4. All gross, material conceits, and apprehensions of God. Other
particulars
prohibition
reducedandto duties.
this command ; for this
and the restof name
but themay
mainbe offences
Then it commands,
1. To learn, and carefully, and punctually to observe, the prescription of God in every part of His own worship, and diligently to be
exercised in it, as in hearing, prayer, sacrament, 8fc.
2. In worshipping Him, to have the purest spiritual notion of His
majesty that we are able to attain to.
God deals by representing both His justice and His mercy to persuade His people to obedience ; to drive them by fear of the one, and
draw them by the sweetness of the other. Thus, pastors are to set
both before their people. But as He delights most in the pressing of
His mercy, and persuading by that, so, certainly, it is that which premost with
own obedience.
children, and doth most kindly melt and
mould vailstheir
heartsHisto His
Shewing mercy to thousands of them that love me, and keep my
commandments.] Although it be not perfect, yet, it is such a keeping
of His commandments as flows from love, and therefore love makes up
what is wanting in it ; and that is not perfect, neither, in us here, and
therefore, mercy makes up what is wanting in both. It is not such
love and obedience as can plead for reward upon merit, but such as
stands warinds it. need of mercy; and it is free grace and mercy that reLove me and keep my commandments. These two are inseparable.
No keeping the Commandments without love ; no love without keeping them. Try, then, the one by the other — the sincerity of your
obedience by examining the spring of it, whether it arises from love ;
and
try the reality of your love, whether it be active and fruitful in
obedience.
You know how studious love is to please, how observant of their
will whom it affects, preferring it to their own will, and desirous to
have no will but the same : it makes hard things easy, and cannot endure tohave any thing called difficult to it. Much love to God would
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do this ; it would turn all duty into delight. Did we once know what
this were, we should say with Augustine, JVhat needs tlirealening and
punishment to those who love Thee not ? Is it not punishment enough,
not to love Thee ? If you would have all your obedience sweet and
easy to yourselves,
and acceptable to God, seek, above all things, hearts
inflamed
with His love.
PRECEPT III.
Thouhim shall
not take
nameHisof name
the Lord
guiltless,
that thetaketh
in vain.thy God in vain ; for the Lord will not hold
The Psalmist stirring up himself to the praises of God, Psal. Ivii. 8,
calls up his glory to it. Awake, my glory. By glory, the Hebrew
interpreters understand the sovl; the Septvagint and others, the
tongue; so, the Apostle, following the Septuagint, renders it, from
Psalm XV., Acts ii. ^6. It suits well with both : the soul being the
better part of man, far excelling the body ; and, amongst the parts of
the body, the tongue having this excellency, to be the organ of speech,
and so, the interpreter of the mind : and this difference from the
beasts, as the soul is, may well partake of this honourable name, and
be But
calledthatman'swhich
glory.gives them both best title to that name, is that
exercise to which he calls them, the praising and glorifying of their
Lord and Maker. Tlien are they indeed our glory, when tiiey are so
taken up and employed; when the one conceives, and the other utters
His glory.
And as it becomes them always to be one, as they have one name,
the soul and the tongue to agree, so, especially, should this one name
given them be answered by their harmony and agreement in his own
work, for which chiefly they have that name, in giving glory to God.
And it is that which this Commandment requires; forbidding that
which is tlie ignominy of man, both of his soul and of his tongue, and
which degrades them, turns them out of the name of glory, to be called
shame and dishonour; that is, irreverence, and the dishonouring of
the glorious Name of God ; and therefore, on the contrary, commanding the reverent and holy use of His Name and service, and that we
always endeavour so to speak and think of Him, and so to walk
before Him, as those that speak beyond all things that His name may
be glorified in us and by us. For, though false swearing and vain
swearing are main breaches of this Commandment, (as we shall shew
afterwards,) being primarily forbidden by it, yet, it extends generally
to all our speeches concerning God. Neither is it to be restrained
there, and kept within that compass, as if it gave only law to the
tongue ; although, indeed, the tongue hath a very great share in it,
both in the breaking and the keeping of it : yet, certainly, the Precept
in its full sense, goes deeper into the soul, and gives a rule to the
speech of the mind, our tliovghts concerning God ; and larger, stretches
itself forth to our actions and life, which hath as loud a voice, to those
with whom we converse, as our tongues, and is the more considerable
of thetheir
two, words
— giving
than
can ado.truer character of men, what they are indeed,
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The First Commandment teaches and enjoins whom we shall
worship. The Second, what worship we shall give Him. This Third
shews us with what disj^osition and intention, and answerably with
what manner of expression, we shall worship Him and use His name;
that it be not vainly, and after a common, trivial manner, but in holiness and humility, and in desire of His g'lory.
So then, this Commandment concerns particularly tbat which is the
great end of all the works of God, The glory of His name. He made
all things for Himself (Prov. xvi. 4), His works of creation for this
end (Isa. xliii. 7) ; those of redemption, and His new creation of the
elect world, all to the praise of His glory. Eph. i. 12. And for this
end calls He us from darkness to light, to shew forth His praises or
virtues. 1 Pet. ii. 9. This we are to intend with him ; and this
Precept requires of us, that what He aimed at in all His works, the
same we may intend in all ours. And this is an excellent thing, the
holiest
purposetrue,
ours,Summa
and have
the sameand endhappiest
with condition,
Him. Hereto make
it is God's
particularly
religionis est imitari quern colis: The main of religion is, to imitate
Him whom we worship. Thus are we to live, and particularly, so to
worship Him and make mention of His name, that we be ever sensible
of its worth and greatness, and so beware that we indignify it not, but
always seek to advance the honour and glory of it. And that is the
very scope of this Commandment.
There is in it, I. The Prece/j< iteslf II. The annexed Commination.
In the Precept, consider, 1. What is His Name. 2. What it is, to
take it. What, to take it in vain.
The Name.] That is, [1.] the names that are given Him in Scripture, Jehovah, Elohim, &c. It was a foolish and profane shift of the
Jews, who thought themselves free if they abused not the name
Jehovah ; and so they became superstitious in the forbearing of that,
and licentious in the abuse of the rest, and in swearing by other things
in heaven and earth, &c. Which, therefore, our Saviour reproves,
giving the true sense of this Commandment, Matt. v. 34. And this
is the nature of superstition, to make frivolous, undue restraints, by
way of compensation for that profane liberty and looseness in the commandments of God, which is its usual companion. [2.] All the
attributes of God, by which the Holy Scriptures set Him forth to us.
[3.] Generally, any thing whatsoever by which God is made known
unto us, and distinguished from all others, and by which we make
mention of Him, which are the uses of a name. In a word, that of
St. Paul expresseth it fully and fitly, Tb yvwarov tov QcoPi.
Thou shall not take.] That is. Thou shalt not take, or lift up, or
bear. [1.] Not use it secretly by thyself, or within thyself, in thine
own thoughts, without reverence ; not take it in vain. So, [2.] Not
make mention of it, or express it to others, vainly ; not lift up in vain.
[3.] Not bear, not be called by it, or have it called upon thee ; not
profess it in vain.
In vain.] That is, [1.] Falsely and dissimulately. [2.] Profanely.
[3.] Unprofitably, to no person. [4.] Lightly and inconsiderately,
without due regard and holy fear.
II. The annexed Commination.
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He will not hold him guiltless.'] He will not clear him. The
Sovereign
hand no
He willinglyJudg'e,
set himfrom
free whose
and absolve
him.offender
He willcannotescape,
absolve except
them
who abuse His name. And it means further, He will not clear him ;
that is, He will certainly punish him, and do judgment on him as
guilty. And this is the rather particularly here expressed, because men
are subject foolishly to promise themselves impunity in this sin, thinking
either that there remains no guiltiness behind it, but it passes as the
words do ; or, if there be any, yet, being but a matter of words,
wherein the most usual and known breach of this Command consists,
that the guiltiness of them is so small, that any little excuse may wipe
it off; that it is but inadvertence, or a bad custom, or some such
thing. No, says the Lord, the Law-giver himself, delude not yourselves think
;
not the honour and dishonour of My Name a light
matter ; or, if you will, yet I will not think it so, nor shall you find it
so : though you easily forgive and clear yourselves, I will not clear
you, but will vindicate the glory of My Name in your just punishment, which your sin of taking it in vain did abuse and dishonour, and
you shall feel in that punishment that you are not guiltless, as you
imagined. The Name of God is great, and weighty, and honourabl&,
(as the same Hebrew word signifies both,) and therefore, qui assw
munt vel attollunt, as the same word here is — they who offer to lift up
this weighty Name lightly and regardlessly, it shall fall upon them,
and they shall be crushed under the weight of it.
There are many questions relating to this Commandment, handled
and discussed by divines, as, of an oath, a vow, &c., which, for our
purposed brevity, we will pass by ; and only, according to our usual
method, add some chief heads of the violation and the observance of
this Commandment.
It forbids, 1. All false swearing or perjury, which is to take His
name after the grossest manner in vain, or, in mendacium, as the
word likewise signifies; to call Truth itself, the First Verity, to
partake of a lie. But He is not mocked; for as the nature of an oath
imports invocating Him as the highest both witness and judge of truth,
and punisher of falsehood. He always, in His own due time, makes it
good on those who dare adventure upon that guiltiness in so high a sin.
2. Papal dispensation of oaths, which is a most heinous sin, and
becomes him who is eminently called The man of sin. It is more
than perjury ; for it is a professed, avowed patrociny of perjury, together with an impudent conceit of a privilege and right to do so.
3. Equivocatory oaths, by which, if it were lawful, the grossest
perjury might be defended; for there is nothing so false, but some
mental reservation may make it true.
4. Abusing the name and the word of God to charms and spells.
5. Execration and cursing by the name of Satan, which is no other
than invocating him.
6. Swearing by any creature.
7. Abusing and vilifying the glorious and holy name of God, by
passionate, or by vain and common, customary swearing.
8. Swearing for ends of controversy, and in weighty matters, where
an oath is lawful, yea, necessary, yet doing it without due reverence
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and
oath. consideration of the greatness of God and the nature of an
9. The abasing of the word of God, either wresting it to defence of
error, or making sport and jesting with it.
10. Scoffing and taunting at holiness and the exercises of religion.
11. Dishonouring the religion which we profess, by unworthy and
unsuitable carriage of life.
12. Performing prayer, or any other religious exercise, only out of
custom, without affection and delight, and holy regard of the presence
and majesty of God in His worship. — More might be added, which for
brevity we omit.
Is it not the highest shame of Christians, to take pleasure to vilify
and abuse that holy Name of God, which saints and angels are
blessing above, and which we hope (as we pretend) to bless with
them for ever? If any dare offer to excuse it by prov^ocation or
passion, who otherwise use it not ; consider, what a madness this is,
because man hath injured thee, thou wilt injure God, and be avenged
upon His name for it? And you who plead custom, accurse yourselves
more deeply: that tells, you are guilty of long continuance in, and
frequent commission of, this horrible sin. Were the fear of God in
men's
it would
theirnotpassion
and intheir
custom.hearts,
Did they
believeprevail
this, thatboththe above
Lord will
clear them
His
great day, it would fright them out of their custom. Were there a
law made, that whosoever were heard swear, should be put to death,
you would find a way to break your custom. God threatens eternal
death, and you fear not, because indeed you believe not.
It commands, 1. Generally the reverend and holy use of the Name
of God, and, particularly in case of necessity, by advised and religious
swearing by His name, and His alone, in judgment, truth, and
righteousness. 2. To consider His name often, to take it into our
thoughts, to meditate on His glorious attributes, and on His words
and works, in both which those attributes shine forth unto us. 3. To
delight to make mention of His name upon all fit occasions, and to
speak to His glory. 4. To adorn our holy profession of religion with
a holy life, with wise and circumspect walking, that it may not be evil
spoken of by our means. 5. That our heart and affection be in the
service of God which we perform ; otherwise how plausible soever the
appearance and outside of it is, it is nothing but guiltiness within, a
taking of His name in vain, who will not hold him guiltless who does so.
6. Above all exercises, to delight in the praises of God, which is most
properly the exalting and magnifying of His name, the lifting it up on
high. The Psalmist abounds in commending it : It is good, it is
comely, it is pleasant. Oh ! that we could resolve with him, Psal,
xxxiv. 1,2: / will bless the Lord at all times ; His praise shall be in
my mouth continually. My soul shall make her boast in the Lord.
This is, as we can, to bear a part here with glorified spirits ; and a
certain
pledge to us, that, after a few days, we shall be admitted into
their number.
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PRECEPT IV.
Remember
the
Sabbath
day,
to
keep
holy. ofSixthedaysLordshaltthythouGod labour,
thy
work. But the seventh is the itSabbath
: in it and
thou doshaltall not
do any work,
thou,
nor
thy
son,
nor
thy
daughter,
thy
man-servant,
nor
thy
maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger within thy gates : For in six days the Lord
made heaventhe andLoudearth,
sea, Sabbath
and all that
is, and it.rested the seventh day :
wherefore
blessedthe the
day inandthemhallowed
Amongst
all theof visible
creatures,
is man's peculiar
excellency,
he is capable
considerinn^
and itworshipping
his Maker,
and that
was
made for that purpose ; yet, being composed of the dust of the earth
and the breath of God, a body and a soul, the necessities of that
meaner part, while we are in this life, employ as much, and take up a
great part of our little time. And in this regard, God hath wisely and
graciously set apart a day for us, one of each seven, to be appropriate
to that our highest employment, the contemplating and solemn worship ing ofHis Majesty. This is the scope of this Precept. Consider,
I. The Precept itself. II. The reason of it, and motive to its obedience. The Precept itself is first briefly expressed ; and then, further
explained and urged.
Re7nember.']
This word used,
To instituted
reflect upon
by-past
omission
and forgetfulness.
For, seems,
though 1.it was
in paradise,
and was not now a new unheard-of thing to this people, as appears by
Exod. xvi. 23, yet, it is like they were much worn out of the observation and practice of it, especially during the time of their captivity in
Egypt. So then, it is renewed thus : Keep holy this day which you
know was so long ago appointed to be so — Be not now any more unmindful and regardless of it. 2. Such a way of enjoining seems more
particularly needful in this than in the rest, because it is not so written
in nature as the rest, but depends wholly upon particular institution,
which may also be the cause why it is so large, and the form of it
alone, amongst all the ten, both negative and positive. Thou shalt do
no work, and, Remember to keep it holy. 3. But the main reason of this
Remember, is, the main thing or aim in this Precept, as both the badge,
and the preserver and increaser of all piety and religion. And therefore is it, that it is so often pressed in the hooks of the Law, and in
the sermons of the Prophets to the people of God, and so often called
a signother
of God's
and xxxi.
their 13,
mark14.of distinction
all
people.covenant
Exod. with
xxiii.them,
12, and
Levit. xix, from
30;
XXV. 2, &c. Jer. xvii. Isa. Iviii, 13, 14, &c.
The Sabbath-day.'] It is called a day of rest, from the beginning
and original of its institution, God's rest ; and from the end of its inrest ; both
followreason
in theof words
of the Command:
the one is stitution,
the man'sexample
and which
enforcing
the other.
That thou keep holy.] God sanctified it by instituting it, and man
sanctifies it by observing it according to that institution.
This sanctifying is, [1.] In cessation from earthly labour. [2.] In
their stead, to be wholly possessed and taken up with spiritual exercise,
both in private and in public. The former is necessary for the being
of the latter ; that cessation, for this work ; and the latter is necessary
for the due being of the former : we cannot be vacant and entire for
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spiritual service, unless we cease from bodily labour ; and this cessation or resting from bodily labour, cannot be a sanctifying of this day
unto God, unless it be accompanied with spiritual exercise.
In the following words, that part only is expressed, the rest or abstinency from work ; but the other is supposed as the end of this, —
that they shall not do their own works, that they may attend upon
God*s,
His solemn
And ; this
that word, Itandis
ike
Sabbath
of the worship.
Lord thy God
bothisofimplied
His ownin appointing,
for this end, this work, that He may be more solemnly worshipped.
And likewise, the antithesis that seems to be in that word, In six days
thou shalt do all thy work, imports, that on the seventh thou shalt do
God's.
so called,
Him 2.by Inour that
service
no,
our Not
goodness
reachesthatHimany notbenefit
at all.arises
Psal.to xvi.
way, ;
that worship, which is far above ours, that of the angels, can add
nothing to Him, for He is infinite. Even this work. Sabbath-work,
and all our prayers and praises offered to Him, and all performances
of His worship, they are our works, in respect of the gain and advantage
of them ; it comes all back to us. But His worship is His work objectively. He is the object of it ; and directively, by particular prescription from Himself; and, if you will add, effectively too, never done
aright but by His own grace and assistance.
Six days shalt thou labour.] The command of due labour and diligence in our particular callings, is not of this place ; it belongs properly to the Eighth precept, and in some way, to the Seventh : here,
it is only mentioned premissively, and for illustration of this duty here
enjoined. And further, there is under it a motive from abundant
equity : seeing that God hath made the proportion thus, not pinched to
us, but dealt very liberally in the time granted for our own work, what
gross, not impiety only, ljut iniquity and ingratitude will it be, to encroach upon that small part He hath nominated and set apart for His
service
!
Thisfreewas usea great
first parent's
tiiat
having the
of all aggravation
the trees in oftheourgarden
besides, first
theysin,would
not bate that one which was forbidden them, in homage and obedience
to Him who had given them all the rest, and given them themselves,
who a little before were nothing.
Thou shall labour six days.] Not so as in them to forget and take no
notice of God, nor at all to call upon Him and worship Him, and
think to acquit all by some kind of attendance on Him on the Sabbath.
They who do so, are most unsanctified themselves, and therefore,
cannot sanctify the Sabbath to God. Such profane persons do profane
and pollute all they touch with their foul hands, for such be all profane
hands lifted up to God in prayer. The life of the godly is not a
visiting of God only in His house on this day, but a daily and constant
■walking
with and
God ourin our
own His
houses,
and His
in alltemples,
our ways,where
makingHe both
our houses
hearts.
houses,
may
dwell with us, and we may offer Him our daily sacrifices.
Only, the peculiar of this day is, that we may not divide it betwixt
Heaven and Earth, but it shall be wholly for the service of God, and
no work at all to have place in it that may hinder that, and suits not
■with
of it : for so we are to understand the word. No
mannertheofsanctifying
work.
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Neither thou nor thy servant, &c.] As each one is obliged personal y, so, they who have command of others, are bound to bind
them to observance of the Precept, and the cattle to rest, because their
labour wise,istheirforrest
man'sis foruse,a and
therefore,
his resting
infersmay
theirssee; as,
likepassive
conformity,
that man
nothing
round about him, but what may incite to the observance of this day ;
which was the reason, in solemn fasts, of the beast's fasting likewise,
for man'sfessing further
humiliation.
The stranger,
converted
protheir religion,
the same reason
for him asif for
all othersandwithin
aandman's
house
;
and
if
a
stranger
to
their
religion
too,
yet
they
might,
ought, as is here commanded, oblige him to this part of outward
conformity, cessation from work, which otherwise would be an offensive and scandalous sight ; and withal, if they did any work for those
with whom they dwelt, their share would be deeper in the sin, than of
such a stranger not professing their religion.
For in six days.] It is not pertinent here to speak of the reason of
God made
which Heascould
have done
inthis,onewhyinstant.
Here,sixitdays'
is onlyworkurgedof that
exemplarily,
the reason
why
God did sanctify this day, and why we should sanctify it. His rest,
you know, is not of weariness, or at all of ceasing from motion, for He
faints not, neither is wearied, as He tells us by the prophet, Isa. xl. 28;
yea. He moves not at all in working. Omnia movet ipse immotus : All
things. Himself unmoved, are moved by Him. But this rest is this ;
that this was the day that immediately followed the perfecting of the
Creation ; and therefore, God blessed it with this privilege, (that is
the blessing of it,) that it should be to men, holy, for the contemplation of God and of His works, and for solemn worship to be performed
to Him.
All the other precepts of this Law remaining in full force in their
proper sense, it cannot but be an injury done to this Command, either
flatly to refuse it that privilege, or, which is little better, to evaporate
it into allegories. Nor was the day abolished as a typical ceremony,
but that seventh only changed to a seventh still, and the very next to
it; He who is Lord of the Sabbath, either himself immediately, or by
his authority in his apostles, appointing that day of his resurrection for
our sabbath, adding to the remembrance of the first creation, the
memorial of accomplishing the new creation, the work of our redemption, which aj)peared then manifestly to be perfected, when our Redeemer broke the chains of death, and arose from the grave ; he who
is the light of the new world, shining forth anew the same day that
light was made in the former creation. This day was St. John, in the
Spirit, taken up with those extraordinary revelations. Rev. i. 10.
They were extraordinary indeed. And certainly, every Christian ought
to be in the Spirit, in holy meditations and exercises on this day, more
than the rest ; winding up his soul, which the body poises downwards,
to a higher degree of heavenliness ;— ought to be particularly careful
to bring a humble heart to speak to God in prayer, and hear Him in
His word, a heart breathing after Him, longing to meet with Himself
in His ordinances. And certainly, it is safer and sweeter to be thus
affected towards the Lord's day, than to be much busied about the
debate of the change.
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The very life of religion doth much depend upon the solemn observation ofthis day. Consider, if we should intermit the keeping of
it but for one year, to what a height profaneness would rise in those
vho fear not God, who yet are restrained, though not converted, by the
preaching of the word, and their outward partaking of public worship.
Yea, those who are most spiritual, would find themselves losers by the
intermission.
fVhat forbidden. — 1. Bodily labour on this day, where necessity
unavoidable,
piety,it acommands
This is not toormake
sabbath tonot.
God, 2.but Sporting
to our lustsandandpastimes*.
to Satan;
and hath a stronger antipathy with the worship of God, and that temper
of mind they intend in it, than the hardest labour. 3. Resting from
these, but withal, resting from the proper work of this day, neglecting
the worship of God in the assemblies of His people. The beasts can keep
it thus, as we see in the Precept. 4. Resorting to the public worship
of God, but in a customary, cold way, without affection and spiritual
delight in it. 5. Spending the remainder of the day incongruously,
in vain visits and discourses, &c.
How observed. — 1. By pious remembrance of it, and preparation,
sequestering not only the body from the labour, but our souls from
the cares and other vain thoughts of the world. 2. Attending upon
the public worship of God willingly and heartily, as the joy and refreshment of our souls. Isa. Iviii. Psal. cxxii. 3. Spending the
remainder of it in private, holily ; as much as may be, in meditation
of the word preached, and conference, in prayer, reading, and meditating on the great works of God, of creation, redemption, &c.
This is the loveliest, brightest day in all the week to a spiritual
mind. These rests refresh the soul in God, that finds nothing but
turmoil in the creature. Should not this day be welcome to the soul,
that sets it free to mind its own business, which is on other days to
attend the business of its servant, the body ? And these are a certain
pledge to it of that expected freedom, when it shall enter to an eternal
sabbath, and rest in Him for ever, who is the only rest of the soul.
PRECEPT V.
Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long in the land which the Lord
thy God giveth thee.
The renewed image of God in man, or the new man, is made up of
holiness and righteousness. Eph. iv. 24. These two are that of which
the whole Law of God is the rule : the first Table, the rule of holiness
or piety towards God ; the second, of righteousness or equity towards
men. And of the commandments which concern the latter, the first
aims at the preserving of that order which God hath appointed in the
severalCommandment.
relations of superiors and inferiors ; that is the scope of this
Fifth
Daily experience teacheth us how needful this is, that God should
give a particular precept concerning this; in that we see how few there
* Sabb. vituli aurei.
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are who know ariglit, either how to command and bear rule as
superiors, or as inferiors, to obey and be subject. And there is one
evil very natural to men, which misleads them in both, pride and selfopinion, which often makes superiors affect excess in commanding,
and inferiors defective in due obedience.
Observe the order: it hath the first place in the second Table: 1st.
As being the rule of order and society amongst men, which is needful
for the better observing of all the rest. And, 2dly, as in all authority,
there is a particular resemblance of God, therefore it is fitly placed
next to those precepts that contain our duty to Himself. He is
pleased to use that interchange of names with superiors which testifies
this resemblance ; not only to take theirs to Himself, to be called a
father, a master, a king, &c., but to communicate His own name to
them, and call them gods. And where the Aposle speaks of God as
the Father of Spirits, he draws a reason from that obedience we owe
toHeb.the xii.fathers
9. of our flesh, as the subordinate causes of our being.
There is in the words, I. The Precept. II. The Promise. And it
is called by the Apostle, The first Commandment with promise. Eph.
vi. 2. For the last clause of the Second Commandment, though it
imply a promise, yet, as is usually observed, it is general to the keeping of all the Commandments ; whereas this is appropriate. But
again, that is a promise of mercy in general, this, of one particular
blessing. Further, that it is not formally a promise, though it implies one indeed, and is intended so ; but it is set down by way of
description of God, from His mercy and bounty to those who keep
His precepts ; as the clause foregoing it, expresses His justice in
punishing the rebellious.
Honour.']
this their
is comprehended
to superiors, by virtueUnder
of that
station and whatsoever
relation to isus due
: inward
respectful thoughts and esteem of them, and the outward expression
and signifying of it by the usual signs of honour, and by obedience and
gratitude,
i^'c. &c.] Tiiis relation is named for all the rest, as being
Thy father,
the first and most natural ; and also, as being the sweetest and most
affectionate superiority, and therefore, the fittest to regulate the command of superiors, and to persuade inferiors to obedience. Magisfor men's
their societies
dwellingas
togethertrates a;re fathers
ministers,
fatherscivil
for good
their inspiritual
good andand society
Christians.
That thy days may he long in the lajid.] — That it is said, Which the
Lord thy God shall give thee, is peculiar to that people to whom this
Law was first delivered ; but the substance of the promise being
common, extends to all together with the precept.
This blessing of length of days, is particularly fit for the duty ; that
they who honour their parents, who are the second causes of their life,
should be blessed with long life.
This, as all other promises of temporal things, is ever to be taken
with that condition without which they might change their quality,
and prove rather punishments ; but God always bestows them on His
own, and therefore, ought to be understood so to promise them, in so
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far as they arc fit for them, and may be truly good in their particular
enjoyment, and as they conduce to a greater good.
Itforbich — 1. All disobedience in inferiors to the just commands of
those whom God hath placed in authority above them ; stubbornness
and rebel! ion in children against their parents, or despising and disesteeni of them for their meanness in body, or mind, or estate. The
precept is not, honour thy parents for their riches, or wisdom, or
comeliness ; but, honour them as thy parents, and because they are so.
Against this command is all other disobedience or refractoriness of
those who owe obedience ; wives to their husbands, servants to their
masters, people to their pastors, &c.
2. Superiors break it, when they abuse their authority to serve their
pride. Their screwing it too high, is very unpleasant, a particular
dishonour to God, and defaces the resemblance they have of Him :
it spoils their harmony, as a string too high wound up; and besides
that, it is very dangerous, being the ready way to break it. As ia
magistracy and public government, tyranny is most observable, so
there is petty tyranny in masters and parents, and husbands, in
extreme harshness and bitterness, /y.?} Triicpaivcre, says the Apostle, &c.
Again, the precept is broken, when superiors walk unworthily, and so
divest themselves of that honour which belongs to them.
It commands — First, That children give due respect and obedience to
their parents ; and that all who are subject to the authority of others,
though they have not suitable deserving, give it to their station, in
obedience to God who commands. For though they, personally considered, do not, yet certainly God deserves our obedience. And it is
so much tliatthewhich
purer fails
to Him,
observe
not atwhen,
all. other incitements failing, yet we
All obedience to men is limited thus, that it be in ike Lord, and
with regard to His supremacy; and therefore, no authority can oblige
to the obedience of any counnand that crosses His. Authority is
primitively and originally in God, and He gives not His glory to
another. He gives not away any of His peculiar authority to man,
but substitutes Him ; and our first tie is to God, as His creatures, and
this is universal. The greatest kings are His vassals, and owe Him
homage, and no authority derived from Him, can free us from that
which we owe to Himself There is a straight line of subordination,
and if superiors leave this, we are to adiiere to it, looking directly
to God, keeping our station. Some of the schoolmen think that the
inferior angels therefore fell with the chief in their apostacy, because
they looked so much upon him, that they considered him not in
subordination
to God, and so, Itft their station, as the Apostle speaks,
Jude
6.
Secondly, The duty of all sai)eriors is, 1. To consider that their
higher station is not for themselves, and for their own advantage, but
for those who are in subjection to them : as the stars are set in the
highest place, but are for the benefit of the inferior world, by their
light and heat and influence: Let them be for lights in the firmament
of heaven, to give light upon the earth. Gen. i. 15. 2. Let them
always remember, to command in God and /or Him; to prefer HiS
honour to their own ; and seeing He gives command concerning
Vol. II,
2C
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theirs, that they make it serviceable for the advancing of His. For,
to this purpose hath He given them authority, and given command
that they be honoured ; and His promise is, to honour those that
honour Him, but they that despise Him, shall be despised. 1 Sam.
ii.
30. take
Thisnotice
many ofsuperiors
have felt, because they would not believe
it and
it.
Would parents teach their children to know God, and honour and
obey Him, this were the surest and most effectual way to make them
obedient children to them. If they teach them to obey God, you see,
He commands them to obey their parents; and therefore, in obedience
to Him, they will do so.
PRECEPT VI.
Thou shalt not kill. Or, Thou shalt do no murder.
The world was at first perfect harmony, but sin made the breach at
which discord entered, enmity betwixt God and man, and enmity
betwixt himman a and
poisoned
man's nature
makes
rebelman.
to God,As sotheit sin
makesthat menhathtigers
and wolves
one to
another : and that same Serpent that at first envenomed our nature,
doth still hiss on wretched men, both to disobedience against God,
and enmity and cruelty against one another. We see how soon this
evil followed upon the former : the first parents disobeyed God, and
the first children, the one killed the other. In opposition to this evil,
God hath given this to be one of His Ten Precepts, Thou shall
not kill.
Having given a rule touching the particular relations of men,
the following commandments of the second Table concern the general
duties of all men one to another ; and this Sixth regardeth his being
or life.
Not kill.} This ties not up the sword of justice, which is in the
magistrate's
punishing
that
deserve hand,
it ; butfromrather
calls foroffenders,
the use even
of it,with
?iot death
being those
to be
carried in vain, as the Apostle says, Rom. xiii. 4 : not a gilt sword
only for shew, but to be drawn and wielded for the execution of
justice ; both that in the just punishment of sin, [KoXaaif,] the sinner
may eat of the fruit of his own ways, and so, God the Supreme Judge
and Fountain of justice may be honoured, [Ttfiivpia,'] and that by that
example, fences.[UapaSei^/fj.a,']
terrified
tiie like isof-a
And thus, just others
killing may
by thebesword
of thefrom
magistrate,
main means of the observing of this Commandment amongst men.
Thou shalt not kill.
By the like reason is just war likewise freed from the breach of this
Commandment. But,
The scope of the Precept being the preservation and safety of the
life of man, and guarding it from violence, it is evident that all injury
toonlyourtheneighbour's
own not
ybr6zdde/i
; and but
not
heinous faultlife,of ourmurder,
whichexcluded,
human islaws
do punish,
all the seeds and beginnings of this sin in the heart, to which principal y, as the fountain of our actions, the spiritual law of God is given i
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as the authentic interpretation of our Saviour teacheth, Matt, v., and
particularly touching' this Commandment, ver. 21, &c.
1. All fixed hatred of our brethren is forbidden, as the highest
degree xix.
of heart-murder.
Thou shallhaleth
not halehisthybrother
brotheris ina thy
heart.
Levit.
17. And Whosoever
murderer.
1 John iii. 15; and he adds. Ye know that no murderer hath life
eternal abiding in him. So then, he is in a woful deadly condition, in
whose heart this hatred dwells. This is an infernal kind of fire, like
your fires under ground, that cannot be quenched. So far is it from
the temper of any truly spiritual and heavenly mind, to be subject to
it, there is not any thing more contrary to the Spirit of God, and the
work of His grace, than the spirit of malice. And although it never
break forth to revenge, yet, if the heart rejoice when evil befals those
it dislikes, although it come from another hand, God accounts it as if
he who is glad at it, had inflicted it and been the worker of it.
Therefore Job protests thus, that he rejoiced not at the destruction of
him that
xxxi.
29. hated him, nor lift up his soul when evil found him. Job
2. Rash anger, either that which is altogether without just cause,
or which, upon some just cause, arises to an undue measure. And is
not this the ordinary disease of the greatest part, — an habitual bitternes of spirit, that is put out of its seat and troubled with every trifling
cause, peevishly stirred up with the .shadow and imagination of a
wrong, where none is done ?
3. The vent of these passions of envy and hatred, or sudden rash
anger, by railing, and strife, and bitter speakings, by scoffs and taunts,
by whisperings and detraction, which are the common exercise of
base and unworthy spirits.
This commandment requires that, to the avoiding and forbearance
of all injury to the life of our neighbour, we add a charitable disposition and desire of preserving it, and do accordingly act that charity to
our utmost power, to the good and comfort of his life ; using towards
him meekness and patience, clemency and beneficence ; doing him
good, supplying his wants, as we are able. For it is cruelty to the
life of our poor brethren, to be straight-handed towards them in the
day
their necessity
betterof estate.
1 John and
iii. 17.our abundance, at least, of our comparatively
But we think we do much this way, when, upon right trial, we
should find ourselves exceeding defective. We look upon our few and
petty acts of charity with a multiplying glass, and see one as it were
ten. Who almost are there, that will draw somewhat from their exces es, to turn into this channel ? that will abate a lace from their
garment, or a dish from their table, to bestow n))on the necessities of
the poor ? In a word, we ought not only to be free from hurting, but
be a tree of life to our neighbour.
Let us then be convinced of our guiltiness in the breach of this precept. Men think it much if they can forgive, upon the acknowledgment and submission of those who have injured them; but they aspire
not to this, cordially to forgive those who still continue to wrong and
provoke them, to compassionate them, and pray for them, and repay
all their evil with meekness and good-will. We consider not how
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sublime the rule of Christianity is, and how low our spirits are, and
how far off from it. Be 7iot overcome of evil, says the Apostle, but
overcome evil with good. Rom. xii. 21. It is easy to overcome a man
who resists not, but yields ; to pardon injury when it ceaseth, and entreats pardon ; but when it holds out, and is so stout as still to fight
against that goodness and meekness which it meets withal, yet, the
Christian ought to persist in these, and overcome it with good. And
see
Saviour's
who will
His disciples,
and our
wrath,
Matt. rulev. to44. them
— Labour
for behumble
spirits.against
Pride hatred
is the
spring of malice and desire of revenge, and of rash anger and contention. This makes men easily swell against any thing that crosses
them, because they have laid down this with themselves, that they
deserve to be observed and respected, and not crossed at all ; and
when they find it otherv/ise, it kindles them to anger. And it is not the
degree
of provocation,
but totheanger.
diflerentIt temper
them more
or less subject
matters ofnotmen's
how spirits,
great themakes
fire
be, but where it falls.
Consider, 1. That these turbulent passior.s carry their ])iuushment
along with them : they rankle and fester the soul, and fill it full of
pain and disturbance. Whereas the spirit of meekness makes the soul
of a Christian like the highest region of the air, constantly calm and
serene. The Apostle speaking of this commandment of love, says, that
the commandments of God are not grievous. 1 John v. 3. Certainly,
there is such a true ])leasure in meekness, forgiving of injuries, and
loving our very enemies, that did men know it, they would choose it
for themand tovery
delight
enforce
it. and sweetness of it, though there were no com2. Consider, particularly against rash anger, how v/eak and foolish
a thing it is. Anger resteth in the bosom of fools, saith Solomon.
vii. 9.But,A fool's
is the veryA natural
of anger, where
itEccl.
dwells.
as he breast
says elsewhere,
jnan ofplace
understanding
is of
an excellent sjnrif. Prov. xvii. 9. The word is, a cool spirit. What
a senseless mistake is it for men to think it strength and greatness
of spirit, to bear nothing, to be sensible of every touch, and to stand
upon their punctilios ! Is it not evident weakness, to be able to
suffer nothing? We see the weakest persons most subject to anger, —
women,
children, and
the sick,
aged ])ersonsas ;they
old call
age it,being*
both a continued
sickness,
and aandchildishness,
and
as the dregs of a man's life turned into vinegar: it is the weakness
of all these that makes them fretful *. In a word, it is the glory of a
man to pass by a transgression. Every one can be angry, and most
re they who are weakest; but to be above it, and have it under command, isthe advantage of those who are truly wise, and therefore,
wortliy of our study to attain it.
3. That which should most prevail with Christians to study love and
meekness of spirit, and a propension to do good to all, is, the conformity that is in this temper to our Head and Redeemer, Jesus
Christ, — to partake of his dove-like Spirit. Learn of me, says he, for
J am, meek and lowly in heart. The fruit of the Spirit is love. Gal.
* Omne Infirmimi ludtm qite-rti/tim.
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V. 22. And tliis he hath given as the commission and badge of his
disciples,
xiii.
35. that, as he loved them, so they love one another. John
PRECEPT Vir.
Thou shalt not commit aJulter)\
As the perverseness of nature hath found out crooked ways, and sinful
abuses of things that we enjoy and use, the holy Law of God aims at
tlie rectifying of these abuses, and the bounding and limiting of our
ways by a strait rule.
And this Precept particularly debars us from all sinful uncleanliness,
under the name of one kind of it; That, ansvverably to our condition
or estate of it, whatsoever it is, single or married, we ought to endeaand purity ol' soul and body, that becomes the
templesvour thatof cleanness
tlie Holy Ghost.
I purpose not to reckon up particularly the several sorts and degrees
of sin of this kind ; for chastity is a delicate, tender grace, and can
scarcely endure the much naming of itself, far less of those things that
are so contrary to it. Though in the Law of God, given to the people
of the Jews, there is express mention of the gross abominations of this
kind, because practised by the Gentiles, and to be ibrbidden them ;
and though the Apostle writing to the Gentiles newly converted from
those abominations, of necessity mentions particulars of them ; yet,
further than that necessity of reproving them where they are in custom,
requires, he hates the very naming of them. Eph. v. 3 — 12. As the
old Roman satirists, while they seem to reprove vice, rather teach it
by their impudent descriptions of it ; the new Roman casuists, some of
them, are as foul that way.
It may suflice to regulate us in this, if we believe this truth, that
whatsoever is in this kind, besides the lawful use of marriage, is a
breach of this holy law of God, whether it be in action or in words,
or so mucli as in thought. And if this be true, — as it is, if we believe
Trutii
that an unchaste
thought,itself,
makesour a Saviour's
man guilty,interpretation,
then, surely,— whatsoever
is beyondlook,theseor
is more grossly sinful.
What a shameful thing it is that our holy profession of religion
should be so dishonoured by the abounding of uncleanness amongst
us ! In many, it breaks forth scandalously ; and if there be any who
live in that way of wickedness undiscovered, and walk secretly in it,
yet, the pure Lord who perfectly sees and hates it, will call them to
account,
themany, according
word, your
Heb. former
xiii. 4.
Consider and
this judge
likewise,
of you whoto the
haveApostle's
not lamented
impure conversation, but being leformed outwardly, by your years or
condition of life, yet never have inwardly repented, and been deeply
humbled for the sins of your youth. True conversion is not so light a
work. David remembers his former sins, and prays earnestly that God
would not remember them against him. Psal. xxv. 7. And on the
contrary, you who think not on them, may justly fear that God will
remember them, because you yourselves have forgot them.
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They who give their tongues the liberty of scurrilous jesting and
impure speeches, cannot but have filthy hearts : their noisome breath
argues rottenness within.
Yea, they who proceed no further in uncleanness, than to entertain
and lodge the fancies or thoughts of it, rolling them on their beds,
and delighting in them, even such are exceeding guilty and abominable in the sight of God, who dOth not only see into the heart, but
most of all eyes and regards it. Keep thy heart with all diligence,
says Solomon, /or /rom thence are the issuat of life. Prov. iv. 23. Certainly, they who can dispense with themselves in these inward heartuncleannesses and tind no remorse, cannot think the Spirit of God
dwells within them; for, if He were there, He would be shewing his
discontent
and anger against that unholiness which is so contrary to
Him.
And this, they who have any truth of grace will find, that if they be
not either free from the assaults, or at least, if those filthy birds, such
impure thoughts, be not perfectly beaten away when they light on (he
soul, if they stay but any time with them, although they afterwards do
chase them out with indignation, yet they do leave such a stain as
grieves and saddens the Holy Spirit in them, and for a time they find
it not act in prayer, and in spiritual comfort, so cheerfully as before.
Let no corrupt (or rotten) comrmtnication proceed out of your ynouth,
says the Apostle, and grieve not the Holy Spirit. Eph. iv. 29. Rotten
speech grieves the Holy Spirit, and so do such thoughts too, which
are man's with
speechhim,withought
himself,
beingandmostwatched
familiar over.
and
frequent
to beandmosttherefore
regarded
There is not any thing will more readily dry up the sweetness and
spiritual moisture of the soul, and cause the graces in it to wither than
the impure fire of lust. Therefore, you, who have any beginnings of
grace, and would have it flourish, beware of this, and quench it in its
first sparkles; if you do not, it may, in a little time, rise above your
power, and still prove very dangerous.
If you would be freed from the danger and importunity of this evil,
make use of these usual and very useful rules. [1.] Be sober and
temperate in diet; withdraw fuel. [2.] Be modest and circumspect in
your carriage. Guard your ears and eyes, and watch over all your deportment. Beware of undue and dangerous famiharities with any,
upon what pretence soever. [3.] Be choice in your society, for there
is much in that. [4.] In general, flee all occasions and incentives to
uncleanness. But truly, the solid care must begin within; otherwise,
all
call these
them. outward remedies will prove but empiric medicines, as they
1. First then, lean not upon moral resolves and particular purposes
against uncleanness, but seek a total, entire change of the heart, and
to find the sanctifying Spirit of grace dwelling within you.
2. Labour to have the heart possessed with a deep apprehension of
the holiness and purity of God, and then, of His presence and eye
upon all tliy actions, yea, thy most secret thoughts. His eye is more
piercing than that any wickedness can be hid from Him, and more
pure than to behold it without indignation. The darkness is as
noon-day to Him. I cannot steal a thought out of His sight, though
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it be never so sudden and short. Then think, If I pretend to communion and converse with my God, He is all holiness, therefore uncleanness can never attain that to which I aspire. Wliat communion hath
light with darkness, or Christ with Belial ? And siiall I lose or hazard
the sweetness of His presence for so base a delight? How can I offet
that heart to Him in prayer, which hath been wallowing in the mire
of unclean practice or imagination ? Resolve to drive out the assaults
whicli you are incident to: How shall I do, or think thus? My holy
God evil,
is looking
me. This
this
and sinonagainst
God ?was Joseph's preservation, Shall I do
3. Acquaint yourselves with spiritual delights, and this will make a
happy diversion from those which are sensual and earthly. Somewhat
a manwhomustknow
havenotto the
delight
It is ofthe thephilosopher's
that
they
true in.
pleasure
mind, turn remark,
to the base
pleasures of the body.
Some moral men, seeking the higher delight of the mind, in their
way have persuaded themselves to a generous disdain of their bodies.
How much more powerfully may supernatural delights of the soul,
righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost, wean it from
these gross, sensual pleasures, which the beasts have in common with
US ; at least from the immoderate desire and all unlawful pursuit of
them I Nothing indignities the soul more than lust. When David
had sinned this way, it had so made havock of grace within him,
that he cries not only for cleansing, but for a new creation, as if all
were undone ; Create in me a clean heart. He found it so slavish and
ignoble a sin, that he prays to be re-established by God with a free (or
nohle) spirit. Psal. li. 10, 12.
4. Increase in the love of Christ. For, as that grows, there is a
decrease of the love of sin, yea, of the immoderate love of all inferior
things ; as the sun-beams eat out the fire, this Divine and heavenly
love consumes the other. All our love is too scarce or poor for him,
when it is collected and drawn altogether to run only towards him;
and therefore, there is none to spare upon the flesh and the lusts of it,
nor upon any creature, but as he allows and appoints. The sense of
his love takes up the whole soul, and he lodging in it, is that true
Agnus castus that makes it chaste, — that bundle of myrrh that hath
a virtue to preserve the Christian from the corruptions of lust.
That love of Jesus Christ is strong as death, kills all opposite affections ;and indeed, it alone is worthy of the soul, the noble, immortal
soul. Oh, how is it abased, when it is drawn down to sensuality, and
so made a slave to its servant, the flesh ! Major sum, et ad majora
genitus, could a Roman philosopher say, qudm ut sim mancipium met
corporis : I am greater, and born to greater things, than to be a slave
to my body. How unworthy is it, that being capable of the highest
good, the fruition of God, we should forget ourselves so far as to serve
vile lust, and forfeit the happiness and pleasures of eternity. Far be
it from us. God hath called us to holiness, and not to nncleanness,
says the Apostle. 1 Thess. iv. 7.
Flee all unlawful and forbidden delights. And those that are lawful,
do not engage your hearts to them, love them not immoderately ; and
they can scarcely be loved without excess, if loved at all. Shall I say
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then, If you use them, yet, love them not, reserve that for purer enjoyments ? Says not the Apostle this ? 1 Cor. vii. 30. Let ihem that
rejoice, he as if iluy rejoiced not; and, particularly, tliey that marry,
as i f they married not. And his reason is weighty : For the fashion
of this world passeih away.
Remember to what a pure and excellent condition we arc called as
Christians, and with what a price we are boug-ht to be holy ; and let it
be our firm purpose and study, to glorify God in our souls and bodies,
for they are His.
PRECEPT VIII.
Thou shall not steal.
God is the God of order, and not of confusion : it is He that hath
authorized and appointed peculiarity of possessions unto men, and
withal, that society and commerce amongst them which serves for
their mutual good. And jiroperty reserved, makes one man, in what
lie possesses, useful and helpful to another. And He hath given this
precept of His Law, to regulate them in these things, to be the rule of
that which we call contentation, or justice, equity towards our neighbour, in the matter of his goods or proper possessions.
This, then, being the scope of the Commandment, whatsoever breaks
this hedge,
as comprehended
underwrong
the done
name toofourthej't,
here for-in
bid e—n : allis,manner
of injustice and
neighbour
his estate, whether by violence or by sleight of hand, by force or fraud,
yea, if it be but so much as in affection or desire ; for, (as we have
often said,) the law is spiritual, and binds not only the hands, hut the
lieart. So then, not only gross robberies and thefts are here forbidden,
but all oppression and extortion in superiors, all purloining and unfaithfulnes ininferiors; too strict exaction in masters, and slothfulness
in
servants,
or whatsoever
may totend
their master's
damage;
all bribery and
receiving ofelsegifts,
the toperverting
of justice
; all
deceit and over-reaching in commerce, or trading, or bargaining;
taking raadvantage
in
buying,or
selling,
or
any
contract
upon
the
ignonce or simplicity of those VvC deal withal; all desire and seeking of
our neighbour's loss to our gain ; all the degrees of sacrilege and
simonyeither
; allimpoverish
idleness andthemselves,
neglect inandmen'sare particular
they
worse thancallings,
infidels, bynotwhich
providing
for
their
J'a/iiiliis,
(1
Tim.
v.
8,)
or,
if
they
have
provision bytheir callings, in neglecting the duties of them, certain
they wron^
those from whom, or for wliose sakes they are so, provided, as magistrates and ministers, who have, or should have, honourable maintenance for their public service, the one in the Commonwealth, the
other in the Church. As it is a great sin to curtail or detain what is
due that way, so it is no less wickedness in them, if they be remiss
and careless of those duties to which they are obliged for the public
good. In a word, whosoever can digest any kind of undue gain to
themselves, or do any prejudice to their neighbour in the least, are
guilty. Yea, they sin against this Precept, who do not with all their
power further the advantage and good of their neighbour in his out-
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Ward condition ; who do not help and relieve those they see in want,
so far as their ability readies.
There is a kind (jf rij^ht that the poor have to supply ; it is not merely
arbitrary to yon. Though they have not such a right as to take it at
their own hand, or to seek it at the houses of human justice, yet, they
have such a right as that your hand ought not to detain it. jyUhhold
not !^ood from thtin to whom it is due. I'rov. iii. 27. VVhich is evidently
meant (and interpreters take it so) of all kind of doing good, even that
of charity and beneficence to the needy, as appears by the following
clause, JVhen it is in the power of thine hand to do it. And the Septuagiut reads, Lvn-oiclv 7ov evceTj. It is due ; they have a right to it ;
though not
they ofcan conscience,
implead forandbefore
or judicatures, yetsuch
in theas court
in themen'ssightcourts
of God,
it is
duly theirs. The word is from Him who is Lord of it. Esnrientium
panis est qui apiid te mucescit, e.t sitienlixim potus qui apud te acescit.
[Ambrose.] It is the bread of the hvngry that moulds by thee, and
the drink of the thirsty that sonrs by thtc. Although thou art in posses ion, hast superfluity by thee, what he wants is his by right ; he is
lord of it; (or the Lord of all hath turned over His right to thy poor
brother. The Lord Himself needs it not ; thy goodness cannot reach
Him. He hath Au'nislied thee with such as need it, and may be His
receivers, and have warrant from Him to take it up in His stead.
And be sure He will acknowledge the receipt of it : thou hast His
own word and writ for it, a bill of exchange under His own hand, that
what you give to tlie poor, be put upon His accounts. He that giveth
to the poor, lendeth to the Lord, and He will repay it. Prov. xix. 17.
And again. In that you did it itnto one of these, says our Saviour, ye
did it unto me. Matt. xxv. 40. It is the surest and most lasting part
ofhabebis
a man'sopes.
estate,Thine
that alms
is putalone,
into their
Quas dederis
solas possess,
semper
of allhand.
ihy wealth,
thou shall
for ever. If God be solvcndo, if He be a sufficient debtor, it is treasure
laid up in Heaven.
So then, this Precept requires uprightness and equity in all our dealings ; a desire to right and advantage our bretliren as ourselves.
Milling their gain and prosperity as our own ; diligence and industry
in our callings, and giving to all others their due. Though men are
not obliged to a Scottish simplicity; but ought to endeavour so to
understand tiieir aflairs, that they may avoid circumveiuion by others'
craft ; yet, a prudent simplicity is tlie right stamp of a Christian
mind, to be single and ingenuous, ami rather to suffer loss from others,
than cause them any. In a word, the Apostle's rule is express and
full. 1 Thes. iv. G : That no man ovcr-i-each or defraud his brother in
any matter ; and he adds a very forcible reason. Because the Lord is
the avenger of all such ; as we have also (says he) forewarned you and
testified. Men are ready to find out poor shifts to deceive themselves,
when they have some way deceived their brother, and to stop the
moutii of their own conscience with some (|uibble and some slight
excuse, and force themselves at length to believe they have done no
wrong. Therefore, the Apostle, to fright them out of their shifts, sets
before them an exacter Judge, who cannot be deceived nor mocked,
who shall one day unvail the conscience, and blow away these vaiu
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self-excuses as smoke ; and that just Lord will punish all injustice :
He is the avenger of all such.
At the first view, a man would think the breach of this Commandment concerns but few persons, some thieves and robbers, and some
professed deceivers, or if you add some cozeninfr tradesmen and merchants but
; the truth is, there is scarcely any one of the Commandments so universally and frequently broken, and whereof the breach is
so little observed, and therefore, so seldom repented of by the greatest
part. As the Apostle James says. He is a perfect man who offends not
in his words, truly, he is a rare man who offends not, and that remarkably, (ifmen would remark themselves,) against this Commandment, Thou shall not steal.
To say nothing of the oppression and hard exactions of such as
are superiors of lands, grinding the faces of the poor, and squeezing
them till the blood come, and so putting in the same blood of the poor
amongst their estates, which many times proves a canker to all the
rest ; and the thievishness of servants, and of the poorer sort, making
no conscience at all of whatsoever they can filch from their masters, or
those that are richer than they, counting all they can snatch good booty
and lawful prize : to pass by, likewise, the particular deceits which are
usual in several callings, and are incorporate with them through long
custom, and become apart of the mystery of those callings, and therefore, men dispense with themselves in them as the inseparable sin of
their calling, and have no remorse for them : not to insist on these and
such like, consider, how frequently this meum et teum, mine and thine,
proves the apple of strife betwixt the nearest friends, and divides their
affections, and begets debates amongst them ; parents and children;
and brethren, &c. And certainly, there is always some unjust (lesire
on one side in those contentions, and sometimes, on both sides. How
few are there who have hearts so weaned from the world, as in all
things to prefer the smallest point of equity to the greatest temptation
of gain !— who in their affairs and all that concerns them, are universally careful to deal with an even hand and even heart, and to keep
close to that golden rule, drawn in nature, but almost lost and smothered in the rubbish and corruption of nature, but drawn anew by our
Saviour's
onlythou
in hiswouldst
Gospel,havebut others
in the dohearts
real
followers. hand,
That notwhich
to thee,of dohis thou
unto them: — who, when they have any thing to transact, wherein is
their brother's
interest,
as well
theirownown,room,
do and
in their
thoughtsin
change
places with
him, set
him inastheir
themselves
his, and deal with them after that manner ; who think. What should I
be willing to have done to me, were I he ? That same will I do to
Were Ihave
in thatsomepoorrelief,
man'sthancondition
who or,begsat anleast,alms,an would
Ihim.
not rather
a churlish,
empty
answer? Were I he who buys, should I not, and might I not justly
and reasonably, will to have it so, that no more be exacted of me than
the right and due price ? Then, so will I use him. How few are
there that walk, 1 say, by this rule ! And yet, all that do not thus,
are breakers of this Commandment in the sight of God.
How few, who are inviolable observers of equity, and are truly
liberal and bountiful answerably to their power !— who will sometimes
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on purpose bate a dish from their table, or a lace from their garment,
not to make their stock greater, but to bestow on the poor ; who are
truly desirous of the good and prosperity of others, and further it all
they can !
It is to be like God : this is the particular. Matt. v. 45, wherein
likeness to our Heavenly Father is pressed. And this is meant by
Homo homini Deun. Certainly, were we acquainted with it, it is more
true delight, to be, not only just, but liberal, than to possess much.
It is not to possess, but to be possessed by it, to have heaps, and no
heart nor power to use the n. He who is thus, doth not only defraud
others, but himself; steals from his own necessities, to sacrifice to his
god, his chest or bag. Quicquid omnibus ahstuUt, sibi tiegat. When
a man hath such a sum, and though he hath use for it, dares not break
it, what is it better than if it were still under ground in the mine? It
is no more at his service ; yea, so much the worse, that he is racked
betwixt plenty and want, betwixt having and not having it.
But the covetous and the prodigal sin against this Commandment:
the covetous, by unjust ways of gaining, and the unjust keeping of
what he hath gained, keeping it up both from others and himself;
and the prodigal, by profuseness, making foolish wants to himself,
which drive him upon unjust ways of supply, Turpiter amittens quod
turpius rcparet, as Seneca speaks. Thus, he who is prodigal must be
covetous too, and though men think not so, these two vices which seem
so opposite, not only may, but do often dwell together, and covetousness
iscouldprodigality's
beingstarve
fire within
for it toawhile.
feed it ; Here
for otherwise
not subsist,purveyor,
but would
then, bothit
avarice and prodigality are condemned : only true equity, and frugal
and wise liberality, are obedience to it.
The main causes of all unjust and illiberal dealing, are these two:
1. Diffidence or distrust of the Divine providence and goodness.
And 2. That IWeove^ta, that same amor scderatus habendi, the fond
desire of having much.
1. When a man doth not fully trust God with providing for Him,
and blessing Him in just and lawful ways, but apprehends want
unless he take some more liberty and elbow-room, this makes him
step now and then out of the way, to catch at undue gain by fraud
and over-reaching, or some such way. But this is a most foolish
course.
breaklooklooseforoutfromof God's
hand,waysand ofso,ourto
forego allThis
that isweto can
Him, fatherly
and to take
own ; to choose rather to go a shifting for ourselves in the crooked
and accursed ways of unrighteousness, than to be at His providing.
Labour, therefore, for a fixed belief of His wisdom, and goodness,
and all -sufficiency ; and then the greatest straits and wants will not
drive you to any indirect ways, wherein you run from Him, but will
still draw yon nearer to Himself^ and there you will stay and wait
upon His hand till he supply you.
2. Desire of having much, or covetousness, whether it be to hoard
up or lavish out. But this is a madness. This desire of having much,
is never cured by having much : it is BovKliiia, canina fames, — an
insatiable dog-hunger.
That known determination of the moralist was most true. That to
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be truly rich, is not to have much, but to desire little. Labour, then,
not to desire much ; or rather, desire much, desire to have the Lord
for your portion. Non est ilhtd desideriiim, ■TrXtofc^m, sed Trnvc^la.
That desire is not a grasping at much, bid at all. And if you indeed
desire Him, you shall have Him ; and if you have Him, you cannot
but be satisfied, for He is all. To Him, therefore, be all praise,
honour, and glory for ever. Amen.

PRECEPT IX.
Thou slialt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.
The Apostle St. James, in that sharp but most true censure of the
tongue, might well call it a7i vnriily evil. Tiiere are but ten precepts
or words of the Law of God, and you see, two of them, so far as
concerns the outward organ and vent of the sins there forbidden, are
bestowed on it, tending, if not only, yet mainly, to keep it in order;
one in the first Table, and this other in the second ; as being ready to
fly out both against God and man, if not thus bridled.
The end of this Commandment, is, to guard the good name of men
from injury, as the former doth his goods ; this possession being no
less, yea, much more precious than the other : and because the great
robber and murderer of a good name, is, the mischievous, detractingtongue, acted by a malignant heart, it requires in the heart a charitable
tenderness of the good name of our brethren ; and that will certainly
prove truth and charitable speech in the tongue.
Though divines here usually speak of lying, in the general notion
and extent of it, and not amiss, being most of all exercised in the kind
here mentioned ; yet, there be such lies as may be more fitly reputed
a breach of some other Commandment. And possibly, the sin of
lying in general, as it is a lie, a discrepancy of the speech from the
mind, and so, a subverting of the Divine ordinance set in nature,
making that which He hath made the interpreter of the mind, to be
the disguiser of it, and withal, disregarding God as the searcher of the
heart, and sovereign witness of truth, and avenger of falsehood ; I
say, thus, it may possibly be more proper to refer it to another Commandment, particularly, to the Third. But it imports not much to
be very punctual in this. It is seldom or never that one Commandment is broken alone. Most sins are complicate disobedience, and in
some sins, the breach of many at once is very apparent. As to
instance, in perjury, if it be to testify a falseliood against our brethren,
both the Third Commandment and this Ninth are violated at once ;
and if it be in such a thing as toucheth his life, the Sixth likewise
suflers with them.
This perjury, or false testimony in a public judiciary way, is, we
see, by the express words and letter of the Command, forbidden, as
the highest and most heinous wrong of this kind. Ut testis falsi aid
testimonium falsi 710/1 dices ant respondebis. But, under the name of
this, (as it is in the other Commandments,) all the other kinds and
degrees
offence ways
against
our neighbour's
name are comprised.
1, AH ofprivate
of calumny
and falsegood
imputation.
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2. All ungrounded and false surmises or suspicions ; all uncharitconstruction
of others'
carriage.
3. able
Strict
remarking
of theactions
faults ofandothers,
without any calling so to
do, or honest intention of their good ; which appears, if, having
observed any thing that of truth is reproveable, we seek not to reclaim
them by secret and friendly admonition, but passing by themselves,
divulge it abroad to others. Ephes. iv. 15. \Ve must not only speak
the truth, but, in love. For this is a most foolish self-deceit, to think
that, because it is not forged, but true, that thou speakest, this keeps
thee free of the Commandment: no, thy false intention and malice
makes it calumny and falsehood in thee, although, for the matter of it,
what thou sayest be most true. All thou gainest by it, is, that thou
dost tumble and bemire thyself in the sin of another, and makest it
possibly more thine than it is his own who committed it ; for he, may
be, hath some touch of remorse for it, whereas it is evident thou delightest in it ; and though thou preface it with a whining, ieigned
regret and semblance of pitying him, and add withal some v/ord of
commending him in som.ewiiat else, this is but tlie gilding and sugaring the pill to make men swallow it the more e:isily, and thy bitter
malice pass unperceived. Tiiey who by tlicir tailing tjiight to watch
over the lives of others, must do it faithfully and diligently, admonishing and rebuking ])rivately ; and where that prevails not, they may,
yea, they ought to do it more publicly ; but all in love, seeking
nothing but the glory of God and the salvation of souls.
4. Easy hearing and entertaining of misreports and detractions
when others speak them. Exod. xxiii. 1. This is that which maintains and gives subsistence to calumny ; otherwise it would starve and
die of itself, if nolxxly took it in and gave it lodging. Wiicu malice
])Ours it out, if our ears be shut against it, and there be no vessel
to receive it, it would fall like water upon the groimd, and could
no more be gathered up. Hut there is that same busy humour
that men have, — it is very busy, and yet, the most have of it
more or less,- — a kind of delight, and contentment to hear evil of
others, unless it be of such as they afiect, to hear others slighted
and disesteemed, that they readily drink in, not v.ithout some pleasure, whatsoever is spoken of this kind. The ear tridh the words,
as Job says, as the movth tadeth meats ; but certainly, the most ears
are perverse and distempered in their taste, as some kinds of palates
are; they can find sweetness in sour calumny. But, because men
understand
one keeps
another's
diet trade,
in this,makes
that the
most areandso, detractions
this is the
very
thing that
up the
backbiting
abound so in the world, and verifies that known observation in the
most. That the slanderer wounds three at once, — himself, him he
s])eaks of, and him that hears. For this third, truly it is in liis option
to be bynonenot ofbelieving
the number:
if he will,
his part
the
blow,
the slander;
yea, lie
maymaybeatshift
it back
againof"with
ease upon the slanderer himself by a check or frown, and add that
stroke of a repulse to the wound of guiltiness he gives himself.
5. Tliey offend, who seek in any kind at the expense of the good
name and esteem of others, to increase their own ; ex alieni
noviinis jadura gradum sibi faciunt
* Sullust. ad gloriani* — , out of others'
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ruins to make up themselves ; and who therefore pull down as much
as they can, and are glad to have others to help them to detract from
the repute of their brethren, particularly, any who are in likelihood to
surpass and obscure them ; and for this reason incline always rather
to hear and speak of the imperfection;^ and dispraise of others, than to
their advantage, and would willingly, Ottotnan-Wke, kill the good
name
their such
brethren,
that theirs
may reign
alone*.
vile
disease,of and
as cannot
be incident
to any
mind This
that isisatruly
virtuous and gracious. No, such need not this base, dishonest way to
raise themselves, but are glad to see virtue, and whatsoever is praiseworthy, toflourish in whomsoever. These are lovers of God indeed,
and of His glory, and not their own ; and therefore, as all He bestows
on themselves, they render back the honour of it to Him, so, they are
glad to see many enriched with His best gifts. For seeing all good
that all have, belongs to God, as the sovereign owner and dispenser,
this contents and rejoices His children when they see many partake of
His bounty, for the more is His glory: and as in love to their brethren,
they are always willing to take notice of what is commendable in
them, and to commend it, so, they do this the more willingly, because
they know that all praise of goodness at last terminates and ends in
God. As Solomon says of the rivers, Unto the place from whence
they come, thither they return.
6. They sin against this Commandment, who, although they no
way
neighbour's
name, toyet,
are notaspersions
careful tofromdo
their wrong
utmost their
to right
it when good
it suffers,
remove
them, and to clear them all that may be. For this is here required,
to desire and delight in, and further the good name of others, even as
our own; to look most willingly on the fairest side of their actions,
and take them in the best sense, and be as inventive of favourable
constructions,to (yet,
withoutto favo\n'ing
as malicevirtues
is witty
misinterpret
the worst;
observe thevice,)
commendable
of ourto
brethren, and pass by their failings ; as many, like scurvy flies skip
over what is sound in men, and love to sit upon their sores.
It is lamentable to consider how much this evil of mutual detraction
and
supplanting
the good
one and
of another,
rooted
in man's :
corrupt
nature, and
how itname
spreads
grows in istheir
conversation
as the Apostle St. Paul cites it out of the Psalmist, as the description
of our nature, Their throat is an open sepulchre ; they have deceitful
tongues, and the poison of asps is under their lips. Rom. iii. 13. Their
throat anthatopentheysepulchre,
full of the; and,
bones,amongst
as it were,
others'endowgood
names
have devoured
otherof their
ments, they are whisperers, backbiters, despiteful, Rom. i. 30. But
it is strange that Christians should retain so much of these evils, who
profess themselves renewed, and sanctified, and guided by the Spirit
of God. Consider, in your visits and discourses, if something of this
kind doth not entertain you often, and lavish away that time you
might spend in mutual edification, abusing it to descant upon the
* The Rabbins frequently condemn this. Hammith Cabbed, &c. Qui honorat
sfl excontemptum
ignominia socii
non habetsiiampartem
ventui-o.
Berks. hominum.
Rab. Item,Qvis
<jui
per
aliorumsui, laudem
quasrit,in seculo
miserrimus
est omnium
est Iwnoi-e dignus ! Qui honorat alios homines. Aboth. c. 4.
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actions and life of others, in such a way as neither concerns nor
profits us ; taking an impertinent, foolish delight in inquiring and
knowing ashowNazianzen
this partyobserves
lives, andt- theAndother*.
very strangers
common
disease,
thus menThisareis amost
at home ; have not leisure to study, and know, and censure themselves, they are so busied about others. It may be there is not
always a height of malice in their discourses, but yet, by much
babbling to no purpose, they slide into idle detraction and censure of
others, beside their intention ; for, in muUitude of words there wants
not sin. Prov. x. 9.
And the greatest part are so accustomed to this way, that, if they be
put out of it, they must sit dumb and say nothing. There is, I confes , aprudent observation of the actions of others, a reading of men,
as they call it, and it may be, by a Christian, done with Christian prudence andtheir
benefitobservation
; and tliere
may kind,
be too,
of men's
imparting
of this
one ato useful
another,wayconcerning
the good and evil, the abilities more or less, that they remark in the
world ; but truly, it is hard to find such as can do this aright, and
know they agree in their purpose with honest, harmless minds, intending evil to none, but good to themselves, and admitting of nothing
but what suits with this. Amongst a throng of acquaintance, a man
shall, it may be, find very few by whose conversation he may be really
bettered, and who return him some benefit for the expense of his time
in their society. Howsoever, beware of such as delight in vanity and
lying and defaming of others, and withdraw yourselves from them, and
set a watch before your own lips. Learn to know tiie fit season of
silence and speech ; for that is a very great point of wisdom, and will
help very much to the observing of this precept, to give your tongue
to be governed by wisdom and piety. Let it not be as a thorny bush,
pricking and hurting those who are about you, nor altogether a barren
tree, yielding nothing, but a fruitful tree, a tree of life to your neighbour, as Solomon calls the tongue of the righteous. Prov. xv. 4.
And let your hearts be possessed of those two excellent graces.
Humility and Charity. Then will your tongue not be in danger of
hurting your neighbour ; for it is pride and self-love, makes men delight in that. Those are the idols to which men make sacrifice of the
good name and reputjition of others. The humble man delights in
self-disesteem,
see virtues
his brethren's
flourish ; itandis
pleasing
music and
to himis glad
to hearto the
of othersname
acknowledged
commended, and a harsh discord to his lowly thoughts, to hear any
thing of his own. And the other. Charity, thinks no evil, is so far
from casting false aspersions on any, that it rather casts a veil upon
true failings and blemishes : Love covers a midtitude of sins. It is
like
God's love that begets it, which covers all the sins of his own
children.
♦ Ciiriositm Conf.
genus 1.ad10.cngnoscendam
Augustine.
cap. 3. vilam a/i/'/iam, dcsiJwsiim ad rorrigcndam suam,
+ 'Ovhi}i iVTUsit^v <roii avS^U'ffoi; wj tc XaXsni t« osXXoTjia, N.\ ZIANZEN. OraT. 1.
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PRECEPT X.
Thou norshallhisnotmau-sorvant,
covpt thy neighbour's
liouse. thounor shalt
thy norneighbour's
nor liis maid-scrvant,
his ox,notnorcovet
liis ass,
any thing wife,
that
is thy neighbour's.
It is a known truth, tliat there is no sound cure of diseases without a
removal of their inward cause. Therefore, this second Table of the
Law, containing: the rule of equity for the redress of unrii>-hteonsness
inat men's
another, doth, inthethiscorrupt
last precept
it, strike
the verydealing;root ofonetliatwilliunriijhteousness,
desiresof and
evil
concupiscence of the heart ; Tho\i shall not covet.
The Romish division of this into two, is so g-rossly absurd, and so
contrary both to the voice of antiquity and reason, that it needs not
stay us much to shew it such. The thing- forbidden is one, Thou shalt
not covet; and if the several thing's not to be coveted, divide it, it will
be five or six as well as two. Though it be Peter's pretended sword
makes the division, yet, certainly, it is not Paul's opOo-oficir, not a
dividingof the
aright,
a cuttingit, as it sowere,
the
joint. Tiie
truthword
is, they
wouldbutnever
have mistook
far asbeside
to have
offered at this division, were they not driven upon it by an evil necessity of their own making- ; because they have quite cut out the Second,
they are forced, for making- up the number, to cut this in two. This
is but to salve a first wrong; with a second ; it is vitium prima concoctionis quod
non corrigitur they
in secunda,
as they
speak : havingsmothered
one Commandment,
would have
this divided,
as the
harlot
living-of cliiid.
Tlie the
subject
this Commandment, tliat which it forbids, is not, I
confess, original sin in its nature and whole latitude ; no, nor all kinds
of siid'ul motions immediately arising- from it ; but such as concern
liuman thing-s, belonging to this second Table as their rule : as is clear
in all the particulars named in the Commandment, and the g-eneral
word which closes it, including- the rest and all other things of that
kind. Nor any thing that is thy neighbour's. Nor is it needful (with
others) for the distinguishing- of this jn ecept from the rest, to call this
concupiscence here forbidden, only the first risings of it in the heart
without consent, whereas the other Commandments forbid the consent
of the will. I conceive there is no danger to say, that both are forbidden, both in this and in the rest, but in this more exjjressly.
For what great necessity is there of such subtile distinguishing?
May not this be sufiicient. That what is included in the otlier Commandments duly understood, it pleased the Divine AVisdom to deliver
in this last more expressly, that none might pretend ignorance ; and so
to provide for the more exact observance of justice and equity amongst
men in their actions, by a particular law given to the heart, the foini-'
tain of them, regulating it in its dispositions and motions, even the
very first stirrings of it, which do most discover its disposition?
And that this is no tautology, nor a superfluous labour, unsuiling
the exquisite brevity of this Law, we shall easily confess, if we consider
that natural hypocrisy and self-indulgence that is in men, which makes
them still less regard the temper aud actings of their hearts, than their
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outward carriage, notwithstanding this express Commandment concerning it. How much more would they have thought their thoughts,
at least such as proceed not to lull consent, exempted from the Law,
if there had been nothing spoken of them, but they only included in the
other precepts ! We know how the Doctors of Rome extenuate the
matter, and how favourable their opinion is in this point, notwithstanding this clear voice of the Law of God condemning all concupiscence.
The Apostle St. Paul confesses ingenuously his own short-sightedness,
though a Pharisee instructed in the Law, that unless the Law had
said, Thou shalt not lust, he had not found it out in the other Commandments, nor known the sinfulness of it. Rom. vii. 7.
This
all-wise
knew ofbothhis the
blindness
of man's takes
mind, away
and
the hypocrisy andLawgiver
deceitfulness
heart,
and therefore,
all pretext, and turns him out of all excuse, giving this last commandment expressly concerning the heart, and so teaching him the exact
and spiritual nature of all the rest.
This Commandment pursues the iniquity of man into its beginning
and source. Our Saviour calls the evil heart, an evil treasure ; it is an
inexhaustible treasure of evil, yea, it diminisheth not at all, but increaseth rather by spending; the acting of sin confirming and augmenting the corrupt habit of it in the heart. Out of this evil treasure
issue
forthadulteries,
those pollutions
murders,
&c. Matt.thatxv.dejile
19. the whole man, — evil thoughts,
It is not proper here to speak at large of the first motions of sin in
general, and of the way to distinguish (if any such can be given as
certain) the injections of Satan, evil thoughts darted in by him, and
such as spring immediately from that corruption which lodgeth within
our own breasts; and other things that concern the subject: only,
this we ought to observe as pertinent and useful, that if we did consider
the purity of the Law of God and the impurity of our own hearts, the
continual risings of sinful concupiscences within us, that stain us and
all our actions, this would lay us a great deal lower in our own opinion
than usually we are. The law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under
sin, says the Apostle. Rom. vii. 14.
Men think it is well with them, and they please themselves to think
so, and glory in it, that their whole life hath been outwardly unblameable, and, possibly, free from the secret commission of gross sins. But
would they, who are thus most spotless, look a little deeper inward
upon the incessant workings of vain, sinful thoughts, which at least
touch upon the affection, and stir it somewhat ; and consider their
hearts, naturallyand,likeasboiling
pots, casteth
still sendingup ofwater,
this scum
of evil
concupiscence,
a fountain
forth her
as Jeremiah
speaks, this bitter poison-spring still streaming ibrth, and even in the
best,
fully dried
up* : certainly,
the due
would abate
much not
of those
gay thoughts
which any
can sight
have ofof these
themselves,
and,
from the best and most sensible, would draw out the Apostle's word,
sunt iransgressiones,
quihus homo
nullo orationis
die, inquiunt
)iiii>i/iiamsalisin
hac* vitaTresliberabitur
cogitationesci peccati
; allentio
; (i.e.Talmtidici.
quod nnnqiiaiii
atlento per omnem aUentionem orare possit ;) et lingua mala. [Bava. Bo>ca. I. 1342.]
There are three transgressions, say the Talniudists, from which a man can no day ever ii^
thisVol.
life beII.
free ; the thoughts of sin, wanderings in prayer, and an evil tongue.
2D
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O wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me ? There is nothing
that doth more certainly both humble and grieve the godly man, than
the sense of this ; and because till then, it will not cease to vex him,
nothing makes him more long for the day of his full deliverance, and
makes him cry, Usquequo, Domine, usqiiequo ? 0, how lo?ig, 0 Lord,
how long ?
We are taught by this Commandment, that great point of spiritual
prudence, to observe the beginnings and conception of sin within us,
and to crush it then when it is weakest, before it pass on in its usual
gradation, as the Apostle St. James makes it, James i. 14, 15. If it
draw us away but to hear it, it will entice us, take us with delight ;
and then it will, by that, work us to consent, and having so conceived,
it will bring forth sin, and si?i finished will bring forth death.
Again, because, as we see, the very concupiscence itself, though it
proceed no further, pollutes and leaves a stain behind it; this calls
for our diligence, to seek that renovation and habitual purity of heart
infused from above, and the daily increase of it, being begun, that may
free us more and more from that depraved concupiscence and the defilements ofit. Think it not enough to cleanse the tongue and the
hands, but above all, endeavoiu- for cleanness of heart, and that will
keep all the rest clean. See Jam. iv. 8. Jer. iv. 14.
The concupiscence particularly here forbidden, we see, is an inordinate desire, or the least beginning of such a desire, of those outward
things which belong not to ns. Thy neighbours house, &c. For all
breach of the other Commandments of this second Table, have their
rise and beginning from such a desire ; therefore, this is set last, as
the hedge to guard all the rest from violation. For certainly, he that
flees the least motion of a wrongful thought, will never proceed to any
injurious word or action. So then, this Commandment is broken by
the least envious look upon any good of others, or the least bendings
of mind after it for ourselves ; and by that common mischief of selflove, as the very thing which gives life to all such undue desires ; and
by that common lolly of discontent at our own estate, which begets a
wishing for that of others ; and this, though it be not joined with an
express desire of their loss or hurt, yet, because it is the seed and principle ofinjustice, therefore it is sinful, and here forbidden.
And, on the contrary, much of the observance of this Precept lies in
that aiiTtipKeia, that contentedness and satisfaction of mind with our
own estate, which will surely keep us free from this disordered coveting. Therefore, chiefly labour to have that wise and sweet contentation dwelling within you, and banish all contrary thoughts, by these
and other such like considerations :—
1. If you do indeed believe that it is the sovereign Hand of God
that divides to the nations their inheritance, as Moses speaks. Dent,
xxxii. 8, and so, likewise, to particular men, that He carves to every
one their condition and place in the world, you cannot but think He
hath done it more wisely than men could do for themselves. They
could never agree upon it: every man would think it best for himself
to be in the best and highest condition ; and that is not possible. But
it is best for the making up of the universe, that there be those difterences God hath made, and, from the highest to the lowest, He hath
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set each one in that station He thought good. There is not a common
soldier in an army, but would wish to be a commander, and so, if each
mig-ht inhavemasters
his will,
would and
command,
and none
obey; The like
holds
and allservants,
in all such
other differences.
So
then,
seeing
those
differences
are'
in
the
world
and
seeing
whollyis
belongs to Him who rules the world to dispose of them, ourit part
otherstation
than where
contentedly
inno the
He hathto accept
set us. of His disposal, and to serve Him
2. If you be such as have evidence you are the children of God,
then you know, He doth not only allot your condition wisely, but
withal, in peculiar love and favour. He perfectly knows what outward
estate is particularly fittest for you, and will conduce most to your
highest good, and will not miss to give you that, and no other. And
certainly it is true in matter of estate, as of our garments, not that
•which
is largest, that
but no
that outward
which fitscondition
us best, hath
is bestcontentment
for us.
3. Consider,
in it of
itself: this must arise from somewhat within. Men see the great
attendance and train of servants that wait upon princes and other
great persons, but they see not the train of cares and perplexing
thoughts that many times go along too, and are more inseparable
attendants than any of the rest : they see their fine clothes and stately
buildings, but they see not the secret malcontents and vexations that
dwell with them, and are the very linings of the rich apparel. Light
things often discontent them. Look at their very pastimes and recre-t
ations ; they are sometimes as much troubled with disappointment in
those, as the poor man is wearied with his labour. It was not a much
greater cross that vexed Haman : all his advancement availed not
without Mordecai's courtesy. A strange disease, that he felt more the
pain ofnours another
man'sknewstifftheir
knee,deeper
than vexations,
the contentment
all histhem
ho! But whoso
would ofadmire
less, when crossed in their ambition or friends, or the husband and
wife not finding that harmony of dispositions and affections. Few, or
none, but have something that a man would willingly leave out, if he
were for his wish to be in their condition. The shorter and surer way,
then, to contentment, is to be contentedly what he his.
4. Consider those who are below you, and in a far meaner condition, and by that argue yourself, not only to contentment, but to thankfulnes . We pervert all : when we look below us, it raises our pride ;
and when above us, it casts us into discontent. Might we not as well,
contrariwise, draw humility out of the one, and contentment out of the
other ?
5. Seek to be assured that God is yours. Then, whatsoever others
possess, you will be sure not to covet it, nor envy them. Those who
have most, you will pity, if they want Him ; and those who have Him,
you will have no envy at them for sharing with you, but love them the
more. For that Infinite Good is enough for all that ciioose Him ;
and none do so, but those whom He hath fii'st chosen in eternal love.
2D2
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CATECHISM.

Question. ToWhat
is naturally every man's chief desire?
Answer.
be happy.
Q. Which is the way to true happiness ?
A. True religion.
Q. What is true religion ?
A. The true and lively knowledge of the Only True God, and of him
"whom He hath sent, Jesus Christ.
Q. Whence is this knowledge to be learned ?
A. All the works of God declare His being, and His glory; but
the clearer knowledge of Himself, and His Son Jesus Christ, is to be
learned from His own word, contained in the Holy Scriptures of the
Old and New Testament.
Q. What do those Scriptures teach us concerning God ?
A. That He is one infinite, eternal Spirit, most wise, and holy, and
just, and merciful, nnd the all-powerful Maker and Ruler of the world,
Q. What do they further teach us concerning Him ?
A. That He is Three in One, and One in Three, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost.
Q. What will that lively knowledge of God effectually work in us ?
A. It will cause us to believe in Him, and to love Him above all
things, even above ourselves, to adore and worship Him, to pray to
Him, and to praise Him, and exalt Him with all our might, and to
yield up ourselves to the obedience of all His commandments, as
having both made us, and made Himself known to us for that very end.
Rehearse, then, the articles of our belief.
I believe in God the Father, &c.
Rehearse the Ten Commandments of the Law, which are the rules
of our obedience, and so, the trial of our love.
A. God spake these words, I am the Lord thy God, &c.
Q. What is the summary our Saviour hath given us of this Law ?
A. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and thy neighbour as thyself.
Q. What is the effectual means of obtaining increase of faith and
power? to obey, and generally, all graces and blessings at the hand of
God
A. Prayer.
Rehearse that most excellent and perfect prayer that our Saviour
hath taught us.
A. Our Father, which art in heaven, &c.
Q. In what estate was man created ?
A. After the image of God in holiness and righteousness.
Q. Did he continue in that estate ?
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A. No. But by breaking' the commandment which his Maker gave
him, eatinp; of the fruit of that tree which was forbidden him, he made
himself and his whole posterity subject to sin and death.
Q. Hath God left man in this misery, without all means and hopes
of recovery ?
A. No. For He so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have
everlasting life.
Q. What is then the great doctrine of the Gospel ?
A. That same coming of the Son of God in the flesh, and giving
himself to the death of the cross, to take away the sin of the world,
and his rising again from the dead, and ascending into glory.
Q. Whatof doth
followers
it to that
do ? Gospel mainly teach and really persuade all the
A. It teacheth them to deny ungodliness and worldly lusts, and to
live soberly, and righteously, and godly in this present world.
Q. How hath our Lord Jesus himself expressed the great and
necessary duty of all his disciples ?
A.
him. That they deny themselves, and take up their cross, and follow
Rehearse then some of the chief points wherein we are to follow our
Lord Jesus Christ.
^. ]. To surrender ourselves wholly to our Heavenly Father, and
his good pleasure in all things, even in the sharpest afflictions and
suflerings : and not at all to do our own will, or design our own praise
or advantage, but in all things to do His will and intend his glory.
2. Toa bethird.spotless and chaste, and holy, in our whole conversation.
Add
3. To be meek and lowly, not to slander or reproach, to mock or
indespise
it. any ; and if any do so to us, to bear it patiently, yea, to rejoice
A fourth.
4. Unfeignedly to love our Christian brethren, and to be charitably
and kindly affected towards all men, even to our enemies, forgiving'
them, yea, and praying for them, and returning them good for evil ;
to comfort the afflicted, and relieve the poor, and to do good for all, as
we are able.
Q. Is it necessary that all Christians live according to these rules?
A. So absolutely necessary, that they who do not so in some good
measure, whatsoever they profess, do not really believe in Jesus Christ,
nor have any portion in him.
Q. What visible seals hath our Saviour annexed to that Gospel, to
confirm our faith, and to convey the grace of it to us?
A. The two Sacraments of the New Testament, Baptism and the
Lord's Supper.
Q. What doth Baptism signify and seal ?
A. Our washing from sin, and our new birth in Jesus Christ.
Q. What doth the Lord's Supper signify and seal ?
A. Our spiritual nourishment and growth in him, and transforming
us more and more into his likeness, by commemorating his death, and
feeding on his body and blood, under the figures of bread and wine.
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Q. What is required to make fit and worthy communicants of the
Lord's
Supperin ?our Lord Jesus Christ, and repentance towards God,
A. Faith
and charity towards all men.
Q. What is faith in our Lord Jesus ?
A. It is the grace by which we both believe his whole doctrine, and
trust in him as the Redeemer and Saviour of the world, and entirely
deliver up ourselves to him, to be taught and saved and ruled by him,
as our Prophet, Priest, and King.
Q. What is repentance ?
godly sorrow for sin, and a hearty and real turning from
all^.sin Ituntois aGod.
Q. What is the final portion of unbelieving and unrepentant sinners?
A. The everlasting torments of devils.
A. What is the final portion of them who truly repent and believe,
and obey the Gospel ?
A. The blessed life of angels, in the vision of God for ever.
A Question for young Persons before their first Admission to the
Lord's Supper.
Q. Whereas you were, in your infancj', baptised into the name of
Jesus Christ, do you now, upon distinct knowledge, and with a firm
belief and pious affection, own that Christian faith of which you have
given an account, and withal, your baptismal vow of renouncing the
service of Satan, and the world, and the lusts of the flesh, and of
devoting yourself to God in all holiness of life?
A. I do sincerely and heartily declare my belief of that faith, and
own my engagement to that holy vow, and resolve, by the assistance
of God's grace, to continue in the careful observance of it all my days.
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LECTURES.

PREFACE
BV
THE PUBLISHER OF THE LATIN EDITION.
To THE Reader,
"What
is i^randis only
and substantial,"
says Quinctilian,
"pleases
while that which
neat and handsome,
charms for
a while,long;
but
soon tial,
cloysthan to*."contemplate
Now, what thecan great
be imasfined
more
;^raud
and
Creator of the universe,substanin his
visible works; to view, in this vast volume, which lies always open,
his infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, and admire the instances
thereof, that appear always new and astonishing? Again, wliat can
be more agreeable and sublime, than, turning our eyes to the great
mysteries of revealed religion, to read with wonder and delight what is
contained in tlie sacred scriptures, concerning the Saviour and Rede mer ofthe human race from the dreadful gulf of death and misery
into which they had fallen ; to review with attention what is therein
discovered, with regard to our highest happiness, the rewards of
virtue, and the punishment of an impious life ; and to have these important matters deeply impressed upon the heart? These truths, however great and interesting, are laid before thee, pious and Christian
Reader, in these Theological Dissertations ; where thou wilt find them
deduced with great learning, explained with clearness and accuracy,
and confirmed by powerful arguments. For our Author, now in heaven t, who, while he lived, was equally remarkable for learning and
piety, never used to stray beyond the verge of this divine system.
That these remains of his were the sacred lectures he read in the
Public Hall of the University of Edinburgh, while lie was principal of
that university, will admit of no manner of doubt : there are a great
many still alive, who can attest this truth ; as they were themselves
present at these lectures, to their great satisfaction and improvement.
They all heard them, some took notes of them ; and it is to be
* Quaemulcent,
solida etsedampla
sunt diu Fab.
placentQuint.
; quae autem lepida et concinna, paululum
quidem
cito satiant.
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hoped, some had the substance of them powerfully impressed upon
their hearts. To these I appeal, and to them, I doubt not, this work
will be very acceptable; since those instructions which ^ave so much
pleasure when heard but once, and that in a cursory manner, they may
now have recourse to as often as they please ; they may read them at
their leisure, and draw from them matter of most delightful meditation. And, to be sure, those who have the least divine disposition of
mind, will make it the principal business of their life, and their highest
pleasure to stray through those delightful gardens, abounding with
such sweet and fragrant flowers, and refresh their hearts with the celestial honey that may be drawn from them : nor is there any ground to
fear that such supplies will fail ; for how often soever you have
recourse to them, you will always find them blooming, full of juice, and
swelled with the dew of heaven : nay, when by deep and continued
meditation, you imagine you have pulled the finest flower, it buds forth
again, and what Virgil writes concerning his fabulous golden bough is,
in strictest truth, applicable in this case :
— — Uno avuho, non deficit alter,
Aureus.
The Lectures I now present thee with, I caused to be copied out fair
from
a manuscript
the Author's
own hand-writing
was and
a work
that required
greatin care
and attention,
on account of; which
the blots
interlineations ofthat original manuscript; for the author had written
them in haste, and without the least thought of ever publishing them.
This done, at the desire of a great many, I got them printed, and now
lay them before the public, in the same order in which they were read,
as far as can be recollected from circumstances.
You must not expect to find in these truly sacred lectures, the method commonly used in theological systems ; for while our reverend
Author clearly explains the doctrines of religion, he intermixes to
excellent purpose the principles of piety, and while he enlightens the
understanding, he at the same time warms the heart.
Being to treat of religion, he uses a practical method, which is most
suitable to his subject, and begins happiness, that being the scope
and design of religion, as well as the ultimate end of human life. He
begins with an explanation of happiness in general, on which he
treats at some length; then proceeds to consider the happiness of
man, which may be called perfect and truly divine, as it has for its
object the infinitely blessed and perfect Being who created him, and
formally consists in the beatific vision and fruition of Him, which is
reserved in heaven for those who by faith are travelling through this
earth, towards that blessed country. He adds, with great propriety,
that happiness, so far as it is compatible with this wretched life of
sorrows, consists in true religion, and in religion alone ; not only as it
is the way which leads directly to that perfect happiness reserved in
heaven; but because it is itself of Divine original, and, in reality, the
beginning of that very happiness which is to be perfected in the life to
come.
He observes, that the doctrine of religion is most justly called Theology, as it has the most high God for its author, object, and end. He
suggests many excellent thoughts concerning the Divine existence, and
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reasons from tlie common consent of nations, from the creatures we
see about us, and from what we feel and experience within ourselves,
as all these so loudly proclaim the being of God: but the ar<?ument
taken from the harmony and beautiful order of the universe, he prosecutes at great length ; and from this consideration, which is attended
with greater evidence than all the demonstrations of the sciences, he
clearly proves the existence of an eternal, independent Being.
With regard to the nature of God, he advances but little, and with
great caution ; for concerning the Supreme Being he thought it dangerous even to speak truth; but is very earnest and diffuse in his exhortations tomake the wisdom, power, and goodness of God, that
shine forth with great lustre in all His works, the subject of our constant and most serious meditation. As to the unfathomable depth of
His eternal decrees, he was greatly pleased with that expression of
St.Amongst
Augustine,His" works,
Let others
dispute,
the first
is thatI will
vastadmire*."
and stupendous one, the
primitive creation of all things, which, besides the infallible testimony
of the inspired oracles, our Author, by a concise, but clear dissertation
on the subject, proves quite consonant and agreeable to reason. He
then treats of man, of his original integrity, and the most unhappy fall
that soon followed. But to this most lamentable story he subjoins
another as happy and encouraging as the other is moving, I mean, the
admirable scheme of Divine love for the salvation of sinners. A glorious and blessed method, that to the account of the most shocking
misery subjoins the doctrine of incomparable mercy ! Man, forsaking
God, falls into the miserable condition of devils; God, from whom he
revolted, determines to extricate him, by His powerful hand, out of
this misery ; and that this might be the more wonderfully effected,
God himself
becomes
man.state" This
glory ofofangels,
man, by
means
raised from
his woful
! thisisthethewonder
and such
this
the sum and substance of all miracles united in one t !" The Word
was made fiesh ! He who died as man, as God rose again, and having
been seen on earth, returns to heaven, from whence he came. On
each of these he advances a few thoughts that are weighty and serious,
but, at the same time, pleasing and agreeable.
To these lectures, I have added some exhortations by our Author,
to the candidates for the degree of master of arts, delivered at the annual solemnity held in the university for that purpose ; together with
his meditations on some Psalms, viz., the 4th, 32d, and 130th J ; because Iwas unwilling that any of the works of so great a man should
continue in obscurity, to be devoured by moths and bookworms, especially one calculated for forming the morals of mankind, and for the
direction of life. For in these meditations, he exhorts and excites the
youth under his care, not by laboured oratory and pompous expressions, but by powerful eloquence, earnest entreaties, and solid arguments, tothe love of Christ, purity of life, and contempt of the world.
* Alii di<putent, ego mirahor.
t Ilic omnium
hoiniiiis compendium
ex tanto tieclecore
culorum
! resurgeiitis hones, hie angelorum stupor, hoc miraX Those were likewise written in Latin, and have been already translated and published
fSee Vol. I. of the present edition of the work.]
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But what will all this signify to thee. Reader, if thy mind is carried
away with childish folly, or the wild rage of passions, or even if thou
art
labourinf^ under
stupidhappiness
neg'ligenccandofthytheimmortal
means ofsoulgrace,
and still
unconcerned
about aeternal
? I
doubt not, however, but these truly divine essays will fall into the
hands of some, who are endued with a better disposition of mind ; nor
are
despair
rest, "whofor instructs
the Father theof spirits
and
He wehathto His
seat ofin theheaven,
hearts liveth
of men still,
on this
earth
May, therefore,
of Beings
these *."
academical
exercisesthemayGreatest
have and
happyBesteffects
! Andgrant,
that that
our
heavenly Father would second these means with His all-powerful grace,
shall be, while he Hves, the humble and ardent prayer of him.
Who earnestly desires thy salvation,
Ja. Fall.
* Vivit eiiim spirltuum pater, et cathedram habet in coelo, qui corda docet in terris.
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LECTURE I,
THE INTRODUCTION,
With little strength I undertake a great work, or rather, with the least
abilities I venture upon a task which is of all others the greatest and
most important. Among the various undertakings of men, can an
instance be given of one more sublime tlian an intention to form the
human mind anew, after the Divine image ? Yet it will, I doubt not,
be universally acknowledged, that this is the true end and design,
not only of ministers in their several congregations, but also of profes ors of divinity in schools. And though, in most respects, the
ministerial office is evidently superior to that of professors of theology
in colleges, in one respect the other seems to have the preference, as
it is, at least for the most part, the business of the former to instruct
the common sort of men, the ignorant and illiterate ; while it is the
work of the latter to season with heavenly doctrine the minds of select
societies of youth, who have had a learned education, and are devoted
to a studious life ; many of whom, it is to be hoped, will, by the Divine
blessing, become [)reachers of the same salutary doctrine themselves.
And surely this ought to be a powerful motive with all those who, by
the Divine dispensation, are employed in such a work, to exert themselves with the greater life and spirit in the discharge of their duty ;
especially when they consider that those Christian instructions and
seeds of true piety, which they instil into the tender minds of their
pupils, will by them be spread far and wide, and in due time, conveyed, as it were, by so many canals and aqueducts, to many parts of
the
Lord's
Plutarchto employs
an argument
this kind, toof
prevail with vineyard.
the philosophers
exert themselves
in theof instruction
princes and great men, rather than with a haughty svillenness to
avoid their company ; " For thus, (says he,) you will find a short way
to be cuseful
many."
sure, ofhe thethatlower
conveys
iples ofvirtueto and
wisdomAndintotothebe minds
classestheof prinmen,
or the illiterate, whatever progress his disciples may mke, employs
his time and talents only for the advantage of his pupils ; but he that
forms the minds of magistrates and great men, or such as are intended
for high and exalted stations, by improving one single person, becomes
a benefactor to large and numerous societies. Every physician of
generous
principles,ambition
as Plutarch
it, [<I>«XokoXos-,]
have
an uncommon
to cureexpresses
an eye intended
to watch would
over
many persons, and convey the sense of seeing to numbers ; and a
musical instrument-maker would, with uncommon pleasure exert
his skill in perfecting a harp, if he knew that it was to be employed by
the hands of Amphion, and by the force of its music, to draw stones
together for building the walls of Thebes. A learned and ingenious
author, alluding to this fable, and applying it to our present purpose,
calls professors of theology in schools, makers of harps for building
the walls of a far more famed and beautiful city, meaning the Heavenly
Jerusalem, in such manner, that the stones of this building being
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truly, and without a fable, living, and charmed by the pleasant
inharmony
tlie wall.of the Gospel, come of their own accord to take their places
I am not so little acquainted with myself, as to entertain the least
hope of success in so great a work by my own strength and abilities ;
but, while I humbly depend upon the Divine goodness and favour, I
have no reason to despair ; for in the hand of Omnipotence, all instruments are alike. Nor can it be questioned that He, who made all
things out of nothing, can produce any change He pleases in His
creatures that are already made ; He who gives Zwrjf, kuI zjMorjv, kuI
zsavTiL, life and breath, and all things, can easily strengthen the weak,
and give riches in abundance to the poor and needy. Our emptiness
only allserves
to lay
fulnessto ofthe Him
fills
things,
and usis open
over to,
all and
; whoattract
gives thewisdom
mind," who
and
prevents
its
irregular
sallies."
Under His auspices, therefore, young gentlemen, we are to aspire
to true and saving wisdom, and to try to raise ourselves above this
sublunary world. For it is not my intention to perplex you with
curious questions, and lead you through the thorny paths of disputation ;but, if I had any share of that excellent art, it would be my
delight to direct your way, through the easy and pleasant paths of
righteousness, to a life of endless felicity, and be myself your companion inthat blessed pursuit. I would take pleasure to kindle in
your souls the most ardent desires, and fervent love of heavenly
thingssouls,
; and totosnatch
use thethemexpression
add " wings
your
away fromof athisgreat
world,divine,
and restore
them toto
God."
For, that
if I are
may treated
be allowed
speak withschools,
freedom,thatmost
the
notions
of in totheological
are part
taughtof
with great pomp and ostentation, and disputed with vast bustle and
noise, may possibly have the sharpness of thorns; but they have also
their barrenness : they may prick and tear, but they can afford no solid
nourishment to the minds of men. No man ever gathered grapes off
thorns, nor Jigs off thistles. " To what purpose," saith A Kempis,
" dost thou reason profoundly concerning the Trinity, if thou art
without humility,
and words
therebyof Isaiah,
displeasest
St.
Augustine,
upon the
/ amthattheTrinity*?"
Lord that And
ieacheth
thee to profit, observes with great propriety, that the Prophet here
mentions utility in opposition to subtiltyf. Such are the principles
I would wish to communicate to you; and it is my earnest desire and
fervent prayer, that while I, according to my measure of strength,
pro})ose them to your understanding. He who sits in Heaven, yet condescends to instruct the hearts of men on this earth, may effectually
impress them upon your minds.
But that you maybe capable of this supernatural light and heavenly
instruction, it is, first of all, absolutely necessary, that your minds
be called off from foreign objects ; and turned in upon themselves ;
for, as long as your thoughts are dispersed and scattered in pursuit of
vanity and insignificant trifles, he that would lay before them the
* Quorsum alta de Trlnitatc disputare, si careas humilitate, et sic Trinitate dis.
pliceas
? lion subtilia.
t Utiiia
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principles and precepts of this spiritual wisdom, would commit them,
sibyl's
pro])hecies,
were and
written
on loose
trees,
tolikethethemercy
of the
inconstantthatwinds,
thereby
renderleaves
them ofentirely
useless. It is certainly a matter of great difficulty, and requires
uncommon art, to fix the thoughts of men, especially young men and
boys, and turn them in u])on themselves. We read in the parable of
the Gospel concerning the prodigal son, that, first of all, he came to
himself, and then returned to his father. It is certainly a very considerable step towards conversion to God, to have the mind fixed
upon itself, and disposed to think seriously of its own immediate
concerns ; which the pious St. Bernard excellently expresses in this
prayer: concerns,
" May I,''andsaysfromhe, inferior
" return objects
from external
objectsof toa superior
my own
inward
rise to those
nature*."
I
sliould
look
upon
it
as
no
small
happiness,
if,
out
of this
whole society, I could but gain one, but wish earnestly I could prevail
■with determined
many, and still
more ardently
that I and
couldsecret
send thoughts
you all away,
fully
to entertain
more serious
than
ever you had before, with regard to your immortal state and eternal
concerns. But how vain are the thoughts of men ! What a darkness
overclouds their mindst ! It is the great complaint of God concerning His people, that they have not a heart to understand. It is
at once the great disgrace and misery of mankind, that they live
without forethought. That brutish thoughtlessness, pardon the expres ion, or, to speak more intelligibly, want of consideration, is the
death and ruin of souls. And the ancients observe, with great truth
and justice, " that a thoughtful mind is the spring and source of every
goodIt isthingj."
the advice of the Psalmist, that we should converse, much with
ourselves : an advice, indeed, which is regarded by few ; for the
greatest part of mankind are no where greater strangers than at home.
But it is my earnest request to you, that you would be intimately
acquainted with yourselves, and as becomes persons devoted to a
studious life, be much at home, much in your own company, and very
often engaged in serious conversation with yourselves. Think gravely,
To what purpose do I live? Whither am I going? Ask thyself,
hast thou any fixed and determined purpose, any end that thou pursuest with steadfastness§ ? The principles I have embraced under the
name of the Christian Religion, the things I have so often heard about
a future state and life, and death eternal, are they true or false ? If
they are true, as we all absolutely profess to believe they are, then, to
be sure, the greatest and most important matters of this world are
vain and even less than vanity itself : all our knowledge is but ignorance, our riches poverty, our pleasure bitterness, and our honours
vile and dishonourable. How little do those men know, who are
ambitious of glory, what it really is, and how to be attained I Nay,
they eagerly catch at the empty shadow of it, while they avoid and
turn their backs upon that glory which is real, substantial, and ever* Ab exterioribus ad interiora redeani, et ab iiiferioribus ad superiora ascendam,
tI Intellectus
O vanas hominum
meiitesprincipium
! O pectoraoninis
ca,'caboni.
!
cogitabundus
§ Est aliquid quo lendis, et in quid dirigis arcum ?
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lastin£^-. The happiness of p:ood men in tlie life to come, is not only
intinitely above all our expressions, but even beyond our most enlari^'cd
thoughts. By comparing, however, great things with small, we attain
some iaint notion of these exalted and invisible blessings, from the
earthly and visible enjoyments of this world. In this respect, even
the Holy Scriptures descend to the weakness of our capacities, and as
the Hebrews express it, " The law of God speaks the language of the
children of sentmen*."
They ofspeak
of this
the repreations ofan heritage,
riches,
of acelestial
kingdom,life,andundera crown,
but
with uncommon epithets, and such as are by no means applicable to
any earthly glory or opulence, however great. It is an inheritance,
but one that is uncorrnpted, nndefiled, and that fadeth not away; a
kingdom, but one that can never be nhaken, much less ruined ; which
can never be said of the thrones of this sublunary world, as evidently
appears from the histories of all nations, and our own recent experience. Here, ye sons of Adam, a covetous and ambitious race, here
is room for a laudable avarice ; here are motives to excite your ambition, and, at the same time, the means of satisfying it to the full.
But it must be acknowledged, that the belief of these things is far from
being common. What a rare attainment is faith, seeing that among
the prodigious crowds of those who profess to believe in this world,
one might justly cry out. Where is a true believer to be found ? That
man shall never persuade me, that he believes the truth and certainty
of heavenly enjoyments, who cleaves to this earth, nay, who does not
scorn and despise it, with all its baits and alkuements, and employ all
his powers, as well as his utmost industry, to obtain these immense
and eternal blessings.
Nor is there any thing in the way to these enjoyments that can deter
you from it, unless holiness in heart and life appear to be a heavy and
troublesome task to you : whereas, on the contrary, nothing surely
can be named, that is either more suited to the dignity of human
nature, more beautiful and becoming, or attended with greater pleasure.
I therefore beseech and entreat you, by the bowels of Divine mercy,
and by your own most precious souls, that you would seriously consider these things, and make them your principal study. Try an
experiment, attended with no danger or expense ; make a trial of the
ways of this wisdom, and I doubt not but you will be so charmed
vvith the jdeasantness thereof, that you will never thenceforward depart
from them. For this purpose, I earnestly recommend to you, to be
constant
prayer.1 Thes.
Nay, v.it is17.St. SoPaid's
that
you and
prayassiduous
v)ithonl inceasing.
that exhortation,
prayer may
be, not only, according to the old saying, Clavis diei, el sera noctis.
The key that opens the day, and the lock that shuts up the night; but
also, so to speak, a stalf for support in the day-time, and a bed for
rest and comfort in the night ; two conveniences which are commonly
expressed by one single Hebrew word. And be assured, that the more
frequently you pray, with so much the greater ease and pleasure will
your prayers be attended, not only from the common and necessary
connexion between acts and habits, but also from the nature of this
duty. For prayer, being a kind of conversation vvith God, gradually
* Lex Dei loquitur linguam filiorum lioniiiium.
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purifies the soul, and makes it continually more and more like unto
Him. Our love to God is also very much improved by this frequent
intercourse with Iliin ; and by His love, on the other hand, the soul
is effectually disposed to fervency, as well as frequently in prayer, and
can, by no means, subsist without it.
LECTURE II.
O/" Happiness, its Name illand
and the Desire of it implanted
the Nature,
Human Heart.
How deep and dark is that abyss of misery, into which man is precipitated byhis deplorable fall ; since he has thereby lost, not only the
possession, but also the knowledge of his chief or principal good ! He
has no distinct notion of what it is, of the means of recovering it, or
the way he has to take in pursuit of it. Yet the human mind, however stunned and weakened by so dreadful a fall, still retains some
faint idea, some confused and obscure notions of the good it has lost,
and some remaining seeds of its heavenly original*. It has also still
remaining, a kind of languid sense of its misery and indigence, with
affections suitable to those obscure notions. From this imperfect
sense of its poverty, and these feeble affections, arise some motions
and efforts of the mind, like those of one groping in the dark, and
seeking rest every where, but meeting with it no where. This, at
least, is beyond all doubt, and indisputable, that all men wish well to
themselves, nay, that they all catch at, and desire to attain the enjoyment of the most absolute and perfect good ; even the worst of men
have not lost this regard for themselves, nor can they possibly divest
themselves of it. And though, alas ! it is but too true, that, as we
are naturally blind, we run ourselves upon misery, imder the disguise
of happiness, and not only embrace, according to the common saying,
*' a cloud
insteadfatalof error,
Juno t,"it isbutevident
death that
itselfweinstead
of life:
even
from
this most
naturally
pursueyet,either
real happiness, or what, to our mistaken judgment, appears to be
such. Nor can the mind of man divest itself of this piopensity,
without divesting itself of its being. This is what the schoolmen
mean, when, in their manner of expression, they say, " That the will is
carried
towardsindeed,
happiness,
not simplyof mankind
as will, butare asnotnature
J."
It is true,
the generality
well acquainted
with the motions of their own minds, nor at pains to observe them,
but, like brutes, by a kind of secret impulse, are violently carried
towards such enjoyments as fall in their way : they do but very little,
or not at all, enter into themselves, and review the state and operations of their own minds ; yet, in all their actions, all their wishes and
desires, (though they are not always aware of it themselves,) tiiis
thirst after immortality exerts and discovers itself. Consider the busy
part of mankind, hurrying to and fro in the exercise of their several
professions, physicians, lawyers, merchants, mechanics, farmers, and
Cognati prosemina
coeli.
t* Nubem
Junorie.
J In beatitudinem fevtur voluntaf, non ut voluntas, sed ut iiatura.
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even soldiers themselves ; they all toil and labour, in order to obtain
rest,
successexpectations.
attend their Encouraged
endeavours, byandtheseanyfond
fortunate
answerif" their
hopes, event
they
eat their bread with the sweat of their brow. But their toil, after all,
is endless, constantly returning- in a circle ; and the days of men pass
away in suffering- real evils, and entertaining fond hopes of apparent
good, which they seldom or never attain. Every man walks in a vain
skew : he torments himself in vain. Psal. xxxix. 6. He pursues rest
and ease, like his shadow, and never overtakes them ; but, for the
most part, ceases to live before he begins to live to purpose. However, after all this confused and fluctuating appetite, which determines
us to the pursuit of good, either real or apparent, as it is congenial with
us, and deeply rooted in the human heart, so it is the great handle by
which Divine Grace lays hold, as it were, upon our nature, draws
us to itself, and extricates us out of the profound abyss of misery, into
wliich we are fallen.
From this it evidently follows, that the design of Sacred Theology
is the very same with that of human nature, and he that rejects it hates
his own soul ; (for so the wise king of Israel emphatically expresses it,
Prov. viii. 36,) he is the most irreconcileable enemy to his own happiness, and absolutely at variance with himself ; according to that of
St. Bernard, " After 1 was set in opposition to Thee, I became also
contrary
to myself*.'* have determined me to begin these instructions,
These considerations
such as they are, which, with Divine assistance, I intend to give you,
concerning the principles of the Christian religion, with a short disquisition concerning the chief or ultimate end of man. And here it is
to be, first of all, observed, that the transcendent and supreme end of
all, is the glory of God ; all things returning, in a most beautiful
circle, to this, as the original source from which they at first took
their rise. But the end of true religion, as far as it regards us,
which is immediately connected with the former, and serves, in a
glorious manner, to promote it, is, the salvation and happiness
ofmostmankind.
Though I should not tell you, what is to be understood by the term
happiness or felicity in general, I cannot imagine any of you would be
at a loss about it. Yet, I shall give a brief explication of it, that you
may have the more distinct ideas of the thing itself, and the juster
notions of what is to be further advanced on the subject. Nor is
there, indeed, any controversy on this head ; for all are agreed, that
by the terms commonly used in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin f to
express happiness or felicity, we are to understand that perfect and
complete good, which is suited and adapted to intelligent nature. I say,
to intelligent nature, because the brute creatures cannot be said to be
happy, but in a very improper sense. Happiness cannot be ascribed
to horses or oxen, let them be ever so well fed, and left in the full
possession of liberty and ease. And as good in general is peculiar to
intelligent beings ; so, more especially, that perfect good, which constitutes felicity in its full and most extensive acceptation. It is true,
* Postquam posuisti me contrarium tibi, factus sum contrarius mihi.
t 'li^'N ia Hebrew, fcuxec^nrns et tulaifiotlct in Greek, /e/(ci<a« el Leatitudo in Latin.
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indeed, in common conversation, men are very prodigal of this term,
and, with extravagant levity, misapply it to every common enjoyment
of life, or apparent good they meet with, especially such as is most
suited to their present exigencies ; and thus, as Aristotle, in his
Ethics, expresses it, " The sick person considers health, and the poor
man riches,
as theScriptures,
chief good."
It isname
also oftrue,
that tolearned
men, and
even
the sacred
give the
felicity
some symptoms
and small beginnings of future ha|)piness. But, as we have already
observed, this term, in its true and complete sense, comprehends in it
that absolute and full jierfectiou of good, which entirely excludes all
imeasiness, and brings with it every thing that can contribute to
satisfaction and delight. Consequently, that good, whatever it be,
that most perfectly supplies all the wants, and satisfies all the cravings
of our rational appetites, is objective fdicily , as the schools express it :
and actual, or formal felicity, is the full possession and enjoyment of
that complete and chief good. It consists of a perfect tranquillity of
the mind, and not a dull and stupid indolence, like the calm that reigns
in the dead sea ; but such a piece of mind as is lively, active, and constantly attended with the purest joy : not a mere absence of uneasiness
and pain; but such a perfect ease as is constantly accom|)anied with
the most perfect satisfaction, and supreme delight; and if the term
had not been degraded by the mean uses to which it has been prostituted, should
I
not scruple to call it pleasure*. And, indeed, we
may still call it by this name, provided we purify the term, and guard
it by the following limitations ; so as to understand by felicity, such a
pleasure as is perfect, constant, pure, spiritual, and divine. For never,
since I ventured to think upon such subjects, could I be satisfied with
the opinion of Aristotle and the schoolmen, who distinguish between
the fruition of the chief good, which constitutes true felicity, and the
delight and satisfaction attending that fruition ; because, at this rate,
that good would not be the ultimate end and completion of our desires,
nor desired on its own account : for whatever good we wish to possess, the end of our wishing is, that we may enjoy it with trantiuillity
and delight ; and this uninterrupted delight or satisfaction, which
admits of no alloy, is, love in possession of the beloved object, and at
the height of its ambition.
LECTURE III.
Of the Happiness o/Man, and that it is really to he found.
You will not, I imagine, be olfendcd, nor think I intend to insult you,
because I have once and again, with great earnestness and sincerity,
wished yon and myself a sound and serious temper of mind : for, if
we may represent things as they really are, very few men are possessed
of so valuable a blessing. The far greater part of Ihem are intoxicated
either with the pleasures or the cares of tliis world ; they stagger about
with a tottering and unstable pace; and, as Solomon expresses it. The
labour of the foolish wcaricth every one of them : because he knoweth
'H ft/S«<,Man'a «^!T«SX))To; : Happiness in pleasure perpctiiateil.
Vol. *II.
2E
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not how to go to the city : Eccles. x. 15 :— the heavenly city, raid the
vision
peace, Nay,
whichtheyverylaiow
few not
hiivewhat
a justit isnotion
of, orseeiiing.
are at pains
to seek ot"after.
they are
Tliey
flutter from one object to another, and live at hazard. They have no
certain harbour in view, nor direct their course by any fixed star.
But to him that knoweth not the port to which he is bound, no wind
can be favourable ; neither can he who has not yet determined at what
mark he is to shoot, direct his arrow aright. That this may not be
our case, but that we may have a proper object to aim at, I propose to
speak of the chief end of our being.
And to begin at the Father of Spirits, or pure intelligences, God,
blessed for ever, completely happy in Himself from all eternity, is His
own happiness.
eternal
and
infinite
satisfaction Hisand self-sufficiency,
complacericy He ['AvTapKcia,]
has in Himself,thatis the
peculiar
and most complete felicity of that Supreme Being who derives his
existence from Himself, and has given being to every thing else.
Which Chrysostom has well expressed by saying, " That it is God's
peculiar property to stand in need of nothing*." And Claudius Victor
beautifully describes Him as " vested with all the majesty of creative
power, comprehending in His infinite mind all the creatures to be
afterwards produced, having all the revolutions of time constantly
present to His all-seeing eye, and being an immense and most glorious
kingdom
Yet all towe llimself't.''
can say of this Primary, Uncreated Majesty and Felicity,
is but mere talking to little or no sort of purpose; for here, not only
words fail us, but even thought is at a stand, and quite overpowered,
when we survey the Supreme, Self-existent Being J., perfectly happy
and glorious in the sole enjoyment of His own infinite perfections,
throughout numberless ages, without angels, men, or any other creature : so that the
poet hadof reason
to say,
eye it,
so and
strong,
the matchless
briglitness
Thy glory
will "notWhatdazzle
makethatit
closeLet§."us, therefore, descend into ourselves, but with a view to return
to Him again : and not only so, but in sucli a manner, that the end
and design of our descending to inquire into our own situation, be, that
we may, with greater advantage, return and reascend to God. For,
if we inquire into our own ultiinate end, this disquisition must rise
abo\ e all other beings, and at last terminate in Him ; because He
Himself is that very end, and out of Him, there is neither beginning
nor end. The felicity of angels, which is an intermediate degree of
happiness, we shall not insist on, not only because it is foreign to our
* &SSU (/.aXiffra. %tov to aviv^ns.
t Regnabatque ; potens in majestate creandi,
Et facicnda videns, gignendaque ; mente capaci,
Secula despiciens. et quicquid tempora volvunt
Pre-cn? sfiiipcr liabens: immensum mole beati
Rcijnum t'l-al ipse sibi.
^ T/vaj o^,^a ao^nf
aaii ffTt^crais
'Ta;";
Avazo^rTo/itvov
'Ov xecufivfTu, Synos. Hym. Tert.
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piirpose, but also, because our felicity and theirs will be found, upon
tiie matter, to be precisely the same.
^Vitli regard to our own happiness, we shall first shew, that such
happiness really exists; and next, inquire, what it is, and wherein it
consists.
We assert, then, that there is such a thing as human felicity, and
this ought rather to be taken for granted as a matter unquestionable,
than strictly proved. But when I speaii of human felicity, I am well
satisfied you will not imagine, I mean such a happiness as maybe had
from human things, but that I take the term subjectively, and understand by it the happiness of man. Now, he who would deny, that
this is not only among the number of possi^jles, but actually attained
by some part, at least, of the human race, would not only render himself unworthy of such happiness, but even of human nature itself;
because he would thereby do all in his power to deprive it of its highest
expectations and its greatest honour: but whoever allows, that all
things were produced by the hand of an infinitely wise Creator, cannot
possibly doubt, that man, the head and ornament of all His visible
works, was made capable of a proper and suitable end. The principal
beauty of the creation consists in this, that all things in it are disposed
in the most excellent order, and every particular intended for some
noble and suitable end ; and if this could not be said of man, who is
the glory of the visible world, what a great deformity must it be, how
great a gap in nature! And this gap must be the greater, in that, as
we have already observed, man is naturally endued with strong and
vigorous desires towards such an end. Yet, on this absurd supposition, all such desires and expectations would be vain, and to no
purpose ; and so, something might be said in defence of that peevish
and impatient expression which escaped the Psalmist in a fit of exceshave Ixxxix.
tin excuse
made siveallsorrow,menandin hevainmight
? Psal.
47. forThissaying,
wouldff^hy
not hast
only Thou
have
been a frightful gap in nature, but, if I am allowed so to speak, at this
rate, the whole human race must have been created in misery, and
exposed to unavoidable torments, from which they could never have
been relieved, had they been formed, not only capable of a good quite
unattainable and altogether without their reach, but also with strong
and restless desires towards that impossible good. Now, as this is by
no means to be admitted, there must necessarily be some full, permanent, and satisfying good, that may be attained by man, and in the
possession of which he must be truly happy.
When we revolve these things in our minds, do we not feel from
within, a powerful impulse, exciting us to set aside all other cares, that
we may discover the one chief good, and attain to tiie enjoyment of it?
While we inhabit these bodies, I own, we lie under a necessity of using
corporeal and fading things : but there is no necessity that we should
be slaves to our bellies and the lusts of the flesh, or have our aflections
glued to this earth ; nay, that it should be so, is the highest and most
intolerable indignity. Can it be thought, that man was born merely
to cram himself with victuals and drink, or gratify the other appetites
of a body which he has in common with tiie brutes? to snuff up the
wind, to entertain delusive and vain hopes all the days of his life, and,
3E2
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when that short scene of madness is over, to be laid in the p-ave, and
reduced to its original dust? Far be it from vis to draw such conclusions :there is certainly somethint^ beyond this, something so ccreat
and lasting, that, in respect of it, the short point of time we live here,
with all its bustle of business and pleasures, is more empty and vanishing- than smoke. " I am more considerable," says one, " and born to
greater matters, than to become the slave of my diminutive body *."
With rated
howfrom Heaven
much greater
wereheads
we regene! Let ustruthbe might
ashamedwe tospeak
live thus,
with our
bowed
down, like grovelling beasts gazing upon the eardi, or even to catch
at the vain and airy shadows of science, wliile, in the mean time, we
know not, or do not consider, whence we took our rise, and whither
we are soon to return, what place is to receive our souls, when they
are set at liberty from these bodily prisons. If it is the principal desire
of your souls to understand the nature of this felicity, and the way that
leads to it, search the Scriptures ; for, from them alone, we all think,
or profess to think, wc can have eternal life. I exhort and beseech
you, never to suffer so much as one day to pass, either through lazy
negligence or too mucli eagerness in inferior studies, without readingsome part of the sacred records with a jjious and attentive disposition
of mind ; still joining with your reading, fervent prayer, that yon may
thereby draw down tiiat Divine light, without which spiritual things
cannot be read and miderstood. But with this light shining upon
them, it is not possible to express how much sweeter you will find
these inspired writings, than Cicero, Demosthenes, Homer, Aristotle,
and all the other orators, poets, and philosophers. They reason about
an imaginary fehcity, and every one in his own way advances some
precarious and uncertain thoughts upon it ; but this Book alone shows
clearly, and with absolute certainty, what it is, and points out the way
that leads to the attainment of it. This is that which prevailed with
St. Augustine to study the Scriptures, and engaged his affection to
them. " In Cicero, and Plato, and other such writers," says he, " I
meet with many things wittily said, and things that have a moderate
tendency to move the passions ; but in none of them do I find these
words. Come vnto me, all ye that labour, and are heavy laden, and I
will give you rest f."
LECTURE IV.
In which it is 2)roved that Human Felicity cannot he found cither in
the earth or earthly things.
We are all in quest of one thing, but almost all of us out of the right
road ; tlierefore, to be sure, the longer and the more swiftly we move
in a wrong path, the further we depart from the object of our desires :
and if it is so, we can speak or think of nothing more proper and seasonable, than of inquiring- about the only right way, whereby we may
all come, " to see the bright fountain of goodness J." I know you will
* Major sum, et ad majora gentius, quam ut sim mancipium mei corpusculi.
Apud calentias
Ciceroneinsed ctin Platoiiem,
scriptures,
et tIciiiler
iis omnibus aliosquo
hoc non ejusmodi
inveuio, Vcmte
ad me,miilta
&c. sunt
[Matt,acutexii,dicta,
28.]
J Boni fontem visere luciduiii.
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remember, that on the last occasion, we proposed the most important
of all questions, viz., that concerning; our ultimate end, or the way to
discover true happiness ; to which, we asserted, that all mankind do
aspire witli a natural, and therefore a constant and uniform ardour ;
or rather, we supposed, that all are sufficiently acquainted with tliis
happiness, nay, really do, or at least may feel it within them, if they
thoroujrhly know themselves. For this is the end of the labours of
men ; to tliis tend all their toils. This is the general aim of all, not
only of the sharp-sig-hted, but the blear-eyed and short-sighted ; nay
even of those that are quite blind, who though they cannot see the
mark they propose to themselves, yet are in hopes of reaching it at
last : that is to say, though their ideas of it are very confused and imperfect, they all desire happiness in the obvious sense of the word.
We have also observed, that this term, in its general acceptation,
imports
perfectbutgoodthe which
intelligent
It is notthatto full
be and
doubted
felicityis suited
of the toDeity,
as wellnature*.
as His
being, is in Himself, and from Himself. But our inquiry is concerning our own happiness. We also positively determined, that there is
some blessed end suited and adapted to our nature, and that this can
by no means be denied ; for since all parts of the universe have proper
ends suited and adapted to their natures, that the most noble and
excellent creature of the whole sublunary world should in this be
defective, and therefore created in vain, would be so great a solecism,
such a deformity in the whole fabric, and so unworthy of the supreme
and all-wise Creator, that it can by no means be admitted, nor even so
much as imagined. This point being settled, viz., that there is some
determinate good, in the possession whereof the mind of man may be
fully satisfied and at perfect rest, we now proceed to inquire what this
good is, and where it may be found.
The first thing, and at the same time a very considerable step towards this discovery, will be to show where and in what things this
perfect good is not to be found ; not only because this point being
settled, it will be easier to determine wherein it actually consists; nay,
the latter will naturally flow from the former ; but also because, as
has been observed, we shall find the far greater part of mankind pursuing vain shadows and phantoms of happiness, and, throughout their
whole lives, wandering in a great variety of bye-paths, seeking the way
to make a proper improvement of life, almost always hunting for that
chief good where it is not to be found. They must first be recalled
from this rambling and fruitless course, before they can possibly be
directed into the right road. I shall not spin out this negative proposition bydividing the subject of it into several branches, and insisting
separately upon every one of them ; but consider all these errors and
mistakes, both vulgar and practical, speculative and philosophical,
however numerous they may be, as comprehended under one general
head,
I'uily obviate
all by tooneyousingle
Divineandassistance,
I shallthemexplain
in thisproposition,
lecture, andwhich
that with
very
briefly.
The proposition is, That human felicity, or that full and complete
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good that is suited to tlie nature of man, is not to be found in the
earth, nor in earthly thing-s.
Now, what if, instead of fiirtiier proof or ilhistration, I should only
say — If this perfect felicity is to be found within this visible world, or
the vergfe of this earthly life, let him, I pray, who hath found it out,
stand forth ; let him tell who can, what star, of whatever magnitude,
what constellation or combination of stars, has so favourable an aspect,
and so benign an influence, or what is that singular good, or assemblage
of good things in this earth, that can confer upon mankind a happy
life. All things that, like bright stars, have hitherto attracted the
eyes of men, vanishing in a few days, have proved themselves to be
comets, not only of no benign, but even of pernicious influence:
according to the saying, " There is no comet but what brings some
mischief
with it*."
All thatlasted,
have noble
ever lived
during solearned
many
ages
thatalong
the world
has hitherto
and ignoble,
and unlearned, fools and wise men, have gone in search of happiness:
has ever any one of them all, in times past, or is there any one at this
day that has said, EvprjKn, I have found it ? Different men have
given different definitions and descriptions of it, and according to their
various turns of mind, have painted it in a great variety of shapes ;
but, since the creation of the world, there has not been so much as
one who ever pretended to say. Here it is, I have it, and have attained
the full possession of it. Even those from whom most was to be expected, men of the utmost penetration, and most properly qualified
for such researches, after all their labour and industry, have acknowledged their disappointment, and that they had not found it. But it
would be wonderful indeed, that there should be any good suited to
human nature, and to which mankind were born, and yet that it never
fell to the share of any one individual of the sons of men : unless it be
said, that the things of life, in this respect, resemble the speculations
of the schools ; and that, as they talk about objects of knowledge that
were never known, so there is some good attainable by men, which
was never actually attained.
But to look a little more narrowly into this matter, and take a transient view of the several jjeriods of life. Infants are so far from attaining to happiness, that they have not yet arrived at human life ; yet, if
they are compared with those of riper years, they are in a low and improper sense, with regard to two things, innocence and ignorance,
happier than men ; for there is nothing that years add to infancy so
invariably, and in so great abundance, as guilt and pollution; and the
experience and knowledge of the world which they give us, do not so
much improve the head, as they vex and distress the heart. So that
the great man represented in the tragedy embracing his infant who
knew nothing of his own misery, seems to have had some reason to
That what
those wewhogainknowby nothing
enjoy from
the happiest
tosay,be" sure,
our progress
infancy lifet-"
to youth,Andis,
that we thereby become more exposed to the miseries of life, and, as we
improve in the knowledge of things, our pains and torments are also
increased: for either children are put to servile employments, or mc-
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cbanic arts ; or if they happen to have a more syenteel and liberal
education, this very thino- turns to a punishment, as they are thereby
subjected to rods and chastisements, and the jiower of parents and
instructors, which is often a kind of petty tyranny ; and, wlien the
yoke is iig-iitened with the greatest i)rudcnce, it still seems hard to be
borne, and
as itinchnations,
is above theandcapacity
of theiruponyoungwishes
encroaches
tlieirminds,
belovedthwarts
liberty.their
Youth, put in full possession of this liberty, for the most part ceases
to be master of itself; nor can it be truly said to be delivered from its
former misery, as to exchani^e it for a worse, even that very liberty.
It leaves the harbour to sail through quicksands and Sirens; and
when both these are passed, launches out into the deep sea. Alas !
to what various fates is it there exposed ! How many contrary winds
does it meet with ! How many storms threatening it with shipwreck!
How many shocks has it to bear from avarice, ambition, and envy,
either in consequence of the violent stirrings of those passions within
itself, or the fierce attacks of them from widiout ! Amidst all these
tempests, the ship is either early overwhelmed, or broken by storms;
and worn out by old age, at last falls to pieces.
Nor does it much signify what state of life one enters into, or what
rank he holds in human society ; for all forms of business and conditions of life, however various you may suppose them to be, are exposed to a much greater variety of troubles and distresses, some to
pressures more numerous and more grievous than others, but all to a
great many, and every one to some peculiar to itself If you devote
yourself to ease and retirement, you cannot avoid the reproach and
uneasiness that constantly attend an indolent, a useless, and lazy life.
If you engage in business, whatever it be, whether you commence
merchant, soldier, farmer, or lawyer, you always meet with toil and
hazard, and often with heavy misfortunes and losses. Celibacy exposes to solitude ; marriage, to solicitude and cares. Without learning, you appear plain and unpolished ; but on the other hand, the study
of letters is a matter of immense labour, and, for the most part, brings
in but very little, either with regard to the knowledge you acquire by
it, or the conveniences of life it procures. But I will enlarge no further. You find the Greek and Latin poets lamenting the calamities of
life in many parts of their works, and at great length : nor do they exag erate inthe least; they even fall short of the truth, and only enumerate afew evils out of many.
The Greek ejiigram ascribed by some to Prosidipus, by others to
Crates the Cynic philosopher, begins thus, " What state of life ought
one to choose?" and having enumerated them all, concludes in this
manner
Thereor are
either never
have been: "boru,
to diethenas only
soon two
as onethings
makeseligible,
his appearance
in theto
*."
world
But now, leaving the various periods and conditions of life, let us,
with great brevity, run over those things which are looked upon to be
the greatest blessings in it, and see whether any of them can make it
* XlomtiauTi'xn
'701 finrai)
rifin; rf'tSiv. — Err' Toiii lutTn hs; cii^wi; ij tc yitiT^ai ftshTfUT
ii daViiv
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completely happy. Can tliis be expected from a beautiful outside ?
No ; this has rendered many miserable, but never made one happy.
For suppose it to be sometimes attended with innocence, it is surely of a
fading- and perishinjr nature, " the sport of time or disease *." Can it
be expected
trom riches?"
Surely nohis; wealth
for how tolittle
of them
doesI
the
owner possess,
even supposing
be ever
so great
What a small part of them does he use or enjoy himself! And what
has he of the rest but the pleasure of seeing them with his eyes?
Let his table be loaded with the greatest variety of delicious dishes,
he fills his belly out of one; and if he has a hundred beds he lies but
in one of them. Can the kingdoms, thrones, and sceptres of this
world, confer happiness ? No : we learn from the histories of all ages,
that not a few have been tumbled down from these by sudden and
unexpected revolutions, and those not such as were void of conduct or
courage, but men of great and extraordinary abilities. And that those
who met with no such misfortunes, were still far enough from happiness,
isfromverytheirjdain
the situation
their ofall'airs,
and inis well
many known
cases, :
own from
confession.
The ofsaying
Augustus
" I wisli I had never been married and had died childless t." And the
expression of Severus at his death, " I became all things, and yet it
does notbestprofitdeserves
me |." toButbe the
most isnoted
of all, and
and most
that
which
known,
that ofsaying
the wisest
flourishing king, as well as the greatest preacher, who, having exactly
comjjuted all the advantages of his exalted dignity and royal opulence,
found this to be tlie sum total of all, and left it on record for the
inspection of posterity and future ages, Vanity of vanilies, all is
vanity.
All this may possibly he true with regard to the external advantages
of men; but may not happiness be found in the internal goods of the
mind, such as wisdom and virtue ? Suppose this granted ; still that
they may conflsr perfect felicity, they must of necessity be perfect themselves. Now, shew me the man, who, even in his own judgment, has
attained to perfection in wisdom and virtue : even those who were
accounted the wisest, and actually were so, acknowledged they knew
nothing ! nor was there one among the most approved philosophers,
whose virtvies were not allayed with many blemishes. The same must
be said of piety and true religion, which, though it is the beginning ot
felicity, and tends directly to perfection, yet, as in this earth it is not
full and complete \\\ itself, it cannot make its possessors perfectly
happy. The knowledge of the most exalted minds is very obscure,
and almost quite dark, and tlieir practice of virtue lame and imperfect.
And indeed, who can have the boldness to boast of perfection in this
respect, when he hears the great Apostle complaining oi the law of the
J/eih, and pathetically exclaiming, JVho shall deliver me from this body
of death? llom. vii. 24. Besides, though wisdom and virtue, or piety
were ))erfect, so long as we have bodies, we must at the same time
have ail bodily advantages, in order to perfect felicity. Therefore,
the Satirist smartly ridicules the wise man of the Stoics : " He is,"
* XoSyov n ycffov xeciyviiy.
f "Aif ipiKoJi Ityafio; t' 'ii^<ict.i liyncs t' avcXiTKi,
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says he, " free, honoured, beautiful, king- of kings and particularly
happy,
troubled
with raise
phlegm*."
Since except
these when
things heareis so,
we must
our minds higher, and not
live with our heads bowed down like the common sort of mankind ;
who, as St. Augustine expresses it," look for a happy life in tiie region
of death t."
To set
upon isthenotperishing
goods ofofmen,
this
wretched
life and
its our
muddyhearts
pleasures,
the happiness
but of hogs. And if pleasure is dirt, other things are but smoke.
Were this the only good proposed to the desires and hopes of men, it
would not have been so great a privilege to have been born. Be
therefore advised, young gentlemen, and beware of this poisonous cup,
lest your minds thereby become brutish, and fall into a fatal oblivion
of your original, and your end. Turn that part of your Composition
which is Divine, to God its creator and father, without whom we can
neither be happy, nor indeed be at all.
LECTURE V.
Of the Immortality of the Sou l .
Thert; are many things that keep mankind employed, particularly
business, or rather triHes ; for so the affairs which are in this world
considered as most important, ought to be called, when compared with
that of minding our own valuable concerns, knowing ourselves, and
truly consulting our highest interests ; but how few are there that
make this their study? The definition you commonly give of man, is,
that he is a rational creature ; though to be sure, it is not applicable
to the generality of mankind, unless you understand, that they are
such, not actually, but in power only, and that very remote. They are,
for the most part at least, more silly and foolish than children, and,
like them, fond of toys, and rattles ; they fatigue themselves running
about and sauntering from place to place, but do nothing to purpose.
What a wonder it is, that souls of a heavenly original have so far
forgot their native country, and are so immersed in dirt and mud, that
there are few men who frequently converse with themselves about their
own state, thinking gravely of their original and their end, seriously
laying to heart, that as the poet expresses it, " Good and evil are
set
I;" andand reasonable
who after course,
mature butconsideration,
only
thinkbefore
it themankind
most wise
are also fully not
resolved
to exert themselves to the utmost, in order to arrive at a sovereign
contempt of earthly things, and aspire to those enjoyments that are
Divine and eternal. For our parts, I am fully persuaded we shall be
of this mind, if wc seriously reflect upon what has been said. For if
there is, of necessity, a complete, permanent, and satisfying good intended for man, and no such good is to be found in the earth or earthly
*
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thinn;s, we must proceed farther, and Icok for it somewhere else;
and, in conseciueiice of this, conclude, that man is not quite extinguished bydeath, but removes to another place, and that the human
soul is by all means immortal.
Many men have added a great variety of different arguments to
support this conclusion, some of them strong and solid, and others, to
speak freely, too metaphysical, and of little strength, especially as they
are as obscure, as easily denied, and as hard to be proved, as that very
conclusion, in support of which they are adduced.
They who reason from the immaterial nature of the soul, and from
its being infused into the body, as also from its method of operation,
which is confined to none of the bodily organs, may easily prevail
with those who believe these principles, to admit the truth of the conclusion they want to draw from them; but if they meet with any who
obstinately deny the premises, or even doubt the truth of them, it will
be a matter of difficulty to support such hypotheses with clear and
conclusive arguments. If the soul of man was well acquainted with
itself, and fully understood its own nature, if it could investigate the
nature of its union with the body, and the method of its operation
therein, we doubt not but from thence it might draw these and other
such arguments of its immortality ; but since, shut up in the prison
of a dark body, it is so little known, and so incomprehensible to itself,
and since, in so great obscurity, it can scarce, if at all, discover the
least of its own features and complexion, it would be a very difficult
matter for it to say much concerning its internal nature, or nicely determine the methods of its operation. But it would be surprising, if
any one should deny, that the very operations it performs, especially
those of the more noble and exalted sort, are strong marks and conspicuous characters of its excellence and immortality.
Nothing is more evident than that, besides life, and sense, and
animal spirits, which he has in common with the brutes, there is in
man something more exalted, more pure, and that more nearly approaches toDivinity. God has given to the former a sensitive soul,
but to us a mind also ; and, to speak distinctly, that spirit which is
peculiar to man, and whereby he is raised above all other animals,
ought to be called mind rather than soul*. Be this as it may, it is
hardly possible to say, how vastly the human mind excels the other
with regard to its wonderful powers, and, next to them, with respect
to its works, devices, and inventions. For it performs such great and
wonderful things, that the brutes, even those of the greatest sagacity,
can neither imitate, nor at all understand, much less invent. Nay,
man, though he is much less in bulk, and inferior in strength to the
greatest part of them, yet, as Lord and king of them all, he can, by
surprising means, bend and apply the strength and industry of all the
other creatures, the virtues of all herbs and plants, and, in a word, all
the parts and pov/ers of this visible world, to the convenience and accom odation ofhis own life. He also builds cities, erects commonwealths, makes laws, conducts armies, fits out fleets, measures not
* Animus potlus diccndus est quam anima.
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only the earth, but the lieavcns also, and investij^ates the motions of
tlie stars. He foretels eclipses many years before they happen ; and,
with very little (lifhciilty, sends his thoiip^hts to a great distance, bids
them visit the remotest cities and coimtries, mount above the sun and
the stars, and even the heavens themselves.
But all these things are inconsiderable, and contribute but little to
our present purpose, in respect of that one incomparable dignity that
results to the human mind from its being capable of religion, and
having indelible characters thereof naturally stamped upon it. It
acknowledges a God, and worships Him ; it builds temples to His
honour; it celebrates His never enough exalted majesty with sacrifices,
prayers, and praises; depends upon His bounty ; implores His aid ;
and so carries on a constant correspondence with Heaven : and, which
is a very strong proof of its being originally from Heaven, it hopes at
last to return to it. And, truly, in my judgment, this previous impres ion and hope of immortality, and these earnest desires after it,
are a very strong evidence of that immortality. These impressions,
though in most men they lie overpowered and almost quite extinguished
by the weight of their bodies, and an extragavant love to present enjoyments yet,
; now and then, in time of adversity, break forth and
exert themselves, especially under the pressure of severe distempers,
and at the approaches of death. But those whose minds are purified,
and their thoughts habituated to Divine things, with what constant and
ardent wishes do they breathe after that blessed immortality! How
often do their souls complain within them, that they have dwelt so
long in these earthly tabernacles ! Like exiles, they earnestly wish,
make interest, and struggle hard to regain their native country.
Moreover, does not that noble neglect of the body and its senses, and
that contempt of all the pleasures of the flesh, which these heavenly
souls have attained, evidently shew, that, in a short time, they will be
taken Irom hence, and that the body and soul are of a very different,
and almost contrary nature to one another ; that, therefore, the duration of the one depends not upon the other, but is quite of another
kind; and that the soul, set at liberty from the body, is not only exempted from death, but, in some sense, then begins to live, and then
first sees the light? Had we not this hope to support us, what ground
should we have to lament our first nativity, which placed us in a life
so short, so destitute of good, and so crowded with miseries ; a life
which we pass entirely in grasping phantoms of felicity, and suffering
real calamities ! So that if there were not, beyond this, a life and
happiness
more truly
who can help
that, of allthat
creatures,
man deserves
would bethese
the names,
most miserable,
and, seeing-,
of all
men, the best the most unhappy ?
For, although every wise man looks upon the belief of the immortality ofthe soul, as one of the great and principal supports of
religion, there may possibly be some rare, exalted, and truly divine
minds, who woidd choose the pure and noble path of virtue for its
own sake, would constantly walk in it, and, out of love to it, would
not decline the severest hardships, if they should happen to be exposed
to them on its account. Yet, it cannot be denied, that the common
sort of Christians, though they are really and at heart sound believers
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and true Ciiristians, fall very far short of this attainment, and would
scarcely, if at all, embrace virtue and rclin^ion, if you take away the
rewards ; which, I think the Apostle Paul hints at in this expression.
If in this li fe only we have hope, we arc of all men the most miserable.
1 Cor. XV. 19. The Apostle, indeed, does not intend these words as
a direct proof of the immortality of the soul in a separate state, but
an argument to prove the resurrection of the body ; which is a doctrine near akin, and closely connected with the former. For that
great restoration is added as an instance of the superabundance and
immensity of the Divine goodness, whose pleasure it is, that not only
the better and more divine part of man, which, upon its return to its
original Source, is, without the body, capable of enjoying a perfectly
happy and eternal life, should have a glorious immortality, but also
that this earthly tabernacle, as being the faithful attendant and constant companion of the soul through all its toils and labours in this
world, be also admitted to a share and participation of its heavenly
and eternal
; thatreturned
so, according
our Lord's
every
faithful
soul felicity
may have
into itstobosom,
good expression,
measure, irresscd
down, shaken together, and running over. Luke vi. 38.
Let our belief of this immortality be founded entirely on Divine
Revelation, and then like a city fortified with a rampart of earth drawn
round it, let it be outwardly guarded and defended by reason ; which,
in this case, suggests arguments as strong and convincing as the
subject will admit of. If any one, in the present case, promises demonstration, his undertaking is certainly too much ; if he desires or
expects it from another, he requires too much. There are, indeed,
very few demonstrations in philosophy, if you except mathematical
sciences, that can be truly and strictly so called, and, if we inquire
narrowly into the matter, perhaps we shall find none at all : nay, if
even the mathematical demonstrations are examined by the strict
rules and ideas of Aristotle, the greatest part of them will be found
imperfect and defective. The saying of that philosopher is, therefore,
wise and applicable to many cases : " Demonstrations are not to be
expected
all cases,
but so far aswiththethesubject
of them*."
But if we inwere
well acquainted
naturewillandadmitessence
of the
soul, or even its precise method of operation on the body, it is highly
probable we could draw from thence evident and undeniable demonstrations ofthat immortality which we are now asserting: whereas,
so long as the mind of man is so little acquainted with its own nature,
wc must not exjiect any such.
But that unquenchable thirst of the soul, which we have already
mentioned, is a strong proof of its Divine nature ; a thirst not to be
allayed with the impure and turbid waters of any earthly good, or of
all worldly enjoyments taken together. It thirsts after the neverfailing Fountain of good, according to that of the Psalmist, As the
hart panteth after the water-brooks : it thirsts after a good, invisible,
immaterial, and immortal, to the enjoyment whereof the ministry of a
body is so far from being absolutely necessary, that it feels itself shut
up and confined by that to which it is now united, as by a partition-
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wall, and groans under the pressure of it. And those souls that are
(jnite insensible of this thirst, are certainly buried in the body, as in
the carcass of an impure hog- ; nor have they so entirely divested
themselves of this appetite we have mentioned, nor can tiiey possibly
so divest themselves of it, as not to feel it severely, to their great
misery, sooner or later, either when they awake out of their lethargy
within the body, or when they are obhged to leave it. To conclude:
Nobody, I believe, will deny, that we are to form our judgment of the
true nature of the human mind, not from the sloth and stupidity of the
most degenerate and vilest of men, but from the sentiments and fervent desires of the best and wisest of the species.
These sentiments concerning the immortality of the son\ in its future
existence, not only include no impossibility or absurdity in them, but
are also every way agreeable to sound reason, wisdom, and virtue, to
tlie Divine economy, and the natural wishes and desires of men.
Wherefore, most nations have, with the greatest reason, universally
adopted them, and the wisest in all countries and in all ages, have
cheerfully embraced them ; and though they could not confirm them with
any argument of irresistible force, yet they felt something within them
that corresponded with this doctrine, and always looked upon it as
most beautiful and worthy of credit. " Nobody," says Atticus in
Cicero, " shall drive me from the immortality of the soul*." And
Seneca's words are, " I took pleasure to inquire into the eternity of
the soul, and even, indeed to beheve it. I resigned myself to so glorious an hope, for now I begin to despise the remains of a broken
constitution, as being to remove into that immensity of time, and into
the
this possession
removal ! of endless agesf." O how much does the soul gain by
As for you, young gentlemen, I doubt not but you will embrace this
doctrine, not only as agreeable to reason, but as it is an article of the
Christian faith. I only put you in mind to revolve it often within
yourselves, and with a serious disposition of mind ; for you will find
it the strongest incitement to wisdom, good morals, and true piety.
Nor can you imagine any thing that will more effectually divert you
from a foolish admiration of present and perishing things, and from
the allurements and sordid pleasures of this earthly body. Consider,
I pray you, how unbecoming it is, to make a heaven-born soul, that is
to live for ever, a slave to the meanest, vilest, and most trifling things ;
and, as it were to thrust down to the kitchen a prince that is obliged
to leave his country only for a short time. St. Bernard pathetically
addresses himself to the body in favour of the soul, persuading it to
treat the latter honourably, not only on account of its dignity, but also
for the advantage that will thereby redound to the body itself:
" Thou hast a noble guest, O flesh ! a most noble one indeed, and all
thy safety depends upon its salvation : it will certainly remember thee
for good, if thou serve it well ; and when it comes to its Lord, it will
put him in mind of thee, and the mighty God himself will come to
nemo dedeiEternitate
immortalitate
depellet.quocrcre, inio tncherculc credere : dabam nie spei
t* MeJuvabat
animarum
tantic, jam enim reliquias infractae aetatis coiitemnebam, in immcnsum illu J teinpus, et
ill possessionem omnis te\i transiturua. Sen. Epis. 102.
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make tliee who art now a vile body, like unto his c;lorions one ; and,
O wretched flesh. He who came in humility and obscurity to redeem
souls, will come in great majesty to glorify thee, and every eye shall
see him*."
Be mindful,
therefore,
of your
part,
and accustom
it to think
of itsyoung
own gentlemen,
eternity, always
and belter
every
where having its eyes lixed upon that world to which it is most nearly
related. And thus it will look down, as from on high, on all those things
which the world considers as lofty and exalted, and will see them under
its feet ; and of all the things which are confined within the narrow
verge
fear. of this present life, it will have nothing to desire, and nothing to
LECTURE VI.
Of the Happiness of the Life to come.
Of all the thoughts of men, there is certainly none that more often
occur to a serious mind that has its own interest at heart, than that
to which all others are subordinate and subservient, with regard to the
intention, the ultimate and most desirable end, of all our toils and
cares, and even of life itself. And this important thought will the
more closely beset the mind, the more sharp-sighted it is in prying into
the real torments, the delusive hopes, and the false joys of this our
wretched state ; which is indeed so miserable, that it can never be
suflRciently lamented ; and as for laughter amidst so many sorrows,
dangers and fears, it must be considered as dov/nright madness. Such
was the opinion of the vi'isest of kings : I have said of laughter, says
he. It is mad J and of mirth. What doth it? Eccl. ii. 2. We have,
therefore, no cause to be much surprised at the bitter complaints which
a grievous weight of afflictions has extorted, even from great and good
men : nay, it is rather a wonder, if the same causes do not often oblige
us to repeat them.
If we look about us, how often are we shocked to observe either the
calamities of our country, or the sad disasters of our relations and
friends, whom we have daily occasion to mourn, either as groaning
under the pressure of poverty, pining away under languishing diseases,
by acute
carriedto off"
death,(romwhilethe weeyesour-of
selves are,tortured
in like
manner,ones,veryor soon
drawby tears
others ! Nay, how often are we a burden to ourselves, and groan
heavily under afflictions of our own, that press hard upon our estates,
our l)odies, or our minds ! Even those who seem to meet with the
fewest and the least inconveniencies in this life, and dazzle the eyes of
spectators with the brightness of a seemingly constant and uniform
felicity, besides that they often suffer from secret vexations and cares
which destroy their inward peace, and prey upon their distressed
hearts, how uncertain, v/eak, and brittle is that false happiness which
appears about them, and, when it shines brightest, how easily is it
* Nobilem hospitcm habes, O caro! nobilem valde, et tota tua saliis de ejus salute
pendet : oranino etiam memor erit tui in bomim^ si bene servieris illi; et cum parvcnerit
adconfigurabit
Dominum corpori
suuni, suo
suggcret
ci dequite,adet animas
veniet ipse
Dominus humilis
vii'tutum,anteet veneiat,
te vile corpus
glorioso,
redinieiidas
ct occultus, pro te glorificando, 0 misera caroj sublimis veniet et raanifestus.
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broken to pieces ! So that it lias been justly said, " They want another
felicity
which minds
they arearealready
possessed
utter
all, thereto secure
are somethat whose
hardened
aij;ainstof*.''
all theIi\forms
and apjjearances of external thing^s, and who look down with equal
contempt upon all the events of this world, whether of a dreadful or
an eng'ao ing- aspect, even this disposition of mind does not make them
happy them
: nor uneasy,
do they the
thinkobscure
tliemselves
so ; that
theyoverspreads
have still somethingmake
darkness
their minds,to
their ignorance of heavenly things, and the strength of their carnal
atleetions, not yet entirely subdued. And though these we are now
speaking of, are by far the noblest and most beautiful part of the
human race, yet, if they had not within them that blessed hope of removing hence, in a little time, to the regions of light, the more severely
they feel the straits and afflictions to which their souls are exposed by
being beshutmoreup miserable
in this narrow
would
than theearthly
rest ofcottage,
mankind.so much they certainly
As oft, tiierefore, as vje reflect upon these things, we shall find that
the whole comes to this one conclusion : " There is certainly some
endt;" — ^there is, to be sure, some end suited to the nature of man,
and worthy of it ; some particular, complete, and permanent good ; and
since we in vain look for it within the narrow verge of this life, and
among the many miseries that swarm on it from beginning to end, we
must of necessity conclude, that there is certainly some more fruitful
country, and a more lasting life, to which our felicity is reserved, and
into which we shall be received when we remove hence. This is not
our rest, nor have we any place of residence here : it is the region of
fleas and gnats ; and while we search for happiness among these mean
and perishing things, we are not only sure to be disappointed, but also
not to escape those miseries which, in great numbers, continually beset
us. So that we may apply to ourselves the saying of the famous
artistseaconfined
island ofus,Crete,
and trulyof say,
earth and
the
are shutin upthe against
and neither
them "The
can favour
our
escape : the way to heaven is alone open, and this way we will strive
to Thus
go l" far we have advanced by degrees, and very lately we have
discoursed upon the immortality of the soul, to wliich we have added
the resurrection of our earthly body, by way of appendix. It remains
that we now inquire into the happiness of the life to come.
Yet, 1 own, I am almost deterred from entering upon this inquiry
by the vast obscurity and sublimity of the subject, which in its nature
is such, that we can neither understand it, nor, if we could, can it be
expressed in words. The divine Apostle, who had had some glimpse
of this felicity, describes it no otherwise than by his silence, calling the
words he heard, unspeakable, and such as it was not lawful for a man
to Jitter §. 2 Cor. xii. 4. And if Ae neither could nor would express
what he saw, far be it from us boldly to force ourselves into or intrude
* Alia felicitate ad illani ftlicitatem tuciidam opus est.
J Restat
Nec tellus
patet uiida ire.fug.T,
iter nostra".,
ca>li, coelonec teiitabimus
§ "Affyira ftifiura, el, w» s^tv a^iguita Xu>.iimi.
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upon wliat we have seen; especially as the same Apostle, in another
place, acquaints us, for our future caution, that this was unwarrantably
done by some rash and forward persons in his own time. But since
in the sacred archives of this new world, however invisible and unkuowii
to us, we have some maps and descriptions of it suited to our capacity:
we are not only allowed to look at them, but as they were drawn for
that very purpose, it would certainly be the trreatest ingratitude, as
as theHere,
highest
neg'ligence
not to make
ofwellthem.
however,
we mustin us,
remember,
what some
a greatimprovement
odds there
is between the description of a kingdom in a small and imperfect map,
and the extent and beauty of that very kingdom when viewed by the
traveller's
; andheavenly
how much
greaterto the
be, between
the
felicity eye
of that
kingdom
whichdifference
we are must
aspiring,
and all,
even the most striking figurative expressions, taken from the things of
this earth, that are used to convey some faint and imperfect notion of
it to our minds. What are these things, the false glare and shadows
whereof, in this earth, are pursued with such keen and furious impetuosity, riches, honours, pleasures ? All these, in their justest, purest,
and sublimest sense are comprehended in this blessed life : it is a treasure, that can neither fail nor be carried away by Ibrce or fraud : it is
an inheritance uncorruptcd and nndefiled ; a crown that fadeth not
away ; a never-failing stream of joy and delight : it is a marriagefeast, and of all others the most joyous and most sumptuous ; one that
alwaysan satisfies,
and light,
never a cloys
the appetite
: it is an: iteternal
spring',
and
everlasting
day without
an evening;
is a paradise,
where the lilies are always white and in full bloom, the saffron blooming, the trees sweat out their balsams, and the tree of life in the midst
thereof: it is a city, where the houses are built of living pearls, the
g'ates, of precious stones, and the streets paved with the jiurest gold.
Yet, all these are nothing' but veils of the liappiness to be revealed on
that most blessed day : nay, the light itself, which we have mentioned
among the rest, though it be the most beautiful ornament in this visible
Avorld, is at best but a shadow of that heavenly glory ; and how small
soever that portion of this inaccessible brightness may be, which, in
the sacred Scriptures, shines upon us througii these veils, it certainly
very well deserves that we should often turn our eyes towards it, and
view it with the closest attention.
1. Now, the first that necessarily occurs in the constitution of happines , is a full and complete deliverance from every evil, and every
grievance ; which we may as certainly expect to meet with in that
heavenly life, as it is impossible to be attained while we sojourn here
below. All tears shall be wiped away from our eyes, and every cause
and occasion of tears for ever removed from our sight. There, there
are no tunuilts, no wars, no poverty, no death, nor disease; there,
there is neither mourning, nor fear, nor sin, which is the source and
fountain of all other evils: there is neither violence within doors nor
without, nor any complaint, in the streets of that blessed city. There,
no friend goes out, nor enemy comes in.
2. Full vigour of body and mind, health, beauty, purity, and perfect
tranquillity.
3. The most delightful society of angels, prophets, apostles, martyrs,
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and all the saints ; among' whom there are no reproaches, contentions,
controversies, nor party-spirit, because there are, there, none of the
sources whence they can spring', nor any thing to encourage their
growth ; for there is, there, particularly, no ignorance, no blind selflove, no vain-glory nor envy, which is quite excluded from those divine
regions ; but, on the contrary, perfect charity, whereby every one,
together with his own felicity, enjoys that of his neighbours, and is
happy in the one as well as the other ; hence there is among them a
kind of infinite reflection and multiplication of happiness, like that of
a spacious hall adorned with gold and precious stones, dignified with
a full assembly of kings and potentates, and having its walls quite
covered with the brightest looking-glasses.
4. But what infinitely exceeds, and quite eclipses all the rest, is that
boundless ocean of happiness, which results from the beatific vision of
the ever-blessed God ; without which, neither the tranquillity they
enjoy, nor the society of saints, nor the possession of any particular
finite good, nor indeed of all such taken together, can satisfy the soul,
or make it completely happy. The manner of this enjoyment we can
only expect to understand, when we enter upon the full possession of
it ; till then, to dispute and raise many questions about it, is nothing
but vain, foolish talking, and fighting with phantoms of our own brain.
But the schoolmen, who confine the whole of this felicity to bare speculation, or as they call it, Actus intellectualis, an iniellcctual act, are,
in this, as in many other cases, guilty of great presumption, and their
conclusion is built upon a very weak foundation. For although contemplation be the highest and noblest act of the mind, yet, complete
happiness necessarily requires some present good suited to the whole
man, the whole soul, and all its faculties. Nor is it any objection to
this doctrine, that the whole of this fehcity is commonly comprehended
in Scripture under the term of vision ; for the mental vision, or contemplation ofthe primary and infinite good, most properly signifies, or
at least includes in it, the full enjoyment of that good ; and the obs
e
r
v
ation of thesenses,
Rabbins
cencerning
That words
expressing the
include
also the scripture
affections phrases,
naturally" arising
from
those
sensationsand*," loving
is very; well
knowivgandis attaining.
often put
for approving
and known.
seeing forThus
enjoying
Taste and see that God is good, says the Psalmist. And in fact, it is
no small pleasure to lovers, to dwell together, and mutually to enjoy
the sight of one another. " Nothing is more agreeable to lovers, than
to We
live must,
togethertherefore,
t-" by all means conclude, that this beatific vision
includes in it not only a distinct and intuitive knowledge of God, but
so to speak, such a knowledge as gives us the enjoyment of that most
perfect Being, and, in some sense, unites us to Him ; for such a vision,
it must, of necessity, be, that converts that love of the Infinite Good
which blazes in the souls of the saints, into full possession; that
crowns all their wishes, and fills them with an abundant and overflowing fulness of joy, that vents itself in everlasting blessings and
songs of praise.
• Verba sensus connotant affectum,
t 'Ovhy dvtu TU1 ^'i>.ut u; ta ruZni,
Vol. II.
2P
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And this is the only doctrine, if you believe it, (and I make no
doubt but you do,) this, I say, is the only doctrine that will transport
your whole souls, and raise them up on hit^h. Hence you will learn
to trample under feet all tlie turbid and muddy pleasures of the flesh,
and all the allureqients and splendid trifles of the present world.
However those earthly enjoyments that are swelled up by false names
and the strength of imagination, to a vast size, may appear grand and
beautiful, and still greater and more engaging to those that are unacquainted with them ; how small, how inconsiderable do they all
appear to a soul that looks for a heavenly country, that expects to
share the joys of angels, and has its thoughts constantly employed
about these objects ! To conclude, the more the soul withdraws, so
to speak, from the body, and retires within itself, the more it rises
above itself, and the more closely it cleaves to God, the more the life
it lives in this earth resembles that which it will enjoy in Heaven, and
the larger foretastes it has of the first-fruits of that blessed harvest.
Aspire,shalltherefore,
to holiness, young gentlemen, without which no
man
see the Lord.
LECTURE VII.
Of the Being of God.
Though on most subjects, the opinions of men are various, and oflen
quite opposite, insomuch that they seem to be more remarkable for
the vast variety of their sentiments, than that of their faces and languages there
; are, however, two things, wherein all nations are agreed,
and in which there seems to be a perfect harmony throughout the
whole human race, the desire of hajjpiness and a sense of religion.
The
no man
desiresthetolatter,
shake itoff':
some, possibly,
wouldformer,
willingly
part with
is notand inthough
their power
to eradicate it entirely : they cannot banish God altogether out of their
thoughts, nor extinguish every spark of religion within them. It is
certainly true, that, for the most part, this desire of happiness wanders
in darkness from one object to another without fixing upon any; and
the sense of religion is either suffered to lie inactive, or deviates into
superstition. Yet, the great Creator of the world employs these two,
as the materials of a fallen building, to repair the ruins of the human
race, and as handles whereby He draws his earthen vessel out of the
deep gulf of misery into which it is fallen.
Of the former of these, that is, felicity, we have already spoken on
another occasion: we shall therefore now, with Divine assistance,
employ some part of our time in considering that sense of religion
which is naturally impressed on the mind of man.
Nor will our labour, I imagine, be unprofitably employed in collecting together those few general principles in which so many, and
so very dissimilar forms of religion and sentiments, extremely different,
harmoniously agree ; for, as every science most properly begins with
universal propositions and things more generally known, so, in the
present case, besides the other advantages, it will be no small support
to a weak and wavering mind, that amidst all the disputes and con-
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tentions subsistinsr between the various sects and parties in religion,
the great and necessary articles, at least, of our faith, are established in
some particulars, by the general consent of mankind, and, in all the
rest, by that of the whole Christian world.
I would therefore most earnestly wish, that your minds, rooted and
established in the faith, were firmly united in this delightful bond of
religion, which, like a golden chain, will be no burden, but an ornament ;not a yoke of slavery, but a badge of true and generous liberty.
I would by no means have you to be Christians upon the authority of
mere tradition, or education, and the example and precepts of parents
and masters, but purely from a full conviction of your own understandings, and a fervent disposition of the will and affections proceeding
therefrom.
good unless
among themankind*,"
and you can For
expectpietynone" isof thethe sole
fruitsandofonly
religion,
root of it
be well laid, and firmly established by faith : " for all the virtues are
the daughters of faitht," says Clemens Alexandrinus.
Lucretius, with very ill-advise dpraises, extols his favourite Grecian
philosopher as one fallen down from heaven to be the deliverer of
mankind, and dispel their distressing terrors and fears, because he
fancied he had found out an effectual method to banish all religion entirely out of the minds of men. And to say the truth, in no age has
there been wanting brutish souls, too much enslaved to their corporeal
senses, who would wish these opinions to be true; yet, after all, there
are very few of them who are able to persuade themselves of the truth
of those vicious principles which, with great impudence and importunity, they commonly inculcate upon others: they belch out with full
mouth their tbolish dreams, often in direct opposition to conscience
and knowledge ; and what they unhappily would wish to be true, they
can scarcely, if at all, believe themselves. You are acquainted with
Horace's torecantation,
whereinof the
he tells
us, " That
he had been
long
bigoted
the mad tenets
Epicurean
philosophy,
but found
himself at last obliged to alter his sentiments, and deny all he had
asserted
J." the whole exercise of their reason, because they
Some before
souls lose
inform bodies which labour under the defect of temperament or of
proper organs ; yet, you continue to give the old definition of man,
and call him a rational creature ; and should any one think proper to
call him a religious creature, he would, to be sure, have as much
reason on his side, and needed not fear his opinion would be rejected,
because of a few madmen who laugh at religion. Nor is it improbable, as some of the ancients have asserted, that those few among
the Greeks who were called Atheists, had not that epithet because
they absolutely denied the being of God, but only because they rejected, and justly laughed at the fictitious and ridiculous deities of
the nations.
Of all the institutions and customs received among men, we meet
• "Ev yic^ xa.) (tin)) it uvi^utTois dyaScv n tuMim. Tfismegist,
J Parcus
Deorum
et infrequens,
Insanientis
dum cultor
sapientiao
Consultus crro, &e. Od. XKxiv. lib. 1,
8F2
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with nothing more solemn and fl^eneral than that of rehgion and sacred
rites performed to the honour of some deity ; which is a very strong
argument, that tiiat persuasion, in preference to any other, is written,
nay, rather engraven, in strong and indelible characters upon the
mind of man. This is, as it were, the name of the great Creator
stamped upon the noblest of all His visible works, that thus man may
acknowledge himself to be His, and, concluding from the inscription
he finds impressed upon his mind, that what belongs to God ought,
in
justice,thatto beimmense
restored Ocean
to Him*,
be wholly
reunited
firststrict
principle,
of goodness
whence
he tookto his
his
rise. The distemper that has invaded mankind, is, indeed, grievous
and epidemical : it consists in a mean and degenerate love to the
body and corporeal things, and, in consequence of this, a stupid and
brutish forgetfulness of God, though He can never be entirely blotted
out of the mind. This forgetfulness, a few, and but very few, alarmed
and awakened by the Divine rod, early shake off. And even in the
most stupid, and such as are buried in the deepest sleep, the original
impression sometimes discovers itself when they are under the pressure
of some grievous calamity, or on the approach of danger, and especially upon a near prospect of death. Then, the thoughts of God,
that had lain hid and been long suppressed, forced out by the weight
of pain and the impressions of fear, come to be remembered ; and the
whole soul being, as it were, roused out of its long and deep sleep,
men begin to look about them, inquire what the matter is, and seriously reflect whence they came, and whither they are going. Then,
the truth comes naturally from their hearts. The stormy sea alarmed
even profane sailors so much, that they awaked the sleeping prophet :
Awake, say they, thou sleeper, and call upon thy God. Jonah i. 6.
But however weak or imperfect this original or innate knowledge
of God may be, it discovers itself every where so far, at least, that
you can meet with no man, or society of men, that, by some form of
worship or ceremonies, do not acknowledge a Deity, and, according to
their capacity, and the custom of their country, pay him homage. It
is true, some late travellers have reported, that, in that part of the
new world called Brazil, there are some tribes of the natives, among
whom you can discover no symptoms that they have the least sense of
a Deity : but, besides that the truth of this report is very far from
being well ascertained, and that the observation might have been too
precipitately made by new comers who had not made sufficient inquiry,— even supposing it to be true, it is not of such consequence
when opposed to all the rest of the world, and the universal agreement
of all nations and ages upon this subject, that the least regard should
be paid to it. Nor must we imagine that it at all lessens the weight of
this great argument, which has been generally and most justly urged,
both by ancients and moderns, to establish the first and common
foundation of religion.
Now, whoever accurately considers this universal sense of religion
of which we have been speaking, will find that it comprehends in it
these particulars: 1. That there is a God. 2. That He is to be
* T<< rtZ eioZ fcf e«y.
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worsliipped. 3. Which is a consequence of the former, that He reg'ards
the affairs
of men. 4. That
He has
f^iven them aof law,
by rewards
and punishments,
and that
the distribution
these,enforced
is, in
a very g'reat measure, reserved to a life different from that we live in
this earth, is the firm belief, if not of all, at least, of the generality of
mankind. And though our present purpose does not require that we
should confirm the truth of all these points with those strong arguments that might be urged in their favour ; but rather, that we should
take them for granted, as being sufficiently established by the common consent of mankind ; we shall, however, subjoin a few thoughts
weon each
can. of them separately, with as great brevity and perspicuity as
1. That there is a God. And here I cannot help fearing, that
when we endeavour to confirm this leading truth, with regard to the
First and Uncreated Being, by a long and laboured series of arguments, we may seem, instead of a service, to do a kind of injury to
God and man both. For why should we use the pitiful light of a
candle to discover the sun, and eagerly go about to prove the being of
Him who gave being to every thing else? Who alone exists necessarily, nay, we may boldly say, who alone exists ; seeing all other things
were by Him extracted out of nothing, and, when compared with
Him, they are nothing, and even less than nothinir, and vanity. And
would not any man think himself insulted, should it be suspected, that
he doubted of the being of Him, without whom he could neither
doubt, nor think, nor be at all ? This persuasion, without doubt, is
innate, and strongly impressed upon the mind of man, if any thing at
all can be said to be so*. Nor does Jambiicus scruple to say, " That
to know God is our very being t ;" and in another place, " That it is
the
the soulwho,
to know
God, should
on whomespouse
it depends
J." Norof
wouldvery hebeing
thinkof amiss,
in this,
the opinion
Plato : for, to know this, is nothing more than to call to remembrance
what was formerly impressed upon the mind ; and when one forgets
it, (which alas! is too much the case of us all,) he has as many remembrancers, so to speak, within him, as he has members, and as
many without him, as the individuals of the vast variety of creatures
to be seen around him. Let, therefore, the indolent soul that has
almost forgot God, be roused up, and every now and then say to itself,
" Behold
this beautiful
heaven,"
But because
we have starry
too many
of that&c.sort of fools that say in their
heart,
"
There
is
no
God
;"
(and
if wemeans,
are notto toanswer
aiiswerhima fool,
so as
to be like vnto him, yet we are, by all
accordiiig
to liis folly, lest he be wise in his own conceit ;) again, because a criminal forgetfulness of this leading truth, is the sole source of all the
wickedness in the world ; and finally, because it may not be quite unprofitable, nor unpleasant, even to the best of men, sometimes to recollect
their thoughts on this subject, but, on the contrary, a very pleasant
exercise to every well-disposed mind, to reflect upon what a solid and
unshaken foundation the whole fabric of religion is built, and to think
*+ Primum
visibileestlux,Deumct primum
intelligibile Deus.
Esse nostrum
cognoscere.
J Esse animee, est quoddam intelligere, scilicet Deum, unde dependct,
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and speak of the Eternal Fountain of goodness and of all other
beings, and consequently of His necessary existence ; we reckon it
will not be amiss to give a few thoughts upon it. Therefore, not
to insist upon several arguments, which are urged with great advanon this subject, we shall produce only one or two, and shall
reasontagethus.
It is by all means necessary, that there should be some eternal
Being, otherwise, nothing could ever have been ; since it must be a
most shocking contradiction to say, that any thing could have produced itself out of nothing. But if we say, that any thing existed
from eternity, it is most agreeable to reason, that that should be an
eternal Mind, or Thinking Being, that so the noblest property may be
ascribed to the most exalted being. Nay, that eternal Being must, of
absolute necessity, excel in wisdom and power, and, indeed, in every
other perfection, since it must itself be uncreated, and the cause and
origin of all the creatures; otherwise, some difficulty will remain concerning their production. And thus, all the ])arts of the universe,
taken
in favoin-andof the
theirmutual
Creator.relation that
The singly,
beautifulsuggest
order arguments
of the universe,
subsists between all its parts, present us with another strong and convincing argument. This order is itself an effect, and, indeed, a wonderful one ; and it is also evidently distinct from the things themselves,
taken singly ; therelbre it must proceed from some cause, and a cause
endowed with siij)erior M'isdom : for it would be the greatest folly, as
well as impudence, to say it could be owing to mere chance. Now,
it could not proceed from man, nor could it be owing to any concert
or mutual agreement between the things themselves, separately considered seeing
;
the greatest part of them are evidently incajjable of
consultation and concert : it must, therefore, proceed from .some one
that tiie
Beingfruits
is God,
the starsat
tosuperior
move Being,
by statedand laws,
of the" who
earthcommanded
to be produced
different seasons, the changeable moon to shine with borrowed light,
andHetheis sun
his own*."
the with
monarch
of the universe, and the most absolute monarch
in nature. For who else assigned to every rank of creatures its particular form and uses, so that the stars, subjected to no human
authority or laws, shoidd be placed on high, and serve to bring about
to the earth and the inhabitants thereof, the regular returns of day
and night, and distinguish the seasons of the year? Let us take, in
particular, any one species of sublunary things, for instance, man, the
noblest of all, and see how he came by the form wherewith he is
invested, that frame or constitution of body, that vigour of mind, and
that precise rank in the nature of things, which he now obtains, and
no other. He must, certainly, either have made choice of these
things for himself, or must have had them assigned him by another;
whom we must consider as the principal actor, and sole architect of
the whole fabric. That he made choice of them for himself, nobody
*
Qui lege moveri
Sidera, qui fruges diverso tempore nasci,
Qui variara Piioeben alieno jusserit igne
Compleri, solemque suo.
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will imagine ; for, either he made this choice before he had any
existence of his own, or after lie began to be : but it is not easy to say
which of these supijositions is most absurd. Ii remains, therefore,
that he must be indebted for all he enjoys, to the mere good pleasure
of his great and all-wise Creator, who framed his earthly body in such
a wonderful and surprising manner, animated him with his own
j breath, and thus introduced him into this great palace of His, which
we now behold, where His manifold wisdom, most properly so called,
i displays itself so gloriously in the whole machine, and in every one of
its wonderfully variegated parts.
The first argument, taken from the very being of things, may be
further illustrated by the same instance of man. For unless the first
man was created, we must suppose an infinite series of generations
from eternity, and so, the human race must be supposed independent,
and to owe its being to itself But, by this hypothesis, manMnd came
into the world by generation, therefore, every individual of the race
owes its being to another ; consequently, the whole race is from itself,
and at the same time from another, which is absurd. Therefore, the
hypothesis
a plain
and evident
" O !theimmense
wisdom thatimplies
produced
the world
! Let contradiction.
us for ever admire
riches
and skill
of
thy
right
hand
*
;"
often
viewing
with
attention
Thy divine
wonders, and, while we view them, frequently crying out with the
Psalmist, 0 Lord, how manifold are Thy works ! In wisdom hast
Thou made them all. The earth is full of thy riches! Psal. civ. 24.
From everlasting to everlastinf^ Thou art God, and besides Thee, there
isHimself
no other.
Psal. xc. 2.life,Andandwithbrightness,
Hermes, created
"The father
of all,
being
understanding,
man like
Himself,
and cherished him as His own son. Thou Creator of universal
nature, who hast extended the earth, who poisest the heavens, and
commandest the waters to flow from all parts of the sea, we praise
Thee, who art the one exalted God, for by Thy will all things are
perfected t." The same author asserts that " God was prior to human
nature."
In vain would any one endeavour to evade the force of our argument,
by substituting Nature in the place of God, as the principal and cause
of this beautiful order. For either, by Nature, he understands the
particular frame and composition of every single Ihing ; which would
be saying nothing at all to die purpose in hand, because it is evident,
that this manifold nature, which in most instances is quite void of
reason, could never be the cause of that beautiful order and harmony
which is every where conspicuous throughout the whole system : or,
he means a universal and intelligent Nature disposing and ordering
every thing to advantage. But this is only another name for God ;
of whom it may be said, in a sacred sense, that He, as an infinite
Nature and Mind, pervades and fills all His works. Not as an
* ODivilias
! immensa,
opifextuaererum
sapicntia
! dextrae
artemque
miremur
in acvuin.
t 'O (fuina;
■xi.iruiixtiVtj;;
•xa.'rngo i!rii|a;
vov; av-rhvZ,a>iyrivko.)xaiipZ;ou^ayov
a.'TtiKundi
ail^arrm
ol ■/i^a.ttintous yXuy.u
IV'su Tir.DV,
riair)!;
x^ifiKira;
Koi WiTulfc;
ilia^
l\ nurou TOU axtaiou uwa^^t^'.iy, v/i»ufi,it ire to 'Xa.i, xai to \i, (Tou y«j fiouXouf-itou ■^ccvTa
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informing: form, according to the expression of the schools, and as
the part of a compounded whole; which is the idlest fiction that can be
imagined, for, at this rate, He must not only be a part of the vilest insects, but also, of stocks and stones, and clods of earth ; but a pure,
unmixed Nature, which orders and g-overnsall things with the greatest
freedom and wisdom, and supports them with unwearied and almighty
power. In this acceptation, when you name Nature, you mean God.
Seneca's
words areyouvery
to thisyoupurpose.
you
turn yourself,
see apposite
God meeting
; nothing" Whithersoever
excludes His
presence ; He fills all his works. Therefore, it is in vain for thee,
most ungrateful of all men, to say thou art not indebted to God, but
to Nature, because they arc, in fact, the same. If thou hadst received
any thing from Seneca, and should say, thou owedst it to Annseus or
Lucius, thou wouldst not thereby change thy creditor, but only his
name, because, whether thou meutionest his name or his surname, his
person
is still theandsame*."
An evident
most natural consequence of this universal and
necessary idea of a God, is. His unity. All who mention the term
God, intend to convey by it, the idea of the first, most exalted, necessarily existent, and infinitely perfect Being ; and it is plain, there can
be but one Being endued with all these perfections. Nay, even the
polytheism that prevailed among the heathen nations, was not carried
so far, but that they acknowledged one God, by way of eminence, as
supreme and absolutely above all the rest, whom they styled the
greatest and best of Beings, and the Father of gods and men. From
Him, all the rest had their being and all that they were, and from
Him, also, they had the title of gods, but still in a limited and subordinate sense. In confirmation of this, we meet with very many of
the clearest testimonies with regard to the unity of God, in the works
of all the heathen authors. Tliat of Sophocles is very remarkable ;
" There
is indeed,"
" one God,
who ofhasthemade
the
heavens,
and the says
wide he,extended
earth,andthe but
blueone,surges
sea,
andAstheto strength
of theof the
windssacred
t." Trinity, which has a near and necesthe mystery
sary connexion with the present subject, I always thought it was to
be received and adored with the most humble faith, but by no means
to be curiously searched into, or perplexed with the absurd questions
of the schoolmen. We fell by an arrogant ambition after knowledge ;
by mere faith we rise again, and are reinstated. And this mystery,
indeed, rather than any other, seems to be a tree of knowledge, prohibited to us while we sojourn in these mortal bodies. This most
profound mystery, though obscurely represented by the shadows of
the Old Testament, rather than clearly revealed, was not unknown to
Deumingratissimc
vides occurrentem
tibi, quinihilte abnegas
illo Deo
vacat debere,
; opes
suum* Quocunque
ipse implette: flexeris,
ergo nihilibi agis,
mortaliiim,
sed naturae, quia eidem est utruinque officium. Si quid a Seneca accepisses, et Annaeo
te diceres debere vcl Lucio, non creditorem niutares, sed noinen, quoniam sive nometi
ejus dicas, sive pracnomen, sive cognomen, idem tamen ipse est. Seneca, 4. de Bensf.
Ei'f rats aXtihyaiffiVj its IittIv 0£aj,
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the most ancient and celebrated doctors among the Jews, nor
altogether unattested, however obstinately later authors may maintain
the contrary. Nay, learned men have observed, that the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, are expressly acknowledged in the books of the
Cabalists, and they produce surprising things to this purpose out of
the book of Zohar, which is ascribed to R. Simeon, Ben Joch, and
some other Cabalistical writers. Nay the book just now mentioned,
after saying a great deal concerning the Three in One Essence, adds,
" That this secret will not be revealed to all till the coming of the
Messias*." I insist not upon what is said of the name consisting of
twelve letters, and another larger one of forty-two, as containing a
fuller explication of that most sacred name, which they call HammephorashT.
Nor is it improbable, that some dawn, at least, of this mystery had
reached even the heathen philosophers. There are some who think
they can prove, by arguments of no inconsiderable weight, that Anaxagoras, by his voD^, or mind, meant nothing but the Son, or Wisdom
that made the world. But the testimonies are clearer, which you find
frequently among the Platonic philosophers, concerning the Three
subsisHjig from onej : moreover, they all call the self-existing Being,
the creating word, or, the mind and the soul of the world^. But the
words of the Egyptian Hermes are very surprising : " The mind,
which is God, together with his word, produced another creatingmindBut ; what
nor dowe they
union necessity
is life||." of
now differ
insist from
upon,oneis, another,
the plainforandtheirevident
one Supreme, and therefore, of one Only Principle of all things, and
the harmonious agreement of mankind in the belief of the absolute
necessity of this same principle.
This is the God whom we admire, whom we worship, whom we entirely love, or, at least, whom we desire to love above all things ; whom
we can neither express in words, nor conceive in our thoughts ; and
the less we are capable of these things, so much the more necessary
it is to adore Him with the profoundest humility, and to love Him with
the greatest intentness and fervour.
LECTURE VIII.
Of the Worship of God, Providence, and the Law given to Man.
Though I thought it by no means proper to proceed without taking
notice of the arguments that serve to confirm the first and leading truth
of religion, and the general consent of mankind with regard to it; yet,
the end I chiefly pro])osed to myself, was to examine this consent, and
point out its force, and the use to which it ought to be applied ; to call
off your minds from the numberless disputes about religion, to the
* Hoc arcanum non revelabitur unicuique, quousque venerit Messias.
•)• Maim. Mor. Nev. part. i. c. 16.
^ T« auTO, ov Tov S»|i4(oi/jy«y Xtyat, seu muv, xai Triv rov xifffitu il/V)(^m.
{{ 'O voZs 6£«j uTixuniri Xoyu iVe^sv tcZt ^nfiitu^yoV) eii ii'irrxtrai a^r' iXXnXav, tvufif
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contemplation of this universal agreement, as into a more quiet and
peaceable country ; and to shew you, what I wish I could effectually
convince you of, that there is more weiijht and force in this universal
harmony and ccmseut of mankind in a few of the great and universal
principles, to confirm our minds in the sum and substance of religion,
than the innumerable disputes that still subsist with regard to the other
points,
oughtto toweaken
have toourdiscourage
in the least
faith. us in the exercise of true piety, or
In consequence of this, it will be proper to lay before you the other
propositions contained in this general consent of mankind, with regard
to religion. Now, the first of these being, That there is one, and but
one Eternal Principle of all things ; from this it will most naturally
follow. That this Principle or Deity is to be honoured with some worship ;and from these two taken togetiier, it must be, with the same
necessity, concluded. That there is a providence, or, that God doth not
despise or neglect the world which He has created, and mankind by
whom He ought to be, and actually is worshipped, but governs them
with the most watciifid and perfect wisdom.
All mankind acknowledge, that some kind of worship is due to God,
and that to perform it is by all means worthy of man ; and upon the
minds of all is strongly impressed that sentiment which Lactantius
expressed with great perspicuity and brevity in these words, "To know
GodIn isthiswisdom,
to worship
worshipand some
thingsHim,
are justice
natural,*."and therefore of more
general use among all nations, such as vows and prayers, hymns and
praises ; as also some bodily gestures, especially such as seem most
proper to express reverence and respect. All the rest, for the most
part, actually consist of ceremonies, either of Divine institution or
human invention. Of this sort are sacrifices, the use whereof in old
times, very much prevailed in all nations, and still continues in the
greater part of the world.
A Majesty so exalted, no doubt, deserves the highest honour, and
the sublimest praises on His own account ; but still if men were not
persuaded that the testimonies of homage and respect they offer to
God, were known to Him, and accepted of Him, even on this account al human piety would cool and presently disappear ; and indeed, prayers and vows, whereby we implore the Divine assistance,
and solicit blessings from above, offered to a God, who neither hears
nor in the least regards them, would be an instance of the greatest
folly ; nor is it to be imagined, that all nations would ever have agreed
in the extravagant custom of addressing themselves to gods that did
not hear.
Supposing, therefore, any religion, or Divine worship, it immediately
follows therefrom, that there is also a providence. This was acknowledged ofold, and is still acknowledged by the generality of all nations
throughout the world, and the most famous philosophers. There were,
indeed particular men, and some whole sects, that denied it. Others,
who acknowledged a kind of Providence, confined it to the heavens,
among whom was Aristotle, as appears from his book De Mundo ;
* Deum nosse, sapientia; colere, justitia.
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which notion is justly slighted by Nazianzen, who calls it " a mere
limited
Providence
*." Others
allowed it insomeopposition
place in tothing^s
of this
world, but
only extended
it to generals,
individuals.
But others, with the greatest justice, acknowledged that all things,
even the most minute and inconsiderable, were the objects of it. " He
fills
own work,
nor isthehe origin
only over
it t-"
if wehisascribe
to God
of thisit, but
fabricalsoandin all
thingsMoreover,
in it, it
will be most absurd and inconsistent to deny Him the preservation
and government of it : for, if He does not preserve and govern His
creatures, it must be either because He cannot, or because He will
not; but His infinite power and wisdom make it impossible to doubt
of the former, and His infinite goodness, of the latter. The words of
Epictetus
are admirable
: " There
were five who
greatsaid
men,"thatsaidtheyhe,could
" of
which
number
were Ulysses
and Socrates,
not so much as move without the knowledge of God |." And in
another ingaleplace,
" If that
I wasof aa nightingale,
wouldI act
part of a nightif; a swan,
swan ; now I that
am the
a reasonable
creat
u
r
e
,
i
t
is
my
duty
to
praise
God
§."
It would be needless to shew, that so great a fabric could not stand
without some Being properly qualified to watch over it ; that the unerring com-se of the stars is not the effect of blind fortune ; that what
chance sets on foot, is often put out of order, and soon falls to pieces;
that, therefore, this unerring and regular velocity is owing to the influence ofa fixed, eternal law. It is, to be sure, a very great miracle,
merely to know so great a multitude, and such a vast variety of things,
not only particular towns, but also provinces and kingdoms, even the
whole earth, all the myriads of creatures that crawl upon the earth,
and all their thoughts ; in a word, at the same instant to hear and see
all that happens II on both hemispheres of this globe : how much more
wonderful must it be, to rule and govern all these at once, and, as it
were with one glance of the eye ! When we consider this, may we not
cry out with the poet. " O thou great Creator, of heaven and earth,
who governestthe world with constant and unerring sway, who biddest
time to flow throughout ages, and continuing unmoved thyself, givest
motion to every thing else, Sfc.
It is also a great comfort, to have the faith of this Providence constantly impressed upon the mind, so as to have recourse to it in the
midst of all confusions, whether public or private, and all calamities
from without or from within ; to be able to say— The great King, who
is also my Father, is the supreme ruler of all these things, and with
Him all my interests are secure ; to stand firm, with Moses, when no
t Opus suiim ipse iiuplet. nec solum praeest, sed inest.
J n£|£frT5i
dhvtriTii;,
x«/ ^ax^ccTie, Si Xiyovrt;, on uiSs <nXr,6u xitovf/.'.i/i;.
Aurian.
lib. i.Sscap.<Jv w12.xai T\i^i
&ium,^c.
§
'E/^sv
ajjSaJy
yifJ.i)t^
tTolot/v
ra
tjij
Ifiiiit fit In Tm ©£«». Ibid. cap. 16. ajjSovflj, ii xuxvo; Ta nrov KVKVoUy vvn Xoytx^; uu.i
II ItavT iipa^xv, xai vavT ivaxovsiv.
9 O ! qui perpetua mundum ratione gubernas
Terrarum coelique sator, qui tempus ab acvo,
Ire jubes} stabilisque manens das cunctaBoETH,
moveri,de^-c.Con, Pliilosopb. lib. iii. metr. 9.
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relief appears, and to look for the salvation of God from on high, and,
finally, in every distress, when all hope of human assistance is swallowed upin despair, to have the remarkable saying of the father of the
faithful stamped upon the mind, and to silence ail fears with these
comfortable words, God -will provide. In a word, there is nothing that
can so effectually conform the heart of man, and his inmost thoughts,
and consequently the whole tenour of his life, to the most perfect rule
of religion and piety, as a firm belief and frequent meditation on this
Divine Providence, which superintends and governs the world. He
who is firmly persuaded, that an exalted God of infinite wisdom and
purity is constantly present with him, and sees all that he thinks or
acts, will, to be sure, have no occasion to overawe his mind with the
imaginary presence of a Lslius or a Cato. Josephus assigns this as
the
source orthatrootGodof Abel's
purity with
: " Inhim,all his
" he
considered
was present
and actions,''
therefore says
madehe,virtue
his Moreover,
constant study*.
the heathen nations acknowledge this superintendence of
Divine Providence over human affairs in this very respect, and that it
is exercised in observing the morals of mankind, and in distributing
rewards and punishments. But this supposes some law or rule, either
revealed from Heaven or stamped upon the hearts of men, to be the
measure and test of moral good and evil, that is, virtue and vice.
Man, therefore, is not Zwov avo^ov, a lawless creature, but capable of
a law, and actually born under one, which he himself is also ready to
own. " We are born in a kingdom," says the Rabbinical philosopher,
" and cuous
to andobey
is libertyf."
clear God
in itself,
seems to But
be a this
littledoctrine,
obscuredhowever
by one perspicloud,
that is, the extraordinary success which bad men often meet with, and
the misfortunes and calamities to which virtue is frequently exposed.
The saying of Brutus, " 0! wretched virtue, thou art regarded as
nothing, &c.+" is well known ; as are also those elegant verses of the
poet, containing a lively picture of the perplexity of a mind wavering
and atperplexed
a loss upon
this subjectand: " doubts,
My mind,"
says thehe,gods
" hasregard
often
been
with difficulties
whether
the affairs of this earth, or whether there was no Providence at all
For, when I considered the order and disposition of the world, and
the boundaries set to the sea — I thence concluded, that all things were
secured by the providence of God But when I saw the aflairs
of But
men involved
in soupon
much a darkness
and other
confusion,
S^c. §" which
not to insist
great many
considerations,
lib.• i.Xlairi]!
cap. 3.roii vvi aunu ^^arro/iivois ^a^tTvccirov ©son jnfii'^m, a^'.rris w^tiuro. Antiq.
t In refjno nati sumus, Deo parere, libertas.
\ O TXhf-on a^ir/i svih, &c.
J Sepe
niihi super!
dubiamterras,
traxit^c.senlenlia mentem
Curarent
Nam cum disposUi quacsissem foedera mundi
PfiEScriptosque
maris fines
. hinc omnia
rebar—
Consilia firmata Dei, ^c.
Sed cum res hominum tanta caligine volvi
Aspicerem, ^c. Claudian in Rufinum, lib. i.
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even the philosophy of the heathens suggested, in vindication of the
doctrine of Providence ; there is one consideration of great weight to
be set in opposition to the whole of this prejudice, viz., that it is an
evidence of a rash and forward mind, to pass sentence upon things that
are not yet perfect and brought to a final conclusion ; which even the
Roman stoic, and the philosopher of Cheronea insist upon, at large,
on this subject. If we will judge from events, let us put off the cause
and delay sentence, till the whole series of these events come before
us ; and let us not pass sentence upon a successful tyrant, while he is
triumphant before our eyes, and while we are quite ignorant of the fate
that may be awaiting himself or his son, or, at least, his more remote
posterity.
The andwayswithof aDivine
justice; itarewill,wonderful.
Punishment
stalks
silently,
slow pace
however, at" last
overtake
the
wicked
*."
But,
after
all,
if
we
expect
another
scene
of things
be exhibited, not here, but in the world to come, the whole
disputeto
concerning the events of this short and precarious life, immediately
disappears and comes to nothing. And to conclude, the consent of
wise men, states, and nations on this subject, though it is not quite
unanimous and universal, is very great, and ought to have the greatest
weight.
But all these maxims we have mentioned, are more clearly taught,
and more firmly established, in the Christian religion, which is of undoubted truth : it has also some doctrines peculiar to itself, [Kv/j/as
former, world,
and most
closely
connected
them,
in^o'fa?,]
whichannexed
the wholeto theChristian
though
by far
too muchwithdivided
with regard to other disputed articles, are unanimously agreed and
firmly united together. But of this hereafter.
LECTURE IX.
Of the Pleasure and Utility 0/ Religion,
Though the author of the following passage was a great proficient irt
the mad philosophy of Epicurus, yet he had truth strongly on his
side, whenon hethe said,
That nothing
was more
stationed
lofty "temples,
well defended
and pleasant
secured bythanthe topurebe
andNow,
peaceable
doctrines
philosophers
f." more pure and
can any
doctrineof thebe wise
imagined
more wise,
peaceable, and more sacred, than that which flowed from the most
perfect fountain of wisdom and purity, which was sent down from
heaven to earth, that it might guide all its followers to that happy place
whence it took its rise ? It is, to be sure, the wisdom of mankind to
know God, and their indispensable duty, to worship Him. Without this,
men of the brightest parts and greatest learning, seem to be born with
excellent talents only to make themselves miserable ; and, according
to the expression of the wisest of kings. He that increaseth knowledge
increasclh sorrow, Eccl. i. 18. We must, therefore, first of all, cont

Bene quam munita tenere
Edita doctrina sapientum templa serena.— Lucretius,
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sider this as a sure and settled point, that religion is the sole foundation of" human
the profane
scotferstheirat
Religion
are, inpeace
some andsort,felicity.
obliged This,
to own,eventhough
much against
will, even, while they are pointing their wit against it : for nothing is
more commonly to be heard from them, than tiiat the whole doctrine
of religion was invented by some wise men, to encourage the practice
of justice and virtue through the world. Surely then, religion, whatever else may be said of it, must be a matter of the highest value,
since it is found necessary to secure advantages of so very great importance. But, in the mean time, how unhappy is the case of integrity
and virtue, if what they want to support them is merely tictitious, and
they cannot keep their ground but by means of a monstrous forgery!
But far be it from us to entertain sucii an absurdity ! For the first
rule of righteousness cannot be otherwise than right, nor is there any
thing more nearly allied or more friendly to virtue, than truth.
But religion is not only highly conducive to all the great advantages
of human life, but is also, at the same time, most pleasant and delightful. Nay, if it is so useful, and absolutely necessary to the interests of virtue, it must, for this very reason, be also pleasant ; unless
one will call in question a maxim universally approved by all wise
men, that " life cannot be agreeable without virtue * :" a maxim of such
irrefragable
rus himself and undoubted truth, that it was adopted even by Epicu*How great, therefore, must have been the madness of that noted
Grecian philosopher, who, while he openly maintained the dignity and
pleasantness of virtue, at the same time employed the whole force of
his understanding to ruin and sap its foundations ! For, that this
was his fixed purpose, Lucretius not only owns, but also boasts of it,
and loads him with ill-advised praises for endeavouring, through the
whole course of his ])hilosophy, to free the minds of men from all the
bonds and tics of religion. As if there was no possible way to make
them happy and free, without involving them in the guilt of sacrilege
and atheism ! As if to eradicate all sense of a Deity out of the mind,
were the only way to free it from the heaviest chains and fetters !
Though, in reality, this would be effectually robbing man of all his valuable jewels, of his golden crown and chain, all the riches, ornaments,
and pleasures of his life: which is inculcated at large, and with great
eloquence, by a greater and more divine master of wisdom, the royal
author of the Proverbs, who speaking of the precepts of religion, says,
They shall he an ornament of grace unto thine head, and chains about
thy neck : and of religion, under the name of wisdom. If thou seekest
her as silver, and searchest for her as for hidden treasure. Happy is
the man that Jindelh wisdom, and the man that getteth understanding.
For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and
the gain thereof than fine gold. Wisdom is the principal thing ; therefore, get wisdom, and with all thy getting, get understanding. Prov.
i. 9 ; ii. 4 ; xiii. 14 ; iv. 7.
And it is, indeed, very plain, that if it were possible entirely to
dissolve all the bonds and ties of religion, yet, that it should be so,
* 'Ova iivai alius i^rt* ay'iu rris u^trHi.
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would certainly be the interest of none but the worst and most abandoned part of mankind. All the good and wise, if the matter was
freely left to their choice, would rather have the world governed by the
Supreme and Most Perfect Being, mankind subjected to His just and
righteous laws, and all the affairs of men superintended by His watchful providence, than that it should be otherwise. Nor do they believe
the doctrines of religion with aversion or any sort of reluctancy, but
embrace them with pleasure, and are excessively glad to find them
true. So that, if it was possible, to abolish them entirely, and any
person, out of mere good-will to them, should attemjjt to do it, they
would look upon the favour as highly prejudicial to their interest, and
think his good-will more hurtful than the keenest hatred. Nor would
any one, in his wits, choose to live in the world, at large, and without
any sort of government, more than he would think it eligible to be put
on board a ship without a helm or pilot, and, in this condition, to be
tossed amidst rocks and quicksands. On the other hand, can any
thing give
greaternotconsolation,
or moreis ansubstantial
firmly
persuaded,
only that there
infinitely joy*,
good than
and towisebe
Being, but also that this Being preserves and continually governs the
universe which Himself has framed, and holds the reins of all things
in His powerful hand ; that He is our father, that we and all our interests are His constant concern ; and that, after we have sojourned a
short while here below, we shall be again taken into His immediate
presence ? Or can this wretched life be attended with any sort of
satisfaction, if it is divested of this Divine faith, and bereaved of such
a blessed hope?
Moreover, every one who thinks a generous fortitude and purity of
mind preferable to the charms and muddy pleasures of the flesh, finds
all the precepts of religion not only not grievous, but exceeding pleasant and extremely delightful. So that, upon the whole, the saying
of Hermes is very consistent with the nature of things : " There is
one,
one could
good not
thingbearamong
men, and that
is religion
t.**
Even andthe but
vulgar
the degenerate
expression
of the
player who called out upon the stage, " Money is the chief good among
mankind!."
should anycould
one besay,made
Religionagainst
is theit;principal
good
of mankind, noBut objection
lor, without
doubt,
it
is
the
only
object
the
beauties
whereof
engage
the
love
both
of God and man.
But the principal things in religion, as I have frequently observed,
are, just conceptions of God. Now concerning this Infinite Being,
some things are known by the light of nature and reason, others only
by the revelation which He hath been pleased to make of Himself
from heaven. That there is a God, is the distinct voice of every man,
and of every thing without him. How much more then shall we be
confirmed in the belief of this truth, if we attentively view the whole
creation, and the wonderful order and harmony that subsist between
all the parts of the whole system ! It is quite unnecessary to shew,
that so great a fabric could never have been brought into being without
* ri Tourm lasi"?** XaSul;.
X Pecunia magnum generis humani bonum.
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an all-wise and powerful Creator ; nor could it now subsist without
the same almighty Beinjr to support and preserve it. " Let men,
therefore, make this their constant study," says Lactantius, " even to
know their common Parent and Lord, whose power can never be perfectly known, whose greatness cannot be fathomed, nor his eternity
comprehended *." When the mind of man, with its faculties, comes
to be once intensely fixed upon Him, all other objects disappearing,
and being, as it were removed quite out of sight, it is entirely at a
stand and overpowered, nor can it possibly proceed further. But
concerning the doctrine of this vast volume of the works of God, and
that still brighter light which shines forth in the Scriptures, we shall
speak more fully hereafter.
LECTURE X.
Of the Decrees of God.
As the glory and brightness of the Divine Majesty is so great, that the
strongest human eye cannot bear the direct rays of it. He has exhibited Himself to be viewed in the glass of those works which He
created first, and, by His unwearied hand, continually supports and
governs. Nor are we allowed to view His eternal counsels and purposes through any other medium than this. So that, in our Catechisms, especially the shorter one, designed for the instruction of the
ignorant, it might, perhaps, have been full as proper to have passed
over the awful speculation concerning the Divine decrees, and to have
proceeded directly to the consideration of the works of God ; but the
thoughts you find in it, on this subject, are few, sober, clear, and certain ;and in explaining them, I think it most reasonable and most
safe, to confine ourselves within these limits, in any audience whatever, but especially in this congregation, consisting of youths, not to
say, in a great measure, of boys. Seeing, therefore, the decrees of
God are mentioned in our Catechism, and it would not be proper to
pass over in silence a matter of so great moment, I shall accordingly
lay before you some few thoughts upon this arduous subject.
And here, if any where, we ought, according to the common saying,
to reason but in few words. I should, indeed, think it very improper
to do otherwise ; for such theories ought to be cautiously touched,
rather than be spun out to a great length. One thing we may confidently assert, that all those things which the great Creator produces
in different periods of time, were perfectly known to Him, and, as it
were, present with Him, from eternity ; and that every thing that
happens, throughout the several ages of the world, proceeds in the
same order and same precise manner, as the Eternal Mind at first
intended it should ; that none of His counsels can be disappointed or
rendered ineffectual, or in the least changed or altered by any event
whatsover. Known to God are all His works, says the Apostle in the
council of Jerusalem. Acts xv. 18. And the son of Sirach, God sees
* Ut Parentum suum, Dominumque cognoscansc cnjos nec virtus astimari potest,
nec magnitudo perspici, nec cternitas comprehendi.
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from everlfisting to everlasting, and vothing in wonderful in His sight.
Nothing is new or unexpected to Him ; nothing can come to pass that
He has not foreseen. And His first thoughts are so wise, that they
admit no second ones that can be supposed wiser. And this stability
and immutability of the Divine decrees, is asserted even by the Roman Philosopher
is necessary,"
says he,
that thebutsame
be always
pleasing: "to ItHim,
who can never
be "pleased
with things
what
is best*."
Every artist, to be sure, as you also well know, works according to
some pattern, which is the immediate object of his mind ; and this
pattern, in the all-wise Creator, must necessarily be entirely perfect,
and every way complete. And if this is what Plato intended by his
ideas, (which, not a few, and these by no means unlearned, think very
likely) his own scholar, the g-reat Stagyrite, and your favourite philosopher, had, surely, no reason so often and so bitterly to inveigh against
them. Be this as it may, all who acknowledge God to be the author
of this wonderful fabric, and all these things in it, which succeed one
another in their turns, cannot possibly doubt, that He has brought,
and continues to bring them all about, according to that most perfect
pattern subsisting in His eternal councils ; and that these things that
we call casual, are all unalterably fixed and determined to Him. For
according to that of the philosopher, " Where there is most wisdom,
there is there
least ischance
and totherefore,
wisdom,
nothingt," left
chance at surely,
all. where there is infinite
This maxim, concerning the eternal councils of the supreme Sovereign of the world, besides that it every where shines clearly in the
books of the sacred Scriptures, is also, in itself, so evident and consistent with reason, that we meet with it in almost all the works of the
philosophers, and often, also, in those of the poets. Nor does it appear,
that they mean any thing else, at least, for the most part, by the term
fate; though you may meet with some things in their works, which, I
own, sound a little harsh, and can scarcely be sufficiently softened by
any, even the most favourable interpretation.
But, whatever else may seem to be comprehended under the term
fate, whether taken in the mathematical or physical sense, as some are
pleased to distinguish, it must at last of necessity be resolved into
the appointment and good pleasure of the supreme Governor of the
world. If even the blundering astrologers and fortune-tellers acknowledge, that the wise man has dominion over the stars ; how much
more evident is it, that all these things, and all their power and influence, are subject and subservient to the decrees of the all-wise God !
Whence
the saying asof the
Hebrews,
" There
planet above
to Israel}."
And according
all these
things
in theis noheavens
and the
earth beneath, are daily regulated and directed by the Eternal King,
in the same precise manner were they all from eternity ordered and
disposed by Him, who worketh all t/iings according to the counsel of
his own will, Eph. i. 11, who is more ancient than the sea and the
mountains, or even the heavens themselves.
" Necesse
eadcm semper
placere, cui nisi optima placcrc non possunt.
Ubi esse
plus estplaiietam
est ill!sapientia-,
J•|- Non
Israeli.ibi minus est casus,
Vol. II.
2G
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These thintfs wc are warranted and it is safe to believe. But what
perverseness, or rather madness, is it, to endeavour to break into the
sacred repositories of Heaven, and pretend to accommodate those
secrets of the Divine kingdom to the measures and methods of our
weak capacities ! To say tlie truth, I acknowledge that I am astonished and greatly at a loss, when I hear learned men, and professors
of Theology, talking presumptuously about the order of the Divine
decrees, and when I read such things in tlieir works. " Paul," says
St. Chrysostom,
this awful
an immense
was
astonished ai" considering
it, and viewing
the vastsubject
abyss,as started
back, sea,
and
cried sobriety
out withor amoderation
loud voice,in Ohthe ! many
the depth!
there much
more
notions*" thatNorareis entertained,
and the disputes that are commonly raised about reconciling these
Divine decrees with the liberty and free-will of man.
It is indeed true, that neither religion nor right reason will suffer
the actions and designs of men, and consequently, even the very motions of the will, to be exempted from the empire of the counsel and
good pleasure of God. Even the books of the heathens are filled with
most express testimonies of the most absolute sovereignty of God, even
with regard to these. The sentiments of Homer are well known t j
and with him agrees the tragic poet, Euripides ; "■ O ! Jupiter," says
he, " why are we wretched mortals called wise ? For we depend
entirely
thee,beandeasywe todo bring
whatevertogether
thou intendest
we shouldof %."
And ituponwould
a vast collection
such
sayings, but these are sufficient for our present purpose.
They always seemed to me to act a very ridiculous part, who contend, that the effect of the Divine decrees is absolutely irreconcilable
with human liberty, because the natural and necessary liberty of a
rational creature is, to act or choose from a rational motive, or spontaneously, and of purpose. But who sees not, that, on the supposition of the most absolute decree, this liberty is not taken away, but
rather established and confirmed ? For the decree is, that such an
one shall make choice of, or do some particular thing, freely ; and
whoever pretends to deny, that whatever is done or chosen, whether
good or indifferent, is so done or chosen, or, at least, may be so, espouses an absurdity. But, in a word, the great difficulty in all this
dispute, is that with regard to the origin of evil. Some distinguish,
and justly, the substance of the action, as you call it, or that which is
physical in the action, from the morality of it. This is of some weight,
but whether it takes away the whole difficulty, I will not pretend to
say. Believe me, young gentlemen, it is an abyss, it is an abyss
never to be perfectly sounded by any plummet of human understanding. Should any one say, " I am not to be blamed, but Jove and
Fate
§," heagainst
will nothim.get off
but mayof beZeno,
nonplussed
turning his
own wit
The so,servant
the Stoicbyphilosopher,
* 'O nHuXo; atm^ 'T^ii viXayo; a'prn^cv iXiyyiufa; xai ^a6us 'liuy ap^av'is, aTiriniiirtt
t Tor«; yaf vm; IsT-o, ^^c. Chkys.
J "n'l>^mt7v
Zso r'lXiyovfi,
^yira tovs
TaXafro^ou;,
am yu^
l^ti^r/ifii^a,
Aoufitii, Ti roiavT, a\i <rii Toyx,"-'"!! yiXuv. IkeT, 1. 731.
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being^ catched in an act of theft, either with a design to ridicule his
master's doctrine, or to avail himself of it in order to evade punishment, said, " It was my fate to be a thief." " And to be punished for
it,"
*. Wherefore,
if youthiswillmystery,
lake my andadvice,
your
mindssaidfromZenoa curious
search into
turn withdraw
them directly
to the study of piety, and a due reverence to the awful majesty of God.
Think and speak of God and His secrets with fear and trembling, but
dispute very little about them ; and, if you would not undo yourselves,
beware of disputing with Him. If you transgress in any thing, blame
yourselves : if you do any good, or repent of evil, offer thanksgiving
to God. This is what I earnestly recommend to you ; in this I
acquiesce myself ; and to this, when much tossed and distressed with
doubt and difficulties, I had recourse, as to a safe harbour. If any of
you
proper,
he maynot apply
greater
; but and
let
him think
take care
he meet
with tosuchmenas ofhave
more learning
forwardness
presumption.
LECTURE XI.
Of the Creation of the World.
Whoever looks upon this great system of the universe, of which he
himself is but a very small part, with a little more than ordinary attention, unless his mind is become quite brutish within him, it will, of
necessity, put him upon considering whence this beautiful frame of
things proceeded, and what was its first original ; or, in the words of
the poet, " From what principles all the elements were formed, and
howNow,
the asvarious
parts already
of the world
at firstin came
together t."concerning
we have
observed
our dissertation
God, that the mind rises directly from the consideration of this visible
world, to that of its invisible Creator : so, from the contemplation of
the First and Infinite Mind, it descends to this visible fabric ; and
again, the contemplation of this latter determines it to return, with
the greatest pleasure and satisfaction, to that Eternal Fountain of
goodness and of every thing that exists. Nor is this a vicious and
faulty circle, but the constant course of a pious soul, travelling, as it
were, backwards and forwards from earth to heaven, and from heaven
to earth : a notion quite similar to that of the angels ascending and
descending upon the ladder which Jacob saw in his vision. But this
contemplation by all means requires a pure and divine temper of mind,
according to the maxims of the philosopher : " He that would see God
and
himselfmindgood,pureandandlikebright,
the Deity
J." Andbe
thosegoodness,
who have must
the first
eyes beof their
will sooner
able to read in those objects that are exposed to the outward eye, the
great and evident chai'acters of His eternal Power and Godhead.
We shall, therefore, now advance some thoughts upon tlie Creation,
which was the first and most stupendous of all the Divine works ; and
* In fatis mihi, inquit, full furari. Et csedi, inquit Zeno.
■fQuibusque
exordiaorbis.primis Vir. Eel. vi.
Omnia, et ipse teiier mundi
concreverit
X Vinir^u h zr^urov ^mil-^s sras ncti naXos u /iiXX'.t ^'.a<xa<r^ai S-sovrs xa)2 GxaXnt,
2 Plot,
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the rather, that some of tlie philosophers, who were, to be sure, positive
in
assertingthe beinga God, did
not us,acknowledge
Author
or Creator
of tlieof world.
As for
according tohimthatto ofbe the
the
Kpistle to the Hebrews, eh. xi. v. 3, Btj faith we understand that the
worlds were framed by the word of God. Of this we have a distinct
history in the first book of Moses and of the sacred Scriptures, which
we receive as divine. And this same doctrine, the prophets and apostles,
and, together with them, all the sacred writers, frequently repeat in
their sermons and writings, as the great foundation of faith, and of all
true religion. For which reason, it ought to be diligently inculcated
upon the minds of all, even those of the most ignorant, as far as they
are able to conceive and believe it; though, to be sure, it contains in
it so many mysteries, that they are sufficient not only to exercise the
most acute and learned understandings, but even far to exceed their
capacities, and quite overpower them : which the Jewish doctors seem
to have been so sensible, or, if I may use the expression, so over
sensible of, that they admitted not their disciples to look into the three
first ingchapters
of Genesis,
on the priestly
office. till they arrived at the age required for enterAlthough the faith of this doctrine immediately depends upon the
authority and testimony of the Supreme God of truth, — (for, as St,
Ambrose expresses it, "To whom should I give greater credit concerning' God, than to God himself*?") — it is however so agreeable to
reason, that if any one choose to enter into the dispute, he will find
the strongest arguments presenting' themselves in confirmation of the
faith of it, but those on the opposite side, if any such there be that
deserve the name, quite frivolous, and of no manner of force. Tatian
declared, that no argument more effectually determined him to believe
the Scriptures, and embrace the Christian faith, than " the consistent,
intelligible
account
gave choose
of the creation
of theopinion
universehe t-"
Let any one
that they
pleases,
what other
will adopt
\ipon this subject, or, as it is a matter of doubt and obscurity, any of
the other hypotheses he thinks most feasible. Is he for the atoms of
Epicurus, dancing- at random in an empty space, and, after innumerable trials, throwing themselves at last into the beautiful fabric
which we behold, and that merely by a kind of lucky hit, or fortunate
throw of the dice, without any Amphion with his harp, to charm them
by his music, and lead them into the building ? To say the truth, the
Greek philosopher had dreamed these things very prettily, or, according to more probable accounts, borrowed them from two other
blundering philosophers, Democritus and Leucippus, though he used
all possible art to conceal it, that he might have to himself the whole
o-lory of this noble invention. But whoever first invented or published
tills hypothesis, how, pray, will he persuade us that things arc actually
so? By what convincing arguments will he ])rove them? Or what
credible witnesses will he produce to attest his facts? For it would
neither be modest nor decent for him nor his followers, to expect
implicit faith in a matter truly philosophical and physical, and at the
same time of so great importance ; especially as it is their common
• Cui enim magis de Deo, quam Deo credam ? Ambros.
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metliod, smartly to ridicule and superciliously to despise the rest of
inaukiud, as being-, according' to their opinion, too credulous in
matters of religion. But what we have now said is more than enough
upon an hypothesis so silly, monstrous, and inconsistent.
After leaving- the Epicureans, there is no other noted shift that I
know of, remaining for one that rejects the doctrine of the Creation,
but only that liction of the Peripatetic school, concerning the eternity
of the world. This Aristotle is said to have borrowed from a Pythag-orean philosopher, named Ocellus Lucanus, who, in that instance,
seems to have deserted not only the doctrine of his master, Pythagoras,
but also that of all the more ancient jjhilosophers. It is true, two or
three others are named, Parmenio, Melissus, &c., who are suspected
to have been of the same sentiments with Ocellus ; but this is a matter
of uncertainty, and therefore to be left undetermined. And, indeed,
both Aristotle and Ocellus seem to have done this at random, or without proof, as they have advanced no arguments in favour of their new
doctrine, that can be thought very favourable, much less cog-ent and
convincing.
It is surely impossible to demonstrate the truth of their opinion a
priori ; nor did tiiese authors attempt it. They only endeavoured to
muster up some difficulties against the production of the world in time,
the great weakness whereof, any one who is but tolerably acquainted
with
Christian
will easilyespoused
perceive.
Aristotle's
arguments
ratherthemake
againstreligion,
some notions
by the
old philosophers,
or rather forged by himself, than against the doctrine of the Creation.
Nay, he himself sometimes speaks with great diffidence of his own
opinion on this subject, particularly in his topics, where, among other
logical problems, he proposes this as one, viz., " Whether the world
existed
fromcontrary,
eternity orthatnot*."
On the
the world has evident marks of novelty, is
acknowledged by Lucretius in a remarkable passage of his poems,
which
is verywere
well not
known.
" Besides,''
" if the
and
the heavens
originally
created, says
but he,
existed
fromearth
eternity,
why did not earlier poets describe the remarkable actions of their
times long before the Theban war and the destruction of Troy? But,
in my opinion, tiie universe is not of old standing, the world is but of
late
not long
it hadif weits beginning."
moreestablishment,
to that purposeand t.it isBut,
besidessincethis,
duly consider And
the
matter, and acknowledge the course of the stars not only to be owing
to a first mover, but also, that the whole fabric, with all the creatures
therein, derive their existence from some Supreme Mind, vvlio is the
only Fountain of Being ; we must certainly conclude, that that Selfexistent Principle, or Source of all Beings, is by all means eternal,
but there is no necessity at all that we should suppose all other things
-}- Tcrrae
Pratereaet Cali,
si nullasempcrque
fuit genitalis
a'ternaorigofuere,
Cur supra bcllinn Tlicbanuni ot fiiiiera Troj;r,
Non alias alii ((uoquc res cpcincre I'oela',
Vcruiii, ut opiiior, luiliet nuvitaUiii sumiiin, rocensquc
Natura est miiiidi, ncque priduiii c.Noidia copit.
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to be coeval with it: nay, if it is not absolutely necessary, it is at least
hig:hly reasonable and consistent to believe the contrary.
For, that this world, compounded of so many and such heterogeneous parts, should proceed, by way of natural and necessary
emanation, from that One First, Purest, and most Simple Nature,
nobody, I imagine, could believe, or in the least suspect. Can it
possibly be thought that mortality should proceed from the Immortal,
corruption from the Incorruptible, and, what ought never to be so
much as mentioned, even worms, the vilest animalcules, and most
abject insects, from the Best, Most Exalted, and Most Blessed Majesty? But, if He produced all these things freely, merely out of His
good pleasure, and with the facility that constantly attends almighty
power, how much more consistent is it to believe, that this was done
in time, than to imagine it was from eternity !
It is a very difficult matter, to argue at all about that, the nature
whereof our most enlarged thoughts can never comprehend. And
though, among philosophers and divines, it is disputed, whether such
a production from eternity is possible or not, there is probably something concealed in the nature of the thing, though unknown to us, that
might suggest a demonstration of the impossibility of this conceit.
For, what is finite in bulk, power, and every other respect, seems
scarcely capable of this infinity of duration ; and divines generally
place eternity among the incommunicable attributes of God, as they
are called. It seems, to be sure, most agreeable to reason, and, for
ought we know, it is absolutely necessary, that in all external productions bya free agent, the cause should be, even in time, prior
to the effect ; that is, that there must have been some point of time
wherein the Being producing did, but the thing produced did not, exist.
As to the eternal generation in which we believe, it is within God
Himself, nor does it constitute any thing without Him, or different
from His nature and essence. Moreover, the external production
of a created being, of a nature vastly different from the Agent that
is supposed to produce it, and to act freely in that production,
implies, in its formal conception, (as the schools express it,) a translation from non-entity into being; whence it seems necessarily to follow,
that there must have been some point of time, wherein that created
being did not exist.
The notions of the Platonists concerning pre-existent matter, do not
concern the present subject; but, to be sure, they are as idle and
empty as the imaginary eternity of the world in its present form. As
angels were not produced out of matter, it is surely surprising, that
those who assert tiieir creation by God, should find difficulty in acknowledging the production of other things without pre-existent
matter, or even of matter itself. The celebrated maxim of the philosophers, that out of nothing, nothing is produced, we receive, but in a
different and sounder sense, viz., that nothing can be produced bnt
either from pre-existent matter, or by a productive Power in which it
was virtually contained. And, in this sense, this famous maxim
affords an invincible demonstration d podcriori, (for the subject is not
capable of any other,) to prove that there must be some Being that
existed before any creature, and the Unity and Eternity of that Being.
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The great Creator of the world, havin;^ all things virtually in Himself", word
needed neither
order andto produce
them.of
By the
of thematter
Lord nor
were instruments
tlie heavens inmade,
all the host
them by the breath of His month. Psal. xxxiii. 6. These were His
levers and tools, the word of the Lord, or that effectual act of His
will which
all things.and "creating
The mighty
of all,
called
directlygaveto hisbeing
holy,tointelligent,
word. Lord
Let there
be
a sun, and a sun immediately appeared*." Here, He spoke, and it
" Themoved
word infinite
and the Goodness
effect shewed
themselves
togethert."
Ifwasyoudone.
ask what
to perform
this great
work ;
I answer, that very goodness you mention. For if, as they say, it is
the nature of goodness to be always communicative, that Goodness,
to be sure, must be the most diffusive, which is in itself greatest,
richest, and so very immense, that it cannot be in the least diminished,
much less exhausted, by the greatest munificence. Here, there is no
danger that that should happen, which Cicero prudently cautions
against, in the case of human goodness, viz., " That liberality should
undo
itselfj."
liberality must be immortal and endless, the
treasures
whereofForarethatinfinite.
Nor is it to be doubted, but from this very goodness, together with
the immense jjower and wisdom which shine forth so brightly in the
creation and all the creatures, an immense weight of glory is reflected
upon the Creator Himself, and the source of all these perfections.
Nor must it be denied, that the manifold wisdom of God proposed
this end likewise. And there is nothing more certain than that, from
all these taken together, His works. His benevolent and diffusive
goodness, His power and wisdom illustrated in the creation, and the
glory that continually results therefrom, from His wise counsels, and
His own most perfect nature, whence all these things flow; nothing is
more certain, I say, than that, from all these taken together, the
Divine Majesty enjoys an eternal and inexpressible delight and satisfaction. And thus all things return to that vast and immense Ocean,
from whence they at first took their rise, according to the expression
in the Proverbs, He hath made all things for Himself. Prov. xvi. 4.
And the words of the song in the Revelations are most express to this
purpose : Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and honour, and
power, for Thov- hast created all things, and for Thy pleasure they are,
and were created. Rev. iv. 11. Nor could it, indeed, be otherwise,
than that He who is the Beginning of ail things, should also be the
End of all; a wonderful Beginning without a beginning, and an End
without an end. So that, as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
reasons concerning the oath of God, As He could swear by no greater.
He sware by Himself; in like manner we may argue here, as He could
propose no greater end or design. He proposed Himself. It was the
saying of Epicurus, " That the wise man does every thing for his
own sake§:" we, who are otherwise taught, should rather say, that
* *0 -ravruv xvotos Iv^iea; oh(putiffi tu Iccvtov oiyvut ko.) vortru Kcci ^^jf^tov^'yixy X^yto tiXTv
'IXio; xa) cl/iU tm (fiiiiai, &c. Trismeg.
i'TTos, afta pereat
i^yov. liberalitas.
% "NeAfjcMlibcralitate
j Sapicntem omnia lacere sui causa.
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the wise man docs nothing for his own sake, but all for that of God.
But the most exalted, to be sure, and the Wisest of all beings, because
He is so, must of necessity do all things for Himself ; yet, at the same
time,benevolent.
all Ills dispensations towards His creatures are most bountiful
and
That the world was made directly and immediately for man, is the
doctrine, not only of the Stoics, but also of the master of the Peripatetic school: " We are," says he, " in some respect, the end of all
tilings *." And in another place, " Nature has made all these things
for
the sakemore
of manf-"
to the gives
same thepurpose
and
Lactantius
fully than Cicero
either§.speaks
But Moses
greatestJ; light
on this subject, not only in his history of the Creation, but also in
Deuteronomy, wherein he warns the Israelites against worshipping of
angels, for this reason ; because, says he, they were created for the
service of man. And the sun, in Hebrew, is called Shemesh, which
signifies a servant.
But O! whither do our hearts stray? Ought we not to dwell upon
this pleasant contemplation, and even die in it? I should choose to
be quite lost in it, and to be rendered altogether insensible, and, as it
were, dead to these earthly trifles that make a noise around us. O
sweet reciprocation of mutual dpiights ! The Lord shall rejoice in
His works, says the Psalmist ; and presently after. My meditation of
Him shall be sweet : I will be glad i)i the Lord. Psal. civ. 31 — 4. Let
us look sometimes to the heavens, sometimes to the sea and the earth,
with the animals and plants that are therein, and very often to ourselves: and in all these, and in every thing else, but in ourselves
particularly, let us contemplate God, the common Father of all, and
our most exalted Creator, and let our contemplation excite our love.
They who have sent the ignorant and unlearned to pictures and
images, as books proper for their instruction, have not acted very
•wisely
; norof has
happily
luckily
for theor
advantage
that that
part expedient
of mankind.turnedBut out
surely,
this orgreat
volume,
system, which is always open and exposed to the view of all, is admirably adapted to the instruction both of the vulgar and the wise;
so that Chrysostom had good reason to call it " The great book for
the learned and unlearned H." And the saying of St. Basil is very
much
beauty of that
those His
thingsinexpressible
which are
obviousto tothethepurpose
eyes of: "all,From
we the
acknowledge
beauty excels that of all the creatures ; and from the magnitude of
those sensible bodies that surround us, we conclude the infinite and
immense goodness of their Creator, whose plenitude of power exceeds
all thought, as well as expression
For this very end, it evidently appears that all things were made,
* Sumus enim et nos quodammodo omnium finis. 2 Pliys. tit, 23.
-|- Natura liominum gratia omnia fecit,
} De legibus. cursibus ct spatiis incqualibus orbes conficit, &c. ad finem capitis,
De §iraSolDei.irrequietis
Cap. 13, 14.
11 Bi?X/ov /iiyisTHV xa.) ihuTcei; xa) aiifiii;.
^[
'Ek
tcZ
kuXXov;
i^ufiUuv avaXnyi^u-inQ-a
T0» l-xi^xaXn ImufiiSia
Ix rev //.'.y'ihv;
Tuni aitrSn'rav
Tovruv xa.) ■ri^iyQa^rTuvtuvffufiarav
arrufov xa)xa.)i'TTi^/ntyi^n
xa) TTUffai
iic/.ynat
ill ro) "irX'/ihi Tm iaurau ovXafitu; vTri^iaimTa. Alex. liom. i.
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and we are the only visible beinj^s that are capable of this contemplation. "The world," says St. Basil, " is a school, or seminary, very
properhaveforalsothe the
instruction
of rational
souls ofin fire,
the knowledge
of God*."
We
angels, those
ministers
to be spectators
with
us on tiiis theatre. But will any of us venture to conjecture what they
felt, and what admiration seized them, when they beheld those new
kinds of creatures rising into being, and those unexpected scenes that
were successively added to the preceding ones, on each of the six days
of that first remarkable week, when he laid the foundations of the
earth, and placed the corner stone thereof; when the 7norning stars sang
together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy . Job xxxviii. 6, 7.
But 0,l the stupidity of mankind ! All those stupendous objects
are daily around us; but, because they are constantly exposed to our
view, they never affect our minds : so natural is it for us to admire
new, rather than grand objects. Therefore, the vast multitude of stars
which diversify the beauty of this immense body, does not call the
people together ; but when any change happens therein, the eyes of all
are fixed upon the heavens. " Nobody looks at the sun, but when he
is obscured; nobody observes the moon, but when she is eclipsed;
then nature seems to be in danger ; then vain superstition is alarmed,
and every one is afraid for himself t- ' " But surely," says St. Bernard,
and production,
moon, " these
are greatofmiracles,
toconcerning
be sure ; the
but suti
the first
or creation
all things,veryis agreat
vast
miracle, and makes it easy to believe all the rest; so that, after it, nothing ought to excite our wonder J."
LECTURE Xll.
Of the Creation o/Man.
This great theatre being built, besides those spectators who had been
but lately placed in the higher seats, it pleased tlie supreme Creator
and Lord to have another company below, as it were, in the area :
these He called forth into being by creation, and a man was introduced
into this area, to be a spectator of Him and of His works, yet not a
spectator only, but also to be the interpreter of them Nor yet was
man placed therein merely to be a spectator and an interpreter ; but
also, in a great measure, to be possessor and lord thereof; or, as it
were, the Creator's " substitute ||," in a spacious and convenient house,
ready-built,
sorts and
of" useful
Now, that andman stored
himselfwithis all
a grand
noble furniture.
piece of workmanship
* Sol
'0 xoV^a;
\}/vx^f
Xoyixav
ii^xTxaXim
Ttts (toymir'ia}
rraiiivrti^isr.
Alex.
hom. i,
em, nisi
non »aihabet;
nemo obscrvat
lunain nisiSeneca.
laborantem;
tunc•fX Magna
orbesspectatoi
conclamant,
tunccumprodeficit,
se quisque
vana trepidat.
sunt luxe iniriicula,
magna
nimissuperstitione
ita est; miraculum
autem immonsum est
ipsa prima omnium pind\ictio, seu creatioj qua; miraculorem omnium adeo facilem fidem,
I'acit, ut post cam nihil sit mirum.
^ 'n^ Siarriv TS aumu x«i tuv kutou t^Kcuv xxi oil fi'nm ^mrw ayya kcci l^riynrm,
Arrian.
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appears even from this circumstance, that the Most Wise Operator
when he was going to create him, thought fit to preface His design
with these words, Let vs make man. So that he was created not
merely by a word of command, like the rest of the creatures, but " by
a consultation
the blessed
Trinity*.''composition, the conjunction of
And, indeed,ofman
is a wonderful
heaven and earth; " the breath of God, and the dust of the ground:"
the bond of union between the visible and the invisible world, and truly
a " world in miniature, a kind of mixed world, nearly related to the
other
two t-world,
" Nor butis also
he only
a lively
and ofrepresentation
the greater
dignified
with epitome
the image
his great Crea-of
tor. He made tiie heavens and the earth, the sea and the stars, and
then,
all sortscreature,
of livingandcreatures
; but, ofin the
words sentiments,
of the poet, was
"a
more divine
more capable
elevated
yet wanting, and one that could rule over the rest ; therefore man
was born |."
The rest of the creatures, according to the observation of the schoolmen, which is not amiss, had the impression of the Divine foot
stamped upon them, but not the image of the Deity. These He
created, and reviewing them, found them to be good, yet He did not
rest in them : but, upon the creation of man, the Sabbath immediately
followed. He made man, and then rested, having a creature capable of
knowing that He was his Creator, one that could worship Him, and
celebrate his sabbath, whose sins, if he should commit any. He might
forgive, and send, clothed with human nature, His only begotten Son,
in whom. He is absolutely well pleased, and over whom, as the person
who fulfilled His good pleasure, He rejoices for ever, to redeem His
favourite creature. By the production of man, the Supreme Creator
exhibited Himself in the most admirable light, and at the same time,
had a creature capable of admiring and loving Him ; and, as St. Ambrose observes, " one that was under obligation to love his Creator
the more ardently, the more wonderfully he perceived himself to be
made §."
" Andthatman,"
says be,
the assame
author,
made a two-of
footed
animal,
he might
it were,
one "ofwas
the inhabitants
the air, that he might aspire at high things, and fly with the wings of
sublime
thoughts the||." structure of man is an instance of wonderful art
And, indeed,
and ingenuity, whether you consider the symmetry of his whole fabric
taken together, or all his parts and members separately. Gregory
Nyssen
purpose, when
he says, in" the
of man speaks
is awfulveryandmuch
hard toto the
be explained,
and contains
it a frame
lively
* Faciamus
hominem.
Ut non solojubentis sermone sicut rclifjuia, sedconsilio sanclae
Trinitatis
condiuis
sit. Arnob.
-j- Mix^oxi<r/ios , fiixTos
t»v Sus
Koajj^m. alt*.
Greg. Nyss.
J
Sanctiiisti;hisx'sirfios,
animal,ifvyynf^s
mcntisque
; capacius
Deerat homo
ad hue,est.et— quod
Natus
Ovid. ddminaii
1 Met. in caetera posset,
§ Kt quidem tanto ardentius amarct conditorem, quanto mirabilius se ab eo conditum
intelligeret.
II Et factus est homo bipes, ut sit unus quasi de volatilibus, qui alta visu petal, et
quodam reraigio volitet sublimum cogitationum.
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representation
of
many
of
the
hidden
mysteries
of
God
*."
How
wonderful iseven the structure of his body! Which, after all, is but the
earthen case of his soul ; accordingly, it is in the Chaldaic language
called Nidne, which signifies a sheath. How far does the workmanship exceed the materials ! And how justly may we say. What a glorious creature out of the meanest elements ! The Psalmist's mind
seems to have dwelt upon this meditation, till he was quite lost in
it; How fearfvlly, says he, and wonderfvlly am 1 made! Psal.
cxxxix. 14. And that celebrated physician who studied nature with
such unwearied application, in his book upon the structure of the
human body, in whicii, after all, there is nothing divine, often expresses
his admiration in these words, " Who is worthy to praise the wisdom
and
power of writers,
the Creatort!"
and most
manyfullother
The Christian
however, are
uponsuch
this exclamations.
subject, particularly St. Basil, St. Chrysostom, and others, who carry their
observations so far as the nails, and the hair, especially that on the
eye-lids. And Nyssen, on the words. Let its make man, has the
following
" Man
a grandseeing
and henoble
— How
can man beobservation
said to be :any
greatis matter,
is a creature.
mortal creature,
subject to a great many passions ; from the time of his birth, to that
of his old age, exposed to a vast many evils and distresses ; and of
whom it is written, Lord, what is man, that thou shouldest he mindful
of him ?
history; forwe wehaveare oftold,
the that
production
this" The
difficulty
God tookof man,
some delivered
of the dustme offrom
the
earth, and out of it formed man : from these words I understood, that
man
was toat say,
oncethatnothing,
and yetout something
very was
grandmadeJ." were
He
intended
the materials
of which man
low, and as it were, nothing ; but, if you consider the wonderful workmanship, how great wasproduce
the honour
upon him ! " TheGodearth
did not spontaneously
man, conferred
as it did grasshoppers.
did
not commit the production of this or that particular creature to his
ministering powers ; no, the gracious Creator took the earth in His
own hand
nobleDivine
frame breath,
of his body,
made
of the§."dustButof besides
the earth,the that
and, bythough
means it ofwasit,
tiie infusion of a precious soul, mixes heaven and earth togetiier ; not
indeed in the common acceptation of that term, as if things so vastly
different were promiscuously jumbled together, and the order of nature subverted ; but only implying that the two parts of the human
constitution are compounded with inexpressible art, and joined in a
close union. As to the misery of the human race, and the contemptible figure in which the life of man appears, it is to be ascribed to another source, very different from the earthly materials out of which his
* 'H rtu uv^^uviiv xaratrKiuh (^aSi^z. Tis xai 'hutn^nnvivro; xai mWa xa) a'rSx^ufa h
■\- Ti; "ixavoi sri t?i» ^■A/jt-iou^ytiZ eotpiavTi xa) "hivaiz-iv tvar/UM.
X M'iya clvf^iu-nis xai Tiy-'iov. "AX\a 'jrZc faya « avt^uva; ; t« Wixvi^m Z,u!» to /j-v^'mi;
vaSiirii VT^Xiifiivov, to 'ixymnrrii us yii^a; ftu^'iav xaxav lirfiov i^avTX/iuv lls^i oZ 'it ■prnTUi.
Kiijis tU ifTii 0 a-i^^wros , ot) f^iftmaxn aurou; &c. aWa //.oi t»» ToiauTm "iiam^'wav
'iXuGiv
y'.mirioisuiVip,
rov av^gslirow
dvayvurhifa,
§ OuxliTTO^ia
ri yn Tr,sau roi^aTo;
Tovi TiTTiyap
t^iSaa-i, &c.
clx\'Oralcux ii.ii?rz Tul', xai ruh -Xomeai
'KiiTov^y~txai; iuydfitriv, clXX ^u^i ifiXorixvii ynv iXaSiv.
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body was made. That he was created happy, beautiful, and honourable, he owed to his great and good Creator ; but he himself is tiie
author of his own misery. And hence it is, that though, with regard
to his original and pure nature, we ouglit, for the strongest reasons,
to speak more honourably of him than of any other part of the visible
world; yet, if we view him in his present circumstances, no part of
the creation, to be sure, deserves to be lamented in more mournful
strains.
But what words can express, what thoughts can comprehend, the
dignity and j)owers of that heavenly soul that inhabits this earthly
body, and the Divine image tiuit is stamped upon it? Tiie philosophers
of all ages and nations have been inquiring into the nature of it, and
have not yet found it out.
A great many have also amused themselves with too whimsical conjectures and fancies, and have endeavoured to discover, by very different methods, a figure of the blessed Trinity in the faculties of the
soul. Nor was Methodius satisfied with finding a representation of
this mystery in the soul of every particular man, but also imagined he
had discovered it in the three first persons of the human race, viz.
Adam, Eve, and their first-born son ; because in them he found unbegotteti, begotten, and proceeding, as also unity of nature, and the
origination of all mankind. But not to insist upon these, it is certain
the rational, or intellectual, and immortal soul, so long as it retained
its original piu'ity, was adorned with the lively and refulgent image of
the Father of Spirits, its eternal Creator ; but afterwards, when it became polluted and stained with sin, this image, though not immediately quite ruined, was, however, miserably obscured and defaced. It
is true, the beautiful and erect frame of the hiunan body, which gives it
an advantage over all other creatures, and some other external graces
that man possesses, may possibly be some reflected rays of the Divine
excellence ; but I should hardly call them the image of God. As St.
Ambrose well observes, " How can flesh, which is but earth, be said
to be made after the image of God, in whom there is no earth at all ?
And shall we be said to be like God, because we are of a higher rank
thanThesheep
and does*?''
dominion
over the rest of the creatures which man enjoys, is a
kind of faint shadow of the absolute and unlimited sway of the Supreme Majesty of heaven and earth. I dare not, however, venture to
say, it is that image of which we are speaking; but, as those who draw
the picture of a king, after laying down the lineaments of the face and
body, use to add the purple robe and other ensigns of royalty, this
dominion may certainly supply the place of these, with regard to this
image of God on man. But the lively colours in which the image itself
is drawn, are, says Nyssen, " purity, absence of evil, understanding,
and speechseemst."to For
even the byeternal
Son and theunderWisdom
of theof
Father,
be intended
the philosophers
the term
The Creating MindX; and by the divine apostle, John, he is called
terra diceimir,
est, qui dicafiir
ad imaginem
Dei facta,
cum sumus
in Deo ?terra non sit? ct aa
CO *DeiCarosimiles
quia damulis
atqiie ovibus
cel^jiorcs
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The Word. To these we have very fyood {Ground to add, charity, as
nothing- can be named that renders man liker to God* ; for " God is
love, and
fountain
itt."discovers
It is true,
is a valuable
disposition of thethe mind,
but itof also
itself charity
in the frame
of the human
body ; for man was made quite defenceless, havinj^ neither horns,
claws, nor sting, but naked and harmless, and, as it were, entirely
formed for meekness, peace, and charity.
The same author, speaking of the image of God on man, expresses
himself as follows : " Wherefore, that you may be like God, exercise
liberality and beneficence, study to be innocent, avoid every crime,
subdue all the motions of sin — conquer all the beasts that are within
you. What, you will say, have I beasts within me? Yes, you have
beasts and a vast number of them. And that you may not think I
intend to insult you, is anger an inconsiderable beast, when it barks
in your heart? What is deceit, when it lies hid in a cunning mind ;
is it not a fox ? Is not the man who is furiously bent upon calumny,
a scorpion ? Is not the person who is eagerly set on resentment and
revenge, a most venomous viper ? What do you say of a covetous
man ; is he not a ravenous wolf? And is not the luxurious man, as
the prophet expresseth it, a neighing horse ? Nay, there is no wild
beast but is found within us. And do you consider yourself as Lord
and prince of the wild beasts, because you command those that are
without, though you never think of subduing or setting bounds to
those that are within you? What advantage have you by your reason,
which enables you to overcome lions, if, after all, you yourself are
overcome by anger? To what purpose do you rule over the birds,
and catch them with gins, if you yourself, with the inconstancy of a
bird, are hurried hither and thither, and sometimes, flying high, are
ensnared by pride, sometimes brought down and caught by pleasure ?
But, as it is shameful for him who rules over nations to be a slave at
home, and for the man who sits at the helm of the state to be meanly
subjected to the beck of a contemptible harlot, or even of an imperious
wife ; will it not be, in like manner, disgraceful for you, who exercise
dominion over the beasts that are without you, to be subject to a
great many, and those of the worst sort, that roar and domineer in
yourI shall,
distempered
mindhere| ?"subjoin what some of the ancients have oblast of all,
served, viz., that the nature of the human soul, as it lies hid out of sight,
and is to us quite unknown, bears an evident resemblance to that of
God, who is Himself unsearchable and past finding out §.
" Butthoughts
when weof this
have kind
well that
considered
all these
the many
other
may occur,
may things,
we not and
cry out.
How
surprising and shocking is the madness and folly of mankind ; the far
greater part whereof, as if they had quite forgot their original and
ij: e;<u ouuv ft.tiii; inn lia. r7,s ;^^ti(rTor nrcs, S<a fits atii?,ixax.'as. S/a xoi, vuv'^S, ftifOTovti^i;
CUV xai ;xa.Tax.oa.rwv
rm ■rd^av
Bn^iav. Mri "^'"^
suv i^ug,
lyu ihai
By.^iari'ix"y.lyiIfcaurai
xai fiv^ia. -proXlv
ox^."' ravev «■«<£vSo»,
^n^iuvaj;^;!tx'-is<
vof/.iras
f.'.im. Tl'oam i>>i^Mv larU i (ufiis orav v'Ka.xrn rn xa^ia., &C.
§ Kar' rusix-h rou avuvuy,ov, kva ayvcD^itrrcu &iov.
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native dignity, disparage themselves so far as to pursue the meanest
objects,
and shamefully
themselves
in mud."
The words
of Epictetusplunge
are divir.e,
and have
a wonderful savour of
piety
:
"
You
go
to
the
city
of
Olympia,"
says
" to see some
of theto
works of Phidias ; but you have no ambition he,
to convene,
in order
understand and look at those works which may be seen without travel ing atall. Will you never understand what you are, nor why you
were brought into the world ; nor, finally, what that is which you have
now an opportunity to view and contemplate*?" And in another
place,
For, ifbut
we were
wise, and
what celebrate
have we the
else Deity,
to do, both
public
and in "private,
to praise
and toin return
our thanks to Him ? Ought we not, while we are digging, plowing,
and eating, to sing to God this hymn ? Great is the Lord, who has
provided
those gentlemen,
necessaries I ofwould
lifet,"haveC)C. you to be sensible of
As for usyou,withyoung
the honour and dignity of your original state ; and to be deeply impressed with the indignity and disgrace of your nature, now fallen and
vitiated. And dwell particularly upon the contemplation of it. Suffer
not the great honour and dignity of the human race, which is to know
the Eternal and invisible God, to acknowledge Him, love Him, and
worship Him, to decay and die away within you. This, alas ! is the
way of the far greater part of the world ; but do you live in continual
remembrance of your original, and assert your claim to Heaven, as
being originally from it, and soon to return to it again.
LECTURE XIIL
Of Providence.
The doctrines we have been handling, are the great supports of faith,
piety, and the whole of religion : wherefore, it is most just, that the
zeal and care of the scholars should concur with that of their teachers,
to have them well secured in the mind and affections ; for, " a weak
foundation,"
the lawyers
the the
ruinJachin
of theandworkBoazl"
There are twoasprincipal
pillars,observe,
and, as "itiswere,
of the living temples of God, which the Apostle to the Hebrews lays
down in these words : He that cometh to God (under which expression
are compreliended every devout affection and every act of religious
worshi])) vinst believe that God is, and that He is a rewardcr of them
that dilige/itly seek Hiin. Heb. xi. 6.
That God is, implies not only that He is eternal and self-existent,
but also, that He is, to all other beings, the spring and fountain of
what they are, and what they have ; and consequently, that He is the
^ E/j oX'jfji.'prtav fjcXv ocrohyifji.UTi, Iv s/§y)T£ to s^yov tov (piihiou — onrcv ovh ciTo^'/if/.yiirat
^^£iat IffTiv Tavra Se ^luffttir^at xa) xctrttvoTiffai ovx iTi^vf^iffiTi ovx ciiff^'Affiff^i toivvv
ov<7i
lib. i.Tiviicap.itfTi,
6. ovTi I'jrt Ti yiyovccTij ovr lir/ T< tovto IffTtv eip* o rov S-sav 5ra^£/Xsj^aT£j* Arr.
t
"El
ya.^
'iixo/^ii', aAXo
ti 'ilu ifice;
xai xoiiv)
xai iHa xai-h l/^nisT)
xai
iu(p-/,/iu> xai voZv
\'!t{i,i(xitrBui
Tag
; ovx-xoiui
ihi xai
erxd'TTovTas
d^omrasto Bloif
*«' IB^'iotTa;J Debile
d^iiti, fi'iya;
SioV oti yi/nTv fallit
■rd^i^^ttopus.o^yam tuutk. Ibid, cap. 16.
eniin ofundamentuin

OF PROVIDENCE.
wise and powerful
ang-els andthatmen,
the whole
universe.
This is Creator
the first ofparticular,
God andis. even
The ofsecond,
that
He is a rcwarder o f them that diligently seek Hijn, ascertains the prO'
vidence and government of God, exemplified in its most eminent efiect,
with rep,ard to mankind. For providence extends further tiian this,
and comjirehends in it a constant preservation and support of all
things visible and invisible, whether in heaven or earth, and the
sovereit^n government and disposal of them. Mechanics, when they
have completed houses, ships, and other works they have been engaged in, leave them to take their fate in the world, and, for the
most part, give themselves no further trouble about the accidents that
may befal them. But the supreme Architect and wise Creator never
forsakes the work of his hands, but keeps his arms continually about
it, to preserve it ; sits at the helm to rule and govern it ; is Himself
in every part of it, and fills the whole with His presence. So great a
fabric could not possibly stand without some guardian and ruler; nor
can this be any other than the Creator Himself. For who can pay a
greater regard to it, support it more effectually, or govern it with
greater
than He who
it? the" Nothing
can bebe more
perfect thanwisdom,
God ; therefore,
it is made
necessary
world should
governed
by him," says Cicero. And " they who take away providence, though
they acknowledge God in words, in fact deny him*."
If we believe that all things were jjrodnced out of nothing, the consequence is,that, by the same powerful Hand that created them, they
must be preserved and supported, to keep them from falling back into
their primitive nothingness. It must be also owned, that, by the same
powerful Hand, the regular motions of the stars, the contexture of the
elementary world, the various kinds of creatures, and the uninterrupted
succession of their generations, are continued and preserved. Nor is
Divine providence to be confined within the heavens, or in the lower
world, restrained to the care of generals in opposition to individuals ;
although the Peripatetic school inclined too much to this opinion,
and, even the master of tliat school, Aristotle himself, in his often
quoted book, if it really be his, De Mundo. For, that providence extends to all things in this lower globe, from the highest to the lowest,
and comprehends within its sphere particular as well as general
things, the least as well as the greatest, is confirmed, not only by the
doctrine of the sacred Scripture, but also by the testimony of all sound
philosophy.
Therefore, in maintaining the doctrine of Providence, we affirm,
1st. That the Eternal Mind has an absolute and perfect knowledge
of all things in general, and every single one in particular. Nor docs
He see only those that are actually present, as they appear in their
order upon the stage of the world, but, at one view, comprehends all
that are passed, as well as that are to come, as if they were actually present before
himf- This,
the ancient
is saidandto'have
asserted
expressly,
even with
regard philosopher
to the hiddenThales
motions
most
*
Nihil
Deo
proestanlius,
ab
eo
igitur
regi
necesse
est.
Qui
providentiam
negant,
verbis licet Deum ponuiit, reipsa tollunt.
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secret thoughts of the human mind : for, being- asked, " If any one,
that does evil, can conceal it from God ?" he answered, " No, not even
his evil thoughts*." " Nothing is left unprovided for," says St. Basil,
" nothing is overlooked by God: His watchful eye sees all things; He
isthepresent
every thoughts
where to upon
give this
salvation
same divine
subjectto |.all t." Epictetus has also
And here, were any one to reflect seriously on the vast number of
affairs that are constantly in agitation in one province, or even in one
city, the many political schemes and projects, the multiplicity of law
matters, the still greater number of family affairs, and all the particulars comprehended under so many general heads, he would be
amazed and overpowered with the thoughts of a knowledge so incomprehensibly extensive. This was the very thought which excited the
divine Psalmist'sSuchadmiration,
and
him cry out with wonder and
astonishment.
is toomade
cannot attain mito it.knowledge
Psal. cxxxix.
6.wonderful for me ; it is high ; I
2dly, He not only knows all things, and takes notice of them, but
He also rules and governs them. He hath done whatever he pleased
in the heavens and the earth, says the Psalmist, Psal. cxxxv. 6. And
He worketh all things, says the Apostle, accordiiig to the council of
His own will. Eph. i. 11. He does all things according to his
pleasure, but that pleasure is influenced by His reason ; all things
absolutely, but yet all things with the greatest justice, sanctity, and
prudence.
He views and governs the actions of man in a particular manner :
He hath given him a law : He hath proposed rewards, annexed
punishments
engage man's
obedience.
having
discovered, asto itenforce
were, anit, and
extraordinary
concern
about him,Andwhen
He
made him (as we have observed upon the words. Let us make man,)
in like manner. He still continues to maintain an uncommon good-will
towards him, and so to speak, an anxious concern about him. So that
one of the ancients most justly called man " God's favourite creature."
And he spoke much to the purpose, who said, " God is neither a lover
ofof horses,
nor ofgovernment
birds, but ofof mankind
§.''weWithmeetregard
the justice
the supreme
Providence,
with toa great
deal,
even in the ancient poets.
" O notice
father Jove,"
says and
iEschylus,
thou reigncst
takest
of the rash
wicked " actions
of gods inandheaven,
men. thou
Thy
care even extends to the wild beasts ; thou observest the wrongs done
them, and securest their privileges
" Though justice," says Euripides, " comes late, it is still justice : it
*I' 'sE;
tIj Xidoi xaxov
zr^u.<rffm \ Ta^x
dkX olVt
. o uxilfivirsi ii.p6aXfto(
'OwSsy0so» a.'T^nixrov,
oiSiv rlrifttXtifitvcv
©so/ "iiaiaifuvos
rccvTa ffKdTr'ivsi
•Xac't+ Arr.
-aa^u,lib.gxngirtl^ui
ixaaru
rtiv
truTu^ait.
i. cap. 12.
II n Ziu rrxri^, Ztv , cov fjctv ou^avov x^ci'7o;j
Atm^ya, xa^'./iirTci. loi xai ^n^im
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lies hid, as it were, in ambush, till it finds an opportunity to inflict dne
punishment upon the wicked man*."
" Dost thou think," says iEschylus, "to get the better of the divine
knowledg'c, and tiiat justice stands at a distance from the human race?
She is utar at hand, and sees without being seen ; she knows who
oujyht to be punished ; but when she will suddenly fall upon the
wicked, that thou knowest notf."
" The weight of justice," says the same author, in another place,
" falls upon some quickly in the day-time, it lies in wait for some sins
till the twilight ; the longer it is delayed, the severer the punishment;
accordingly,
consignedhowever,
to eternalonnight
There are some
two are
difficulties,
this J.''head, which are not
easily solved. 1st, The success that commonly attends the wicked in
this world, and the evil to which the good are exposed. On this subject, even the philosophers, pleading the cause of God, (which, if we
take their word, they thought a matter of no great difficulty,) advanced
a great many things. Seneca tells us, " There is a settled friendship,
nay, a near relation and similitude between God and good men: he is
even their father ; but, in their education, he inures them to hardships.
When, therefore, you see them struggling with difficulties, sweating,
and employed in up-hill work ; while the wicked, on the other hand,
are in high spirits, and swim in pleasures ; consider, that we are
pleased with modesty in our children, and forwardness in our slaves ;
the former we keep under by severe discipline, v/hile we encourage
impudence in the latter. Be persuaded that God takes the same
method. He does not pamper the good man with delicious fare, but
tries him ; he accustoms him to hardships, and (which is a wonderful
expression in a heathen) prepares him for himself §." And in
another
place, He" Those
whom Forhe you
seemsare tomistaken,
indulge
and to spare,
reservesluxurious
for evilspersons
to come.
if you think any one excepted. The man who has been long spared,
will at last have his portion of misery; and that he seems to have been
* Aixet TOT S/«a ^^ontog
AXX* OfjtUSiVavVTOTiffOVff*
'EXaSty
ix-'t
T/v' adi&n fi^srar.
i' AoxiTs TO. Btcdv ffu ^vvyiTO, vixi^erui 'Tore
' H J' lyyv; iirriv ov^ h^u/iivn §' o^a
' Ov x^ii xoyd'^dv r HiSn. AXX' huk oT3« iru
J Vo'Trh'^
Ta^tTa i'^tffxQ'jfu'h'iKa.g
Tovs ^iv Iv (palt
Ta S' tv /iiTai^^fiiu tru'omu
§ Inter bonos viros ac Di;i m est amicilia, imo necessitudo, et similitudo, imo ille
eoniin pater, sed durius eos educut, cum itaque eos videris laborarc, sudare, et ardum
asrondere, malos autem lasciviiL', ot voluptatibus fluere, cogita, filioruin nos modesti.i
dclcctare, vcrmdaruin licciitia : illos di-<cii)lina tristiori contineri, horum ali audaciam.
Idem tilii
de Ueo liqueat, buiiuiii viruni deliciis non innutrit, expcritur, iiidurat, et sibi
JLI.UM
Vol.riU-.PARAT.
II.
2 II
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dismissed,
delayed
a time*." And
a vastwith
deal inmorePlutarch
to this:
purpose. isTlieonlysame
sort for
of sentiments
we meet
"teachers
God takes
the
same
method,"
says
he,
"
with
good
men,
that
do with their scholars, when they exact more than ordinary
of those children of whom they have the greatest hopes t-" And it is
a noble thought which we meet with in the same author: " If he who
transgresses
in the
he, "isisslow
punished
the evening,
you will not say
that,morning,"
in this case,saysjustice
; but toin God,
one, or
even several ages, are but as one day^." How near is this to St.
Peter's
on thepointsameuponsubject
I 2 Pet.which
iii. 8.perplexes men fond
2dly, saying
The other
this subject,
of controversy, and is perplexed by them, is, how to reconcile
human liberty with Divine providence, which we have taken notice
of before. But, to both these difficulties, and to all others that may
occur upon the subject, I would oppose the saying of St. Augustine :
" Let us grant that he can do some things which we cannot underWhatstand §." a melancholy thing would it be to live in a world where
anarchy reigned ! It would certainly be a woful situation to all ; but
more especially to the best and most inoffensive part of mankind. It
would have been no great privilege, to have been born into a world
without God and without providence. For, if there were no Supreme
Ruler of the world, then, undoubtedly, the wickedness of men would
reign without any curb or impediment, and the great and powerful
would
devour
as the great
fishes
often eatunavoidably
up the small,
and the
the weak
hawk and
makeshelpless,
havoc "among
the weaker
birdsIt may
|." be objected, that this frequently happens, even in the present
world, as appears from the prophecies of Habakkuk, ch. i. ver. 15.
But the prophet, immediately after, asserts, that there is a Supreme
Power, which holds the reins in the midst of these irregularities ; and
though they are sometimes permitted, yet, there is a determinate time
appointed for setting all things to rights again, which the just man
expects, and, till it comes, lives by faith. Hab. ii. 3, 4. Some passages ofAriston's lambicks are admirable to this purpose.
patient ; manner.
for God uses
supportthoseworthy
as you
are," A.
in a Beremarkable
And tounless
who men,
act in such
a becoming
manner, are to receive some great reward, to what purpose is it, pray,
to cultivate piety any longer ? B. I wish that may be the case ;
but I too often see those who conform themselves to the rules of piety
* Eos autem qiiibus inrliilgere videtur, quibus piircerp, inolles Venturis malis servat.
Erratis
si quern esse,
judicati.s
ad ilhiin
din felicem sua portio. Et
qui
videturenimdimissus
delatuscxceptum.
est. Sen. \'ciii('t
de Giibcrn.
Mundi.
t Hanc rationem Deus sequitur in bonis viris, quani in discipulis suis preceptores,
qui plus laboris ab iis exigunt, in quibus certior spes est. Plut. trij/ tuv ^^aiius
J Si qui mane peccavit, vespere puniatur, tardum hoc non dices : at Deo seculum,
vel etiam plura secula, pro die uno.
§ Demus ilium aliquod facere, et nos non posse intelligere.
II Magna coinest,
Pisceset utavesssepeenccat
miniitos
accipiter.
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and virtue, oppressed by calamity ; while those who mind nothing
but what they are prompted to by private interest and profit, thrive
and flourish much better than we. A. For the present it is so, indeed ;
but it becomes us to look a great way forward, and wait till the world
has completed its full revolution. For it is by no means true, that this
life is entirely under the dominion of blind chance, or fortune ; though
many entertain this wicked notion, and the corrupt part of mankind,
from this consideration, encourage themselves in immorality ; but the
virtues of the good will meet with a proper reward, and the wicked
will be punished for their crimes. For nothing- happens without the
will of Heaven*."
What the poets sometimes advance concerning a supreme Fate,
which governs all things, they often ascribe to God ; though now and
then they forget themselves, and subject even the Supreme Being to
their Fate, as the Stoic philosophers did also. But possibly they both
had a sound meaning, though it was couched under words that sound
a little harsh ; and this meaning now and then breaks forth, particularly when they celebrate God for disposing all things, by an
eternal law, according to his own good pleasure, and thereby make
him the supreme and universal governor, subject to no other, but, in
some respect, to himself, or to his decrees : which, if you understand
them in a sound sense, is all that they can mean by their to aoepwrmov
and their to ujxcTuliXTjjov. The same judgment is to be passed with regard to what we find said about Fortune : for either that word signifies
nothing at all, or you must understand by it, the Supreme Mind,
freely disposing of all things. And this is very clearly attested by
the following excellent verses of Menander: " Cease to improve your
minds, for the mind of man is nothing at all. The government of all
things is solely in the hands of Fortune : whether this Fortune be a
Mind, or the Spirit of God, or whatever else it is, it carries all before
it.We Human
prudence
but a vapour,
a merein trifle,
^ct'' of the old
have also
a greatis many
proofs, that,
the opinion
poets, Fate and Fortune were precisely the same ; one instance
w hereof we meet with in the follow ing passage : " Fortune and fate,
Pericles,
are the ofgivers
of all Fate,
that manand enjoys
And, instead
the terms.
Fortune,J." they sometimes used
the word Necessity. But all these were but other names, though illchosen, tor Providence. Euripides, having said a great deal concerning
fate, or necessity, at last resolves the whole into this : "Jupiter executes,
with thee, all he had decreed before §."
* A.:E"uhv
^cc^ffH.0 Ssos,'Bo'/iSuv
&c. ^affiv Tolfftv OL^tiif
t Tlaitrairh yeu> 'i-^ovi-i;, oui'iv ya.^ tXUh
EiT lan TOVTO ^rviZfia ^lioi UTi va^j,
Toyr \ffTi TOLVTU, y.al Kv^t^v^v, zat ffT^i(poy
Ka)
n ^^ovotcc
Kai ffu^oVy
(pXrim<fo!s,
ikc. V 71 BvrtT'/if xccrvos,
J IlavTa TUX1 xai fio7^ee, TJi^lxXtt; avo^i
§ Kui yi^ Zei/;, nuirfi
2vv roi TOVTO TiXwTei. Eurip. in Alceslide,
2H 2
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And Homer's words are very remarkable : " Jupiter," says lie,
" increases or diminishes tiic valour of men, as lie thinks proper: for
he is the most powerful of all And in another place : " Jove, from
Olympus, distributes happiness to good and bad men in general, and
every
particular,lookas upon
he himself
Let oneus, intherefore,
God thinks
as ourpropert-''
Father, and venture to
trust Him with our all. Let us ask and beg of Him what we want,
and look for supplies from no other quarter. This, the indulgent
father in Terence desired ; and much more our Heavenly Father.
And surely, every thing is better conducted by a dutiful love and confidence, than by an ignoble and servile fear ; and we are very injurious
both to Him and ourselves, when we think not, that all things, on His
part, are managed with the greatest goodness and bounty. It is a
true test of religion and obedience, when, with honourable thoughts,
and a firm confidence in our Father, we absolutely depend upon Him,
and serve Him from a principle of love. " Be not," says Augustine,
" a isfroward
the hating
house ofHimthe when
Best He
of fathers,
lovingchastisement,
Him when
He
fond ofboy,
thee,in and
gives thee
as if, in both cases. He did not intend to provide an inheritance for
theej." If we suppose this Providence to be the wisest and the best,
it is necessary that in every instance our wills should be perfectly submis ive to its designs ; otherwise, we prefer our own pleasure to the
will of Heaven, which appears very unnatural. St. Augustine, on the
expression, Upright in heart, which we frequently meet with in the
Psalms, makes an excellent observation : " If you cheerfully embrace,"
says he,your
"theown,Divine
some things,
others notwould
prefer
you will
are incrooked
in heart,butand inwould
have rather
your
crooked inclinations conformed to His upright intentions, but, on the
contrary, would bend His upright will to yours §.''
LECTURE XIV.
Of Christ the Saviour.
It is acknowledged, that the publication of the gospel is exceeding
agreeable, and perfectly answers its original name, which signifies
good tidings. How much sweeter is this joyful news, than the most
ravishing and delightful concerts of music! Nay, these are the best
tidings hethat
were this
ever news
heard were
in anysentage down
of thefrom
m orid.
rds, to whom
heavenO !happy
Ye, shepto be
sure, though v.'atching in the fields, exposed to the severe cold of the
night, were, in this, more happy than kings that slept at their ease in
gilded beds ; that the wonderful nativity of the Supreme King, begotten
'Otvus Kit ifiXwiv i yaj xaamtms a-ra»Ta)i. Hom. II. XX.
'Eir(Xe7; nil xaxcirij, i'^u; ihXr.Av Ixus-toi. Hom. Od\-ss. iv.
J Ne sis puer insulsus in domo optimi patris, amans patrem, si tibi blaiiditur, et odio
habens, quando te flagellat ; quasi non et biandiens, et flagellans haereditatem paret.
^ Si volunlatera
divinam
quibusdamad amplecteris,
aliis tuamsed malles,
cur^u"; vises
non vis incurvare.
ciir\am
tuam involuntatem
illius rectam indirigcre,
illius rectani
adcorde,tuamet curvam
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OF CimiST THE SAVIOUR.
from eternity, that nativity which brouf^ht salvation to the whole world,
was first communicated to you, and just at the time it happened.
Behold, says the angel, / bring you glad tiding.'i of great joy, which
shall be to all people ; for unto you is born this day a Saviour. Luke
ii. 10, 11. And immediately, a great company of the heavenly host
joined the angel, and in your hearing sung, Glory to God in the highest.
And indeed, then, in the strictest truth, " A most extraordinary child
was
&c.*"shallWhence
namehe
was sent
sent down
down from
along thewithloftyhimheavens,
: His name
be calledalso,
Jesus,his for
shall save his people from their sins. Matt. i. 21. " O sweet name of
Jesus," says St. Bernard, "honey in the mouth, melody in the ears,
healing toandthe soheart."
This is theyet,Saviour,
who,suffer
though
were
soandmiserable,
justly miserable,
would not
us toweperish.
Nor did he only put on our nature, but also our sins ; that is, in a
legal sense, our guilt being transferred to him. Whence we not only
read, that the IFord was made jiesh, John i. 14, but also, that he was
made sin for us, who knew no sin : 2 Cor. v. 12 ; and even, as we have
it in the Epistle to the Galatians, ch. iii. v. 13, that he was made a
curse, that from him an eternal blessing and felicity might be derived
to us. The spotless Lamb of God bore our sins, that were devolved
upon him : by thus bearing them, he destroyed them ; and by dying for
them, gained a complete victory over death. And how wonderful is
the gradation of the blessings he jjrocured for us ! He not only delivered us from a prison and death, but presents us with a kingdom :
according
to thattheeof the
ff^ho redee?neth
thee from
destruction;
who
crowneth
withPsalmist,
loving Icindnais
and tender
mercies.
Psalm
ciii. 4.
I believe there are none so stupid or insensible, as to refuse that
these tidings arc very agreeable and pleasing to the ear. But we may,
not without some reason, suspect of the greatest part of nominal Christians, who connnonly receive tiiese truths with great applause, that it
maybe said to them, without any injustice, what is all this to you?
These privileges are truly great and manifold, and indifferently directed
to all to whom they are preached, unless they reject them, and shut
the door against happiness offering to come in : and this is not only
the case of a great part of mankind, but they also impose upon themselves byfalse hopes, as if it were enough to hear of these great blessings, and dream themselves happy, because these sounds had reached
their ears. But, O unhappy men ! what will all these immense riches
signify to you, I must indeed say, if you arc not allowed to use them,
but ratiier, if you know not how to avail yourselves of them ? I therefore earnestly wish that these words of the gospel were well fixed in
your minds : He was in the world, and- the world was made by him,
and the world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own
received him not ; but as many as received him, to them gave he power
to become the sons of God. John i. 10 — 12. In him all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge are hid. Col. ii. 3 ; and without him, there
is nothing but emptiness, because in him all fulness doth dwell. But
what advantage can it be to us to hear these riches of our Jesus spoken
of at great length, and to excellent purpose, or even to speak of them
* Jam nova progenies coclo deiuittitur alto, &c. Vikg, Ed.
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.ourselves, if, all the while, we talk of them as a good fofeign to us,
and in which we have no concern, because our hearts are not yet open
to receive him ? What, pray, would the most accurate description of
the Fortunate Islands, as tliey are called, or all the wealth of the
Indies and the New World, with its golden mines, signify to a poor
man half naked, struggling with all the rigours of cold and hunger?
Should one, in these circumstances, I say, hear or read of these immense treasures, or should any one describe them to him in the most
striking manner, either by word of mouth, or with the advantage of an
accurate pen ; can it be doubted, but this empty display of riches, this
phantom of wealth and affluence, would make his sense of want and
misery the more intolerable ? Unless it be supposed, that despair had
already reduced him to a state of insensibility. What further enhances
the misery of those who hear of this treasure, and think of it to no
purpose, is this, that there is no one of them, who is not miserable by
choice, and a beggar in the midst of the greatest wealth ; and not
only miserable by choice, but obstinately so, from an invincible and
distracted fondness for the immediate causes of his misery. " For
who but a downright madman would reject such golden offers* ?"
To give a brief and plain state of the case : to those who sincerely
and with all their hearts receive him, Christ is all things ; to those
who receive him not, nothing. For, how can any good, however
suitable or extensive, be actually enjoyed, or indeed any sucli enjoyment conceived, without some kind of union between that good and
the person supposed to stand in need of it? Behold, says the Psalmist,
all those that are far from Thee, shall perish. Psal. Ixxiii. 27. To be
united to God, is the great and the only good of mankind. And the only
means of this union, is Jesus. In whatever sense you take it, he ought
truly to be called the union of unions; who, that he might with the
greater consistency, and the more closely, unite our souls to God, did
not disdain to unite himself to a human body.
The great business of our life, therefore, young gentlemen, is this
acceptance of Christ, and this inseparable union with him, which we
are now recommending. Thrice happy, and more than thrice happy,
are they who are joined with him in this undivided union, which no
complaints, nor even the day of death can dissolve. Nay, the last day
is hap])y above all other days, for this very reason, that it fully and
finally completes this union, and is so far from dissolving it, that it
renders it absolutely perfect and everlasting.
But, that it may be coeval with eternity, and last for ever, it is absolutely necessary that this union should have its beginning in this short
and fleeting life. And pray, what hinders tliose of us that have not
entered into this union before, to enter into it without delay ? seeing
the bountiful Jesus not only rejects none that come unto him, but also
off'ersdoor,
himself
to allbegs
thatto dobe not
wilfully reject
the
earnestly
admitted.
Oh, whyhim,do and
not standing
these ever-at
lasting doors open, that the King of glory may enter, and reign within
us? Nay, though he were to be sought in a far country, and with
great labour, why sliould we delay, and what unhappy chains detain
us ? Why do we not, after shaking them all otT, and even ourselves,
* Quis enim nisi mentis inops oblatum hoc respuat aurum ?
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go as it were out of ourselves, and seek him incessantly till we find
him ? Then, rejoicino- over him, say with the heavenly Spouse, I held
him, and would not let him i^o; and further add, with the same Spouse,
that blessed expression. My beloved is mine, and I am his. And, indeed, this interest is always reciprocal. No man truly receives Jesus,
who does not at the same time deliver up himself wholly to him.
Among all the advantages we pursue, there is nothing- comparable to
this exchange. Our gain is immense from both ; not only from the
acceptance of him, but also from surrendering ourselves to him. So
long as this is delayed, we are the most abject slaves. When one has
delivered himself up to Christ, then, and then only, he is truly free,
and becomes master of himself Why should we wander about to no
purpose ? To him let us turn our eyes, on him fix our thoughts, that
he who is ours by the donation of the Father, and his own free gift,
may be ours by a cheerful and joyous acceptance. As St. Bernard
says on tiiose words of the prophet, to its a child is born, to us a son is
given : " Let us therefore make use of what is ours," " for our own
advantage
him be ours
possession
use t,us.and
let us be his*."for So
ever,then,
neverletforgetting
how bydearly
he has andbought
LECTURE XV.
(y Regeneration.
The Platonists divide the world into two, the sensible and the intellectual world: they imagine the one to be the type of the other, and
that sensible and spiritual things are stamped, as it were, with the
same stamp or seal. These sentiments are not unlike the notions
which the masters of the cabalistical doctrine among the Jews, held
concerning
God'sand sephiroth
to them,
all the worlds,
every thingandin seal,
them, wherewith,
are stampedaccording
or sealed.
And
these are probably near akin to what Lord Bacon of Verulam calls, his
parallda signacula, and symbolizantes scheniaiismi. According to this
hypothesis, these parables and metaphors, which are often taken from
jiatural things to illustrate such as are Divine, will not be similitudes
taken entirely at pleasure, but are often, in a great measure, founded
in nature and the things themselves. Be this as it may, that great
change which happens in the souls of men by a real and effectual conversion toGod, is illustrated in the Holy Scriptures by several remarkable changes, both natural and civil, particularly by a deliverance from
chains, prison, and slavery ; by a transition from one kingdom to
another, and from darkness to light ; by a restoration from death to
life ; by a new creation ; by a marriage ; and by adoption, and ;-e|!^cveration. Concerning this great change, as it is represented under
the last of these figures, we propose, with Divine assistance, to offer a
few thoughts
from: those
words asofreceived
St. John's
have
already
mentioned
To as many
him, gospel
to them which
gave hewe power
* Piier natiH est nob'H, filius nobis datus est: utamur, inquit, nostro in ulilitatem
nostnim.
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(or the privilcj^e) to hecome the sons of God. John i. 12. Together
with tliese words of our Saviour, in another place of the same gospel :
Except a man he born again, of water and of ihc Spirit, he cannot
enter into the Icingdom of God. John iii. 3.
If, indeed, we consider the nature and the original of man, it is not
without reason, that he is called the son of God, according to that
passage which the Apostle, in his short, but most weighty sermon to
the Athenians, quotes from the poet Aratus, and at the same time
approves of. For we are all His offspring*. Acts xvii. 28. Our first
parent,
St. not
Luke'sonlygospel,
the son by
of God;
Liuke iii.in vU.
becauseis healsowasexpressly
created called
immediately
God,
without any earthly father, but also, on account of the Divine image
that was originally impressed upon the human nature.
And this glorious title, which distinguishes him from all other
corporeal beings, he has in common with the angels, who are also so
called in several places in the book of Job. Job i. 6 ; xxxviii. 7. It is
indeed true,manshiptobearsusesomethe mark
words orof character
St. Basil, ofthatthe" every
piecewhoof workworkman
made
itf."
For
I
should
rather
choose,
in
this
case,
to
use
the
word
jnark,
or character, than likeness. But of man alone it is said, Let vs make
him after our own image. And this distinction is not improperly
expressed by the schoolmen, who say, as we have already observed,
that all the other works of God are stamped with the print of His
foot, but only man, of all the visible creation, honoured with the image
or likeness of His face. And indeed, on account of this image or resemblance iis,
t that he is in dignity very nearly equal to the angels,
though made inferior to them. Here it is to be observed, that this
inferiority is but little, fVho was made, saith the apostle, a little lower
than the angels. Heb. ii. 9. So that, with regard to his body, he is
nearly related to the brute creatures, and only a little superior to them
with regard to temperament and the beautiful elegance of his frame,
but made out of the very same materials, the same moist and soft clay,
taken from the bosom of their great and common mother ; whereas,
to use itstherisewords
the poet, and" The
soul isunited
the breath
God, which
takes
from ofHeaven,
is closely
to his ofearthly
body,
likeThat
a light
shut
up
in
a
dark
cavern
|."
Divine part of the human composition, derives its original
from the Fatlier of Spirits, in the same manner with those ministers of
fire, who are not confined to corporeal vehicles ; concerning whom,
the oracle, having acknowledged one Supreme Divine Majesty, imme" Andto wethisangels
are but
a small
God§."which
And diately
withsubjoins,
regard
principle
which
excelspartinof man,
actually constitutes the man, and on account of v/hich he most truly
deserves that name, he is a noble and Divine animal. And whatever
some fanciful and proud men may boast concerning their families, " if
* Tot/ ycj xui yine; t(;f/Ay.
f nSv TO l^ya^ijU.itiov 'ix'" ''''>"» rlxravo; TU'Siii.
J "Vvy^n S' to-TiH ©£01/ x«i anrXn
Ob^c.vr/i y^loi'ioin, funs a'PTViXvyyi xd>,ufhr. Naz, de aiiima.
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we consider om orip:inal, and that God was the author of tlie human
kind,
Adam's
called our
ignoble*."
But none
if, onof the
other race
hand,canweberegard
woful fall which was the
cousecjuence of sin, we are all degenerate; we have all fallen Irom the
highest honour, into the greatest disgrace, and the deepest gulf of all
sorts of misery; we have given away our liberty and greatest dignity,
in exchange for the most shameful and most deplorable bondage ; instead of the sons of God, we are become the slaves of Satan : and if
we now want to know to what family we belong, the Apostle will
tell us, that we are children of wrath, and sons of disobedience t.
Eph. ii. 2, 3.
But, as the overflowing Fountain of goodness and bounty did not
choose that so noble a monument of His wisdom should be entirely
ruined by this dismal fall, could any one be more proper to raise it up
again, or better qualified to restore men to the dignity of the sons of
God, than His own eternal Son, who is the most perfect and express
image of the Father? Nor does this glorious ])erson decline the
severe service. Though he was the son of his Father's love, the heir
and lord of the whole universe ; though he might be called the delight of his most exalted Father, and of all blessed spirits, and now,
with the greatest justice, the darling of the human kind; yet, he left
his
Father's
and, anew
O wonderful
! became
the sonhe
of man,
that bosom,
men might
become condescension
the sons of God.
Whence
is also called The second Adam, because he recovered all that was lost
by the first.
That all who sincerely receive him, might be again admitted into
the embraces of the Father, and no more be called children of wrath,
he himself submitted to the ])uuishinent due to our disobedience ; and,
by bearing it, removed our guilt, and pacified justice. He also went
into the flames of Divine wrath, to deliver us from them; and by a
plentiful stream of his most precious blood, quite extinguished them.
He likewise took effectual care that those who were no longer to be
called children of wrath, should also cease to be children of disobedience, bypouring out upon them a plentiful effusion of his sanctifying Spirit ; that their hearts being thereby purged from all impure
affections and the love of earthly things, they might, under the
influence of the same good Spirit, cheerfully lead a life of sincere and
universal obedience. Now, it cannot be doubted, that those who are
so actuated and conducted by the Divine Spirit, are truly the sons of
God. Whence that spirit, whereby they call God their Father, and
with confidence apply to Him as such, is called the Spirit of adoption.
Moreover, this wonderful restoration is often called adoption, not
only to distinguish it from the natural and incomparable dignity wliicli
belongs to the only begotten Son, but also, because we by no means
derive this privilege from nature, but absolutely from the free donation
of the Father, through the mediation of His only Son. We must not,
however, conclude from this, that this privilege has nothing more in it
* Si primordia nostra,
Aiitliorcmqiio Deum spcctcs,
NuUus degcncr cxtat, Bocth. de Coiis. Phil., lib. iii. met. G.
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than an honourable title, or, as they call it, an external relation. For
it is not only inseparably connected with a real and internal change,
but with a remarkable renovation, and, as it were, a transformation
of all the faculties of the soul, nay, even of the whole man. You will
according-ly
appliedch. toxii.thisver.purpose,
apostle
Paul,
in his find
epistlethese
to thewords
Romans,
2. And,by totheconclude,
it is with a view to convince us, that, together with the title of sons,
the Spirit of God is given to believers, and they are inwardly renewed
thereby, that we so often in Scripture meet with this regeneration
which is the subject of our present discourse.
If we consider the lives of men, we shall be apt to imagine, that the
generality of mankind who live in the world under the name of Christians, think it sufficient for them to be called by this name, and dream
of nothing fiu ther. The common sort of mankind hear with pleasure,
and delight of remission of sins, imputed righteousness, of the dignity
of the sons of God, and the eternal inheritance annexed to that dignity ;but when they are told, that repentance, a new heart, and a
new life, contempt of the world and the pleasures of the flesh, fasting
and prayer, are absolutely necessary for a Christian, these are hard
sayings, who can bear them ? Though at the same time it must be
said, that they who do not regard these necessary duties, will have no
share in the reward annexed to them.
There are many things which distinguish this Divine adoption from
that which obtains among men. 1st, The former is not an expedient to
supply the want of children, which is commonly the case among men ;
for God has His only begotten Son, who is incomparably preferable
to all the rest taken together ; who is immortal as His Father ; and
though, from a principle of wonderful humility, he condescended to
become mortal, and even to die, yet he rose again from the dead, and
liveth for ever. From him is derived all that felicity which our
heavenly Father is pleased to confer upon us, out of His mere grace
and bounty, through the merits and mediation of His dear Son. And
is there any one on whom this felicity is bestowed, who will not freely
acknosvledge himself to be quite unworthy of so great an honour?
Yet, such honour has the eternal and incomprehensible love of God
condescended to bestow on us, who are quite unworthy and undeserving.
And in this also, the Divine adoption differs from that which is customary among men, who generally choose the most deserving they can
meet with: but all those whom God maketh choice of, are unworthy,
and some even are remarkably so.
2dly, Men generally adopt but one apiece, or, at most, a few; but
Divine adoption admits into the heavenly family a most numerous
host, extending even unto myriads, that Jesus, who is the head of the
family, may be the first born among many brethren, Rom. viii. 29.
And, 3{lly, They are all heirs. Whence it is said, in another place.
That He might bring many sons unto glory, Heb. ii. 10. Nor is the
inheritance of any individual in the least diminished in consequence
of so vast a multitude of heirs; for it is an inheritance in light, and
every one has the whole of it. Nor do the children come into the
possession of this inheritance by the death of the Father, but every
one when he dies himself ; for the Father is immortal, and, according
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to the Apostle, the. only one that has immortality ; that is, in an absohite primary, and independent sense. Nay, He Himself is the
eternal inheritance of His sons, and death alone brinajs them into His
presence, and admits them into the full enjoyment of Him.
4thly, (Which I would have particularly observed,) This Divine
adoption is not a matter of mere external honour, nor simply the
bestowing!; of riches and an inheritance ; but is always attended with a
real internal change of the man himself to a being quite different from
what he was before ; (which is also recorded in Sacred Scripture, concerning Saul, when he was anointed king ;) but this, human adoption
can by no means perform. This last, in the choice of a proper object,
justly pays regard to merit. For though the richest and even the best
of men, may clothe richly the person whom he has thought proper to
adopt, and get him instructed in the best principles and rules of conduct, yet, he cannot effectually divest him of his innate dispositions, or
those manners that have become natural by custom ; he cannot form
his mind to noble actions, nor plant within him the principles of fortitude and virtue. But He who formed the heart of man, can reform
it at His pleasure; and this He actually does : whenever He admits a
person into His royal family. He, at the same time, endows him with
royal and divine dispositions. And therefore, if He honours any person with His love, that person thereby becomes deserving; because,
f he was not so before. He makes him so ; He stamps His own image
upon him in true and lively colours ; and, as He is holy Himself He
makes him holy likewise. Hence it is, that this Heavenly adoption is
no less properly, truly, or frequently, in the sacred Scriptures, called,
regeneration.
[na\i''i^jeveai'a.'\
thoughthisa Jew,
and when
a celebrated
doctor of the Jewish
law, exceptedAndagainst
doctrine,
it was
proposed to him under this name; yet, neither all of that nation, nor
even the Gentile philosophers, were quite unacquainted with it. Rabbi
Israel calls proselytes, new-born Jews. And those passages whicli we
frequently meet with, concerning the seed of Abraham, and, in the
Prophets, concerning the numerous converts that were to be made to
the Church, are, by their Rabbins, and the Chaldee paraphrase, applied
to this spiritual generation, which they believed would remarkably take
place in the days of the Messiah ; particularly those two passages in
the Psalms, in one whereof the spiritual sons of the Church are comj)ared to the drops of the morning dew, Psal. xlv. 16; ex. 3 ; not only
on account of its celestial purity, but also with regard to the vast multitude ofthem. Some of these doctors also observe, that the number
of proselytes would be so great in the days of the Messiah, that the
Church, omitting the ceremony of circumcision, would receive them
into its bosom, and initiate them by ablution or baptism. Concerning
this renovation of the mind, Philo JudiEus says expressly, " God, who
is unbegotten Himself, and begets all things, sows this seed, as it
were,
with his treat
own also
hand,of &c.*"
Hierocles,
and other
Pythagorean
philosophers,
this moral
or mystical
regeneration;
and
under this very name, Plutarch also makes mention of it, and defines
it to be " the mortification of irrational and irregular appetites.'
* 'Aytnnrss o @iof, xctlr a auftTtairi, ylnav, ff^u^u fiiv roZro ro yiir/ij^a To1%m, &c.
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And
Seneca's
wordsare relative
this subject
the
arts and
sciences
the mostto noble
; chooseare:into" Thewhichfamilies
of themof you
will be adopted, for by this means we may be born according- to our
own choice ; nor will you be adopted into the name only, but also into
theIsgoods
of thethefamily*."
not, also,
common custom that prevailed among the ancients,
of honouring their heroes, and those men who were remarkable for
exalted virtue, with the title of sons of God, a plain allusion to this
adoption we have under our consideration ? And what we have observed on the philosophers, who acknowledged this moral or metaphorical regeneration, is so very true, that it gave a handle to the
fictions of those ancient heretics who evaded the whole doctrine and
faith of the last resurrection, by putting this figurative sense upon it.
As to what the Roman philosopher observes, that we may be born in
this manner at our own pleasure or discretion, though to be sure it is
not without our consent, yet, it does not altogether, nor principally
depend upon us. Our sacred and apostolic doctrine presents us with
much more just and pure notions on this subject when it teaches us,
that Of His oucn will He begat tjs by the word of truth. Jam. i. 18.
This is also represented in express terms in those words of the gospel
which immediately follow the passage we mentioned at the beginning
of this discourse. Which were born not of blood, nor of the will of the
flesh, nor of the will of man, bid of God. John i. 13. And, with
great propriety, there is immediately added, another generation still
more wonderful and mysterious, which is the principal and source of
this renovation of ours: Tlie Word was made flesh. For, to this end,
God was pleased to clothe himself with our flesh, that He might put
his Spirit within us, whereby Ave, though carnal in consequence of the
corruption of our nature, might be born again into a new, spiritual,
and Divine life. The Holy Ghost, by overshadowing the blessed
virgin, was, in a very particular manner, the author of the human
nature of the Son of God ; and to the virtue and Divine power of the
same Spirit, all the adopted children of the Deity owe their new birth.
And as creation goes sometimes under the name of generation ; (for
instance, in the words of Moses, Deut. xxxii. 18.) Of the Rock that
begot thee thou art unmindftl, and hast forgotten the God that formed
thee: that book also of the Bible, which, from the first word of it, is
called Bereshilh, is by the Greeks named Genesis, and in the oldest
copy of the Septuagint, The generation of the world; and, in the begin ing of it, Moses, speaking of the creation of the world, says.
These are the generations of the heaven and the earth. (Gen. ii. 4.)
So on the other hand, this spiritual generation is called creation, and
with an additional epithet, tlie new creation. It has also for its author,
the same powerful Spirit of God, who of old sat upon the face of the
waters
upon itsthe young-,
as St.rests
Basilupon
renders
hatched :
so, also,as ina bird
conversion
same orSpirit
our it,uninformed
minds, that are lifeless, unprepared, and nothing at all but emptiness
and obscurity, and out of this darkness brings forth light, which was the
* Nobilissima; sunt ingeiiiorum familiae, elige in riiiam adscisci veils, haccnim ralione,
nobis ad arbitriuin uostiuni nasci licet ; nec iu nomen tautum adoptaberis, sed et in ipsa
bona.
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first and most beautiful ornament of the universe. To whieli the Apostle also alludes iu his second epistle to the Corinthians, ch. iv. 6. The
resurrection of the dead, is also the peculiar work of this livin;^ Spirit
of God ; and to Him the apostle Peter expressly ascribes the resurrection ofChrist : For Christ also, says he, hath once suffered for sins,
the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God, being put to death
in the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit. 1 Pet. iii. 18. And here,
again, there is a mutual exchange of names ; for, in the gospel according to Matthew, the resurrection of the dead is called the regeneration: Verily, I say %mto you, says our Lord, that ye which have followed me in the regeneration, when the Hon of man shall sit in the
throne of his glory, ye shall also sit upon twelve thrones. Matt. xix. 28.
Here, In the regeneration, must be connected with the following
words, and by no means with those that go before. And that this was
a common method of speaking among the Jews, appears from Josephus
: " Tohasthose,"
" whose of fate
to dieagain,
for observing
the
law, God
given says
the he,privileges
beingit isborn
and enjoying
a more happy life, so that they are gainers by the exchange *." In
like manner Philo saith, " We shall hasten to the generation after
deatli,
t" On the weotherare hand,
wellin known,
this
spiritualc^T.regeneration
speakingit isof, very
is often
Scripturethatcalled
the resurrection.
Of this resurrection, the word of the gospel is, as it were, the trumpet; and, at the same time, the immortal seed of this new birth, and
therefore, of immortality itself Thus it is represented by the apostle
Peter, 1 Pet. 23, and by the apostle James, who expressly tells us, that
He hath begotten us with the word of truth. Jam. i. 18. Now, the
enlivening virtue and plastic power of this word is derived from the
Holy Ghost, who is the true spring and fountain of this new life. Nor
are the most extended powers of the human mind, or the strength of its
understanding, any more able to restore this life within it, even upon
hearing the glad tidings of the gospel, than it was capable of producing
itself at first, or of being the author of its own being, or, after death,
of restoring itself to life.
To this exalted dignity are admitted the humble, the poor, the
obscure, the ignorant, barbarians, slaves, sinners, whom the world look
as nothing,
and and
holdsincere
in the faith
greatest
these nothingisuponrequired
but true
; no contempt:
learning, norof noble
extract,
nor any submission to the Mosaic law ; but upon every man of whatever rank or condition, who believes this word. He in return bestows
this dignity, that they should become the sons of God; that is, that
what Christ was by nature, they should become by grace. Now,
what is more sublime and exalted than this honour, that those who
were formerly children of Satan, and heirs of hell, should by faith
alone be made the sons of God, brethren of Christ, and joint heirs of
the heavenly kingdom ? If the sacred fire of the Romans happened
at any time to be extinguished, it could only be lighted again at the
rays of the sun. The life of souls, to be sure, is a sacred flame of
* Tor?XaSiivi^T£ji» •rifir^t^ti;.
yifim l4a(pu}^d^hvTav
ay-inta
Lib. i. font.attola^aiffi
App. 'ChuKU i @tif y'inil6ai r'i -raXiy xui fh'iit
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Divine love: this flame, as we are now born into the froward race of
iallen mankind, is, ahis ! but too truly and unhappily extinguished,
and by no means to be kindled again, but by the enlivening lig-ht
and heat of the Sim of righteousness, who is most auspiciously risen
upon us.
LECTURE XVI.
Of Regeneration.
The great corruption of mankind, and their innate disposition to every
sort of wickedness, even the doctors of the heathen nations, that is,
their philosophers and theologers, and their poets also, were sensible
of, and acknowledged; though they were quite ignorant of the source
from which this calamity was derived. They all own, " That it is
natural to man to sin*." Even your favourite philosopher, who prevails in the schools,
that allurements
we are " strongly
inclined topleasures,
vicef;"
and speaking
of the declares
charms and
of forbidden
he observes, that mankind by nature " is easily catched in these
snares J" The Roman Philosopher takes notice, " That the way to
vice is not only a descent, but a downright precipice §." And the
comic poet, " That mankind has always been in every respect, a deceitful, subtleprevailed
creature ||."
satiristthings
likewise
" Tiiat
are all easily
on toTheimitate
that observes,
are in their
naturewe
wickedboldand todisgraceful
And thedangers,
lyric poet,
the human
race,
attempt the greatest
rushes" That
with impetuosity
**."
crimes
forbidden
upon
All the wise men among the heathens exerted their utmost to remedy this evil by precepts and institutions of philosophy, but to very
little purpose. They could not, by all their arts and all their precepts, make others better: nay, with regard to most of them, we may
say, nor even themselves. But, " when there was no wisdom in the
earth," says
that blessed
from
heaven,
who isLactantius,
the way, the" truth,
and the doctor
life ft wasand,sent
by andown
almighty
power, effected what all others had attempted in vain.
It is not at all to be doubted, but the end proposed by philosophy,
was to renew and reform mankind, and to reduce the course of their
lives to a conformity with the precepts of wisdom and virtue. Whence,
the common definition given of philosophy, is, "That it is the rule of
life, and the art or science of living uprightly." To this purpose
tJ Ey^sj^aTflv
'Elxtt.Ta.ipo^'iui. VTOArist.
Eth.
ii.
*rm pronum
toioutwv,
§ Ad vitia, nonuvai tantum
iter, set! et praeceps.
II Atki^os yitsv ail xuTO, travra "bri T^ivov.
^
Docile.? imitandis
Turpibus et pravis omnes sumus. Juv. Satyr, xiv.
**
Audax omnia perpeti.
Gens humana ruit per vetitum nefas. Hon. Carm. lib. 1. Od. 3.
t+
Sed
cum
nulla
esset sapientia in terris, missus este coelo doctor ille, via, Veritas
et vita.
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Senecareligion,
says, "Philosophy
is thethelawsameof living
honestly
uprightly."its
True
to be sure, has
tendency
; but and
it promotes
end with nmch greater force, and better success ; because its principles
are much more exalted, its precepts and instructions are of greater
puritv, and it is, besides, attended with a Divine power, whereby it
makes its way into the hearts of men, and purifies them with the
greatest force and efficacy, and yet, at the same time, with the most
wonderful pleasure and delight. And this is ihe; regeneration of which
we are speaking, and whereof we have already observed, that philosophy acknowledged it, even under the same name. But that it
eHected it, we absolutely deny. Now, it is evident from the very name,
that we are to understand by it an inward change, and that a very
remarkable one. And since God is called the author and source of
this change, whatever the philosophers may have disputed, ^jro and
con, concerning the origin of moral virtue, we are by no means to
doubt but this sacred and Divine change upon the heart of man is
produced concerning
by an influence
And this
even Plato's
opinion
virtue;trulynor Divine.
do I imagine
you was
are unacquainted
with it. The same philosopher, and several others besides him, expressly asserted, that virtue was a kind of image or likeness of God,
nay, that it was the effect of inspiration, and partook, in some respect,
of a kind of Divine nature. " No mind can be rightly disposed without divine influence," says Seneca *. And it was the saying of the
Pythagorean philosophers, "That the end of man is to be made like
to God t-" " This mind," says Trismegistus, " is God in man, and
therefore some of the number of men are gods];." And a little further
on, "In whatever souls the mind presides, it illustrates them with its
own brightness, opposing their immoralities and mad inclinations, just
as a learned physician inflicts pain upon the body of his patient, by
burning and cutting it, in order to recover it to health : in the same
manner, the mind aflflicts a voluptuous soul, that it may pull up pleasure by the very roots. For all diseases of the soul proceed from it:
impiety
the severest
distemper
the soul
§." are expressed in the
What iswonder
is it, then,
if theseof very
thoughts
more Divine oracles of the sacred Scriptures more fully, and with
greater clearness ? and this confirmation of the human mind to the
Divine nature, is commonly represented therein, as the great business
and the end of all religion.
What was more frequently inculcated upon the ancient Church of
the Jews, than these words. Be ye holy, because lam holy? And that
the same ambition is recommended to Christians, appears from the
first sermon we meet with in the gospel of our Lord and Saviour, who
came down to this earth, that he might restore the Divine image upon
men. Be merciful, says he, as your Father, who is in heaven, is merciful. And, according to Luke, Be perfect, as your Father is perfect.
And again, Blessed are the pure in heart. And, indeed, this is the
* Nulla sine Deo bona mens est.
iv fiU■pr^os
av^^u'roi;
meg.]J OuTo;TEjj0 Tcuvou; xmvou
rar. 6eos i^T'if, }ii x«i rivis Tui avi^u'Trm ^io'i UTi, [Tris«
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true beauty of the heart, and its true nobility; but vice introduces
deo-eueracy, and deformity also.
Now, the more the mind disengag-es and withdraws itself from
" matter
that is,becomes
from the; because
body it itinhabits,
purer
and that
more pollutes
Divine it*,"
it constantly
attains tothea
£!,Teater resemblance with the Father of spirits, and, as the apostle
Peter expresses, jicirtakes more fully of the Divine nature. Hence it
is, that the apostle Paul warns us at so great length, and in such strong
terms, against living after the flesh, as the very death of the soul, and
directly opposite to the renewed nature of a Christian. He that
is horn of God is endued with a greatness of soul, that makes him
easily despise, and consider as nothing, those things which he prized
at a very high rate before : he considers heaven as his country, even
while he lives as a stranger on this earth ; he aspires at the highest
objects, and, flying up towards heaven, with soaring wings, he looks
down with contempt upon the earth t-"
And yet, with all this sublimity of mind he joins the deepest humility. But all the allurements of sin, though they continue to have the
same appearance they had before, and possibly throw themselves in his
yvay, as the very same that were formerly dear to him, he will reject
with indignation, and give them the same answer as St. Ambrose tells
us was given by a young convert to his mistress, with whom he had
formerly lived in great familiarity : '• Though you may be the same, I
am Lactantius
not the sameelegantly
I was sets
beforeforth
J." the wonderful power of religion in
this respect:
"
Give
me,''
says
" a man that is; with
passionate,
derer, one that is headstrong andhe, unmanageable
a very afewslan-of
the words of God, I will make him as quiet as a lamb. Give me a
covetous, avaricious, or close-handed person ; I will presently make
him liberal, and oblige him to give away his money in large quantities
■with his own hands. Give me one that is afraid of pain or of death ;
he shall, in a very little time despise crosses, flames, and even Phalaris's bull. Shew me a lustful person, an adulterer, a complete
debauchee
shall presently
him sober,
So great is ;theyoupower
of Divine seewisdom,
that, chaste,
as soonandas temperate
it is infused§.'
into the human breast, it presently expels folly, which is the source and
fountain of sin, and so changes the whole man, so refines, and as it
were renews him, that you would not know him to be the same. It
is prophesied of the days of the Messiah, that the wolf cmd the lavib
shall dwell together, and the leopard lie down with the kid. Isa. xi. 6.
The Gospel has a wonderful effect in softening even the roughest
t
•
udam
Spernit hiimum fugieiite peiina.
J At ego certe non sum ego.
^ Da milii virum qui sit iracundus, malcdicus, efirrinatiis ; paucissiniis Dei verl)is
tam placiilum (juain ovem reddam. Da cupldum, avanim, tcnacem ; jam tihi cum liberuk'in dabo, ct pecuniain suam propriis plenisque ; manibus largientem. Da timidinn
diiloris
mortis ; Gaiieouem
jam cruces,; ctjamignes,
ct Phalaridis
taurum contcmuct.
uosum, acaduUerumj
sobrium,
tastum, coiitiiienteiii
vidcbis. Da libidi-
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dispositions, and " there is none so wild, but he may be tamed, if he
willNow,
but patiently
this wholesome
doctrine*."
whether give
you attention
call this torenovation
or chanp^e
of the mind,
repentance, or Divine love, it makes no difference ; for all these, and,
indeed,
all the
in general,
at bottom,
and and
the
same, and,
takenChristian
together,g-races
constitute
what are,
we may
call theonehealth
vigour of the mind ; the term under which Aristo of Chios comprehended al the moral virtues. The Apostle Paul, in his second
Epistle to the Corinthians, chap. vi. ver. 17, describes these adopted
children of God by their repentance: in the Epistle to the Romans,
they are characterized by their love, Rom. viii. 28 ; and in the passage
St. John's
gospel wename
have itmentioned
Johnis
i.of 12.
But whatever
is conveyedah-eady,
by, theby their
changefaith,itself
effected by the right hand of the Most High. As to the manner of
this divine operation, to raise many disputes about it, and make many
curious disquisitions with regard to it, would be not only quite needless, but even absurd. Solomon, in his Ecclesiastes, ch. xi. ver. 5,
gives some grave admonitions with regard to the secret processes of
nature in forming the fictus in the womb, to convince us of our blindness with respect to the other works of God : how much more hidden
and intricate, and even past our finding out, is this regeneration,
wliich is purely spiritual I This is what our Saviour also teaches us,
when he compares ttiis new birth to the uuconfined and unknown
turnings and revolutions of the wind ; a similitude which Solomon
had lightly touched before, in that passage of the Ecclesiastes, to
which we just now alluded. O! that we felt within ourselves this
blessed change, though we should remain ignorant with regard to the
manner of it ; since we are sufficiently apprized of one thing, which it
is greatly our interest frequently and seriously to reflect upon I Unlesa
a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God. This
spiritual progeny is also compared to the dew, the generation whereof
is hidden and undiscovered. Hath the rain a father, and who hath
begotten the drops of the dew ? Job xxxiii. 28. Good men are also
called children of light, and light in the Lord. 1 Thess. v. b. Eph. v. 8.
But it is from the Father of lights Himself, and from his only begotten
Son, that these stars (for this title of the angels may, without injustice,
be applied to them) derive all the light they enjoy. Now, the nature
of light is very intricate, and the emanation and the manner of its
production, is yet a secret even to the most sharp sighted of those who
have made nature their study, and no satisfactory theory of it has yet
appeared. But, whatever it is, it was produced by that tirst and
powerful word of Eternal and Uncreated Light. Let there be light.
By the same powerful word of the Almighty Father, there immediately
springs up in the mind which was formerly quite involved in the darkness of ignorance and error, a Divine and immortal light, which is
the life of men, and, in effect, the true regeneration. And because this
is the most effectual means of purifying the soul, it is ascribed to the
water and to the Spirit. For this illumination of the Holy Giiost is.
* N(!ino adco feras at, ut noii mUe?ccro possit]
Huic moJu iloctriiix pitit'iitam comiiio Jet aureiu,
Vouir.
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indeed, the inward baptism of the Spirit ; but, in the primitive times
of Christianity, the baptism of water, on account of the supposed concur ence ofthe Spirit, was commonly called the illinnination, and the
solemn seasons ai)pointed for the celebration of this mystery, the days
of illiani/ialton or light. And in the very same manner, tiie baptism
oi'
the Holy
is by influence
John Baptist
the baptismandofpurifying
/ire, on
account
of theGhost,
wonderful
it hascalled,
in illuminating
the soul. It is, to be sure, a celestial fire, quite invisible to our eyes,
and of such a nature, that the secret communications of it to our souls
cannot be investigated. But the sum of all is what follows.
It seemed good to Infinite Goodness and Wisdom, to form a noble
piece of coin out of clay, and to stamp His own image upon it, with
this
The didearthly
what toweclay
call again,
man.
But, inscription,
alas ! how "soon
this son
pieceof God:"
of coin this
fall isback
and thereby lost that true image, and had the inscription shamefully
blotted out I From that time, man, who was formerly a Divine
creature, and an angel clothed with flesh, became entirely fleshly, and
in reality a brute : the soul, that noble and celestial inhabitant of his
earthly body, became now quite immersed in matter, and, as it were,
entirely converted into flesh, as if it had drunk of the river Lethe.
Or, like the son of an illustrious family, carried away in infancy to a
far country, it is quite ignorant of its present misery, or the liberty
and felicity it has lost, becomes an abject slave, degraded to the vilest
employments, which it naturally and with pleasure performs ; because,
having lost all sense of its native excellency and dignity, and forgotten
its heavenly original, it now relishes nothing but earthly things, and,
catching at present advantages, disregards eternal enjoyments, as
altogether unknown, or removed quite out of sight. But if in any
particular soul, either from some spark of its native excellency still
remaining alive, or any indistinct report that reaches it, some desires
or emotions towards the recovery of its native liberty should arise ;
yet, as it has no sufficient strength of its own, nor finds any way open
that can lead to so great a blessing, these ineffectual wishes come to
DoUring ; and the unhappy soul having lost its hopes, languishes in its
chains, and is at last quite stupified.
Philosophy, as we have already observed, perceiving that man was
born to higher views than this world affords, attempted to raise him
from his present dejection, secure his claim to heaven, and restore him
to a conformity and likeness to God ; but in vain. To redeem the
sons of man, and restore them to what they had lost, it was necessary
that the eternal Son of God should come down froni heaven. Our fall
was easily brought about, but our restoration was a work of the
greatest difficulty, and only to be performed by the powerful hand of
God. There are but few whom the exalted Father of spirits has loved,
and Christ has raised up to heaven. He is the source whence the
Spirit of God flows down to us ; He is the fountain of that new bfe
and sanctified nature, by which we mount towards God, whereby we
overcome the world, and, in consequence thereof, are admitted into
heaven. And, happy, to be sure, are those truly noble souls whose
fate it is to be thus born again, to be admitted into the choirs of the
holy angels, and to be clothedwith those glorious robes that are whiter
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than snow ! They will follow the Lamb wherever he goes, and he
will lead them to the crystal streams, and even to the fountain of life
itself.
But all those that are to be the attendants of the Lamb in those
blessed pastures which are to be met with in his heavenly country,
must, of necessity, even while they live in this lower world, be followers of him ill his humble innocence and purity. This spotless,
holy, and pure Lamb of God, is the guide and shepherd of a pure and
holy flock, a flock dear to God, and of distinguished beauty ; but
" the shepherd
is stillhogsmorehe beautiful
they*." and
But leaves
the impiu'e
goats
and uncleanly
beholds atthana distance,
them
to unclean spirits, to be possessed by them at pleasure, and afterwards
to be precipitated into the depth of misery ; unless it be determined
to deliver some of them from that shocking form, by a wonderful and
Divine change, and to convert them into lambs, which is effected in
proper time by the influence of the Holy Ghost. Whence they are
called the holy, pure, and Divine sons of God ; and all love to earthly
things, all carnal, impure affections, are banished out of those hearts,
which are, as it were, temples consecrated henceforth to God : " For
the dwelling place of the Holy One must be holy also f."
LECTURE XVII.
Of TRUE Felicity and eternal Punishment.
O HOW insipid and unsatisfactory are all the pleasures of this earthly
life which we now live, in respect of that incomparable and altogether
heavenly delight which attends the meditation and contemplation of
Divine things ! When mortals are thus employed, they eat the bread
of angels : and if there are any who do not relish the sweetness of this
food, it is because the Divine part of their composition is become
brutish, and, forgetting its original, lies buried in earth and mud.
But though the soul is reduced to these woful circumstances, it is not
yet so entirely divested of itself, but it still retains some faint remains
of its heavenly original and more exalted nature ; insomuch that it
cannot acquiesce in, or be at all satisfied with those fading enjoyments
wherewith it is surrounded, nor think itself happy or easy in the
greatest abundance of eartlily comforts. And though, possibly, it may
not be fully sensible of what it wants ; yet it perceives, not without
some pain and uneasiness, that something is still wanting to make
it happy. The truth is, besides that great and unknown good, even
those whom, by an abuse of that term, we call most happy, are in
want of a great many things. For, if we look narrowly into the
condition of those who are arrived at the highest pitch of earthly
splendour, we shall certainly find some defect and imperfection in it,
and be obliged to conclude with the poet, " That since the earth began
to be inhabited by men, a full cup of good things, without any mixture
* Formosi pecoris custos fonnosior.
2 12
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"runoLocrCAL i.ECTuiins.
of evil, never fell to the share of one man ; a graceful body is often
dishonoured by bad morals, and a mind of uncommon beauty is somejoined weto acalldeformed
&c. good, must of necessity be
But timeswhat
the chiefbodyand*,"supreme
complete, and entirely free from every defect; and, therefore, what is
not in every respect perfect, properly speaking, is not perfect at all.
The happiness of ricli and great men, which the ])oor admire and
respect, is only a gaudy and splendid species of misery. What St.
Bernard says of the rash and ill-founded opinion which the generality
of mankind form of the lives of the saints, from the imperfect knowledge they have of them, " They see our crosses, but they see not
our comforts
may beup here
see the but
advantages
of those
men
that are t,"putted
with inverted
riches and: wehonours,
we see not
their
troubles
and
vexations.
"
I
wish,"
says
one,
"
that
those
who
sire riches, would consult rich men ; they would then, to be sure, debe
of Ianother
opinion^."
will spend no more time in describing or lamenting the wretched state
of mankind on this eartli, because it would answer no end. For, suppose
a more complete assemblage of sublunary enjoyments, and a more
perfect system of earthly felicity than ever the sun beheld, the mind
of man would instantly devour it, and, as if it were still empty and
vmsatisfied, would require something more. And, indeed, by this
insatiable thirst, the mind of man discovers its natural excellence and
dignity ; for tluis it proves, that all things here below are insufficient
to satisfy or make it happy ; and its Capacity is so great and extensive, that it cannot be lilled by the whole of this visible frame of
things.
as St.andAugustine
observes,
" Thou tillhasttheymadereturnus, toO
Lord, forFor,
Thyself,
our hearts
are restless
Thee§."
The fro,
mindandthatdistressed
makes Godin its
it hasperfect
been peace
much
tossed to and
therefuge,
world, after
enjoys
and absolute security ; and it is the fate of those, and those only, who
put into this safe harbour, to have what the same St. Augustine calls
a very great matter, "The frailty of man, together with the security
of Therefore,
G(h\\\." it is not without reason, that the royal Psalmist boasts not
of his victories, nor the splendour of his royal crown, but of this one advantage :The Lord in the portion of mine inheritance, and of my cup.
Thou maintainesl my lot : and, on the justest grounds, he immediately
adds, The lines have fallen to me in jileamnt places ; yea, I have a
goodly heritage. Psal. xvi. 5, 6. And it is quite agreeable to reason,
that what im])roves and completes any thing else must be itself more
complete ancl perfect : so that the mind of man can neither be made
*
• Etenim mortalibus ex quo
Telhis
coli, iiunquam
Sor,> iillica^pta
LOiRcssa
viro ; quernsincera
corpusbonorum
hoiiestat
Dedi'cuiaiit
mores
;
animus
quem
pulchrioi- ornat
Ca'piis
destituit,
ixc.
t Cruces nostras vident, utictioncs non vidcnt.
:t: Utiiiam, utiiiam qui divitias appctunt, cum divitilnis delilionrcnt ; certe vota
liuitaront.
I'ecisti nos, Domino, propter to, ft inquictuni est cor no'.truni, dcmec in tc rcdeal.
II Uabcit I'nigilitatcni li.HniniMt ct securilatcin ])ci.
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bappy by earthly enjoyments, which are all far inferior to it in dignity,
nor be so in itself. Nay, neither can the angels, though of a more
perfect and sublime nature, confer felicity either upon men, or themselves but
; both they and we have our happiness lodged in that Eternal Mind, which alone is its own felicity. Nor is it possible for us to
find it any where else, but in our union with that Original Wisdom
and Goodness, from which we at first took our rise. Away, then, with
all tlie fictitious schemes of felicity proposed by the philosoj)hers, even
those
of them
that were
artfully
; for concerning
even Aristotle's
perfection
of virtue,
as wellmost
as what
die contrived
Stoics fancied
their
wise man, are mere fictions. They arc nothing but dreams and
fancies, that ought to be banished to Utopia. For what they de.scribe is nowhere to be found among men, and if it were, it would
not constitute complete felicity. So far, indeed, they are to be commended, that they call in the mind from external enjoyments to itself ;
but h\ this they are defective, that when the mind is returned to itself^
they carry it no further, nor direct it to ascend, as it were, above itself.
They sometimes, it is true, drop such expressions as these, " That
there
can beto nobe good
without
;" andthings:
that,
in order
happy,disposition
the soul ofmustthe bemindraised
up God*
to divine
they also tell us, " That the wise man loves God most of all, and for
this reason
is the most and
happy manf."
expressions
they
drop
only
bye. ButOsent
!these
howdownmuch
clearer
are atthe random,
instructions ofby thetheTeacher
fromfuller
heavenand:
Blessed are (he pure in heart, for they shall sec God. Matt. v. 3,
But because the purest minds of the saints, while they sojourn in
this earth, still retain some mixture of earthly dross, and arise not to
perfect j)>u ity ; therefore, they cannot yet enjoy the full vision of God,
nor, consequently, that perfect happiness which is inseparably connected with it. For they sec only darkly, arid through a glass. 1 Cor.
xiii. 12. But with the advantage even of this obscure light, they direct
their steps, and go on cheerful and miwearied. The long-wished-fbr
day will at length come, when they Mill be admitted into the fullest
light. That day. which the unhappy men of this world dread as their
last, the sons of light wish for, as their nativity into an endless life,
and embrace it with the greatest joy when it comes. And this, indeed,
seems to me to be the strongest argument for another life and an
immortality to come. For since no complete or absolutely perfect
happiness is to be found in this life, it must certainly follow, that either
there is no such thing to be had any where, or we must live again
somewhere after our period here is out. And, O I \\hat fools are we,
and how slow of heart to believe, who think so rarely, and with such
coolness, of that blessed country ; and that, in this parched and thirsty
land, where even those few who are so happy have only some foretastes oftliat supreme happiness. But when they remove hence, they
shall be abundantly satisfied (or as the word ought to be translated,
inebriabuntur, intoxicated,) 0 Lord, with the fatness of Thy hoiise^
and Thou shall make them drink of the river of Thy pleasures. Psal,
xxxvi. 9. Thus the divine Psalmist expresses it; and, to be sure, it
* Nullum posse c?sc sine Deo bonaiii ineiitem.
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very surprising', that the great and ancient philosopher Pythagoras, in
communicating his thoughts upon the same subject, should happen to
fail upon the very same figure ; for he used to promise those of his
disciples who conducted themselves right in this life, that they should
be continually drunk* in that which is to come.
But what we have said formerly, of the felicity of the life to come,
and all that we could say, were we to treat of the same subject over
again, is but mere trifling. And yet, it is not disagreeable to hear
children speak, even with stammering, about the dignity of their
father, and of the riches and magnificence of his inheritance. It is
pleasant and decent to speak of our native country, even while we are
sojourning in a foreign land. But, for the present, I shall insist no
longer on this subject, but, turning the tables, lay before you that
dreadful punishment which stands in opposition to this happiness,
by presenting you only with a transient view of the future misery
of the wicked. And though this is indeed a most unpleasant
yet nothing but our own carelessness and inattention can render
ittask,useless.
Here, first of all, it is to be observed, that as, in this life, there is no
perfect felicity ; so neither here is there any complete misery. Those
whom we look upon as the most wretched in this world, have their
sufferings checquered with many intervals of ease. But the misery to
come admits of no abatement ; it is all of a piece, without admitting
any mixture of relief. They are surely mad with their notions, who
here talk of the advantages of being or existence, and contend that
itpart,
is more
to bethey
miserable,
not to beany atmanall *.of theFortruth
my
I am desirable
fully satisfied
can neverthanpersuade
of their assertion ; nor even believe it themselves, when they think
seriously on the subject. But, not to insist on this, it is certain, that
all kind of delights are for ever banished from that eternal and frightful
prison. There is there no light, no day, nor sleep, which is the blessing of the night, and, indeed, nothing at all but places full of darkness,
precipices, nakedness, and all kinds of horror ; no entertainments,
merry meetings, nor any sensible pleasure ; and to be for ever separated from all such must be no small misery, especially to those who
used to pass their time amidst such scenes of mirth and jollity, and
imagined themselves in some measure happy therein. And that the
remembrance of this may distress them the more, they will be continually haunted with a thought, that will cleave to them like a worm
devouring their bowels, and constantly keep them in mind, that, out of
a distracted fondness for these fleeting pleasures, which have now
flown away, without hope of returning, they have lost those joys that
are heavenly and eternal, whereof they will have some knowledge; but
■what kind of knowledge that will be, and how far extended to enhance
their torments, is not ours to determine. But who will attempt to
express the excess of their misery, or describe those streams of brimStone, and eternal flames of Divine wrath ? Or rather, who will not
tremble, I say not in describing them, but even in thinking of them,
and be quite overpowered with an idea so shocking?
* M'Jhi ainuof.
f Miser«m esse quam non esse.
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That I may no further attempt to speak things unutterable*, and to
derog'ate from a grand subject by inadequate expressionst, behold
now, my dear youths, if you believe these things, behold, I say, you
have now life and death laid before you ; choose for yourselves. And
that you may not put off a matter of such importance, consider these
things, I pray, seriously, and say to yourselves, concerning the vanishing shadows of external things. How long will these enjoyments last?
O ! how soon will they pass ! Even while I am speaking these words,
while I am thinking of them, they fly past me. Is any one oppressed
with calamities? Let them say cheermlly with a remarkably good
man, " Lord, while I am here, kill me, burn me, only spare me
there J." Ishimself,
there ofany anoneunfavourable
among you aspect,
of weakor capacity,
expressing
deformed unhappy
in body in?
Let him say with himself. It is a matter of small consequence : I shall
soon leave this habitation, and, if I am but good myself, be soon removed to the mansions of the blessed. Let these thoughts prevent his
being dejected in mind, or overcome with too much sorrow. If any
one is distinguished by a good understanding, or outward beauty, or
riches, let him reflect, and seriously consider, how soon all excellencies
of this kind will pass away, that he may not be vain, or lifted up with
the advantages of fortune. Let it be the chief care and study of ycu
all, to avoid the works of darkness, that so you may escape utter and
eternal darkness ; and to embrace with open and cheerful hearts that
Divine light which hath shone from Heaven, that, when you are divested of these bodies, yo\i may be received into the glorious mansions
of that blessed and perfect light.
LECTURE XVIII.
Of the Christian Religion, (md that it is the trueway to Happiness.
I CONFESS, young gentlemen, that whenever I think on the subject, I
cannot help wondering at the indolence and madness of mankind.
For though we boast that to order our affairs with prudence and discretion, and conduct our lives according to the principles of reason, is
the great privilege and ornament of our nature, which distinguishes us
from the brute creatures ; how few are there, who, in this respect, act
like men, who propose to themselves an end, and direct all their
actions to the attainment of it! It is very certain, that, the greatest
part of mankind, with a folly something more than childish, go in
quest of painted butterflies, or commonly pursue the birds with stones
and clods. And even those who spin out their lives to the utmost extent of old age, for the most part gain little by it, but only this, that
they may be called Watces TroXv^pouioi, very aged children; being as
ignorant as infants why they came into the world, and what will become of them when they leave it. Of all questions, therefore, none
can be more properly proposed to you, who are just upon the verge of
t Magna, raodis tenuai e parvis.
J Domine, hie ure, cwde, niodo ibi parcas.
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manhood, I mean entering upon a rational life, than this. Whither are
you going? What good have you in view ? To what end do you
propose to live ? For hence, possibly, your minds may be excited
■within
after tliat
and supremeupongoodthis;
and youyoumayto notan earnest
content desire
yourselves
with perfect
cool speculations
subject, as if it were a logical or philosophical problem, that falls in
your way of course, but with that apphcation which is proper in a
question concerning a matter of the greatest moment, wliere it highly
concerns us lo be well informed, and where tlie higliest rewards and
greatest dangers are proposed to our view. And in tiiis hope, I have
often addressed myself to you upon the subject of happiness, or the
supreme good, at diiferent periods of time ; entertaining you, in the
intervals, witli essays and suitable exhortations upon other subjects,
yet, so as to observe a kind of method, and keep up a connexion
throughout the whole. I have taken notice of the name and general
notion of happiness, the universal desires and wishes whereby men are
excited to the pursuit of it, the no less universal because natural ignorance of mankind, and their errors and mistakes in the search of it.
Whence it happens, that, as they all run in the wrong road, the faster
they advance, the further they depart from it; and like those who, ply
the oars in a boat, they look one way and move another. And though
it seemed almost unnecessary, as facts sufficiently demonstrate the
truth of our assertion, yet, by a brief recapitulation, wherein we took
notice only of the principal heads and classes of things, we ])roved
that happiness is by no means to be found in this earth, nor in any
earthly enjoyments whatsoever. And this is no more than all, even
fools as well as wise men, are willing to own : they not only pronounce
one another imiiappy, but, with regard to this life, all of them in general, and every one for himself in particular, acknowledge, that they
are so. And, in this respect, experience fully justifies their relief; so
that, if there were no further prospect, I am apt to believe all managree inofthat
commonof this
saying,
if mankind
apprizedkind would
beforehand
the nature
life, "andThatit were
left to were
their
own
option,
none
would
accept
of
it*."
As
the
immortality
of the
soul has a near connexion with this subject, and is a natural consequence from it, we therefore, in the next place, bestowed some time in
illustrating that doctrine. In the last place, we advanced some thoughts
upon future happiness and misery, so far as is consistent with the
weakness of our capacities to comprehend things so little known, and
to express such as are in a great measure ineffable.
Having treated of these things according to our measure, it remains
that we now inquire about the way which directly leads into that
happy city, or to that happiness which is reserved in the heavens.
This is a great and important article, comprehending the end and design of our life, as well as the hopes and comforts of it ; and is very
proper to be first treated of in a catechetical, or, indeed, any methodical system of theology, as appears from reason and precedents: for
by this discussion we are immediately introduced into the whole doctrine of true religion. Accordingly, the first question in the generally
* Vitam hanc, si scjcntibus daretur, neni'mem accepturum. — Seneca.
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received Catechism, which you have in your hands, is, " What is your
only
life andnot inlongdeath*?"
first question
anotherconsolation
Catechism,in which
ago was And
used, theparticularly
in thisof
University,
is, " Whatof mankind,
is the only inwaysuhordination
to true felicityto tthe
?" For
tion and happiness
glorytheof salvaGod,
(which is, to be sure, the supreme end of all,) is the peculiar and genuine scope of theology; and from it, the definition of this science
seems to be most properly drawn. Nor do I imagine that any one is
so weak as from hence to conclude, that it ought to be called anthropology, rather than theology : for though it not only treats of the
iiappiness of mankind, but also has this happiness, as has been observed, for its chief end and design ; yet, with good reason, and on
many accounts, it has obtained this more sublime title. It has God
for its author, whom the wisest of men would in vain attempt to find
out, but from the revelation He has made of Himself; every such attempt being as vain as it would be to look for the sun in the nighttiu)e, by the light of a candle ; for the former, like the latter, can only
be seen by His own light. God cannot be known but so far as He
reveals Himself : which Sophocles has also admirably well expressed :
" You have
will thought
never," says
understandeventhose
divineyouthings
the
gods
properhe, to" conceal,
though
shouldwhich
ransack
all Nor
naturehasJ."this sacred science God for its author only, but also for
its subject and its ultimate end ; because the knowledge of Him and
His worship comprehends the whole of religion, the beatific vision of
Him includes in it the whole of our happiness, and that happiness is
at last resolved into the Divine grace and bounty.
I should therefore choose to give this brief and clear definition of
theology ; viz., That it is a divine doctrine, directing man to real
felicity as his chief end, and conducting him to it by the way of true
religion. I call it a doctrine, because it is not considered here as a
habit in the mind, but as a summary of celestial truth. I call it a
divine, doctrine, for all the reasons already mentioned; because, for
instance, it is from God, He is the subject of it, and it all terminates
in Him at last. I call it a doctrine directing man, for I confine my
notion of it to that doctrine only which was sent down from heaven
for that purpose. What signify, then, tliose distinctions, which are
indeed sounding, but quite tedious and foreign to the purpose, that
divide theology into archetypal and ectypal, and again into the
theology of the church militant, and that of the church triumphant ?
What they call archetypal theology is very improperly so named, for it
is that perfect knowledge (avToaccpia) which God has of Himself. And
the theology of the Chiirch triumphant, ought rather to be cuUcdOeoyj/cd,
the beatific vision of God. The theology in question, is that day-.ipring
from on high, which hath visited un, to give light to them which sit in
da}-kness,
in the
shadowpeace
of death,
guide ourandfeettheinwaythe ofway
peace.
Lukeandi. 78,
9. That
is true tohappiness,
peaceof
Quae est
consolatio
in vita via?
et in mortc ?
t* QiiiB
est unica
unica tuaad veram
fclicitatem
\ AXX' ou ya.^ air -ra %ila x^uTTavTOS ©20a,
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is true relii^lon ; concerning which I shall offer a few thoughts, and very
briefly. First of all, you are to observe, that man is not a lawless
creature, but capable of a law, and actually subject to one. This expression conveys no harsh, no dishonourable idea ; nay, this subjection is so far from being a burden, that it is the greatest honour. To
be capable of a law, is the mark and ornament of an inteUigent,
rational soul, and that which distinguishes it from the brutes ; it
evidently supposes a resemblance to God, and an intercourse with
Heaven. And to live actually under the direction of religion and the
law, is the great honour and ornament of human life, and that distinguishes itfrom the irregular conduct of the brute creation. For, as
the poetandexpresses
it, "birds,
One beast
fishes,
birds upon
becausedevours
they areanother,
subject fishes
to no prey
law ;upon
but
mankind lives under a just law, which makes their condition far preferable*."
The brute creatures devour one another without blame, because they
have
no lawas; they
but asderive
Juvenal
" Men
all earthly
creatures,
their observes,
reason from
the alone
highestof heaven,
are
venerable for their understanding, which renders them capable of inquiring into Divine things, and qualifies them for learning arts, and
reducing
them ittoappears,
practicethat
f." we were born subjects to religion and an
And hence
eternal law of nature. For since our blessed Creator has thought
proper to endow us with a mind and understanding and powers sufficient for that purpose, to be sure we are bound by an indispensable
law, to acknowledge tlie Primary and Eternal Fountain of our own
being and of all created things, to love Ilini above all other objects,
and obey His commands without reserve or exception. So that in this
very law of nature is founded a strong obligation upon us to give due
obedience to every Divine positive institution which He shall think
proper to add for securing the purposes of religion and equity. Wherefore, when our first parents, by eating the forbidden fiuit, transgressed
the symbolical command intended as a proof of their obedience, by
that very act they most basely broke the primary and great law of
nature, which is the foundation of religion, and of every other law
whatever.
It is not my intention to speak here of our redemption by the
Messias, the only begotten Son of God the Creator : it is sufficient
for our present purpose to observe, that our great Redeemer has indeed delivered us from the chains of sin and death, but has by no
means dissolved the bonds of religion, and the everlasting law of
nature. Nay, these are, in many respects, strengthened and confirmed
by this redemption ; and a cheerful submission to them by virtue of
' Aif^niToifi I' iiaxi Vxnv h ^roXXov a^itrrri
f
Venerabile soli
Sortiti ingenium divinoruniqiie capaces,
Atque
exercendis,
capieiidisque
artibusarce.apte Juv. Sat. xv.
Sensum.a coelesti demissum traximus
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his Spirit, who is poured out upon us, is a great part of that royal
liberty of the sons of God, which is secured to us by his means, as by
imitatinfT his example, we arrive at the full possession of it, which is
reserved for us in the heavenly kinj^dom. The way, therefore, to happiness, which we are in search of, is true religion, and such, in a very
remarkable manner, is that of Christianity.
On the truth and excellence of this religion you have a great many
learned writers, both ancient and modern. And indeed, it is exceeding
plain, from its own internal evidence, that, of all the forms of religion
that ever the world saw, there is none more excellent than that of
Christianity which we profess, wherein we glory, and in which we
think ourselves happy amidst ail the troubles of the world : there is
none that is more certain and infallible, with regard to its history ;
more sublime, with regard to its mysteries ; moi-e pure and perfect in
its precepts ; or more venerable for the grave simplicity of its rites
and worship ; nay, it appears evident, that this religion alone is, in
every respect, incomparably preferable to every other. It remains,
young gentlemen — What do you think I am going to say ? It remains, that we become true Chridians. I repeat it again, if we will
be happy, let iis be Christians. You will say, " Your wish is easily
satisfied,
desire,
we areobject
all Christians
already!'
wish
it mayyoube have
so ! I your
will not,
however,
to any particular
personI
on this head. But every one of you, by a short trial, wherein he will
be both witness and Judge, may settle this important point within himself We are all Christians. Be it so. But are we poor in spirit ?
Are we humble, meek, and pure in heart? Do we pray without
ceasing ? Have we nailed all our carnal appetites and desires to our
Saviour's
no longer toofourselves,
but tobyhimthe that
died forof
us?
This cross,
is the living
true description
a Christian,
testimony
that
gospel
which
we
acknowledge
to
be
Christ's.
And
those
are entire strangers to these dispositions of mind, know not, towhobe
sure, the way of peace. These I earnestly entreat and beseech to
rouse themselves, and shake of their indolence and sloth, lest, by
indulging the vile desires of the flesh, they lose their souls for ever.
But if there are any among you, and, indeed, I believe there are some,
who with all their hearts aspire to these Christian virtues, and by
their means, to that kingdom, which can never be shaken. Be strong in
the Lord, have your loms girt about with truth, and be sober, and hope
to the end. You will never repent of this holy warfare, where the
battle is so short, the victory so certain, and your triumphal crown,
and the peace procured by this conflict, will laSt for ever.
LECTURE XIX.
That Holiness is the only Happiness on this Earth.
The journey we are engaged in is indeed great, and the way up-hill ;
but the glorious prize which is set before us, is also great, and our
great and valiant Captain, who has long ago ascended up on high,
supplies us with strength. If our courage at any time fails us, let us
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fix our eyes upon him, and, accordiug to the advice of the Apostle, in
his divine Epistle to the Hebrews (cli. xii. 2.) Look inito Jesus, removing
our fixed
eyes from
that, beingmay
be
upon allhiminferior
; whichobjects,
the original
wordscarried
seem upto aloft,
import.theyThen,
being supported by the Spirit of Christ, we shall overcome all those obstacles inour way, that seem most difficult to our indolent and effeminate
flesh. And, though the way from the earth towards heaven is by no
means easy, yet, even the very difficulty will give us pleasure, when
our hearts are thus eagerly engaged and powerfully supported. Even
difficulties and hardships are attended with particular pleasure, when
they fall in the way of a courageous mind. As the poet expresses it,
" Serpents, thirst, and burning sand, are pleasing to virtue. Patience
delights in hardships : and honour, when it is dearly purchased, is
possessed
greater
satisfaction*."
If what with
we arethetold
concerning
that glorious city, obtain credit with
us, we shall cheerfully travel towards it, nor shall we be at all deterred
by the difficulties that maybe in the way. But, however, as it is true,
and more suitable to the weakness of our minds, which are rather apt
to be affected with things present and near, than such as are at a great
distance, we ought not to pass over in silence, that the way to the
happiness reserved in heaven, which leads through this earth, is not
only agreeable because of the blessed prospect it opens, and the
gloi'ious end to which it conducts, but also, for its own sake, and on account of the innate pleasure to be found in it, far preferable to any
other way of life that can be made choice of, or, indeed, imagined,
Kay, that we may not, by low expressions, derogate from a matter so
grand and so conspicuous, that holiness and true religion which leads
directly to the highest felicity, is itself the only happiness, as far as it
can be enjoyed on this eartii. Whatever naturally tends to the attainment of any other advantage, participates, in some measure, of tiie
nature of that advantage. Now, the way to perfect felicity, if any
a means
very greatofmeasin-e,
participates
ofthing
the can
naturebe ofso, itsis end
;;nay, that,
it is inthe a beginning
that happiness
; it is
also to be considered as a part of it, and differs from it, in its completest state, not so much in kind, as in degree. So that in Scripture
it has the same names: as, for instance, in that passage of the Evangelist, This is life eternal, that they might know Thee, the only true
God. John xvii. 3. That is, not only the way to eternal life, but also,
the beginning and first rudiments of it, seeing the same knowledge,
when completed, or the full beatific vision of God, is eternal life in its
fulness and
does thesaysdivine
make through
any dis-a
tinctionperfection.
between these twoNor: Now,
he, weApostle
see darkly
glass ; but then ive shall see openly, or, as he expresses \{,face to face.
Now I know in part ; but then I shall know as I also am known.
1 Cor. xiii. 12. That celestial life is called an inheritance in light.
Col. i. 12; and the heirs of it, even while they are sojourning in this
earth, children of the light, 1 Thess. v. 5, and, expressly, light in the
* , .Serpens, sitis, ardor arena;
Dulcia virtuti. Gaudet patientia diiris :
Lxtius est quoties magno sibi constat lionestum. Lucan, lib. ix. 9.
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Lord. You were, says tlic Apostle, sometime darkiicsa, bid vow are ye
li^hl in the Lord. Eph. v. 8. Tliey will be there perfectly holy, and
without spot; and even here they are called holy, and, in some
respect, they are so. Hence it is, that those who are really and truly
good and pious, are, in Scripture, often called blessed, though they are
not fully and perfectly so. Blessed is the man that feareth the Lord.
Psal. cxii. 1. And blessed are the undejiled in theioay. Psal. cxix. 1.
Even the philosophers give their testimony to this truth; and their
sentiments, on this subject, are not altogether to be rejected : for they
almost unanimously are agreed, that felicity, so far as it can be
enjoyed in this life, consists solely, or at least principally, in virtue.
But, as to their assertion, that this virtue is perfect in a perfect life, it
is rather expressing what were to be wished, than describing things as
they are. They might have said with more truth and justice, that it is
imperfect in an imperfect lite; which, no doubt, would have satisfied
them, if they had known that it was to be made perfect in another
place, and another life, that truly deserves the name, and will be complete and perfect. In this, however, we heartily agree with them, that
■virtue,
we rather ofchoose
to express
Jiiety, which
absolutely
the simi or,andas substance
all virtues
and allit,wisdom,
is the isonly
happines of this life, so far as it is capable thereof.
And if we seriously consider this subject but a little, we shall find
the saying of the wise king Solomon concerning this wisdom, to be
unexceptionably true : Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her
jjaths are peace.
Doth religion require any thing of us more than that we live soberly,
righteously, and godly in this 2)resent world? Now what, I pray, can
be more pleasant or peaceable than these? Temperance is always at
leisure, luxury always in a hurry : the latter weakens the body and
pollutes the soul, the former is the sanctity, |)urity, and sound state of
both. It is one of Epicurus's fixed maxims, " That life can never be
pleasant
Vices seize
men with
the violence
and rage without
of furies ;virtue*."
but the Christian
virtuesuponreplenisli
the breast
which
they inhabit, with a heavenly peace and abundant joy, and thereby
render it like that of an angel. The slaves of pleasure and carnal
aHections, have within them, even now, an earnest of future torments;
so that, in this present life, we may truly apply to them that expression
in the Revelations, They that worship the least, have no rest day nor
■night. " There is perpetual peace with the humble," says the most
devout ii Kempis ; " but the proud and the covetous are never at
rest t."
If we speak of charity, which is the root and spring of justice, what
a lasting pleasure does it diffuse through the soul ! " Envy," as the
saying is, " while
has noit isdays
of festivity
:" it enjoys
its own
advantages,
tormented
with |those
it sees not
in theevenpossession
of others. But charity is happy, not only in its own enjoyments, but
also in those of others, even as if they were its own : nay, it is then
* 'AhI afpax'TsiscumcUK liumili,
unai riiiussuperbus
^»iv.' autem et avaius nuinquam qulesciint,
t
\ luvidia fcstos dies iioii agit.
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most happy in the enjoyment of its own good things, when, by Hberality, it makes them the property of others. In short, it is a Godlike virtue*. There is notliing- more Divine in man, " than to wish
well towhich
man, worships
and to do God
good into constant
as many prayer,
as one possibly
cant-" Him
Kut
piety,
and celebrates
with the highest praises, raises man above himself, and gives him
rank among the angels. And contemplation, which is indeed the
most genuine and purest pleasure of the human soul, and the very
summit of felicity, is no where so sublime and enriched, as it will be
found to be in true religion, where it may expatiate in a system of
Divine truths most extensive, clear, and infallibly certain, mysteries
that are most proibund, and hopes that are the most exalted: and he
that can render these subjects familiar to his mind, even on this earth,
enjoys a life replete with heavenly pleasure.
I might enlarge greatly on this subject, and add a great many other
considerations to those I have already offered ; but I shall only further
observe, that that sweet virtue of contentment, so effectual for quieting
the mind, which philosophy sought for in vain, religion alone has
found ; and also discovered, that it takes its rise iiom a firm confidence in the almighty power of Divine Providence. For what
is there that can possibly give uneasiness to him who commits himself entirely to that Paternal Goodness and wisdom, which he knows
to be infinite, and securely devolves the care of all his concerns
upon it?
If any of you object, (what has been observed before,) that we
often see good men meet with severe treatment, and also read that
viaiiy are the afflictions of the just; I answer, do you not also read
what immediately follows ? But the Lord delivereth him out of them
all. Psal. xxxiv. 19. And it would be madness to deny, that this
more than compensates the other. But neither are the wicked quite
exempted from the misfortunes and calamities of life ; and when they
fall upon
they have
nothingthem.
to support them under such pressures, nonethem,
to extricate
or deliver
But a true Christian, encouraged by a good conscience, and depending upon the Divine favour, bears with patience all these evils, by
the efibrts of generous love and unshaken faith : they all seem light to
him ; he despises what he sutlers, while he waits with patience for the
object of his hope. And, indeed, what, either in life or in death, can
he be afraid of, whose life is hid with Christ in God ; and of whom it
may be and
justlybroken
said, towithout
" If the world
crushed
pieces, exaggeration,
he would be undaunted,
even should
while thebe
ruins fell upon his head J ?"
t Omnibus bene velle, et quatn plurimis possit benefacer.e,
J Si fractus illabatur orbis,
Impavidum feiient ruinae. Hor. lib. iii. Od. 3.

OUR HAPPINESS IN GOD.
LECTURE XX.
Of our Happiness, particularly that it lies in God, who alone can
direct vs to the true viay of attaining to it ; that this way He has
in theillustrated.
Sacred Scriptures, the Divine authority whereof
isdiscovered
asserted and
These two expressions, " That there is a beginninar, and that there
isought
also toanbe end*,"
conveyas ofmatters
great in themselves,
which
considered
vast importance
to us. It is and
absohitely
necessary that there should be some one Principle of all things ; and
by an equal degree of necessity, this Principle must be, of all others,
the greatest and the Tjest. It is also necessary, that He who gave
being to all things, must have proposed to Himself some end to be
attained by tlie production and disposal of them ; but, as the end of
the Best of all agents must itself also be the highest and the best, this
end can be no other than Himself. And the reasonings of the author
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, concerning the oath of God, may also
be applied to this case : As He had no greater to swear by, says the
Apostle, He swore by Himself. In like manner, as He had no
greater or better end to propose. He proposed Himself. He hath
made all things for Himself, says the author of the Book of Proverbs,
even the wicked for the day of evil. Prov. xvi. 4. And the Apostle
Paul, in his J]pistle to the Romans, gives us a lively description of
that incomparable circle, the most complete of all figures : Of Him,
and through Him, and to Him, are all things, to whom be glory for
ever, Amen. Rom. x. 36.
Now man, tiie ornament and master-piece of all the visible creation,
by extraordinary art, and in a method peculiar to himself, returns to
his first Original, and has his Creator, not only for the principle of his
being, and of his well-being, but also for his end. Thus, by a wonderful instance of wisdom and goodness, God has so connected His
own glory with our iiappiness, that we cannot properly intend or desire
the one, but the otlier must follow of course, and our felicity is at last
resolved into His eternal glory. The otlier works of God serve to
promote His honour ; but man, by rational knowledge and will, offers
Himself, and all that He has, as a sacrifice to His Creator. From
his knowledge of Him, he is induced to love Him; and in consequence ofhis love, he attains at last to the enjoyment of Him. And
it is the wisdom, as well as the happiness of man, to propose to himself, as the scope and ultimate end of his life, that very thing which
his exalted Creator had proposed before.
But, that we may proceed gradually in our speculations upon this
subject, we must first conclude, that there is a proper end intended
for man ; that this end is suited to his nature, and perfectly accommodated toall his wants and desires ; that so the principal part of this
wonderful fabric may not be quite irregular, and labour under a manifest imperfection.
Nor can there be a more important speculation, nor one more
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worthy of man, than that which concerns his own end, and that good
which is fully and perfectly suited to his circumstances. Chance of
fortune must, of necessity, have a great influence in our life, when we
live at random : we must, therefore, if we be wise, or rather that we
may be wise, propose to ourselves an end, to which all our actions
ought to have a reference, and by which, as a certain fixed star, we
are to direct our course. But it is surprising to observe, how much
all the wisest men among the heathens were perplexed in their inquiries
after this end, and into how many different opinions they were divided
about it. Of this, however, we have spoken at greater length in
another place.
Now, to be brief, it is necessary, that this good, or end, should be
"means
perfectly
suitable, ofnot; and
easilyfinally,
taken itaway,
suchofassuch
we can
by noas
be deprived
must nay,
consist
things
liave a particular relation to the soul, and not of eternal enjoyments*."
Whence
and perishing
honours
and riches," slavish
which and
only brutal
serve topleasures
support t"andvainpromote
the former,
are,
in this inquiry, justly, and without the least hesitation, liissed off the
stage by all sound philosophers ; who with great unanimity acknowledge, that our felicity consists solely, or at least principally, in virtue.
But your favourite philosopher Aristotle, and the Peripatetics who
are his followers, seem to doubt whether virtue alone be sufficient for
this purpose, and not to be very consistent with themselves. The
Stoics, who proceeded with greater courage, and acted more like men,
affirmed, that virtue was fully sufficient for this purpose, without the
helps and supplements required by the former. And that, while they
bestowed such high praises on virtue, they might not seem to have
quite forgotten God, they not only said, that virtue was something
Divine, in which ihey were joined by Aristotle, but also concluded,
that their wise man did all things " with a direct reference to God J."
It was also a general maxim with the followers of Plato, " That the
end
man himself,
is, to be,in his
as far
as isbook
possible,
made andlikeinunto
And ofPlato
second
of Laws,
his God§."
Phaedo,
asserts,
that
man's
chief
good
is
the
knowledge
of
the
truth
:
this knowledge is not perfect in the present life, he is of opinion,yet,thatas
it can scarcely be said of any man, that he is happy here below; but
there is hope to be entertained concerning the dead, provided they are
purified before they leave the world. But there are two things particularly, with regard to this question, which our religion and most
precious faith, teaches with incomparably greater fulness and evidence,
than all the schools and books of the philosophers.
1. That our felicity is not to terminate in ourselves, but in God.
Blessed is the man that feareth the Lord ; and. The pure in heart shall
see God. Psal. cxii. 1. Matt. v. 8. " To seek God," says St. Augustine, "is to desire happiness ; and to find him, is that happiness ||."
TiXuo, xai ay-a^xt;, x«I ^ufetfai^trsv, imo dtia(pct'i^lrm , xat rail irsjJ if'i'X'iS) *«'
fuv* 'txTos.
+ MsT* uva^o^us its Tflv Stov.
II Socutio Dei appetilus beatitatis, cousccutio beatitas.
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2. That our happiness is not confined within the limits of this short
life, nor does it end with it: on the contrary, it is scarce bcn;un in this
world, but when the present life comes to a period, then this happines is completed and becomes eternal. Our life on this earth, therefore, is only so far happy as it has a resemblance to that we shall
enjoy in heaven, and becomes, as it were, an earnest of it : that is,
when it is employed in pure and sincere piety, in obedience to the
will of God, and an ambition to promote His glory, till we arrive at
that happy state, where our hunger and thirst shall be abundantly
satisfied, and yet our appetites never cloyed.
For it is evident, that man, in this life, becomes so much the more
perfect and happy, in proportion as he has his mind and affections
more thoroughly conformed to the pattern of that most blessed and
perfect life. And this is, indeed, the great ambition of a true
Christian ; this is his study, which he ceases not to pursue with ardour
day and night : nor does he let so much as one day pass without
copying some lines of that perfect pattern. And the more he advances in purity of mind, the greater progress he makes in the knowledge and contemplation of Divine things.
But who will instruct us with regard to the means of reaching this
blessed mark ? Who will shew us how we may attain this conformity
to God, and most effectually promote His honour and glory, so that
at last we may come to the enjoyment of Him in that endless life, and
be for ever satisfied with the beatific vision of Him ? What faithful
guide shall we find to direct us in this way ? Surely he himself must
be our Leader: there is no other besides him, who can answer our
purpose. It is he alone that acquaints us with His own nature, as far
as it is necessary for us to know it ; and He alone that directs us to
the way wherein he chooses to be worshipped. " God cannot be
known
by Hisup own
of himself*."
He isintegrity,
pleased
to wrap buthimself
in a revelation
cloud, neither
man in hisWhen
original
nay, nor even the angels, can know or investigate His nature or His
intentions. We are indeed acquainted in the sacred records, That the
heavens declare the glory of God (Psal. xix. 1) ; and this, to be sure,
is very true in certain respects ; but they do by no means declare
the hidden mysteries of the Creator, nor His intentions, and the manner of that worship and service He requires from his reasonable
creatures. And therefore the Psalmist, having begun the psalm with
the voice and declaration of the heavens, immediately after mentions
another light much clearer than the sun himself, and a volume or book
more perfect than the language of all the splieres. Nothing is more
certain than that the doctrine which leads us to God, must take its
rise from Him : for, by no art whatever can the waters be made to rise
higher than their fountain. It was therefore absolutely necessary for
the purpose I have mentioned, that some revelation concerning
God should be made to mankind by Himself: and, accordingly. He
did reveal Himself to them from the beginning. And these revelations,
the father of lies mimicked by those delusions of his, that were published by the heathen oracles. The Divine Wisdom, in revealing
• Noil potest Dcuf, nisi de Uco, inlcUigi
Vol, 11.
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Himself to mankind, has thought proper, at different periods of time,
to make use of different methods and ways, or, according to that of
the Epistle to the Hebrews, at sundry times, and in divers manners ;
but at last it seemed good to Him, that this sacred doctrine should be
committed to writing, that with the greater certainty and purity it
nnight be handed down to succeeding ages. If we consider His
absolute power, it would certainly have been as easy for Him to have
preseived this doctrine pure and entire, without committing it to
writing : but, for the most part, he has been pleased to make use of
means naturally suited and adapted to His purpose, and disposes all
things so as effectually to secure His ends, yet, in an easy natural
manner, suited to our capacities and conceptions of things.
If any one would prove, that these Books, which we receive as such,
are in fact the repositories of this sacred and celestial doctrine, the
most proper method he could take, would be first to shew that the
sacred history and doctrines contained in them, are true ; and then
from their own testimony, to conclude them Divine.
For, the truth of our religion being once well established, it is, to
beto sure,
a mostof ']i\st
as ought
to be denied
any sect
men,postulaium,
that in and
this such
instance,
the not
testimony
of the
Christian Church should be believed, when it points out the Books
wherein the sum and substance of that religion are originally and
authentically deposited.
The truth of the sacred history being once granted, the Divinity of
the doctrine will naturally follow of course, as the history mentions so
many and so great miracles that were wrought in confirmation of the
doctrine : those particularly that were performed in proof of the Old
Testament by Moses, the servant of God, by whose ministry the Law
was given to the Jews ; and those that were wrought in confirmation
of the New, by Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, and author
of the Evangelic Law ; as, also, those that were wrought by his servants the apostles, and other Christians. And absolutely to deny
the force of all these, would be an. instance of impudence and obstinacy
so great, that the keenest enemies of the Christian name of old, did
not venture upon it. But the Scriptures have two great evidences
of their Divinity, — their own internal character, and that external
testimony.
There are two tilings which principally prove their external character.
1st. The incomparable sublimity and purity of the doctrine they contain :for in vain will you look for such profound mysteries, and such
pure and holy precepts, any where else. 2. The inimitable and evidently Divine majesty of the style, attended, at the same time, with a
surprising and wonderful simplicity. Their voice is not the voice of
man; but the whole of them, notwithstanding their great extent,
sounds something more grand than can be ex])ected from the mouths
of mortal men. Nor ought we to pass over that Divine efficacy which
the Scriptures have, not only to move the minds of men, but also, by
a Divine operation*, to change them into something quite different
from what they were before ; according to that of Lactantius, " Give
me a fierce, cruel, and passionate man, with a few of the words of
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God I will make him as meek as a lamb, &c. *" And the external
testimony already mentioned, has, to be sure, as much weight as any
thinsf of that kind can possibly have. Who would deny to the regular
succession of the Catholic Church, the credit of a witness ? Who, on
the other hand, would claim the authority of a judge and arbitrator?
It would be quite silly to ascribe to the Church a decisive power ; as
it, when a book were first presented to it, or brought out of any place
where it had been long concealed, it covild immediately pronounce
•whether
that book
of Divine
not. The Church
only a witness
with was
regard
to those authority
Books weor acknowledge
; and itsis
testimony €xtends no further than this, that they were received in the
first ages of Christianity, as sacred and Divinely inspired, and, as such,
handed down from age to age, to the Church that now is. And he
that
venture
to discredit this testimony, must have a heart of
lead would
and a face
of brass.
There is no occasion to dispute so fiercely about the inward testimony of the Holy Ghost : for I am persuaded that those who talk
about it, understand nothing more by it, than that the Holy Spirit
produces in the hearts of men, that faith whereby they cheerfully and
sincerely receive these Books, and the doctrine contained in them, as
Divine : because such a faith either includes, in the very notion of it,
or at least is necessarily connected with a religious frame of mind, and
a sincere disposition to universal obedience. And he that believcth, as
the apostle John expresseth it, has this testimony in himself, though he
cannot convey, or transfer it to others, 1 John v. 10. Now, to assert
the necessity of .such an internal testimony, is nothing more than to
say, that whatever evidence the scripture may have in itself, or from
other considerations, yet, the Divine faith of this truth must be from
above. And he that would deny this, would thereby plainly discover
.that he was an entire stranger to that faith itself " The Scripture,''
says Thomas h Kempis, " must surely be believed and understood, by
means of the same Spirit by whom it was at first delivered t." And,
as St. Augustine expresses it, "the only effectual teacher is He who
has His chair in Heaven, and yet, instructs the hearts of men on
this therearth
The intelligence
same Divine ofSpirit
faithandin daily
the mind,
togewith theX-"proper
Divineplants
things,
augments
and improves these dispositions. This great gift of the Spirit is, therefore, to be sought by fervent and constant prayer ; and the Son of God,
who is Truth itself, has assured us, that His most bountiful Father
will give it to those that ask Him. Aristotle has told us, that " Divine
inspiration is to be sought by sacrifices And it is no less true, that
" tlie faith and understanding of things revealed by Divine inspiration,
are to beandsought
prayer ||."
Varro tellsbecause
us, thatsocieties
he wrote offirstmenof
human,
then by
of Divine
institutions,
existed first, and the latter were instituted by them. True religion, on
the contrary, instead of being instituted by any city or society on earth,
* Da mihi ferum, &c., ut supra.
t Eodem certe spiritu et credenda et intelligenda sacra scriptura, quo tradita est,
X Qui cathcdram habet in coplo, corJe docet in terris.
§ To ^lO'TviVffrov rats ^-utrtats ^^tjjtsav,
2K2
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hath instituted a city altogether heavenly and Divine, and is itself inspired byGod, who is the giver of eternal life to all that worship Him
in sincerity*.
It is truly surprising to observe how differently this religion was of
old received among men, and what different entertainment it meets
with even to this day, though the doctrine has been always the same,
though it is still enforced by the same arguments, and has the same
difficulties and prejudices to struggle with. When the divine Apostle
preached in the Areopagus at Athens, a great many mocked and
ridiculed him : others said, JVe will hear thee again of this matter : but
certain men clave tinio Him, and believed. Acts xvii. 32, 34. And that
we may not think this faith, in those who believed, was owing to their
uncommon penetration or sagacity on the one hand, or to their weakness and simplicity on the other, of the two mentioned in Scripture,
who believed on this occasion, the one was a philosopher, and the
other a woman. Now, though, without doubt, human liberty is to be
allowed its due weight in this matter, yet, we cannot help acknowhere. ledging, that a certain influence or energy t seems to discover itself
The basis of religion is faith, — 'just apprehension or right notions^
of God, according to Epictetus. St. Ignatius says, " Faith is the begin ing of life,
and cometh
love theto God,
end must
of it believe
§." And
of the
Apostle are.
He that
that the
He is,words
and that
He
is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him. So that the giving of a
law to man, and the enforcing it with the motives of rewards and
punishments,
is not creature,
inconsistent
and disinterested obedience ofa rational
even with
in a the
statefilial
of innocence.
Ail true and lively faith begets love ; and thus, that heavenly light
is the vehicle of heat. And as, by this means, true faith has a tendency
to the practice of obedience, so, all true obedience depends upon faith,
and flows from it. But it also proceeds from love, because faith first
produces love, and then works by it. All knowledge of mysteries is
vain and of no value, unless it have an influence upon the affections,
and thereby, upon the whole conduct of life. The luminaries of heaven
are placed on high ; but they are so placed, that they may shine, and
perform their periods, for the benefit of this earth. Gen. i. 17.
We must first, believe, that God is. This truth is written in capital
letters on every page of the sacred books of Scripture ; for all things
that are therein delivered by God, and concerning him, confirm this,
and take it for a primary and undoubted principle. But these sacred
books acknowledge another universal evidence of this leading truth,
and an evidence quite distinct from theirs, to which they refer all, even
the most obstinate unbelievers and those that are entirely ignorant of
this celestial doctrine, for full conviction. Rom. i. 20. As it is quite
plain, that the testimony of the written word will have little or no
influence upon men who have not received the least tincture of Divine
Faith, should any person, disputing with them, reason after this man*^ St.SuavAug.Tiva defzei^av
Civ. velDei.,ivioyaau
lib. vi. c. 3.
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ner,' — Tiicre is a God, because this is asserted in the sacred Scriptures,
and their testimony must by all means be believed, because they are
the Word of God; — an argument of this kind, fo be sure, would have
no other ellect than to expose the person who urged it, to the ridicule
of atheists and unbelievers ; because it evidently begs the question,
and runs into a vicious circle. He, therefore, who would bring over
such persons to the faith, must reason after a quite different manner.
But let him, on the other hand, who once accepts these Books with
the submission due to their real dignity and Divine authenticity, receive light and edification from them on every article of faith, and with
regard to the whole system of religion in general. Let him, also, in
congratulation to their exalted Author, cry out, JFith Thee, O Lord, is
the fountain of life: and in Thy light we shall see light. Psal.
xxvi. 9. And let him that desires to be, not only a nominal proficient
in theology, but <l>iXo0co^ kuI OcoctouKTo^ — a real lover of God, and
willing to be taught by Him, resolve within himself, above all things,
to make this sacred volume his constant study, mixing his reading
with frequent and fervent prayer: for if this be omitted, his labour will
be altogether in vain, supposing him to be ever so well versed, not
only in these books, but also to have all the advantages that can be
had from the knowledge of languages, and the assistance of commentators and interpreters. Different men have different views in reading
this Book. As, in the same field, the ox looks for grass, the hound
for a hare, and the stork for a lizard, some, fond of critical remarks,
pick up nothing but little stones and shells ; others run in pursuit of
sublime mysteries, giving themselves but very little trouble about the
precepts and instructions that are clear and evident, and these plunge
themselves into a pit that has no bottom. But the genuine disciples
of this true wisdom, arc those who make it their daily employment, to
purify their hearts by the water of those fountains, and reduce their
whole lives to a conformity with this heavenly doctrine. They desire
not to know these things, only that they may have the reinitation of
knowledge, or to be distinguished in the world ; but that their souls
may be healed, and their steps directed, so that they may be led
through the paths of righteousness, to the glorious felicity which is set
before them.
The sum of all is, that our felicity lies solely and entirely in that
blessed God, who is also the fountain and source of our being ; that
the only means of our union with Him, is true religion ; and this,
again, consists in our entertaining just notions of God, worshipping
Him acceptably, and endeavouring after a constant and unwearied
obedience to all his commands, according to that most pure and perfect
rule laid down in those Divine Books which we profess to receive as
such. Let us, therefore, have constantly fixed in our minds these
words of the Psalmist, Blessed are the undejiled in the way, that walk
in the way of the Lord. Thou hast commanded vs to keep Thy precepts
diligently.
cxix.
1, 4, 5. 0 1 that my ways were directed to keep Thy statutes, Psal.'
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THEOLOGICAL LECTURES.
LECTURE XXI.

Of the. Divine Attributes.
Of all the maxims that are naturally written on the heart of man,
there is none more certain or more universally known, than that God
IS ; concerning which I have given a dissertation some time ago.
But of all the secrets^ and hidden things of nature, which have been
the subject of human study and inquiry, there is nothing, by a prodigious odds, so difficult or unsearchable, as to know what he is.
The saying of St. Augustine concerning Time, is well known in the
schools : with how much greater truth might it be said of Him, who is
more ancient than time, and " who bade time flow from the begin*," That He
darkness His Psal.
hiding-place,
amidstto
thai ningdarkness
dwellshathin made
light inaccessible.
xviii. 11. andWhich,
our eyes, is to be sure more dark than darkness itself! " O the Divine
darkness!" says a great manf; and another, most acutely, " If you
divide or cut
this ofdarkness,
will shinecallforth
J ?" When,
therefore,
we asunder
are to speak
Him, letwhous always
to remembrance
the admonition which bids us speak with reverence and fear. For
what can we say that is worthy of Him, since man, when he speaks
of God, is but a blind person describing light ? Yet, blind as we are,
there is one thing we may, with great truth, say of that glorious light,
and let us frequently repeat it: O when will that blessed day shine
forth, which shall deliver the soul from those thick integuments of
flesh, that like scales on the eye, obstruct its sight, and shall introduce
it into a more full and open view of that primitive, eternal Light !
Perhaps, the properest answer we could give to the question. What is
God ? would be to obsei've a most profound silence ; or, if we should
think proper to give any answer, it ought to be something next to this
absolute silence ; viz. God is ; which gives us a higher and better
idea of Him, than any thing we can either express or conceive.
Theological writers mention three methods whereby men come to
some kind of knowledge of God themselves, and communicate that
knowledge to others, viz., the way of negation, the way of causation,
and the way of eminence. Yet, the very terms that are used to express these ways, shew what a faint knowledge of the Invisible Being
is to be attained by them ; so that the two last may be justly reduced
to the first, and all our knowledge of tliis kind called negative. For,
to pretend
to givewe anycallexplanation
of thewould
Di-vinebe Essence,
as dis-so
tinct from what
His attributes,
a refinement
absurd, that under the appearance of more accurate knowledge, it would
betray our ignorance the more. And so unaccountable would it be to
attempt any such thing, with regard to the unsearchable majesty of
God, that possibly the most towering and exalted genius on earth
ought frankly to acknowledge, that we know neither our own essence,
* Ire jubet.
Qui tcmpusBoeth.
ab a!voCons. Phil., lib. iii. met. 9.
J Av TO tTKoros Tif^cv'/jj oris KVUtfr^a'^fTtTai,
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OP THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES.
nor that of any other creature, even the meanest and most contemptible. Thou^rh, in the schools they distin!.',uish the Divine attributes
or excellencies, and that by no means improperly, into communicable
and inconununicable ; yet we ouf^ht so to guard this distinction, as
always to remember that those which are called communicable, when
applied to God, are not only to be understood in a manner incommunicable and quite peculiar to Himself, but also, that in Him they are,
in reality, infinitely different from those virtues, or rather, in a matter
where the disparity of the subjects is so very great, those shadows of
virtues that go under the s:ime name either in men or angels. For it
is not only true, that all things, in the Infinite and Eternal Being, are
infinite and external, but they are also, though in a manner quite inexpressible. Himself. He is good without quality, great without
quantity, &c. He is good in such a sense as to be called by the
Evangelist, the Only Good Being. Matt. xix. 17. He is also the
Only Wise Being : To the Only Wine God, saith the Apostle. 1 Tim.
i. 17. And the same Apostle tells us, in another place. That He only
halh immortality ; 1 Tim. vi. 16, that is, from His own nature, and
not from the will or disposition of another. " If we are considered as
joined to, or united with God," says an ancient writer of great note,
" we have a being, we live, and in some sort are wise ; but, if we are
compared with God, we have no wisdom at all, nor do we live, or so
much as have any existence*." All other things were by Him brought
out of notliing, in consequence of a free act of His will, by means of His
infinite power; so that they may be justly called mere contingencies, and
he is the only necessarily existent Being-. Nay, He is the only really
existent Being; to oujw^ ov ; or as Plotinus expresses, to v^rc/^ofTO)?
Of. Thus, also, the Septuagint speaks of Him as the only existent
Being, o wv. And so also does the heathen poetf. Tliis is likewise implied
in theit from
exaltedHimself;
name Jehovah,
being-,
and that
He lias
but what which
that expresses
being is, orHiswherein
its
essence,
so
to
speak,
consists,
it
does'
not
say;
nor,
if
it
did,
could
we at all conceive it. Nay, so far is that name from discovering
what His being is, that it plainly insinuates that His existence is hid
and covered with a veil. I am who I am : or, I am what I am. As
if He had said, I myself know what I am, but you neither know nor
can know it: and if I should declare wherein my being consists, you
could not conceive it. He has, however, manifested in His works and
in His word, what it is our interest to know, that He is The Lord God,
merciful and gracious, abundant in goodness and truth.
We call him a most pure Spirit, and mean to say, that He is of a
nature entirely incorporeal ; yet, this word, in the Greek, and Hebrew,
and all other languages, according to its primitive and natural signification, conveys no other idea than that of a gentle gale, or wind,
which every one knows to be a body, though rarefied to a very great
degree : so that, when we speak of that Infinite Purity, all words fail
us ; and even when we think of it, all the refinements of the acutest
* Deo necsi vivimus,
conjungimur,
; Deo si comparamur, nec sapimus
omnino,
iiiio iiecsumus,
sumus.vivimus,
Greg. sapimus
Mag. Mor,
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understanding are quite at a stand, and become entirely useless. It
is, in every respect, as necessary to acknowledge his eternity, as His
being ; provided that, when we mention the term, God, we mean by it
the First Being, supposing that expression to include also His Selfexistence. This idea of a First and Eternal Being, is again inseparably connected with an infinite degree of all possible perfection, together with immutability, and absolute perseverance therein. But all
these are treated of, at great length, in Theological books, whereof
you have a very large collection.
In like manner, if we suppose God to be the First of all Beings, we
must unavoidably therefrom conclude His unity. As to the ineffable
Trinity subsisting in this Unity, a mystery discovered only by the
sacred Scriptures, especially in the New Testament, where it is more
clearly revealed than in the Old, let others boldly pry into it, if they
please, while we receive it with an humble faith, and think it sufficient
for us to admire aud adore.
The other Attributes that used to be mentioned on this subject, may
be supposed to be perfectly comprehended under the following three,
viz., power, wisdom, and goodness : lor holiness, justice, mercy, inJinUe
hounty, &c., may be, with great propriety, ranked under the general
term of goodness.
But rather than insist upon metaphysical speculations, let us, while
we walk daily in these pleasant fields, be constantly culling fresh and
never-fading flowers. " When the Psalmist cries out. Great is the
Lord, and greatly to be praised, and of His greatness there is no end,
hehowwanted
St. Augustine,
But
can thisto beshew,"
done saith
? Though
he repeated," how
Great,great
Great,He theis.whole
day, it would have been to little purpose, for he must have ended at
last, because the day would have ended ; but his greatness was before
the beginning of days, and will reach bejond the end of time*." The
poet
I willwithpraise
thee, OForblessed
God, expresses
with my himself
voice, Iadmirably
will praisewellthee,: "also,
silence.
thou,
O inexpressible Father, who canst never be known, understandest the
silence of the mind, as well as any words or expressions f."
* Volebat
sit, sed hoc quia,
qui fieri
potestdies, magnitude
Etsi tola dieautemmagnum
diceret,
parum dicere
esset, quam
fiiiiretmagnus
enira aliquando,
finiretur
illius
anta dies, et ultra dies.
■)■ 'Tfivu et i^ixa^,
Kal Sia (fimcisKai "iia,ya.0riyas.
"Oo-a
(pma;
IlaTsj ayvuiTTt,
IlaTso cl'f^r,ri. Syn. Hymno. 4to,

OF A UEtlOIOUS LIFM.
LECTURE XXII.
How lo regulate Life according to the Rules o/Religion.
I HAVE now, at different times, addressed myself to you upon several
subjects of great importance and of the utmost necessity; though
what I have hitherto said, was only designed as a preface or introduction to what I further proposed. But to attempt to prosecute this
design at the very end of the year, would be quite improper, and to
little or no purpose : I shall, therefore, altogether forbear entering
upon it, and for this time, lay before you a few advices, which may be
useful, not only in order to employ to greater advantage the months
of vacation
whole
lives. that are now at hand, but also the better to regulate your
And my first advice shall be, to avoid too much sleep, which wastes
the morning hours, that are most proper for study, as well as for the
exercises of religion, and stupefies and enervates the strength of body
and mind. I remember that the famous abbot of Clairvaux, (St.
Bernard,) when he found the friars sleeping immoderately, used to
say,
the tosecular
thoughthemwe
do not"That
admit they
of theslept
severelikerules
which clergy*."
the monks And
subjected
selves, we must at least allow, that the measure and degree of sleep
and other bodily refreshments, suitable for a young man devoted to
study and devotion, is very far different from that excess in which the
common sort of mankind indulge themselves.
Another advice, which is akin to, and nearly connected with, the former, shall be, to observe temperance in eating ajid drinking. For
moderation in sleeping, generally follows sobriety in eating and other
sensual gratifications ; but that thick cloud of vapours that arises from
a full stomach, must of necessity overwhelm all the animal spirits, and
keep them long locked up in an indolent, inactive state. Therefore,
the Greeks, not without reason, express these two duties, to be sober, and
to be watchful, indifferently by the same term. And the Apostle Peter,
that he might make his connexion more evident, uses, indeed, two
words for this purpose ; but exhorts to these duties as closely connected together, or rather, as if they were, in some respect, but one. Be
sober, be vigilant, 1 Pet. v. 8. And in the same Epistle, having substituted another word for sobriety, he expresses watchfulness by the
same word he had put for sobriety in the other place, [N7;Y'aTe.]
Be sober and watch. I Pet. iv. 7. Both these dispositions are so applied to the mind, as to include a sober and watchful state of the
body and senses ; as this is exceeding useful, nay, quite necessary, in
order to a correspondent frame of the mind, and that disposition both
of body and mind, not only subservient, but also necessary to piety
and constancy in prayer: Be sober and watch Jinto prayer. 1 Pet. iv. 7.
When the body is reduced to its lightest and most active state, still,
39 it is corruptible, it is, to be sure, a burden to the mind. How
* Secularitcr dormire.
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much more must it be so, when it is depressed with an immoderate
load of meat and drink, and, in consequence of this, of sleep ! Nor
can the mind rouse itself, or use the wing-s of contemplation and
prayer witli freedom, when it is overpowered with so heavy a load :
nay, neither can it make any remarkable pron;ress in the study of
human literature, but will move slowly and embarrassed, be at a stand,
like a wheel-carriage in deep clay. The Greeks very justly expressed
the
virtuefavourite
we are now
recommending,
by theobserves
term 'S.w(j)poavvij,
it being
as your
philosopher
[Aristotle]
in his Ethics,
the
great preservative of the mind. He is certainly a very great enemy
to his own understanding, who lives high and indidges himself in
luxury, " A fat belly is seldom accompanied with any acute understanding*."luxury
Nor is it my; I intention
in this, hope
only that
to warnsuchyouan against
drunkenness and
would willingly
advice
would be superfluous to you : but, in this conflict, I would willingly
carry you to such a pitch of victory, that, at your ordinary and least
delicious meals, you would always stop some degrees within the
bounds to which your appetite would carry you. Consider that, as Cato
said, "must
the belly
earst;" I but
it hasnota mouth,
bridle
be put,hasandno therefore
address
myself into
to it,which
but toa
the directing mind that is set over it, which, for that reason, ought to
govern the body with all its senses, and curb them at its pleasure.
St. Bernard's
purpose.
A prudent
mind,
devoted towords
God, are
oughtadmirable
so to acttointhis
its body,
as the" master
of a
family in his own house. He ought not to sutler his flesh to be, as
Solomon expresses it, like a brawling woman, nor any carnal appetite
to act like a rebellious servant ; but to inure them to obedience and
patience. He must not have his senses for his guides, but bring them
into subjection and subserviency to reason and religion. He must,
by all means, have his house and family so ordered and well disciplined, that he can say to one, Go, and he goeth, and to another.
Come, and he cometh, and to his servant the body. Do this, and it
doeth what it is bid without murmuring. The body must also be
treated with a little hardship, that it may not be disobedient to the
mind from
J." For
he, saith
delicately
briiigeth son
up his
servajit
a child,
shall Solomon,
have him thatbecome
a (rebellious)
at last.
Prov. xxix. 21. This is what I would have you aspire to, a conquest
over your flesh, and all its lusts ; for they carry on a deadly war
against your souls, and their desires are then most to be resisted,
when they flatter most. What an unhappy and dishonourable inversion
of nature it is, when the flesh commands, and the mind is in subjeeTlet^iia, yucffTYi^
Xjj^tovaures.
oh TiKnt voov.
t* Ventrem
non habere
J Sic prudens et Deo decatus animus habere se debet in corpore suo, sicut pater
familias in domo sua. Noii liubeat, sicut Solomon dicit, niulierem litigiosam carneni
suam, nec ullum appetitum carnis ut servum rcbellem, sed ad obcdientiam et patientiam
assuefactum. Habeat sensus suos non duces, sed ration! et religioni servientes et sequaces ; habeat omnem omnino domum vel familiam suam sic ordinatam, et discipiinae
subdilam, ut dicat huic vade, etvadat, et alii, Veiii, et venial, et servo corpori, Facito hoc,
et sine murmure fiat quod jubetur, et paulo certe durius tractandum est corpus, ne animo
male pareat.
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tion ; when the flesh, which is vile, gross, earthly, and soon to be the
food of worms, governs the soul, that is the breath of God !
Another thing I would have you beware of, is, immoderate speech.
The evils of the tongue are many: but the shortest way to find a way
for them all, is to study silence, and avoid, ;is the jioet expresses it,
*' excessive
prating,man,and asa the
vast Apostle
desire ofJames
speaking*."
He is a j)erfect
expresses it, who offends
not in word. Jam. iii. 2. And, therefore, doubtless, he that speaks
least, offends in this respect more rarely. But, in the multitude of
words, as the wise man observes, there wants not sin. Prov. x. 19.
To speak much, and also to the purpose, seldom falls to the share of
one manf. Now, that we may avoid loquacity, we must love solitude,
and render it familiar, that so every one may have an opportunity to
speak much to himself, and little to other people. " We must, to be
sure," says h Kempis, " be in charity with all men ; but it is not expedient tobe with
familiar
one J."
conversation
everywithone every
we meet,
is a General
mean andandsillyindiscriminate
thing. Even
when we promise ourselves comfort and satisfaction from free conversation, we often return from such interviews with uneasiness ; or, at
least, have spoken and heard such things as, upon serious reflection,
may justly give us concern.
But, if we would secure our tongues and senses, or keep safe our
hearts and all the issues of life, we must be frequent at prayer, in the
morning, at noon, and at night, or oftener throughout the day, and
continually walk as in the presence of God ; always remembering that
He observes, not only our words and actions, but also takes notice of
our most secret thoughts. Tliis is the sum and substance of true
piety ; for he who is always sensible that that pure and all-seeing Eye
is continually upon him, will never venture to sin with set purpose, or
full consent of mind. This sense of the Divine presence, would certainly make our life on this earth like that of the angels; for, according to our theLord's
it is their
advantage,
continually
to behold
face expression,
of our Father
who peculiar
is in heaven.
By this
means,
Joseph escaped the snares laid for him by his imperious mistress ;
and, as if he had thrown water upon it, extinguished that fiery dart
with this seasonable reflection. Shall I do this great wickedness, and
sin against God. Gen. xxxix. 9. He might have escaped the eyes of
men, but he stood in awe of that Invisible Eye from which nothing
can be hid. We read of a good man of old, who got the better of a
temptation of the same kind, by the same serious consideration ; for,
being carried from one chamber to another by the woman that tempted
him, he still demanded a place of greater secrecy, till having brought
him to the most retired place of the whole house. Here, said she, no
person will find us out, no eye can see us. To this he answered. Will
no eye see? Will not that of God perceive us? By which saying,
he himself escaped the snare, and, by the influence of Divine grace,
brought the sinfhl woman to repentance. But now,
* Improba garrulitas, studiumque immaiie loquendi.
tX Cluritas
X«j/s T« t'certeilxiivhabenda
■ir'oXXa, estxa) erga
rd. xai^ia.
omnes, sed familiarilaa tioti expcdit.
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Let US pray.
Prmse waits for Thee, O Lord, in Zion; and lo l)e employed in paying Thee that tribute, is a becomin": and pleasant exercise. It is due
to Thee from all the works of Thy hands, but particularly proper from
Thy saints and celestial spirits. Elevate, O Lord, our minds, that
they may not grovel on the earth, and plunge themselves in the mire ;
but, being carried upwards, may taste the pleasures of Thy house, that
exalted house of Thine, the inhabitants whereof are continually singing
Thy praises. Their praises add nothing to Thee ; but they themselves
are perfectly happy therein, while they behold Thy boundless goodness
without any veil, admire Thy uncreated beauty, and celebrate the
praises thereof throughout all ages. Grant us, that we may walk in
tlie paths of holiness, and, according to our measure, exalt Thy name
even on this earth, until we also be translated into the glorious assembly of those who serve Thee in Thy higher house.
Remember Thy goodness and Thy covenant to Thy Church militant
upon this earth, and exposed to dangers amidst so many enemies ;
yet we believe that, notwithstanding all these dangers, it will be safe
at last: it may be distressed, and plunged in the waters, but it cannot
be quite overwhelmed, or finally perish. Pour out Thy blessing upon
this our Nation, our City, and University. We depend upon Thee, O
Father, without whose hand we should not have been, and without
whose favour we can never be happy. Inspire our hearts with gladness, Thou who alone art the fountain of solid, pure, and permanent
joy; and lead us, by the paths of righteousness and grace, to the rest
and light of glory, for the sake of Thy Son, our Redeemer, Jesus
Christ. Amen,
LECTURE XXIII.
O/PaniTY o/LiFE.
In every act of religious worship, what a great advantage would it be,
to remember that saying^of our great Master, which nobody is altogether ignorant
of, and isyeta spirit,
scarce and
any therefore
know as tothey
ought, " Thatin
God, whom
wc worship,
be worshipped
spirit
and
in
truth*."
He
is
a
spirit,
a
most
pure
spirit,
the
f ither of spirits: he is truth, primitive truth, and the most pureandfountain ofall truth: " But we all have erred in heart f." We are indeed
spirits, but spirits immersed in flesh ; nay, as it were, converted into
flesh, and, tlie light of truth being extinguished within us, quite involved in the, darkness of error: and what still sets us in greater
opposition to the truth, every thing about us is false and delusive ;
" There is no soundness];." How improper, therefore, are we, who
are deceitful and ccrr7za^§, to worsliip that Spirit of supreme truth!
Though we pray, and fast often, yet all our sacrifices, as they are polluted bythe impure hands wherewith we offer them, must be offensive,
and unacceptable to God: and the more they are multiplied, the more
* John iv. 24<
'H/m7s Ss mXXoi xa^Viec •xXaiufi.im.
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the pure and spotless Deity must complain of them, as the grievance
is thereby enhanced. Thus, by his prophet, he complained of his
peoj)le of old : " Your new moons, saith he, and your appointed
feasts, my soul hateth : they are a trouble to me ; I am weary to bear
them : therefore, when you spread forth your hands, I will hide mine
eyes from yon, and, as it were, turn my back upon you with disdain :
but if you will wash you, and make you clean, then come and let us
reason
tog'etlier*
as if he hadbetween
said, then
and if there
be any:" difference
us, letletusustalkconverse
over thetogether,
matter,
and settle it in a friendly manner, that our complaints may be turned
into mutual embraces, and all your sins being freely and fully forgiven,
you
may they
be restored
" Though
sins bethanas
scarlet,
shall be toas perfect
white asinnocence:
snow ; though
they your
be redder
crimson, they shall be whiter than wool ; wash yourselves, and I will
alsoButwashthatyou,
completely
wipe awayfor allthisyouruseful,
stains."
we and
may most
be the
better provided
and altogether necessary exercise of cleansing our hearts and ways, and apply
to it with the greater vigour, let us dwell a little upon that sacred expres ion in the Psalms, " Wherewith shall a young man purify his
way?" The answer is, " By taking heed thereto according to thy
wordf."
servation. In this question, several things offer themselves to our ob1. That, without controversy X, purity of life, or conversation, is a
most beautiful and desirable attainment, and that it must, by all means,
begin at the very fountain, that is, the heart ; whence, as Solomon
observes, " proceed the issues of life." In the beginning of the
Psalm, they are pronounced blessed, " Who are pure, or undefiled in
ihc way, who walk in the law of tlie Lord." And, in another place,
" Truly God is good to Israel," says the Psalmist, " even to such as
are of a clean heart§." And the words of our Saviour to this purpose,
Blessed
the pure
God||."
isare,the" true
and are
genuine
beautyin ofheart,
the for
soul they
any shall
thing see
distinct
from Nor
this
purity and sanctity ; this is the true image of its great Creator ; that
golden crown, which most unhappily dropt off the head of man, when
he fell : so that, with the greatest justice, we may lament and say,
" Wo untoof usall that
we have
intention
religion,
all itssinned."
mysteries,Andandit isalltheits general
precepts,design
that and
this
crown may be again restored, at least, to some part of the human race,
and this image again stamped ujjon them ; which image, when fully
completed, and for ever confirmed, will certainly constitute a great
part of that happiness, we now hope for, and aspire after. Then, we
trust, we shall attain to a more full conformity and resemblance to our
beloved Head. And, even in this wayfaring state, the more deeply
and thoroughly our souls are tinctured with the divine Hame of charity,
joined with this beautiful purity, the more we resemble Him who is
while and ruddy, and fairer than the sons of men. The Father of
mercies has made choice of us, that we may be holy ; the Son of God,
• Isaiah i. 14— IG, 18,
f Psalm cxix. 9.
X 'OnoXoywiihu;. J Psalm Ixxiii. 1.
II Matl. V. 8.
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blessed for ever, lias once for all shed his blood upon earth, in order
to purify us, and daily pours out his Spirit from heaven upon us, for
the same purpose.
But to consider the matter, as it is in itself, where is the person
that does not, even by the force of natural instinct, disdain filth and
nastiness, or at least prefer to it purity and neatness of body? Now,
as the soul greatly excels the body, so much the more desirable is it,
that it should be ibund in a state of beauty and purity. In like manner, were we to travel a journey, who would not prefer a plain and
clean way to one that were rough and dirty ? But the way of life,
which is not the case in other matters, will be altogether such as you
would
choose a togoodmakemanit.is With
assistance,
the '
influencehaveof itHisor grace,
at painsGod's
to purify
his ownandway;
but men of an impure and beastly disposition, who delight to wallow
in the mire, may always easily obtain their sordid wish. But I
hope that you, disdaining such a brutish indignity, will, in preference
to every thing else, give your most serious attention to this inquiry,
by what means even young men and boys may purify their way, and,
avoiding the dirty paths of the common sort of mankind, walk in such
as are more pleasant and agreeable.
2. Observe, that purity is not such an easy matter that it may fall
by chance in the way of those that are not in quest of it, but a work
of great art and industry. Hence you may also learn, that the way,
even of young men or boys*, stands very much in need of this careful
attention. It is indeed true, that, in some respect, the reformation of
youth is easier and sooner accomplished, in that they are not accustomed to shameful and wicked wayvS, nor confirmed in sinful habits ;
but there are other regards wherein it is more difficult to reduce that
pei iod of life to purity, particularly as it is more strongly impressed
with the outward objects that surround it, and easily disposed to imbibe the very worst : the examples and incitements to vice beset youth
in greater
with
them. abundance, and those of that age are more apt to fall in
But whatever may be said of the easiness or difficulty of reforming
youth and childhood, it is evident from this question, which, without
doubt, is proposed with wisdom and seriousness, tliat this matter is
within the verge of possibility, and of the number of such as are fit to
be attempted. Youth is not so headstrong, nor childhood so foolish,
but by proper means they can be bent and formed to virtue and piety.
Notwithstanding the irregular desires and forwardness of youth, and
that madness whereby they are hurried to forbidden enjoyments, there
are words and expressions that can soothe this impetuosity, even such,
that by them youth can tame and compose itself, By attending to itself
and its ways, according to Thy word : that matchless word, which
contains all those particular words and expressions, not only that are
proper to purify and quiet all the motions and affections of the soul,
.but also, by a certain Divine power, are wonderfully efficacious for
that purpose. And what was said of old concerning Sparta and its
discipline, may be, with much greater truth, asserted of the Divine
* The Hebrew word used in the text, properly signifies a boy.
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Law and true relio-ion, viz., tliat it had a surprising power to tame
and subdue mankind*. And this leads us directly to the answer of
the
word.question in the text : By attending thereto according to Thy
This is not, therefore, to be done according- to our philosophy, but
according to Thy word, O Eternal Light, Truth, and Purity ! The
philosophy of the heathens, it is true, contains some moral instructions
and precepts that are by no means despicable ; but this is only so far
as they are agreeable to the word of God and the Divine Law, though
the philosophers themselves knew nothing of it. But the only perfect
system of moral philosophy, that ought to be universally received, is
the doctrine of Christianity. This the ancient fathers of the primitive
Church have asserted, and fully proved, to the honour of our religion.
But those who s])end their lives in the study of philosophy, can neither
reform themselves nor others, if nature be but a little ol)stinate ; and
their wisdom, when it does its utmost, rather conceals vices, than
eradicates them ; but the Divine precepts make so great a change
upon the man, and, subduing his old habits, so reform him, that you
would not know him to be the same. If any of you, then, aspire to
this purity of mind and way, you must, with all possible care, conform
yourself, and every thing about you, to the instructions and precepts
of this Divine word. Nor think this a hard saying; for the study of
purity has nothing in it that is unpleasant or disagreeable, unless you
think it a grievance to become like unto God.
Consider now, young men, nay, you who, without offence, will suffer
yourselves to be called boys ; consider, I say, wherein consists that
true wisdom which deserves to be pursued with the most earnest study
and application, and whereby, if you will, you may far exceed those
that are your superiors in years. Be ambitious to attain the advantage
mentioned in the text, and consequently the condition upon wiiich it
depends, for they are inseparably connected together. Reconcile
your minds to a strict attention to your ways, according to the Divine
word ; and by this means, (which is a very rare attainment,) you
will reconcile youth, and even childhood, to the purity here recommended. Account the Divine word and precepts preferable to your
daily
fooditself.
; yea, let them be dearer to you than your eyes, and even
than life
LECTURE XXIV.
Before the Communion.
Itandisthough
the advice
wisefewman,that" doDwell
or, with yourself
thereofarethe very
this, atyethome,"
it is surprising
that the;
greatest part of mankind cannot be prevailed upon, at least to visit
themselves sometimes ; but, according to the saying of the wise Solomon, The eyes of the fool are in the ends of the earth. It is the
peculiar property of the human mind, and its signal privilege, to
reflect upon itself ; yet we, foolishly neglecting this most valuably
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gift conferred upon us by our Creator, and the great ornament of our
nature, spend our lives in a brutish tiioughtlessncss. Were a man,
not only to turn in upon himself, carefully to search and examine his
own heart, and daily endeavour to improve it more and more in purity,
but also to excite others with whom he conversed, to this laudable
practice, by seasonable advice and affecting exhortations, he would
certainly think himself very happy in these exercises. Now, though
this expedient is never unseasonable, yet, it will be particularly proper
on such an occasion as this, to try it upon yourselves ; as you are not
ignorant, that it is the great apostolical rule with respect to all who
are called to celebrate the Divine mysteries, Let every man examine
hbmelf,
1 Cor. xi.and28. so let him eat of that bread, and drink of that cup.
I do not here intend a full explication of this mystery, but only to
put you in mind, that, in order to a saving use and participation
thereof, a twofold judgment must of necessity be formed ; the first
with respect
own souls,
and the
other, toconnected
that of thetogether,
Lord's
body.
These totheourApostle
considers
as closely
and therefore expresses both by the same word. The trial we are to
make of ourselves, is indeed expressed by the word hoKifjia^eiv, which
signifies io prove, or to try ; but immediately after, he expresses it by
judging
[Et 7(1/5
eavrovs
^icKpcpofiet^,']
if wementioned
would judge
ourselves, ourselves,
&c. Whereas,
in the
preceding
verses, For
he had
the
other judgment to be formed, and expressed it by the same word
[S<a(c/)(Vetv,] which signifies to judge or discern: [My ^laKpivivv to aicfia
TOW Kiz/Jt'of,]
discerning
body.an And
is that
which
renders
a vastNotmany
unworthythe ofLord's
so great
honourthis; they
approach
this heavenly feast without forming a right judgment either of themof it.we But,
that' weourselves
form atojudgment
of ourselves,
necessaryselves or that
first bring
an impartial
trial : and,it tois
be sure, I should much rather advise you to this inward self-examination, and heartily wish I could persuade you to it, than that you should
content yourselves with a lifeless trial of your memory, by repeating
compositions on this subject.
Consider with yourselves, I pray, and think seriously, what madness, what unaccountable folly it is, to trifle with the majesty of the
Most High God, and to offer to Infinite Wisdom the sacrifices of
distraction and folly ? Shall we who are but insignificant worms, thus
jnovoke the Almighty King to jealousy, as if he were stronger than He,
and of purpose, run our heads, as it were, against that Power, the
slightest touch whereof would crush us to dust ? Do we not know,
that the same God who is an enlivening and saving light to all that
worship with humble piety, is, nevertheless, a consumitig fire to all
the impious and profane, who pollute his sacrifices with impure hearts
and unclean hands ? And that those especially, who have been
employedriencedinHis influence
His Church,
Divine light,
offices,willyetunavoidably
have not expeas a and
pureinandthe shining
feel
Him as a flaming fire? Let His saints rejoice and exult before God,
for this He not only allows, but even commands : yet, let even those
of them who have made the greatest advances in holiness, remember,
that this holy and spiritual joy is to be joined with holy fear and
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trembling : nay, the greater progress they have made in holiness, the
more deeply will they feel this impressed upon their minds, so that
they can by no means forget it, " The great Eye is over us, let us be
afraid*.
Greatapproach
is our God,
even the and
angelsfearworship
Let
His "saints
Him, andbut holy
with: humility
; but, asHim.for
the slothful and those that are immersed in guilt, who securely and
with pleasure indulge themselves in impure affections, let them not
dare to come near. Yet if there are any, let their guilt and pollution
be ever so great, who find arising within them a hearty aversion to
their own impurity, and an earnest desire after holiness ; behold,
there is opened for you a living and pure fountain, most effectual for
cleansing and washing away all sorts of stains, as well as for refreshing
languishing and thirsty souls. And He who is the living and neverfailing fountain of purity and grace, encourages, calls, and exhorts
you to come to Him. Come unto me, all ye that are athirst, &c.
And again. All that the Father giveth me, shall come unto me ; and
him that cometh unto me, J will by no means reject or cast out.
John vi. 37.
Ask yourselves, therefore, what you would be at, and with what
dispositions you come to this most Sacred Table. Say, Whither art
thou going, and what seekest thou, O my soul ? For it would be an
instance of the most extravagant sloth and folly, to set about a matter
of so great importance, and so serious, without any end, without the
prospect of any advantage, and therefore without any serious turn of
mind, or as one doing nothing. Yet this is the case of vast numbers
that meet together in Divine assemblies, and at this holy sacrament.
Is it any wonder, that those should find nothing, who absolutely have
nothing in view ; and that he who is bound for no harbour, should
meet with no favourable wind ? They give themselves up to the
torrent of custom, and steer not their course to any particular port,
but fluctuate and know not whither they are carried ; or, if they are
alarmed with any sting of conscience, it is only a kind of inconsiderate
and irregular motion, and reaches no farther than the exterior surfacn
of sacred institutions. But as for you who. according to tiie expression
of the angels, seek Jesus, fear not ; you will certainly find him, and ie
him all things. For it hath pleased the Father, that in him all
fulness shall dwell. Col. i. 10. So that in him there is no vacuity,
and without him, nothing else but emptiness and vanity. Let us embrace him, therefore, with our whole hearts, and on him alone let us
depend and rely.
Let his death, which we commemorate by this mystery, extinguish
in us all worldly affections. May we feel his Divine power working
us into a conformity to his sacred image ; and having our strength,
as it were, renewed by his means, let us travel towards our heavenly
country, constantly following him with a resolute and accelerated
pace.
The concern of purifying the heart in good earnest, taking proper
measures for conforming the life to the rules of the Gospel, is equally
incumbent upon all. For this is the great and true design of all
Vol. II.
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Divine worship, and of all relisfious institutions ; though the greater
part of nialikind satisfy themselves with the outward surface of them,
and therefore catch nothing but shadows in religion itself, as well as
in the other concerns of life. We have public prayers and solemn
sacraments : yet, if amidst all these, one should look for the true and
lively characters of Christian faith, or in the vast numbers that attend
these institutions, he should search for those that, in the course of
their lives, approve themselves the true followers of their great Master,
he would find reason to compare them to a " few persons swimming
at a great distance from one another, in a vast ocean*."
It has been observed long ago by one, " that in Rome itself he had
found
of Romet;"
with sotoogreat
greata bustle
truth, atmight
applied nothing
to religion,
about whichwhich
we make
presentbe;
there is scarcely any thing at all of religion in it, unless we imagine
that religion consists of words, as a grove does of trees. For, if we
suppose it lies in the mortification of sin, unfeigned humility, brotherly
charity, and a noble contempt of the world and the flesh, whither has
it gone, and left us ? As for you, young gentlemen, if you would
apply to this matter in good earnest, you must, of necessity, bestow
some time and pains upon it, and not fondly dream, that such great
advantages can be met with by chance, or in consequence of a negligent and superficial inquiry. If we are to alter the course of our life
for the time to come, we must look narrowly into our conduct during
the preceding part of it ; for the measures to be taken for the future,
are, in a great degree, suggested by what is past. He acts wisely,
and is a happy man, who frequently, nay, daily reviews his words and
actions : because he will doubtless perform the same duty with greater
ease, and to belter purpose, when he is called to it with more than
ordinary solemnity. And, therefore, they who have experienced how
pleasant this work is, and what a mixture of utility is joined with this
pleasure, will apply to it with a cheerful mind, whenever opportunity
requires it. As to others, they must of necessity set about it some
time or other : I say of necessity, if I am allowed to say it is necessary
to avoid the wrath to come, and to obtain peace and salvation. Repentance may possibly appear a laborious and impleasant work to our
indolence, and to repent, may seem a harsh expression : to perish however is still more harsh ; but a sinful man has no other choice. Our
Lord, who is Truth itself, being acquainted with the cruel execution
performed by Herod upon the Galileans, takes this opportunity to
declare to his hearers, that unless they repented, iliey should all likewise
perish. Luke xiii. 3. The Saviour of the world, it is true, came for
this very purpose, that he might save those that were miserable and
lost, from the fatal necessity of being utterly undone ; but he never
intended to take away the happy and pleasant necessity of repentance:
nay, he strengthened the obligation to it, and imposed it as a duty
inseparably connected with grace and happiness. And this connexion,
he not only preached in expressions to the same purpose with his forerunner, John the Baptist, but even in the very same words : Repent ye,
*t Apparent
nantes nihil
in gurgite
Se in Roma,rari Romee
invenisse.vasto.
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for the kingdom of heaven is at hand. Matt. iv. 7. And in another
j)lace, having- told us, tliat lie came not to call the righteous, but sinners.
Matt. ix. 13, he immediately adds, to what he called those sinners ;
not to a liberty of indulging themselves in sin, but, from sin to repentance. His blood which was shed on the cross, is indeed a balsam
more precious than all the bahn of Gilead and Arabia, and all the ointcontrite menints of the
heart.whole world ; but it is solely intended for curing the
But alas ! that gross ignorance of God that overclouds our mind, is
the great and the unhappy cause of all the guilt we have contracted,
and of that impenitence which engages us to continue in it. Had
men but the least knowledge how disagreeable and hateful all sinful
pollution renders us to His eternal and infinite parity ; and, on the
other hand, what a likeness to Him we attain by holiness, and how
amiable we are thereby rendered in His sight; they would look upon
this as the only valuable attainment, they would pursue it with the
most vigorous efforts of their minds, and would make it their constant
study day and night ; that, according to the divine advice of the
Apostle, iDeing cleansed from all Jilthiness of the flesh and spirit, they
might perfect holiness in the fear of God. 2 Cor. vii. 9.
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AN
EXHORTATION TO THE STUDENTS,
UPON THEIR RETURN TO THE UNIVERSITY
AFTER THE VACATION.
We are at last returned, and some are for the first time brought hither
by that Supreme Hand which holds the reins of this vast universe,
which rules the stormy winds and swelling sea, and distributes peace
and war to nations according to its pleasure. The great Lord of the
imiverse, and Father of mankind, while He rules the world with
absolute sway, does not despise this little {\ock, provided we look up
unto Him, and humbly pray, that we may feel the favourable effects
of His presence and bounty : nay. He will not disdain to dwell within
us, and in our hearts, unless we, through folly, and ignorance of our
true happiness, shut the door against Him when he offers to come in.
He is the Most High, yet, has chosen the humble heart for the most
agreeable place of his residence on this earth : but the proud and
haughty, who look with disdain on their inferiors. He, on His part,
despises,
and beholds,
afar off".
most holy,
and dwells
in
no hearts
but suchas asit were,
are purged
from Hetheis dross
of earthly
affections ;and that these may be holy, and really capable of receiving His
sacred Majesty, they must of necessity be purified. Know ye not, says
the divine Apostle, that yon, even your bodies, are the temples of the
Holy Ghost, and therefore are to be preserved pure and holy ? 1 Cor.
vi. 19. But the mind that dwells within them, must be still more
holy, as being the priest that, with constant and unwearied piety, offers
np the sacrifices and sweet incense of pious affections, cheerful obedience, ardent prayers, and divine praises, to the Deity of that temple.
Of your studies and exotic learning, I intend not to say much. The
knowledge, I own, that men of letters, who are the most indefatigable
in study, and have the advantage of the greatest abilities, can possibly
attain to, is at best but very small. But since the knowledge of languages and sciences, however inconsiderable it may be, is the business
of this society of ours, and of that period of years you are to pass here,
let us do, I pray, as the Hebrews express it, " the work of the day
while theceedingday
*;" "for
slipsdisadvantages
silently away, than
and that
everywhich
suchour islasts
attended
withtime
greater
wentStudy
beforeto itacquire
t-'* such a philosophy as is not barren and babbling,
Opus dieinamin dietaciturn
suo. subruit, horaque
t" Tempus
Semper preeteritS deterior subit.
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but solid and true ; not such a one as floats upon the surface of endless
verbal controversies, but one that enters into the nature of things: for
he spoke good sense, who said, " The philosophy of the Greeks was a
mereYou jargon
noise ofinwords
*."
who areandengaged
philosophical
inquiries, ought to remember
in the mean while, that you are not so strictly confined to that study,
but you may, at the same time, become proficients in elocution ; and,
indeed, it is proper you should. I would therefore have you to apply
to both these studies with equal attention, that so you may not only
attain some knowledge of nature, but also be in condition to communicate your sentiments with ease, upon those subjects you understand,
and clothe your thoughts with words and expressions ; without which,
all your knowledge will differ but very little from buried ignorance.
In joining these two studies together, you have not only reason for
your guide, but also Aristotle himself for your example ; for we are
told, that it was his custom to walk up and down in the school in the
morning, teaching philosophy, particularly those speculative and more
obscure points which in that age were called rationes acroamaticce ;
and thus he was employed till the hour appointed for anointing-, and
going to exercise t; but, after dinner, he applied to the more entertaining arts of persuasion, and made his scholars declaim upon such
subjects as he appointed them.
But to return to my own province ; for, to say the truth, I reckon all
other things foreign to my purpose ; whatever you do with regard to
other studies, give always the preference to sacred Christian philosophy, which is, indeed, the chief philosophy, and has the pre-eminence
over every other science, because it holds Christ to be The Head i, in
whom all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge are hid. Col. ii. 3, 9.
This, the Apostle tells us, was not the case of those false Christians in
his time, whose philosophy regarded only some idle superstitions and
vain observations. Cultivate, therefore, I say, this sacred wisdom sent
down from Heaven. Let this be your main study ; for its mysteries
are the most profound, its precepts the most pure, and, at the same
time, the most pleasant. In this study, a weak understanding will be
no disadvantage, if you have but a willing mind and ardent desires.
Here,cannot
if any fail
where,to the
holds, therein
" That if you For
love some
learning,
you
makeobservation
great progress
who
have applied with great industry to human philosophy, have found it
to be like a disdainful mistress, and lost their labour ; but Divine philosophy invites and encourages even those of the meanest parts.
And, indeed, it may be no small comfort and relief to young men of
slow capacities, who make but little progress in human sciences, even
when they apply to them with the most excessive labour and diligence,
that this heavenly doctrine, though it be the most exalted in its own
nature, is not only accessible to those of the lowest and meanest parts,
but they are cheerfully admitted to it, graciously received, preferred to
those that are proud of their learning, and very often advanced to
^ 'Eat ?is fiXo/tMs, 'iirrt m>.vfix(ijs. Isoc. ad Dem.
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higher degrees of knowledge therein ; according to that of the Psalmist,
The law of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes ; the entrance of His
word giveth light; it giveth also understanding unto the simple. Psal,
cxix. 130. You, therefore, whom some very forward youths leave far
behind in other studies, take courage ; and to wipe off this stain, if it
be one, and compensate this discouragement, make this your refuge :
you cannot possibly arrive at an equal pitch of eloquence or philosophy with some others, but what hinders you, I pray, from being
as pious, as modest, as meek and humble, as holy and pure in heart,
as any other person whatever ? And by this means, in a very short
time, you will be completely happy in the enjoyment of God, and live
for ever in the blessed society of angels and spirits of just men made
perfect.
But if you want to make a happy progress in this wisdom, you must,
to be sure, declare war against all the lusts of the world and the flesh,
which enervate your minds, weaken your strength, and deprive you of
all disposition and fitness for imbibing this pure and immaculate
doctrine. How stupid is it to catch so greedily at advantages so
vanishing and fleeting in their nature, if, indeed, they can be called
advantages at all ; " advantages that are carried hither and thither,
hurried from place to place by the uncertainty of their nature, and often
fly away before they can be possessed *.'' An author remarkable for
his
attainments
cries out,
" O ! what
tranquillity
mightinhereligion,
possess,justly
who could
be prevailed
upon peace
to cut andoff
all vain anxiety, and only think of those things that are of a Divine and
saving
is, without
we
all seeknature
after, t!"
yet, Peace
there areandverytranquillity
few that know
the waydoubt,
to it,what
though
it be quite plain and open. It is, indeed, no wonder that the blind who
wander about without a guide, should mistake the plainest and most
open path ; but we have an infallible guide, and a most valiant leader.
Let us follow him alone ; for he that treadeth in his steps, can never
walk in darkness.
Let us pray.
O ! INVINCIBLE Goi, who seest all things ! Eternal Light, before
whom all darkness is light, and in comparison with whom, every other
light is but darkness ! The weak eyes of our understanding cannot
bear the open and full rays of Thy inaccessible light; and yet, without
some glimpses of that light from heaven, we can never direct our
steps, nor proceed towards that country which is the habitation of
light. May it therefore please Tiiee, O Father of lights, to send forth
Thy light and Thy truth, that they may lead us directly to Thy holy
mountain. Thou art good, and the fountain of goodness ; give us
understanding, that we may keep Thy precepts. That part of our past
lives, which we have lost in pursuing shadows, is enough, and indeed
too much: bring back our souls into the paths of life, and let the
wonderful sweetness thereof, which far exceeds all the pleasures of
t 0 qui omnem vanam solicitudinem amputaret, et salutaria duntaxat ac divlna
cogitaret, quantam quietem et pacem possideret !
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this earth,
powerfully,
pleasantly,
from beingdrawn
aside
therefrom
by any yet
temptation
from preserve
sin or theus world.
Purify,
we
pray Thee, our souls from all impure imaginations, that Thy most
beautiful and holy imajre may be again renewed within us, and, by
contemplating'
perfections,
we maywhereof
feel daily
within
us that Thy
Divineglorious
similitude,
the perfection
we improved
hope will
at last make us for ever happy in that full and beatific vision we aspire
after. Till this most blessed day break, and the shadows fly away, let
Thy Spirit be continually with us, and may we feel the powerful effects
of His Divine grace constantly directing and supporting our steps;
that all our endeavours, not only in this society, but throughout the
whole remaining part of our lives, may serve to promote the honour
of Thy blessed name, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER
OF ARTS,
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
EXHORTATION I.
Were I allowed to speak freely what I sincerely think of most of the
affairs of human life, even those that are accounted of the hig^hest importance, and transacted with the greatest eagerness and bustle, I
should be apt to say, Magno conatu magnas jwgan, — that a great noise
is made about trifles. But if you should take this amiss, as a little
unseasonable upon the present occasion, and an insult upon your solemnity, hope
I you will the more easily forgive me, that I place in the
same rank with this philosophical convention of yours, the most
famous councils and general assemblies of princes and great men ; and
say of their golden crowns, as well as your crowns of laurel, that they
are Ka.Tn^ov aKia<i ovk av wptdifiiji' — things of no value, and not worth the
purchasing. Even the triumphal, inaugural, or nuptial processions of
the greatest kings and generals of armies, with whatever pomp and
magnificence, as well as art, they may be set off, they are, after all, so
far true representations of their false, painted, and tinsel happiness,
that, while we look at them, they fly away; and, in a very short time,
they are followed by their funeral processions, which are the triumphs
of death over those who have, themselves, triumphed during their lives.
The scenes are shifted, the actors also disappear; and, in the same
manner, the greatest shows of this vain world likewise pass away. Let
us, that we may lop off the luxuriant branches of our vines, take a
nearer view of this object, and remember, that what we now call a
laurel crown, will soon be followed by cypress wreaths. It will be
also proper to consider how many, who, in their time, were employed
as we are now, have long ago acted their parts, and are now consigned
to a long oblivion ; as also, what vast numbers of the rising generation
are following us at the heels, and, as it were, pushing us forward to
the same land of forgetfulness! who, while they are hurrying us away,
are at the same time hastening thither themselves. All that we see,
all that we do, and all that we are, are but mere dreams ; and if we
are not sensible of this truth, it is because we are still asleep : none
but minds that are awake can discern it ; they, and they only, can
perceive and despise these tfiTnu-^/naTa — illusiotis of the night. In the
mean time, nothing hinders us from submitting to these, and other such
customary formalities, provided our doing it interfere not with matters
of much greater importance, and prospects of a different and more
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exalted nature. What is it, pray, to which with the most ardent
wishes, you have been aspiring throughout the whole course of these
last
more.four years ? Here you have a cap and a title, and nothing at all
But perhaps taking this amiss, you secretly blame me in your hearts,
and wish me to congratulate you upon the honour you have obtained.
I cheerfully comply with your desire, and am willing to explain myself. These small presents are not the principal reward of your
labours, nor the chief end of your studies ; but honorary marks and
badges of that erudition and knowledge wherewith your minds have
been stored by the uninterrupted labours of four whole years. But
whatever attainments in learning you have reached, I would have you
seriously to reflect, how inconsiderable they are, and how little they
differ from nothing. Nay, if what we know, is compared with what
we know not, it will be found even vastly less than nothing : at least,
it is an argument of little knowledge, and the sign of a vain and
weak mind, to be puffed up with an overbearing opinion of our own
knowledge ; while, on the contrary, it is an evidence of a great proficiency inknowledge to be sensible of our ignorance and inability.
" He is the wisest man," says Plato, " who knows himself to be very
ill qualified for the attainment of wisdom*." Whatever be in this,
we often find the sciences and arts which you cultivate, to be useless
and entirely barren, with regard to the advantages of life ; and,
generally speaking, those other professions that are illiterate and
illiberal, nay, even unlawful, meet with better treatment, and greater
encouragement than what we call the liberal arts. "He that ventures
upon the sea, is enriched by his voyages ; he that engages in war,
glitters with gold; the mean parasite lies drunk on a rich bed; and
even he who endeavours to corrupt married women is rewarded for
his villany. Learning alone starves in tattered rags, and invokes the
abandoned arts in vainf."
But as sometimes the learned meet with a better fate, you, young gentlemen, Iimagine, entertain better hopes with regard to your fortune,
nor would I discourage them; yet, I would gladly moderate them a
little by this wholesome advice ; lean not upon a broken reed, neither
let any one who values his peace, his real dignity, and his satisfaction,
give himself up to hopes that are uncertain, frail, and deceitful. The
human race are, perhaps, the only creatures that by this means become a torment to themselves ; for, as we always grasp at futurity,
we vainly promise ourselves many and great things, in which, as commonly happens, being for the most part disappointed, we must, of neces ity, payfor our foolish pleasure with a proportionate degree of pain.
Thus, the greatest part of mankind find the whole of this wretched
life chequered with delusive joys and real torments, ill-grounded hopes
• Ot/Tcs rofoTcirii;t 'itri;
o'Jiivesmagno
a^ms seirrifoenore
f^is roipltcv.
Qui iymKtv
pelago oncredit,
tollit : Philo. apol. Socr.
Qui pugnas ct castra petit, praecingitur auro :
Vilis adulator picto jucet ebrius ostro ;
Et qui sollicitat luiptas, ad praemia peccat.
Sola pruinosis horret facundia pannis,
Atque inopi lingua desertas iijvocat artes.
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and fears equally imaginary : amidst these, we live in continual suspense, and die so too.
But a few, alas ! a few only, yet some, who think more justly,
having set their hearts upon heavenly enjoyments, take pleasure in
despising with a proper greatness of mind, and trampling upon the
fading enjoyments of this world. These make it their only study, and
exert their utmost efforts that, having the more Divine part of their
composition weaned from the world and the flesh, they may be brought
to a resemblance and union with the holy and supreme God, the
Father of spirits, by purity, piety, and an habitual contemplation of
Divine objects. And this, to be sure, is the principal thing, with a
noble ambition whereof I would have your minds inflamed ; and
whatever profession or manner of life you devote yourselves to, it is
my earnest exhortation and request, that you would make this your
constant and principal study. Fly, if you have any regard to my
advice, fly far from that controversial, contentious school-divinity,
which, in fact, consists in fruitless disputes about words, and rather
deserves the name of vain and foolish talking.
Almost all mankind are constantly catching at something more than
they possess, and torment themselves in vain. Nor is our rest to be
found among these enjoyments of the world, where all things are
covered with a deluge of vanity, as with a flood of fluctuating, restless
Avaters ; and the soul flying about, looking in vain for a place on which
it may set its foot, most unhappily loses its time, its labour, and itself
at last ;forlikeland,the tillbirdstheirin strength
the days was
of thequite
Flood,
which, "fell
having
sought
exhausted,
downlongat
last,O !andhowperished
in
the
waters
*."
greatly preferable to these bushes, and briers, and thorns,
are the delightful fields of the Gospel, wherein pleasure and profit are
agreeably mixed together, whence you may learn the way to everlasting peace ; that poverty of spirit which is the only true riches, that
purity of heart which is our greatest beauty, and that inexpressible
satisfaction which attends the exercise of charity, humility, and meeknes !When your minds are stored and adorned with these graces,
they will enjoy the most pleasant tranquillity, even amidst the noise
and tumults of this present life; and you will be, to use the words of
Tertullian, candidates for eternity ; a title infinitely more glorious and
sublime, than what has been this day conferred upon you. And that
great and last day, which is so much dreaded by the slaves of this
present world, will be the most happy and auspicious to you ; as it will
deliver you from a dark, dismal prison, and place you in the regions
of the most full and marvellous light.
Let tts pray.
Most exalted God, who hast alone created, and dost govern this whole
frame, and all the inhabitants thereof, visible and invisible, whose
name is alone wonderful, and to be celebrated with the highest praise,
as it is indeed above all praise and admiration. Let the heavens, the
earth, and all the elements, praise Thee. Let darkness, light, all the
* Quaesitisque
terris ubivagasistere
In mare lassatisdiu volucris
deciditdeturjalls.
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returns of days and years, and all the varieties and vicissitudes of thinn^s,
praise Tiiee. Let the angels praise Thee, the archangels, and all the
blessed court of heaven, whose very happiness it is, that they are constantly employed in celebrating Thy praises. We confess, O Lord,
that we are of all creatures the most unworthy to praise Thee, yet, of
all others, we are under the greatest obligations to do it : nay, the
more unworthy we are, our obligation is so much the greater. From
this duty, however unqualified we may be, we can by no means abstain, nor, indeed, ought we. Let our souls bless Thee, and all that
is within us praise Thy holy name, who forgivest all our sins, and
healest all our diseases, who deliverest our souls from destruction,
and crownest them with bounty and tender mercies. Thou searchest
tiie heart, O Lord, and perfectly knowest the most intimate recesses of
it : reject not those prayers which Thou perceivest to be the voice and
the wishes of the heart. Now, it is the great request of our hearts,
unless they always deceive us, that they may be weaned from all
earthly and perishing enjoyments ; and if there is any thing to which
they cleave with more than ordinary force, may they be pulled away
from it by Thy Almighty hand, that they may be joined to Thee tor
ever in an inseparable marriage-covenant. And in our own behalf,
we have nothing more to ask. We only add, in behalf of Thy Church,
that it may be protected under the shadow of Thy wings, and every
where, throughout the world, watered by Thy heavenly dew, that the
spirit and heat of worldly haired against it may be cooled, and its
intestine divisions, whereby it is nmch more grievously scorched, extinguished. Bless this Nation, this City, and this University, in
which we beg thou wouldest be pleased to reside, as in a garden dedicated to Thy name, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
EXHORTATION IL
Would you have me to speak the truth with freedom and brevity?
The whole world is a kind of stage, and its inhabitants mere actors.
As to this little farce of yours, it is now very near a conclusion, and
you are upon the point of applying to the spectators for their applause.
Should any superciliously decline paying this small tribute, [ipafoi^]
you surely may, with great ease, retort their contempt upon themselves, merely by saying. Let your severity fall heavy on those who
admire their own performances : as to this affair of curs, we know it
is nothing at all. For I will not allow myself to doubt but you are
very sensible, that there is indeed nothing in it.
It would, to be sure, be very improper, especially as the evening
approaches, to detain you, and my other hearers, with a long and
tedious discourse, when you are already more than enough fatigued,
and almost quite tired out with hearing. 1 shall therefore only put you
in mind of one thing, and that in a few words. Let not this solemn
toy [cfiirair/^a'],
agreeable ofto great
youthful
minds, soandfarpleasures
impose
upon
you, as to sethowcver
you a dreaming
advantages
to be met with in this new period of life you are entering upon. Look
round you, if you please, and take a near and exact survey of all the
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different stations of life that are set before you. If you enter upon any
of the stations of active life, what is this but jumping into a bush of
thorns, where you can have no hope of enjoying quiet, and yet cannot
easily get out again ? But if you rather choose to enter upon some
new branch of science, alas ! what a small measure of knowledge is to
be thus obtained, with what vast labour is even that little to be purchased, and how often, after immense toil and difficulty, will it be
found, that Truth is still at a distance, and not yet extracted out of
the well *. We indeed believe that the soul breathed into man, when
he was first made, was pure, full of light, and every way worthy of its
Divine original. But ah ! the Father of mankind, how soon, and how
much was he changed from what he was at first ! He foolishly gave
ear to the fatal seducer, and that very moment was seized upon by
death, whereby he at once lost his purity, his light, or truth, and,
together with himself, ruined us also.
Now, since that period, what do you commonly meet with among
men of wisdom and learning, as they would wish to be accounted, but
fighting and bickering in the dark ? And while they dispute, with the
greatest heat, but at random, concerning the Truth, that Truth escapes
out of their hands, and instead of it, both parties put up with vain
shadows or phantoms of it, and, according to the proverb, embrace a
cloud instead of Juno.
But since we are forced to own, that even the most contemptible
and minutest things in nature, often put all our philosophical subtlety
to a nonplus, what ignorance and foolish presumption is it for us to
aim at ransacking the most hidden recesses of Divine things, and
boldly attempt to scan the Divine decrees, and the other most profound mysteries of religion, by the imperfect and scanty measures of
our understandings ! Whither would the presumption of man hurry
him, while it prompts him to pry into every secret and hidden thing,
and leave nothing at all unattempted !
As for you, young gentlemen, especially those of you that intend to
devote yourselves to theological studies, it is my earnest advice and
request to you, that you fly far from that infectious curiosity which
would lead you into the depths of that controversial, contentious theology, which if any doctrine at all deserves the name, may be truly
termed, science falsely so called. And that you may not, in this
respect, be imposed upon by the common reputation of acuteness and
learning, I confidently affirm, that to understand and be master of
those trifling disputes that prevail in the schools, is an evidence of a
very mean iniderstanding ; while, on the contrary, it is an argument
of a genius truly great, entirely to slight and despise them, and to
walk in the light of jmre and peaceable truth, which is far above the
dark and cloudy region of controversial disputes. But you will say.
It is necessary, in order to the defence of truth, to oppose errors, and
blunt the weapons of sophists. Be it so; but our disputes ought to
be managed with few words, for naked truth is most effectual for its
own defence, and when it is once well understood, its natural light
dispels all the darkness of error. For all things that are reproved,
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are made manifest by the light, saith the Apostle. Your favourite
philosopher has also told us, " That what is straight, discovers both
rectitude and obliquity." And Clemens Alexandrinus has very justly
observed, " That the ancient philosophers were not greatly disposed
to disputes or doubting; but the latter philosophers among the
Greeks, out of a vain desire to enhance their reputation, engaged so
far in wrangling and contention, that their works became quite useless and trifling
*." useful controversy or dispute, one sort of war, most
There
is but one
noble in its nature, and most worthy of a Christian, and this, not to be
carried on against enemies at a great distance, but such as are bred
within our own breasts : against those, it is most reasonable to wage
an endless war, and them it is our duty to persecute to death. Let us
all, children, young men, and old, exert ourselves vigorously in this
■warfare. Let our vices die before us, that death may not find us indolent, defiled, and wallowing in the mire ; for then it will be most
truly, and to our great misery, death to us : whereas, to those sanctified souls who are conformed to Christ, and conquerors by his means,
it rather is to be called life, as it delivers them from their wanderings
and vices, from all kinds of evils, and from that death which is final
and eternal.
Let tis pray.
Eternal God, who art constantly adored by thrones and powers, by
seraphims and cherubims, we confess that Thou art most worthy to be
praised ; but we, of all others, are the most unworthy to be employed
in shewing forth Thy praise. How can polluted bodies, and impure
souls, which, taken together, are nothing but mere sinks of sin, praise
Thee, the pure and holy Majesty of heaven? Yet, how can these
bodies which Thou hast wonderfully formed, and these souls which
Thou hast inspired, which owe entirely to Thine unmerited favour, all
that they are, all that they possess, and all they hope for, forbear
praising Thee, their wise and bountiful Creator and Father? Let our
souls, therefore, and all that is within us, bless Thy holy name : yea,
let all our bones say, O Lord, who is like unto Thee ; who is like
unto Thee? Far be it, most gracious Father, from our hearts, to
harbour any thing that is displeasing to Thee : let them be, as it were,
temples dedicated to Thy service, thoroughly purged from every idol
and image, from every object of impure love and earthly affection.
Let our most gracious King and Redeemer dwell and reign within us.
May He take full possession of us by His Spirit, and govern all our
actions. May He extend His peaceable and saving kingdom throughout the whole habitable world, from the rising of the sun to the going
down thereof. Let the nations acknowledge their King, and the isles
be glad in Him ; and particularly, that which we inhabit, with those
in its neighbourhood. And, that they may be truly blessed in Him,
may they daily submit more perfectly and dutifully to His golden
sceptre, and the holy laws of His gospel ! Bless this Nation and City,
<rh axi'l^'^"' «?«y«*T«/ ^Xv«j/«v,
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and this our University ; may it be continually watered with the dew of
Thy Spirit, and plentifully produce fruit acceptable in Thy sight,
through Jesus Clirist our Lord. Amen.
EXHORTATION III.
This day, which has been the object of your earnest wishes, throughout the course of four whole years, is now almost over, and hastening
to a close. What has it produced for your advantage ? Can he that
has reaped most successfully of you all, say, he has filled his arms
with sheaves? Though possibly you would excuse me to express
myself with great freedom ou this occasion, yet, I will not take the
liberty to depreciate too much your past studies, the specimens you
have g-iven
abilities,
and the I degree
has beenoffence,
conferred uponto-day
you. ofThisyourat least,
I imagine,
may say,thatwithout
the most of those things we greedily catch at, and labour most earnestly
to obtain, and consequently, even your philosophy is a real and demonstrative truth of tiiat great paradox, that there is a vacuity in the
nature of things. And, in truth, how great is this vacuity, seeing even
the human race is no inconsiderable part of it ! Though this day is
marked with more than ordinary solemnity, it is, after all, but the
conclusion and period of a number of days that have been idly spent,
and is itself elapsing to little or no purpose, as well as the rest. But
O ! how glorious must that blessed day be, which all purified souls,
and such as are dear to God, earnestly long for, throughout the whole
of this perishing life, and constantly wait, with a kind of impatience,
until it dawn, and the shadows fly away.
I am, indeed, of opinion, that those of you who think most justly,
will readily own, your attainments, hitherto, are of no great moment.
But possibly, henceforth you intend to begin life, as it were, anew:
you aspire to greater matters, and entertain views worthy of human
nature; you already begin to live, and to be wise; you form desires,
and conceive hopes of rising to arts, riches, and honours. All this is
very well. Yet, there is one consideration, I would have you to admit among these ingenious projects and designs. What if death
should come upon you, and, looking with an envious eye upon this
towering prospect, put a stop to a project that extends itself so far
into futurity, and, like a spider's web, entirely destroy it with a gentle
breath of wind ? Nor would this be any prodigy, or indeed an extraordinary event, but the common fate of almost all mankind. " We
are always resolving to live, and yet never set about life in good earnest*."
Archimedes was not while
singular
fate ; butupona great
part of
mankind die unexpectedly,
theyin arehis poring
the figures
they have described in the sand. O wretched mortals I who, having
condemned themselves, as it were, to the mines, seem to make it their
chief study to prevent their ever regaining their liberty. Hence, new
employments are assumed in the place of old ones ; and, as the
Roman philosopher truly expresses it, " one hope succeeds another,
* Victuros agimus seinperj nec vivimus unquani,
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one instance of ambition makes way for another ; and we never desire
an end weof our
but only thatandit may
changeourselves
its outward
form *."
When
ceasemisery,
to be candidates,
to fatigue
in soliciting
interest, we begin to give our votes and interest to those who solicit
us in their turn. When we are wearied of the trouble of prosecuting
crimes at the bar, we commence judges ourselves ; and he who is
grown
old in thein improving
managementhis ofownotherwealth.
men's At
affairs
last employed
the for
age money,
of fifty, issaysat
one, I will retire, and take my ease ; or the sixtieth year of my life
shall entirely disengage me from public offices and business. Fool !
art thou not ashamed to reserve to thyself the last remains and dregs
of life? Who will stand surety that thou shalt live so long? And
what immense folly is it, so far to forget mortality, as to think of begin ing tolive at that period of years, to which a few only attain I
As for you, young gentlemen, I heartily wish you may think more
justly. Let your souls, as it were, retire into themselves, and dwell
at homearound
; andyou,having
shaken
oft" thethat
trifles
make part
a bustle
and
noise
consider
seriously,
the that
remaining
of your
life is long only in one respect, (and in this, indeed, its length may
be justly complained of,) that it is fraught with every sort of misery
and affliction, and has nothing agreeable in it, but the study of heavenly wisdom alone; for every thing else is vanity. Look about you,
and see, whether there is any thing worthy of your affection, and
whether every thing you see, does not rather excite your indignation
and aversion. At home, are contentions and disputes ; abroad, in the
fields, robbers ; clamour and noise at the bar ; wickedness in the
camp ; hypocrisy in the church ; and vexation or lamentable mistakes
every where. Among the rich and great, there are false and inconstant friendships, bitter enmities, envy, fraud, and falsehood; and
cares, in great numbers, flutter round the most stately and sumptuous
palaces.
What a considerable part of mankind are struggling with open and
sharp afflictions ! To whatever side you turn yourself, what do you
commonly hear but lamentation and mourning ? How many complaints ofthe poor, that are distressed for want of daily bread, or drag
a most wretched life under the grievous oppression of powerful tyrants !
How frequent are the groans of the sick and languishing. How great
the multitude of those who lament their friends and relations carried
oft" by death,
and willby themselves,
in a toshort
time, and
the same
reason,
be lamented
others ! And,
conclude,
how forinnumerable
are the miseries and afflictions of various kinds, lliat seem alternately
to re-echo to one another ! Can it be any wonder, then, that a life of
this kind should sometimes force, even from a wise man, such expressions of sorrow
the following:
" O mother,
didst?
thou bring
me and
forth,concern
to be asoppressed
with afflictions
and why
sorrows
Why didst thou introduce me into a life full of briers and thornst
But you are now philosophers, and amidst these dismal calamities,
Spes spem
ma *tantum
muiatur,excipit, amiiitionem ambitio, et miseriarum noii quasrilur finis sed scfie«
•(■ M))'t!^, i/i'/i t) |(t' erlxrig sVj/ ■7roXtj/io;^^tii 'iriKTiS,
T/tTTS (MI rait pi'ia luKUf ccKay^tufo^iu.
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you comfort yourselves with the inward and hidden riches of wisdom,
and the sciences you have acquired. The sciences ! Tell us, in what
part of the earth they are to be found. Let us know, pray, where
they dwell, that we may flock thither in great numbers. I know, indeed, where there is abundance of noise, with vain and idle words,
and a jarring of opinions between contending disputants ; I know,
where ignorance, under the disguise of a gown and a beard, has obtained the title of science ; but, where true knowledge is to be found,
I know not. We grope in the dark, and though it is truth only we
are in quest of, we fall into innvimerable errors. But, whatever may
be our case with respect to the knowledge of nature, as to that of
heavenly and Divine things, let us cheerfully embrace that rich present
which Infinite Goodness has made us, and be thankful, that the dayspring frorn on high halh visited its. " Because there was no wisdom
onHim,the let
earth,"
says Lactantius,
us follow
as our guide" He
: forsent
he awhoteacher
followsfromhis heaven*."
direction,
shall
not walk
in darkness.
Let us pray.
Infinite, Eternal Creator and King of heaven and earth, bodies and
spirits, who, being unmoved Thyself, movest all things, and changest
them at Thy pleasure, while Thou remainest Thyself altogether unchangeablewho
; supportest all things by Thy powerful hand, and
governest them by Thy nod, the greatest as well as the least ; so that
the greatest are no burden to Thee, nor dost Thou contemn the least.
Behold ! the nations before Thee, are as the drop of the bucket, and
like the small dust of the balance ; and these isles of ours, with all
the rest in the world, are, in Thy sight, but a very little thing. Yet
Thou deignest to be present in our assemblies, and take notice of our
affairs, which are very inconsiderable. Let our souls adore Thee, and
fall down, with the greatest humility, at the footstool of Thy throne,
continually entreating Thy grace, and constantly offering Thee glory.
Our praises add nothing to Thee ; but they exalt ourselves, enhance
our happiness, and unite us with the society of angels ; yet. Thou receivest them with a gracious hand, as most acceptable sacrifices, and
incense of a sweet-smelling savour. Let us celebrate Thee, O Lord,
who art great, and greatly to be praised. Let all nations praise Thee,
from the rising of the sun, to the going down thereof Set our hearts
on fire with the flames of Thy Divine love, that they may wholly ascend
to Thee as burnt offerings, and nothing of ours may remain with us. O
blessed transmigration, where the blind confidence of the flesh is transformed into a lively and pure faith, that has no dependence but upon
Thee alone ; where self-love, and the love of the world, are exchanged
for the love of Thy infinite beauty ; when our will shall centre in
Thine, and be altogether absorbed by it. Let this change, O bountiful Father, be brought about, for it is a change only to be effected by
the power of Thy hand ; and, as soon as our souls are made sensible
of it, Thy praise shall be for ever sounded within us, as in temples devoted toThy service.
* Cum nulla in terris esset sapleiitia, e coelo misit dooforem.
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Let Thy whole Church, O Lord, flourish and rejoice in the light of
Thy favour. Be favourable to this our Uuiversity, City, and Nation.
Dispel, we pray Thee, the thick clouds, and quiet the winds and
storms ; for, when they raare most, and make the greatest noise, they
know Tliy voice, and obey it. Thou art the only God of peace, who
Greatest it with a word, and makest righteousness and peace mutually
to kiss one another. We depend upon Thee only ; and to Thee alone,
we render praise and glory, as far as we can, through Jesus Christ.
Amen.
EXHORTATION IV.
Our life is but a point, and even less than a point ; but as it is not a
mathematical point, as they call it, not quite indivisible, when we
divide it into minute parts, it appears something considerable, and assumes the imaginary appearance of a large space of time ; nay, according toAristotle's
it appears
divisible
in infinitum.
Besidesof
those common
and idlenotion,
divisions
of human
life, into
the four stages
childhood, youth, manhood, and old age, and into periods of ten
years, v/hich suppose the yet smaller divisions of years and months ;
men have many various ways of distributing the periods of their life,
according to the different occupations and studies they have been engaged in, the remarkable events that have happened to them, and the
several alterations and revolutions in the course of their lives. And I
doubt not, but you, young gentlemen, look up on this present instant
of time as the beginning of a new period of your life. You have my
leave to do so, provided you seriously consider, at the same time, that
the whole of tlie life we live in this world, is of a frail and fleeting nature, and, inwesomedividerespect,
at all.
into and
whatever
parts
or periods
it, if nothingwe consider
the And
miseries
lamentable
calamities with which it is fraught, the life even of a child, may seem
too long ; but, if we consider the time only, we must conclude the life
of the oldest man to be exceeding short and fleeting.
A great part of mankind no sooner look upon themselves to be capable of worldly affairs, and think on entering upon some profession
suitable to a state of manhood, but they are cut off, in the very beginning of their course, by an luiforeseen and untimely death. And, to
be sure, this is the great distemper of young, and even of old men,
that, by their desires and designs, they launch out a great way into
futurity, and form a series of projects for many years to come : while,
in the mean time, they rarely or at least very superficially, consider,
how foolish and precarious it is to depend upon to-morrow, and how
soon this present form of ours may disappear ; how soon we may
return to our original dust ; and that very day, as the royal prophet
warns us, our thoughts, even the wisest and best concerted thoughts
of the greatest men, and most exalted princes, perish. And this I
take particular notice of, that no sucli illusion may get possession of
your minds. For it is not the common sort of mankind only, that impose upon themselves in this respect, but the generality of those who
desire to be accounted, not only men of learning, but also adepts in
wisdom, and actually pass for such. Not that I would prohibit your
Vol. II.
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makiiiEf an early and prudent choice, under the Divine direction, of
the employment and profession of life you intend to pursue ; nay, I
would use every argument to persuade you to make use of such a
choice, and when you have made it, to prosecute the intention of it
with the greatest diligence and activity. I only put you upon your
guard, not to entertain many and towering hopes in this world, nor to
form a long series of connected projects ; because you will find them
all more vain and fleeting than illusions of the night ! Some necessary means will fail, some favourable opportunity be missed ; after all
industry, the expected event may not happen, or the thread of your
life may be cut, and thereby all your projects be rendered abortive.
And though your life should be drawn out to ever so great a length,
and success constantly answer your expectations, yet, you know, and
I wish you would remember it, the fatal day will come at last, perhaps
when it is least expected ; that fatal and final day, I say, will at last
come, when we must leave all our enjoyments, and all our schemes,
those we are now carrying on, and those we have brought to perfection, as well as those that are only begun, and those that subsist only
in hopes and ideas.
And these very arguments, which have been used to confine your
minds from indulging themselves in too remote prospects, will also
serve to persuade you, in another sense, to look much farther ; not
with regard to worldly enjoyments, for such prospects, strictly speaking, canot be called long, but to look far beyond all earthly and
perishing things, to those that are heavenly and eternal. And those
that will not raise their eyes to such objects, as the Apostle Peter expres es it,art blind, and cannot see afar off.
But of you, my dear youths, I expect better things. I need not, I
imagine, use many words to persuade you to industry, and a continual progress in human studies and philosophical learning. If the
violence and infelicity of the times have deprived you of any part of
that period of years usually employed in these studies at this university, you will surely repair that loss, as soon as possible, by your
subsequent reading and application. But, if no such misfortune had
happened, you are not, I believe, ignorant, that our schools are only
intended for laying the foundations of those studies upon which, years,
and indefatigable industry, are to raise the superstructure of more
complete erudition : which, by the accession of the Divine Spirit, may
be consecrated into a temple for God. And this is what I would recom end to your esteem, and your earnest desires, beyond any other
study whatever. That you may be holy, becavse our God is holy : that,
when you leave this university, those with whom you converse, may
not find you pulled up with pride, on account of a little superficial
learning, nor bigotted, talkative, or fond of entering into unseasonable
disputes ; but consider you all as patterns and examples of piety,
purity, temperance, modesty, and A\\ Christian virtues ; particularly
that humility which shone so brightly in Christ himself, and which he
earnestly exhorts all his disciples to learn from him. I will not susj)ect, that any one of you will turn out to be an immodest person, a
glutton, or drunkard, or in any shape, impious and profane ; but I earnestly exhort and beseech you, my dear young men, to make it, above
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all other thing's, your principal study, to have your hearts purged from
all impure and ij^noble love of the world and the flesh, that, in this
earth you may live to God only ; and tiien, to be sure, when you reout of" it,
you willtitleliveyou
withhave
Him this
for ever
in heaven.be happy and
Maymove the
honorary
day received
auspicious ! But I earnestly pray the Father of Lights, that he would
deign to bestow upon you a title more solid and exalted than it is in
the power of man to give, that you may be called the sons of God, and
that your conversation may be suitable to so great a name, and so
glorious a Father.
Let us pray.
Eternal King ! Thy throne is established and immoveable from
everlasting, and will continue so throughout all the ages of eternity.
Before the mountains were brought forth, before thou hadst formed
the earth and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, Thou
art God. All things that exist, whether visible or invisible, derive
from Thee their being, and all that they possess : and they all, from
the least to the greatest, are subservient to Thy purposes, who art
their supreme King and Father. Many of them, indeed, act without
knowledge or design, yet serve Thee with a constant and unerring
obedience ; others pay their homage from principles of reason and inclination ;and all the rest are forced to promote Thy intentions,
though by constraint and against their wills. Thou art great, O Lord,
Thou art great, and greatly to be praised, and of Thy greatness there
is no end. The heavens are far raised from the earth, but Thy majesty
is much farther exalted above all our thoughts and conceptions. Impres , we pray Thee, on our hearts, most bountiful Father, a profound
sense of our meanness and insignificancy ; and make us acceptable to
Thee, through Thy grace, in thy beloved .Jesus, blotting out all our
sins by the blood of his cross, and purifying our hearts by the effusion
of Thy Spirit from on high. Illuminate, most gracious God, this assembly ofours, by the light of Thy Divine favour, and let Tliy effectual
blessing, we pray Thee, attend the work we are now employed about,
by Thy approbation, and the gracious disposition of Thy providence,
and may the result of all be to the glory of thy name, through Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.
EXHORTATION V.
The complaint with regard to the variety of all perishing and transitory enjoyments, which has been long general among mankind,
is indeed just and well-founded ; but it is no less true, that the
vanity which resides in the heart of man himself, exceeds every thing
of that kind we observe in the other parts of the visible creation ;
for, amongst all the creatures that we see around us, we can find
nothing so fleeting and inconstant ; it flutters hither and thither, and
forsaking that only perfect good which is truly suited to its nature and
circumstances, grasps at phantoms and shadows of happiness, which
it pursues with a folly more than childish.
2M 2
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Man wanders about on this earth ; he hopes, he wishes, he seeks,
he gropes and feels about him ; he desires, he is hot, he is cold, he is
blind, and complains that evil abounds every where ; yet, he is himself
the cause of those evils which rage in the world, but most of all in his
own breast ; and therefore, being- tossed between the waves thereof,
that roll continually within and without him, he leads a restless and
disordered life, until he be at last swallowed up in the unavoidable
gulf of death. It is, moreover, the shame and folly of the human race,
that the greatest part of them do not resolve upon any fixed and settled
method of life, but, like the brute creatures, live and die without design,
and without proposing any reasonable end. For how few are there,
who seriously and frequently consider with themselves, whence they
come, whither they are going, and what is the purpose of their life :
who are daily reviewing the state of their own minds, and often descend into themselves, that they may as frequently ascend, by their
thoughts and meditations, to their exalted Father, and their heavenly
country ; who take their station upon temporal things, and view those
that are eternal ! Yet, these are the only men that can be truly said
to live, and they alone can be accounted wise.
And to this it is, my dear youths, that I would willingly engage
your souls ; nay, I heartily wish they were carried thither by the fiery
chariots of celestial wisdom. Let the common sort of mankind admire mean things ; let them place their hopes on riches, honours, and
arts, and spend their lives in the pursuit of them ; but let your souls
be inflamed with a far higher ambition. Yet, I would not altogether
prohibit you these pursuits : I only desire you to be moderate in them.
These enjoyments are neither great in themselves, nor permanent ;
but it is surprising, how much vanity is inflated by them. What a
conceited, vain nothing is the creature we call man ! For, because
few are capable to discern true blessings, which are solid and intrinsically beautiful, therefijre the superficial ones, and such as are of no
value at all, are catched at ; and those who in any measure attain to
the possession of them, are puffed up and elated thereby.
If we consider things as they are, it is an evidence of a very wrong
turn of mind, to boast of titles and fame ; as they are no part of ourselves, nor can we depend upon them. But he that is elevated with
ii fond conceit of his own knowledge, is a stranger to the nature
of tilings, and particularly to himself ; since he knows not that the
highest pitch of human knowledge ought, in reality, rather to be called
ignorance. How small and inconsiderable is the extent of knowledge I Even the most contemptible things in nature, are sufficient to
expose the greatness of our ignorance. And with respect to Divine
things, who dares to deny, that the knowledge mankind has of them
is next to nothing ? Because the weak eyes of our understanding,
confined, as they are, within such narrow houses of clay, cannot bear
the piercing light of Divine things ; therefore, the Fountain of all
wisdom hath thought proper to communicate such imperfect discoveries ofHimself, as are barely sufficient to direct our steps to the
superior regions of perfect light. And whoever believes this truth,
will, doubtless, make it his chief care and principal study, constantly to
follow this lamp of Divine light that shines in darkness, and not to
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deviate from it either to the right hand or the left. It is, indeed, my
opinion, that no man of insrenuity ought to despire the study of philosophy, or the knowledge of languages, or grammar itself : though to
be sure a more expeditious and successful method of teaching them
were much to be wished. But what I would recommend with the
greatest earnestness, and persuade you to, if possible, is, that you
would inseparably unite with such measures of learning and improvement of your minds as you can attain, purity of religion. Divine love,
moderation of soul, and an agreeable, inoffensive behaviour. For you
are not ignorant what a low and empty figure the highest attainments
in human sciences must make, if they be compared with the dignity
and duration of the soul of man : for, however considerable they may
be in themselves, yet, v/ith regard to their use, and their whole design,
they are confined within the short space of this perishing life. But
the soul, which reasons, which is employed in learning and teaching,
in a few days will for ever bid farewell to all these things, and remove
to another country. O, how inconsiderable are all arts and sciences,
all eloquence and philosophy, when compared with a cautious concern
that our last exit out of this world may be happy and auspicious, and
that we may depart out of this life candidates for immortality, at which
we can never arrive but by the beautiful way of holiness.
Let us pray.
Infinite and Eternal God ! who inhabitest thick darkness and light
inaccessible, whom no mortal hath seen, or can see ; yet all thy Works
evidently declare and proclaim Thy wisdom. Thy power, and Thy in: And,
what isfiniteit goodness
our soids
can when
desire, webut contemplate
that they maytheseloveThy'perfections,
Thee, worship
Thee, serve Thee, for ever proclaim Thy praise, and celebrate Thy
exalted name, which is above all praises, and all admiration ? Thy
throne is constantly surrounded with thousands and ten thousands of
glorified spirits, who continually adore Thee, and cry out without
ceasing Hofy, holy, holy. Lord God Almighty, who was, who is, and
who is to come. Let others seek what they will, and find and embrace
what they can ; may we have always this one fixed and settled purpose, that it is good for us to draw near to God. Let the seas roar,
the earth be shaken, and all things go to ruin and confusion ; yet,
the soul that adheres to God, will remain safe and quiet, and shall not
be moved for ever. O blessed soul, that has Thee for its rest, and all
its salvation ! It shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water ;
it shall not fear when heat cometh, nor shall it be uneasy in a year of
drought. It is our earnest petition and prayer, O Father, that Thy
hands my loosen all our chains, and effectually deliver our souls from
all the snares and allurements of the world and the flesh ; and that,
by that same bountiful and most powerful hand of Thine, they may
be for ever united to Thee through Thy only begotten Son, who is our
union and our peace. Be favourably present, most gracious God,\\ith
this assembly of ours, that whatever we undertake, in obedience to
Thy will, may be carried to perfection by the aid of Thy grace, and tend
to the glory of Thy name, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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I AM not ignorant, that it is one of the common arts of life, to set off
our own things with all the pomp we can ; and, if there is any worth
in them, by no means to depreciate it, but rather to endeavour, with
all our might, to enhance their value as much as possible nay, those
of them which are quite vain and worthless, we use to magnify with
pompous expressions, and daub with false colours, and to do otherwise
is reckoned a kind of rustic simplicity. But you, young gentlemen,
who are acquainted with my manner, will, I imagine, easily forgive this
indifference of mine ; and, therefore, I say, if there are any who
despise these performances of ours, we leave them at full liberty, for
we ourselves held them in contempt before : but to speak freely,
together with them, we undervalued all worldly things ; they are all
made of the same mean materials [nauTa fila kovis^ O life, short
with regard to duration, long in consideration of thy miseries involved
in darkness, beset with snares, still fluctuating between false joys and
real torments, groundless hopes and fears equally imaginary, yet
foolishly, and even to distraction, loved by most! We will not die, and
yet, we know not how to live. Our present possessions are loathsome
as food to a man in a fever, and we greedily catch at future enjoyments, which, when they come to be present, will be received with the
same indifference : for, among the advantages of this fleeting life,
nothing is equally agreeable to those who have it in possession, and
those who have it only in desire and hope.
We are all in general of such a nature, that we are weary of ourselves, and, what we lately preferred to every thing else, upon
experience we reject. This inconstancy is undoubtedly a sign of a
mind distempered, forcibly drawn away from its centre, and separated
from its only durable rest. Nor need you go far, young gentlemen,
to look for an instance of this distemper : let any of you descend into
himself, (which very few do, and even they but rarely,) he will find it
within him ; upon a very slight inquiry, he will surely be sensible of
it. For passing other considerations, with what fervent wishes have
you, in your hearts, longed for this day ! Yet I forewarn you, that all
your pleasure will either die with the day itself, which is now fast
drawing to a close, or but for a very short time survive it. And, as
commonly happens, it will be succeeded by the anxious cares of beginning life, as it were, anew ; or, which is much more grievous and
unhappy, and from which, I earnestly pray, you may be all effectually
preserved, by those temptations and allurements of vice, which tend
to debauch and ruin you. For these allurements, after the manner of
some robbers, attack the unwary and inexperienced with blandishments and caresses, that thereby they may have an opportunity to
imdo them. If therefore, as soon as ye enter upon a life of freedom,
those deceitful and deadly pleasures of sense tempt you with their
delusive smiles, I would put you in mind, how unworthy it is of a free
and generous mind, especially that of a Christian, to become an abject
slave, and submit to the most shameful bondage ; how disgraceful
and wretched a choice it is, to become the slave, of a mad, distracted
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master* ; and how much more g'enerous and exalted is the pleasure
of despising them all, and trampling them under foot, when they
come in competition with the pure and permanent delights of Divine
love.
As to exalted degrees of honour, and heaps of riches, the idols of all
ranks of mankind, which they worship with the rage of enthusiasm
and madness, we may not only apply to them what was observed of
old concerning Hercules's statue, and say, " They have nothing Divine
inEventhemthose
t ;" who
but also,
they are experience
entirely voidof ofthem,
real aregoodness.
have that
the greatest
at last
obliged to own this : the force of truth extorts the confession, though
they make it with regret and against their will. All the beauty and
brightness of these idols resemble the decorations of a stage, that
dazzle the eyes of the vulgar ; and the enjoyment of them is, in
reality, but a splendid kind of slavery, and gilded misery. It is a
pathetic
of St.it,Bernard,
" O ambition,
the torture
ambitious,expression
how happens
that though
thou tormentest
all, thouof the
yet
makest
thyself
agreeable
to
all
J?"
O
how
easily
does
even
the
least
glimpse of eternal and infinite beauty, raze out of the mind all the
impressions made upon it by the objects we daily converse with on
this earth, and turn its admiration of them into contempt and disdain.
But if any one, having thoroughly examined and despised these
shadows, resolves solely to pursue a more complete knowledge of
things, and follow the streams of learning, we cannot deny, that he
judges most justly ; yet, after all, he must know, if he is wise, or at least
he ought to know, that he may be wise, what vanity and superfluity is
to be met with even here § : for often, when one has applied himself to
his books and studies with the greatest assiduity, and almost spent his
life upon them, all his pains evaporate into smoke, and the labour of
years is entirely lost. And, what is most of all to be lamented, this is
sometimes the case with respect to theology, which is the chief of all
arts and sciences, as so large a portion of that vineyard is still possessed
with briers and thorns. How many are the disputes and controversies, how many the trifling arguments and cavils, which possibly may
have something of the sharpness of thorns, but undoubtedly a great
deal of their barrenness and their hurtful quality ! A philosopher of
old, severely reproves the sophisters of his time in these words : " What
was formerly
love substitute
of wisdom,in isplacenow ofbecome
love of still
wordsmore||."
We,
to be sure,the may
this, a the
complaint
bitter, that what was theology before, is now become foolish talking ;
and that many of our divines, though they serve one God, and that
the God of peace, yet split into parties upon the lightest occasions,
and with great impiety divide the whole world into factions. And I
am much afraid, this evil in a great measure derives its original from
the education of youth in schools and colleges. For the most part
of men manage this business, as if disputing was the end of learning,
t O'n,! oiSsv
tin BucM.
ambitio,
ambientium crux, quomodo omnes torquens omnibus places?
§ TloXXa. liTTi xs»a Koi zrifltfya.
II Quae philosophia fuit, facta philologia est.
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as fighting is the desig-n of going to war : hence the youth, when they
enter the school, begin disputing, which never ends but with their hfe.
Death imposes silence, and so, at last, " these fierce passions of their
minds, and these inveterate contentions, are composed to rest, by the
weight of a httle dust thrown upon them *."
As for you, young gentlemen, if my earnest wishes and sincere advice
can have any weight with you, you will early extricate yourselves out
of these flames of contention, that your minds, being lighted up by
the pure and celestial fire of the Divine Spirit, may shine forth in
holiness, and burn with the most fervent charity.
Let us inay.
Honour and praise is due to Thee, O infinite God. This is the
universal voice of all the blessed spirits on high, and all the saints on
earth : worthy art Thou, O Lord, to receive glory, and honour, and
power, because Thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they
are. We, here before Thee, with united hearts and affections otfer
Thee, as we can, the sacrifice of gratitude, love and praise. How
much are we indebted to Thee, for ourselves, and for all that we possess ! For in Thee we live, move, and have our being. Thou hast
redeemed us from our sins, having given the Son of Thy love, as a
sacrifice and ransom for our souls : the chastisement of our peace fell
upon him, and by his stripes we are healed. On this consideration,
we acknowledge we are no longer at our own disposal, since we are
bought with a price, and so very great a price, that we may glorify
Thee, O Father, and Thy Son, in our souls and our bodies, which are
so justly Thine. May we devote ourselves to Thee, through the
whole remaining part of our life, and disdain the impure and ignoble
slavery of sin, the world, and the flesh, that in all things we may demean, ourselves as becomes the sons of God, and the heirs of Thy
celestial kingdom, and make daily greater progress in our journey towards the happy possession thereof.
Bless Thy Church, and our Nation, and this our University : may it
be Thine, we pray Thee. We entreat that Thou wouldst become our
father, our protector, and our supreme teacher, who hast Thy chair in
heaven, and teachest the hearts of men on this earth. PJay the youth
flourish under Thy instruction, that they may be not only learned, but
especially upright, pious, and true Christians, entirely devoted to the
honour of Thy name, through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
EXHORTATION VIL
These academical exercises of ours are, to be sure, no great matter,
nor do we make any high account of them; yet, after all, we set no
higher, perhaps even a less value upon the bustling affairs of mankind,
which make a much greater noise, and the farces that are acted upon
the more exalted theatres of the world : which, to speak my sentiments
* Hi motus animoruni, atque hscc cerlamina tanta
Pulveris exigui jactu compressa quiescunt, Virgil. Gcor. iv. 8,1 C.
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in a few words, are for the most part outwardly more pompous than
these of ours, but inwardly equally vain, and more insignificant than
the
busy little
amusements
" children
on the sands,
and eagerly
building
houses, ofwhicli,
with playing
giddy levity,
they instantly
pull
down
again
*."
Or,
if
you
chose
to
be
more
severe
npon
fruitless
labours of mankind, and their busy and irregular motionsthebackward
and forward, and from one place to another, you may, with a great
man, who knew all these things by experience, compare tlietn to the
Jluttcring of friglileiied Jlies, the toilsome hurry of the antu, and the
motions
that, affairs
amidst hereall below,
the confusions
and
commotionsof pyppeis-f.
which happenButin hehuman
has recourse
to Divine contemplation and the hopes of eternity, as the lofty impregnable tower of true wisdom, "is the only person that enjoys uninterrupted ease and tranquillity, like the heavenly bodies, which constantly
move
on
their coursein their orbits, and are never, by any violence, diverted from
And indeed, what wonder is it, that he can easily view all the dreadful appearances of this wretched life with a resolute and steady countenance, who, by frequent interviews and daily conversation with death
itself, which we call the king of terrors §, has rendered it familiar to
him, and thereby not only divested it of its terrors, but also placed
it in a beautiful, pleasant, and quite amiable light. By this means,
he dies daily ; and doubtless, before he suffers a natural death, he dies
in a more exalted sense of the word, by withdrawing, as far as is possible, his mind from the encumbrance of earthly things, and even
while it lodges in the body, weaning it from all the worldly objects
that are placed about him. And, in this very sense, philosophy of old
was most properly called the meditation of death ||, which the Roman
orator has, in my opinion, explained with great propriety, and the
precision
of a mind
philosopher.
" What that
is itis,we thedo,"body,
saysfrom
he, "ourwhenmeanswe
withdraw the
from pleasure,
and substance that is the servant of the body, that provides for its
wants from the commonwealth, and every kind of business : what is it
we then do, I say, but recall it to itself, and oblige it to stay at home?
Now to withdraw the mind from the body, is nothing else but to learn
toanddieseparate
If." Letourselves
us, therefore,
my advice,
from ourreason
bodiesthus,
; thatif you
is, letwillustake
accustom
ourselves todie : this, even while we sojourn on this earth, will be to the
soul a life like to that which it will enjoy in heaven ; and, being deli* 'Jlf 0T= rls ^ifialo'/ irv/uyvi -xodi ayx' Sa^ef"!;,
'Of sVs; evv '^o'lw.i alii^fiUTa, ni^riSTsjiriv
% Otia solus agit, sicut coelestia semper
Inconcussa suo volvuntur sidera bpsu. Lie. lib. ii.
Jl >I>j(it<aSs5'TaT)iv 'iixna.
% Quid aliud agimus, cum a voluptale, id est a corporc, cum a re familial i quae ministra est ct famula corporis, cum a republica cum a negotio omui severamus animum,
quid tum ajrimus (iuquam) nisi ilium ad seipsuni advocamus, et secum esse cogimus
Secernere autem a corpore animum, necquicquam aliud est quam emori discerc.
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vered from these fetters, we shall move at a better rate, the course of
our souls will be less retarded in our journey to that happy place, at
which when we arrive, we can then, and then only, be truly said to
live. For this life is but a kind of death, the miseries whereof I could
paint, if it were seasonable; but, to be sure, it was most justly called
a lifeever ofwas thethe author
greatestof misery
Dionysius
the Areopagite,
that book* bywhich
goes under
his name. or whoAnd indeed, young; gentlemen, I am of opinion, that such a view
and meditation of death, will not be unsuitable, or improper, even for
you, though you are in the prime of life, and your minds in their full
vigour : nay, I would gladly hope, you yourselves will not imagine it
would, nor be at all offended at me, as if, by mentioning that inauspicious word unseasonably, I disturbed your present joy, drew a kind of
black cloud over this bright day of festivity, or seem to mix among
your laurels, a branch of the hated cypress. For a wise man would
not willingly owe his joy to madness, nor think it a pleasure, foolishly
to forget the situation of his affairs.
The wise man alone feels true joy : and real wisdom is the attainment of a Christian only, who bears with life, but hopes for death, and
passes through all the storms and tempests of the former with an undauntedness of mind, but with the most fervent wishes, looks for the
latter
as the secure
and isthehumble,
fair havens'\
the expression
; whoseportmind
and, at inthe thesamehighest
time, sense
exalted,of
neither depending upon foreign, that is, external advantages, nor puffed
up with his own ; and neither elevated nor depressed by any turns or
vicissitude of fortune.
He is the wise man, who relishes things as they really are ; who is
not, with the common sort of mankind, that are always children,
terrified by bug-bears, nor pleased with painted rattles : who has a
greatness of soul, vastly superior to all fading and perishing things ;
who judges of his improvements by his life, and thinks he knows every
thing he does not covet, and every thing he does not fear. The only
thing he desires, is the favour and countenance of the Supreme King ;
the only thing he fears, is His displeasure. And, without doubt, a
mind of this cast must, of necessity, be the habitation of constant
serenity, exalted joy, and gladness springing from on high. And this
is the man,
possessed
of thatwhich
evdvfii'au
^jaKrjvrjv, — boast
tranquillity andthat
happyis truly
disposition
of mind,
the koiPhilosophers
of, the Divines recommend, but few attain. And though he will
neither willingly suffer himself to be called a philosopher, nor a philologist, yet he is, in reality, Ofo(ro(poi, well versed in the things of God,
and, by a kind of Divine influence and instruction, has attained to the
light of pure and peaceable truth : where he passes his days in the
greatest quietness and serenity, far above the cloudy and stormy regions
of controversy and disputation.
If any one of you has been thus instructed, he has certainly attained
the highest of all arts, and has entered upon the most glorious liberty,
even before he hath received any University degree. But the rest,
though they are presently to have the title of Master of Arts, still con*" HaXwahtTci.'ryi}/ ^umt KaXai/'f fj/iivas.
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tinue a silly, servile set of men, under a heavy yoke of bondage, whereby
even their minds will be cramped with oppressive laws, far more intolerable than any discipline however severe. None of you, I imagine,
is so excessively blinded with self-conceit, so ignorant of the nature of
things, and unacquainted with himself, as to dream that he is already
a philosopher, or be puffed up with an extravagant opinion of his own
knowledge, because he has gone through the ordinary exercises at the
University ; though, to speak the truth, the philosophy which prevails
in the schools, is of a vain, airy nature, and more apt to inspire the
mind with pride, than to improve it. As it is my earnest prayer, so it
is also the object of my hope, that you will retire from this Seminary,
with your minds excited to a keen and wholesome thirst after true
erudition, rather than blown up with the wild-fire of science, falsely so
called ; and what, above all other attainments, is of greatest consequence, that you will leave us, deeply affected with the most ardent
love of heavenly wisdom. Whatever may be your fate with respect to
other things, it is my earnest request, that it be your highest ambition,
and your principal study, to be true Christians ; that is, to be humble,
meek, pure, holy, and followers of your most auspicious Captain, the
Lamb, wherever he goeth. For he that followeth hiui, shall not walk
in darkness, but be conducted, through the morning light of Divine
grace, to the meridian and never-ending brightness of glory.
Let us pray.
Eternal Father of mercies and of lights, the only rest of the immortal
souls which Thou hast created, and their never-failing consolation :
Into what by-paths of error do our souls divert, and to what dangers
are they exposed on every hand, when they stray away from Thee !
But, while they keep within Thy hiding-place, O Most High, they are
safe under the shadow of Thy wings. O how happy are they, and how
well do they live, who pass their whole lives in that secret abode,
where they may continually refresh themselves with the delicious fruits
of Thy love, and show forth Thy praise ! where they may taste and see
that Thou art good, O Lord, and be thoroughly persuaded of the immense riches of Thy bounty, which all our miseries cannot exceed, nor
our poverty exhaust ; nay, which the constant effusion of them upon
the whole universe, and all its parts, cannot in the least diminish. As
for us who are before Thee, the most unworthy of all Thy creatures,
yet, at the same time, the most excessively loaded with all the instances
of Thy goodness, can we avoid crying out with the united voices of
our hearts. Let praise be ascribed to the Lord, because he is good,
and His mercy endureth for ever. Who shall declare the great and
wonderful works of God? Who shall show forth His praise? Who
ruleth by His power for ever, and His eyes observe the nations, that
the rebellious may not exalt themselves. Who restores our souls to
life, and suffers not our feet to be moved. But, on the other hand,
alas ! how justly may our songs be interrupted with bitter lamentations,
that, under such strong and constant rays of his bounty, our hearts
are so cold towards Him ! O how faint and languid is our love to
Him ! How very little, or near to nothing, is the whole of that flame
which we feel within us ! And, as that love fails within us, we mis-
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place our nfFeclions upon the things around us ; and as we follow
vanity, we become vain and miserable at the same time. But may
Tliy Spirit, O Lord, whom we humbly and earnestly beg of Thee,
descending into our hearts, inspire us thoroughly with life, vigour, and
celestial purity !
Please to enlighten Thy Church throughout the whole habitable
world, and particularly in these Islands, with the continued light of
Thy countenance. If Thou apply Thy healing hand, we shall presently
be whole ; nor need we look to any quarter for other remedies than
those we have always found to be more powerful than our most obstinate distempers. Bless this City, and this celebrated University.
Grant, most gracious Father, that the numbers of youth we send out
liom it (his day, and every year, may, by Thy effectual grace, be consecrated and devoted to Thy service. Forbid, we pray Thee, that they
should either be the means of spreading pollution among Thy people,
or sufler themselves to be tainted with the infection of a wicked world;
but let this ibuntain of learning be continually enriched with Thy
heavenly influences, that it may constantly supply pure and limpid
streams for the welfare and improvement of Thy Church and people,
to the glory of Thy exalted name, through our Lord Jesus Christ ;
to whom, with Thee, and the Holy Spirit, be honour, praise, and
glory, world without end. Amen.
EXHORTATION VIIL
Abiidst these amusements, we are unhappily losing a day. Yet, some
part of the weight of this complaint is removed when we consider, that,
while the greatest part of mankind are bustling in crowds and places
of traffic, or, as they would have us believe, in affairs of great importance, we are trifling our time more innocently than they. But what
should hinder us from closing this last scene in a serious manner, that
is, from turning our eyes to more Divine objects, whereby, though we
are fatigued with other matters, we may terminate the work of this
day, and
day itself",
agreeably
of the sun use to give
mere
thantheordinary
delight,
when ;heas isthenearbeams
his setting?
You are now initiated into the philosophy, such as it is, that prevails
in the schools, and, I imagine, intend, with all possible despatch, to
apply to higher studies. But O ! how pitiful and scanty are all those
things whicli beset us before, behind, and on every side ! The bustling
we observe, is nothing but the hurrying of ants eagerly engaged in
their little labours. The mind must surely have degenerated, and forgot en its original as effectually as if it had drank of the river Lethe,
if, extricating itself out of all these mean concerns and designs, as so
many snares laid for it, and rising above the w hole of this visible world,
iteternal
does notbeauty,
returnwhere
to its contemplation
Father's bosom, will
whereinflame
it maylove,
contemplate
and love Hisbe
crowned witli the possession of the beloved object. But, in the contemplation ofthis glorious object, how great caution and moderation
of mind is necessary, that, by prying presumptuously into His secret
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conncils or His nature, and rashly hreakinj^ into the mndiiary of light',
we be not quite involved in darkness ! And, with ref^ard to what the
infinite, independent, and necessarily existent Beinjjhas thoucfht proper
to communicate to us concerning' Himself, and we are concerned to
know, even that is by no means to be obscured with curious im])ertinent
questions, nor perplexed with the arrogance of disputation ; because,
by such means, instead of enlarginjj our knowledg-e, we are in the fair
way to know nothing at all ; but readily to be received by humble faith,
and entertained with meek and pious allections. And if, in these
notices of Him that are communicated to us, we meet with any thing
obscure and hard to be understood, such difficulties would be happily
got over, not by perplexed controversies, but by constant and fervent
prayer. " He will come to understand," says admirably well the
famous Bishop of Hippo, [Augustine] " who knocks by prayer ; not
hewhatwho,can bywe,quarrelling,
makescreatures,
a noise understand
at the gate with
of truth
f-"to But
who are mortal
regard
the
inexpressible Being we now speak of, especially while we sojourn iu
these dark prisons of clay, but only this, that we can by no means comprehend Him ? For though, in thinking of Him, we remove from our
idea all sort of imperfection, and collect together every perceivable
perfection, and adorn the whole with the highest titles, we must, after
all, acknowledge, that we have said nothing, and that our conceptions
are nothing to the purpose. Let us, therefore, in general acknowledge
Him to be the Immoveable Being that moveth every thing, the Immutable God that changeth all things at His pleasure, the Infinite and
Eternal
of all good and of all existence, and the Lord and
sole RulerFountain
of the world.
If you then, my dear youths, aspire to genuine Christianity, that is,
the knowledge of God and Divine things, I would have you consider
that the mind must first be recalled and engaged to turn in upon itself,
before it can be raised up towards God : according to that expression
ofwithin
St. Bernard,
" MayfromI return
from external
things,thatto are
thoseof that
are
myself, and
these again
rise to those
a more
exalted
nature}."
But
the
greatest
part
of
men
live
abroad,
and
are
truly strangers at home : you may sooner find them any where than
with themselves. Now, is this not real madness, and the highest
degree of insensibility ? Yet after all, they seem to have some reason
in their madness, when they thus stray away from themselves, since
they can see nothing within them, that by its promising aspect can
give them pleasure or delight. Every thing there is ugly, frightful,
and full of nastiness, which they would rather be ignorant of, than be
at the pains to purge away ; and therefore prefer a slothful forgetfii!ness of their misery, to the trouble and labour of regaining hapjiiness.
But how preposterous is the most diligent study, and the higli'jst
knowledge, when we neglect that of ourselves! Tlie Roman philosoridiculing theinto
grammarians
of his oftime,Ulysses,
observes,but " were
that quite
tliey
inquiredpher, narrowly
the misfortunes
*•j- Intelligct
E/s 7a Tou qui(purssorando
a'Sura,pulsat, non qui lixando obstrepit ad ostium veritatis.
j Ab exterioribus
ad intcriora
rcdeani, ab interioribus ad supeiiora ascendam.
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ignorant
tfteir own and*."I wish
The sentiments
of athem.
wise andIt ispious
man
are quiteofdifferent,
you may adopt
his principal care to be thoroughly acquainted with himself ; he watches over
his own ways, he improves and cultivates his heart as a garden consecrated to the King of kings, who takes particular delight in it ; he
carefully nurses the heavenly plants and flowers, and roots up all
the wild and noxious weeds, that he may be able to say with the
greater confidence. Let my beloved come into his own garden, and be
pleased to eat of his fruits. And when, upon this invitation, the great
King, in the fulness of His goodness, descends into the mind, the
soul may then easily ascend with Him, as it were, in a chariot of fire,
and look down upon the earth, and all earthly things, with contempt
and disdain. "Then, rising above the rainy regions, it sees the storms
falling beneath its feet, and tramples upon the hidden thunder t."
Let 7IS pray.
Whatever satisfaction we look for without Thee, O Heavenly Father,
is mere delusion and vanity. Yet, though we have so often experienced
this, we have not, to this day, learned to renounce this vain and fruitless labour, that we may depend upon Thee, who alone canst give full
and complete satisfaction to the souls of men. We pray, therefore,
that, by Thy Almighty hand. Thou wouldst so effectually join and
unite our hearts to Thee, that they may never be separated any more.
How unhappy are they who forsake Thee, and whose hearts depart
from Thy ways ! They shall be like shrubs in the desert; they shall
not see when good cometh, but dwell in a parched and barren land.
Blessed, on the contrary, is he who hath placed his confidence in Thee :
he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water ; he shall not be
afraid when heat cometh, nor be uneasy in the time of drought. Take
from us, O Lord, whatever earthly enjoyments Thou shalt think
proper ; there is one thing will abundantly make up all our losses ;
let Christ dwell in our hearts by faith, and the rays of thy favour continually refresh us in the face of this Thine anointed ; in this event, we
have nothing to ask, but with grateful minds shall for ever celebrate
Thy bounty, and all our bones shall say, Who is like unto Thee, O
Lord, who is like unto Thee ?
Let Thy Church be glad in Thee, and all in this Nation, and everywhere throughout the world, who regard and love Thy name. By the
power and efficacy of the gospel, may their number be daily augmented, and let the gifts of Thy grace be also increased in them all.
Bless this University ; let it be like a garden watered by Thy heavenly
hand, that Thy tender shoots may grow, and in due time produce
abundant fruits, to the eternal honour of Thy most glorious name,
through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
* Ulyssis mala explorant, ignorant sua.
■f Sub
Celsiorpedibus
exurgens
pluviiset cotca
nirabosque
cernens,
tonitruacadentes,
^calcans.
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Though this, I imagine, is the last address I shall ever have occasion
to make to you, I will not detain you long from your studies, nor encroach on the time allowed you for recreation. This is, to be sure, the
first time that some of you have heard me ; but I have a great many
others to bear witness of the constant design of all my dissertations in
this place. They will testify, that the intention of all my discourses
was, that the form of sotmd words, that is, the Christian doctrine,
and consequently the fear and love of God, might not only be impres ed, but also engraven upon your hearts in lasting and indelible
characters ; and that you might not only admit as a truth, but also
pay the highest regard to this indisputable maxim, " That piety and
religion
is thebe only
realencumbered
good amongin their
men *."
Moreover,
thatgrand
your
minds might
the less
application
to this
study of religion, and the more expeditious in their progress therein,
I constantly endeavoured, with all possible warmth, to divert you
from those barren and thorny questions and disputes that have infected
the whole of theology ; and this at a time when the greatest part of
divines and professors, and those of no small reputation, engaging
furiously in such controversies, have split into parties, and unhappily
divided the whole world. It was my constant practice to establish
those great and uncontroverted articles of our holy religion, which are
but few and clear; some part whereof are confirmed by the common
consent of nations, and of all the human race ; and all the rest, by the
unanimous voice of the whole Christian world. Of the first sort are
those we have often advanced in treating of the being and perfections
of the One Supreme and Eternal principle, and the production of ail
things by Him ; the continual preservation and government of the
world by His providence; the law of God given to mankind, and the
rewards and punishments annexed to it. The other class of the grand
articles of religion, are indeed peculiar to Christian Philosophy, but
believed in common by all the professors of that religion. These
are the great foundations of our faith, and of all our hope and joy,
with regard to the incarnation of the Son of God, his death and resurrection for the destruction of sin, and consequently of death ; his
ascension into the highest heavens with that same flesh of ours in
which he died, and his exaltation there above all ranks of angels, dominions, and thrones, Sfc. ; whence we expect he will return in great
glory in that day, -when he will be glorious in all his saints, and
admired in those that believe. As many, therefore, as desire to receive
him in this last manifestation, with joy and exultation, must of necessity be holy, and, in conformity to their most perfect and glorious Head,
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sober, sitory
pious,
tiprig-ht,
live flesh,
in full and
contempt
of this
perishingof botli
tran- :
world, their
own andmortal
the sordid
pleasures
in a word all the enjo5'ments which the mean and servile admire, they
must trample under foot and despise. For, whoever will strive for
this victory, and strive so as at last to obtain it, the Lord will own for
his servant, and the great Master will acknowledge him for his disciple. He will attain a likeness to God in this earth, and, after a
short conflict, will triumph in the Divine presence for ever. These
are the doctrines which it is our interest to know, and in the observation of which our happiness will be secured. To these you will
turn your thoughts, young gentlemen, if you are wise ; nay, to these
you ought to give due attention, that you may be wise. Those phantoms we catch at, fly away ; this shadow of a life we now live, is likewise on the wing. Those things that are without the verge of sense,
and above its reach, are the only solid and lasting enjoyments. "Why
are ye fond of these earthly things," says St. Bernard, " which are
neither true riches, nor are they yours ? If they are yours," continues
he, "take them with you*." And Lactantius admirably well observes,
life of tothethesoul,highest
must good,
of necessity
that
ofthatthe"Whoever
body ; norprefers
can hetheaspire
unless despise
he despise
advantages of an inferior kind. For the all-wise God did not choose
that we should attain to immortality in a soft indolent way, but that
we should gain that inexpressible reward of eternal life, with the
highest
difficultyrememl)er
and severest
labourRedeemer
f." And ofthatsouls,
you your
may not
discouraged,
the great
exaltedbe
Captain, hath gone before you, and we have to do with an enemy
already
conquei'ed.
only follow
him with
and we have
no groundLet tousdoubt
of victory.
And courage
indeed itandis aactivity,
victory
truly worthy of a Christian, to subdue the barbarous train of our
appetites, and subject them to the empire of reason and religion ;
while on the other hand, it is the most shameful bondage, to have the
more Divine part of our composition meanly subjected to an ignoble,
earthly body. Now, this victory can only be secured by steadfast believing, vigorous opposition to our spiritual enemies, unwearied watching, and incessant prayer. Let prayer be not only the key that opens
the day, and the lock that shuts out the night; but let it be also, from
to night,upourintostaff"
all ourPrayer
labours,brings
and consolation
enable us
tomorning
go cheertidly
the and
mo\mtstayof inGod.
to the languishing soul, drives away the devil, and is the great medium whereby all grace and peace is communicated to us. With regard to your reading, let it be your particular care to be familiarly
acquainted with the Sacred Scriptures above all other books whatever ;
for from thence you will truly derive light for your direction, and
sacred provisions for your support on your journey. In subordination
to these, you may also use the writings of pious men that are agreeable
liaDC amplectimini, qusc nec verae divitiie sunt, nee vestra; ? Si vestree
sunt,* Quid
tolliteteirena
vobiscum.
§ Quisquis animoe vitam maliiciit, corporis vilam contemnat necesse est, ncc aliter
aspirarc adDeus,summum
poterit bonum,delicate
nisi qua'ac sunt
despexerit.
sapientissimus
nos iramortalitatem
moUiterima assequi,
sed adNoluit
illud enini
vitas seteriia;
iiienarrabile prsemium summa cum diiRcultate et magnis laboribus perverire.
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to them, for these also you may improve to your advantaj^e ; and
particularly that little Book of h Kempis, De Imitalione Christi, since
the sum and substance of religion consists in imitating the Being, that
is the object of your worship.
May our dear Redeemer Jesus impress upon your minds a lively
representation of his own meek and immaculate heart, that, in that
great and last day, he may, by this mark, know you to be his ; and,
together with all the rest of his sealed and redeemed ones, admit you
into the mansions of eternal bliss! Amen.
Let vs pray.
Eternal Creator and Supreme Governor of the world, songs of praise
are due to Thee in Zion : nay, as Thou art infinitely superior to all
our songs and hymns, even silence in Zion redounds to Thy praise.
Let the societies of angels be rather employed in singing Thy praises ;
but let us with silence and astonishment fall down at the footstool of
Thy throne, while they are taken up in the repetition of their celebrated doxology. Holy, holy, holy. Lord God of Hosts, who fillest the
heaven and the earth with Thy glory! But O that we had within us
proper powers for exalting that most sacred Name ! that name which,
according to their measure, is celebrated by all the parts of this visible
world which surround us, the heavens, the stars, the winds, the rivers,
the earth, the ocean, and all the creatures therein. Thou surely didst
at first implant in us souls and powers, for this purpose, superior to
the rest of the visible creation : as we were then not only qualified to
offer Thee praises founded on the rational conviction of our minds,
and animated by the affections of our hearts, but also capable of pronouncing more articulately even the praises that result from all the
rest of Thy visible works. But, alas ! these heavenly souls, these
principles proceeding from a Divine original, we have most deeply
immersed in mire and dirt ; nor is any hand able to extricate them
out of this mud, or cleanse them from their pollution, but Tliine. O
most exalted and bountiful Father, if Thou wilt graciously please to
grant us this grace and favour, we shall then offer thee new songs of
praise as incense, and ourselves thus renewed as a burnt offering : and
all the rest of our time in this world we shall live, not to ourselves,
but wholly to Him who died for us.
May Thy Church throughout the whole earth, and especially in
these Islands, be supported by Thy most powerful hand, and continual y be made to rejoice in the light of Thy gracious countenance.
Let our King be joyful in Thee ; as he depends on Thy bounty, let
him never be moved ; let his throne be established in piety and righteousnes , and let peace, and the gospel of peace, be the constant
blessings of these kingdoms, through Jesus Christ our Lord ; to whom,
with
Thee,
and the Amen.
Holy Spirit, be praise, honour, and glory, now,
and for evermore.
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A
MODEST

DEFENCE
OF

MODERATE EPISCOPACY,
AS ESTABLISHED IN SCOTLAND AT THE RESTORATION OF
KING CHARLES II.
Episcopal government, managed in conjunction with presbyters, presbyteries, and synods, is not contrary to the rule of Scripture, or the
example of the primitive Church, but most agreeable to both.
Yea, it is not contrary to that new Covenant, which is pretended by
so many as the main, if not the only, reason of their scrupling ; and
for their sakes it is necessary to add this : for notwithstanding the
many irregularities both in the matter and form of that Covenant, and
in the illegal and violent ways of pressing and prosecuting of it, yet,
to them who still remain under the conscience of its full force and obligation, and in that some are inconvinceabiy persuaded, it is certainly
most pertinent, if it be true, to declare the consistence of the present
government even with that obligation.
And as both of these assertions, I believe, upon the exactest (if impartial and impassionate) inquiry, will be found to be in themselves
true, so they are owned by the generality of the Presbyterians in
England, as themselves have published their opinions in print, with
this title. Two Papers of proposals, humbly presented to His Majesty,
by the reverend ministers of the Presbyterian persuasion. Printed at
London, anno 1661.
Besides other passages in those papers to the same purpose, in page
11 and 12, are these words : " And as these are our general ends and
" motives, so we are induced to insist upon the form of a synodical
government,
"" these
reasons :conjunct with a fixed presidency or episcopacy ; for
" 1. We have reason to believe that no other terms will be so gene" rally agreed on, 8fc.
*' 2. It being agreeable to the Scripture and the primitive govern" ment, is likeliest to be the way of a more universal concord, if ever
*' the churches on earth arrive at such a blessing : however, it will be
" most acceptable to God and well-informed consciences.
" 3. It will promote the practice of discipline and godliness without
"" ness.
discord, and promote order without hindering discipline and godli" 4. And it is not to be silenced (though in some respects we are
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" loth to mention it,) that it will save the nations from the violation
" of the solemn vow and covenant, without wronging the church at all,
" or breaking any other oath, i<fc."
And a little after, they add, " That the prelacy disclaimed in that
" covenant, was the engrossing the sole power of ordination and juris" diction, and exercising of the whole discipline, absolutely by bishops
" themselves, and their delegates, chancellors, surrogates, and officials,
"" share
&c., excluding
in it." wholly the pastors of particular churches from all
And there is one of prime note amongst them, who, in a large trea^tise of Church Government, does clearly evidence, that this was the
mind both of the Parliament of England, and of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, as they themselves did expressly declare it in
the admitting of the Covenant, " That they understood it not to be
" against all Episcopacy, but only against that particular frame," as it
is worded in the article itself*. As for our present model in Scotland,
and the way of managing it, whatsoever is amiss, (and it can be no
wrong to make that supposition concerning any church on earth,) the
brethren that are dissatisfied had possibly better acquitted their duty,
by free admonitions and significations of their own sense in all things,
than by leaving their stations, which is the only thing that has made
the breach, I fear, very hard to cure, and, in human appearance, near
to incurable. But there is much charity due to those following their
own consciences; and they owe, and I hope they pay, the same back
again to those that do the same in another way. And whatsoever
may be the readiest and happiest way of reuniting those that are natural y sominded, the Lord reveal it to them in due time.
This one word I shall add. That this difference should arise to a
great height, may seem somewhat strange to any man that calmly considers, that there is in this Church no change at all, neither in the
doctrine nor worship : no, nor in the substance of the discipline itself.
But when it falls on matter easily inflammable, a little spark how
great a fire will it kindle !
Oh ! who would not long for the shadows of the evening, from all
these poor childish contests !
But some will say, that we are engaged against Prelacy by covenant,
and therefore cannot yield to so much as you do, without perjury.
Ans. That this is wholly untrue I thus demonstrate. I, When that
Covenant was presented to the Assembly with the bare name of Prelacy joined to Popery, many contrary and reverend divines desired that
the word (Prelacy) might be explained, because it was not all Episcopacy they were against ; and there\ipon the following clause, in the
parenthesis, was given by way of explication, in these words : [That
the church government by archbishops, bishops, their chancellors, and
commissaries, deans, and chapters, arch-deacons, and all the other ecclesiastical of icers depending on that hierarchy.] By which it appears,
* Baxter
Church Government,
1. tit.ofpage
Episcopacy
sirable for theof reformation,
preservation,P. III.
and C.peace
the 275.
churches," Ana fixed
president,dedurante vita." See p. 297, and 330, ibid.
2N2
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that it was only the English hierarchy or frame, that was covenanted
against ; and that which was then existent, that was taken down.
II. When the House of Lords took the Covenant, Mr. Thomas
Coleman, that gave it them, did so explain it, and proiess that it was
not their intent to covenant against all Episcopacy ; and upon tliis explication itwas taken ; and certainly the Parliament was most capable
of giving the due sense of it, seeing it was they that did impose it.
III. And it could not be all Episcopacy that was excluded, because
a parochial Episcopacy was at that same time used and approved
commonly in England.
IV. And in Scotland they had used the help of visitors, for the reformation oftheir churches, committing the care of a country or circuit
to some one man, which was as high a sort of Episcopacy at least as
any I am pleading for : besides that they had moderators in all their
synods, which were temporary bishops.
V. Also, the chief divines of the late Assembly at Westminster, that
recommended that Covenant to the nations, have professed their own
judgment for such a moderate Episcopacy as I am here defending,
and therefore they never intended the exclusion of this by covenant.
After the same author saith. As we have Prelacy to be aware of, so,
we
contrary; extreme
avoid not
; andtakethedown
church's
peace, iflestit
may have
be sotheprocured
and as weto must
the ministry
it prepare men for Episcopacy, so neither must we be against any profitable use and exercise of the ministry, or desirable order amongst
them, for fear of introducing Prelacy, &c.
There is another that has wrote a treatise on purpose, and that zealous enough, concerning the obligation of the League and Covenant,
under the name of Theophiius Timercus, and yet therein it is expressly
asserted. That however at first view it might appear, that the Parliament had renounced all Episcopacy, yet, upon exacter inquiry, it was
evidentbers in Parliament,
to the authorandthatresolved,
that verywithscruple
was made
by some
mem-in
the consent
of their
brethren
Scotland, that the Covenant was only intended against Prelacy as it
was then in being in England, leaving a latitude lor Episcopacy, &c.
It would be noted, tiiat when that Covenant was framed, there was
no Episcopacy at all in being in Scotland, but in England only ; so
that the extirpation of that frame only could then be merely intended.
Likewise, it would be considered of, though there is in Scotland
at present the name of dean and chapter and commissaries, yet, that
none of these do exercise at all any part of the discipline under that
name, neither any other, as chancellor or surrogate, &c., by delegation
from bishops, with total exclusion of the community of presbyters from
all power and share in it ; which is the greatest point of difference
between that model and this with us, and imports so much as to the
main of discipline.
I do not deny that the generality of the people, even of ministers
in Scotland, when they took the Covenant, did understand that article
as against all Episcopacy whatsoever, even the most moderate : especial y ifit should be restored under the express natne of bishops
and archbishops ; never considering how different the nature and
model, and way of exercising it, might be thought on under these
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names, and that the due regulating of the thini^ is much more to be
regarded tlian either the returning- or altering the name. But though
they did not then consider any such thing, yet certainly it concerns
them now to consider it, when it is represented to them, that not only
the words of the oath itself do very genuinely consist with such a
qualified and distinctive sense, but that the very composers and imposers of it, or a considerable part of them, did so understand and
intend it. And unless they can make it appear that the Episcopacy
now in tiuestion with us in Scotland, is either contrary to the word of
God, or to that mitigated sense of their own oath, it would seem more
suitable to Christian charity and moderation, rather to yield to it,
as tolerable at least, than to continue so inflexibly to their first mistakes, and excessive zeal for love of it, as to divide from the Church,
and break the bond of peace.
It may likewise be granted, that some learned men in England, who
have refused to take the Covenant, did possibly except against that
article of it as signifying the total renunciation and abolition of Episcopacy, and seeing that it was the real event and consequence of it, and
they having many other strong and weighty reasons for refusing it, it is
no wonder that they were little curious to inquire what passed amongst
the contrivers of it, and what distinction, or different senses, either
the words of that article might admit, or those contrivers might intend
by them.
And the truth is, that, besides many other evils, the iniquity and
unhappiness of such oaths and covenants lie much in this, that being
commonly framed by persons that, even amongst themselves, are not
fully of one mind, but have their different opinions and interests to
serve, (and it was so even in this,) they commonly patch up so many
several articles and clauses, and those, too, of so versatile and ambiguous terms, that they prove most wretched snares and thickets of briars
and thorns to the consciences of those who are engaged in them, and
matter of endless contentions and disputes amongst them, about the
true sense and intendment, and the ties and obligations of those doubtful clauses : especially in such alterations and revolutions of affairs
as always may, and often do, even within few years, follow after them ;
for the models and productions of such devices are not usually longlived. And whatsoever may be said for their excuse in whole or in
part, who, in yielding to the power that pressed it, and the general
opinion of this Church at that time, did take that Covenant in the most
moderate and least schismatical sense that the terms can admit ; yet,
I know not what can be said to clear them of a very great sin, that
not only framed such an engine, but violently imposed it upon all
ranks of men ; not ministers and others ])ublic persons only, but the
whole body and community, to such a hodge-podge of things of various
concernments, religious and civil, as church discipline and government,
the privileges of parliaments, and liberties of subjects, and condign
punishment of malignants, — things hard enough for the wisest and
learnedest to draw the just lines of, and to give plain definitions and
decisions of them, and therefore certainly as far off from the reach of
poor country people's understanding, as from the true interest of their
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souls. And yet to tie them by a religious oath, either to know all, or to
contend for them blindfold, without knowing of them, where will there
be instanced a greater oppression and tyranny over consciences than
this? Certainly, they that now govern in this Church, cannot be
charged with anything near or like unto it ; for whatsoever they require
of intrants to the ministry, they require neither subscriptions nor oaths
of ministers already entered, and far less of the whole body of the
people. And it were ingenuously done, to take some notice of any
point of moderation, or whatsoever else is really commendable, even in
those we account our greatest enemies, and not to take any party in
the world for the absolute standard and unfailing rule of truth and
righteousness in all things.

A FRAGMENT

ON

EZRA

IX.

Our joys and griefs are the pulse of our hearts, and tell the temper of
them. Earthly joy and sorrow take deep with an earthly heart,
but little affect that which is spiritual and heavenly ; and in this, those
prayers and griefs are strong that arise from spiritual causes, which
most of men scarcely feel at all : yea, a holy heart stays not in its own
interest, in its mourning or rejoicing, but hath more sense even of
other
sins, says
than David,
commonly
who aretheyguilty.
Rivers men's
of waters,
rnn they
down themselves
mine eyes, becmise
keep
not Thy Law. Psal. cxix. 136. Of this same temper was this holy
man. Oh! how would a few, iiow would one such person in a congregation, advance the work of a public fast, more than hundreds of
ussitting
! Andastonished
such an tillone's
silence sacrifice.
speaks moreLittle,
than shallow
all our noises
his
the evening
griefs ;find
the tongue more readily, but the greater are not of so easy vent, but stop
a while though pressing to be out, as a full vessel with a narrow mouth.
It wasit springs
so with upward
Ezra's sorrow
the people's
sin ; upbut towhen
it gets/
out,
with theforgreater
force, even
heaven.
fell on my knees, and spread out my hands to the Lord my God, and
said. Oh I my God, I am ashamed, onr iniquities are increased over
our heads :— q. d.. These cover me with shame, and I blush to lift up
my face to those heavens whither our iniquities are gone up before :
when I would look to thee, I spy our horrible transgressions got
thither first, and mutiny of the people, thereby engaging such droves
of poor ignorant ])ersons to they knew not what, and (to speak freely)
standing before Thee and accusing us. Our transgression, is grown up
to heaven. It hath had a long time time to grow in, and all that time
hath been incessantly growing, and therefore grown so high. Since
the days of our fathers we have been in this trespass. Generations,
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pass, but
abide.
tiie succeeding
generation
lows on inyet it,yourthe sins
former
sins When
are reserved,
and the latter
added fol-to
them, and so they are kept alive. Thus they grow. This fills up the
measure, and ripens a people for judgement, that is filling and growing
ail the while suitable to the sin, till it be poured out. Hence, public
calamities and long-lasting judgments on people.
Now these two things aggravate : great judgments inflicted, and
great deliverances granted. Yet after both, this people had forsaken
God's
commandments.
And after
all seeing
that isthat
comeThouuponourusGodfor hast
our
evil deeds,
and for our great
trespass,
punished us less than our iniquities deserve, and hast given us such deliverance as this. Is not this just our case? Have we not been
sharply scourged, though indeed far less than our iniqnites, and have
we not been seasonably and wonderfully delivered in our extremities?
And yet have we not again broken His commandments? And do we
not still generally and grossly continue so doing ! Oh ! wiiat shall
we say to our God ? fVe cannot stand before Him, because of this.
Let us, therefore, fall down before Him, and confess, and supplicate;
and there is yet hope that He will be gracious.
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CHARGES
TO THE
CLERGY OF THE DIOCESAN SYNOD OF
DUNBLANE.
I. Bishop Leighton's Charge to his Clergy, Sept. 1662.
FOR DISCIPLINE.
First, That all diligence be used for the repressing of profaneness,
and for the advancement of solid piety.
Secondly, That not only scandals of unchastity, but drunkenness,
swearing, cursing, filthy speaking, and mocking of religion, and all
other gross offences, be brought under church censure.
Thirdly, That scandalous otfenders be not absolved, till there appear
in them very probable signs of true repentance.
Fourthly, That inquiry be made by the minister, not only into the
knowledge, but the practice and track of life, of those who are to be
admitted to the holy communion ; and all profane and evidently impenitent persons be fsecluded, till their better conversation, and obedience to the gospel, be more apparent.
Fifthly, That family prayer be inquired after ; and they that can, be
exhorted to join with it reading of the Scriptures.
FOR WORSHIP.
First, That instead of lecturing and preaching both at one meeting,
larger portions of the Holy Scriptures, one whole chapter at least of
each Testament, and Psalms withal, be constantly read ; and this not
as a by-woik, while they are convening, but after the people are well
convened, and the worship solemnly begun with confession of sins and
prayer, either by the minister or some fit person by him appointed.
the Lord'sandPrayer
be restored to more frequent
use Secondly,
; lil:ewise,That,
the Doxology
the Creed.
Thirdly, That daily public prayer, in churches, morning- and evening, with reading of the Scriptures, be used, where it can be had
conveniently, and the people be exhorted to frequent them ; not so as
to think that this should excuse them fiom daily private prayer, in their
families and in secret, but rather as a help to enable them and dispose
them the more for both these : and let the constant use of secret prayer
be recommended to all persons, as the great instrument of sanctifying
the soul, and of entertaining and increasing- it in the love of God.
Fourthly, That tlie younger sort and the ignorant be diligently catechised, atfit times, all the year through ; and that work not wholly
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laid over on 6ome days or weeks before the celebration of the communion ;but that the inquiry at that time, be rather of their "rood conversation, and duein andisposition
for partaking'
of that holy ordinance, as
was said before
article touching
discipline.
Fifthly, That ministers use some short form of catechism, such as
they may require account of, till a common form be agreed on.
Sixthly, That preaching be plain and useful for all capacities ; not
entangled with useless questions and disputes, nor continued to a
wearisome length; the great and most necessary principles of religion,
most ture
frequently
treatedsuitable
upon instructions
: and oftentime
portionsthence
ol" Scripexplained, and
and larger
exhortations
deduced; and let that be the sermon at that time; which will doubtless
be as truly preaching, and as useful, if not more so, than insisting, for
a whole sermon or more, upon one short verse or sentence.
The Bishop propounded to the Brethren, that it was to be remembered, byhimself and them both, to how eminent degrees of purity of
heart and life their holy calling doth engage them ; to how great
contempt of this present world, and inflamed affections toward Heaven,
springing from deep persuasions within them of those things they preach
to others, and from the daily meditation of them, and fervent prayer :
And that they consider how ill it becomes them to be much in the trivial
conversation of the world ; but, when their duty or necessity involves
them in company, that their speech and deportment be exemplarily holy,
ministering grace to those with whom they converse : And, (to add but
this one thing, so suitable to ministers of the gospel of peace,) that
they be meek and gentle and lovers and exhorters of peace, private
and public, amongst all ranks of men ; endeavouring rather to quench,
than to increase, the useless debates and contentions that abound in the
world ; and that they be always more studious of pacific than polemic
divinity, that certainly being much diviner than this, for the students
of it are called the sons of God. Matt. v. 9,
II. The Bishop's Address after the business was over, October 1665.
After the affairs of the Synod were ended, the Bishop shewed the
Brethren he had somewhat to impart to them that concerned himself,
which, though it imported little or nothing, either to them or the
church, yet he judged it his duty to acquaint them with ; and it was,
the resolution he had taken of retiring from this public charge ; and
that all the account he could give of the reasons moving him to it,
was briefly this : the sense he had of his own unworthiness of so high
a station in the church, and his weariness of the contentions of this
church, which seemed rather to be growing than abating, and, by
their growth, did make so great abatements of that Christian meekness
and mutual charity, that is so much more worth than the whole sum
of all that we contend about. He thanked the brethren for all tiieir
undeserved respect and kindness manifested to himself all along; and
desired their good construction of the poor endeavours he had used to
serve them, and to assist them in promoting the work of the ministry,
and the great designs of the gospel, in their bounds : and if; in any
thing, in word or deed, he had offended them, or any of them, he very
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earnestly and humbly craved their
: and having recommended
to them to continue in the study of pardon
peace and holiness, and of ardent
love to our great Lord and Master, and to the souls he hath so dearly
bought, hefarewell:
closed with these words of the Apostle : " Finally,
brethren,
be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one mind,
and live in peace ; and the God of peace and love shall be with you,"
III. The Bishops Charge, October 1666.
1. It was enacted, That all the ministers do endeavour to bring their
people to a high esteem of the Holy Scriptures, and of the reading of
them in public : and to give evidence thereof, by reverent and attentive
hearing, none being permitted to stand about the doors, or lie in the
kirk-yard, during the time of reading ; and if, after warning given
them of this, any shall be found to continue in the same disorder, they
are, by due rebukes and censures, to be brought to obedience.
2. That the ministers be careful to direct the readers what parts of
the Scriptures are most frequently to be read : as, the histories of the
Gospel, and the Epistles ; and of the Old Testament, the most intel igible and practicable parts, particularly, large portions of the
Psalms at all times, being both so excellently instructive, and withal
so divine forms of prayers and praises, and therefore have been so
much used by the Christian churches in all ages, and always made so
great a part of their public service.
3. That no readers be permitted, but such as are tried and approved bythe Presbytery.
4. That, besides the reading betwixt the second and third bell,
which is but as in the interval for those that are come, till the rest do
convene, some part of the Scriptures be read after the last bell is rung
out, and the congregation more fully met, and the minister is come
in ; either by himself, or by the reader at his appointment ; one
chapter at least, together with some of the Psalms, one or more, as
they are of length, and of which some part afterwards may be sung,
and so the people shall the better understand what they sing. Thus
shall this so useful ordinance of public reading of the Scriptures be
performed with more solemnity, and brought into greater respect and
veneration, and the people be more universally and plentifully edified
by it. But, together with this, the reciting of the Ten Commandments, the Belief, according to the acts of former Synods, is no
Lord's day to be omitted. Nor is this only or mainly meant as a help
to the them,
people's
words of ofthem,
and ofsoGod,being
repeat
but learning
as a solemnthepublication
the law
as theableruleto
of our life, and a solemn profession of our believing the articles of
our Christian faith, and for the quickening of our affections towards
both.
And as to that exercise of reading the Scriptures, it cannot be
imagined that any well-instructed and solid-minded Christian can
question the great expediency and usefulness of it for all ranks of
people : for, besides that many of our commons cannot read, and so,
cannot use the Scriptures in private, and too many that can, yet do
neglect it ; even they that use them most in private, will not only no
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whit the less, but so much the more, be well satisfied and edified with
hearing them read in public, and will more reverently and religiously
attend to them, and, with the blessing of God upon them so doing,
not fail to find (what others can say they have often tbund) divers passages and sentences falling frequently in upon their hearts in public
reading, with particular warmth and divine force, nothing below, if
not sometimes beyond, what they usually find in private.
If the minister think fit to make his sermon for the time, upon some
part of what, by himself, or by his appointment, hath been read, it
may do well ; and possibly so much the better, the longer the text be,
and the shorter the sermon be ; for, it is greatly to be suspected, that
our usual way of very short texts, and very long sermons, is apt to
weary people more, and profit them less.
But, whatsoever they do in this, they should beware of returning to
their long expositions, besides their sermon, at one and the same
meeting ; which, besides the tediousness and other inconveniences, is
apt todain they
foment
in people's
the foolishreadprejudice
proud dishave taken
againstminds
the Scriptures
withoutanda superadded
discourse ; in which conceit, for all their zeal against Popery, they
seem to be too much of the Romish opinion, as accounting the Holy
Scriptures so obscure in themselves, that it is someway dangerous,
or at least altogether unprofitable, to intrust the common people either
with reading or hearing any part of them at any time, unless they be
backed with continual expositions.
5. That ministers do endeavour to reduce the people from the
irreverent deportment they have generally contracted in the public
worship ; particularly, from their most indecent sitting at prayer, to
kneel or stand, as conveniently they may, that we may worship, both
with our bodies and with our souls. Him that made both, and made
them for that very end. Oh ! how needful is that invitatory to be
often
ears, that
to have
Oh !
come, rung
and letin usourworship
and seem
bow wholly
down, and
kneelforgot
beforeit.the" Lord
our Maker."
6. That people be frequently and earnestly exhorted to morning
and evening prayer in their families, especially the prime families in
parishes, as most exemplary.
7. That the way of catechising be more adapted to the capacity of
our rude and ignorant people ; and that our sermons, particularly
those of the afternoon, may be more frequently bestowed on the most
plain and intelligible way of explaining some point of catechetical
doctrine.
8. It was recommended. That convenient utensils be provided in
every kirk, for the administration of the holy sacraments.
9. That, according to our great and standing duty, we be still more
and more zealous and careful, by doctrine and discipline, to purge
out all profaneness ; particularly, the most common and crying sins,
as drunkenness, cursing, swearing, railing, and bitter speaking, and
rotten filthy speaking, so usual amongst the common sort, in their
house or field labour together, particularly in harvest: and that
it be by all ministers recommended to the owners of the crops, and
overseers of the reapers, to range them so to their work, and in such
divisions, as may give least occ^ision to any thing of that kind.
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10. That, as we ourselves should be exemplary in holiness, we
should endeavour that our seniores plebis, or elders of the people, be
so too : and, for that end, rather to have them well chosen, though
fewer, than a great number of such as too often they are.
11. That the Presbyteries do inquire of each one of their number
concerning the celebration of the communion, that at least our usual
returns of it be neglected by none ; ibr, it is one of the great defects
and reproaches of our Church, that that greatordinance, being so useful
for the increase of holiness, should be so seldom administered, as with
usorderit is,to even
where itisis set
ol"tenest.
of examination
it, somewhat
down inForourthefirstwaySynod,
which may bein
looked at, if possibly it may prove to be of any use.
IV. Paper given in by the Bishop to the Synod, April 1667.
I CONFESS that my own inactive and unmeddling temper may be too
apt to prevail against the known duty of my station, and may incline
me rather to inquire too little than too much into the deportment of
others ; and rather to be deficient, than to exceed in admonitions and
advices to my brethren, in matters of their duty : and, besides this
natural aversion, the sense of my own great iniworthiness and filthiness, may give me check, and be a very strong curb upon me, in
censuring others for what may be amiss, or in offering any rules for
the redress of it. And there is yet another consideration, that bends
still further that way ; for I am so desirous to keep far off from the
reach of that prejudice thai abounds in these parts, against the very
name of my sacred function, as apt to command and domineer too
mucli, that I may possibly err on the other hand, and scarce perform
the duty of the lowest and most moderate kind of moderator; so that
I am forced to spur and drive up myself against all these retardments,
to suggest any thing, how useful soever, beyond our road or accustomed way, especially, finding how little any thing of that kind takes,
and prevails to any real etlect.
However, when any thing appears to me of evident reason and
usefulness, and that easily joins in, and paceth with, our standing
customs, I judge it my duty to ofler it to you ; and I hope, if that ye
shall find it of any use, ye will not reject it, but rather improve it
to somewhat better, that by occasion of it may arise in your own
thoughts.
Something of this kind I have formerly moved, concerning the way
of dealing with persons fallen into scandalous sin : frequent speaking
with them in private, to the convincing and awakening their consciences to a lively sense of sin, and directing them in the exercises of
repentance, and exhorting them to set apart some time for the solid
humbling of their souls in fasting and prayer ; and not to admit them
to public confession, until they have, to our best discerning, some
real heart-sense of sin, and remorse for it, and serious purposes of
newness of life.
Likewise, I suggested somewhat touching the way of examining of
all persons, toward their admission to the holy communion, besides the
ordinary way of catechising the younger and more ignorant sort ; and
some other particulars much like these, that now I will not repeat.
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That which I would recommend at this time, relates to the business
of priry irialu (as they are called) of ministers in their Presbyteries,
toward the time of the Synod ; in which I have perceived, in some
places, (if I may be pardoned that free word,) very mucii of superficial, empty form ; for the help of which, besides other ways which
may be thought on, that which occurs to me at present, is this : That
some certain questions be asked of every minister before he withdraws ;and these be much the same with those that usually are, or
fitly may be, propounded to the elders and people concerninp: their
minister, at the visitation of particular kirks. For though, in the case
we
now speak
of, yet
we this
can does
have nothing
man's thing;
own word
concerning
himself,
not renderbutitevery
an useless
for,
besides that divers of the questions will be of things so obvious to public
knowledge, that no man will readily adventure to give an untrue answer,
where it may be so readily traced, there is much to be given to the
presumed ingenuity and veracity of a minister, especially in what is
solemnly and punctually inquired of him ; and whatsoever, formerly,
hath been, or hath not been, his former degree of diligence in the
particulars, the very inquiry and asking concerning them, will be
apt to awake, in every man, a more serious reflection upon himself
touching each point ; and the drawing forth such an express answer to
each before his brethren, will probably excite and engage him to
higher exactness in all of them for the time to come.
The particulars I conceive may be these, and such others, like
them, as may be further thought fit.
1. Whether he be constantly assiduous in plain and profitable
preaching, instructing, and exhorting, and reproving, most expressly
and frequently, those sins that abound most among his people ; and
in all things, to his best skill, fitting his doctrine to the capacities,
necessities, and edification of all sorts within his charge?
2. Whether he be diligent in catechising, employing throughout the
year such seasons and times for it, as may be easiest and fittest for the
people to attend it, and not wholly casting it over upon some few
days or weeks near the time of the communion ?
3. How often in the year he celebrates the holy communion ? For
I am ashamed to say, whether, at least, once every year?
4. Whether he does faithfully and impartially exercise discipline, and
bring all known scandals to due censure ; and does speak privately,
and that oftencr than once, with the persons convicted, and admits
them not to public acknowledgment, till he sees in them some probable
signs of true repentance.
5. Whether he be diligent, by himself and his elders, in all convenient ways, to know the deportment of the several families and persons
of his flock ; and do frequently visit the families, and not only ask, but
do his best certainly to inform himself, whether they constantly use
morning and evening prayer, together with reading of the Scriptures,
if they have any that can do it ; and whether this point of family
exercise be specially provided for in the choice families in the parish.
Whether
he be careful
of the
relief even
of thethough
poor, they
and ofneglect
visitingto "
the6. sick,
whensoever
he knows
of any,
send for him ; and for this eud make inquiry, and the rather prevent
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their orsending',
little
no use tobecause
them. they commonly defer that, till it can be of
7. Whether he does in private plainly and freely admonish those he
knows, or hath cause to suspect, to be given to uncleanness, or
drunkenness, or swearing, or any kind of inordinate walking, especially
if they be of that quality that engages him frequently to converse with
them ; and if they continue such, leaves off that converse ; and if their
miscarriage be public, brings them to public censure.
8. Whether he watches exactly over his own conversation in all
things, that he not only give no offence, but be an example to the
flock, and preach by living.
9. Whether he spend the greatest portions of his time in private, in
reading, and prayer, and meditation, — a thing so necessary to enable
him for all the other parts of his duty.
10. Whether he makes it the great business, and withal the great
pleasure, of his life, to fulfil the work of his ministry, in the several
parts and duties of it, out of love to God, and to the souls of his
people.
11. If he does not only avoid gross offences, (which, in a guide of
souls, were intolerable,) but studies daily to mortify pride, and rash
anger, and vain-glory, and covetousness, and love of this world and
of sensual pleasures, and self-love, and all inordinate passions and
affections, even in those instances wherein they are subtilest and least
discernible by others, and commonly too little discerned by ourselves.
12. If he not only lives in peace with his brethren and flock, and
withal as much as is possible, but is an ardent lover and promoter of
it, reconciling differences, and preserving good agreement, all he can,
amongst his people.
It hath not escaped my thoughts, that some of these questions,
being of tothings
less offit them
to be will,
publicly
pounded
any ;more
and inward,
that the may
best seem
observers
both pi'oout
of modesty, and real humility, and severe judging of themselves, be
aptest to charge themselves with deficiency in them, and will only
own, at most, sincere desires and endeavour, which, likewise, they
that practise and mind them least, may in general profess : neither is
there any more particular and punctual account to be expected of
such things of any man in public ; but the main intent in these, (as
was said before,) is, serious reflection, and that each of us may be
stirred up to ask ourselves over again these and more of the like
questions, in our most private trials, and our secret scrutinies of our
own hearts and lives, and may redouble our diligence in purging our^
selves ; that we may be in the house of God vessels of honour,
sanctifiedAnd,
and formeetthosefor other
the Master's
use, exposed
and prepared
every goodof
work.
things more
to the toknowledge
others, if any brother hears of any faultiness in any of the number, he
shall not do well to think rudely to vent it in the meeting, till first he
have made all due inquiry after the truth of it; yea, though he hath it
upon inquiry to be true, yet ought he not, even then, to make his first
essay of rectifying his brother, by a declaration to the full meeting,
without having formerly admonished him, first alone, and then (according to pur Saviour's rule) in the presence of one or two more;
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but having done so, if neither of these reclaim him, then follows of
necessity to tell the church ; but that is likewise to be dune with great
singleness of heart, and charity, and compassion ; and the whole
procedure of the whole company, with the person so delated, is to be
managed with the same temper, according to the excellent advice of
the Apostle, " My brethren, if any man be overtaken in a fault, ye
which are spiritual restore such a one in the spirit of meekness, considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted." Gal. vi. 2.
V, Paper ^iven in by the Bishop to the Synod, October 1667, cojitaining Proposals touching the following things :
1. Solemn reading of the Scriptures.
2. Reducing the people to a reverend gesture in prayer.
3. Plain and practical, and catechetical, preaching.
4. A weekly day for catechising, and the reading of the Scriptures
joined with it.
b. A short and plain form of catechism.
6. A more exact and spiritual way of dealing with public penitents.
7. As likewise of preparing people for the communion ; more
frequent celebration whereof is so much to be wished, but so little, or
scarce at all, to be hoped in this Church.
8. That, ill preaching, the most abounding and crying sins be more
sharply and frequently reproved, particularly, cursing and swearing ;
and the worship of God in families more urged.
9. The due educating and moulding the minds of young students
in presbyteries.
13. More frequent and more exact visitation of churches: and the
visiting of families by each minister in his own charge.
The words of the Paper were as follow :—
1. That the reading of the Holy Scriptures in our public meetings,
when they are solemnest and fullest, be constantly used, and that we
endeavour to bring our people to a reverend and affectionate esteem
of that ordinance, and attention to it.
2. That both by our own example, and by frequent instruction and
exhortation, we study to reform that extreme irreverence and inency that hath generally
prevailed
in people's
in time
of public decworship,
and particularly
of prayer
: and deportment
that they be reduced
to such a gesture, as may signify that we are acknowledging and
adoring the great Majesty of God.
3. That we endeavour to adapt our way of preaching, with all evidence and plainness, to the informing of the people's minds, and
quickening their affections, and raising in them renewed purposes of a
Christian life ; and that some part of our sermons be designed for the
•plain and practical explication of the great principles of religion.
4. That we fix some certain times, at leastone day in the week, throughout theyear.forcatechising, and that withal, there be reading of the Scriptures and prayer at the same time ; to which, besides that jjartof the people that are for each time particularly warned to be present, tiiose others
that are near the church, and at leisure may resort. For the work of the
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ministry is a husbandry of more continual labour and attendance than
that of our country people that labour the ground, and therefore cannot well be duly discharg-ed if it be wholly cast over upon the Lord's
day, ofwithout
ever meetingpart
them together,
all the with
week them,
long. or bringing any considerable
5. It seems absolutely necessary, that each minister should resolve on
some short and plain form of catechism, for the use of his people : for
it is not, I think, to be imagined, that ever people will have any fixed
knowledge of the articles of religion, by lax and continually varied
discourses and forms, or by catechisms too long and too hard for
them. And would some person draw up several short forms, they
might be revised at the next Synod, and possibly one framed out of
them, which, by consent, might be appointed for the use of this
diocese, for the interim, till one shall be published for the whole
church.
6. That which hath been formerly proposed, should be reminded, of
a more exact and spiritual way of dealing with public offenders, that
their reception might be both more apt to recover the penitents themselves, and to edify the church.
7. For more frequent communion, (if it could be had,) or however,
for the better improving it when we have it, seldom as it is, what hath
been formerly suggested touching the way of examining and preparing people to it, and other particulars relating thereto, need not be
repeated, but need very much to be really practised, if they can be of
any use.
8. Likewise, enough hath been formerly said, (it were well if any
thing might once appear to be done,) touching the worship of God
in families, especially the prime ones within our bounds : as likewise
touching the exercise of discipline for the repressing of swearing and
drunkenness, and all profaneness, so much abounding every where ;
and that our doctrine be likewise more particularly and frequently applied to that purpose.
9. Something hath likewise been said concerning the training up
of such young men amongst us as intend the ministry, not only as to
their strain of preaching, but the moulding of their minds to more inward thoughts, and the study of a devout life, and more acquaintance
with the exercises of mortification and purging of their owii hearts by
those Divine truths which they are to preach to others for the same
purpose : for how shall they teach what they have not learned?
10. That churches be more frequently and exactly visited, and, by
each minister, the families of his congregation.
This paper being publicly read, and consented to, and approved by
the unanimous vote of the Synod, conformably to it was framed the
following act.
The Bishop and Synod having seriously considered the height of
profaneness and gross sins abounding among their people, particularly drunkenness and uncleanness, and most universally the heinous
sin of cursing and swearing, and that which foments and increases
(hose and diall
the great
of the Lord's
holy ofdaytheandcomornances, andsins,
the gross
and contempt
almost incredible
ignorance
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mon sort, under so much assiduous preaching- and catechising ; for
the more effectual redress of all these evils, have ag-reed and resolved,
through
the Lord's
himself,
grace and
zeal of God
that ishelp,
withineachhim,one towithin
renewed
vigourto stir
and thefervour,
and
more earnest endeavours in the use of all due means for that effect ;
and particularly,
1. The applying of their sermons and doctrines more expressly and
frecjuently
to thealmost
reproofall ofranks
thoseof wickednesses,
that horrible sin which
men do more especially
easily andoffrequently
commit than they can possibly do other gross sins, and that with less
sense and remorse — cursing and swearing: And that they will, by
God's assistance, not only use short and frequent reproofs of this and
other sins, but at some times more largely insist in representing the exceeding sinfulness and vileness of such a particular sin, and the great
danger inof it.the Lord's wrath and heaviest judgements upon those that
persist
2. That with this they will join constant private inspection over the
lives of their people, and, by all due means, particularly inquire into
them ; and when they tind any one guilty of any gross sin, privately
to admonish him, meekly and affectionately, but yet with all freedom
and plainness ; and if upon that they mend not, to proceed in the regular way of discipline and censure within their own charge ; and if
they be not by that reclaimed, but prove obstinate, then to delate them
to the highest judicature, in the usual order of this Church.
3. To use more frequent catechising, and that in so plain a method
and way as may be most apt both to inform the minds of the most
ignorant, and, through the blessing of God, to make more deep impression upon their hearts.
4. That, as much as is competent for ministers, they will endeavour
to procure the executing of those penal laws made against cursing
and swearing, and other scandalous offences, in such a way as may be
most convenient and feasible in each of their respective parishes.
5. That they will endeavour, both by exhortation and, where need
is, by use
discipline,
bringordinances
their peopleof toGodmoreat all
careful
stant ofattendance
on allto the
timesandof conthe
accustomed public meetings, and to a more religious and reverend
deportment in them throughout the whole, but particularly in time of
prayer.
6. That they be particularly careful to inquire after the daily performance of the worship of God in families, and, where they find it
wanting, to enjoin it, and make inquiry again after it ; and this should
be especially provided for in the choice and most eminent families in
the several congregations, as exemplary to all the rest.
VI. Concluding Paragraph, April 1668.
The Bishop, having commended the Brethren for their unity, and
concord, and good conversation, exhorted them to continue therein,
and to be more and more exemplary in holiness, and in modesty and
gravity, even in the externals of their hair and habit, and their whole
deportment ; and to the regulating of their children, and their whole
Vol. II.
2O
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families, to be patterns of religion and sobriety to all about them ;
and that they themselves aspire daily to greater abstraction from the
world, and contempt of things below ; giving themselves wholly to
their great work of watching over souls, for which they must give
account ; and to reading and meditation ; and to prayer, that draws
continual fresh supplies from Heaven, to enable them for all these
duties.
VII. Paragraph respecting Baptismal Vows, October 1668.
That which had been sometimes spoke of before, the Bishop now
again recommended to the Brethren, that, at their set times of catechising and examining their people, they would take particular notice
of young persons, towards their first admission to the holy communion ;and, having before taken account of their knowledge of the
grounds of religion, would then cause them, each one particularly and
expressly, to declare their belief of the Christian faith, into which, in
their infancy, they were baptized ; and, reminding them of that their
baptismal vow, and the great engagements it lays upon them to a holy
and Christian life, would require of them an explicit owning of that
vow and engagement, and their solemn promise accordingly, to endeavour the observing and performance of it, in the whole course of
their ibllowing life : And then, in their prayer with which they use to
conclude those meetings, would recommend the said young persons,
now thus engaged, to the effectual blessing of God, beseeching Him
to own them for His, and to bestow on them the sanctifying and
strengthening grace of His Holy Spirit, as His signature upon them,
sealing them to the day of redemption.
And this practice, as it hath nothing in it that can offend any, even
the most scrupulous minds, so it may be a very fit suppletory of that
defect in Infant Baptism, which the enemies of it do mainly object
against it, and may, through the blessing of God, make a lasting impres ion of religion upon the hearts of those young persons towards
whom it is used, and effectually engage them to a Christian life ; and,
if they swerve from it, make them the more inexcusable and clearly
convincible of their unfaithfulness and breach of that great promise
and sacred vow, they have so renewed to God before His people.
And for authority of divines, if we regard it, it hath the general approbation of the most famous Reformers, and of the most pious and
learned that have followed them since their time ; and, being performed
in that evangelical simplicity as it is here propounded, they do not
only allow it as lawful, but desire it, and advise it as laudable and
profitable, and of very good use, in all Christian churches.
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For disposing you the better to observe these rules, and profit by
them, be pleased to take the following' advices :—
1. Put all your trust in the special and singular mercy of God, that
He
sake, Not
and that
of His
only goodness,
he\p and
bringforyouHis tomercy's
perfection.
absolute
perfection will
is attainable
here, but the meaning is, to high degrees of that spiritual and divine
life, which is always growing and tending towards the absolute perfection above ; but in some persons comes nearer to that and riseth
higher, even here, than in the most. If you with hearty and fervent
desires do continually wish and long for it, and with most humble
devotion daily pray unto God, and call for it, and with all diligence do
busily labour and travail to come to it, undoubtedly it shall be given
you. For you must not think it sufficient to use exercises, as though
they had such virtues in them, that, of themselves alone, they could
make such as do use them perfect; for neither those nor any other,
whatever they be, can of themselves (by their use only) bring unto
perfection. But our merciful Lord God, of His own goodness, when
you seek with hearty desires and fervent sighings, maketh you to find
it. When you ask daily with devout prayer, then He givethit to you;
and when you continually, with unwearied labour and travail, knock
perseveringly, then He doth mercifully open unto you. And because
those exercises do teach you to seek, ask, and knock, yea, they are
none other than very devout petitions, seekings, and spiritual pulsations for the merciful help of God ; therefore they are very protitable
means
to perfection
God's grace.
2. Letto come
no particular
exerciseby hinder
your public and standing duties
to God and your neighbours : but for these, rather intermit the other
for a time, and then return to it as soon as you can.
3. If, in time of your spiritual exercise, you find yourself drawn to
any better, or to as good a contemplation as that is, follow the track
of that good motion so long as it shall last.
4. Always take care to follow such exercises of devout thoughts,
withal putting in practice such lessons as they contain and excite to.
5. Though at first ye feel no sweetness in such exercises, yet be not
discouraged, nor induced to leave them, but continue in them faithfully, whatsoever pain or spiritual trouble ye feel; for, doing them for
God and His honour, and finding none other present fruit, yet you
shall have an excellent reward for your diligent labour and your pure
intentions. And let not your falling short of these models and rules,
nor your daily manifold imperfections and faults, dishearten you ; but
continue steadfast iu your desires, purposes, and endeavours ; and
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ever ask the best, aim at the best, and hope the best, being sorry that
you can do no better; and they shall be a most acceptable sacrifice
in the sight of God, and in due time you shall reap if you faint not.
And of all such instructions let your rule be, to follow them as much
as you can ; but not too scrupulously thinking your labour lost if you
do not exactly and strictly answer them in everything. Pm-pose still
better, and by God's grace all shall be well.
SECTION I.
Rule!. Exercise thyself in the knowledge and deep consideration
of our Lord God, calling humbly to mind how excellent and incomprehensible He is ; and this knowledge shalt thou rather endeavour to
obtain by fervent desire and devout prayer, than by high study and
outward labour. It is the singular gift of God, and certainly very
Ijrecarious.
2. Pray, then, " Most gracious Lord, whom to know is the very
" bliss and felicity of man's soul, and yet none can know Thee, unless
" Thou wilt open and shew Thyself unto him ; vouchsafe, of Thy infi" nite mercy now and ever, to enlighten my heart and mind to know
" Thee, and Thy most holy and perfect will, to the honour and glory
" of3. Thy
Thenname.
lift up Amen."
thy heart to consider (not with too great violence,
but soberly) the eternal and infinite power of God, who has created
all things by His excellent wisdom; His unmeasurable goodness,
and incomprehensible love : for He is very and only God, most excellent, most high, most glorious, the everlasting and unchangeable
goodness, an eternal substance, a charity infinite, so excellent and inef able in Himself, that all dignity, perfection, and goodness, that is
possible to be spoken or thought of, cannot sufficiently express the
smallest part thereof.
4. Consider that He is the natural place, the centre and rest of thy
soul. If thou then think of the most blessed Trinity, muse not too
much thereon, but with devout and obedient faith, meekly and lowly
adore and worship.
5. Consider Jesus the Redeemer and Husband of thy soul, and
walk with him as becomes a chaste spouse, with reverence and lowly
shamefulness, obedience, and submission.
6. Then turn to the deep, profound consideration of thyself, thine
own nothingness, and thy extreme defilement and pollution, thy natural
aversion from God, and that thou must, by conversion to Him again,
and union with Him, be made happy.
7. Consider thyself and all creatures as nothing, in comparison
of thy Lord ; that so thou mayest not only be content, but desirous
to be unknown, or being known, to be contemned and despised of all
men, yet without thy faults or deservings, as much as thou canst.
8. Pray : " O God infuse into my heart Thy heavenly light and
" blessed charity, that I may know and love Thee above all things ;
" and above all things loath and abhor myself. Grant that I may be
" so ravished in the wonder and love of Thee, that I may forget my" self and all things ; feel neither prosperity nor adversity ; may not.
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" fear to suffer all the pains of this world, rather than to be parted and
" pulled away from Thee, whose perfections infinitely exceed all
" thought and understanding-. O ! let me find Thee more inwardly
*' and verily present with me, than I am with myself ; and make me
" most circumspect how I do use myself in the presence of Thee, my
" holy Lord.
" Cause me always to remember how everlasting and constant is
" the love Thou bearest towards me, and such a charity and continual
" care, as though thou hadst no more creatures in heaven or earth be" sides me. What am I ? A vile worm and filth."
9. Then aspire to a great contrition for thy sins, and hatred of them,
an abhorring of thyself for them ; then crave pardon in the blood of
Jesus Christ ; and then offer up thyself, soul and body, an oblation or
sacrifice, in and through him ; as they did of old, laying wood on the
altar, and then burning up all : so this shall be a sacrifice of sweet
savour, and veiy acceptable to God.
10. Offer all that thou hast, to be nothing, to use nothing of all that
thou hast about thee and is called thine, but to His honour and glory ;
and resolve through His grace to use all the powers of thy soul, and
toevery
sin. member of thy body, to His service, as formerly thou hast done
11. Consider the passion of thy Lord, how he was buffeted,
scourged, reviled, stretched with nails on the cross, and hung on it
three long hours ; suffered all the contempt and shame, and all the
inconceivable pain of it, for thy sake.
12. Then turn thy heart to Him, humbly saying, " Lord Jesus,
" whereas I daily fall, and am ready to sin, vouchsafe me grace as oft
" OS I shall, to rise again ; let me never presume, but always most
" meekly and humbly acknowledge my wretchedness and frailty, and
" repent, with a firm purpose to amend ; and let me not despair
" because of my great frailty, but ever trust in Thy most loving mercy
" and readiness to forgive."
SECTION II.
1. Thou shalt have much to do in mortifying of thy five senses,
which must be all shut up in the crucified humility of Jesus Christ, and
be as they were plainly dead.
2. Thou must now learn to have a continual eye inwardly to thy
soul and spiritual life, as thou hast used heretofore to have all thy
mind and regard to outward pleasure and worldly things.
3. Thou must submit and give thyself up unto the discipline of
Jesus, and become his scholar, resigning and compelling thyself altogether to obey him in all things ; so that thy willing and nilling thou
utterly and perfectly do cast away from thee, and do nothing without
his license : at every word thou wilt speak, at every morsel thou wilt
eat, at every stirring or moving of every article or member of thy body,
thou must ask leave of him in thy heart, and ask thyself whether,
having so done, that be according to his will and holy example, and
with sincere intention of his glory. Hence,
4. Even the most necessary actions of thy life, though lawful, yet
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must thus be offered up with a true intention unto God, in the union
of the most holy works, and blessed merits of Christ ; saying, " Loi-d
" Jesus, bind up in the merits of thy blessed senses, all my feeling
" and sensation, and all my wits and senses, that I never hereafter use
" them
sensuality."
5. Thusto any
labour
to come to this union and knitting up of thy senses,
in God and thy Lord Jesus, and remain so fast to the cross, that thou
never part from it, and still behave thy body and all thy senses as in
the presence of thy Lord God, and commit all things to the most trusty
providence of thy loving Lord, who will then order all things delectably and sweetly for thee. Reckon all things besides for right nought;
and thus mayest thou come unto wonderful illuminations and spiritual
influence from the Lord thy God.
6. If, for his love, thou canst crucify, renounce, and forsake perfectly
thyself and all things, thou must so crucify thyself to all things, and
love and desire God only, with thy care and whole heart, that in this
most steadfast and strong knot and union unto the will of God, if He
would create hell in thee here, thou mightest be ready to offer thyself,
by His grace, for His eternal honour and glory, to suffer it, and that
purely for His will and pleasure.
7. Thou must keep thy memory clean and pure, as it were a wedlock chamber, from all strange thoughts, fancies, and imaginations ;
and it must be trimmed and adorned with holy meditations and virtues
of Christ's life and passion, that God may continually and ever rest
therein.
A PRAYER.
8. " Lord, instead of knowing Thee, I have sought to know wicked" ness and sin ; and whereas my will and desire were created to love
" Thee, I have lost that love, and declined to the creatures. While
" my memory ought to be filled with Thee, I have painted it with the
" imagery of innumerable fancies, not only of all creatures, but of all
" sinful wickedness. Oh ! blot out these by Thy blood, and imprint
" Thy own blessed image in my soul, blessed Jesus, by that blood
" that issued out from Thy most loving heart, when thou hangedst on
*' the cross. So knit my will to Thy most holy will, that I may have
" no other will but Thine, and may be most heartily and fully content
" with whatsoever Thou wouklst do to me in this world : yea, if
" Thou wilt, so that I hate Thee not, nor sin against Thee, but retain
" Thy love, make me suffer the greatest pains."
SECTION III.
Rule. 1. Exercise thyself to the perfect abnegation of all things
which may let or impede this union. Mortify in thee every thing
that is not of God, nor for God, or which He willeth and loveth not.
Resigning and yielding up to the high pleasure of God, all love and
affection for transitory things, desire neither to have nor hold them,
nor bestow nor give them, but only for the pure love and honour of
God. Put away superfluous and unnecessary things, and affect not
even things necessary.
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2. Mortify all affection to and seeking of thyself, which is so natural to men in all the good they desire, and in all the good they do,
and in all the evil they suffer : yea, by the inordinate love of the gifts
and graces of God, instead of Himself, they fall into spiritual pride
gluttony, and greediness.
3. Mortify all affection to, and delectation in, meat and drink, and
vain thoughts and fancies, which, though they proceed not to consent,
yet defile the soul, and grieve the Holy Ghost, and do great damage to
the spiritual life.
4. Imprint on thy heart the image of Jesus crucified, the impres ions ofhis humility, poverty, mildness, and all his holy virtues :
let thy thoughts of him turn into affection, and thy knowledge into
love. For the love of God doth most purely work in the mortification
of nature : the life of the spirit, purifying the higher powers of the
soul, begets the solitariness and departure from all creatures, and the
influence and flowing into God.
5. Solitude, silence, and the strict keeping of the heart, arc the
foundations and grounds of a spiritual life.
6. Do all thy necessary and outward works without any trouble or
carefulness of mind, and bear thy mind amidst all always inwardly
lifted upercise ofand
God, following
always more the inward exlove,elevated
than thetooutward
acts of virtue.
7. To this can no man come, unless he be rid and delivered from all
things under God, and be so swallowed up in God, that he can contemn and despise himself and all things ; for the pure love of God
maketh the spirit pure and simple, and so free, that, without any pain
and labour, it can at all times turn and recollect itself in God.
8. Mortify all bitterness of heart towards thy neighbours, and all
vain complacency in thyself, all vain glory and desire of esteem, in
words and deeds, in gifts and graces. To this thou shalt come by a
more clear and perfect knowledge and consideration of thy own
vileness, and by knowing God to be the fountain of all grace and
goodness.
9. Mortify all affection towards inward, sensible, spiritual delight in
grace, and the following devotion with sensible sweetness in the lower
faculties or powers of the soul, which are nowise real sanctity and
holiness in themselves, but certain gifts of God to help our infirmity.
10. Mortify all curious investigation or search, all speculation and
knowledge of unnecessary things, human or divine ; for the perfect
life of a Christian consisteth not in a high knowledge, but profound
meekness, in holy simplicity, and in the ardent love of God; wherein we
ought to desire to die to all affection to ourselves and all things below
God ; yea, to sustain pain and dereliction, that we may be perfectly knit
and united to God, and be perfectly swallowed up in Him.
11. Mortify all undue scrupulousness of conscience, and trust in
the goodness of God : for our doubting and scruples ofttimes arise
from inordinate! self-love, and therefore vex us ; they do no good,
neither work any real amendment in us ; they cloud the soul, and
darken faith, and cool love ; and it is only the stronger beams of these
that can dispel them. And the stronger that faith and Divine confidence isin us, and the hotter Divine love is, the soul is so much the
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more excited and enabled to all the parts of holiness, to mortifications
ofthankfulness
jjassions and
in alllusts,
estates.to more patience in adversity, and to more
12. Mortify all impatience in all pains and troubles, whether from
the hands of God or men, all desire of revent^e, all resentment of injuries and
; by the pure love of God, love thy very persecutors as if
they were thy dearest friends.
13. Finally, Mortify thy own will in all thing's, with full resignation
of thyself to suffer all dereliction, outward and inward, all pain, and
pressures, and desolations, and that for the pure love of God : for
from self-love and self-will spring all sin and all pain.
A PRAYER.
14. " O Jesus, my Saviour ! thy blessed humility, impress it on my
" heart. Make me most sensible of thy infinite dignity, and of my
" own vileness, that I may hate myself as a thing of nought, and be
" willing to be despised and trodden upon by all as the vilest mire of
" the
; that iI can
may dostillnothing,
retain theseandwords,
— I amnothing
nothing,butI
havestreets
nothing,
i desire
" One."
SECTION IV.
1. Never do any thing with propriety and singular affection, being too
earnest, or too much given to it ; but with continual meekness of heart
and mind, lie at the foot of God, and say, " Lord, I desire nothing,
" neither in myself, nor in any creature, save only to know and execute
" Thy blessed will." Saying alway in thy heart, "Lord, what wouldst
" Thou have me to do? Transform my will into Thine: fill full, and
" swallow up as it were, my affections with Thy love, and with an in" satiable desire to honour Thee, and despise myself."
to attaina perfect
to the exspoliation,
perfect knittingunion withor
God,2. Ifknowthouthataspire
it requireth
and and
denudation,
bare nakedness, and utter forsaking of all sin, yea of all creatures, and
of thyself particularly : even that thy mind and understanding, thy
affections and desires, thy memory and fancy, be made bare of all
things in the world, and all sensual pleasures in them, so as thou
wouldst be content that the bread which thou eatest had no more
savour than a stone, and yet, for his honour and glory that created
bread, thou art pleased that it savoureth well : but yet, from the delectation thou feelest in it, turn thy heart to His praises, and love that
made it.
3. The more perfectly thou livest in the abstraction, and departure,
and bare nakedness of thy mind from all creatures, the more nakedly
and purely shalt thou have the fruition of the Lord thy God, and shalt
live the more heavenly and angelical life. Therefore,
4. Labour above all things most exactly to forsake all for Him ; and
chiefly to forsake and contemn thyself ; purely loving Him, and in a
manner forgetting thyself and all things, for the vehement burning
love of Him : thus thy mind will run so much upon Him, that thou
wilt take no heed what is sweet or bitter, neither wilt thou consider
time or place, nor mark one person from another, for the wonder and
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love of Thy Lord God, and the desire of his blessed will, pleasure,
and honour in all things. And whatsoever good thou dost, know and
think that God doth it, and not thou.
5. Choose
alwayslike(tounto
the best
thy skill)
what isandmostmostto profitGod's
honour,
and most
Christof and
his example,
able to thy neighbour, and most against thy own proper will, and least
serviceable to thy own praise and exaltation.
6. If thou continue faithful in this spiritual work and travail, God
at length, without doubt, will hear thy knocking, and will deliver thee
from all thy spiritual trouble, from all the tumults, noise, and incumbrance of cogitaticMis and fancies, and from all earthly affections, which
thou canst by no better means put away, than by continual and fervent
desire of the love of God.
7. Do not at any time let or hinder His working, by following
thine own will ; for behold how much thou dost the more perfectly
Ibrsake thine own will, and the love of thyself, and of all worldly thing-s,
so much the more deeply and safely shalt thou be knit unto God, and
increase in His true and pure love.
SECTION V.
1. If thou still above all things seek that union, thou must transfund and pour thy whole will into the high pleasure of God ; and
whatsoever befals thee, thou must be without murmuring and retracwork tionitof heart,
is. accepting it most joyfully for His love whose will and
2. Let thy great joy and comfort evermore be, to have His pleasure
done in thee, though in pains, sickness, persecutions, oppressions,
or inward griefs and pressures of heart, coldness or barrenness of
mind, darkening of thy will and senses, or any temptations, spiritual
or bodily. And,
3. Under any of these, be always wary thou turn not to sinful delights, nor to sensual and carnal pleasures, nor set thy heart on vain
things, seeking comfort thereby, nor in any wise be idle, but, always
as thou canst, compel and force thyself to some good spiritual exercise or bodily work ; and though they be then unsavoury to thee, yet
are they not the less, but the more, acceptable to God.
4. Take all afflictions as tokens of God's love to thee, and trials of
thy love to Him, and purposes of kindness to enrich thee, and increase more plentifully in thee His blessed gifts and spiritual graces,
if thou persevere faithfully unto the end ; not leaving off the vehement
desire of His love and thy own perfection.
5. Offer up thyself wholly to Him, and fix the point of thy love
upon His most blessed increated love ; and there let thy soul and heart
rest and delight, and be as it were resolved and melted most happily
into the blessed Godhead ; and then take that as a token, and be assured by it, that God will grant thy lovely and holy desire. Then
shalt thou feel in a manner no difference betwixt honour and shame,
joy and sorrow ; but whatsoever thou perceivest to appertain to the
honour of thy Lord, be it ever so hard and unpleasant to thyself, thou
wilt heartily embrace it, yea, with all thy might follow and desire it :
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yet, when thou wilt think thou hast done what is possible for thee,
thou wilt think thou hast done nothing at all, yea, thou shalt be
ashamed, and detest thyself, that thou hast so wretchedly and imperfectly served so noble and worthy a Lord ; and therefore, thou wilt
desire and endeavour every hour to do and suffer greater and more
perfect things than hitherto thou hast done, forgetting the things that
are behind, aud pressing forward to those that are before.
6. If thou hast in any measure attained to love and abide in God,
then mayest thou keep the power of thy soul and thy senses, as it
were, shut up in God, from gadding out to any worldly thing or vanity, as much as possible, where they have so joyfully a security and
safeness. Satiate thy soul in Him, and in all other things still see
His blessed presence.
7. Whatsoever befalleth thee, receive it not from the hand of any
creature, but from Him alone, and render back all to Him, seeking in
all things His pleasure and honour, the purifying and subduing of
thyself. What can harm thee, when all must first touch God, within
whom thou hast enclosed thyself?
8. When thou perceivest thyself thus knit to God, and thy soul
more fast and joined nearer to Him than to thine own body, then shalt
thou know His everlasting, and incomprehensible, and ineffable goodness, and the true nobleness of thy soul, that came from Him, and
was made to be reunited to Him.
9. If thou wouldst ascend and come up to thy Lord God, thou
must climb up by the wounds of His blessed humanity, that remain
as it were for that use ; and when thou art got up there, thou wouldst
rather suffer death than willingly commit any sin.
10. Entering into Jesus, thou castest thyself into an infinite Sea of
Goodness, that more easily drowns and liappily swallows thee up,
than the ocean does a drop of water. Then shalt thou be hid and
transformed in Him, and shalt often be as thinking without thought,
and knowing without knowledge, and loving without love, comprehended ofHim whom thou canst not comprehend.
SECTION VI.
1.
Too
much
desire
to
please
men, mightily prejudgeth the pleasing
of God.
2. Too great earnestness and vehemency, and too greedy delight in
bodily work and external doings scattereth and loseth the tranquillity
and calmness of the mind.
3. Cast all thy care on God, and commit all to His good pleasure:
laud, and praise, and applaud Him in all things, small and great.
Forsake thy own will, and deliver up thyself freely and cheerfully to
the will of God, without reserve or exception, in prosperity and adversity, sweet or sour, to have or to want, to live or to die.
4. Disunite thy heart from all things, and luiite it only to God.
b. Remember often, and devoutly, the life and passion, the death
and resurrection, of our Saviour Jesus.
G. Descant not on other men's deeds, but consider thine own : forget other men's faults, and remember thine own.
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7. Never think highly of thyself, nor despise any other man.
8. Keep silence and retirement as much as thou canst, and through
God's grace, they will keep thee from snares and offences.
9. Lift up thy heart often to God, and desire in all things His assistance.
10. Let thy heart be filled and wholly taken up with the love of
God, and of thy neighbour ; and do all that thou dost, in that sincere
charity and love.
The sum is :
1. Remember always the presence of God.
2. Rejoice always in the will of God. And,
3. Direct all to the glory of God.
SECTION vn.
1. Little love, little trust; but a great love brings a great confidence.
2. Tliat is a blessed hope that doth not slacken us in our duty, nor
maketh us secure, but increaseth both a cheerful will, and gives
greater strength to mortification and all obedience.
3. What needest thou, or why travailest thou about so many things ?
Think upon one, desire and love one, a:id thou slialt find great rest.
Therefore,
4. Wherever thou be, let this voice of God be still in thine ear: My
son, return inwardly to thy heart, abstract thyself from all things, and
mind Me only. Thus,
5. With a ])iue mind in God, clean and bare from the memory of
all things, remaining unmoveably in Him, thou shalt think and desire
nothing but Him alone ; as tliough there were nothing else in the
world but He and thou only together ; that all thy faculties and powers
being
Him. thus re-collected into God, thou mayest become one spirit with
6. Fix thy mind on thy crucified Saviour, and remember continually
His great meekness, love, and obedience, His pure chastity. His unspeakable patience, and all the holy virtues of His humanity.
7. Think on His mighty power and infinite goodness; how He
created and redeemed thee ; how he justifieth thee, and worketh in
thee all virtues, graces, and goodness : and thus remember Him, until
thy memory turn into love and affection. Therefore,
8. Draw thy mind thus from all creatures, unto a certain silence
and rest from the jangling and company of all things below God ; and
when thou canst come to this, then is thy heart a place meet and
ready for thy Lord God to abide in, there to talk with thy soul.
9. True humility gaineth and overcometh God Almighty, and
maketh thee also apt and meet to receive all graces and gifts. But
alas ! who can say that he hath this blessed meekness, it being so
hard, so uncertain, so secret and unknown a thing, to forsake and
mortify perfectly and exactly thyself, and that most venomous worm of
all goodness, vain-glory?
10. Commit all to the high providence of God, and suffer nothing
to rest or enter into thy heart, save only God. All things in the earth
are too base to take up thy love or care, or to trouble thy noble heart,
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thy immortal and heavenly mind. Let them care and sorrow, or rejoice about these things, who are of the world, for whom Christ would
not pray.
11. Thou canst not please nor serve two masters at once: thou
canst thou
not love
diversmarkand well
contrary
if, then, most
thou upon.
wouldst Leave
know
what
lovest,
what thing-s
thou ;thinkest
Earth, and have Heaven ; leave the world, and have God.
12. All sin and vice springeth from the property of our own will
all virtue and perfection cometh and groweth from the mortifying of
it, and the resigning of it wholly to the pleasure and will of God.

THE END.
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